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The Bu Maher visitor center
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Annex 15
Date: 19/07/20 II

MATERIALS:
Kindly find below a brief material specification as provided by the consultant (PAD):
I. In general the materials are modem to convey a contrast with the heritage
fabric of the Fort.
2. The external stone wall cladding will be selected from the following lime
stones: Sinai Pearl (Egypt), Moleanos Azul (Portugal) and Mocka Cream
(Portugal). Please refer to figl-fig3 below,

fig I, Mocka cream

fig2, Moleanos Azul
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· Sinai Pearl
3. The external steel structure will be coated with powder off-white; the final
tone of white will be decided once the stone color is selected.
4. Clear double glazed glass with a natural anodized aluminum profile will be
used, flush mounted to the ceiling and the floor, it will look almost frameless.
(rf. Fig 4)

fig4
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Our understanding of the Project:
The Kingdom of Bahrain is proposing for inscription on the World Heritage List of UNESCO a serial
site including 15 properties in Muharraq island, that represent the heritage of pearling in Bahrain and
which over many centuries housed the globally most significant pearling society and economy.
The nomination file was presented in January 2010 and will be considered for inscription during the
World Heritage Committee meeting in Bahrain in June 2011.
The nominated 15 properties are scattered in the historical part of Muharraq city, they consist of 12
architectural components and 3 coastal sites, each representing an aspect of the pearling economy.
There is a need to create a link between them, a trail which leads the visitor from one site to another,
giving body to the narrative of pearling.
Thereis also aneed to enhancethesite’s presentation and functionality whilepreserving and enhancing its own cultural significance.
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Fouad Awada, Architect, Ph.D. Urban Planner
Dr Fouad Awada is the Chairman of URBAMED, an
Architecture and Town Planning Agency based in Paris and operating in France, in the Mediterranean cities and worldwide. He received his Architect diplomain1980 fromtheEcoleSpécialed’Architecture,
France, and his Ph.D. in the town planning in 1991
fromtheEcoleNationaledesPontset Chaussées.
In the last 20 years, Dr Awada has led major projects at different scales all over the world among
which the Heritage preservation and Medina regeneration in Casablanca and Tripoli, the master plan
of Sophia Antipolis, the landscaping of the Pinus Wood of Beirut, the National Physical Master Plan
of Lebanon, the Architectural and Urban Charter of Benghazi… He is nowparticipating to the landscaping of theLiangzi Lakein theGreater Wuhan – China.
He was member of the jury for the Martyr’s Square project in Beirut and for the Anfasite’s development in Casablanca.Dr Awada is President of the Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées Alumni
Association, member of the URBA2000 Board, former Chief of Staff of the President of the Ile-deFrance Regional Council, Past Member of the APUR Board, and Past Deputy Chairman of the Institut
d’Aménagement et d’UrbanismedelaRégion Ile-de-France.
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A network of confirmed Professionals
URBAMED and Dr Fouad Awada are in the center of a large network of experimented professionals
that they can mobilize to answer at any time to the projects he is developing.
Among these :
•
•
•
•
•
•

DAYArchitects, a30 persons architectureagency based in France, led by Thierry Bonne
URBI, an Architectureand Urban Planning agency basein Beirut, led by Habib Debs
SATIVA, alandscaping firm, France, led by Chilpéric deBoiscuillé
AVR, acompany specialized in infrastructureand external works, France, led by Yussef Rizk
EGIS– BCEOM, thesecond largest engineering company in France
M.A.Studio, aStreet furnitureand Lighting Design company, led by theDesigner Marc Aurel

Contact:
www.urbamed.fr
contact@urbamed.fr
Telephone: +336.71.01.30.65
Address: URBAMED, 35 rue Buffon 75005 Paris
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DIAGNOSIS
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LOCATION
The Kingdom of Bahrein is a Middle East insular state of 665 square meters and 680 inhabitants. It
is located in the Persian Gulf off the coast of Saudi Arabia and to the west of Qatar peninsula.It comprises numerous small archipelagos and a main island (the Island of Bahrein).
Muharraq is one of these isles, it is located to the North-East of the main Island of Manama (the current capital city) to which it is linked by two express roads crossing the sound.
Due to its geographic position and its economic openness the Kingdom of Bahrein is an important
business spot and a touristic destination in the region. Today its rich history is a great asset for the
development of cultural tourism on the island. Pearling Testimony Project in Muharraq is perfectly in
line with this new dynamic.
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MUHARRAQ
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URBAN EVOLUTION OF MUHARRAQ
Three main factors allowed the economic and urban development of Bharein.
The presence of a huge watertable under the Island.
The exploitation of a natural resource : the pearl.
The position of the island on the road to India.
The pearling trade reached its apex in the XIXth century. In that period the Maharadjahs of India were
very fond of pearls and Europe had the same passion. A real pearling economy developed in Muharraq
which was the closest island to the pearling oysters fields of the Gulf. Hence Muharraq experienced
a rapid urban growth. The most prosperous merchants built big residences in the island with Majlis
(big audience rooms) and mosques. The divers built their houses around these complexes forming
urban clusters or furjan. These urban units became real neighbourhoods structuring the city.
In1930’stheurbanisationreachedthelimitsof theisland. At that timethepearlingtradedeclined: in
the 20’s the Japanese put on the market much cheaper cultured pearls that competed savagely with
Bahreini natural pearls. Fortunately the oil economy took over rapidly and started a greater economic
and urban growth. On the main island of Bahrein, in front of Muharraq, Manama was established as
the capital city. However the urban expansion of Muharraq went on: the coral reefs surrounding the
island were soon filled in providing new building lots while the ancient district was renewed little by
little (apartment buildings replacing the traditional houses). The population changed and got denser
: Pakistanese and South Eastern Asians replaced progressively the original Bahreini inhabitants. Very
few divers still live in Muharraq hardly nothing remains of the pearling economy on the island. However the city remains lively and economically dynamic.
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BLACK & WHITE AERIAL PHOTGRAPH :
Limits of Muharraq in 1930
COLORED AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH:
Limits of Muharraq nowadays
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URBAN FABRIC
Today one can easily read the steps of the urban evolution of Muharraq through the different urban
fabric composing the city.
- A dense arborescent urban fabric with sinuous and narrow streets and irregular plots corresponding
to the old city.
- A compact and squared urban fabric of individual row houses, with orthogonal street network but
well connected to the old city. It corresponds to the first urban extensions of Muharraq dating back
to the30’s and 40’s.
- Another squared urban fabric but with wider streets and higher collective buildings probably developed in the60’s.
- A much looser urban fabric made of stripes of collective housing arranged on open lands with big
urban facilities typical of the70’s and 80’s developments built on thenewlands gained on thesea.
- Big housing estates of individual housing (villas) on the Eastern and South-Easter periphery (probably the most recent operations).
Nowadays the old city urban fabric has kept most of its original street network.
However most of the old houses have been replaced by small concrete apartments buildings showing
various architectural languages.
Moreover in some areas the old urban fabric has been erased by big urban operations aiming at creating important urban facilities.
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Deep into the historic district, collapsed or demolished old houses have left big urban voids that
haven’t been developed yet. Most of the time when these empty plots get an access to the main
roads, they are turned into informal parking areas. Such voids in the middle of a compact urban fabric (where houses use to lean on one another) weaken the old buildings. They have to be filled in to
consolidate the urban structure or to be developed as public spaces for them to participate positively
to the urban environment.
As a consequence the old houses that Bahrein Ministry of Culture has listed as protected heritage
elements seemed quite isolated in an heterogenous urban fabric and the projected Pearling path
meant to link these houses goes through areas where contemporary architecture languages mix together, where many urban voids bewilder the visitor and where cars are omnipresent. As a matter of
fact the continuity and coherence of the trail are difficult to follow.
In order to highlight the historic buildings to be proposed to UNESCO for World Heritage listing and
recreate an urban global coherence all along the projected Pearling Path, the Ministry of Culture has
set a Buffer Zone that includes most of the ancient buildings of the historic district of Muharraq. A
specific urban regulation as well as architectural guidelines will soon be implemented within that
Buffer Zone.
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Historic arborescent urban fabric

Projected pearling path

Squared compact urban fabric of 1930’s

Limits of Muharraq in 1930

Looseurban fabric of the1970’s
Housing estates of villas (recent operations)
Contemporary loose urban fabric for urban facilities
Squared urban fabric with wilder streets of the1960’s
Heritage buildings listed by the Ministry of Culture (2010)
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STREET NETWORK AND URBAN STRUCTURE
The creation of new housing areas and new urban facilities on the lands recently reclaimed from the
sea as well as the construction of the international airport to the North East of Muharraq led to the
achievement of a heavy road infrastructure. A straight expressway (Airport Avenue) passing North of
the historic district of Muharraq gives direct acces to the airport and a wide ring road (Khaleefa Al
Kabeer Highway) by-passes it linking the recent neighbourhoods although cutting the city from the
sea.
Inside the historic district Wali Al Ahed Avenue, Sheikh Abdallah Avenue, Sheikh Hamad Avenue,
Sheikh Abdallah Bin Ahmed Avenue, and Abdul Rahman Al Fadel Avenue bear part of the commercial
activity and linkthemain activeurban areas to Sheikh ‘IssaAvenueand 10th Avenue. In theprospect
of the development of a pedestrian promenade following the Pearling Path the roads crossing the
historic district of Muharraq are additional breaks in the course. However they are vital for the old city
and cannot be turned into pedestrian streets. The project must consider them as structuring axes and
assets to serve the future pedestrian zone.
OBJECTIVES | Hence the main goals to achieve through the project will be the following:
To create a clear a contiuous path linking and highlighting the historic houses with a strong signage.
To take advantage of the numerous urban voids by creating new public spaces, organizing local parking areas and consolidating the urban structure with new buildings.
To propose urban comfort.
To create and Serve a pedestrian zone all along the Pearling Path.
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CONCEPT
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Underlining the Historical Serial Site and / or Regenerating the Old City:
The scope of the urban planning competition underlined the concept of a Buffer Zone that needs to
be improved by an intervention on the streets and public spaces and on the buildings facades.
As a matter of fact the old city of Muharraq requires a global urban regeneration project. Keeping the
improvements for the sole area dedicated to the touristic promenade and the cultural visits may be
a problem and destabilize the current balance. The scope of the competition not only suggests an
intervention on the public road network but also on the facades of the buildings, such an operation
could be understood as a greasepaint aiming at creating a theatre set for the sole visual entertainment
of the visitor without any real improvement of the living conditions of the inhabitants.
The approach can be straight and honest. The serial site standing for UNESCO World Heritage listing needs :
• A comprehensive rehabilitation of the historic buildings and for some of them a conversion into
museums or other kinds of facilities.
• Theenhancement of thesehistoric buildings through apropriateurban developments.
• Thecreation of atrail setting alink between them.
Therehabilitation of Muharraq’s buildings and public spaceis acomplexproject that is worth considering in a longer term within a global frame. It should be based on real socio-economic data and
detailed urban diagnostic, following UNESCO criteria. It is a long venture that cannot be merged into
the creation of the Pearling Path.
These are the reasons why, in the following proposal we have chosen to distinguish between the creation of the Pearling Path and the urban regeneration of Muharraq Old district.
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Taking the City as it is, and Inserting the Pearling Path into it
Moreover our approach is in line with one of the most important principles of UNESCO Heritage
Policy, based on the necessity to underline the different strata left by the successive cultures on the
buildings.
The historic houses, their various urban surroundings, the more recent buildings, the modern roads
and the Pearling Path refer to particular human interventions that have marked the space through
time, layer upon layer without erasing the traces of the past or inducing confusion with pastiche or
greasepaint. The different urban strata that can be read on the buildings facades show us the steps of
the evolution the city went through : most of the times they are right answers to the legitimate needs
of its inhabitants. In a way these layers tell us the story of the city and de facto are of great value and
richness.
The main idea of the project we propose is a Pearling Path we create out of nothing in the XXIst century, a route that does not refer to any obvious urban route but, as a justification, aims at evoking
an auspicious period of Muharraq through the enhancement of its historic buildings and the path to
be followed to reach them. Hence the purpose is not to erase the recent memory of the city, on the
contrary, our approach aims at recognizing, respecting and underlining the value of each of the layers
showing the successive urban evolutions.
The path goes through Muharraq without modifying nor even touching what surrounds it (except for
the mise-en-scene of the main historic buildings). Here the Pearling Path has been designed and
should be understood as a vehicle offered to the visitors and the inhabitants, proposing a new point
of viewon thecity and transforming theseeming urban “mess” into ashowthehigh points of which
will be the historic houses.
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A powerful Design : the pearly podium
To be seen, understood and followed the Pearling Path needs a strong unseen design, contrasting
with the current street coating.
Treating the surface with simple, noble and classical materials, or marking the ground or the walls
with a continuous line or a sporadic signage would be too discreet to be visible. As a matter of fact
the visitor cannot walk and permanently fix the ground, hem ay lose his way and stress out.
This is the reason why we recommend apowerful design creating aPearling Path that « one cannot
miss ». Thepath will beaunique, exclusiveand precious object. Its main characteristics will be:
• Continuity
• Exclusivetextureand color
• Leveling
The Pearling Path we propose is a PEARLY PODIUM IN THE CITY, a 3-dimensional object running
through thecity, Smooth, and Continuous…
The Podium will be detached from the facades and raised from the street level, thus it will set a metaphorical distance with the urban environment. It will stand in continuous contrast with the materials
of the buildings and the current street coating. Its only presence will be strong enough to ensure a
powerful signage.
The Podium will never break off, it will develop continuously all over the historic district of Muharraq,
and as a living body will react and adapt to the shapes and characteristics of the urban environment.
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PROJECT
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MATERIAL
Apearl is a“hard smooth grayish-white rounded object found inside the shell of clam or oyster and
much valued as agem” (Collins Dictionary.)
The Podium should be seen as an exclusive, precious and reassuring object in the current urban environment. It will bear, all by itself, the evocation of the Pearl.
To achieve this ambition we propose a product developed by Dupont, called Corian. Corian is a non
porous and homogenous material for solid coating. It is composed of acrylic resin and natural minerals.
- It’s hard and resistant to shocks and scratches and can carry up to 300kg on a60cm range.
- It is repairable and can easily regain its original aspect
- Its flexibility allows it to be thermoformed in various moulds, to produce elements that can be put
together with invisible joints. It can be engraved with textures.
- It is translucid and can be backlit.
If chosen in a pearl white color it will be a strong evocation of the pearl and will confer to the Podium
its preciosity.
The producer is ready to develop a specific technique for the implementation of Corian in the the
project which will may increase the visibility of the project.
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STRUCTURE
A simple and removable device. The Corian comes in the form of plates that will be fixed on a structure composed of U-shaped elements. These elements will be put up every 60cm and linked laterally
with a rail. The plates will be put together with a special glue joint that remains invisible after a simple
sandpapering.The finishing will be a Corian body all in one piece.
Under the Corian body the U-shaped structure will form a technical gallery in which the electrical
and telecommunication cables (currently hanged from the facades) will be housed as well as the
future public lighting network.
Such astructurecan be implemented rapidly as it doesn’t requireany excavation apart from ascratching of the existing street coating and the fitting of a superficial foundation. However an extra height
for the manholes has to be implemented before the fitting of the Podium.
After the fitting, in case of a possible renovation of the sewerage network, the Corian coating can be
cut and the U-shaped structural elements removed (and preserved to be reused).
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MASTERPLAN
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Creating a Clear and continuous signage
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H ig h lig h tin g e xis tin g u rb a n p ra c tic e s : the podium will go through the historic district without disrupting the existing urban practices. On the contrary it propose them as an urban spectacle to
the visitor and bring comfort to the users, as it will be the case in the wide urban void south of Sheikh
Abdullah Avenue, where inhabitants play cricket and volley ball every day. This particular area may
also be equipped with a children playground dedicated to the neighbourhood.
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Offering another point of view of the city

Creating a new urban experience
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Adapting to various urban situations: the width of the streets all along the path varies from
2 to 6m. Moreover the route of the path is very irregular and winding. Hence the Podium will enlarge
or shrink always keeping a minimum width of 1.5m which will guarantee the security of the users.
The podium will also take into account the level of the houses thresholds on the path: it will move
away from the lowest ones, running along the opposite facade and propose a concrete step to the
visitor so he can easily get down the podium and reach the original street level within a comfortable
space.
When too narrowto be used by pedestrians, the space between the façades and the podium will be
filled in with gravel.
Creating unseen public spaces: the Podium will seize the space opportunities brought by some
urban voids on its way. It will spread over wider urban spaces in a variety of platforms with different
shapes but always keeping its material and structural identity. It will turn the open and empty spaces
into unseen places (the« digits square », the« piano square », the « terrace square»…), changing
the current codes and points of view in order to push the visitors and inhabitants to reconsider their
environment.
B ring in g u rb a n c o m fo rt: the Podium is most of the time 35cm higher than the current level of the street and provides
in itself a seat wherever it passes. More than this it will also:
- Produce emergences on the places offering benches above the platform.
- Propose excavations to be used for plantations, water basins or even seats at the level of the platform.
- Decompose as a free ribbon, folding and unfolding to develop a range of seat and tables at different levels that will liven up the public space.
Thus through its transformations the Podium can provide urban furniture, shading device, and freshness in the public space keeping its identity.
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Lighting : the current lighting device will be very discreet. They will be set laterally to the podium, invisible to the visitors. They will put the facades into light with different intensities, pointing out all the excrescences of the facades (air
conditioners and other device), creating a dynamic play of light intensities and volumes.
The main heritage buildings will be treated on case by case basis, the most significant volume being enlightened directly
with a yellow light.
In the smaller places a more intimate atmosphere will be created: the colors of the lighting may change following the
theme to be defined for each square.
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The implementation of the Podium will have three major consequences on the historic district of
Muharraq :
- The transformation of some of the urban voids (private lands) located on the way of the Pearling Path
into urban places and local public squares, which will result in a marked improvement of the urban
environment.
- The creation of a pedestrian zone along the path and its logic consequence: the suppression of the
informal parking lots in the area.
- The emergence of new urban polarities inside the Buffer Zone that will increase the attractivity of the
district and draw visitors:
• Four newcultural poles (onearound thecomplexformed by bayt Jalahma, bayt Ghaloumand bayt
Al Alawi, another around bayt Fakhro, a third around bayt wa majlis Murad and a last one around bayt
wa majlis Siyadi that will boost the recently developed Sheikh Ibrahim Center and Kurar House ).
• A commercial and touristic pole in the sûqs area that will be enhanced by the redevelopment of
Mahallat Siyadi and‘Imarat RashedFakhroandtheconstructionof theVisitorsandExperienceCenter.
• Asport and leisurepoleonthesiteof abig urbanvoid (southof SheikhAbdullahAvenue) currently
used by the inhabitants as a Cricket and Volley Ball playground.
In order to guarantee the dynamism and radiation of these new polarities, the pedestrian area must
be properly served and the congestion of its surroundings must be avoided. The Pearling Path development project should be accompanied by a new traffic plan and a strategy for the creation of new
parking facilities to meet the needs of the inhabitants and the visitors.
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PARKINGS
Considering that :
- The new urban regulation document (still under preparation) that will implemented on the Buffer Zone sets
the buildings maximum height to three floors and allows only individual or family houses.
- The Muharraq Municipal Council has already frozen the apartment buildings projects in the historic district
of Muharraq.
- Only 105 properties among the 185 existing empty lands inside the buffer zone will stay available for housing
project.
One can reasonably consider that the resident population of the historic district of Muharraq will not grow
significantly. As a consequence the parking management strategy will consist in bringing back the global
existing parking capacity with a slight increase.
The existing parking capacity has been estimated at 3155 parking lots (among which 2485 are informal parking lots on private empty lands).
In order to compensate for the loss of parking lots resulting from the creation of the pedestrian zone, four
measures are proposed :
- The densification of some of the existing public parking areas
- The creation of a regulatory constraint on some big private lands of the Buffer Zone (directly accessible from
the main roads) to include parkings in the future projects, in the basement or in part of the ground floor of the
buildings. Such private operations can bring some 850 parking lots in the Buffer Zone.
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Underground parkings

Parking buildings

Landscaped surface parkings

- The development of new parking facilities above ground : these sites will be developed as landscaped areas.
Canopies can easily be realized using a tree-planted square grids of 5m adjusted to the grids of the parking
lots, such vegetal roofs will efficiently reduce the negative impact of the parking areas on the urban environment. These parking areas can provide 520 parking lots.
- The construction of 7 buildings containing 5 floors of parking (with semi-buried basement) can provide
some 1100 new parking lots. These buildings, if well treated, can be harmoniously inserted in the urban environment, respecting the maximum height recommended by the future urban regulation and contributing to
the street activity with shops on a part of the ground floor. Moreover this kind of project can be very profitable
and interesting for private investors.
The implementation of these measures will allow to bring back the existing parking capacity raising it up to
3400 parking lots.
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TRAFIC
As a consequence of the implementation of the Podium all the lanes and alleys leading to the pearling path
will be considered as pedestrian streets.
TheNorth-Southtwo-wayaxes(10thavenueandSheikh‘Issaavenue) runningalongsidethehistoric district
to the East and to the West will keep their structuring importance in the street network.
These two axes are linked by five East-West two-way roads (Wali Al Ahed avenue, Sheikh Abdallah avenue,
Sheikh Hamad avenue, Sheikh Abdallah Bin Ahmed avenue, Abdul Rahman Al Fadel avenue) crossing the
distoric district of Muharraq, some of them bearing commercial activity and providing parking facilities. These
vital roads will serve the pedestrian zone, and by-passes will be connected to them. These by-passes will give
access to parking facilities located deep into the macroblocks close to the main urban poles.
When the Podium will cross these transverse roads it will be lower reaching the level of a sleeping policeman.
Inthesûqsareathesectionsof Toujjar andBoumaher avenuestakenbythePodiumwill betransformedinto
commercial pedestrian streets but will remain accessible to the delivery trucks twice a day. In order to maintain a sufficient irrigation of the commercial area, these streets will remain open to cars to the North and to the
South of the pedestrian sections and will be linked to 10th avenue by a series of one-way streets.
A possible reorganisation of the existing coach station may be considered in order to adapt it to the management of tourists buses. From there a shuttle will serve the historic district following a route taking 10th avenue,
SheikhAbdallahBinAhmed avenue, Sheikh‘Issaavenue, Wali Al Ahed avenueand SheikhSalmanavenue,
and stopping at four stations close to the main activity poles.
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BAHREIN / Pearling Testimony Project

TECHNICAL & FINANCIAL PROPOSAL FOR
THE REALIZATION OF A PROTOTYPE IN SITU
June 2011

URBAMED in association with
DAY architects & EGIS‐bceom

INTRODUCTION

Through its project « Pearling, Testimony of an Island Economy », the Ministry of Culture and Information of the Kingdom of Bahrein aims at
developing the historic urban district of Muharraq (close to Manama, the capital of the Island) through the design and implementation of the
“Pearling Path” (a pedestrian route running across the historic urban fabric of Muharraq, highlighting and setting a new link between 12 old
houses to be listed as World Heritage by UNESCO).
The URBAMED / DAYarchitects / EGIS‐BCEOM group (composed of town‐planners, architects and engineers) has participated in the
international competition launched in June 2010 by the Ministry of Culture and Information of the Kingdom of Bahrein for the design of the
“Pearling Path”.
The proposal of the group has been delivered in August 2010 and is one of the two proposals selected by the Ministry of Culture and
Information.
Thus URBAMED’s group has first been officially invited to develop the concept and its feasibility in a Pilot Area (that is to say a 450m section of
the « podium », 3 squares and 2 smaller platforms) and to answer the technical remarks expressed by the local officials, state its involvement
and make a financial offer.
A complete report has been delivered to the Ministry of Culture and Information in October 2010.
The Ministry of Culture is now requesting a mission from URBAMED to come to Bahrain and make a trial for the project along a 60m street
section.
Therefore the present document proposes:
‐ a technical description of the 60m prototype to be realized in Muharraq.
‐ a time schedule for the operation.
‐ a quotation for the costs.

BAHRAIN

MUHARRAQ / PEARLING TESTIMONY PROJECT

URBAMED - DAY ARCHITECTES ASSOCIES - EGIS BCEOM

06.14.2011

EXISTING SITUATION

The urban sample chosen by the Kingdom of Bahrain Ministry of Culture or the realization of a prototype is a sixty meter long section of Lane
n° 936 not far from the Siyadi Complex. It represents a project surface of 376 sqm. Four Secondary Protection architectural elements are
located in this street section.
This sample includes:
‐
‐
‐
‐

two intersections, one with Lane 937 and the other with Lane 939
one empty private plot (located at the intersection between lane 936 and lane 939), that we propose to integrate into the project
eight thresholds, the levels of which vary from 0.00 to 0.40
six manholes and various emergences (A/C block, wires, ducts and poles) related to the infrastructure networks.

The street coating is made of concrete blocks all over the project surface except on the empty plot at the intersection with Lane 939.
All the details of the existing urban space are described in the following layouts and photos at the scale 1/200 and 1/50. However, considering
the technicality of the project, an accurate topographic survey is required to carry out the detailed drawings.
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PROJECT

Description
As proposed during the previous steps of the operation (competition and technical feasibility), the project consists in the installation of 35cm
high “podium” made of glacier white Corian and running contiuously all along the 60m street section. Its width vary from 1.8m to 3.4m, and its
global area reaches 206sqm.
It develops itself in a public square on the small empty plot located at the intersection between Lane 936 and Lane 939. Due to the presence of
a threshold at the level 0.25m in front of the empty plot, the Corian square level is lower than the podium. On both sides of the square a 2%
gradient ramp will ensure an imperceptible transition. Pieces of Coian “ribbon type” urban furniture will be installed on the square.
Granit platforms allow to step down the podium towards existing thresholds whenever required, and stainless steel ramps give easy access to
it at the intersection between Lane 936 and Lane 937.
Five existing manholes are covered by the podium and remain visitable through trap doors.
Structure of the podium
The 12mm thick plaques of Glacier White Corian will fixed on a stainless steel structure. This structure will be adjustable to the urban space
configuration and topography (variations of more or less 50mm will be possible), take‐down and removable following the technical constraints
of the urban services.
The trap doors allowing access to the existing manholes will be fixed on screw jacks.
The Corian coating will be reinforced with honeycombed aluminum plaques and lateral pieces increasing the resistance of the podium to
external shocks.
The surface will be sanded in order to erase the dilatation joints and to obtain a grain providing anti‐slipping properties to it.
All the components of the podium will be prefabricated in France, brought, adjusted and assembled on site.
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Introduction
The report at hand has been compiled in reply to the World Heritage Committee’s Decision
35 COM 8B.20, taken during the 35th session in June 2011, which request the following
additional information and clarification to the nomination file ‘Pearling, Testimony of an Island
Economy’, presented to the World Heritage Center by the Kingdom of Bahrain in 2010.
The World Heritage Committee,
1. Having examined Documents WHC-11/35.COM/88 and WHC-11/35.COM/INF.8B1,
2. Refers the nomination of Pearling, testimony of an island economy, Bahrain, back to the
State Party in order to provide a more detailed conservation approach for the urban buildings
that sets out how the conservation of original fabric will be optimized, how the necessary
skills will be put in place for the restoration of decorative woodwork and plasterwork, and how
the overall conservation work will be phased and implemented.
3. Recommends the State Party to extend the boundary of the Bū Māhir fort site to cover its
archaeological remains;
4. Also recommends that the State Party requests an advisory mission to the site.
(Extract of Decision 35 COM 8B.20)
The document comprises two parts.
PART 1 - Update to the Nomination file in reply to decision 35 COM 8B.20/June 2011 of
the World Heritage Committee
Part 1 is the report at hand that aims at providing the additional information and clarification
requested by the World Heritage Committee.
Section A: Mission, Scope and Update - gives a short introductory update on the
conservation and management process of the Pearling Testimony since the submission of
the site’s nomination dossier in 2010.
Section B: Architectural and Urban Conservation - outlines how the architectural
conservation of the historic fabric of the urban properties will be achieved according to
international standards and conservation charters, and to illustrate the achievements in this
regard in the past two years. It also aims at informing about the State Party’s capacity
achievements in the field of fine conservation of high quality timberworks and decorative
plaster elements.
In addition, it updates on the conservation efforts in the site’s urban buffer zone as well as in
the surrounding historic urban fabric of Old Muharraq.
Section C: Capacity building - describes the State Party’s initiatives for building capacities
in the field of architectural conservation and fine conservation.
Section D: Tentative schedule and phasing of projects - lays out a timeline for the
conservation works planned for the urban properties and their buffer zone, as well as related
management aspects in the coming 4 years.
Section E: Qal‘at Bū Māhir and Bū Māhir Seashore, extension of boundaries - provides
the new delineation of the property boundaries of Qal‘at Bū Māhir and Bū Māhir Seashore as
requested by the World Heritage Committee.
Addendum: Pages to be replaced in the nomination following the change of the
boundaries of the properties Qal‘at Bū Māhir and Bū Māhir seashore
PART 2 - ANNEXES
In order to further detail and illustrate the issues addressed in the report (part 1) relevant
documents, such as project progress reports, excerpts of legal texts etc. have been annexed
to the document. A selection of documents that most directly address the concerns raised by
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ICOMOS and the World Heritage Committee are included as printed hard copies. A wider
selection of documents, including all reports of architectural works carried out on the site
since 2010, and additional documents that are referred in the report are included in digital
format on a CD.
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Section A – Mission, Scope and Update
A.1 Mission and Scope
The Pearling Testimony is a cultural heritage site consisting of representative elements, both
natural and cultural, which are each testimony of a key economic, social or cultural function
within Bahrain’s former traditional pearling economy and its human system.
The mission and scope of the conservation efforts for the site are expressed in the Overall
Objective in the Management Plan submitted in February 2010 as part of the nomination
dossier for the serial site1. It is stated that:
“The Overall Objective is to ensure the sustainable future development of the testimony of
the pearling economy by preserving its material testimony of Outstanding Universal Value in
the context of its narrative elements, and by enhancing the heritage site by improving public
access both physically and intellectually."
Prerequisite for achieving the overall objective is the conservation of the nominated physical
testimony of Bahrain’s abandoned cultural tradition of natural pearl collection and trade and
its socio-cultural and economic system. This requires the conservation of both the serial
site’s natural components (the three nominated oyster beds and the natural beach at Bu
Maher Seashore) and the 17 architectural structures of the urban properties. The physical
conservation is outlined in the site’s Management Plan,2 and is further detailed for the urban
properties and their buffer zone in this document.
However, the communication of the OUV of the serial site relies also on physical and
intellectual access, so that the grand narrative of pearling3 and each property's contributing
theme4 can be conveyed. Namely, interpretation and presentation means have to be
provided that will keep the collective memory of the cultural tradition of pearling alive and
communicate it to future generations of both locals and visitors. To this end, the MoC makes
use of the display of documented memories, oral traditions, associated objects and artifacts,
ongoing cultural practices, and events that help to convey and illustrate the narrative of
pearling.
It is also important that the site is embedded within the everyday life of the local community.
The nominated properties and their setting - the connecting buffer zone – as well as all of Old
Muharraq.5 Even pearling related activities throughout Bahrain, such as the state of the art
pearl and pearl jewelry trade that Bahrain is known for, have a share in conveying the
narrative of pearling and indirectly support the communication of the OUV of the Pearling
Testimony.
Therefore, the architectural and urban conservation efforts have to be seen in the context of
other conservation objectives and strategies set out in the Management Plan particularly
Strategy 4 “Interpretation and Presentation”, and Strategy 8 “Support for Cultural Traditions”6.
In this manner, the celebration of the Pearling Testimony is addressed through a dynamic
process with long lasting impacts on the community and its perception of its heritage.

1

Management plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy- Chapter 1.4 The Mission, p.13
Management plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy- Chapter 2, strategy 5: Physical Conservation and
Development, pp.87-112, and Chapter 3, 1 Interventions in the properties and in the urban buffer zone, pp.185309)
3
Nomination File, Pearling, Testimony of an Island Economy- Introduction, p. 22.
4
Nomination File, Pearling, Testimony of an Island Economy- 2.a Description of the proposed properties and their
narratives, pp.49-168.
2

5

Old Muharraq refers to the limits of the town before the reclamations that occurred between the 50’s
and the 70’s which most likely used to be the limits of the Pearling city of the beginning of the century.
6

Management plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy- Chapter 2, Strategy 4 Interpretation and
Presentation, pp. 72-86 and Strategy 8 Support for Cultural Traditions, pp.135-142.
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The following section B Update on the Conservation and Management Efforts therefore
touches on achievements and developments in this regard. Concrete opportunities have
arisen in particular to complement the mission and scope of works with additional activities in
the urban buffer zone and beyond it, as described below.

Performance of pearling songs during the inauguration of the Nūkhidhah House in November 2011
(Photographer: Saleh Ali Mohammed, MoC)

A.2 Update on the Conservation and Management Efforts
Since the submission of the Nomination File Pearling, Testimony of an Island Economy in
2010, the MoC, together with its partners and local stakeholders, continued the conservation
and promotion of the nominated site and has also dedicated great efforts in the preservation
of other heritage sites and cultural assets throughout Bahrain. The MoC has for example
started a campaign for mobilizing resources for the preservation of national monuments
throughout Bahrain in 2011, and has carried out conservation works in some of these sites,
such as the palatial building Shaikh Salman House in Muharraq. (See Section B.2 Fine
conservation and annex M. Shaikh Salman House)
As a result of these efforts, not only have capacities been built in the field of architectural
conservation, which are prerequisite for the future works on the Pearling Testimony, but also
public appreciation of and demand for heritage conservation has grown. Likewise, the local
political and financial support for heritage conservation in general and for the conservation of
the Pearling Testimony in particular has increased. Such has the budget available to the
SAU until the year 2015 been increased to the equivalent of approximately 34 million Euros
(17 Bahraini Dinars).
The administrative structure and procedures, which were established during the nomination
process, furthermore gained operational ease.7 Particularly the cooperation with the

7

Management plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy,- Chapter 2, Strategy 1 Administrative Structure
and Procedures, p.44-53)
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Muharraq Municipality has further intensified and extended to a joint supervision of urban
development activities in all of Old Muharraq.
Given these positive developments, the MoC was able to extend its conservation endeavors
throughout the historic settlement of Old Muharraq. This is beneficial for the Pearling
Testimony and vice versa. Capitalizing on the urban buffer zone and the site’s wider urban
context to present the Pearling Testimony allows for a more comprehensive, illustrative and
dynamic presentation and interpretation, because all of Old Muharraq directly or indirectly
formed part of the pearling society.
The approach of embracing Muharraq’s history, present and future, including places,
buildings and activities throughout Muharraq, whether directly related to the Pearling
Testimony or not, adds value to the nominated heritage site. It ensures that the heritage site
is ideally embedded in the living city. This increases the attractiveness of the overall site,
including the urban trail that connects them both for visitors and the local community. At the
same time, the nominated urban properties and the “Pearling Pathway” become a catalyst for
the conservation of built and living heritage throughout the historic settlement, which in turn is
given a positive development impulse.
Ongoing and planned activities involve urban development interventions, such as upgrading
public space and facilities, and preservation of historic built fabric in entire Old Muharraq.
They also include acting on the national and local legislation for built heritage, such as
modifying currently applied urban regulations and substituting the current antiquities law with
one that involves all types of cultural heritage including Historical Towns. The activities also
embrace the support of ongoing and new cultural activities. (see Section B.3 Urban
Conservation and Development Strategy)
Since January 2010, the first nominated urban property, the Nūkhidhah House, has opened
to public and currently displays an exhibition on the theme that this building represents within
the grand narrative of pearling.8 The exhibition introduces the family history and profession of
the original house owner - a pearling dhow captain. It shall be noted however, that the
current exhibition is temporary, and will evolve in the framework of the comprehensive
interpretation and presentation concept, which is being designed in a dynamic nature for the
serial site.9 Given that the property was used by the pearling dhow captain as a reception
and gathering space for pearl divers, it is desirable to reinstate a similar community function
in the future. By the time more urban properties are conserved and made accessible to
public in the coming years, the Nūkhidhah House should be assigned a more dynamic and
open use, which would foster the property’s appropriation by the local community.
From a conservation point of view, the Nūkhidhah House was the first trial to integrate
historic fabric and new architecture in application of the design principles outlined below in
section (B.1.9 Modern Additions and Adaptation to Uses). Great care was given to detailing,
especially the joining elements between historical and new parts, in order to avoid any harm
to the structural integrity of the historic fabric and ensure reversibility of all additions. New
facilities were introduced in the added building part only, in order to minimize their negative
impact on the historic part. 10
Initial urban works were carried out surrounding the newly opened property, in consultation
with the residents of the neighborhood. Provisional signage along the “Pearling Pathway”
was provided in 2011. (See Section B.3.5 Urban Planning)
The conservation and adaptation of parts of a second urban property, the Siyadi Shops B,
were completed in January 2012 as a pilot project for Muharraq’s traditional Qaysariya
8

Nomination File, Pearling, Testimony of an Island Economy section 2.a Description of the proposed properties
and their narratives, Nūkhidhah House, pp.149-154)
9
Management plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 2, Strategy 4 Interpretation and
Presentation, pp. 72-86)
10
For further details see annexes No. 1.I4 Progress Reports, (by SAU); and 1.I6 Inauguration Booklet, (by Shaikh
Ebrahim bin Mohammed Center for Culture and Research).
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market area. The project intends to demonstrate how to integrate and present historic fabric
and archeological remains in an adaptation project to public use (see section B.1.10
Integrating Archeology). It also a illustrates the differentiation between conserved, restored
and added fabric (see section B.1.6 Levels of Intervention and Authentic Presentation). While
empty plots attached to the property were used to accommodate a traditional gastronomic
use, the historic shop units were conserved to resume their former commercial function. The
MoC is currently identifying new tenants, and will give priority to pearl jewelers. On the long
run, it is envisaged, that visitors to the heritage site, who participated in pearl diving activities
at the oyster beds, would be able to have their personal pearl jewelry made in a workshop at
this location.11
Despite its relatively small area, the Siyadi Shops B project was subject to many revisions,
due to archeological discoveries during the implementation, and subsequent discussions on
how to conserve and incorporate them into the property’s presentation.12 Eventually, parts of
the archeology were exposed within the property, while others were reburied upon thorough
documentation and only represented symbolically in the design of the surface pavement.
From an urban point of view, great care was taken to preserve and reinstate the character of
the market as it existed in the late pearling era. To this end, missing building volumes that
defined the former street line and its spatial character have been reestablished. The
preservation and presentation of all authentic fabric was emphasized, and the least intrusive
introduction of modern facilities possible was chosen. 13
First conservation works are ongoing on the remains of the fort Qal‘at Bū Māhir located
within the seashore property.14 The objective for this property is to balance the representation
of the archeological site and the architectural remains within the seashore property.
Ultimately, the ruins of Qal‘at Bū Māhir are to be presented in their authentic form, together
with an abstract representation of the fort’s original proportions, which have been revealed
through archeological investigations in 2010 and 2011. Current works involve the removal of
additions from the 1970's, such as thick cement plaster layers, and the consolidation of walls.
However, a comprehensive conservation plan, that will be based on the parameters
described in Section B is yet to be developed upon the completion of the current phase of the
project scheduled for May 2012. (See Section B.1.2 State of Conservation Assessments and
Developing of Conservation Plans) This conservation plan will also take into consideration
the property’s revised boundaries (see Section E).
In parallel, the construction of the Bū Māhir Interpretation Center is currently being initiated
east of Qal‘at Bū Māhir.15 (See annexes 1.A2 Copy of a letter send to the World Heritage
Center and the advisory body in September 2011 and 1.A3 Concept Design for the Bū Māhir
Interpretive Center)
The planned relocation of the Coast Guard Base from the buffer zone of the Seashore
property by 2014, will create further opportunities to incorporate facilities and activities
related to traditional and ongoing sea related activities in the only authentic seashore location
of Old Muharraq. (see Section E) The subsequent transfer of the ownership of land to the
MoC has been agreed upon with the Ministry of Interior. This will also improve opportunities
to establish a physical link to the current boat building and maintenance yards to the northeast of the property. Possibilities will be investigated to reuse facilities of the coast guard
11

Management plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 2, Strategy 8 Support for Cultural
Traditions, pp.135-142).
12
The archeological discoveries consist of a multilayered series of madbasa -date storage rooms with channels in
the floor that collect date syrup into clay jars.
13
For more details refer to Section B.1 Architectural Conservation and progress reports etc in annex F. Siyadi
Shops B
14
Nomination File, Pearling, Testimony of an Island Economy section 2.a Description of the proposed properties
and their narratives, 2.a.ii Seashore property, pp.66-75)
15
Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, Site Analysis and Action Plans
(2009-2013), 1.2 The Seashore Property, pp.194-205)
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base for boat shuttles to other heritage sites in Bahrain, as well as for boat excursions and
future pearl diving activities in the oyster beds16.
Regarding the three nominated oyster beds, it's important to note that their baseline survey,
which is a prerequisite for reactivating pearl diving activities both for commercial and
recreational purposes and all related conservation initiatives, has started in January 201217.
In addition to interventions within the nominated site, the MoC has studied and intervened on
several historic buildings and spaces of the local vernacular style in the urban buffer zone.
(See Section B.1.5 Emergency Interventions and in SectionB3 Urban Conservation and
Development)
Outlook
The first cycle of comprehensive architectural conservation works is expected to be
completed for another nine of the urban properties within the coming 4 years (up to end of
2015) and started for several other. (See Section D: Tentative Schedule and Phasing)
While the two properties that have been conserved in 2010 and 2011 (Nūkhidhah House and
Siyadi Shops B) are rather simple architectural structure, many of the properties to be
tackled in the coming years are much more complex. The necessary capacities have now
been built to start the architectural conservation of properties like Siyadi Majlis, which
involves delicate decorative gypsum and timber elements, as described in Section C .18
All conservation projects will be based on conservation plans according to the process
described in Section B.1 Architectural Conservation. Two conservation plans, which follow
the described approach have been annexed to this document: annex C Badr Ghulum
House,19 and H‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I).20 A third conservation plan is annexed in J.
Siyadi Majlis.21 This third plan has already been developed in 2007. It addresses exclusively
the conservation and restoration of the historic fabric. Although the plan has been updated in
2010, it yet has be further evolve in order to incorporate other parameters that define the
conservation planning, particularly the property’s contribution to the OUV of the serial site
and the related envisaged use of the building as a pearl museum.22
In addition, the urban conservation efforts are foreseen to expand as described in SectionB3
Urban Conservation and Development. For example, an additional housing program for Old
Muharraq might in the future be carried out with the Ministry of Works in order to attract
young Bahrainis back to Muharraq by offering them affordable housing in restored historic
buildings or new buildings to be constructed within the framework of the urban master plan
under development. (See Section B.3.5 Urban planning)
Lastly, a priority related to the architectural and urban conservation works during the coming
years will furthermore be more in depth historical-anthropological research, particularly the
documentation of oral history related by the few eye witnesses of the late pearling era who
are still alive.23
16

Management plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 2, Strategy 6 Research and
Documentation, pp.114‐118)
17
Management plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 2, Strategy 8 Support for Cultural
Traditions, pp.135‐142, and Strategy 5.1.1 Maritime heritage conservation: the oyster beds, pp.88‐94
18
Nomination File, Pearling‐Testimony of an Island Economy 2.a Description of the proposed properties and
their narratives ‐ The Siyadi Complex: Mosque, Majlis and House, pp.156‐168
19
C, 1.C3, Conservation plan (by SAU)
20
H, 1.H1. Conservation plan (by SAU)
21
J, 1.J2 Conservation Plan (by Alaa el‐Habashi)
22
Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, Site Analysis and Action Plans (2009‐2013),
1.3.14 Siyadi Majlis, pp.286‐292)
Management plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 2, Strategy 6 Research and
Documentation, pp.118-121)

23
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Section B: Architectural and Urban Conservation
B.1 Architectural Conservation
The State Party acknowledges the concerns advanced by ICOMOS regarding the degree of
conservation interventions on the properties, and the danger posed by extensive restoration
and adaptation. The SAU is currently developing a more detailed conservation strategy for
the projects that takes these concerns into account and ensures that the physical testimony
and associations the buildings evoke are not lost, but rather highlighted through a proper
presentation balancing between the historical values and the contemporary context.
The MoC recognizes that previous building and urban conservation efforts in the Kingdom of
Bahrain, with the exception of those related to archeological sites and registered
monuments, were mainly directed towards a reconstruction and/or renovation approaches
with little care to what is preserved. These, and other incompatible urban infill projects, led to
further losses in the historic fabric. It was therefore important to involve conservation
specialists with the required expertise to develop an appropriate conservation standard for
the nominated properties in Bahrain.
The MoC endeavors to disseminate lessons and good practices for heritage conservation
through each of its initiatives. If proven successful on the long run, they are intended to be
models that can be followed elsewhere in Muharraq, Bahrain and in the Gulf Region. The
projects that were achieved in the past two years have already attracted the positive
attention of the public, the authorities, and the local architectural community, and this will
certainly expand in the future. Significant capacities have been built as described in this
section.
B.1.1 The Process of Conservation
This section of the report provides an overview on how the conservation of the nominated
urban properties, and other historic urban structures located within the urban buffer zone in
specific, and in Old Muharraq in general, is planned and managed.

Conservation Process, developed by R. Letellier, Recording, Documentation, and Information Management for
the Conservation of Heritage Places, The Getty Conservation Institute: 2007, p. 20.

For any conservation initiative, an overall approach is followed. This approach consists of six
main stages that start with the projects’ initiation, and leads from the assessment of the
property, to laying down the options and selecting the most suitable, to developing and
specifying the project and its documents, to the implementation, and finally to the phase of
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operation whereby the initial idea is implemented. During all these phases, as explained
below, the documentation of the state of conservation, modifications and assessments
reporting, are encountered to assure that such information is handed to future generations.
The project phases for all historic fabric, whether nominated or worth protecting throughout
Old Muharraq, is a continuous work process. Even at operational phase, new initiatives,
ideas or mandates could arise and create new conditions and developments. These could
require new assessments and lead to new development phases, and so on and so forth. One
example that confirms the commitment of the State Party to adopt this dynamic, ongoing
process is the Nūkhidhah House. After its inauguration, the SAU is now pursuing the idea of
in the future given the property a more community based use and of representing a more
authentic mood.24 In the adopted Conservation process, the State Party is committed to
manage the procedures, and to make sure that the OUV of the nominated site is preserved,
and the integrity of the serial components is not affected. On the contrary, the potential of
added values discovered during the process is to be tapped into, in order to enrich the
overall presentation of the site and the communication of its values. Such was the case, for
example, with archeological findings in the case of the conservation of Siyadi Shops B.25 In
line with this, the use of a historic buildings is transitory – removable or replaceable without
adverse effects on the historic fabric.
This continuous and dynamic management process involves various studies and
assessment for all nominated urban properties, as well as for other valuable fabric. Some
studies have already been carried out or launched and are in an advance stage of progress,
and others are still in an early stage of undertaking and/or planning. The following section of
the report briefs on how the state of conservation and the monitoring processes are provided
for and how they serves as assessment tools to support the decision on the level of
intervention. This section of the report also explains the means the State Party devised to
deal for example with the safeguarding of historic fabric, which in the process was found to
be in an alarming emergency situation. This could include critical structural conditions, but
also the discovery of archaeology. In addition, this section provides an overview of the
projects achieved during the last 2 years, and highlights the lessons learned in practice.
B.1.2 State of Conservation Assessments and Developing of Conservation Plans
While the 17 architectural structures of the urban properties of the Pearling Testimony have
been nominated because they retain attributes that contribute to the OUV of the site, the
state of conservation of each differs greatly. Their condition ranges from being abandoned
ruins, to buildings that continue serving their original function and are structurally and
architecturally mostly well preserved.26
All of the urban properties required conservation measures, in order to ensure the survival of
the historic fabric and the preservation of the attributes contributing to the serial site’s OUV.
The required architectural conservation measures also serve the purpose of improving the
properties’ physical and intellectual accessibly as evidence of the socio-economic system of
the pearling era. The need for conservation differs greatly from one property to the other, and
often even from one building section to another. The required interventions involve all levels
of intervention, ranging from preventive maintenance, to structural consolidation, to
adaptations as explained in the following sections of the report.

24

See annex 1.I.4: inauguration Booklet, (by Shaikh Ebrahim bin Mohammed Center for Culture and Research).
See annex 1.F.2 Progress Reports, (by SAU).
26
For a description of the properties’ cultural significance refer to the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a
Description of the proposed properties and their narratives, p. 72 ff, and 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242, or to
the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, Site Analysis and Action Plans
(2009-2013), pp.197-297. For an overview of the state of conservation refer to the Nomination File, 4.a Present
state of conservation, pp. 252-260, and the Management Plan, Chapter 1, 5.2 State of Conservation, pp. 28-29,
and Chapter 3, Site Analysis and Action Plans (2009-2013), pp.197-297
25
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Since the submission of the nomination dossier in 2010, the conservation and adaptation of
two rather simple architectural structures, which do not feature delicate decorative elements
and therefore did not require fine conservation skills, has been fully implemented; the
Nūkhidhah House and Siyadi shops B. The MoC furthermore provided emergency
interventions for the sake of structural safety as explained in the relevant section below.
Parameters shaping the conservation plans
The intervention in each property is based on individual conservation plans, which follow the
architectural conservation principles outlined in the site’s Management Plan.27 Following the
Burra Charter28 and the Venice Charter29, the conservation approach is based on the
principle of minimal intervention for the sake of strict conservation of authentic historic fabric
and on the principal of preserving the properties’ cultural significance related to the pearling
era. This application of the principal of minimal intervention is further explained in the section
“Levels of Intervention” below. Given this approach, the conservation plans are shaped by
two primary parameters:


The cultural significance in terms of conveying the pearling narrative.



The property’s state of conservation,



Other socio-cultural values not or only indirectly related to grand the narrative of
pearling are taken into consideration.

However, the property’s contribution to the serial site's OUV and its attributes is paramount to
determining the objectives and priorities of the conservation plan, including the definition of
compatible uses. Properties, which no longer serve their original function are assigned
compatible future uses that help to communicate its value to the public and that require
minimal adaptation of the property. The MoC promotes uses that aim at better integrating the
properties with the urban fabric and the local community on the one hand, and that foster the
survival of living traditions related to the pearling narrative on the other. For the sake of a
dynamic, lively interpretation and presentation of the heritage site, the assigned uses are not
considered final, and may change again in the future.
In shaping the conservation plan for each property, other parameters have a key role,
including the property’s location and the condition of the setting, and the existing associated
movable or living heritage assets, particularly when related to the pearling narrative are
relevant to the interpretation/presentation.
Scope and methodology of the state of conservation assessment
The state of conservation of each of the properties is recorded systematically in order to
determine the level of intervention needed for the property and its various architectural,
structural and decorative elements. The study of the state of conservation is a momentarily
exercise that does not indicate whether any of the manifested deterioration is active (see
below). A revision of all the state of conservation of the nominated properties has started in
October 2011, and is scheduled to be completed by March 2012. Nine of the properties have
been so far assessed (refer to the State of Conservation Reports in the annex of this
document). The assessments follow a system that was devised to link the identified state of
the properties and its elements to specific interventions that are preferred to address the
identified deterioration manifestation in keeping with the principle of minimal intervention. As
explained below, however, the final decision on determining the level of intervention would

27

Management Plan for the Pearling Testimony, Chapter 2, 5.2 Architectural Conservation, pp.96‐106.
Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, 1999
29
International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites, The Venice Charter,
1964
28
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primarily encounter the value of the property and its elements, and the assigned use(s) and
function within the serial site and the historic city.
The purpose of the assessments is to establish a baseline database of the state of
conservation of the nominated urban properties, prior to the implementation of conservation
projects. The database serves monitoring purposes, including the detection of deterioration
patterns that occur throughout the heritage site or even Muharraq as a whole. Detecting such
pattern will help to derive better informed conservation measures. Secondly, the state of
conservation reports serve as initial guidance for future conservation measures, as described
below.
For the sake of comparability the assessments and reports follow a consistent format. The
reports at hand are based on a mere visual assessment on site, which does not involve any
destructive tests. It must be considered a preliminary appraisal, which is being followed by
further analyses of the building’s architecture, building materials, ground and underground
condition. Such condition surveys include short and long term monitoring of the state of
conservation. Before conservation measures are planned out in detail, the building’s
pathologies, the deterioration manifestations, and intrinsic and extrinsic deterioration
processes, are being assessed in order to indentify the causes. Engineering monitoring
processes are being considered to determine the rate of activeness of the deterioration
processes. In addition, further research into the building’s construction history, the phases of
modifications that it witnessed throughout its lifetime, and its former use(s), will be carried out
to develop the conservation plans. The research also considers the archaeological heritage
of the site, as this may need to be captured in the conservation plan – either related to
conservation or protection during site works.
The assessments evaluate the structural and architectural integrity of the buildings and each
of its structural, architectural and decorative elements, based on the identification of visible
deterioration manifestations (listed as indicators in the reports).
Based on this methodology, the overall condition of the building, all of its spaces (rooms,
courtyards, staircases, terraces, etc), architectural elements (fittings and decorative
elements, etc), are attributed to one of five different state of conservation categories:
1. missing;
2. partially collapsed;
3. structurally and architecturally defected;
4. architecturally degraded;
5. sound condition.
Sections of the buildings or elements that are confirmed to have existed in a certain historic
phase and that have been demolished and/or replaced are indicated as such in category 1)
missing. Additions which have been identified as post-pearling era modifications of the
buildings, such as non-vernacular building parts and elements, are listed as such.
Each of the five categories lends itself to a level of intervention that addresses the very state
of the conservation of the building and its elements. The conservation measures that
correspond to the different categories are outlined in the table below. They constitute the
preferred intervention in keeping with the principle of minimal intervention. However, as
mentioned above, other parameter than the state of conservation determine the conservation
objectives and approaches. When considering all parameters, the interventions listed in the
table can therefore deviate to a lesser or a greater level.
In consideration of these other parameters that influence the decision, the state of
conservation reports include a synthesis of the property’s cultural significance, as described
in the nomination dossier. The reports also include information about the existence of
vegetation and movable items of cultural significance, particularly if related to the pearling
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narrative. The assessment also takes account of present vulnerability, and whether it may
change in the future (especially if likely to be greater). Lastly, the condition of the property’s
urban setting is outlined. The reports present the information in table format, plans and
elevations, and are further accompanied by a textural and photographic description of the
main aspects.
State of Conservation Categories and Conservation Measures
The following table summarizes the approach on how to derive a conservation measure from
the identified state of conservation of the architectural and structural elements.
Category
Non-historic
fabric or elements
added after the
pearling era

1- Missing

2- Partially
collapsed

3- Structurally &
architecturally
defected

4- Architecturally
degraded

5- Sound
condition

State of Conservation

Conservation Measures

Non-historic additions are found in
various conditions.

Removal of additions is mandatory if they
are harmful to the structural integrity or
architectural integrity of the property, or
otherwise compromise its cultural
significance, particularly its contribution to
the OUV of the serial site. Not harmful
additions can be retained and integrated.

The category indicates known losses
of historic fabric, including parts or
entire sections of buildings or
elements.
The evidence of the loss includes
information derived from oral history,
physical evidence, or historic
documents such as photographs or
architectural drawings.

Restoration or anastylosis can be
considered, if sufficient information of the
original state is available, and if such
intervention benefits reestablishing the
structural and/or architectural and/or
decorative integrity of the property, or if it
helps to convey its cultural significance,
particularly its contribution to the OUV of
the serial site.

Building parts or elements have
disintegrated to the degree of being
nonfunctional, due to significant
structural and architectural
deterioration.

Repair, including anastylosis/ restoration
and/or substitution of missing parts upon
identification and remedy of the causes is
likely to be required, while preserving as
much authentic fabric as possible.

Building parts or elements show
structural deficiencies and are
architecturally degraded due to decay
or incompatible modifications, which
can include former harmful
conservation attempts (e.g.
application of cement plaster to
building surfaces).

Restoration or conservation by remedying
the structural and architectural
deficiencies and their causes, as well as
the reversal of detrimental modifications is
likely to be advisable, while preserving as
much authentic fabric as possible.

Building parts or elements are
structurally sound but architecturally
degraded due to lack of maintenance
or modifications, including those that
might harm the structural integrity in
the future (e.g. cement based surface
render).

Restoration or conservation by remedying
the architectural deficiencies and
reversing detrimental modifications might
be advisable, while preserving as much
authentic fabric as possible.

Building parts or elements are sound
and show no degradation.

Preventive maintenance will
predominantly be required to preserve the
historic fabric.
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Synthesis of the State of Conservation Reports
The annexed state of conservation reports give an overview of the various conditions, in
which the properties are found prior to the implementation of conservation measures.
‘Amārat Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro is an abandoned property in ruin, categorized overall as
2) Partially collapsed (photo 1). Siyadi House on the contrary remains inhabited by Siyadi
family members and is one of the best preserved buildings that overall represents category
4) architecturally degraded, due to extensive application of cement in most of the wall
surface plaster and minor modernization measures (photo 2).

Central part of ‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro –
Category 2- Partially collapsed

Main courtyard of Siyadi House –
Category 4- Architecturally degraded

The properties that were assessed up to date cover the most common architectural
typologies represented in the heritage site (excluding the well-maintained Siyadi Mosque and
the remains of the fort Qal’at Bū-Māhir). The assessed properties also present the different
levels of architectural sophistication in terms of size, structural complexity and degree of
decorative ornamentation and quality. The reports cover both simple and complex
residences and reception buildings (majalis), warehouses (‘amārāt), and shop units.
Furthermore, properties in different locations in Old Muharraq, stretching from the northern to
southern parts of the heritage site, have been assessed. They include properties that were
formerly located on the seashore, some that were built on newly reclaimed land in the sea,
and others in the centre of Old Muharraq. The state of condition of the assessed properties’
urban settings is equally diverse. While Alawi House is for example located in a busy
commercial street, the Nūkhidhah House is located within a network of pedestrian, residential
lanes.
Given the described range of varieties, the findings of the completed assessments can be
considered representative for the urban parts of the heritage site, if not for the entire historic
settlement. They thus allow for preliminary conclusions regarding repetitive patterns of
deterioration, which however have to be refined once all properties have been assessed and
been furthermore subjected to long-term monitoring of the deterioration processes (refer to
section on monitoring below).
The deterioration manifestations identified in the historic fabric stem from natural aging
processes of the building and its fabric due to environmental factors. In many cases the
deterioration has been speeded up due to neglect or other human factors including
detrimental maintenance measures.
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Post-pearling era modifications
A wide spread phenomena in the heritage site are additions from the second half of the 20th
century or more recently. The most typical post-pearling era modifications of the assessed
buildings are the following (ordered from top down in the frequency of their occurrence):
Addition of services, utilities and electrical appliances (AC window units; wiring; etc)
Addition of non-vernacular surface materials on walls, floor or roofs (cement coats;
ceramic tiles; terrazzo tiles; plywood planks; etc.)
Replacement or addition of building parts or elements with non-vernacular structures
(concrete blocks/ reinforced concrete / plywood and corrugated metal sheets)
Addition of non-authentic traditional decorative elements (gypsum panels; etc)

Non-vernacular additions in the southern elevation of
Siyadi House: lavatory added externally; unauthentic
wall paint partially on cement plaster

Non-vernacular additions and replacements in AlAlawi House: built-up spaces; parapet wall; railing; rain
gutters; terrazzo tiles; aluminum windows; cement
plaster and wall paint

Non-vernacular metallic windows added in courtyard
elevation of Siyadi House

False ceiling and wall planks added in the first floor of
the Nūkhidhah House

Structural and/or architectural deterioration manifestations of the historic fabric
The most common identified deterioration manifestations of historic building parts and
elements are the following (ordered from top down in the frequency of their occurrence):
coral stone masonry (walls and columns)
Cement surface plaster added
Disintegrating or bulging surface plaster and paint
Salt crystallization and efflorescence on the surface
Stains from raising ground moisture
Vertical cracks (predominantly corner cracks; starting from wall recesses or
openings)
Bulging masonry (e.g. due to disintegrating wooden tie members)
Horizontal cracks (predominantly at junction of different construction materials)
Structural failure and collapse
Graffiti

Salt efflorescence and disintegrating
cement plaster in Badr Ghulum House

Category 4‐ Architecturally degraded

Missing and disintegrating historic plaster and partially collapsed
masonry of Siyadi Shops B (now restored)
Category 2- Partially collapsed

Structural wooden members (exposed or embedded in masonry or plaster)
disintegrating (due to humidity and/or termite infestation)
coated with unauthentic paint (if exposed)
missing as a result of termite infestation or wet rot

Painted and damaged wooden column in the
courtyard of Al-Alawi House
3- Structurally and architecturally defected

Missing wooden tie beams and roof due to termite infestation in
Al-Ghūṣ House

1‐ Missing

Ceilings – mostly mangrove (danshal), sometimes planked
Addition of false ceilings underneath (usually plywood)
Coated with unauthentic paint
Bamboo strips and palm front mat disintegrating
Sagging
Beams damaged due to termite infestation or humidity/ water
Structural failure and collapse
Bamboo strips and palm front mat missing

Polychrome danschal ceiling under false ceiling with
disintegrating bamboo strips and palm front mat in the
first floor of Al-Alawi House
3- Structurally and architecturally defected

Damaged ceiling in the ground floor of Al-Alawi House
2- Partially collapsed

Roofs
Surface coated with cement
Surface coated with tar/ bitumen
Sagging
Disintegrating upper coral stone and lime layers
Structural failure and collapse
water leakage (due to nonfunctional water proofing , lack of drainage routes and/or
rain spouts)

Missing and sagging roofs of ‘Amārat Ali Rashed
Fakhro (I)
3- Structurally and architecturally defected and 1Missing

Fragile roof parapet detail of Siyadi Shops B
3- Structurally and architecturally defected

Floor surfaces (interior or exterior)
Cement coated
Cracked
Bulging
Signs of ground moisture
Missing (loose sand)
Salt crystallization and efflorescence on surface
Floor level raised

Disintegrating floor surface with ground
humidity stains in Badr Ghulum House
3- Structurally and architecturally
defected

Loose floor surface in ‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro
Category 3- Structurally and architecturally defected

Stairs
Replaced with wooden or reinforced concrete stairs (missing)
Cement coated surfaces
Structural failure and collapse
Cracked surface plaster

Damaged stairs in ‘Amārat Ali Rashed
Fakhro (I)
Category 2- Partially collapsed

Spiral stairs in Siyadi Majlis with damaged surface plaster
Category 4- Architecturally degraded

Wall recesses (interior and exterior)
Concealed/blocked by wooden wall planks (interior)
Broken through for placement of AC window unit
Shelves/cupboards inserted (interior)
Filled in (predominantly with concrete blocks)

Intact recess and recess with AC window unit in Al-Alawi House
Categories 5- Sound Condition and 4- Architecturally degraded

Wall recess with paint and dust
accumulation in Al-Ghūṣ House
4- Architecturally degraded

Ventilation openings (badagir) in walls and parapet walls of terraces
Blocked with plywood sheets
Disintegrating (due to failure of plaster, coral slabs (farush), coral masonry, or
wooden beams)
Reconstructed as concrete block work structure
Metal mesh added to protect from pigeons nesting

Fragile ventilation openings (badagir)
concealed behind plywood planks in AlAlawi House
3- Structurally and architecturally
defected

Intact ventilation openings (badagir) in Siyadi House with
disintegrating surface paint
4- Architecturally degraded

Coral stone slabs (farush)
Cracked
Cement surface plaster added
Broken and partly missing
Replaced with concrete block infill or plywood (missing)

Cracked, broken and partly missing coral stone slabs (farush) in Badr Ghulum House
3- Structurally and architecturally defected & 2- Partially collapsed

Wooden doors - with or without shutters, screens, carvings, fretwork, fanlights, etc
Dust accumulation
Unauthentic paint (often oil-based)
Replaced with non-vernacular doors (missing)
Wood damaged due to humidity or termite infestation
Corroded metal items (hinges, locks, bolts etc.)
Missing elements (e.g. shutters, door leaves, accessories, etc.)
detached frames
Relocated
Nonfunctional
Fire damaged

Deformed, nonfunctional
door in Al-Ghūṣ House
3- Structurally and
architecturally defected

Oil-paint coated door in Siyadi
House
4- Architecturally degraded

Metal shutter replacing wooden door shutters
in shop front in ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I)
1- Missing

Wooden windows - with or without shutters, screens, carvings, fretwork, fanlights etc
Corroded metal bars/ dust accumulation
Unauthentic paint (often oil-based)
Blocked (with plywood sheets or concrete block masonry)
Wood damaged due to humidity or termite infestation
Missing elements (e.g. shutters, metal bars)
Relocated
Replaced with non-vernacular windows (missing)
Glass panes added
Nonfunctional

Dust accumulation on window
shutters in Siyadi Majlis
4- Architecturally degraded

Corroded metal bars and humidity stains
in windows in ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I)
4- Architecturally degraded

Wooden screens, railings, curtain screens etc.
Coated with unauthentic paint
Disintegrating
Missing elements
Relocated

Wooden screen in Al-Alawi
House
2- Partially collapsed

Wooden curtain walls, railings and screens in Siyadi House partly coated with
unauthentic paint
4- Architecturally degraded and 5- Sound condition

Incised or molded gypsum decorative elements (panels, friezes, arches, brackets, etc.)
Fragile/disintegrating
Cracked/ broken
Broken and partly missing
Cement or lime coated
Relocated

Decorative brackets in Siyadi
House
5: Sound condition

Decorative gypsum panels and cornice crenellation with dust accumulation
and few cracks and in the women’s majlis of Siyadi Majlis
4- Architecturally degraded and 5- Sound condition

Rain spouts
Replaced with metallic, plastic or wooden spouts
Causing water leakage in roof

Wooden rain spout in Siyadi Majlis
(probably non-authentic)
1- missing

Added metallic rain spouts in Siyadi House
1- missing

Preliminary conclusion about deterioration patterns
At the current ‘holistic’ state of the state of conservation assessment of the urban properties
one can derive conclusions about the deterioration patterns, many of which are to be further
investigated in dedicated monitoring processes. Statements can be made at this point about
the impact of different uses and alterations, as well as about the vulnerability of different
buildings elements and parts.
The Use
Properties that remain in use, have been fitted with utilities and modernizations, but have in
general been subjected to damage-preventing maintenance. The architectural and structural
authenticity of the properties is usually better preserved in buildings that have been subject
to only minimal maintenance. Properties, which have long been abandoned, like ‘Amārat
Yousif A. Fakhro on the contrary, are in the most advanced state of deterioration. The load of
accumulating debris, particularly on roofs, was an issue in abandoned spaces of some
properties, which the MoC is tackling since the beginning of the nomination process.
Siyadi House is an example that shows that properties, which have maintained their original
function and use, are generally best preserved. The inhabited spaces are well maintained.
They show predominantly architectural degradation due to the provision of utilities and
modifications such as insertion of additional, non-vernacular windows and cement surface
plaster and paint. The servant’s quarters however, are less well-maintained, showing more
provisional additions and decay of the historic fabric, which however retains a higher degree
of authenticity.
Properties, like the Nūkhidhah House, which continued in residential use but have been
adapted to house often large numbers of migrant laborers, are spatially and architecturally
disfigured by mostly provisional additions of light materials. These additions are usually
reversible; however, the historic fabric has usually suffered from overuse and lack of
maintenance.
Many of the commercially used properties are further disfigured by intrusive advertisement
boards and shading structures, which have often been installed in a manner that causes
structural damage to the historic fabric. Several wooden door shutters have been replaced
with glass showcase windows in aluminum frames or with metallic rolling shutters in the
commercial shop units.
Post-pearling era modifications and additions
Most modifications and additions aim a modernizing the properties for the sake of usability,
or simply consist in adding built-up spaces. In most cases the fitting of utilities causes merely
visual clutter or disrupts spatial qualities. Unless installed in a manner that caused structural
damage to the historic fabric, they are to a large extent reversible. Examples of utilities that
are harmful to the historic fabric are the shading structures in the commercial lane north of
‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I), which pierce the coral stone slabs (farush) in its northern
elevation; another is a water tank added into the upper floor of Fakhro House, which exerts
considerable load.
Spaces that were added in light materials can usually be removed without leaving significant
traces on the historic fabric. The addition of some of the more solid non-vernacular fabric
however caused irreversible damage, particularly if built in replacement of historic fabric. This
however is rarely the case, such as in the ground floor of Siyadi Majlis where inappropriate
restoration attempts in the past have reduced the structural and architectural authenticity of
parts of the property.
One of the most widespread additions to the properties is cement surface plaster on walls
and floor surfaces. This can be considered a very harmful but typical maintenance practice in
Old Muharraq.
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Vulnerability of historic elements
It has been observed that none of the historic wells and water pools in the properties is
preserved, which can be ascribed to the fact that they have fallen out of use with the
introduction of municipal water supply or to the drying up of the water source. Few of the
historic rain spouts have been identified. Most properties have been equipped with metallic
or plastic spouts instead. Traditional ventilation systems, such as wind catchers in walls
(Bādgīr) and wind towers, have equally become obsolete with the invention of electrical air
conditioning systems. In spaces that remain in use, most wind catchers in walls have been
blocked with plywood or more solid infill. However, many of these elements, as well as a
wind tower, are preserved among the properties in various states of condition.
Other fragile elements seem to be historic stairs. Most have been replaced by either concrete
structures or simple wooden stairs. Within the ceilings and roofs, the wooden beams
(danshal) proved to be the most resistant elements, while the upper layers of palm frond
mats and bamboo stripes prove to be less long-living, particularly if exposed to water and
humidity. There are no indications as to whether those concealed under false ceilings or
exposed ones have been better preserved. The most damaging thread to ceilings and roofs
seems to be termite infestation, which destroyed the danshal beams and thus eventually lead
to structural failure and collapse in some cases. All of these cases, however, occurred where
the upper roof layers had deteriorated leaving the ceiling structure exposed to weathering.
Several traditional products have been used in the past to coat exposed wooden elements in
room interiors, which seem to well protect most danshal beams in the properties.
Termite activity and wet rot mostly due to raising ground humidity cause the deterioration of
wooden members within masonry elements, which thereupon bulge and eventually collapse.
It has been observed that this phenomenon is increased when the wall surfaces are covered
with cement render, which traps raising ground humidity. Future studies should confirm the
theory that sealed floor surfaces have the same detrimental effect on adjacent masonry
elements. Cracks that were identified in masonry elements in the properties are mostly
vertical, often stemming from the separation of walls in room corners, or starting above wall
recesses and openings. Vertical and horizontal cracks often occur where different
construction materials meet. This seems to be the main reason for any horizontal cracks
among the properties, which leads to the conclusion that vertical movement is not usually an
issue. It seems that the largest scale deterioration of masonry elements, leading to the
collapse of entire built structures, occurs in properties that have been built on reclaimed land.
Further study is required into the correlation of deterioration manifestations and the location
in Old Muharraq, looking into varying ground conditions and water table levels.
The most fragile element, requiring regular maintenance, however, of masonry elements is
the surface plaster, which deteriorates due to external factors, but also due to internally rising
humidity. Most typically, ground humidity that rises within the masonry causes salt
efflorescence and the breaking off of plaster. It seems that buildings formerly located at the
seashore, show more severe salt efflorescence at ground floor than others. A typical, though
counterproductive, local response is the addition of cement plaster on the top of the historic
plaster. Therefore, ground floor spaces tend to be more impacted, than upper floors, where
generally more historic plaster surfaces are preserved.
Particularly fragile elements are coral stone slabs (farush). The thin slabs are commonly
cracked and often broken.
While some courtyards have been cluttered and spatially disfigured with reversible additions,
others are well preserved including their original vegetation. None of the courtyards however
retains the originally typical surface cover of loose shells. Alike most floor surfaces, courtyard
floors have been either tiles (typically with terrazzo tiles) or cement coated. The historic lime
floor surface render is hardly ever preserved.
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In some cases vegetation (trees or palm trees) seem to harm the historic fabric, such as the
tree of Al-Ghūṣ House, which seems to put strain onto the roof of the liwan space.
Fittings such as windows and doors are generally the best preserved elements in the
properties. Except in the abandoned properties, where the amount of missing elements hints
to looting having occurred. The addition of unauthentic paint has in many cases decreased
the architectural authenticity, but even if oil-paint based, does not seem to have caused
structural damage. Unpainted metal bars on the contrary are consistently corroded. So are
most historic accessories, particularly if located in the exterior or in spaces that are no longer
used.
Movable items related to the history of the property have been found both in abandoned and
used properties. However, those properties, which have been lodging migrant laborers, seem
to not retain such items.
It is obvious from the assessments, that the setting of properties located on commercial
roads is more deteriorated due to insensitive developments than those located within
residential neighborhoods. No correlation has been discovered between the orientation of
buildings and their deterioration manifestations.
Concerning the preservation of movable items, the SAU has noticed that items of monetary
value (particularly metal or carved wooden items) have been looted, and they appear in
antique shops in flea-markets. The SAU had to go to great lengths to recover such items.
The SAU has increased security measures, and raised awareness in order to avoid such
instances in the future.
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B.1.3 Monitoring:30 Tool for Addressing Risks and Scheduling Projects
The State Party is furthering a comprehensive and innovative technological program of
investigation and monitoring. This aims to provide practically useful information and also has
long term objectives supporting the science of conservation in Bahrain and the Gulf region.
In addition to the state of conservation assessments described above, a monitoring process
has started and is being further developed by the MoC to detect whether any of the
manifested deterioration is active, and to determine the degree of activeness and to support.
This continuous study is necessary to help considering whether the case requires an
emergency intervention, and to better plan a schedule for interventions required for the
various architectural and structural components of each property. In principle, the properties
and/or the elements that prove to be in a stable condition can wait until a detailed study will
have been made to determine the level of intervention that best suits the property and the
overall management of the heritage site. The monitoring is envisioned for the properties in all
project phases (initiation, assessment, options, project development, implementation and
operation). It applies even for those which have recently been subject of conservation
projects, namely the Nūkhidhah House and Siyad Shops B. For example, agreements that
allow the MoC to survey and monitor at any time the recently conserved and soon reopening
shops are currently in preparation.31
Monitoring Deteriorations in Properties
The main manifestations that are being monitored, or planned to be, are selected structural
cracks, bulging and inclining walls, and sagging roofs and sagging intermediate slabs and
floors. A basic and simple methodology is generally adopted to conduct such monitoring.
Points are fixed in elements of the nominated properties that manifest the deterioration under
observation and any dislocation of those points is monitored periodically. The movement is
usually monitored in two axes and in some cases, where the dislocations are assumed to be
three dimensional, the third axis is considered. Basic instrumentation is used for this
monitoring process; e.g. crack gypsum tellers, various types of crack monitors for either two
or three dimensional monitoring (including Avangard telltales and DEMEC studs, electrolevels and optical plumb lines), theodolites with or without a total station, and others. In the
future, for special circumstances, systems of electrical and optical stains gauges may be
adopted. The monitoring processes have started at the beginning of this month, and the
readings are being recorded periodically as explained below.
Other hazard vectors, which are generically considered to cause deteriorations, are also
scheduled for monitoring, including biological attack on wooden elements, and the changes
of moisture content in architectural fabric, and ground instability. Similar to the structural
defects, the MoC is currently studying the points in various elements throughout the
nominated properties to conduct such monitoring. Simple fixed indicators of active biological
attacks are currently being considered to track the seeping of resulting residues of such
attacks on clean monitored surfaces. A toolkit for measuring moisture content in non-organic
and organic building materials is considered to be used to periodically obtain surface and
core readings.
As for the monitoring intervals, this is defined case by case to assure that the rates of
activeness of the deterioration procedures are accurately known. Based on the results of the
monitoring, risks are identified and used for driving responsive mitigation. As will be
explained below, the MoC has formed teams of emergency intervention, equipped with basic
tools and materials that tackles risky active structural deteriorations (refer to the section on
Emergency Interventions below).
30

The monitoring processes described in this section are targeting architectural degradation phenomena only and
complement the monitoring procedures for the serial site and its OUV that are described in the nomination file
submitted in 2010 (Nomination to the World Heritage List, 6 Monitoring, pp.298-309).
31
See annex 1.F3 Regulations and Conditions for Shop Owners/Tenants (by SAU)
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Monitoring Extrinsic Deterioration Factors
The monitoring activities can also determine risks that are extrinsic to the properties and to
the whole of Muharraq, e.g. soil disturbances, rising of the ground water table, seismic
ground motions, and the like. The monitoring process will determine the need for more
elaborate and specialist assessment, remedies would then be evaluated and considered.
The MoC, through the assistance of the visiting ICOMOS conservation expert, was made
aware that there appear to be patterns of building deteriorations throughout the city of
Muharraq that might originate from the different ground conditions. In response to this
observation, the SAU is about to launch a survey to verify this notion and to record these
patterns of deterioration manifestation on historic and selected non-historic buildings. The
MoC will also coordinate with other concerned governmental and non-governmental
institutions, such as the local geomorphologic and hydrological laboratories, and infrastructure departments to collect data concerning ground water table level, soil analyses, subsoil conditions, topographical studies, and infrastructure networks in an attempt to relate
patterns of deterioration. In addition, the SAU has recently acquired sensors and weather
stations in order to launch a micro-climatic study that will assess the effect of climatic
parameters. Such parameters are the relative humidity and the extreme temperatures on
building materials, through condensation of water vapor content, freeze and thaw
phenomena and others. In addition the research aims to better understand several aspects
of deteriorating building materials and architectural systems. The study is expected to
confirm the environmental qualities of the courtyard building typology and the role of other
traditional climatic control features, such the various types of wind catchers (whether the wall
type or the towers). This all will have the added benefit of better understanding and valuing
traditional buildings in Bahrain, and the Gulf Region.
B.1.4 Documentation
Documentation and reporting are integrated in all the phases of the conservation projects
described above. Detailed architectural and photographic documentation are made for all the
properties recording the structural, architectural and decorative details and their urban
contexts. The degree of accuracy and detailing needed for the documentation is agreed upon
for each project. International institutions that have developed expertise in that domain, such
as the French Ecole d’Avignon, provided assistance and training in that domain.32
Architectural and Photographic Documentation
Since the initial architectural and photographic documentation that was made for all the
nominated properties submitted in the nomination dossier in 2010, the MoC has trained its
local staff to start refining and detailing such documentation.33 In the documentation all
architectural elements and features, even if they are considered modern additions, are
recorded. Examples for recently produced documentations are the ones of Badr Ghulum
House, and Bayt Sara al-Khater - the first a nominated property, and the second one a
historic building that is located in the urban buffer zone.34 For the time being, a datum is
indicated in each property to which the heights and altitude of all elements are referred. It is
planned that by the end of 2012, once the documentation is completed throughout all the
nominated properties, a general fixed datum to all urban properties will be established.
Consequently all documentation can be interrelated. In addition, the general fixed datum
would then be studied with the changes of the water table levels, sea levels, infra structure
services, and other related features that would help to correlate the documentation into more
global systems. The SAU’s/MoC’s Geographic Information System is an important tool to aid

32

See annex 1.D1 Documentation (by Ecole d’Avignon)
See Management Plan of the Pearling Testimony, Chapter 2, strategy 6 Research and Documentation, pp.120123
34
See annex 1.C1 Documentation (by SAU); and 1.L1 Documentation, (by SAU)
33
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this process.35 This exercise will surely help to better explain deterioration procedures, and
will foster sustainability of future planned architectural and urban conservation projects in and
around the nominated site and its buffer zone.
Architectural and photographic surveys of the buildings include the plans of various levels,
sections, internal and external elevations. It also includes details of structural elements and
decorative features, as well as photos of the building with all its details including texture of
surfaces and colors, aspects that are difficult to be recorded accurately in drawings. The
surveys also indicate the property lines of the surrounding plots and buildings, and the
existing infrastructure in the vicinity of the building. The architectural and photographic
documentation is an essential tool to indicate the locations of planned interventions. In
interventions, where the documentation of motion is of interest, such as the case in
dismantling and rebuilding, filming can be an additional means of documentation.
After the completion of each conservation project, a final set of drawings and photographs is
produced to detail all the as-executed works that would then be the basis for monitoring
during the operational phase of the building.
The MoC is devoted to continuously revising and improving the documentation process. All
original documentation is to be housed in a secure archive, meeting international standards
for environmental conditions. Special attention is being given to archive methods for digital
and computer based materials.
Periodical Reporting
In addition to the architectural and photographic documentation at the outset and end of each
conservation project, periodical written reports document the progress of works. These
reports also include information such as ratio of mixes of materials, names of personnel
involved, sequence and phasing, the rationales of approaches, decision making processes,
criticism and merits etc. Those reports are revised and endorsed by the MoC before they are
processed to publications in the MoC's database. The MoC is also planning to publish a
monthly brief on the progress of the work in a section of its newsletter. In addition, the MoC is
planning to publish, or to support the publication of, a monograph on each conservation
project in a nominated property. These publications are means to communicate to the public
the work that was done in order to boost local debates and to incude community participation
(see monograph on the works carried out at the Nūkhidhah House, which was published and
distributed for the property’s opening ceremony in November 2011). 36
B.1.5 Emergency Intervention
The Emergency Intervention initiative was devised in April 2010 to address in an
administratively flexible way the sudden needs that a property might require. It was first
activated in Siyadi Majlis where an area of the modern and incompatible cement plaster that
was added onto the eastern façade started to delaminate and to fall down threatening to
harm the passerby. In other cases, the emergency arose from the structural safety of a
building part being at risk.
The Team
Administrative flexibility was indeed needed, in order to be able to quickly react in such
cases. In January 2011, the MoC decided to dedicate staff to form two ‘Emergency
Intervention Teams’ that would carry out such interventions. Each team is formed of three
masons and 10 workers and led by a local architect. The teams have been trained to deal
with such situations and on how to primarily maintain safety measure to intervene when it is
necessary.
35
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See Management Plan of the Pearling Testimony, Chapter 2, strategy 6 Research and Documentation, pp.126
See annex 1.I6 Inauguration Booklet, (by Shaikh Ebrahim bin Mohammed Center for Culture and Research)
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Given that the teams are currently composed mostly of non-Bahrainis, the MoC is currently
refiguring the teams to become to include local Bahraini technicians, laborers and site
supervisors for the sake of sustainability.
A series of training/demonstration sessions are given to the ‘Emergency Interventions
Teams’ in order to refine the know-how and skills in dealing with the historic fabric. Each
workshop lasts for 2 full working days. The first day covers the theoretical background of the
technique and/or skill discussed in that workshop. Practical demonstration of the technique /
skill, and putting the learned techniques into practice, takes place the second day on site.
The following is a list of the topics, which are offered during training/demonstration sessions:
safety requirements; stitching, deep filling and re-pointing of masonry; shoring-up structures
imminent for collapse; erecting safe scaffolding and working platforms; grouting deteriorated
walls, replacing deteriorated masonry; back-filling archaeological digs. As the need for
storage space is increasing as the teams are in high demand, a central storage space is
made available, and a small truck is bought for transportation of materials and personal.
Objectives
In the urban properties, the idea of implementing emergency measures is neither to conduct
architectural conservation nor to consider comprehensive repairs, but simply to slow down or
to possible stop with the minimum intervention the identified failures and/or collapses. The
emergency intervention aims to stabilize the damaged structure or important architectural
elements but is not to be considered as a permanent solution. In principle, all the entailed
work can be reversed once a comprehensive conservation plan is being implemented for the
concerned building.
Need for Emergency Intervention
As part of the routine of the emergency interventions, the SAU started to conduct regular
check-up visits to all nominated properties, to assess the conditions, and to indicate through
the monitoring program described above, where active deterioration processes reaches a
risky situation that mandates emergency intervention. Whenever a risky situation occurs, a
detailed technical report is written that documents the conditions and the emergency
measures37. The SAU is responsible for assessing the emergency cases, and specify means
and procedures to intervene, including the direction of the ‘Emergency Intervention Teams’.
Due to the nature of the works, the MoC, recognized the need to, and is planning to append,
on a case by case basis, a structural engineer, whose background would be focused on
traditional building materials and techniques, and who is experienced to deal with emergency
cases.
Current Undertakings
The teams are currently working, in two properties: ‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro, and Fakhro
House.38 It does however, not only intervene on nominated properties, but also on other
historic buildings in Muharraq, or in the various heritage and archaeological sites in Bahrain.
In addition to stabilizing the damaged structure or important architectural elements in the
nominated properties, the teams were also assigned the crucial task to support local
authorities in dealing with buildings reported to be imminent for collapse. The teams, thus,
contribute to the preservation of such buildings and thus promote their rehabilitation. A long
and expanding list of such buildings in Muharraq was put together by the Muharraq
Municipality. The urban regulations and administrative procedures devised during the
nomination of the Pearling Testimony and their expansion to all of Old Muharraq fortunately
37
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See annex 1.E1 Emergency Intervention Report, (by SAU)

See annexes 1.G2 Emergency Intervention Report, (by SAU); and 1.E1 Emergency Intervention
Assessment Report, (by SAU).
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entail, that the MoC is informed of any planned demolition or modifications to historic
buildings (see the section on urban regulations below). The MoC now has the mandate to
intervene as well as the capacities to carry out emergency works. The MoC, together with the
Muharraq Municipality, revised the list of buildings, which due to their critical state of
conservation were scheduled for demolition. 9 historic buildings of that list are located within
the urban buffer zone. With the understanding that the conservation of heritage site does not
only entail the conservation of the nominated properties but also the urban, architectural and
archaeological surroundings the MoC directed some of the efforts of the emergency teams to
deal with buildings imminent for collapse. The concept in such cases is slightly different from
the conservative approach in dealing with the emergency cases in the nominated sites. In
addition to necessary structural repairs required to safeguard a building, incompatible
modern additions that proved to be harmful are dismantled if possible. In some case, visual
upgrading, such plastering of exposed elements is included in the works, in order to promote
the local vernacular among the local community and the public. From the period of the
formation of the teams, until the time of writing, two of the buildings listed as imminent for
collapse have been already tackled. The first is the house of Sara al-Khatir, which is located
in the buffer zone of the nominated site. It was completed in October 2011. The second is the
house of Ahmad Higazi, which is still being worked on. The house of Ahmad Higazi is not
located in the identified buffer zone but it is located within the border of Old Muharraq. (Refer
to the emergency intervention assessment reports.)39
Archaeological Sensibility
The team members were also trained to be attentive to potential archaeological items that
might be recovered and found in the piles of debris they often deal with. In many cases
where collapses have occurred long time ago, the pile of the existing debris usually conceal
a large number of important valuable archaeological items that can be recovered from the
process. For that reason, the MoC has dedicated a trained archaeologist to monitor the
process in cases, where such discoveries are expected. During the implementation of the
emergency intervention measures in Fakhro House, for example, a large number of steel
machinery items were recovered, which turned out to be the remains of a water extracting
machine built over a natural well and pond that used to exist at the western edge of the
property. The existence of this well was only known through oral history, but confirmed with
physical attributes, this valuable element can now be better represented in the overall
representation of the property.

Items recovered by the ‘Emergency Intervention Team’ working at Bayt Fakhro which probably belong to the well
that used to exist in the property, and items related activities the Fakhro Family was involved in during the
Pearling era.

39

. See annexes 1.N1 Emergency intervention reports; 1.L2 Emergency Intervention Report, (by SAU); and
1.G2Emergency Intervention Report, (by SAU).
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B.1.6 Levels of Intervention and Authentic Presentation
This section of the report explains the methodology that the MoC has developed to select
what was agreed to be called the “preferred intervention” for each property and for each
element in the property. The section demonstrates how the approach attains the most
authentic presentation possible, and illustrates the means of integrating archaeological
discoveries in the frameworks of preservation and presentation.
In the formulation of conservation plans, the SAU considers primarily the values of the
properties and their elements and their integrity expressed through the attributes that reflect
the contribution to the site’s OUV. These are considered non-negotiable features, which
need to be conserved in their full authenticity regardless of other parameters, such as the
future uses of the property or its state of conservation. All other elements in the property are
evaluated against the state of conservation as summarized in the State of Conservation
reports40. An example for the formulation of a conservation plan through a list of preferred
interventions derived from the state of conservation assessment is the one developed for
‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I). 41
B.1.7 Minimum Intervention

Level of Interventions both in Arabic and in English terminology and the direction of the preferred intervention

The State Party has developed a system, through which the preferred level of intervention is
selected. This system is based on categorizing the levels from doing nothing to
modifications. The red arrow in the table above indicates that the least intensive intervention
(do nothing) is generally preferable to the most intrusive (modification). It is emphasized that
the preferred approach is to minimize the level as shown in the above illustration. The
terminologies used are defined in both English and Arabic terms and were communicated to
all the staff of the SAU as well as to other personnel of the MoC and other concerned
governmental and private institutions, including the consultants and the contractors who are
selected to collaborate and work on the conservation projects. (Reference to this
dissemination initiative is briefed upon in the capacity building section of the report.)
Do nothing
The level called “do nothing” might apply when there are no resources, especially human
capacity, to intervene. This approach can only be considered in cases where structural
stability and minimum risks of deterioration are assured.42
40 Refer to the annexed State of Conservation Reports for the different properties.
41 See annex No. 1.H1 State of conservation, (by SAU)
42 Properties like, ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (II), Siyadi House and Murad Majlis are examples of such category.
This, as shown in the project phasing section below and as explained in the process of conservation above, does
not eliminate the need for continuous check-ups, monitoring, and the consideration for an emergency intervention
if conditions suddenly mandate so.

Maintenance
Maintenance is required in all properties, even in the ones that were recently subjected to
conservation projects43.
Conservation
Conservation is the preferred level when a need to intervene in the fabric arises. It is the
intervention level that assures the maximum preservation of the existing authentic fabric in
interventions. In conservation, the use assigned to the spaces and the elements of the
properties must not change the layout or decoration of the building and the traditional setting
must be kept with a denial to all removals and additions. The property shall bear witness of
the setting in which it occurs (Venice Charter).44
One historic element that the SAU give s particular consideration in conservation projects is
the historic mortar - be it mortar used for construction or renders and plastering.45 Extreme
care is devoted in dealing with what remains of the traditional renders and mortar. High
consideration is given to the consolidation of fragile and disintegrating authentic surfaces,
and to grouting those which have delaminated from the walls. (The section on “Fine
Conservation” below sheds light on the technical aspects on this approach.)
Anastylosis versus Restoration
Anastylosis and restoration (terms used here to embrace the reconstruction of confirmed
authentic elements) are the levels chosen, when the removal of incompatible additions is
required. The process might leave the property with gaps in its fabric that need to be
reconfigured to reestablish the “authentic” shape, provided proper evidences exists to fully
detail the element to be re-integrated. Anastylosis is always preferred over full restoration as
it entails a more authentic presentation. But the decision making on the preferred intervention
involves other parameters, such as the value of the surroundings. The restored element is
thus not to overshadow what surrounds it (Venice Charter). Also, the use of the element in its
newly assigned spatial configuration is to be considered.46
Even though all anastylosis and restoration works are meant to celebrate the Pearling
Testimony and emphasize the OUV of the site, the valid contributions of all periods to the
properties are respected, since unity of style is not the aim here (Venice Charter).47
Rehabilitation
All properties are subjected to a sort of a “rehabilitation” program, in order to functionally
integrate them in the living city of Old Muharraq, and to follow the very basic concept that the
43

Such as the Nūkhidhah House and Siyadi Shops B. See annex No.1.F3 Regulations and Conditions for Shop
Owners/Tenants, (by SAU)
44
Large portions of the interventions planned in ‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro , the ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I), AlJalahma House, Fakhro House and Al-Alawi House are to conform with this level of intervention, as they bear the
highest density of authentic fabric.
45
The general assessment of the properties proved that in most properties, with few exceptions like Al-Jalahma
House , Al-Alawi House , ‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro , and ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I), large portions of this
mortar was replaced with cement based mixes, which are incompatible with the historic materials and exacerbate
their rate of deterioration.
46
Both principles were adopted in the MoC’s conservation project at Siyadi Shops B, where sections of a ruined
walls and roof were conserved as such but given a shelter above them. The authentic spatial configuration of the
shops was restored, while making a clear distinction of added elements that were restored based on
archaeological and photographic evidences. Modern additions were incorporated to complete the overall
traditional market setting. The progress reports of Siyadi Shops B demonstrate the rationale behind the
conservation approach, which was reshaped several times to achieve a lower level of intervention. See annex
No.1.F2 Progress Reports, (by SAU)
47
An example on integrating post-pearling era elements in the final presentation are walls and windows that were
decided to be preserved in Badr Ghulum House, as illustrated in the annexed conservation plan of the property.
See annex No.1.C3 Conservation plan (by SAU).
The conservation plan developed for Siyadi Majlis, on the contrary, attempts to undo all the incompatible additions
and modifications that took place since the 1970s. See annex No. 1.J1 State of Conservation (by SAU).
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best means to preserve a historic building is to continue using it. These rehabilitation
programs are shaped to assure, as explained below, an authentic and interactive
presentation.
Modifications
The MoC recognizes that modifications should be kept at their minimum, and if, for the sake
of use, they are indispensible, they should not distract from the authentic parts of the
property or its traditional setting. A balance of the overall composition and its relation with its
surroundings should be attained.48
B.1.8 Authentic and Interactive Presentation
The State Party recognizes the need for authentic presentation and interpretation of the
historic fabric, which is located in the context of a living city. In Muharraq however, like in the
country and the Gulf region, hardly any precedents exist for conservation projects that take
this into consideration. Typically a "museum approach" is chosen, which treats historic fabric
as a museum. The MoC attempts to take a different approach by aiming at more authentic
conservation, presentation and interpretation, which involves active community participation.
In order to attain this, the matter has to be brought to the attention of both the local
communities, and the local authorities through awareness raising measures. The MoC is
sharing the governmental endeavor to attract Bahraini nationals back to Muharraq. Nostalgic
notions are indeed a means to do so, but possible only address certain generations. The
hope is to attract members of the Bahraini community of all age ranges and social and
economic classes to live in Old Muharraq. It is a long time undertaking, which needs to be
introduced gradually from the currently admitted "museum" approach to a city that
contemporary Bahraini would co-live the city along with its archaeological sites, historic fabric
and authentic traditional moods. The authentic heritage of Muharraq has to be romanticized
to the public. This process, the MoC realizes, may not be at the price of harming the
authenticity and/or the integrity of the identified attributes of the nominated properties. A
balanced conservation approach, that seeks the careful rehabilitation of the properties, is
therefore mandatory. More authentic ways of more authentic interpretation have to gradually
evolve. For this purpose, past and current initiatives in this field have to be assessed, in
terms of their acceptance and interaction with the local community. The result of such
evaluations will for example be important in the upcoming conservation projects of ‘Amārat
Yousif A. Fakhro, and ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I).
B.1.9 Modern Additions and Adaptation to Uses
Most of the rehabilitation programs in the living urban fabric of Old Muharraq require the
introduction of modern services and sometimes new architectural additions. The SAU set
some fundamentally important principles that shall be respected in all future modern
additions and adaptations to new use(s). The first of these principles is addresses the fragility
of the historic fabric of the properties and of other historic buildings in Muharraq, which must
therefore be handled with great care. For example, no additional weight may be put on
elements, unless proven necessary for structural integrity. For another example, authentic
foundations should not be disturbed, even if they are archeological remains that are no
longer functional, and will be reburied, as explained in more detailed in the following section.
The second principle is that modern additions and adaptations shall not distract from the
48

One example for how modern additions were considered, please see the case of the recently completed
conservation and adaptive reuse project at the Nūkhidhah House. Here a structure was added at the southern
side of the authentic section. This structure was configured in a way that is totally structurally separated from the
existing building, making it reversible. In addition, the architecture followed there is distinct from the architectural
composition and bears a highly contemporary stamp (Venice Charter). (See appendices No. 1.I6 Inauguration
Booklet, (by Shaikh Ebrahim bin Mohammed Center for Culture and Research)
Another example are those additions sought in the conservation project of Siyadi Shops B, which follow the same
rationale. (See appendix No. 1.F2 Progress Reports, (by SAU)
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authentic fabric, but should emphasize the value and the integrity of the authentic elements,
particularly those contributing to the OUV. The third is that modern additions and adaptations
shall be compatible in a reversible and sustainable way with the historic properties and with
the urban context. Modern additions and adaptations in properties should be kept to their
minimum, to elevate and emphasize a more authentic mood of presentation.
Examples, which illustrate how those principles are applied in the decision making process,
are recorded in the progress reports of the conservation project of Siyadi Shops B.49 One of
those examples worth to bring up here, is the fact that air conditioning units were installed in
all the historic shops that were conserved. The devices are split units, the compressors of
which are installed on an elevated chassis on the roof. Their fan coil units are suspended
from the roof of the shop to have the least visual effect on the interior of the shop. In addition,
the MoC obliged the shop owners and tenants to use a light curtain in the entrance space to
block airflow, when the units are turned on during hot days. Owners and tenants will not be
allowed to install a new glass door that would damage the historic doors of the shops.50
Another example, illustrated below, are conduits devised to run along the interior parameters
of the shops of Siyadi Shops B, which provide ventilation in order to prevent water rising
within the walls by capillarity. The same trench is used to conceal all added modern utilities
and services, e.g. water supply pipes, electrical ducting, and air condition pipes. An added
benefit is, that this will reduce future maintenance needs.

Siyadi Shops B: Ventilation Conduits running along the parameters of the shops.

B.1.10 Integrating Archaeology
The State Party recognizes and celebrates the vitality of the urban fabric, and thus attempts
to attain a balance between the historic representation and the integration of the historic
fabric in the required modern development of the city. Archaeological findings are of great
importance they should never be jeopardized due to the pressure of contemporary
developments. In the case in which a crucial and important archaeological site would be
revealed the interpretation of which will enhance the presentation of the OUV. The MoC
urges to totally abolish a development plan (involving appropriate compensation) in order to
turn the site into an archaeological park where the history of the place would be integrated
with modern leisure activities.
49

See annex No. 1.F2 Progress Reports, (by SAU)
Refer to the maintenance program that is devised in the agreements with the owner and/or the tenants of Siyadi
Shops B) in annex No. 1.F3 Regulations and Conditions for Shop Owners/Tenants, (by SAU)
50
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The MoC is currently revising the antiquities law, in order to develop a new one that gives
greater concern to archeological findings in Old Muharraq. In all the excavations that were
undertaken by the MoC in the context of the Pearling Testimony, earlier phases of urban
development, sometimes going back to the 9th century, are being revealed. The State Party
recognizes the importance of preserving and illustrating exciting discoveries of historic traces
of earlier phases of development. This will foster developing a better understanding of the
history of Muharraq. Relate such discoveries to the contemporary context, provides
continuity between the past and the present. Throughout the conservation projects planned
for the properties, archaeological investigation is provisioned as a main cultural investigation
objective. The integration of relevant archaeological fabric in the final presentation of the site
is envisioned, and where not possible, the assets will be reburied for posterity.
Properties where archeological investigation have already been carried out are the following
sites: Qal‘at Bū Māhir , ‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro, ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I), Fakhro
House, and parts of the plot located south of Siyadi Shops. There are other sites in Old
Muharraq, which the MoC has excavated during the last couple of years, such as the site
located east of Bin Faris House, renovated by the Shaikh Ebrahim bin Mohammed Center for
Culture and Research.

Site near by Bin Faris House, located in the buffer zone. Left: the basement plan and section before integrating
archaeology; right: the basement plan and section after integrating archaeology. The design of the theatre is
developed by a local architectural firm “PAD: Plan Architecture and Design”, initial design stage in Dec. 2010, final
design development in coordination with SAU in Oct. 2011.

Among all the above mentioned archaeological sites, only those that are located south of
Siyadi Shops, and the one located east of the Bin Faris House have been integrated in the
new developments that are taking place above the ground. All the others are temporarily
back-filled until a conservation plan and a project would be activated.
The excavations on the plot south of Siyadi Shops B have revealed many traditional date
juice presses (madbasas).51 All the areas excavated revealed the fact that this area of the
51

The presses are part of the floor of a room and consist of a series of exposed sloped conduits, where the ripe
dates would be put, and the syrup (called dibs locally) drips from the fruits flows on the sloped conduits to be
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market was probably specialized in selling date Syrup.52 The design developed for the
conservation project was modified then to firstly not disturb the archaeology with the new
introduced foundations, and secondly to integrate sections of the revealed madbasas in the
final presentation of the site. It should be pointed out here that some of the lowermost
madbasas were back-filled as they were very close to the ground water level, and exposing
them would have resulted in their gradual deterioration.53
As for the archaeological site located nearby Bin Faris House, the Shaikh Ebrahim bin
Mohammed Center for Culture and Research is developing a theatre here. The design was
reviewed by the SAU, which requested to fully integrate the archaeological remains along
with many other suggestions for having the architecture fitting better in the surrounding
historic fabric. Through a dialogue with the local architectural office the entire design has
been modified and the archaeology is now to be integrated and public visitation will be
permitted with proper interpretation. The illustration above shows the design before and after
integrating the archaeological resources and which is currently being implemented.

collected in a ceramic jar located at the lowermost point in the room. Once the jar is filed, it is taken out and sold
out, and a new one is put instead to further collect the Syrup and so on.
52
This confirms the notion that Bahrain, know as ‘Bahrain of 1 million palm trees’, was very rich with palm
grooves – one of the attributes of Bahrain’s World Heritage Site Qal’at al-Bahrain.
53
The whole decision making process is documented in the progress reports of the conservation project. See
annex No. 1.F2 Progress Reports, (by SAU)
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B.2 Fine Conservation
The State Party recognizes the need to form a team of specialists and technicians that would
be capable to conserve and deal with the fragile decorative elements and the fragile original
surfaces finishes and renders found in the properties. As mentioned in the Capacity Building
section of this report, this type of expertise is somewhat lacking in Bahrain, and thus the
needs here comes in various levels:
1. The short term plan consists of consists of recruiting qualified specialists to undertake
the conservation works urgently required for the scheduled projects in the coming
months.
2. The middle term plan (2012-2015) is to establish an in-house fine conservation
institution to train selected local technicians to acquire the skills needed.
3. The long term plan (from 2014 onwards) is to coordinate with local universities to form
a post-graduate program dedicated to “fine conservation” that would bring in together
departments such as Fine Arts, Chemistry, Physics, Material Studies, Architecture
and Engineering.
B.2.1 Short Term Plan: Initiation and Activation
The MoC solicited, since the beginning of October 2011, a team of fine conservators headed
by a specialist in architectural conservation and three experts in the field of fine conservation.
The team has been supplemented with 3 local assistants, and 1 local craftsman specialized
in gypsum carving. The main team members were chosen to be Arabic speakers so that the
communication with the prospective local trainees would be easier. However, it is planned to
have one or more international consultants, specialized in wood and carved gypsum
conservation, engaging into periodical missions to refine the approaches, and updating the
team with the international advances in the field.
The team members were assigned to work in the Shaykh Salman House, a highly valuable
historic building dating from the 19th century in the north-eastern part of Muharraq. The house
used to be inhabited by one of the rulers of Bahrain, and thus is rich with incised decorative
gypsum panels, as well as carved wooden doors and windows. A large portion of the
decorative elements in the house was covered with a thick layer of cement plaster, which
added to the difficulty of the fine conservation work. Furthermore, layers of lacquer paint, a
finish which was particularly favored in the 1970’s and 1980’s, covered the remaining
revealed sections of the lime and gypsum based decorations and some of the wooden
decorative elements. The complexity of the work needed to properly conserve all the
elements made a good showcase for the local consultants and contractors, as well as the
staff of the SAU, who came to understand the essence of fine conservation works, and the
care and patience required to deal with the delicate authentic fabric. The works involved
mechanical cleaning using sharp small chisels and scalpels, as well as cleaning through the
use of different diluted solvents. These were applied in different techniques, among which is
poultice. Surface neutralization is always considered after the adoption of chemicals. In
addition, various types of surface consolidation and stainless steel stitching and pinning, as
well as filling the lacunae of shapes, while dimensions, and properties of the missing parts
are assured. 54
The Fine Conservation team works under the supervision of the MoC’s Architectural
Conservation Consultant, and in close cooperation with other members of SAU and the
contractor of the project to assure that all decisions related to the fine conservation of
elements are conforming to the overall architectural representation, and the structural
integrity of the building. This dialogue is crucial so in order not to end up with a disturbed
54

See annex No. 1.M2 Fine Conservation Progress Reports, (by Fine Conservation Team).
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representation, where decorative elements are too highlighted and space qualities not
appreciated enough, or vice versa. Integrating decorative elements and authentic fabric with
architectural conservation works assures the homogeneity of the space. It also helps to
better position the decorative and authentic elements in their original architectural and spatial
context.55
One important aspect already discovered by the Fine Conservation Team during its work the
last few months is the fact that the historic renders and mortars are difficult to be reproduced
using the same recipe of materials derived from laboratory material analysis as shown in the
examples below. Since lime and gypsum ceased to be locally produced, and are only
available through import, their quality in no longer similar to that of the traditional materials.
Even sand, the filler, can no longer be provided through desert quarries, since their
privatization led to the scarcity of that resource. The readily available sand today is what is
referred to locally, as “double washed sea sand" and is approved by the Ministry of Industry
and Commerce. The Fine Conservation team has improvised by adding crushed coral stone
to provide similar color and texture to the historic mortar and render. Recognizing this issue,
the SAU plans to launch a technical study on the means to reproduce materials that are
similar to the ones used historically.

Samples of Mortar analysis to indicate ratios of constituents

Another challenge the fine conservation initiative is facing is the scarcity of conservation
chemicals and tools. These are not available in the local market as they were never in
demand. The current solution that the SAU has gone about is to import them periodically in
small quantities to satisfy the need of the on-going works. Once the demand will increase,
SAU will encourage dealership to import these chemicals and tools by opening up a local
market for such materials. We hope that this profession will soon spread in Bahrain, as it has
already received recognition from many elite families who own historic properties. Once this
is the case, MoC will develop and fund researches in collaboration with local university
departments to enhance and to adapt chemicals and tools to the parameters of the local
55

See annex No. 1.M2 Fine Conservation Progress Reports, (by Fine Conservation Team.
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environment and the skills of the local technicians. It should be noted that this aspect has
been already recognized by the State Party and research already began by MoC as
explained in the illustrations below.

Experiments for internationally recognized consolidants (Paralloid B72 in acetone, Primal AC33 in water, Waker
OU 100, lime water, Klucel (Nano particles for calcium hudroxide, solution of PVA and lime water). Consolidants
with different ratios have been applied to mortar cubes, left to dry in the laboratory, and a section of them were
subjected to compression and tensile tests, and the other to weathering for a yearlong recording observation
about changes of coloring, and disintegration.

B.2.2 Middle Term Plan: Institutionalization
The MoC is currently implementing its middle term plan by first acquiring a building that is
located within the buffer zone of the Pearling Testimony in the northern part of Old Muharraq,
Jamshir building, and is currently setting up the laboratory, workshop spaces, a little library
and classrooms required for the prospective fine conservation institution. In the meantime,
SAU has approached local non Governmental women associations in Old Muharraq, and
others that support local craftsmanship, to recruit 15 young women and craftsmen to append
to the site works which are currently taking place in both Shaykh Salman House and Siyadi
Shops B. The SAU has already received positive feedback from those NGOs, and, in March
2012, will begin to recruit the number of young women and craftsmen required for the sites.
The introduction they will receive to the type of site works and fine conservation techniques
and materials, will then be put into a more theoretical framework in the classrooms once the
institution building is ready, planned for the end of the summer 2012.
B.2.3 Long Term Plan: Formation
The MoC recognizes the importance for setting up the theoretical and dedicated framework
of fine conservation to its trainees in order to avoid standardized methods of fine
conservation. It will be essential for the trainees to learn that the assessment of each
individual case is basis for evaluation of the required intervention(s), taking into account the
subject, and other parameters such as spatial arrangement and character. The hope is that
this institution initiative would be elaborated upon in the MoC’s long term plans to found the
prospective of a post graduate program on fine conservation as mentioned above.
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B.3 Urban Conservation and Development Strategy
The Pearling Testimony is embedded in an urban context, the historic city of Old Muharraq, a
city shaped by the booming Pearling Economy in the 19th century and the first quarter of the
20th century.
B.3.1 Definitions


In the following texts, Old Muharraq refers to the limits of the town before the
shoreline reclamations that occurred between the 1950’s and the 1970’s which most
likely used to be the limits of the Pearling town of the beginning of the century.



The term Historic Urban Character will be used to refer to the preserved character
defining elements of the historic town, which are mainly related to land uses and
patterns, spatial organization and visual relationships.

B.3.2 State of Conservation of the Urban Buffer Zone56
Although the historical town of Muharraq underwent significant transformations during the
last half of the twentieth century, it has retained many character-defining elements including
its original street pattern, and the overall building form-configuration-size and skyline. Parts
of the original urban fabric still exist although in a rather bad state of conservation.
Old Muharraq is today threatened by several factors especially those related to the lack of
maintenance (due to the abandonment of houses by the original inhabitants), lack of
sufficient infrastructural maintenance, use of incompatible architectural styles or pseudo
historical designs57 that improperly disrupt the historic fabric and the lack of legal protection
of the remaining historical buildings.
The Zoning Regulations, which apply today, are referred to as RHB (Row Houses B)58, which
are not considered sufficient for the preservation of the urban character of the town. The
urban buffer zone is agreed to be considered as a Special Protection Zone by all concerned
authorities since the end of 2009 (see the legal framework section below).
B.3.3 Objectives
Since January 2010, the site administration unit (SAU) of the “Pearling Testimony”59 has
been pursuing the policy that was set out for the Urban Buffer Zone, as specified in the
Management Plan60, but also engaging in new initiatives that support the overall goal and
objectives. Below is a brief reminder of the objectives:
OBJECTIVE 1: Preserving the cultural significance of the historic settlement in which the
“Pearling testimony” is embedded, through the conservation of all remaining historic fabric,
adaptation of existing fabric and future constructions to the Historic Urban Character (defined
above).
OBJECTIVE 2: Optimizing the visitor's experience, through optimizing accessibility and
pedestrian comfort, and upgrading the physical and natural environment.

56

For a detailed account of the state of conservation of the urban buffer zone, refer to Management Plan, Chapter
one, p 29 to 31.
57
As referred to in the Vienna Memorandum on World Heritage and Contemporary Architecture, Managing the
Historical Urban Landscape.
58
Refer to the “Annex to the Nomination File of the Pearling Testimony”, part 3, legal documents, Resolution No
(28) of 2009 Regarding the Specification of the Regulatory Stipulations for the Development in Different Areas of
the Kingdom.
59
Refer to Management Plan of the “Pearling Testimony of an Island Economy”, Chapter 2, Strategy 1,
Administrative Structure) – pp.44 )
60
Refer to Management plan of the “Pearling Testimony of an Island Economy” - Chapter 2, Strategy 5, pp.106)
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OBJECTIVE 3: Fostering the socio-cultural development of Muharraq, through creation of
spaces for all types of cultural activities, preservation of culturally rooted, spontaneous types
of usage of the public space, and improvement of living conditions for the inhabitants.
Ultimately this will lead to a shift in the Muharraq community towards a locally rooted,
culturally aware society.
The policy put in place by MoC to achieve these goals was officially shared with the
Muharraq Municipal Council and the Ministry of Shura and Representatives of Council Affairs
(see Annex 2C).

Stakeholders' degree of involvement

Implementation is taking place through the Subcommittee of Urban Regulations and Project
Design (SURPD)61 which includes the Ministry of Municipalities and Urban Planning
(MOMUP) formerly Ministry of Municipalities and Agriculture, the Muharraq municipality and
other Governmental Bodies with several levels of involvement, depending on the type of
initiative.
The illustration above explains the degree of involvement of the different actors/stakeholders,
and the different layers of the strategy's scope.

61

See in Management Plan of the “Pearling Testimony of an Island Economy”, Chapter 2 Strategy1,
Administrative Structure, p.48
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B.3.4 Legal Framework
Upgrading the legal framework mostly addresses Objective 1 above, however it also lays
the basis for all forthcoming initiatives, ensuring they are in line with all the specified
objectives.
The buffer zone of the Pearling Testimony is currently considered by the Ministry of
Municipalities and Urban Planning (MOMUP) as a Special Protection Zone where all sorts of
initiatives and permit requests (demolition or construction) need the approval or involvement
of the MoC.
About 67 construction/addition permits have been reviewed by the SAU since Sept 2009,
and initial designs were modified accordingly to permit the schemes to be progressed.
On the other hand 17 demolition permits have been halted, and emergency interventions
took place to consolidate and retain some of these structures62. In parallel, the MoC after
discussions and negotiations offers incentives for the owners to restore their dilapidating
properties. When the negotiations with the owners don’t lead to a suitable agreement, the
MoC offers then to purchase the property in order to avoid its demolition. Four historical
houses have been purchased to that end in 2011.
The Special Regulations for the Buffer Zone have been finalized, and approved by the
MOMUP (see Special Regulations for the Protected Areas in Muharraq in Annex 2A). They
define the notions of "traditional architectural language", and "historical urban character",
highlight the importance of scales and proportions in design, versus pseudo-historical design,
and provide specific regulations according to the types of areas (residential, suq, commercial
streets, etc.), and to the degree of significance (within the whole of the Primary and
Secondary Protection Zones63). They also stress the building's relation with the street and
encourage introverted spaces through defining proper dimensions and proportions for
courtyards.
The regulations have been dispatched to the local consultants and presented to members of
the local community and their basic principles and concepts are now well understood,
assimilated and are being progressively applied.
Furthermore, the notion of Heritage preservation for the entire Old Muharraq is strongly
supported today by the Muharraq Municipal Council, which is now actively engaging in all
these MoC initiatives. Consequently, many valuable historical buildings outside of the Buffer
Zone, once in danger of collapse, are now systematically signaled to the MoC and then
added to the agenda of the Emergency Intervention program64.

Construction permit request as proposed by architects and owners

Refer to section on "Emergency Intervention" below
See in Management Plan of the “Pearling Testimony”, Chapter 2, Strategy 2, statutory heritage protection, p.60
64
Refer to section on Emergency Intervention below
62
63
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Construction permit request after modification recommendations by SAU

The MoC has also pinpointed around 37 historic structures (whether buildings or
monuments) in Old Muharraq to be declared National Monuments in application of the
existing Antiquities Law (no 11 of 1995); the selection was made on the basis of the
buildings' significance and importance in the context of their location within the historic urban
fabric.
Meanwhile, two kinds of legal frameworks are being developed:
The new Bylaw concerning Urban and Architectural Regulations related to the Protected
Areas in the Town of Muharraq, will extend the area of application of the Special Regulations
to the entire Old Muharraq, and it is currently awaiting final approval, to be adopted and
issued by the MOMUP. (See the draft of the Bylaw in Annex 2B, including the summary in
English and the map of the Protected Area). The Bylaw is an extension of the RHB Zoning
Regulations for Muharraq with specific arrangements concerning heights, setbacks and uses.
It refers to the Special Regulations in application of the Urban Conservation Plan65 for Old
Muharraq currently under development by the consultants of MoC. The Floor Area Ratio
(FAR) and floor number are not being addressed yet. They are currently tackled on a case to
case basis, where the MoC considers compensating the owners for any reduction on FAR
imposed for the sake of preserving important views or the integrity of the urban character
within a Primary Protection zone. However, they have also to be more fully addressed in the
future, and it was agreed with the MoMUP that it would be done through the new law
described below.

Examples of the special regulations concepts

In parallel, a more comprehensive Antiquities Law is being discussed and drafted by the
MoC (see Annex 2C, p.14, annex: basis for promulgating a law for the protection of
antiquities and National Heritage). It will introduce the notions of Heritage Sites, and Historic
65

Refer to Urban Planning below
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Towns, in addition to the existing notion of "Monument", therefore complementing the
provisions of the existing Antiquities Law no 11 of 199566.
The new law would basically embrace all the agreed regulations and procedures applied in
Old Muharraq, to extend them to the national level. Accordingly other Historic Towns will be
identified and put under the umbrella of the New Law, site specific protection areas and
codes will be developed and differentiated from the local Zoning Regulations, such as RHB.
The New Law will also enforce new measures to ensure that sources of information including
archaeological finds are recovered, documented and archived, thus not lost in the process of
urban development.
These principles were shared with the Ministry of Shura and Council Representatives (see
Annex 2C), the New Law is expected to be issued by the end of 2013.
B.3.5 Urban Planning
The study of the urban buffer zone has been on-going since 2010 and historical and
anthropological research is lead by the Department of Archaeology and National Heritage at
MoC. The research relies on a panoply of documents, aerial photos and maps dating back to
the middle of the 19th century, and on interviews of local individuals. Many archaeological
investigations have taken place prior to construction and during implementation of
architectural projects initiated by the MoC and local NGOs67.
In parallel, the SAU has launched a survey of the urban fabric of Old Muharraq lead by an
urban conservation specialist. The first phase was made for a pilot area (Block 20968, in
fareej el shoyoukh), and the results are currently being developed into maps which clarify the
state of conservation of the fabric, its different levels of significance and other information
(see Annex 2D).
Based on this survey, a comprehensive Urban Conservation Plan is being developed as an
important tool for decision making in urban planning, and will be referred to through the new
legal framework.
The Ministry of Municipalities and Urban Planning (MoMUP), the Ministry of Works (MoW) –
(Road department), and other Governmental entities, are active partners in this plan, and
contribute to the consultant’s work through the provision of the available and self generated
information.
The Urban Conservation Plan will define the levels of interventions for the built fabric, the
traffic/pedestrian zones, the empty plots to be built on, the public spaces and their uses, the
built to-lines, the parking areas, etc…
In order to address Objectives 2 and 3, but also to adapt the incompatible elements of the
urban fabric, the MoC is consulting urban designers to require suitable design solutions for
the public spaces and to upgrade and enhance the existing fabric.
The demarkation of the Pearling Pathway is one of the elements now being designed. The
Pathway is currently indicated through a temporary signage system that will be replaced in
future by a better-adapted one. The “podium proposal”, is now abandoned, following the
ICOMOS recommendation of July 2011. A new concept is now being worked out with a
consortium of international consultants who will submit and test design proposals and with
types of paving materials which are compatible with the historic urban fabric.

66

Refer to Annex to the Nomination File of the Pearling Testimony, part 3, legal documents, Decree Law No (11)
of 1995 Concerning the Protection of Antiquities (Summary)
67
See section on Integrating Archeology, below
68
Old Muharraq is divided into Blocks by the local Municipality which don’t refer to a planned Block in the modern
sense but are rather adapted to the winding streets of the Historical Town.
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Existing signposting of the Pearling Pathway

Furthermore, since July 2011, an urban design proposal is taking place for the Siyadi Cluster
buffer zone (within the pilot area, Block 209); it includes public space design, façade
upgrading, shading design, paving, etc…, and especially takes into account the preservation
of the Historic Urban Character and of the related strategically important views.
The Ministry of Works and the Ministry of Housing are now regular partners in the
implementation of newly defined urban upgrading designs. This has already proved to be
effective in the pilot upgrading initiative undertaken in the Nukhidha House buffer zone (see
Annex 2E), sponsored and managed by a local NGO, the Shaikh Ebrahim bin Mohammed
Center for Culture and Research, under the supervision of the MoC. The area surrounding
Nukhidha House was pedestrianized through the installation of electrical bollards and street
paving, contemporary façades paint, repairs and adaptations and new lighting. Installation of
wooden elements, to mask utilities, was also carried out. All of this was the subject of a
careful analysis of the colors and the use of material that would not disrupt the authentic
character and spirit of the place. These interventions were made after a community dialogue
took place through organized workshops, to encourage the participation of the local
inhabitants and ensure their adherence to the project.
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B.3.6 Identification of New Themes
Through engaged research on the historic town, identification of new historic urban clusters
that can be incorporated into the Pearling Testimony theme is arising. Public spaces of
historic relevance, areas where a “story” can be told, are opportunities for urban planning
projects that have a strong interpretive value, recalling the history of Muharraq and
expressing it. This is the case of Sh. Abdallah Avenue a street that links the former seashore
area with Fareej al Shouyoukh, where the houses of the former rulers of Bahrain are found.
This offers wonderful opportunities to further heritage-driven urban planning projects in Old
Muharraq.

Location and historical map of Sh.Abdallah Street

B.3.7 Conservation Projects in the Buffer Zone
Localized projects are being developed by the MoC, in order to foster cultural activities in
Muharraq, and especially throughout the urban buffer zone.
Reviving the Dour (singular Dar) or traditional music houses, is one initiative now underway.
The project envisages the restoration of three Dour in addition to the enlargement of Dar
Janaa, which is situated along the Pearling Pathway69. The preserved Dour will be highly
important for strengthening the community and supporting the celebration of the history of
pearling to a far wider audience.
Other initiatives that complement the historic fabric preservation policy, take the installation
of cultural activities as an opportunity to rehabilitate the historic buildings purchased by the
MoC. Jamsheer house, located in the northern part of the buffer zone, is a vivid example of
this policy. It is currently being rehabilitated to host the fine conservation training school
which is about to be launched.
B.3.8 Housing Programs
The SAU is currently collaborating with other Governmental Bodies on two housing
programs:
The Housing Renovation and Rehabilitation Program (HRRP), which originally started as an
initiative from the Royal Court, is now the responsibility of the Ministry of Municipalities and
Urban Planning (MoMUP). It consists of rebuilding dilapidating houses for people in need,
the MOMUP was using a standard model for the design of the new houses, This model has
been reviewed by the SAU who proposed alternative designs specially for Old Muharraq.

69

Refer to Management Plan, Chapter 2 Strategy 8, Support of Cultural traditions, 8.1 Pearling arts, 8.11 songs
and dance, p.136,137.
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The SAU also ensures that any building to be demolished has no heritage value. Since 2009,
more than 10 buildings have been rebuilt following these procedures.

Alterations to the HHRP standard design integrating the notions of privacy, and improving proportions, colours
and materials.

The second program is under the responsibility of the Ministry of Housing, who agreed to
collaborate with the MoC on rebuilding a selection of houses in the urban buffer zone. The
houses to be rebuilt are chosen based on their incompatibility with the urban fabric and the
condition of their structure. The SAU is responsible for providing the detailed designs for the
houses, after the agreement of the owners. The execution drawings and sponsorship of
implementation are the responsibility of the Ministry of Housing.
Three houses have been designed and are currently awaiting construction.
B.3.9 Conclusion and Outlook
The actions undertaken since 2010 have prepared the ground for the implementation of solid
measures to ensure a well-framed conservation and development of Old Muharraq. All
Governmental Bodies are today mobilized around the Historical Town, and the attention of
the community is slowly moving towards the preservation of the urban heritage.
There are now a suite of guidelines promoting new building design –with special attention
given to the facade architectural treatment and retaining internal courtyards. Safeguards are
in place to stop demolition and unsympathetic change to historic buildings and the Historic
Urban Character, while a new emphasis on holistically addressing the urban fabric is giving
rise to new ideas for celebrating the cultural heritage of Muharraq and Bahrain.
In the coming months, the MoC is looking forward to establishing a robust legal framework,
extending the findings of the conservation plan of the pilot section to the whole of Old
Muharraq and launching a number of projects in “sensitive areas” including programs for the
rehabilitation of the historic fabric. These programs will focus on filling the gaps identified in
the conservation plan (i.e. all the vacant lands from demolished old buildings) with activities
in relation with the Pearling Testimony, services and a low-cost housing program targeting
the young Bahraini citizen, to encourage them to invest the city again.
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Section C: Capacity building
The MoC’s capacity building efforts related to the entire serial site are outlined in the
management plan, some of which are indirectly related to architectural conservation, such as
in the field of interpretation and presentation of cultural heritage, management of heritage
site and properties and the link to economic aspects of heritage sites and their
management.70
This report focuses on capacity building of the MoC for architectural and fine conservation.

C.1 Current Status of Conservation Training and Education in Bahrain
As in many Gulf and Arab countries, the field of architectural conservation is not yet
developed in Bahrain.
There is a department of Architecture at the University of Bahrain, College of Engineering,
but there is no formal education on architectural conservation yet in the curricula neither at
the undergraduate nor the graduate university level. There are, occasional elective courses
on the topic offered to the students of the Department of Architecture, such as a course on
‘Building Conservation’ in the summer semester of 2011. Such courses however are not
inherent in the education program and depend on the availability of professors specialized in
the field of architectural conservation (in general foreign professionals).
There is also no formal training on architectural conservation at the level of craftsmanship.
There is, however, a craft-training center (under the aegis of the MoC) in the al-Jasra area (in
the south-west of Bahrain), which offers training programs on the craft of traditional gypsum
decorations, which are a common vernacular feature in historic buildings in Bahrain. The
programs offered at the craft-training center do not cover the conservation of such elements,
but only their new construction.
The practice of preserving and reusing historic buildings is rather new in Bahrain and started
to implement the best practice as per international standards only recently. In the past, the
approach to historic fabric in Bahrain consisted predominantly in intrusive adaptations that
involved extensive transformation of historic buildings. As a result, hardly any skills required
for more sensitive approaches to historic buildings existed in Bahrain’s construction sector
until recently. Consultants and contractors were not able to understand and/or implement
conservation specifications.
In addition, due to the lack of exposure to the topic, architectural conservation did not meet
the required understanding and support by concerned government stakeholders.
All of the above has in fact hindered the progress of the planned conservation process, but
significant improvements have been achieved since 2010 in many aspects.

C.2 Capacity Building Efforts of the MoC (2010-2012)
The MoC of Bahrain is fully aware of the lack of expertise in the field of architectural
conservation. It recognizes the shortage of skills and the need for training and capacitating
particularly local (national) professionals, as forming the required local expertise is a
prerequisite for the long-term preservation of the cultural heritage assets of the country. It is
in the process of preparing of the nomination file Pearling, Testimony for an Island Economy,
that the MoC became fully aware of the lack of local capacities for the preservation of
particular vernacular architecture in historic settlements.

70

Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 2, strategy 10: Resource
management, 10.11.1 Capacity building, pp.183-184.
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The MoC took multifaceted measures to build up the necessary capacities to sustain the
architectural conservation works. Since 2010, the MoC has started forming a team
specialized in architectural conservation, which forms the basis for the elaboration and
sequenced implementation of the architectural conservation strategy71 defined for the
Pearling Testimony, its buffer zone and Old Muharraq. In addition, training has been
provided for employees of the MoC.
Team formation and training of local employees of the MoC
The following positions related to the architectural conservation works have been filled within
the SAU since 2010:


an international expert for project management was hired as director to the SAU in
2011 to lead the implementation of the overall conservation efforts for the serial site.72



an international conservation consultant to the MoC was hired in 2010 to lead and
supervise architectural conservation works, including those of the Pearling Testimony.



3 freshly graduated Bahraini architects joined the architectural conservation team of
the SAU in 2010 and 2011.73

Since their employment, the local junior architects’ have been involved in the following
documentation and conservation studies:


documentation, including an inventory of elements, of the nominated property Badr
Ghulum House.



documentation and development of basic conservation plans in other historic
buildings located within the buffer zone of the Pearling Testimony and beyond, refer
to the Annex 1L on Sara al-Khater house as an example.



a study on the area surrounding the al-Khamis Mosque and School (in Manama).

At the outset, training was provided on the assessment and documentation of conditions, the
writing of the state of conservation reports, and the development of a logic for determining
levels of conservation interventions that would abide by ethics of conservation such as
reversibility and minimum intervention. The results of such exercises came out at a
reasonable quality, indicating that the local team is quickly developing skills.
The described team within the SAU is to expand by at least three other young architects in
the coming months.
In addition to the knowledge acquired through such field experiences, the Bahraini architects
team members are encourage to participate in workshops and training sessions abroad to be
more exposed to the theory and history of the profession, and to learn about international
experiences in the field. One architect member of the team, participated in an international
workshop on the “Maintenance of Historic Buildings and Archaeological Sites” organized at
the University of King Saud in Saudi Arabia in December 2010. Another team member
architect is scheduled to attend the ICCROM’s “International Course on Conservation of the
Built Heritage (CBH)” from March until April 2012. These international workshops and
training sessions are selected for each of the team members to cover the needed

71
Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 2, strategy 5: Physical
Conservation and Development, pp.87-112, and Chapter 3, 1 Interventions in the properties and in the urban
buffer zone, pp.185-309)
72
Given the importance of architectural an urban conservation aspects particularly in the coming years, a
professional experienced in urban conservation and development was selected for the post.

73

The selection of the young architects was through interviews to ensure that they have the required
interest and commitment to be trained as professional restorers.
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backgrounds. There is also a plan to send the third architect to a workshop on Management
of World Heritage Sites.
C.2.1 Workshops and on-Site Training
Apart from the building capacities in-house, the MoC tackles the missing local expertise in
the market in terms of qualified construction consultancies and contracting companies.
Capacities are being progressively built with the implementation of the first conservation
projects in Bahrain.
In addition, a series of workshops were organized by the MoC at its headquarters (annex of
the National Museum of Bahrain) and on several sites, to disseminate the philosophy and the
basics of the conservation approach and its practices.
Workshops aim
The workshops carried out to this point were organized by the conservation consultant to the
MoC and aimed at refining the know-how and the required skills to conduct, implement, or
supervise specific conservation, restoration and maintenance tasks.
Targeted audience
The workshops targeted in priority the technicians & laborers of the MoC, the site architects,
engineers, technicians, foremen, the site directors and supervisors, the archaeologists and
other interested ministry’s staff members.
Additional participants to the first workshop were the consultant and the foreman of the
conservation and the rehabilitation works on the nominated “Siyadi Shops B”, as well as
those of the conservation and rehabilitation works on Bayt al-Shaikh Salman Project (a
palatial house in Old Muharraq outside the buffer zone). The consequences of this
attendance were quite positive during the implementation of the projects. The two above
mentioned projects can be considered as positive indicators of the effectiveness of such
workshops: as a result, the local consultants, that were recruited through an official tendering
process adhered to the process, rules conservation specifications imposed by the MoC.
Workshops topics
The workshops covered topics like the levels of interventions, mechanical and chemical
cleaning, grouting deep filling and re-pointing of masonry, mortar mixing, shoring-up
structures imminent for collapse, safety measures, capping of archaeological remains,
reconstructing collapsed masonry, back-filling of archaeological digs, reporting on the
implemented works.
C.2.2 Training during Emergency Interventions
The implementation of emergency intervention measures on several buildings and elements
in danger of collapse in Old Muharraq (mainly in the buffer zone), offered opportunities to the
SAU team to practically apply the lessons learned and the new skills gained from the training
workshops (see section on Emergency Interventions above).
C.2.3 Training in Fine Conservation
Fine conservation team
In regards to capacity building in fine conservation, which deals primarily with the
conservation, consolidation, cleaning, and restoration of gypsum decoration, carved wooden
elements, and other works of art within the local vernacular buildings, a different capacity
building program has been devised. A team of international experts and technicians was
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composed and hired in 2011 by the MoC in order to carry out the conservation and
rehabilitation works of the Bayt al-Shaikh Salman in Muharraq.74 Through this experience,
the fine conservation team members were faced with the problematic of conservation and
construction materials that are common also in the urban properties of the Pearling
Testimony, and were able to develop ways to resolve these issues. The team formulated in
depth investigations on how the decorative elements are deteriorating. It then designed
tailor-made approaches and techniques based on the principles of the minimal interventions
to address these deteriorations.
Currently, the MoC is preparing for a group of 10 to 15 young Bahraini ladies to start working
under the supervision of the fine conservation team and be trained on site during the
implementation of the fine conservation in nominated urban properties of the Pearling
Testimony, starting with Siyadi Majlis, where conservation works are planned to start in
March 2012. The recruitment is carried out in close cooperation with a local NGO that deals
with providing capacity building to young women in Muharraq.
Fine conservation laboratory and workshop
With an ambition to expand the local capacities in fine conservation, the MoC decided to
establish formal training in the field. The MoC is in the process of hiring additional
international experts to develop and lead an adapted training program in the conservation of
gypsum and wooden elements to complement the on-site training referred to above. It is
foreseen that suitable graduates form the training course would then be hired by the MoC for
the conservation works planned for the next years.
The local NGO, the Shaikh Ebrahim Bin Mohammed Al Khalifa Center for Culture and
Research, which is concerned with the revival of local culture and traditions, has agreed to
donate a historic building in Muharraq. The building will serve as a venue for the fine
conservation workshop, a small laboratory, and a meeting room to conduct the theoretical
sessions and/or the restoration of some architectural objects, which cannot be undertaken on
site.
C.2.4 Public Outreach
The MoC has many other attempts to disseminate the essence, ethics and principles of
profession the profession of architectural conservation to either university students,
personnel from other governmental institutions or to members of related non-governmental
associations.
Cooperation with educational institutions
The MoC is in negotiations with the Dean of the Engineering College at the University of
Bahrain to introducing an undergraduate course for students of architecture and engineering
on architectural conservation. This course would be sponsored by the MoC in the hope that
students, who show particular enthusiasm towards the subject would then be hired after their
graduation. These course(s) are supposed to be taught by personnel from the MoC and
additional international consultants throughout the course of the academic year. Courses
would entail site visits and lectures to students on issues related to conservation.
The implementation of this proposal is planned for the coming academic year 2012-2013. It
is also worth mentioning here that personnel from the MoC and the SAU have already given
lectures and site visits to the current university students as parts of related courses in the
University of Bahrain.

74

See the annexed Fine Conservation Reports in Annex 1.M2.
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Cooperation with youth associations
In 2011, the architectural team of the SAU established a cooperation with a local NGO
comprising of fresh architectural graduates called Taa al-Shabab. The architectural
conservation consultant to the MoC provided several theoretical and practical workshops to
the group. The aim was to introduce means and techniques of heritage conservation on the
basis of the 1930’s cinema theater in Manama, called Cinema al-Gosaybi, which the group
documented.

C.3 Conclusion and Outlook
In conclusion it can be said that the training and capacity building efforts of the MoC on
architectural conservation have shown positive effects and a basis has been created to
launch the conservation works on nominated properties, such as Siyadi Majlis, which
involves not only a complex architectural structure but also delicate decorative timber and
gypsum elements.
The MoC’s capacity building efforts will continue and expand in the coming months and
years.
There are plans to have a systematic in-house training and capacity buildings scheme by
hired and visiting international professionals and consultants to the MoC. While permanent
experts of the MoC will be obliged to regularly conduct some sort of training, the terms of
reference of visiting experts will be enlarged to cover such activities. With each visiting
expert, the MoC will organize open workshops, lectures or the like, in order to complete the
ongoing capacity building and foster awareness raising about the importance of the cultural
heritage preservation in Bahrain. One of the lesson’s learned is that more efforts have to be
directed to the creation of capacities in the private sector in order to fill the current gap of
competences in the market. The rationale behind opening the capacity building efforts up to
the private sector is also to create a new niche of development through the expansion of the
conservation activities and their related beneficial side effects in economic and human terms.
The MoC has also realized that additional efforts have to be made to train Bahrainis involved
in the construction sector. Given the fact, that most people working in the construction sector
in Bahrain are foreigners, the MoC is starting to actively promote the involvement of Bahraini
nationals in site works. This includes forming teams of Bahraini technicians, laborers and site
supervisors who can undertake the conservation works for the MoC. This will guarantee the
sustainability for all the interventions that would take place in Bahrain.
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Section D: Tentative Schedule and Phasing
The table below indicates the scheduling of the architectural conservation projects of the
Pearling Testimony planned for the coming 4 years (2012-2015). In addition, it lays out the
timeframe for the planned capacity building initiatives, works in the urban buffer zone and
wider Muharraq, and related administrative and legal milestones.
The overall time frame for the first cycle of comprehensive architectural conservation works
of the urban properties is deliberately stretched out until the end of 2017. The available
budget would allow for intensive and tightly scheduled conservation works that would allow
for a complete inauguration of the urban parts of the heritage site (the ‘Pearling Pathway’)
with its facilities. Given the available financial resources, technical issues such as logistics,
availability of personnel and professionals could probably be resolved.
However, this approach has been abandoned in favor of more precautious way to go about
the conservation. The MoC acknowledges further needs for capacity building and wishes to
take the opportunity to refine the standard of architectural conservation in Bahrain by taking
advantage of the opportunity to engage into a sustainable learning process. Extending the
timeframe for the overall conservation works allows to apply lessons learned, including from
longer-term studies, on-site investigations, and state of conservation monitoring of both the
conserved buildings and those that have only been subjected to provisional stabilization
measures if necessary. A the sensitve approach also allows for more sustainable and higher
quality training of Bahraini nationals.
The table does not schedule projects beyond the year 2015, because the timing of certain
aspects in some properties depend on too many external factors : for some properties the
ownership situation remains unresolved, as the MoC is trying to refrain from the formerly
typical practice of buying buildings that are to be protected as monuments. The MoC is
encouraging the owners to not sell their properties but to find other modes of cooperation
with the MoC and other stakeholders. In some properties unresolved inheritance issues
currently still block the final agreement among the family members and the MoC on details of
the future conservation projects and use of the property.
The sequence of conservation projects planned to be completed between 2012 and the end
of 2014, as shown in the table, is as follows:
1. Qal‘at Bū Māhir, including preliminary conservation works at the fort in a first phase,
and revealing of the archaeological remains in a second phase. (The adjacent Bu
Maher Interpretative Center is scheduled to be completed by October 2012).
2. ‘Amarat Ali Rashid Fakhro I
3. Siyadi Majlis
4. Siyadi Mosque
5. ‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro
6. Fakhro House
7. Siyadi Shops A
By 2015 three other conservation projects of nominated properties are expected to be
launched.
Maintenance, including monitoring, is of course an ongoing effort as shown in the table
below.
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Activity Group

Next years
2012
2013
2014
2015
J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

Legal and Regulatory Framework
Creation and enforcement of legal protection for H. Cities
Bylaw (regulations) endorsement for Muharraq
Steering Committee
Establishment of Pearling Pathway
Flooring of Pearling pathway (procurement)
Consultancy for pathway lay-out + all zones
Beautification of contemp. pathway buildings
Pilot segment of pathway
Installation of explanatory panels
Development Urban Conservation Plan of
Muharraq
Comprehensive architectural survey
Consultancy
Public space interventions in primary buffer zone
Consultancy on public space/mobility etc.
3 Architects' competition on public spaces
Interventions on Historic Houses and neighboring areas
Restoration of Bu Maher Fort
Restoration al-Ghus House
Public space development Bayt Ghus - A
Restoration of al-Jalahma House
Public space development Jalahma area - B
Restoration of Ali Badr Ghulum House
Restoration of Turabi House
Restoration of al-Alawi House
Restoration of Fakhro House
Public space developt Fakhro House Area - C
Restoration of Murad House
Public space developt Murad Area - D
Restoration of Murad Majlis
Restoration of Siyadi Shops A
Public space development Siyadi Area - G
Public space developt al-Qaysariya Area - E
Restoration Yussuf A. Fakhro Amara
Restoration Ali Rashed Fakhro Amara 1
Restoration Ali Rashed Fakhro Amara 2
Restoration of Nukhidha House
Restoration of Siyadi Residence
Restoration of Siyadi Majlis
Restoration of Siyadi Mosque
Emergency restoration
Property Maintenance
Restoration in Buffer zones
Support of primary protection zone
Support of secondary protection zone
Capacity building
Cooperation with schools and workshops
Cooperation with Universities / study projects
Workshop/conserv laboratory equipment
Training workshops for conservation staff
Training workshops for project team
Blue color for studies periods
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Section E: Qal’at Bu Mahir and Bu Mahir Seashore sites: Extension of
Boundaries
Qal‘at Bu Mahir and Bu Mahir Seashore are currently located within the coast-guard premises of
Muharraq Island (the main coastguard base in Bahrain) and are thus under the aegis of Bahrain’s
Ministry of Interior. To the west of the properties, there is the Coastguard harbor. To the north,
there is a deck for boats repairs, as well as stores, workshops and warehouses. Parts of the deck
are built partially over the archeological remains of the northern tower of Qal‘at Bu Mahir.
The World Heritage Committee decision recommended the State Party to extend the boundary of
the properties Qal‘at Bū Mahir and Bu Mahir Seashore to cover all the archaeological remains of
the fort, in addition to the above-ground remains of the south-western tower and boundary wall of
Qal‘at Bu Mahir.
Since the WH Committee decision, archaeological excavations took place at the fort, in order to
search for underground remains of missing walls and towers. The results were very positive and
included the discovery of traces of the south-eastern, north eastern and north-western towers and
the boundary walls between them. The exact location of the former main entrance was furthermore
discovered.75
These excavations lead to a precise delineation of the fort's footprint. The archeological report
proposes a reconstruction of the fort with its four towers. This was used as a basis to draw the new
limits of Qal‘at Bu Mahir Property. The limits of the Bu Mahir Seashore Property were also
extended accordingly after negotiations with the Coast guard base officials as described below.
(see fig 1 and fig2 below).

E.1 Agreements and Related Stakeholders/Partners
The revised limits and buffer zone of the property that guarantee the integrity of the Property as
requested by the World Heritage Committee, have been agreed upon between the MoI, the
Coastguard Base and the MoC.
During the discussions that lead to the agreement and took place with representatives of the MoI
and the Commander of the Coastguard Base, the MoC has been informed, that the MoI intends to
abandon the current Coastguard base for to another location currently under construction. This
new location is expected to be completed within two years, whereupon the concerned parts of the
buffer zone of Bu Mahir seashore and Qal‘at Bu Mahir will be handed over to the MoC. An official
land transfer agreement is in the process of being prepared between the MoI and the MoC.
In addition, the MoC has obtained the permit to access the site for site visits and to begin the
construction of the interpretation centre in the property’s buffer zone.

E.2 Previous Boundaries as per the Nomination File (2010)
The following is a summary of the previous boundaries of Qal‘at Bu Mahir and Bu Mahir seashore
as per the Nomination File submitted in February 2010.
E.2.1 Previous Property Limits of Bu Mahir Seashore
According to the Nomination File submitted in February 2010, the Qal‘at Bu Mahir property limits
were following the exact outline of its standing remains as follows (see Nomination File, Executive
Summary, Textual description of the boundaries of the nominated Property, Property boundaries
(p. 004):
The oval property encompasses both sea and land.
75

Refer to Annex 1A, Qal'at Bu Mahir, Archeological report (by Robert Carter and C Morse, Oxford Brookes University.
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-

From the northern most point of the property (461467.6 E/2902496 N), southwards and
eastwards, the property follows the limits of the garden area included in the property:

-

past the coast guard’s cantina, the boundary continues south beyond the beach to point
(461500.4 E/2902432 N).

-

The boundary describes a curve around the fish trap (haddrah), reaching the deepest sea
at point (461389 E/2902312 N).

-

The curved boundary continues then northwestwards to coordinate (461336.9 E/2902354
N) the most western point of the property, before arriving back on land at (461399.1
E/2902466 N), the edge of the existing peer.

-

Further eastwards, the boundary reaches (461420.7 E/2902470 N), to the immediate left of
one of Bu Mahir fort’s tower footprints.

-

The boundary closes north-eastwards at (461452.8 E/2902493 N) and back to (461467.6 E/
2902496 N).

E.2.2 Previous Property Limits of Qal‘at Bu Mahir
According to the Nomination File submitted in February 2010, the Qal‘at Bu Mahir property limits
were following the exact outline of its standing remains as follows (see Nomination File, Executive
Summary, Textual description of the boundaries of the nominated Property, Property boundaries
(p. 004, 005):
-

From the northern most point (495193.2 E/2976844 N) the boundary follows the inner
elevation to (498856.5 E/2976171 N);

-

Going slightly eastwards, the boundary encloses the remains of the southern wall
(500110.4 E/2972920 N) and (500195.9 E/2969394 N);

-

From (500195.9 E/2969394 N), the boundary takes its turn westwards, in a circular shape,
surrounding the only remaining tower of the fort;

-

At (495889.9 E/2937890 N), the boundary meets the outer elevation of Qal‘at Bu Mahir’s
west wing, where it then continues northwards until (492859.9 E/ 2934648 N).

-

The distance between (492859.9 E/2934648 N) and (495193.2 E/2976844 N) represents
the northern short end of the remaining wing.

E.2.3 Buffer Zone Limits
According to the Nomination File, the buffer zone limits (primary protection zone) of Qal‘at Bu
Mahir and Bu Mahir Seashore were defined as follows (see Nomination File, Executive Summary,
Textual description of the boundaries of the nominated Property, buffer zone boundaries (p. 008):
-

The northern part is bordered by the Khalifa Al-Kabeer Highway, which also separates it
from Muharraq city.

-

The boundary then runs, following the pedestrian walk at the southern side of the highway,
from (461295.3 E/2902575 N) to (461717E/ 2902574 N). It includes west and eastward
parts of the Muharraq fishing harbor and the Coast Guard’s territory in the centre, with the
seashore property with Qal‘at Bu Mahir laying south.

-

The territorial waters in the south of the seashore and Qal‘at Bu Mahir are as well enclosed
within the primary protection zone. This semicircular area with a radius of 742 metres is
defined staring from the northernmost point (460709.4 E/2902559 N) towards its
southernmost (461448.3 E/2901692 N) and the westernmost point (462174.1 E/2902310N).
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E.3 Description of the Redefined Boundaries
The following section describes the newly defined delineation of the properties’ boundaries.
E.3.1 New Property Limits

Fig 1 Map of the new limits of Qal‘at Bu Mahir

The property boundary of Qal‘at Bu Mahir follows the exact outline of the standing portion of the
fort and the foundations of the rest of it which was uncovered through the archeological
excavations.
The property boundary of the Bu Mahir Seashore encompasses both sea and land.
-

The boundary starts inland at point (50°36'50.48"E /26°14'30.42"N), the northern most point
of the property, and lies southwards and eastwards, following the limits of the garden area,
which are included in the property.

-

The boundary coincides here with the wall of the coast guard cantina, then continues south
into the sea to point (50°36'50.76"E /26°14'28.10"N), located in the qirāḥ zone of the shore.

-

From the qirāḥ zone, the boundary describes a curve around the haddrah, reaching the
deepest sea at point (50°36'46.76"E /2902312 N).

-

The curve continues then north westwards to coordinate (50°36'44.85"E /26°14'25.51"N)
the most western point of the property, before arriving back on land at (50°36'47.09"E
/26°14'29.26"N), on the existing peer.

-

Further eastwards, the boundary follows the quay border until point (50°36'47.48"E
/26°14'30.04"N), on the edge of the boat ramp.

-

The boundary closes eastwards back to (50°36'50.48"E /26°14'30.42"N) in a straight line.
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Fig 2 Map of new boundaries of Qal‘at Bu Mahir and the Bu Mahir Seashore

E.3.2 Buffer Zone Limits
The buffer zone limits around Qal‘at Bu Mahir and the Bu Mahir Seashore have not changed.
However, given the agreed transfer of land as described above, eastern parts of the buffer zone
will be available for uses associated with management and celebration of the fort and seashore,
the setting and context including the foreshore and sea-based heritage assets.
The new eastern land holding will permit a better integration of the fort and seashore with the
‘Pearling Pathway’ and the urban fabric to the north. The new land parcel will also allow for a more
interesting and coherent interpretation and presentation of traditional maritime activities and will
increase the potential of integrating themed memories of historic marine-based occupations and
life style. This includes the on-going boat maintenance and construction activities still taking place
in yards further to the north. The new land ownership condition also means that more land and
sea-access will be available for facilities such as jetties for pearl diving activities and boat
excursions in the nominated oyster beds.
The addendum that follows consists of the elements to be replaced in the Nomination File of the
Pearling Testimony, that was submitted in February 2010.
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Fig. 3 map showing the area to be administered by the MoC in future
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Addendum: Modifications to the Nomination File of the Pearling
Testimony and its Annex
Modifications to the Nomination File
In: Executive summary, Geographical coordinates to the nearest second (p.003)
Longitude

Lattitude

UTM
Easting

UTM
Northing

1

50°54'42.84"E

26°47'25.44"N

491243.3

2963224.3

2

50°48'13.14"E

26°48'27.036"N

480486.4

2965131

3

50°48.55.836"E

26°36'40.896"N

481633.8

2943404.9

461420.5

2902407.3

461454.5

2902462.5

Name of property

No.

Hayr Bu-l-Thāmah
Hayr Bu ‘Amāmah
Hayr Shtayyah
Bu Mahir Seashore
(modified from the
original
nomination
file)

4a

50°36'49.916"E

26°14'27.3"N

Qal‘at Bu Mahir
(modified from the
original
nomination
file)

4b

50°36'49.12"E

26°14'29.10"N

Al-Ghūṣ House

5

50°36'51.084"E

26°14'38.364"N

461510

2902748

Badr Ghulum House

6

50°36'48.348"E

26°14'44.592"N

461434.8

2902940

Al-Jalahma House

7

50°36'49.14"E

26°14'45.528"N

461456.9

2902969

Al-Alawi House

8

50°36'47.808"E

26°14'49.2"N

461420.2

2903082

Fakhro House

9

50°36'38.592"E

26°14'51.9"N

461165.2

2903165

Murad House

10

50°36'48.996"E

26°14'58.632"N

461485.9

2903371

Murad Majlis

11

50°36'48.996"E

26°14'57.696"N

461454.4

2903343

Siyadi Shops

12

50°36'36.216"E

26°14'59.784"N

461100.1

2903408

13a

50°36'33.156"E

26°14'59.892"N

461014.6

2903412

13b

50°36'34.38"E

26°15'0.612"N

461048.7

2903434

13c

50°36'33.912"E

26°15'1.224"N

461036.1

2903452

Nūkhidhah House

14

50°36'39.42"E

26°15'16.488"N

461190

2903922

Siyadi House

15a

50°36'46.404"E

26°15'19.332"N

461384.4

2904009

Siyadi Majlis

15b

50°36'45.396"E

26°15'19.296"N

461356.1

2904007

Siyadi Mosque

15c

50°36'45.072"E

26°15'18.612"N

461346.9

2903987

‘Amārat
Fakhro

Yousif

A.

‘Amārat Ali
Fakhro (I)

Rashed

‘Amārat Ali
Fakhro (II)

Rashed
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In: 3.2. Textual description of the boundaries of the nominated property, Property
boundaries (Nomination File p. 004, 005):
Property 4a: Bu Mahir Seashore
The oval property encompasses both sea and land. The boundary starts inland at point
(50°36'50.48"E /26°14'30.42"N), the northern most point of the property, and lies southwards and
eastwards, following the limits of the garden area, which are included in the property. The
boundary coincides here with the wall of the coast guard cantina, then continues south into the sea
to point (50°36'50.76"E /26°14'28.10"N), located in the qirāḥ zone of the shore. From the qirāḥ
zone, the boundary describes a curve around the haddrah, reaching the deepest sea at point
(50°36'46.76"E /2902312 N). The curve continues then north westwards to coordinate
(50°36'44.85"E /26°14'25.51"N) the most western point of the property, before arriving back on
land at (50°36'47.09"E /26°14'29.26"N), on the existing peer. Further eastwards, the boundary
follows the quay border until point (50°36'47.48"E /26°14'30.04"N), on the edge of the boat ramp.
The boundary closes eastwards back to (50°36'50.48"E /26°14'30.42"N) in a straight line.
Property 4b: Qal‘at Bu Mahir
The property boundary of Qal‘at Bu Mahir follows the exact outline of its remains.
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In: 3.3. Identification, 1.d Geographical coordinates (p.25)
Central coordinates of each serial property:
No

Name of
property

serial

Location
(in words)

Longitude
East

Lattitude North

UTM
Easting

UTM
Northing

Maritime properties: Oyster Beds
1

Hayr Bu-l-Thāmah

Bahraini
waters

50°54'42.84"E

26°47'25.44"N

491243.3

2963224.3

2

Hayr Bu ‘Amāmah

Bahraini
waters

50°48'13.14"E

26°48'27.036"N

480486.4

2965131

3

Hayr Shtayyah

Bahraini
waters

50°48.55.83"E

26°36'40.896"N

481633.8

2943404.9

Seashore properties
4a

4b

Bu
Mahir
Seashore
(modified from the
original nomination
file)

Muharraq
(Qālat
Bu
Mahir)

50°36'47.9"E

26°14'27.3"N

461420.5

2902407.3

Qal‘at Bu Mahir

Muharraq
(Qālat
Bu
Mahir)

50°36'49.12"E

26°14'29.10"N

461454.5

2902462.5

(modified from the
original nomination
file)

Urban Properties: Architectural Testimony of the Pearling Heritage
5

6

7

8

9

10

Al-Ghūṣ House

Badr
House

Ghulum

Al-Jalahma House

Al-Alawi House

Fakhro House

Murad House

Muharraq,
Farīj
alālah

50°36'51.084"E

26°14'38.364"N

461510

2902748

Muharraq,
Farīj
alālah

50°36'48.348"E

26°14'44.592"N

461434.8

2902940

Muharraq,
Farīj
alālah

50°36'49.14"E

26°14'45.528"N

461456.9

2902969

Muharraq
Farīj
alZeyyayna

50°36'47.808"E

26°14'49.2"N

461420.2

2903082

Muharraq
Farīj
alZeyyayna

50°36'38.592"E

26°14'51.9"N

461165.2

2903165

Muharraq
Farīj
alMu‘awdah

50°36'48.996"E

26°14'58.632"N

461485.9

2903371
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No

Name of
property

11

Murad Majlis

serial

Location
(in words)

Longitude
East

Lattitude North

UTM
Easting

UTM
Northing

Muharraq
Farīj
alMu‘awdah

50°36'48.996"E

26°14'57.696"N

461454.4

2903343

12

Siyadi shops

Muharraq
Sūq

50°36'36.216"E

26°14'59.784"N

461100.1

2903408

13(a)

‘Amārat Yousif A.
Fakhro

Muharraq
Sūq

50°36'33.156"E

26°14'59.892"N

461014.6

2903412

13(b)

‘Amārat
Ali
Rashed Fakhro (I)

Muharraq
Sūq

50°36'34.38"E

26°15'0.612"N

461048.7

2903434

13(c)

‘Amārat
Ali
Rashed Fakhro (II)

Muharraq
Sūq

50°36'33.912"E

26°15'1.224"N

461036.1

2903452

14

Nūkhidhah House

Muharraq
Farīj
Sh.
Abdallah

50°36'39.42"E

26°15'16.488"N

461190

2903922

Muharraq
Farīj
Sh.
Abdallah

50°36'46.404"E

26°15'19.332"N

461384.4

2904009

Muharraq
Farīj
Sh.
Abdallah

50°36'45.396"E

26°15'19.296"N

461356.1

2904007

Muharraq
Farīj
Sh.
Abdallah

50°36'45.072"E

26°15'18.612"N

461346.9

2903987

15(a)

15(b)

15(c)

Siyadi House

Siyadi Majlis

Siyadi Mosque
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In: 3.4. 1.e Maps and plans, showing the boundaries of the nominated property and buffer
zone. (p.030, 031, 032)
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In: 3.5. -1.f Area of nominated property (ha.) and proposed buffer zone (ha.), 1.f.i :
Coordinates of serial property boundaries, (p.033 to p.039):
Name of serial
property

Point

UTM - AIN AL-ABD DATUM

WGS84 DATUM

Name

Easting

Northing

Longitude East

Lattitude North

Maritime properties: Oyster Beds
Hayr
Bu-lThāmah
(property 1)

Hayr
‘Amāmah
(property 2)

Hayr
Shtayyah
(property 3)

Bu

BT 1

485362.3

2960416

50°51'9.972"E

26°45'54"N

BT 2

486670

2964323

50°51'57.168"E

26°48'1.008"N

BT 3

487823.3

2966090

50°52'38.856"E

26°48'58.5"N

BT 4

490110.9

2966019

50°54'1.728"E

26°48'56.268"N

BT 5

490743.4

2965795

50°54'24.66"E

26°48'48.996"N

BT 6

492599.2

2966334

50°55'31.872"E

26°49'6.564"N

BT 7

494160.2

2966269

50°56'28.428"E

26°49'4.476"N

BT 8

496537.5

2965139

50°57'54.576"E

26°48'27.792"N

BT 9

497755

2963647

50°58'38.676"E

26°47'39.3"N

BT 10

497482.9

2962921

50°58'28.812"E

26°47'15.684"N

BT 11

496357.6

2962085

50°57'48.06"E

26°46'48.504"N

BT 12

491319.9

2960526

50°54'45.684"E

26°45'57.744"N

BT 13

487577.5

2959976

50°52'30.18"E

26°45'39.78"N

BT 14

486095.6

2960057

50°51'36.504"E

26°45'42.372"N

BA 1

475627.3

2964205

50°45'17.208"E

26°47'56.688"N

BA 2

477054.8

2967770

50°46'8.652"E

26°49'52.644"N

BA 3

477627.6

2968509

50°46'29.352"E

26°50'16.656"N

BA 4

478877.4

2968653

50°47'14.64"E

26°50'21.444"N

BA 5

483981.4

2967626

50°50'19.608"E

26°49'48.288"N

BA 6

484478

2967029

50°50'37.644"E

26°49'28.884"N

BA 7

484605.3

2965462

50°50'42.324"E

26°48'37.98"N

BA 8

483962.6

2962280

50°50'19.176"E

26°46'54.516"N

BA 9

482950.5

2961366

50°49'42.564"E

26°46'24.78"N

BA 10

481775.4

2961358

50°49'0.012"E

26°46'24.456"N

BA 11

476682.2

2963380

50°45'55.44"E

26°47'29.904"N

SH 1

470543.5

2942681

50°42'14.868"E

26°36'16.704"N

SH 2

472740.6

2946154

50°43'34.032"E

26°38'9.708"N

SH 3

478661.4

2951135

50°47'7.872"E

26°40'51.996"N

SH 4

481515.5

2952191

50°48'51.084"E

26°41'26.484"N

SH 5

489765.9

2948338

50°53'49.776"E

26°39'21.564"N

SH 6

492093.7

2943250

50°55'14.088"E

26°36'36.216"N
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Name of serial
property

Point

UTM - AIN AL-ABD DATUM

WGS84 DATUM

Name

Easting

Northing

Longitude East

Lattitude North

SH 7

490370.8

2939033

50°54'11.88"E

26°34'19.092"N

SH 8

483391

2935377

50°49'59.772"E

26°32'20.04"N

SH 9

481450

2935397

50°48'49.608"E

26°32'20.616"N

SH 10

479309.1

2940643

50°47'31.92"E

26°35'11.004"N

SH 11

481082.4

2943916

50°48'35.856"E

26°36'57.492"N

SH 12

478977.2

2944118

50°47'19.716"E

26°37'3.936"N

SH 13

476878.3

2941460

50°46'4.008"E

26°35'37.428"N

SH 14

478537.4

2935123

50°47'4.38"E

26°32'11.544"N

SH 15

477492.7

2934589

50°46'26.652"E

26°31'54.12"N

SH 16

473811.8

2936184

50°44'13.524"E

26°32'45.744"N

SH 17

471233.5

2939433

50°42'40.068"E

26°34'31.188"N

461492.8

2902508.6

50°36'50.50"E

26°14'30.60"N

461499.7

2902452.6

50°36'50.75"E

26°14'28.78"N

461499.9

2902431.6

50°36'50.76"E

26°14'28.10"N

461388.5

2902305.9

50°36'46.76"E

26°14'24.00"N

461335.7

2902352.5

50°36'44.85"E

26°14'25.51"N

461398.2

2902467.6

50°36'47.09"E

26°14'29.26"N

461417.9

2902468.5

50°36'47.80"E

26°14'29.29"N

461408.9

2902494.9

50°36'47.47"E

26°14'30.15"N

461424.604970

2902469.938950

50°36'48.04"E

26°14'29.34"N

461460.550958

2902496.141510

50°36'49.33"E

26°14'30.19"N

461476.289294

2902460.043020

50°36'49.90"E

26°14'29.02"N

461439.734198

2902431.570960

50°36'48.59"E

26°14'28.09"N

Seashore properties
Bu
Mahir
Seashore

se01

(property 4a)

se02

(modified from
the
original
nomination file)

se03
se04
se05
se06
se07
se08

Qal‘at
Mahir

Bu

(property 4b)
(modified from
the
original
nomination file)

qb01
qb02
qb03
qb04

Urban Properties: Architectural Testimony of the Pearling Heritage
Al-Ghūṣ
House
(Property 5)

gh01

461501.7

2902756

50°36'50.76"E

26°14'38.616"N

gh02

461509

2902756

50°36'52.048"E

26°14'38.616"N

gh03

461509

2902752

50°36'51.048"E

26°14'38.508"N

gh04

461519.5

2902752

50°36'51.408"E

26°14'38.508"N

gh05

461520.1

2902742

50°36'51.444"E

26°14'38.184"N

gh06

461502

2902742

50°36'50.796"E

26°14'38.148"N
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Name of serial
property

Point

UTM - AIN AL-ABD DATUM

WGS84 DATUM

Name

Easting

Northing

Longitude East

Lattitude North

Badr Ghulum
House

ba01

461446.9

2902950

50°36'48.78"E

26°14'44.916"N

ba02

461450.8

2902935

50°36'48.924"E

26°14'44.412"N

ba03

461419.1

2902932

50°36'47.772"E

26°14'44.34"N

ba04

461416.7

2902942

50°36'47.7"E

26°14'44.664"N

ja01

461439.6

2902972

50°36'48.492"E

26°14'45.636"N

ja02

461448.7

2902974

50°36'48.852"E

26°14'45.708"N

ja03

461447.7

2902980

50°36'48.816"E

26°14'45.888"N

ja04

461470.1

2902985

50°36'49.608"E

26°14'46.068"N

ja05

461475.5

2902966

50°36'49.788"E

26°14'45.42"N

ja06

461458.8

2902960

50°36'49.212"E

26°14'45.276"N

ja07

461457.9

2902966

50°36'49.176"E

26°14'45.456"N

ja08

461455.3

2902965

50°36'49.068"E

26°14'45.42"N

ja09

461457.9

2902952

50°36'49.176"E

26°14'44.988"N

ja10

461448.6

2902950

50°36'48.852"E

26°14'44.916"N

ja11

461446.8

2902956

50°36'48.78"E

26°14'45.096"N

ja12

461443.1

2902955

50°36'48.636"E

26°14'45.06"N

al01

461421.2

2903090

50°36'47.844"E

26°14'49.452"N

al02

461429

2903080

50°36'48.132"E

26°14'49.164"N

al03

461419

2903073

50°36'47.772"E

26°14'48.912"N

al04

461411.7

2903084

50°36'47.484"E

26°14'49.272"N

Fakhro House

fa01

461187.3

2903208

50°36'39.384"E

26°14'53.304"N

(property 9)

fa02

461209.7

2903178

50°36'40.212"E

26°14'52.332"N

fa03

461178.1

2903152

50°36'39.06"E

26°14'51.468"N

fa04

461131

2903127

50°36'37.368"E

26°14'50.676"N

fa05

461119.4

2903149

50°36'36.936"E

26°14'51.36"N

fa06

461160.6

2903184

50°36'38.412"E

26°14'52.512"N

mr01

461462.4

2903377

50°36'49.284"E

26°14'58.812"N

Murad House

mr02

461501.8

2903388

50°36'50.688"E

26°14'59.172"N

(property 10)

mr03

461509.7

2903370

50°36'51.012"E

26°14'58.452"N

mr04

461477.7

2903351

50°36'49.86"E

26°14'57.948"N

Murad Majlis

mm01

461456.6

2903353

50°36'49.068"E

26°14'58.02"N

(property 11)

mm02

461465.1

2903343

50°36'49.392"E

26°14'57.696"N

mm03

461450.1

2903333

50°36'48.852"E

26°14'57.372"N

mm04

461445

2903346

50°36'48.672"E

26°14'57.804"N

sh01

461085.2

2903417

50°36'35.676"E

26°15'0.72"N

(property 6)

Al-Jalahma
House
(property 7)

Al-Alawi
House
(property 8)

Siyadi shops
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Name of serial
property

Point

UTM - AIN AL-ABD DATUM

WGS84 DATUM

Name

Easting

Northing

Longitude East

Lattitude North

(property 12)

sh02

461100.2

2903420

50°36'36.216"E

26°15'0.18"N

sh03

461102.1

2903415

50°36'36.288"E

26°15'0"N

sh04

461105.1

2903416

50°36'36.396"E

26°15'0.036"N

sh05

461119.7

2903422

50°36'36.936"E

26°15'0.216"N

sh06

461120.6

2903418

50°36'36.972"E

26°15'0.108"N

sh07

461114.1

2903416

50°36'36.72"E

26°15'0.36"N

sh08

461115

2903409

50°36'36.756"E

26°14'59.784"N

sh09

461108.3

2903406

50°36'36.504"E

26°14'59.712"N

sh10

461105.5

2903405

50°36'36.432"E

26°14'59.712"N

sh11

461108.7

2903395

50°36'36.54"E

26°14'59.352"N

sh12

461090.1

2903394

50°36'35.856"E

26°14'59.316"N

su01

461021.6

2903458

50°36'33.372"E

26°15'1.404"N

su02

461048.1

2903462

50°36'34.344"E

26°15'1.548"N

su03

461049.9

2903446

50°36'34.416"E

26°15'1.008"N

su04

461050.4

2903442

50°36'34.416"E

26°15'0.864"N

su05

461072.1

2903444

50°36'35.208"E

26°15'0.936"N

su06

461074.9

2903428

50°36'35.316"E

26°15'0.432"N

su07

461076.2

2903424

50°36'35.352"E

26°15'0.288"N

su08

461063.1

2903422

50°36'34.884"E

26°15'0.216"N

su09

461064.7

2903412

50°36'34.956"E

26°14'59.892"N

su10

460974.1

2903389

50°36'31.68"E

26°14'59.172"N

su11

460968.3

2903417

50°36'31.464"E

26°15'0.036"N

su12

461022.6

2903424

50°36'33.444"E

26°15'0.288"N

su13

461020.6

2903437

50°36'33.336"E

26°15'0.72"N

su14

461024.4

2903438

50°36'33.48"E

26°15'0.72"N

su15

461023.7

2903443

50°36'33.48"E

26°15'0.9"N

nu01

461185.8

2903925

50°36'39.24"E

26°15'16.596"N

nu02

461193.1

2903926

50°36'39.528"E

26°15'16.632"N

nu03

461194.5

2903920

50°36'39.564"E

26°15'16.416"N

nu04

461187.8

2903917

50°36'39.312"E

26°15'16.344"N

si01

461348.4

2904018

50°36'45.108"E

26°15'19.62"N

si02

461365.4

2904016

50°36'45.72"E

26°15'19.584"N

si03

461369.5

2904017

50°36'45.864"E

26°15'19.62"N

si04

461387.4

2904018

50°36'46.512"E

26°15'19.656"N

si05

461387

2904024

50°36'46.512"E

26°15'19.836"N

‘Amārāt
Complex:
‘Amārat Yousif
A.
Fakhro
(13a);
‘Amārat
Ali
Rashed Fakhro
(I)
(13b);
‘Amārat
Ali
Rashed Fakhro
(II)
(13c);
(property 13)

Nūkhidhah
House
(property 14)

Siyadi
complex:
Siyadi
(15a)

House

Siyadi

Majlis
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Name of serial
property

Point

UTM - AIN AL-ABD DATUM

WGS84 DATUM

Name

Easting

Northing

Longitude East

Lattitude North

(15b)

si06

461395.4

2904024

50°36'46.8"E

26°15'19.836"N

Siyadi Mosque
(15c)

si07

461403.9

2904013

50°36'47.124"E

26°15'19.476"N

si08

461398

2903999

50°36'46.908"E

26°15'19.044"N

si09

461366.6

2903997

50°36'45.756"E

26°15'18.936"N

si10

461364.4

2903998

50°36'45.684"E

26°15'18.972"N

si11

461361.4

2903998

50°36'45.576"E

26°15'18.972"N

si12

461363.6

2903982

50°36'44.648"E

26°15'18.468"N

si13

461344

2903977

50°36'44.964"E

26°15'18.288"N

si14

461338

2903991

50°36'44.748"E

26°15'18.756"N

(property 15)
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In: 3.6. -1.f iii Area of nominated property and proposed buffer zones (p.039):
No

Name
property

of

serial

1

Hayr Bu-l-Thāmah

5659.13

2

Hayr Bu ‘Amāmah

4854.77

3

Hayr Shtayyah

24569.6

4a

Bu Mahir Seashore (modified
from the original nomination
file)

2.1689

4b

Qal‘at Bu Mahir (modified
from the original nomination
file)

0.1316

5

Al-Ghūṣ House

0.0211

6

Badr Ghulum House

0.0424

7

Al-Jalahma House

0.0713

8

Al-Alawi House

0.0148

9

Fakhro House

0.204

10

Murad House

0.0967

11

Murad Majlis

0.0210

12

Siyadi Shops

0.0564

13(a)

‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro

0.2130

13(b)

‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I)

0.0780

13(c)

‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro
(II)

0.0427

14

Nūkhidhah House

0.0056

15(a)

Siyadi House

0.0336

15(b)

Siyadi Majlis

0.0739

15(c)

Siyadi Mosque

0.0396

Area
property (ha)

Secondary protection zone
Total of serial property (modified from
the original nomination file)

35086.81

of

Area
of
buffer zone (ha)

Total
area
of
property and buffer
zone (ha)

95749.5

130833

94.3255

96.626

0.2921

0.3132

1.6527

1.7812

1.8652

2.0692

0.6952

0.8129

1.6709

2.0736

0.2766

0.2822

1.1306

1.2838

25.0371

25.0371

95876.44

130963.2

2.3005

0.3463

0.1532

In: 3.7. -2 Description, 2.a Description of the proposed properties and their narratives, 2aii
Seashore Property, (…) Qal‘at Bu Mahir (p.072 to p.075)
Qal‘at Bu Mahir is located on the southernmost tip of Muharraq and is immediately adjacent to the
sīf of the Seashore Property described above. At present the remains of the fortress are located in
the Muharraq Coast Guard base and access to the public is restricted. To visit the fort, permission
has to be obtained from the Ministry of Interior through the Ministry of Culture. As described for the
seashore, Qal‘at Bu Mahir will also be open to the public with the completion of a small visitor
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reception building foreseen for mid 2012 (for further information please refer to the management
sections of this nomination dossier).
While the Coast Guard base comprises a surface area of 5300 square meters, Qal‘at Bu Mahir
covers only a 1315 square meter area and is surrounded by a scattering of infrastructure buildings.
The Coast Guard is a conglomerate of predominately two-storied structures, including personnel
accommodation, training facilities, stores and boat repair shelters.
The Qal‘at Bu Mahir Property comprises the still standing tower with its appendant defensive wing
and the archeological remains of the rest of the fort, which used to be a four towered structure.
The standing tower and wing, are heavily damaged and decayed and the upper parts are
reconstructions dating to 1977-79 (Bumatai & Khalil, 2006)(see history and development). Behind
a massive defense wall, the wing contains three small rooms accessible from the inner former
courtyard area, located to the east of the remaining structure. The visible remains of the formerly
existing north western tower and the northern defense wall's foundations provide testimony to the
extent of these original structures. The massive walls of the single storey structure of the fort
express its solidity. The squatness of the remaining southern tower slightly tapers to the top, which
rises higher than the appendant defensive wing. The only openings in the tower are three square
openings offering a visual advantage for sighting possible attackers approaching from the sea. The
top of the tower is finished with decorative merlons, characteristic of the earliest period of
Muharraq architecture (Yarwood, 2005, p. 50) which were classic elements on all Bahraini forts at
the time and were reconstructed in their original extension.
The western defense wall attached to the tower façade is homogenously structured by its rather
functional elements. Towards the top section of the façade, nine equally spaced timber spouts
underline a row of five openings that offer a view onto the shipping lane between Muharraq and
Manama. The defensive structure is topped off again with decorative merlons following the same
style as that of the tower. The only confined spaces in the Fort are the three rectangular rooms to
the east of the defense wall. The central room houses the remains of a kitchen facility (washroom)
indicated by a one-step sunken area opposite the entrance and a high level stone structure at the
northern end of the room. None of the rooms have openings for ventilation other than the entrance
doors. The ceilings are constructed following the traditional technique of mangrove beams with a
diagonal mesh of split bamboo, with clay and earth topping. The ceiling structure is traditionally
painted in red and green.
The top section of the tower is accessible by a timber staircase encompassed on the right by the
western defensive wing and on the left by a thick wall indicating the once-existing southern wing.
On the interior wall the tower shows a decorative frieze surrounding the openings and another
horizontal frieze - approximately two meters high - further accentuating its horizontality.
The archeological remains visible today are mainly the foundations of the eastern tower, and
segments of the southern, northern and eastern walls, the foundations of the rooms in the northern
part of the courtyard were also uncovered. It is expected that traces of all fort walls will be found, in
future excavations, and be part of a conservation and interpretive plan.
Qal‘at Bu Mahir is closely linked to the national heritage of Bahrain, as many historic events of
political importance took place in the fort or in its immediate vicinity. However, these aspects are
not considered relevant in the constitution of its Outstanding Universal or used to justify its
inclusion as an element in one of the serial properties. Qal‘at Bu Mahir was essential for the
pearling economy in two aspects. The most important aspect was its capacity for defending the
historic settlement and for protecting the harbor basin and with it the prepared and equipped
pearling fleet at the beginning and end of the season – an attractive target for pirates and
opponents. In addition, the fort protected Muharraq city's main water supply, a sweet water source
located in the sea which at present is only sporadically observed to be active. These
characteristics become less relevant after the destruction of large parts of the fort by British Naval
forces in 1868, after which the British Navy assumed some of the defense and protection of
Bahrain. The second aspect which at the same time gained importance is the fort’s integration in
al-rakbah and al-quffāl festivals. As one of the highest points along the southern coastal tip,
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spectators climbed up the ruins to get a better view of the arriving or departing fleet. Even today
the fort provides views of the sea which lend an image of how Muharraq's female population must
have felt on these occasions. A small stage area to be developed next to the planned visitor centre
will further strengthen this memory in the future.
The attributes best reflecting the testimony of the pearling economy in Qal‘at Bu Mahir are its
exposed position at the southernmost tip of Muharraq Island, its accessibility to spectators
observing the boat movements to and from Muharraq harbor and its physical solidity and military
appearance, which provides a memory marker of the defense function it had for the Muharraq
pearling society as well as for the harbor basin. As the most important access and departure point
to the single-product economy of Muharraq, it can be seen as the architectural gateway towards a
unique pearling community. The attributes illustrating the Outstanding Universal Value could be
summarized as related to sources of information such as location (gateway character), setting
(southernmost defense and viewpoint), form (solidity of defense structure), and views towards the
sea (view axis of fleet arrival and departure movement).
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Documents to be Replaced in the Annex to the Application
1.a General maps:
(…)
5. Cadastral map of the urban properties and their buffer zones
6. .Aerial photo of Muharraq with nominated properties and buffer zones (A)
7. Aerial photo of Muharraq with nominated properties and buffer zones (B)
1.b Maps by area:
(…)
2. Map of the Seashore Property buffer zone
3. Map of the Seashore Property
1.b Survey drawings of the seashore and urban properties
1. Property 4a: Bu Mahir seashore, location and general plan
2. Property 4a: Bu Mahir seashore, mass plan
3. Property 4b: Qal'at Bu Mahir seashore, location and general plan
4. Property 4b: Qal'at Bu Mahir seashore, ground floor plan
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1. A team from Oxford Brookes Archaeology and Heritage (OBAH) undertook excavations at Bu Maher Fort
th

th

(26°14'28.69''N, 50°36'48.93''E) between 6 February and the 20 March 2010, supported by the Ministry
of Culture and Information, Bahrain.
1.2. Historical sources indicate that the fort played a significant role in the history of Muharraq and Bahrain,
being not only strategically placed to control the straits between Bahrain and Muharraq, but also the bay
between Muharraq Town and Arad Fort. Portuguese maps show a tower there ca. 1635, while local
th

tradition states that the Omanis built a fort there around the start of the 19 century. The fort was said to
have been rebuilt by an Al Khalifa sheikh, perhaps in the 1840s, but was shelled by the British in 1868
and largely destroyed. After this it was used to stable horses. Partial restoration occurred in the 1930s
when a quarantine station was built next to the fort. Excavation and extensive restoration took place in
the 1970s.
1.3. During the time of the pearling industry, it is said that the site was used as a place to see off and greet
the pearling fleet, as it overlooks the main harbour and point of departure of the fleet.
1.4. Following excavation, five Site Periods were defined. The most significant are the one representing the
extant fort buildings and buried foundations of the same phase (Site Period 3); a phase of earlier walling
within the fort compound (Site Period 2); and a buried horizon of much earlier date, of the Umayyad
th

Period (Site Period 1). Periods 4 and 5 represent collapse and secondary occupation in the 20 century,
and the restoration of the 1970s.
th

1.5. Site Periods 2 and 3 are both likely to date to the 19 century. Period 2 is tentatively assigned to the
period between 1800 and the supposed rebuilding in the 1840s, while Period 3 (the extant fort walls) is
tentatively assigned to the 1840s-1860s. The ceramics indicate that subsequent occupation occurred in
th

the late 19th and early 20 centuries AD.
1.6. No clear artefactual, stratigraphic or structural evidence was found for the presumed Portuguese period
occupation. It is feasible that the Period 2 remains belong to this phase, though this is considered less
th

likely than the current assignation to the early-mid 19 century. It is also possible that the foundations of
the single Portuguese tower lie within or beneath the foundations of the largest (southwestern) tower of
the Period 3 fort.
1.7. Significant archaeological remains were discovered which remain in situ. Further excavation or protection
is recommended.
1.8. A video of the excavations can be seen at http://vimeo.com/11742703.
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3 INTRODUCTION
3.1

Location and scope of work

3.1.1. This archaeological fieldwork report has been prepared by Chaz Morse and Robert Carter of Oxford
Brookes Archaeology and Heritage, working on behalf of the Ministry of Information and Culture, of the
Government of Bahrain.
3.1.2. This report concerns the archaeological excavation and assessment of land at Bu Mahur Fort,
Muharraq, on the island of Bahrain, in the Arabian Gulf, located at 26°14'28.69''N, 50°36'48.93''E (PLATE
1).
3.1.3. The site covers an area of approximately 2800sq metres (PLATE 2). The site currently lies within land
owned by Muharraq Coast Guard Base. The southwest of the site area contains the fort building, partially
reconstructed in the 1970's on the remains of the fort structure dating to the 1800's. Of the site area
assessed during this evaluation, the highest point at ground level was 2.2m above Ordnance Datum (OD,
approximating to Mean Sea Level), and the lowest point was 0.6m AOD.
3.1.4. There is a proposed development to be built on and in the vicinity of the fort that would consist of a
visitor center and associated landscaping and car parking.
3.1.5. The fieldwork was carried out in accordance with the Proposal for Excavation of the Bu Mahur Fort,
Muharraq, a method statement prepared by Robert Carter of Oxford Brookes Archaeology and Heritage.
This interim archaeological field report sets out the initial results of the excavation assessment.
3.1.6. The fieldwork consisted of a sequence of six trenches and twenty two test pits arranged across the
site, and an open area excavation in the north of the site area.
th

3.1.7. The site code assigned was BMF10, and the work took place between the 6 February and the 20

th

March, 2010.
3.1.8. The fieldwork was carried out by a field team from Oxford Brookes Archaeology and Heritage.

3.2

Geology and topography

3.2.1. Due to extensive land reclamation, the site lies on one of the few remaining pieces on virgin coast line
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in Bahrain.
3.2.2. The geoarchaeological site investigation of this project has identified 'made ground' deposits (i.e.
deposits created or modified by human agency), varying in thickness from 0.7m to 1.8m. These overlay a
series of natural beach surface deposits that overlay the bedrock of the site area.

3.3

Description of the site

3.3.1. Bu Maher Fort (alternatively Bu/Abu Mahir/Mahur/Mahair), also known as Muharraq Fort, covers an
area of 2800sq metres, and it is located at c.2.2m AOD in the centre of the site area. It is bounded to the
north by an area of hard standing occupied by industrial facilities for the Coast Guard Base, to the west by
hard standing that forms a helipad, to the east by a grassed area of the Coast Guard Base, and to the
south by the natural stretch of coast line.
3.3.2. As a standing building, the fort survives above ground as a single tower with the western curtain wall
and internal structures, although these were reconstructed in the 1970's. The tower stands in the southwestern corner of the fort and stands at c.10m high. A stump of the southern wall also protrudes from the
tower on its eastern side. A flower bed was constructed over the presumed foundations of the
northwestern tower (PLATE 3).
3.3.3. Internally to the western curtain wall, a long building with two rooms mirrors traditional construction,
having been reconstructed in the 1970s (PLATE 4). This matches the location of a building marked
"Stores" in a map provided by Pelly in ca. 1868, but is henceforth referred to as the "stables", as that is
assumed to have been their function following the British shelling. A manger and water trough were built in
during the 1970s reconstruction.
3.3.4. The north western tower is not visible, but a circular flower bed has been built above its location,
presumably on its projecting foundations. The south eastern tower is not visible, and its foundations
probably survive beneath a date garden and path. The north eastern tower is likely to be beneath a
modern boat yard, and may have been totally destroyed by excavations necessary for the construction of
the yard.
3.3.5. The surviving walling of the fort appears to have been restored or rebuilt relatively recently, perhaps
during operations conducted during the 1970s, and has been largely faced with a cement render.
3.3.6. The interior of the fort and its eastern extent compound was partly covered by various modern
elements, including a fenced compound containing metal junk, an adjoining walled compound containing
oil drums, and a metal workshop housed in a small adjoining building. Additionally to the east lies a path
and date garden beyond the modern compounds and building, and the to north east lies a boat yard with a
concrete floor and large sunken pit used to repair the underside of boats.
3.3.7. Prior to excavation the open area of the interior of the fort showed several archaeological elements,
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including ridges representing wall foundations below ground, and lines of stones representing destroyed or
semi-destroyed walls. Open excavation in this area showed several phases of construction which can be
related to the historical occupations of the fort, potentially going back to the Portuguese period.

4 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
4.1. A Portuguese/Hormuzi fortification was located on the site of Bu Maher Fort as early as 1635 AD. A
circular tower in the site location is shown on Portuguese maps dating to this time.
4.2. Some traditions record that a fort was built or occupied at Bu Maher by the Omanis when Sayyid Sultan
briefly controlled Bahrain in 1802.
4.3. A map by Brucks and Rogers (1825) shows a four-cornered fort at the location of Bu Maher
(schematically rendered and very small due to the scale of the sketch). In his 1830 account of his visits in
ca. 1825 Brucks refers to two forts, "one at Muharag, the other at Arad". He mentions that on Muharraq
island "The fortifications are a Ghuree [fort] at Muharag, on a sandy point, containing six or eight guns,
and commanding the channel; two others, one at Arad and another at Samahoy [Samahij], and a ruinous
wall round the town [of Muharraq]" (Cook 1990, Vol. 1: 160, and Chart 12).
4.4. Some time in the 1840s Bu Maher Fort was rebuilt, during a period of civil war in Bahrain. The defeated
Sheikh Abdullah bin Ahmad Al Khalifa sought refuge and was besieged there, and it is reported that he
fled in 1843 (Lorimer 1915: 869).
4.5. In 1868 the fort was shelled and destroyed by British boats as punishment for Sheikh Mohammed bin
Khalifa's involvement in fighting in Qatar. It is stated that the shelling "destroyed both fort and cannon…It
was of solid stone and required considerable pounding from the 10-inch guns of Clyde and Hugh Rose"
(Tuson 1993, vol. 2: 8). A sketch was made at this time (PLATE 5).
4.6. Subsequent to the shelling the fort was used as a stables. "In the centre of the strait is an old dismantled
Portuguese fort, used only by the sheikh as a stable for his fine breed of Arab horses" (Bent 1890: 4).
The fort was probably reduced to a single tower at this point.
4.7. In 1905 the surrounding area was reported to be part of a village of c.500 houses at Bu Maher village
("Halat Abu Mahur"). It is unclear how far this was from the fort, but the village is stated as being c.200
yards south of the old limits of Muharraq Town (Lorimer 1908: 1267-1269).
4.8. A photograph of 1911, taken by a member of the American mission, appears to show that the southern
curtain wall was standing (Walls 1987: 41, fig. 22), a feature no longer extant in photographs of the
1930s.
4.9. In 1930 there was some restoration work on the tower, when a nearby quarantine station was built. It is
stated that "the tower of the old Fort has been repaired and made accessible" (Bahrain Government
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Annual Reports 1924-1956: 223).
4.10.

During the 1970's the south western tower, the western curtain wall and its associated internal

buildings were restored. A cement render was applied, which unfortunately hides any phases of
destruction and rebuilding which would be evident in the main walling of the fort. This facing is not
authentic and in the long term will crack, fall off and damage the fabric of the fort, as it is impermeable to
water.

5 OBJECTIVES
5.1. The general aims of the excavation were to determine the presence or absence of archaeological
deposits or remains on the site, with particular reference to the fort structures. Having attained the degree
of archaeological survival, the aim was to assess the character, date, location and preservation of the
surviving archaeology.
5.2. The specific aims were to expose the plan of the fort in order to determine its degree of survival, and to
trace the surviving walling of the fort, including the buried tower foundations and curtain walls.
5.3. Looking at the archaeological sequence, the aim was to excavate within, across and outside the
perimeter of the fort to expose structures, from the latest usage of the building to the earliest identifiable
occupation, and to seek evidence for earlier phases of fort construction.
5.4. In the environmental context, the aim was to conduct a coring survey and geoarchaeological analyses to
determine the nature of the ground upon which the fort was originally built, e.g. the extent of the island,
the type of terrain upon which it was constructed, and the surrounding landscape.
5.5. Using the artefactual record, radiocarbon dating and historical records, the aim was to attain solid dating
in order to provide an absolute dating framework.

6 EVALUATION AND EXCAVATION METHODOLOGY
6.1

Excavation methods and recording

6.1.1. All works were carried out in accordance with the Code of Approved Practice as set out by the Institute
of Field Archaeologists (IFA 2002).
6.1.2. Excavation was undertaken by a combination of professional archaeologists and locally-hired
workmen. Machines were used to remove some areas of concrete and recent buildings over the
excavation area.
6.1.3. Plans were digitized and combined with Total Station data using AutoCAD (CAD file available with this
report).
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6.2

Recording of Standing Architecture

6.2.1. Standing walls were numbered, drawn and photographed.

6.3

Geoarchaeological Fieldwork

6.3.1. The aim the geoarchaeological study was to establish the environment in which the fort had originally
stood; and also to establish whether there had been any changes in relative sea-level in the area during
the Holocene, which might have affected the settlement history of the site.
6.3.2. A series of small test pits were dug across the site to examine the sequence of natural and
anthropogenic deposits. A drilling rig was also hired to conduct a borehole survey, but this was less
successful.
6.3.3. Samples of natural and anthropogenic deposits were taken for sediment analysis. Shell and blackened
material were taken for radiocarbon analysis.

6.4

Recording of Finds

6.4.1. Finds were photographed, individually numbered and recorded in a relational database. The database
also includes stratigraphic and contextual data, which can be related to the finds.
6.4.2. Pottery was recorded in full, and some elements of the assemblage (imported porcelains and semiporcelains) were exported for specialist study, to be returned when this is complete
6.4.3. The full pottery and finds analysis will be presented in the final version of this report.

7 ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELDWORK RESULTS
7.1

General results

7.1.1. Results are given below for each excavation area, test pit, and trench. Not all context numbers referred
to in the text are illustrated, but all are in the archive. Deposit numbers are given in (parentheses) and cut
numbers are given in [square brackets]. All building and masonry numbers are given in {stylized brackets}.
All heights given are measured against Ordnance Datum (OD).
7.1.2. The extant ground level height is ca. 2.2m OD, and the top of the natural sands were recorded at
c.0.6m OD (with OD approximating to mean sea level). Note that the maximum tidal range in Bahrain is
around 2.5m, so the site would only be about 1m above the sea at the highest tide. The natural deposits
would actually be submerged at high tide, suggesting that the status of the site as an island was entirely
due to human intervention (i.e. building activities and subsequent collapse).
7.1.3. The entire site was visually inspected before the commencement of any excavation. In the central area
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of the site, to the east of the standing building was a small ridge running east to west, and perpendicular to
the 1970's reconstruction. This was a possible indication of an internal wall surviving just below ground
level. Other than this there were no significant exposures or topographic indications on the site area to give
an initial indication of the nature of the underlying deposits.
7.1.4. The ground level of the site was noted to have three distinct deposits. Covering the majority of the
study site on its central and southern area was a spread of loamy sands that it would transpire was a
combination of wind blown deposits and back-fill deposits that resulted from the previous archaeological
and reconstruction work that had occurred on the site. The area to the north and east of the site was
covered with wired fenced compound with a hardcore surface area and an adjoining walled compound
containing oil drums. Oil from this latter feature had leaked and had contaminated an area of the site. To
the west of the restored building, thus external to the fort, was a grass lawn area that held five cannons set
on concrete bases, spread at even intervals across the lawn. In the eastern extent of the site area lay
sandy path and a lawned date garden of the coast guard base.

7.2

Trench 1

7.2.1. This trench was positioned in the south of the site, positioned in order to try and reveal the southern
curtain wall of the fort, running perpendicular to the extant western curtain wall (PLATE 6). The trench
measured 2m x 1.5m, and ground surface was recorded at 2.10m AOD. The latest context in the trench
was (143), a whitish-yellow limestone deposit that was spread sporadically across the site. It was of
moderate compaction and contained no inclusions. This overlay layers of sands and silts that had been
spread over the site area, which in turn overlay (144), which was the same as (121), a compact orange
silty clay deposit that was a modern dumped layer, possibly used for leveling the courtyard of the fort. This
in turn overlay (151) and (145), large dumps of building rubble, which in turn overlay (170), a dump of
mixed sands and brick-earth. Within (170) were notable mid-late 20th century inclusions, which clearly
demonstrated that all the overlying deposits were also of mid-late 20th century date.
7.2.2. Due to the loose compaction of these deposits, the fact we had reached a depth of 1.5m within the test,
and limited working space it was decided to abandon this trench in light of health and safety considerations
and to incorporate it into a wider trench, Trench 2.
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Figure 1: Trench 1, East-facing Section. 1m scale

7.3

Trench 2

7.3.1. Trench 2 was positioned in the south west of the site (PLATE 6). The ground level was recorded at 2m
AOD.
7.3.2. This trench was originally positioned against the external east facing wall of the extant tower in order to
locate both the depth of foundations for the tower, and the point at which the modern restoration had been
built over the original surviving structure. However, Trench 1 had proved useful in evaluating that the
compaction of the deposits in this site area were moderately or loosely compacted. Therefore it was
determined that Trench 2 should be broader and with tapered sides as this would be expedient in
determining the nature of the archaeology and for health and safety considerations
7.3.3. The sequence of modern deposits and back-fill within Trench 2 was comparable to that of Trench 1.
Underlying white-yellow limestone deposit (143), lay 20th century deposits (144) and (151), that in turn
overlay (147), a blackish silty fill, that was possibly an in-washed deposit. Context (147) was the fill of [148]
a 20th century cut that was possibly a result of the 1970's work on the site. The northern edge of this
modern cut was dug into a sequence of floors and occupation layers, that were internal to the fort.
7.3.4. The latest of these occupation layers was {157}, a plaster floor which was part of the inner courtyard. It
seems likely that {157} was laid in stages, with plaster being applied directly over earlier plaster layers, and
so possibly forms a series of reparations. Floor {157} in turn overlay (152), a compacted floor make-up
deposit, which overlay {153}, a compacted layer of coarse beach sands and frequent shells. This is
indicative of rudimentary flooring for the region, with the surface being composed of an easily accessible
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material. Surface layer {153} overlay (154), an occupation layer that held traces of wood charcoal and
pottery, with moderate inclusions of white gypsum. Underlying (154), was (155), a further occupation layer,
distinguished from (154) due to it slighter colouring and absence of the gypsum traces. Context (155) did
however include occasional pot sherds and traces of decayed wood. Underlying (155) was (156), the
earliest occupation layer in this sequence. It was a firmly compacted light brown grey silty sand with
charcoal and gypsum inclusions, and it directly overlay the natural sands of the site area.
7.3.5. Cut [148] had dug away the relationship between this sequence of surfaces and the internal fort wall.
However it is likely that these surfaces, at least for the latter layers, had been built up against the fort wall.
The relationship of the earlier layers is less clear, particularly due to the truncation by [148].
7.3.6. Cut [148] is interpreted as a cut from the 20th century, and was either cut was a result of the work on
site area in the 1970's to located the wall, or at another stage, possibly to rob the wall out of materials.
However, the excavation of the cut did reveal the foundation wall for the southern edge of the fort. At the
base of cut [148] was (190), a deposit of moderately to well compacted mid orange-brown clayey-silt. It
held frequent inclusions of small fragments of burnt orange daub, which has also been noted in the
courtyard layers. The deposit was also noted to have inclusions of various forms and fabric of pottery,
some of which were heavily abraded. During excavation, it was noted that (190) appeared to have been
rammed into the voids of farush coral wall blocks it overlay. Therefore (190) was probably a form of
building material. This context was seen as the same material as (347), which overlay the excavated fort
wall revealed in Trench 3, and which is discussed below.
7.3.7. The masonry that (190) was used for as building agent, was wall {191}, which formed the foundation
wall for the southern fort curtain wall (PLATE 7). It was built from farush cobble stones that varied in size.
They were roughly dressed with rounded edges and appeared to be laid in a random bond. It was aligned
east to west and, within the are of excavation was measured at 5.8m in length, 2m wide, and had a varying
th

depth of 0.3-0.6m. The curtain wall is 19 century in date, as determined from the initial interpretation of
the pottery recovered from (190). The wall was aligned with standing wall that extended from the standing
south-west tower, as is demonstrated in Figure 2 below. The wall foundation extended beyond the limits of
excavation to the east, and was recorded along this alignment in Trench 3, where I was recorded as wall
{348}.
7.3.8. Foundation wall {191} was built into construction cut [192] a large linear cut that demonstrated that
{191} was trench built, and formed the cut for the western section of the south fort curtain wall. This cut
was also visible as [349] in Trench 3, located 20m to the east, which is discussed below.
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Figure 2: Trench 2. West facing shot of {191}, the fort wall recorded at the base of Trench 2. 1m scale.

7.4

Trench 3

7.4.1. This trench was in the east of the site area (PLATE 6). Its original orientation was adjusted as a result
of obstructions on the site, particularly the date palm trees in this area of the site. It ran north to south, and
had a dog-leg extension from its centre to the east and to the north in order to determine the location of the
forts south east tower. At ground level the trench was recorded at a height of 2m AOD.
7.4.2. As demonstrated in the previous trenches, there was a sequence of modern over burden deposits that
sealed the archaeology in this site area. The latest deposit in this area of the site was (434), the modern
crushed limestone deposit recorded as (101) and (143) in the trenches to the west. The pattern of modern
dumped deposits continued with (434) overlying (435), a mixed dumped deposit that held building rubble
and occasional plastic sheet inclusions, demonstrating it to be 20th century. Underlying (435) was (436), a
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mixed shelly deposit that possibly represented a floor layer. During excavation this deposit was noted to be
fairly diffuse and patchy in plan, but was clearer in section. In turn (436) overlay (347=437), a compacted
material, similar to (190), being a well compacted mid orange brown clayey-silt with inclusions of burnt
orange daub, and occasional pot sherds, some of which were abraded.
7.4.3. Deposit (347) overlay wall {348}, which was a continuation of wall {191}. The foundation wall was
constructed from farush corral blocks that were of varying sizes, and with some pieces being partially
worked. They were randomly coursed, but it does seem that the straighter edges of the more triangular
formed pieces were used to form outer edges for the wall facades.
7.4.4. Wall {348} was trench built into construction cut [349], which was dug into the natural sands of the site
area.
7.4.5. The wall {348} was abutted by Wall {390}, the south-eastern tower of the fort, and survived in the form
of its foundations. Additionally {348} was found to be built into wall {350}, which was the eastern curtain
wall of the fort. Therefore there is confirmation that the fort walls survived at foundation level on the eastern
and southern sides, in addition to the known, if heavily reconstructed wall on the western side of the fort.
7.4.6. The tower foundations were, as with {191} and {348}, built from farush coral blocks of varying size and
form. They were again randomly coursed and roughly worked on the facades. In the bonding formation of
this tower foundation, the larger blocks were placed towards the outside of the structure, presumably to
strengthen the structure against external pressures. The blocks were bonded by a limey mortar, which was
notably different from the clayey-silt material used to bond walls {191} and {348}. Due to the obstructions
on site it was not possible to wholly reveal the form of the tower. It appeared to have a predominately
circular form in plan, although there was an indication that it had a more ovoid form towards its eastern
side, beyond the limit of excavation.
7.4.7. In order to establish the precise layout of the surviving fort structures in this area of the site, there is a
need to clear the remaining obstacles, particularly the date palms, and to carry out an open area
excavation. This will allow a fuller understanding of the fort's form, function and history..
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Figure 3: Trench 3. East facing shot of Wall {348}, a continuation of Wall {191}, running east to west

Figure 4: Trench 3. East facing shot of wall {348}, which is abutted by wall {390} in the right of the
shot, and is built into wall {350} to the left
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7.5

Trench 4

7.5.1. The 1868 Pelly plans of the fort (PLATE 5) indicated that an entrance gate stood on the eastern side
of the fort and that this was in the form of a structure that dog-legged out of the forts eastern curtain wall. In
order to help define the plan of the fort, it was decided to excavate two trenches in the eastern site area to
try and locate the gate house structure. Accordingly Trench 4 was located in the eastern extent of the site
area (PLATE 6). It was orientated north to south and was recorded at a ground level height of 1.9m AOD.
7.5.2. The overlying topsoil was excavated down to a varying depth of 0.30-0.40 metres, at which point a
yellow brown sand silt clays was encountered. This deposit overlay a continuation of layer (435), the
modern deposit with building rubble inclusions and occasional modern material. This overlay a continuation
of (436), the firmly compacted shelly material that was also noted to have burn patches within it. This came
down on to a cleaner shelly layer, (458). This deposit was sectioned and was found to seal post hole [457],
which was filled by (456). Unfortunately (456) did not yield any finds or dating material. Nevertheless, [457]
was cut into (459), a dark sandy silt layer. Due to time constraints excavation ceased at this layer, yet if
open area excavation were to occur on this area of the site it may be possible to provide dating for (459),
and to possibly reveal a series of post holes which may relate to the gate house. Should this be the case it
would provide further information on the plan of the fort.

Figure 5: Section of Trench 4, South facing, 1m scale. Post hole [457] can be seen in the left of the
section.

7.6

Trench 5
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7.6.1. Trench 5 was positioned in the south east of the site area (PLATE 6). It was orientated on a north to
south axis. The ground level heights of the trench were recorded as 1.95m AOD.
7.6.2. The topsoil was recorded to varying depths of 0.30-0.50 metres throughout the length of the trench. It
lay directly over a loamy sub soil with which it had a diffuse interface. The pattern of deposits encountered
in Trench 5 was comparable with that of Trench 4.
7.6.3. The sub-soil came down to layer (101), the spread of crushed limestone that sporadically appeared
throughout the site. This overlay (435), the modern deposit with building rubble and plastic sheeting
elements. This overlay (436), the firmly compacted shelly material, although in contrast with the deposit in
Trench 4, there were notably fewer burnt patches. This came down on to a cleaner shelly layer, (458). This
overlay (459), the dark sandy silt layer also noted at the base of Trench 4. Again, due to time constraints
excavation ceased at this layer.

Figure 6: Trench 5. South facing section revealing the stratigraphic sequence. 1m scale

7.7

Trench 6

7.7.1. Trench 6 was also positioned between the modern north to south path and wall {350}, with the
intention of picking up more evidence of the gate way (PLATE 6). The ground level height of the trench
was recorded as 2m AOD.
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7.7.2. Underlying (101) were (408) and (409), leveling deposits possibly laid to cover or level the fort walls.
Underlying (409) was (410), a dumped deposit that covered floor surface {411}, which butted up against
the external facade of curtain wall {350}. In the west of trench 6, and cut into (410) was post hole [415],
which was filled by (414). Recorded in the eastern extent of trench 6 was post-hole [417], filled by (416).
This was also cut into (410).
7.7.3. Surface {411} overlay (412) a probable make-up layer for the floor, and this in turn overlay (413), the
natural beach deposit of the site area.
7.7.4. The indications from Trenches 4, 5, and 6, is that there is a good archaeological record external to the
fort buildings footprint, and that it is clearly associated with the fort. The relationship between post holes
[415], [417], and [457] in Trench 4 is as yet uncertain. However if open area excavation were to occur on
this area of the site it would be possible to provide further and to possibly reveal a series of post holes
which may relate to the gate house. Should this be the case it would provide further information on the plan
of the fort.

7.8

Trench 7: Open Area Excavation.

7.8.1. The excavation revealed a series of rooms in the courtyard and this gave a strong indication of relative
dates of occupation in the fort area. The majority of the rooms and layers within them were dated to the
19th century, although within them was a relative dating sequence demonstrating a development of the
fort's use during this time. The layout of the walls was comparable to the northern plan of the fort set out in
Pelly's 1868 plan. In this sketch plan, the room in the north west of the fort courtyard (Room 3) is labeled
as a musjid, i.e. a mosque (PLATE 5). Given the rooms orientation, qibla, the direction of Mecca, would
have been to the west, although the mihrab, the niche in the wall of a mosque that indicates qibla was not
apparent. Evidence for the mihrab was not noted in either of the test pits in the vicinity, and was not
observed in the open area excavations.
7.8.2. If the room was a mosque then evidence for the mihrab is likely to be under the wall of the "stables"
rebuilt during the 1970's reconstruction. This could be confirmed by further fieldwork on the site area, and
would have significant impact on the knowledge of the fort's function.
7.8.3. The majority of the rooms revealed in the open area work were roughly contemporary, although there
was a relative sequence of development. The walling and rooms towards the centre of the fort (Rooms 3,
4, 8, 11, 10) appear to be of a different alignment to the curtain walls and the buildings running parallel to
and inside the curtain walls (Rooms 1, 2 and the standing "stables"). Their alignment is closer to than of an
older phase of building which is demonstrably earlier than the curtain walls (see Rooms 12, 13 below).
These rooms may therefore have been older than the extant fort curtain walling and associated rooms, but
perhaps continued to be used after the building of the extant fort.
7.8.4. In the northeast of the site two small rooms (PLATE 8, Rooms 12, 13) were noted to be earlier
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according to the stratigraphic evidence, as indicated by the facts that the wall of Room 13 {333} was
truncated by the main curtain wall of the fort {344}, and that the alignment of the walls differed from that of
the curtain walls and associated walls. The extent of these rooms went beyond the limit of excavation, and
it is believed that further work would be significantly useful in identifying the function and date of these
rooms. As noted above, some of the fort's other internal walls and rooms have a similar alignment, and
may belong to this earlier phase, but appear to have continued into use after the building of the extant fort.
7.8.5. Also of significance was the recovery of two cannon balls from this area (Rooms 12 and 13) and the
observation of patches of burning. This develops the notion that the rooms were part of a former arsenal
belonging to a structure which is older than the main extant fort buildings.

Figure 7: The internal buildings, revealed in the open area excavation in the north of the study site.
The potential mosque lies in the foreground. The suspected arsenal lies in the background. East
facing, 1m scale.
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7.9

Internal Test Pits

7.9.1. A series of 22 small test pits were excavated across the site to determine the presence and character of
the archaeological sequence (PLATE 6). These test pits can be split into two groups.
7.9.2. The first group consists of Test Pits 1 to 6 and 17 to 22. These pits evaluated the form and nature of the
occupation deposits within the forts internal buildings, and sought to establish the relationships between
these occupation layers and the internal and curtain walls. It was determined from these test pits that there
had been a sequence of at least four occupations on the site area with in internal courtyard buildings.
7.9.3. For example in Test Pit 4, a total of 8 separate layers were recorded, although some of these may have
been make-up layers for floor surfaces, rather than occupation layers. This however indicates that the
occupations were substantial and consistent, given the effort to lay proper floor surfaces. This corresponds
with the number of layers recorded in Test Pit 1, that with 7 layers of floor surfaces and make-up deposits
alternating.
7.9.4. The deposits in Test Pit 4 were cut by [128], a possible post hole or pot storage feature that was cut into
the floor surface. In this, test pit four was again comparable with test pit one which revealed three more
possible post holes or pot supporting features dug in to the earlier occupation layers. Both these pits were
dug into the corners of rooms, and this gives an indication of the practice of storing water in vessels in cut
features in what was likely to have been the coolest recess of a room. Furthermore these features
occurred during the middle of the occupation period. The cuts for these features were not dug down from
the latest occupation layers, but were cut at an earlier period, being dug into the earliest layers. This gave
a relative dating sequence and without necessarily determining their absolute age, demonstrates a
development in the uses of these internal buildings.

7.10

External Test Pits: Evidence for Earlier Occupation

7.10.1. The second group of Test Pits, Test Pits 7 to 16, were external to the fort, mainly along the western
restored curtain wall. These were excavated in order to establish the relationship between the
reconstruction and the earlier fort construction, and the foundations of the curtain wall and the underlying
deposits. These test pits also allowed for the investigation of any potential buildings that may have been
present in the archaeological record to the west of the building footprint.
7.10.2. These test pits also provided the most informative geoarchaeological sequences and samples.
7.10.3. A typical pattern was established throughout these test pits, with the upper layers being 20th century,
and the lower layers being archaeological deposits dating to the 19th century. In this the stratigraphic
sequence was comparable in composition to that of the layers recorded in Trenches 2 and 3. However
they were notably deeper in depth of deposit, as can be seen in Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8: A clear stratigraphic sequence in the south facing section of Test Pit 13. North facing shot.
1m scale.
7.10.4. The deposits associated with the occupation of the fort in this area consistently slumped up against
the curtain wall, and so were seen to post-date the foundations. These archaeological deposits held
inclusions of pottery, provisionally dated to the mid to late 19th century. This is a strong indication that the
curtain was built during or before the mid 19th century.
7.10.5. The test pits also revealed the external foundations of the curtain wall. This revealed a sequence of
development on the wall, but the concrete from the 1970's reconstruction covered large areas, making it
difficult to ascertain the construction and reconstruction history of the walling. In particular, the foundations
of the large southwestern tower were hidden behind a thick plinth of concrete render.
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7.10.6. The concrete around the tower proved to be extremely tough and it was not possible to effectively
remove it in order to establish a stronger sequence for the structure's development. Should a further
season of work be a possibility on the site area, it would be a good option to use a hand held breaker to
remove this concrete render. This would allow for a better understanding of the sequence of development
relating to the extant walling and southwestern tower.

Figure 9: Clear building phasing with the earlier farush foundations being built upon with 20th century
concrete. Test Pit 13, east facing. 1m scale.
7.10.7. It was possible, however, to determine the nature of the foundation of the curtain wall, as the modern
render had not been applied to the lower c.1m of the wall. Although the majority of archaeological deposits
recorded in the test pit sections were built up against the curtain wall, the lower deposits that formed the
interface between the beach surface revealed a shallow construction cut. This was tight up against the
foundation, demonstrating that it had been trench built. Excavation into the beach deposits to test the
natural also demonstrated that while the construction cut was dug into the natural beach sands, the
foundation wall was also laid upon it. No make-up layer was recorded underlying the foundation masonry,
with the farush cobbles being laid directly into the base of the trench.
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7.10.8. The earliest of the deposits abutting the fort wall within the western test pits overlay beach deposits.
These were excavated in order to test the presumed natural. Unexpectedly, the beach deposits were found
to overlie more deeply buried surfaces associated with abraded pottery. The pottery of uncertain date due
th

th

to its condition, but it appears to belong to the 7 /8 century AD horizon known from OBAH excavations at
the Fakhro 'Amara, and previous French excavations at Arad Fort. The implication is that a much earlier
occupation horizon, apparently of Umayyad date, had subsequently been inundated due to a small rise
relative sea level (see below, Geoarchaeological section).
7.10.9. No architectural or artefactual evidence was found to suggest the prior existence of the supposed
Portuguese fortification beneath the curtain walls or towers of Bu Maher Fort. However, it remains
possible, indeed likely, that the largest tower, located on the southwest corner, was built upon or contains
the foundations of a Portuguese tower. The lower walling and foundations of this tower were completely
obscured by concrete render from the 1970s, and its construction history could not be ascertained.

8 STANDING BUILDINGS
8.1. The Standing Buildings record will be presented in the final version of this report.

9 GEOARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY
9.1. As noted above, a buried occupation horizon was found beneath the beach layers which lay at the base
of the 19th century sequence, suggesting occupation in the 7th-8th c. AD (Umayyad Period) followed by a
period of abandonment and inundation.
9.2. Blackened samples, thought to be charcoal, were taken for radiocarbon dating from both above and
below the inundation layer. On examination back in the UK these turned out to be crumbs of bitumen,
unsuitable for radiocarbon dating. Shells were present in the sediment samples, however, and these were
submitted for radiocarbon dating.
9.3. Preliminary results from the radiocarbon analyses suggest that the inundation occurred several centuries
after the Umayyad Period occupation had ended. Thus, the site had been abandoned long before it was
swamped by a rise in relative sea level.
9.4. It is not yet clear whether re-occupation occurred following a subsequent fall in sea-level, or whether sea
level stayed at the higher level, but the site was reoccupied because the Portuguese or Omanis were
prepared to build a fortification which stood in seawater at high tide.
9.5. The full results of the Geoarchaeological Study will be presented in the final version of this report.
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10 FINDS AND DATING
10.1

General Comments on the Finds

10.1.1. The bulk of the finds consisted of pottery fragments. Glass was also common. Also found were
cannon-balls and a typical 19th century pipe.
10.1.2. The full results of the Finds analysis will be presented in the final version of this report, and only a
preliminary summary will be given here.
th

10.1.3. No finds earlier than the 19 century were identified, except for pottery in the buried horizon likely to
date to the Umayyad Period. Thus, the supposed Portuguese occupation remains unidentified, though the
evidence from historic maps leaves no doubt that a Portuguese/Hormuzi fortress or tower was located
th

somewhere in the Bu Maher Fort area during the 17 century.

10.2

Pottery

10.2.1 Traditional Unglazed Earthenwares
th

th

10.2.1.1 This material closely matched that found in the late 19 /early 20 century assemblages excavated at
the Fakhro 'Amara. Wares included the usual Brown Gritty Ware, used for storage jars and large bowls; 'Ali
Ware, used for small water-jars and knobbed lids; and small amounts of imported Julfar Ware (from Ras
al-Khaimah). Burners from tobacco water-pipes were also found.
th

th

10.2.1.2 This material closely matched that found in the late 19 /early 20 century assemblages excavated at
the Fakhro 'Amara. Wares included the usual Brown Gritty Ware, used for storage jars and large bowls; 'Ali
Ware, used for small water-jars and knobbed lids; and small amounts of imported Julfar Ware (from Ras
al-Khaimah). Burners from tobacco water-pipes were also found.
10.2.1.3 Two Julfar Ware cooking pot rims belong to an earlier type associated with the 18th century and first
half of the 19

th

th

century. Other characteristic 18

century types are absent from the assemblage,
th

suggesting that this earlier element belongs to some time during the first half of the 19 century, up to the
middle of the century.
10.2.2 Traditional Glazed Wares
10.2.2.1 Manganese Purple" underglaze painted ware was relatively common. The variants present have a
wide date bracket, ranging from the 18th to the early 20th century AD.
10.2.2.2 So-called Khunj/Bahla Ware was present. This was not found in the large Fakhro 'Amara assemblage
(late 19th-early 20th century), and is often associated with the 18th century. It is also likely to date to the
first half of the 19th century, however. The absence of other 18th century markers (e.g. Persian Blue and
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th

White Fritware) implies a date in the early to mid 19 century.
10.2.2.3 Also found was a small quantity of "Mustard Glaze". This was also absent from the Fakhro 'Amara
th

assemblage and is probably of earlier date, potentially as early as the 18 century. Given the absence of
th

other definite markers of that period, it is more likely to date to the early to mid 19 century.
10.2.3 Imported porcelains
10.2.3.1. These consisted mainly of so-called "Kitchen Ch'ing", a variety of Chinese Blue and White made in
the Jingdezhen and Dehua kilns, here dated to the 19th and 20th centuries; and porcelain coffee cups,
which could be of Chinese, Japanese or European manufacture
10.2.3.2. Also found was an overglaze red-painted Chinese porcelain sherd, perhaps of slightly earlier date,
th

th

but also possibly of the late 19 -20 century.
10.2.4 Imported semi-porcelains ("Refined White Wares")
10.2.4.1. A variety of painted and printed semi-porcelains were found, falling into the category sometimes
known as "Refined White Wares". Dishes and tea-cups were the most common shapes. Manufacture took
place in the UK (mainly Stafford and Glasgow) and the Netherlands (particularly Maastricht). All the ones
found at Bu Maher Fort are most likely to date to the late 19th and/or early 20th centuries AD.
10.2.5 Early Horizon
10.2.5.1. The abraded material found beneath the beach levels at the base of the 19th century horizon
appears to contain the same wares as the Early Horizon of the Fakhro 'Amara, though the eroded nature
of the sherds introduces a slight element of doubt. Torpedo Jars were certainly present. By analogy, a date
in the 7th-8th c. AD can be proposed.
10.2.6 Dating and Comments on the Pottery
10.2.6.1. Most of the pottery belongs to the late 19th and/or early 20th centuries. With the possible exception
of the overglaze red-painted porcelain sherd, the porcelains and semi-porcelains fall into the category of
Late Trade Wares, associated with the late 19th and 20th centuries AD. The latest examples, or perhaps
most of the assemblage, could be associated with the quarantine camp of the 1930s.
10.2.6.2. An earlier element is present, particularly in Context 217. This is most likely to relate to the early to
th

mid 19 century, either the Omani occupation, or subsequent Al Khalifa occupation up to the destruction of
the fort by the British in the 1860s.
th

10.2.6.3. No definite markers of the 18 century or earlier were identified, except those in the much earlier
buried early horizon. The supposed Portuguese occupation was therefore not identified within the material
culture of the site.
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10.3

Other Finds

10.3.1 Other significant finds included a small clay tobacco pipe, two cannon balls, a gunflint, pierced net
weights and some small bangle fragments.
10.3.2 Also noted were 5 cannons ranged along the western wall of the fort prior to excavation. It appears
from unpublished report of the work conducted in the 1970s that cannons were recovered at that time. It is
therefore likely that the cannons represent the original armaments of the fort, abandoned following the
British shelling in the 1860s.
10.3.3 The pipe (Find no. 214:01, Figure 10) was moulded from fine grey clay with a reddish wash, and bore
th

elaborate moulded decoration. It is of a type common in the Middle East during the 19 century, though not
yet published from excavated Arabian sites.

Figure 10: Tobacco Pipe (Find 214:01)
10.3.4 The cannon balls (see Find no. 101:10, Figure 11) were both of iron, of the same size, weighing ca.
2.8kg and with diameters of ca. 9.5cm (3.8 inches). They were therefore not derived from the 10 inch
British guns which had destroyed the fort in the 1860s, and indeed were associated with an earlier building.
There was a standard 18-19th century British cannonball of 6 pounds weight (2.72kg) and 3.49 inch
diameter (8.61cm) (http://arc.id.au/Cannonballs.html), and the Bu Maher cannonballs appear to be slightly
larger and heavier than this, though oxidization and adherence of shell and sand may have slightly
increased the weight and diameter. They may have fitted at least some of the five cannons arranged at the
front of the fort. It can therefore be tentatively proposed that these cannons were originally installed prior to
the building of the fort on its current plan (e.g. during the early 19th century, in the supposed Omani fort),
but were still in use in the 1860s after the current fort was built.
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Figure 11: Cannonball (Find 101:10)
10.3.5 The gunflint (Find no. 101:09, Figure 12) consisted of a small square piece of flint, with struck edges,
suitable for creating sparks to ignite cannon charges.

Figure 12: Gunflint (Find 101:09)
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11 DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
11.1

Sequence of Development and Periodization

11.1.1. Standing architecture consisted of the southwestern tower, the western curtain wall, a stump of the
southern curtain wall, and a roofed inner building running along the western wall, divided into two rooms
(the "stables").
11.1.2. The tower and curtain walls were heavily reconstructed but were based on genuine fort foundations,
though the foundations of the tower had been covered by a modern concrete plinth. It is less clear that the
walls of the inner building (the "stables") were correctly located on genuine foundations.
11.1.3. The highest ground level deposits were formed of modern leveling deposits, rubble make up, and
topsoil. This may be termed Site Period 5, and dates to the 1970s and later.
11.1.4. These in turn overlay rubble from earlier periods of demolition and robbing out of the fort structure.
This may be termed Site Period 4, and probably dates to the period between the 1860s (partial demolition
of fort by British shelling) and 1970s (reconstruction), including the use of the area as a quarantine camp in
the 1930s.
11.1.5. Underlying these deposits were the in situ remains of the fort foundations and walls. Internally these
walls had served to protected the occupation layers that had built up around them, which gave a good
relative sequence to the different periods of the fort's occupation. This may be termed Site Period 3, which
probably began in the 1840s, when historical sources indicate that the fort was reconstructed, and ended
at the British shelling in the 1860s. Some elements (especially the "stables") probably continued to be used
after the 1860s, potentially into Site Period 4, and ongoing analysis is taking place to properly define Site
Periods 3 and 4.
11.1.6. Foundations of the northwestern tower were revealed beneath the circular flower-bed, while
excavation of buried fort foundations identified the location of the southeastern tower, and the alignments
of the southern, eastern and northern curtain walls. These indicate the location of the "lost" fourth tower in
the northeast, likely to have been partially or completely destroyed by the sunken service-pit in the
adjacent boat yard.
11.1.7. Internal walling was revealed within the fort, contemporary with its usage, as well as buried surfaces
and deposits in Trenches 4 and 6, the area marked by Pelly as "Gate". The gateway itself was not located
but the discovery of post-holes indicates the presence of structures.
11.1.8. In the northern corner an area of earlier occupation was identified (the "arsenal" room), the walls of
which had been truncated by the building of the northern curtain wall. These structures and deposits
therefore relate to a complex earlier than the known fort foundations. This may be termed Site Period 2. It
th

is tentatively dated to the first half of the 19 century.
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11.1.9. Period 2 may relate to some kind of fortification established by the Omanis in ca. 1802, though none
of the extant fort towers or curtain walls could be assigned to this phase. The alignments of some of the
internal walls which appear to be contemporary with the fort (i.e. Period 3) are parallel with the walls of this
earlier horizon (Period 2), however. It is therefore possible that some of the older buildings or wall
foundations from Period 2 were maintained and re-used in Period 3.
11.1.10. The earliest occupation layers were found to overly the natural sands of the site area, but these in
turn overlay a buried occupation horizon characterized by abraded pot sherds. This pottery was heavily
water-worn, as if it had spend some time being washed by tidal action. This horizon is assigned to Site
Period 1.
11.1.11. The pottery of Period 1 is most likely to date to 7th-8th c. AD, though C14 suggests it was inundated
several centuries later, after an extended period of abandonment.
11.1.12. It is of interest that no clear evidence for the Portuguese/Hormuzi occupation of the site was found. It
th

is feasible that the early element identified in the19 century assemblage goes back to an earlier date (18
th

th

th

or even 17 c.), but this is considered considerably less likely than a date in the early to mid 19 century.
Likewise, it is not impossible that the earlier architectural elements (Site Period 2) belong to the
Portuguese-Hormuzi period, but more excavation would be required in the northern part of the site to
establish if this is the case.
11.1.13. Most likely, the Portuguese occupation would have consisted of a single watchtower/cannon-position
underneath the largest extant tower in the southwest corner of the site, and structural traces have been
hidden by rebuilding, especially the concrete render and plinth of the 1970s. The Portuguese tower would
have had no associated village occupation, and it may not even have been permanently garrisoned, hence
the lack of associated material culture.

11.2

Significance, archaeological sensitivity and recommendations

11.2.1. The results of this fieldwork indicate that the survival of archaeological deposits on the study site is
relatively high, and that a multi-period sequence can be defined, largely of the 19th and early 20th century,
but also with a much earlier Umayyad Period horizon.
11.2.2. The excavation also revealed the survival and locations of the curtain walls of the site, internal walling,
and three of the four original towers. The fourth tower is not likely to survive.
11.2.3. The fort played a key role in the history of Muharraq, Bahrain and the Al Khalifa, and as such its
remains should be preserved for future generations.
11.2.4. Further archaeological work would be justified across the site area, because of the presence of
unexcavated remains. A broad open area excavation would significantly add to current knowledge and
develop future research questions on a local and regional level.
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11.2.5. If further archaeological excavation is impossible, it is recommended that care should be taken during
the redevelopment process to preserve the towers, curtain walling and internal walling of the site, so that
its historical legacy remains intact. It is therefore recommended that deep excavation for the purposes of
redevelopment does not take place anywhere to the west of archaeological excavation Trenches 4 and 5.
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13 PLATES. ALL PLATES ARE NOT TO SCALE – ILLUSTRATION ONLY

PLATE 1: Site Location
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PLATE 2: Site Location - Detail
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PLATE 3: View of the Fort Prior to Excavation
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PLATE 4: View of Reconstructed "Stables" from within Fort Compound
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PLATE 5: Map by Pelly of Fort in 1868
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PLATE 6: Trenches (prefixed Tr.) and Test Pits
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PLATE 7: Location of Excavated Curtain Walls
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PLATE 8: Location of Internal Walling
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PLATE 9: Proposed Reconstruction of Fort Plan
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Date: 15/09/2011
To the attention of Mr. Alessandro Balsamo,
UNESCO World Heritage Center
7, place de Fontenoy
75352 Paris 07 SP
France

Subject: Pearling Testimony of Bahrain nomination, the Bu Maher Seashore and
Fort sites, response to comments.
Dear Sir, Mme,
In reference to the comments sent by ICOMOS in August 2011, regarding the Bu Maher
Interpretive Center, we would like to inform the World Heritage Center and ICOMOS that the
Ministry of Culture has stopped the work on the interpretive center. Zones for allowed
developments are now suggested according to the type of construction, i.e. integrative
compatible structures that will not overshadow the values of the site in Zone A (rf. Annex 16),
and temporary and light structures easily relocated in Zone B (rf. Annex 16). Such criteria
could only be applied after we confirm the absence of relevant remains though requested
archeological test pits.
Meanwhile, preparatory measures are being devised for the completion of the archeological
excavation of the Fort remains. This will provide a comprehensive understanding of the site
and will improve its interpretation.
In addition, the Ministry of Culture, through discussions with the Coast Guard Base,
succeeded in expanding the boundary of the Seashore Property northwards, as indicated in
Annex 16, to encompass the archeological remains of the Fort Property. This boundary is
provisional for now as it may further extend to accommodate any relevant archeological
findings.
List on Annexes:
Annex 16:
Map indicating the new properties boundaries and allowed developments zones,

For any queries, please contact the following:
Dr Abdallah al Sulaiti, Director of Archeology and National Heritage:
salaitia@moc.gov.bh
Tel: +973 17 298 701 +973 17 298 700
Fax: +973 17 295 274
Dr Alaa el Habashi, Conservation Specialist
alaa.elhabashi@gmail.com
Ghassan Chemali. Architectural and Urban Design Specialist
ghassan.chemali@moc.gov.bh

Best Regards,

Abdallah al Sulaiti
Director of Archeology and National Heritage
Ministry of Culture
Kingdom of Bahrain

State of conservation assessment of the urban property
AL-GHŪṣ HOUSE
Date of assessment: 06.11.2011 by Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis
Sources of visuals: All photos were taken during the assessment, unless otherwise indicated. The architectural
drawings are based on those produced during the architectural surveys carried out in the Ministry of Culture,
Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling Testimony in 2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
provisional roofing with corrugated metal sheets of former courtyard (rooms 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 108,
113) and room 107
provisional shelters of plywood and corrugated metal sheets forming rooms 113 and 106
provisional shelters of cement block masonry, plywood and corrugated metal sheets forming rooms 104 and
105
provisional plywood partitions in former liwan (room 109)
sanitary facilities of cement block masonry forming rooms 102 and 103
unconcealed electrical appliances and wiring throughout the building and street facades
metallic rain gutters and AC window units in street elevations
simple wooden one-leave doors to rooms 109, 111, 112
cement floor in courtyard and spaces 101, 113, 108, 102, 103
cement wall plaster in rooms 107, 109, 110 and street elevations
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
2-3
All spaces dilapidated and poorly maintained with structural and architectural
deficiencies, and accumulating debris. Spaces 107 and 106 partly collapsed.
1- missing
1) Oral
2) physical evidence
3) historic
Reference
history
photographs
boundary wall of
traces in adjacent walls/ new wall on
courtyard to adjacent
neighboring plot
northern property
historic roof of room 107
traces of former roof
door leaves of historic
door frame without leaves
door to room 107
tie beams in room 107
remains of former tie beams of palm
trunks
lintel and upper wall
traces of former wall segment and
segment in entrance to
lintel
room 107
historic window in room
remains of window frame (inserted AC
111 in eastern street facade
window unit)
2 – partially collapsed / indicators
room 107
historic roof missing and replaced with provisional roofing/ structural wall
cracks/ disintegrated and missing tie beams/ missing wall segment above door/
disintegrated wall cement and historic plaster/ missing door leafs
room 106
fragile state of provisional structure/ roof partly collapsing
several coral stone slabs
broken and partly collapsed
(farsh) in wall recesses of
rooms 103 and 107
cement flooring in
disintegrating and partly missing
courtyard and adjacent
spaces
historic door to room 111
door leafs replaced but historic accessory preserved
two historic windows in
corroded metal bars/ partly blocked with plywood/ shutters missing/ fragile/
room 112
lower part missing where AC window unit was placed
3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
Courtyard and
structural wall cracks/ cement floor dilapidated/ provisional plywood roofing
provisionally roofed
fragile/ wall surfaces disintegrating and stained/ exposed electrical appliances
spaces 101, 113, 108
and wiring/

1

room 109 and 110

rooms 111 and 112
rooms 102 and 103
rooms 104 and 105
rounded arches in wall recesses
in elevation of southern wall of
room 107
historic roofs above rooms
112, 111, 109, 110
historic danshal ceiling in
rooms 109 and 110 (111 and
112 to be investigated)
one historic window in 112
historic door in room 111
northern wall
historic property entrance door
in eastern elevation
historic property entrance door
in southern elevation
street elevations

structural wall cracks/ disintegrating cement wall plaster and paint/ exposed
electrical appliances and wiring/ lintel in former liwan openings
disintegrating and supported with provisional wooden pillar/ poor state of
added plywood partitions/ fragile historic danshal ceiling
Fragile (further investigation required)
concrete block masonry walls and historic walls cracked/ cement flooring
disintegrating/ broken farsh in wall recess/ door leaves missing
dilapidated/ fragile (further investigation required)
Cracked

fragile/ cracked/ water leakage
fragile/ water leakage

corroded metal bars/ partly blocked with plywood/ shutters missing/ fragile
dilapidated paint/ glass in fanlight missing
fragile/ partly missing wooden decorations
fragile/ deformed and non-functional

dilapidated/ structural wall and roof cracks/ partly disintegrating cement
plaster and historic mortar/ metal rain gutters/ exposed electrical appliances
and AC window units/ some windows provisionally blocked with plywood
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
historic windows in room 111
corroded metal bars/ remains of paint on wooden frame and shutters
in eastern street facade
historic window in room 111
corroded metal bars/ unauthentic paint on frame and shutters
to former liwan
5 – sound condition/ notes
historic door accessories on
entrance door in eastern street
façade and in door to room 111
Setting
The former seaside location, with the sea formerly bordering the plot to the south and west (information based
on historic maps of Muharraq) is lost due to land reclamation and urban growth. The urban morphology on the
reclaimed land differs particularly in plot and street layout. There are few historic buildings in the vicinity;
none are directly adjacent to Al-Ghūṣ House. However, the historic urban morphology is preserved in terms of
urban pattern, building typologies, volumes and heights.
Vegetation
Tree in courtyard (growing against the roof of the liwan 109)
Movable items of cultural significance
no items identified
Contribution of Al-Ghūṣ House to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site
Al-Ghūṣ House adds to the Outstanding Universal Value of the pearling testimony as a prototype building of
the low income class. The architecture of Middle Period style displays in a simple manner all the aspects that
formed a modest Muharraqi home of the late pearling era.
(Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.1 Al-Ghūṣ House,
p. 205 ff, and the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties: Architectural Testimony of
the Pearling Heritage, p. 81 ff)
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value
Tree/ design/ material/ atmosphere
(Refer to the Nomination File, 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242)
Notes
rooms 111, 112, 104 and 105 were not accessible (assessment based on exterior condition)

2

Synthesis and photo documentation
Al-Ghūṣ House is structurally in a poor state of conservation. Most spaces are ill-maintained and dilapidated.
Room 107 is partially ruined, with its historic ceiling and roof missing and all tie beams in the walls completely
disintegrated (Photo 1). The other historic spaces are structurally and architecturally deficient due to
modifications and lack of maintenance. Photo 2 shows plastic sheets installed against water leaking through the
historic danshal ceiling, wall cracks and plywood partitions in the liwan opening of room 109. Many additions
disfigure the spatial qualities of the building. However, due to their provisional character, they are reversible
without harm to the historic fabric (Photo 3). The tree, which is an important element in the courtyard, seems to
put strain onto the roof of the liwan (room 109).
The simple building retains most its typical architectural elements, including its ground plan, wall recesses,
danshal ceilings, historic doors, windows and shutters, as well as their accessories (Photos 4-7). Although
mostly dilapidated, the historic fabric and architectural elements retain a high degree of authenticity.

1: view into room 107

2: provisional additions in the courtyard

3: provisional additions in the courtyard

4: street facades

5: entrance door in eastern street
facade

6: historic window in room 109

7: broken farush slab in wall
recess of room 103

3

Southern Elevation 1:150

Eastern Elevation 1:150
missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected
architecturally degraded

Ground Floor Plan 1:150

sound condition
room number
addition
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Introduction
The site survey was conducted on 10th and the 11th of November 2011. I was assisted by Ghassan
Chemali, Marwa Nabeel, and Ahmed al-Jishi. Nabeel and al-Jishi have also assisted me in producing the
reconstruction scheme and the conservation specifications included in this report. During all the
duration of the site investigation, Mr. Ali Bader Ghloum,1 one of the heirs of the houses, was very
cooperative. He opened the house early in the morning, and remained with us during all the survey
time. This was a good opportunity to ask him about the details of some of the architecture features of
the original setting of the house, and to double check with what has been stated in the earlier
transliterated interviews with him. It should be mentioned that Mr. Ghloum has provided us with a
copy of two deeds related to the house. The deeds are described and attached in this report.

It has to be mentioned here that the bases of all of the architectural investigation performed in this
report are the architectural drawings of the house produced by the pearling team in 2009. The
dimensions and the elements were checked on site and if necessary the drawings were modified. As a
complementary effort to what was surveyed earlier, we have identified a zero level from which all the
heights and floors were measured. We have also numbered all the various architectural elements of the
house in order to ease references to them. Below are the floor plans where the number of each
number is identified. The letters “D”, “W”, “B”, and “Elev.” preceding a number, are respectively
referring to doors, windows, badgirs, and elevations. References to these numbers are made in the
element by element study section in this report.

During our site investigation, and upon our request, Mr. Ali Bader Ghloum provided us with copies of 2
deeds that detail some transactions related to the house. We have studied these deeds, and analyzed
them. The information revealed from those deeds is presented in this report. This information is quite
crucial to understand the phases of construction the house witnessed, and thus guided us in the
proposed restoration scheme.

1

Mr. Ali Badr Ghloum is currently the Operation Manager, at the Bahrain Enterprises Co. Ltd. His telephone is:
39461165, and his email is: alibaderr@gamil.com .
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House of Bader Ghloum: Ground Floor Plan with numbered elements

House of Bader Ghloum: First Floor Plan with numbered elements
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The House Deeds
As mentioned in the introduction of this report, Mr. Ghloum has provided us with copies of two deeds
related to the house. The following is a description of the two deeds.

The first deed dated 1947

The front of the deed

The back of the deed

The first deed was issued on the 15th of March 1947. This deed is about the registration of the eastern
section of the house. Apparently by then, only the western section of the house was registered. The
dimensions of the land registered are 22.60 meters from the northern side, 25.11 meters from the
southern side, 14.57 meters from the eastern side (with an additional recessed length of 1.57 meters),
and 12.8 meters from the western side. The drawing at the back of the deed shows that the portion of
the land registered included the two east southern rooms that still currently exist, along with the toilet
located at their eastern side. The drawing indicates that the dimension of the land that was already
registered before issuing that deed were as following: 9.31 meters from the northern side, 9.45 meters
from the southern side, 12.80 meters from the eastern side, and 11.35 meters from the western side.
This makes the total dimension of the property as following:





Northern side: 31.91 meters
Southern side: 34.56 meters
Eastern side: 12.80 meters
Western side: 14.57 meters from the eastern side (with an additional recessed length of 1.57
meters. The recess is 0.35 meters).
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The drawing shown at the back of the deed shows that the then newly registered land had an entrance
gate located at the north eastern corner at the exact same location of the current gate. It is noticeable
that the drawing shows one central doorway to the room located at the south eastern corner of the
property. This room currently has two doorways after it was divided by an internal partition. There is
also another remark in that drawing that is in the 2 eastern rooms the walls and the internal partitions
are drawn with a single line, whereas those of the toilet and the other western rooms are drawn with
their thickness. It could be assumed that the toilet and the bathroom did not have a built up roof, but
rather some light roof material that would be enough to guarantee privacy.

The second deed dated 1962

The front of the deed
The back of the deed (the circle shows the original arrangement
The second deed was issued on the 19 of July 1962. This deed indicated that Bader Ghloum donated to
his son “Ghloum”, the western section of the house, which included two rooms built in the ground floor
at the western property line of the land fronted by a covered terrace overlooking the garden, as shown
in the drawing that appears at the back of the deed. The drawing also shows that there was a one flight
staircase of 10 rises that led to a first floor. A covered terrace is shown to front the two western rooms
of the ground floor. This terrace is delineated by what appears to be a 4 arched arcade resting on three
freestanding columns and the two side walls. It seems that the two central arches were larger than the
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two side ones. The four first steps of the southern staircase seemed to be constructed under the
southernmost arch of the arcade. The drawing indicates that the northern room had a door towards the
terrace, but didn’t show any connection between the southern room and the terrace. Today, these two
rooms have separate doorways towards the terrace. The drawing also shows that there was a door
pierced in the exterior wall that led to the southern road, which means that the property once had two
doorways towards the exterior, the eastern and the southern. This was also confirmed by the owner of
the house.

Inventory
& Survey
of the
House
Elements
I. Façades
The ground
floor plan of the
building with
numbering of
rooms, window
and door
openings, and
surveyed
façades

Façades:
survey
Below are the
drawings of
the facades as
surveyed, and
incorporating
the traditional architectural elements which were confirmed to exist, especially those which belonged
to the pearling era.
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Façades: summary of interventions
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II. Doors
Doors survey and recommendations
D1
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
101 and eastern road
Width
117 cm
Height
207 cm
Description
This is a metal door that seems to be a replacement of the original door. It is of 2 leaves. The frame is
metal as well. There are traces of the old frame of accessories.
Provenance
It is the main and only doorway to the house from the road. There use to be a secondary entrance
(D19) which is currently blocked.
Remarks
The owner informed us that the threshold was wooden were pintels of 2 wooden leaves were fixed.
The original doorway was wider is was about 151 cm wide and 207 cm high.
Recommendations
Remove the metal door and restore the traditional door if there are any evidences that can indicate its
detail, shape and dimensions. If no traces of the original door were found, a wooden replacement is still
recommended whose design is inspired but a simplified version of the traditional Bahraini doors.
D2
Exterior and Interior Photos
No Photos (inaccessible)
Between Rooms
102:103
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Width
75 cm
Height
200 cm
Description
It is a one leaf door.
Provenance
it is a new door for a new room
Remarks
There are no special feature in this door.
Recommendations
To remove.
D3
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
104:103
Width
88 cm
Height
205 cm
Description
One leaf door.
Provenance
It is a new door leaf in the historic doorway. The two original door leaves are missing, along with their
frame. The thickness of the old frame was 13 cm.
Remarks
No historic accessories are still remaining. Notice the 2 steps that lead from the courtyard level to the
threshold of the doorway. Those steps need to be excavated.
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Recommendations
Remove the existing door and restore the traditional door if there are any evidences that can indicate
its detail, shape and dimensions. If no traces of the original door were found, a 2-leaves wooden
replacement is recommended whose design is inspired but a simplified version of the traditional
Bahraini doors of the period. It is also recommended to restore the courtyard to its original level and
revealing the two steps that lead to this doorway.
D4
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
104:101
Width
88 cm
Height
205 cm
Description
One leaf door.
Provenance
It is a new door leaf in the historic doorway. The two original door leaves are missing, along with their
frame. The thickness of the old frame was 13 cm.
Remarks
No historic accessories are still remaining. Notice the 2 steps that lead from the courtyard level to the
threshold of the doorway. Those steps need to be excavated.
Recommendations
Remove the existing door and restore the traditional door if there are any evidences that can indicate
its detail, shape and dimensions. If no traces of the original door were found, a 2-leaves wooden
replacement is recommended whose design is inspired but a simplified version of the traditional
Bahraini doors of the period. It is also recommended to restore the courtyard to its original level and
revealing the two steps that lead to this doorway.
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D5
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
105:101
Width
86 cm
Height
197 cm
Description
This is a new door to a new room that was built to replace the one that was shown in the deed of the
1940’s. The owner didn’t remember that there was originally a room in this location. He mentioned
that the space of this room was partitioned by a barasti.
Provenance
This is a new door leaf that could have replaced a historic door with two leaves. The historic 2 leaves
door does not exist, and they are not even remembered by the current owner of the house.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Remove the existing door and restore the traditional door if there are any evidences that can indicate
the existence of the room that it once enclosed. If no traces of the original door were found, a 2-leaves
wooden replacement is recommended whose design is inspired but a simplified version of the
traditional Bahraini doors of the period. It is also recommended to restore the courtyard to its original
level and revealing the two steps that lead to this doorway.
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D6
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
106:101
Width
66 cm
Height
170 cm
Description
The bathroom was never enclosed by was left open. Privacy was maintained by curtains and barastis.
This could confirm our interpretation of the 1940’s deed.
Provenance
It is a new door that never had a historic reference.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Remove the existing door and reconfigure the architecture so that no door would be needed.
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D7
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
107:101
Width
57 cm
Height
160 cm
Description
This is a one new leave.
Provenance
The frame of this door could be the original one. The historic door was only one leaf also.
Remarks
There were two steps to heighten the floor level from the courtyard level.
Recommendations
Remove the existing door, preserve the frame in place and restore it if necessary. A new door whose
design would be inspired by the traditional doors should replace the existing one.
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D8
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
109:101
Width
86 cm
Height
206 cm
Description
A new door in a newly added room. One of the wooden members of the lintels seems to be historic and
reused in this position.
Provenance
--Remarks
Room No.109 is newly constructed, and it replaced the position of the one flight staircase that led to
the first floor.
Recommendations
Remove this door, and possible reuse of the historic wooden member in the reconstruction of other
doors, or door frames.
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D9
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
110-112
Width
87 cm
Height
207 cm
Description
This is a new one-leaf door in an old room.
Provenance
It is not sure whether this door existing originally or not. The deed of the 1960’s suggests that there was
not doorway at all, but the current owner confirms its existence, and the existence of two steps that
lead to the room No. 110.
Remarks
The owner confirms that the level of the floor of room 112 was lower by two steps than the level it is at
today. It is for that reason that one should walk these two steps up in order to reach to the threshold of
this doorway. There are no traces of historic wooden frame.
Recommendations
Conduct excavation to confirm or annul the existence of the two steps and to check on the authenticity
of that doorway, remove the existing door and replace with two-leaves traditional door if its historic
existence is confirmed. If the historic existence of the doorway was not confirmed it is recommended to
either block the doorway and restore the traditional setting or to keep the door but install a modern
looking door to indicate that this is a new opening and a new door.
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D10
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
111:112
Width
87 cm
Height
180 cm
Description
This is a one leaf door installed in a confirmed historic doorway. The historic frame also exists.
Provenance
The existing one-leaf door is new, but the frame is historic, and could be the original one.
Remarks
This could be the oldest surviving doorway. The owner confirms that the level of the floor of room 112
was lower by two steps than the level it is at today. It is for that reason that one should walk these two
steps up in order to reach to the threshold of this doorway.
Recommendations
Remove the modern door, and preserve and possible restore the historic frame. Install a two-leaves
door that is based on a simplified design of the traditional Bahraini doors. It is also recommended to
excavate right outside the doorway to confirm the existence of the 2 steps mentioned by the owner. If
the steps are confirmed the door frame should be restored to the original lower floor height.
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D11
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
113:112
Width
87 cm
Height
208 cm
Description
One-leaf modern door that leads to a room that was added to the original fabric.
Provenance
Those are modern door, frame and accessories, and has not historic reference.
Remarks
--Recommendations
To be removed along with the newly added wall, and restore the original arrangement.
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D12
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
114:110
Width
87 cm
Height
208 cm
Description
This is a modern door installed in a newly added room. It has a leaf where mosquitoes-net is fixed.
Provenance
Those are modern door, frame and accessories, and has not historic reference.
Remarks
--Recommendations
To be removed along with the newly added wall, and restore the original arrangement.
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D17
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:205
Width
66 cm
Height
170 cm
Description
This is a historic one-leaf door, but quite peculiar. Its leaf was cut from one of the flanges of the
wooden wheels of electrical cables. The door is not paneled. It consists of two layers of wooden boards
originally stapled together. The wooden board of one layer were positioned in the opposite direction of
the other to minimize the gaps and to provide solidity to the flange.
Provenance
This is a historic door in a historic frame. The use of the wooden planks of the cable wheels flange
demonstrates that humbleness of the and the simplicity of the house, and confirms that the primary
concern is the utility of the object.
Remarks
The floor level of space 205, the exterior terrace was raised during the construction of the lower room
(room 109). This gained height shall be rectified in the recommended restoration project.
Recommendations
The door and its frame to be preserved in place. The floor of space No. 205 shall be restored to its
original level.
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D18
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:208
Width
Not accessible to be measured
Height
Not accessible to be measured
Description
Provenance
It is confirmed whether the old door is still existing in place. The wooden frame, however, is the original
one.
Remarks
Space No. 208, and 209 are delineated with modern additions, and shall be removed to unify the space
No. 207 of the 1st floor terrace.
Recommendations
The historic fabric of the door shall be preserved and restored if necessary.
D19
Exterior and Interior Photos
No photos (the doorway is totally blocked).
Between Rooms
108:the southern road
Width
Blocked and not trace of the doorway so it is not feasible to assume a width. However, the 1960’s deed
might indicate a door of 90 cm width.
Height
Blocked and not trace of the doorway so it is not feasible to assume a height. According to the height of
the traditional Bahraini doors of 90 cm width, a height of 205 cm could be suggested.
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Description
Provenance
It is confirmed whether the old door is still existing in place. The wooden frame, however, is the original
one.
Remarks
Space No. 208, and 209 are delineated with modern additions, and shall be removed to unify the space
No. 207 of the 1st floor terrace.
Recommendations
The historic fabric of the door shall be preserved and restored if necessary.
Doors: summary of interventions

Sequence
Proposed Interventions\Doorway No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 17 18 19
1 1
1 1
1
1
1
1 1 1 1

1. Preserve and restore existing door
2. Install a traditionally looking door
3. Restore floor level
4. Removing incompatible door

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

5. Preserve & reuse original members
6. Preserve original frame in place
7. Re-open & restore blocked doorway

1

1
1

10

1

11

12

13

1

14

15

1
1

Total

2
8
6
12
1
4
1
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III. Windows
Windows survey and recommendations
W1
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
102:101
Width
105 cm
Height
110 cm
Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has two operable leaves.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
A mosquitoes net is installed at the external side.
Recommendations
Preserve if the new architectural setting would mandate, or else remove, and use its accessories or
members to restore the other preserved steel windows.
W2
Exterior and Interior Photos
Similar to the photo of W1.
Between Rooms
102:101
Width
105
Height
110
Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has to operable leaves.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
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available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
--Recommendations
It is important to preserve few of these windows in place to represent the 1970’s phase of construction
that the building witnessed. It is recommended to preserve this one, and if it lacks any accessories, they
can fixed from other typical windows recommended for removal.
W3
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
104:103
Width
75 cm
Height
117 cm
Description
Original window of 4 leaves shutters and an exterior iron grill. The frame is original, but one of the door
jambs is affected by termites. It was painted with oil yellow paint.
Provenance
This is an original window in an original window opening.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Preserve, exchange damaged frame jamb, and remove modern paint. Finish with oiling and staining.
Traditional accessories need to be restored.
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W4
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
Width
75 cm
Height
117 cm
Description
Original window of 4 leaves shutters and an exterior iron grill. The frame is original, but one of the door
jambs is affected by termites. It was painted with oil yellow paint.
Provenance
This is an original window in an original window opening.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Preserve, exchange damaged frame jamb, and remove modern paint. Finish with oiling and staining.
Traditional accessories need to be restored. The A/C unit installed above this window shall be removed.
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W5
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
105:101
Width
152 cm
Height
126 cm
Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has two operable leaves and one fixed panel. The
pivoting leaf is 48 cm width x 120 cm high. There are mesh panels which are fixed at the exterior of the
operable leaves. There are many application of caulking that seal the gap between the steel frame and
the glass panels. There are some glass panels which are broken. One of the operable leaves is missing.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
--Recommendations
To be preserved. Remove the over paint, and treat against trust. The hinges shall be also oiled. It is
important to preserve few of these windows in place to represent the 1970’s phase of construction that
the building witnessed. It is recommended to preserve this one, and if it lacks any accessories, glass
panels, operable leaves, all of which can be re-fixed from other typical windows recommended for
removal. The accumulative layer of caulking shall be removed, and the gaps between the glass and the
steel frame shall be properly caulked.
W6
Exterior and Interior Photos
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Between Rooms
105 : southern road
Width
106 cm
Height
124 cm
Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has two operable leaves and one fixed panel. The
pivoting leaf is 48 cm width x 120 cm high. There are mesh panels which are fixed at the exterior of the
operable leaves. There are many applications of caulking that seal the gap between the steel frame and
the glass panels. There are some glass panels which are broken. One of the operable leaves is missing.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
This is a newly opened widow that was pierced into the solid exterior wall.
Recommendations
It is recommended to remove this window and re-block the window opening and restore the solid
exterior wall of the house. The members of and the panels of the window can be used in restoring the
other similarly preserved ones.
W7
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
105 : southern road
Width
60 cm
Height
40 cm
Description
This window opening has just a wooden frame with nothing fixed into it. The owner told us that it was
used for a fan to ventilate the kitchen.
Provenance
This is a new window opening that was pierced into the wall.
Remarks
---
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Recommendations
It is recommended to remove this window and re-block the window opening and restore the solid
exterior wall of the house.
W8
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
106 : southern road
Width
55 cm
Height
63 cm
Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has one operable leaf. There are many applications
of caulking that seal the gap between the steel frame and the glass panels.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
This is a new window that was pierced in the exterior.
Recommendations
To preserve the window in place, but after rebuilding the exterior wall with traditional masonry system.
This window will serve to ventilate the new toilets, but also will be one of the reminisces of the 1970’s
addition to the house.
W9
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
109:101
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Width
126 cm
Height
100 cm
Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has two operable leaves.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
The external existing staircase that leads to the first floor is partially blocking this window opening.
Recommendations
It is important to preserve few of these windows in place to represent the 1970’s phase of construction
that the building witnessed. However, following the reconstruction scheme developed this window
along with room No. 109 is subject for removal. The various items of the windows and its accessories
can be used for the restoration of those units which will be preserved.
W10
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
109: southern road
Width
152 cm
Height
130 cm
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Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has two operable leaves and one fixed panel. The
pivoting leaf is 48 cm width x 120 cm high.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
--Recommendations
It is important to preserve few of these windows in place to represent the 1970’s phase of construction
that the building witnessed. However, following the reconstruction scheme developed this window
along with room No. 109 is subject for removal, and the window opening would be blocked using
traditional masonry technique.
W11
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
110:112
Width
80 cm
Height
105 cm
Description
Original window of 4 leaves shutters and an exterior iron grill. The frame is original. It was newly
painted with an oil paint. Only one of the wooden traditional rotating locks still exist which is for the
internal north upper leaf.
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Provenance
This is an original window in an original window opening.
Remarks
The window sill seems to be at the same level of the floor of room 112. The owner informed us this
floor level was 2 steps lower than what it is today.
Recommendations
Preserve, and remove modern paint. Finish with oiling and staining. Restore floor level. Traditional
accessories need to be restored.
W12
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
110:112
Width
80 cm
Height
105 cm
Description
Original window of 4 leaves shutters and an exterior iron grill. The frame is original, but one of the door
jambs is affected by termites. It was newly painted with an oil paint. Only one of the wooden traditional
rotating locks still exist which is for the internal south upper leaf.
Provenance
This is an original window in an original window opening.
Remarks
The window sill seems to be at the same level of the floor of room 112. The owner informed us this
floor level was 2 steps lower than what it is today.
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Recommendations
Preserve, exchange damaged frame jamb, and remove modern paint. Restore original floor level. Finish
with oiling and staining. Traditional accessories need to be restored.
W13
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
111:113
Width
80 cm
Height
105 cm
Description
Original window of 4 leaves shutters and an exterior iron grill. The frame is original, but one of the door
jambs is affected by termites. It was newly painted with an oil paint. Only one of the wooden traditional
rotating locks still exist which is for the internal south upper leaf.
Provenance
This is an original window in an original window opening.
Remarks
The window sill seems to be at the same level of the floor of room 113. The owner informed us this
floor level was 2 steps lower than what it is today. Also, there is a shelf that is recently being added in
the niche of window opening. The window was blocked or covered from the room No. 113 side.
Recommendations
Preserve, exchange damaged frame jamb, and remove modern paint. Restore floor level. The existing
shelf that divides the niche height needs to be removed. Finish with oiling and staining. Traditional
accessories need to be restored.
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W14
There is not window in this location. The initial architectural survey has mistakenly pointed to a
window.
W15
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
113:112
Width
103 cm
Height
125 cm
Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has two operable leaves.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
--Recommendations
It is important to preserve few of these windows in place to represent the 1970’s phase of construction
that the building witnessed. However, this window is installed in a wall that is blocking the ground floor
terrace and disturbing the original architectural arrangement of the house. That is why it is
recommended to remove this window and use its elements to restore others which will be preserved.
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W16
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
114:101
Width
154 cm
Height
126 cm
Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has two operable leaves and one fixed panel. The
pivoting leaf is 48 cm width x 120 cm high. There are many application of caulking that seal the gap
between the steel frame and the glass panels. There are many layers of over paint.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This window is installed in a wall that is blocking the ground floor terrace and disturbing the original
architectural arrangement of the house. That is why it is recommended to remove this window and use
its elements to restore others which will be preserved.
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W16’
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
Width
55 cm
Height
66 cm
Description
A window made of steel members along its frame. It has one operable leaf. There are many applications
of caulking that seal the gap between the steel frame and the glass panels, and the glass is broken.
Provenance
This seems to be a post 1960’s windows, since they are installed in rooms which were not shown in
either the 1940’s or the 1960’s deed. The owner informed us that those types of windows were readily
available in Bahrain in the 1970’s on. Currently, those windows are not available except in antique
shops.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This window is installed in a wall that is blocking the view from the ground floor terrace and disturbing
the original architectural arrangement of the house. That is why it is recommended to remove this
window and use its elements to restore others which will be preserved.
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W24
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:205
Width
100 cm
Height
122 cm
Description
The original frame exists. One wooden plank of the leaves is reused and nailed onto the frame, but
warped because of being exposed to sun and weathering.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening, and some of the wooden elements of the window is still
preserved in place but In bad conditions.
Remarks
This window is above the doorway of room No. 201.
Recommendations
Restore the original window using the preserved elements that are still existing in place (the members
of the wooden frame and the plank of the leaves).
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W25
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:205
Width
100 cm
Height
130 cm
Description
The opening exists but no frame and not leaves are preserved. The window is all missing.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Restore the original window using the wooden elements that could be found loose in the building. Oil
and stain the preserved wooden items.
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W26
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:207
Width
100 cm
Height
130 cm
Description
The opening exists but no frame and not leaves are preserved. The window is all missing.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Restore the original window using the wooden elements that could be found loose in the building. Oil
and stain the preserved wooden items.
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W27
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
106:207
Width
100 cm
Height
130 cm
Description
The opening exists but no frame and not leaves are preserved. The window is all missing.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Restore the original window using the wooden elements that could be found loose in the building. Oil
and stain the preserved wooden items.
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W28
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:207
Width
100 cm
Height
130 cm
Description
The original frame exists, and most of the elements of the two wooden leaves still exist. Those
elements have fell from their position. They are in bad conditions; warped because of being exposed to
sun and weathering.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening, and some of the wooden elements of the window is still
preserved in place but In bad conditions.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Restore the original window using the preserved elements that are still existing in place. Oil and stain
the preserved wooden items.
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W29
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:208
Width
77 cm
Height
130 cm
Description
No frame. Some of the wooden planks of the leaves still existing, but warped because of being exposed
to sun and weathering.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening, and some of the wooden elements of the window is still
preserved in place but In bad conditions.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Restore the original window using the preserved elements that are still existing in place. Oil and stain
the preserved wooden items.
W30
Exterior and Interior Photos
Inaccessible
Between Rooms
206:208
Width
77 cm
Height
130 cm
Description
No frame, and no wooden planks are preserved.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening, but none of its wooden elements are preserved.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Restore the original window using any of the preserved elements that are still existing in the building.
Oil and stain the preserved wooden items.
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W31
Exterior and Interior Photos
Inaccessible
Between Rooms
206:208
Width
inaccessible
Height
130 cm
Description
No frame, and no wooden planks are preserved.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening, but none of its wooden elements are preserved.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Restore the original window using any of the preserved elements that are still existing in the building.
Oil and stain the preserved wooden items.
W32
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:Southern road
Width
77 cm
Height
135 cm
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Description
Some of the members of the original frame and the original wooden planks of the leaves exist, but
warped because of being exposed to sun and weathering.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening, and some of the wooden elements of the window is still
preserved in place but In bad conditions.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Restore the original window using the preserved elements that are still existing in place (the members
of the wooden frame and the plank of the leaves). Oil and stain the preserved wooden items.
W33
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:Southern road
Width
77 cm
Height
135 cm
Description
Some of the members of the original frame and the original wooden planks of the leaves exist, but
warped because of being exposed to sun and weathering.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening, and some of the wooden elements of the window is still
preserved in place but In bad conditions.
Remarks
---
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Recommendations
Restore the original window using the preserved elements that are still existing in place (the members
of the wooden frame and the plank of the leaves). Oil and stain the preserved wooden items.
W34
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:Southern road
Width
69 cm
Height
135 cm
Description
Some of the members of the original frame and the original wooden planks of the leaves exist, but
warped because of being exposed to sun and weathering.
Provenance
This seems an original window opening, and some of the wooden elements of the window is still
preserved in place but In bad conditions.
Remarks
--Recommendations
Restore the original window using the preserved elements that are still existing in place (the members
of the wooden frame and the plank of the leaves). Oil and stain the preserved wooden items.
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W35
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:219 (in Turabi House)
Width
72 cm
Height
58 cm
Description
This is a fixed wooden shutter that was built to supply room 219 in Turabi House with air draft that was
once caught by a wind tower that existed in room 206. The shutter is to keep the privacy. The existence
of the wind tower is confirmed by the owner of the house. The owner is hesitant about the exact
location of that wind tower.
Provenance
This is an original window in its original location.
Remarks
Modern piers were built against those shutters.
Recommendations
To clean and remove over paint. It is also recommended to remove the modern piers which were built
against those windows. If the existence of the wind tower is confirmed, by a photograph or any other
architectural evidences, it would be recommended to be reconstructed and consequently reconstruct
the function of this shutter window. Oil and stain the preserved wooden items.
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W36
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:219 (in Turabi House)
Width
77 cm
Height
55 cm
Description
This is a fixed wooden shutter that was built to supply room 219 in Turabi House with air draft that was
once caught by a wind tower that existed in room 206. The shutter is to keep the privacy. The existence
of the wind tower is confirmed by the owner of the house. The owner is hesitant about the exact
location of that wind tower.
Provenance
This is an original window in its original location.
Remarks
Modern piers were built against those shutters.
Recommendations
To clean and remove over paint. It is also recommended to remove the modern piers which were built
against those windows. If the existence of the wind tower is confirmed, by a photograph or any other
architectural evidences, it would be recommended to be reconstructed and consequently reconstruct
the function of this shutter window. Oil and stain the preserved wooden items.
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W37
Exterior and Interior Photos

Between Rooms
206:219 (in Turabi House)
Width
75 cm
Height
56 cm
Description
This is a fixed wooden shutter that was built to supply room 219 in Turabi House with air draft that was
once caught by a wind tower that existed in room 206. The shutter is to keep the privacy. The existence
of the wind tower is confirmed by the owner of the house. The owner is hesitant about the exact
location of that wind tower.
Provenance
This is an original window in its original location.
Remarks
Modern piers were built against those shutters.
Recommendations
To clean and remove over paint. It is also recommended to remove the modern piers which were built
against those windows. If the existence of the wind tower is confirmed, by a photograph or any other
architectural evidences, it would be recommended to be reconstructed and consequently reconstruct
the function of this shutter window. Oil and stain the preserved wooden items.
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Windows: summary of interventions
Sequence

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Interventions \ Window No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

16'

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

1. Preserve steel window
2. Remove steel window

1
1

1
1

3. Restore historic wooden window
4. Use elements to restore others

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6. Restore accessories

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7. Oiling and staining

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

8. Exchange damaged elements

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

10. block opening

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5. Remove over paint

9. Remove A/C

1

1
1

1

1

The Bader Ghloum house has a total of 19 historic wooden windows, which seem to be original to the time of the construction of the building.
All 19 historic windows are subjects of conservation and restoration. It also has a total of 10 newer steel windows, of which 3 will be preserved
in place to witness on the phase of the post 1050’s phase of development. It is recommended to remove all other steel windows not to
overshadow on the historic value of the original fabric. The steel windows to be dismantled will be used as supplies of accessories and members
for the preserved windows. It is also recommended to block 3 windows which are currently opened towards the southern road. Those windows
were newly pierced in the historic façade altering one of its main characters which is an exterior solid mass with almost no opening. All other
specific technical recommended interventions are listed in the above summary table.
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7
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7
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IV. Badgirs
Badgirs survey and recommendations
B1
Between Rooms
205 : southern road
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
81 cm
30 cm
105 cm
163 cm
Description
Does not exist. This is supposed to be a roof badgir that does not require any shutters or wooden
frame.
Remarks
It was demolished, but its existence was confirmed by the owner.
Recommendations
Needs reconstruction
B2
Between Rooms
205 : southern road
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
81 cm
30 cm
105 cm
163 cm
Description
Does not exist. This is supposed to be a roof badgir that does not require any shutters or wooden
frame.
Remarks
It was demolished, but its existence was confirmed by the owner.
Recommendations
Needs reconstruction
B3
Between Rooms
205 : southern road
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
81 cm
30 cm
105 cm
163 cm
Description
Does not exist. This is supposed to be a roof badgir that does not require any shutters or wooden
frame.
Remarks
It was demolished, but its existence was confirmed by the owner.
Recommendations
Needs reconstruction
B4
Between Rooms
205 : southern road
Length
81 cm

: Depth
30 cm

: Height (lower):
105 cm

Height (higher)
163 cm
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Description
Does not exist. This is supposed to be a roof badgir that does not require any shutters or wooden
frame.
Remarks
It was demolished, but its existence was confirmed by the owner.
Recommendations
Needs reconstruction
B5
Between Rooms
206 : southern road
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
81 cm
40 cm
85 cm
145 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter. Its wooden danshal beams are also missing.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and if a shutter was confirmed to have existed in it, it should be
restored. The danshal beams shall be re-fixed to prevent any further damage and collapses.
B6
Between Rooms
206 : southern road
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
85 cm
35 cm
85 cm
145 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter. Its wooden danshal beams are also missing.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and if a shutter was confirmed to have existed in it, it should be
restored. The danshal beams shall be re-fixed to prevent any further damage and collapses.
B7
Between Rooms
206 : southern road
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
120 cm
35 cm
85 cm
145 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter. Its wooden danshal beams are also missing.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and if a shutter was confirmed to have existed in it, it should be
restored. The danshal beams shall be re-fixed to prevent any further damage and collapses.
B8
Between Rooms
206 : 205
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Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
120 cm
35 cm
55 cm
110 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and if a shutter was confirmed to have existed in it, it should be
restored.
B9
Between Rooms
206 : 207
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
110 cm
35 cm
56 cm
115 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and if a shutter was confirmed to have existed in it, it should be
restored.
B10
Between Rooms
206 : 207
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
116 cm
35 cm
56 cm
115 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and if a shutter was confirmed to have existed in it, it should be
restored.
B11
Between Rooms
206 : 207
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
116 cm
35 cm
56 cm
115 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and if a shutter was confirmed to have existed in it, it should be
restored.
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B12
Between Rooms
206 : 208
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
80 cm
40 cm
85 cm
145 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and if a shutter was confirmed to have existed in it, it should be
restored.
B13
Between Rooms
206 : 208
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
80 cm
40 cm
85 cm
145 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter. Its wooden danshal beams are also missing.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and if a shutter was confirmed to have existed in it, it should be
restored. The danshal beams shall be re-fixed to prevent any further damage and collapses.
B14
Between Rooms
209 : Bayt Muhammad & Gabr Jalahma.
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
90 cm
40 cm
110 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and replastering.
B15
Between Rooms
209 : Bayt Muhammad & Gabr Jalahma.
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
85 cm
34 cm
110 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and replastering.

Height (higher)
165 cm

Height (higher)
165 cm
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B16
Between Rooms
209 : Bayt Muhammad & Gabr Jalahma.
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
83 cm
34 cm
110 cm
165 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter. Some of its froush masonry is missing.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and replastering. Missing frounsh masonry should be reconstituted.
B17
Between Rooms
207 : Bayt Muhammad & Gabr Jalahma.
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
110 cm
34 cm
110 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and replastering.
B18
Between Rooms
207 : Bayt Muhammad & Gabr Jalahma.
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
113 cm
34 cm
110 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and replastering.

Height (higher)
165 cm

Height (higher)
165 cm

B19
Between Rooms
207 : 210
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
130 cm
33 cm
110 cm
165 cm
Description
The badgir does not have any frame, nor shutter. Some of its froush masonry is missing.
Remarks
--Recommendations
This badgir need restoration, and replastering. The froush masonry needs restoration.
B20
Between Rooms
207 : 210
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Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
133 cm
33 cm
110 cm
165 cm
Description
The badgir was removed to make a path to the space 210, the roof of a newly constructed room.
- Remarks:
--Recommendations
This badgir should be reconstructed. Access to space 210 would not be necessary in the future since
it Is recommended to remove that new addition.
B21
Between Rooms
207 : 101
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
100 cm
33 cm
110 cm
Description
The badgir was removed and replaced with a solid parapet.
--Recommendations
This badgir should be reconstructed.
B22
Between Rooms
207 : 101
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
100 cm
33 cm
110 cm
Description
The badgir was removed and replaced with a solid parapet.
- Remarks:
--Recommendations
This badgir should be reconstructed.
B23
Between Rooms
207 : 101
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
100 cm
33 cm
110 cm
Description
The badgir was removed and replaced with a solid parapet.
Remarks:
--Recommendations
This badgir should be reconstructed.
B24
Between Rooms
207 : 205
Length
100 cm

: Depth
33 cm

: Height (lower):
110 cm

Height (higher)
165 cm

Height (higher)
165 cm

Height (higher)
165 cm

Height (higher)
165 cm
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Description
The badgir was removed after the removal of the ground floor toilet and the original staircase.
- Remarks:
-Recommendations
This badgir should be reconstructed after the prospective removal of roof 205.
B25
Between Rooms
206 : skylight
Length
: Depth
: Height (lower):
Height (higher)
? cm
? cm
? cm
? cm
Description
This wind tower does not exist, but the owner confirmed that it was there. Evidences of its existence
are the three window shutters which were fed by air draft coming down from the wind tower
towards room No. 219 in Turabi House.
- Remarks:
If the claim of the owner is correct, this wind tower must have been built partially on the upper
eastern wall of al-Turabi House and partially on the walls of room 206. I assume that it was built at
the southern extremity of the room occupying the two southernmost bays of the room. However,
the owner confirms that the wind tower was built in the middle of the room, a suggestion that
would be hard to believe from a structural point of view. If we remove the modern supports at the
western side of the room, there won’t be enough wall thickness to carry the masonry of the wind
tower.
Recommendations
This badgir should be reconstructed if enough evidences are found and revealed. If the existence is
confirmed but the shape could not be estimated, a modern interpretation would then be
recommended for reconstruction.
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Badgirs: summary of interventions

Sequence

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Proposed Interventions \ Badgir No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Total

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3. Restore the danshal works

1

1

1

4.Restore a shutter and its frame

1

1

1

1

15
9
4
9
2
1

1. Exists & needs restoration
2. Removed & needs reconstruction

5. Restore froush masonry
6. Restore the wind tower

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

Bayt Badr Ghloum has a total of 15 existing wall badgir. They are all in the first floor, and all need serious restoration and repair works. Existing
traces indicate that 9 of those 15 badgirs, especially those which are located in the upper room (No. 206), had shutters to control the air flow
within the room. Due to the addition of other rooms in the ground floor level, and the modifications made in various places in the house, there
are at least 9 wall badgir that were demolished. The architectural composition of the house suggests their locations, and the owner confirmed
their existence. Those 9 wall badgirs are scheduled to be reconstructed in the conservation project of the house.
The owner of house confirmed that there was a wind tower over the room 206. What confirms the onwer’s claim is the existence of three
shutter windows that are supposed to draft the air into the room No. 219 in Turabi House. Those shuttered window could not have any other
function except to provide privacy while allowing air draft in the neighboring room. If the claim of the owner is correct, this wind tower must
have been built partially on the upper eastern wall of al-Turabi House and partially on the walls of room 206. It is assumed that it was built at the
southern extremity of the room occupying the two southernmost bays of the room. However, the owner confirms that the wind tower was built
in the middle of the room, a suggestion that would be hard to believe from a structural point of view. If we remove the modern supports at the
western side of the room, there won’t be enough wall thickness to carry the masonry of the wind tower. In any case, We recommend to
reconstruct this wind tower only if enough evidences about its exact location and shape are found. If the existence is confirmed but the shape
could not be estimated, a modern architectural interpretation would then be recommended.
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V. The Courtyard/Garden

VI. Areas and Quantities of other architectural elements
Excavated ground surface area:
Fountain area:
Garden area:
List of the newly planted trees: papaya – Mango – pomegranate
Length of newly added walls:
Surface of the original Traditional plaster:
Surface of the modern plaster:
Length and width of staircase newly built: length:
Removal and dismantling area:

121.13 m2
2.72 m2
55.10 m2
16.75 m
1650 m2
45 m2
4.5 m -width: 0.927 m

El Habashi’s report on Bader al-Ghloum House: Survey and project of conservation
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Ground Floor Plan: Existing Consition with the
numbers of openings and elevations
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First Floor Plan: Existing
Consition with the
numbers of openings
and elevations
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State of conservation assessment of the urban property
BADR GHULUM HOUSE
Date of assessment: 31.10.2011 by Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis
Sources of visuals: All photos were taken during the assessment, unless otherwise indicated. The
architectural drawings are based on those produced during the architectural surveys carried out in the
Ministry of Culture, Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling Testimony in
2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
(Time indications of modifications according to anecdotal information of the owners)
oven added in courtyard (recent)
rooms 102, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 113, 114 of block-work and metallic windows, wooden doors
added (in the 1960s)
room 209 of provisional wooden elements
cupboard, shelves and intermediate level inserted in wall recesses (1960s) of room 111
wooden one-leave doors in rooms 111, 110, 104, 206
metallic windows in rooms 105 and 109
false ceilings under historic ceilings in rooms 110, 111
provisional wooden stairs to first floor
surface layer of cement plaster on most walls
concrete planters for vegetation in courtyard
cement flooring in courtyard
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
3–4
most spaces severely neglected (debris/ storage/ uncoordinated electrical wiring/
unclean/ structural deficiencies/ non-historic additions and modifications)
1- missing
3) historic
1) Oral history
2) physical evidence
Reference
documents
Historic wooden
anecdotal information
existing metallic door
main entrance
of the owner
door
Courtyard pool
anecdotal information
(to be investigated)
of the owner
Wooden twoanecdotal information
existing replacement doors
leave doors in
of the owner
rooms 111, 110,
104, 206
Historic stairs of
anecdotal information
(to be investigated)
1962 deed (see
danshal and coral
of the owner
figure 23)
stone in 109
Barasti in the
anecdotal information
place of 104
of the owner
Parts of the
anecdotal information
existing replacement parapet wall
parapet wall with
of the owner
bādgīrs of 207
Wooden windanecdotal information
existing ventilation openings to
tower in room 206 of the owner
neighboring property in room 206
Historic ceiling in
existing replacement ceiling
room 206
Second property
anecdotal information
(to be investigated)
1962 deed (see
access in western
of the owner
figure 23)
boundary wall
Lintel of northern
Existing blocked wall separating
1962 deed (see
blocked opening
rooms 113 & 114.
figure 23)
of arcade in 113
Former access
anecdotal information
closed access opening
from 110 to
of the owner
former toilet in
109

1

2 – partially collapsed / indicators
room 209
disintegrating provisional structure
provisional
fragile and partially collapsed
wooden stairs to
first floor
one bādgīr in
plaster and coral stone work partly missing/coral stone slab partly missing
eastern parapet
wall of 207
historic windows
fragile and partially collapsed
in room 206
3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
breaking wall plaster/ terrazzo floor tiling disintegrating/ false ceiling
room 105
disintegrating/ glass window panes of missing/
structural and surface wall cracks/ breaking wall plaster/ false ceiling
room 106
disintegrating
room 107
structural and surface wall cracks
room 113
salt crystallization (efflorescence) on historic walls/ floor severely bulging
Structural cracks in roof support above columns/ surface cracks in surface plaster
room 112 (liwan)
of walls and columns/ bases of octagonal columns disintegrating
roof terraces 207
disintegrating and partly non existing parapet walls
and 205
structural cracks, cement and lime plaster breaking off
Walls and bādgīr
of room 206
Courtyard wall of lime plaster and surface cement plaster disintegrating
neighboring
property
Courtyard cement disintegrating and partly bulging
floor
concrete planters
Fragile
for vegetation in
courtyard
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
room 102
wall cement plaster cracking/ missing window glass panes
water stains on wooden ceiling/surface cracks in interior wall cement plaster and
room 104
paint/ breaking exterior wall plaster/ room dividing concrete block wall/
provisionally blocked former AC unit opening in wall
Opening to room 110 in western wall closed/ wall plaster bulging/ salt
room 109
crystallization/ false ceiling disintegrating/ AC window unit added in southern
wall
slight corner crack in south-western corner/ AC window unit added in southern
wall/ lower interior walls planked and recesses filled in/ severe salt crystallization,
room 110
particularly on western wall/ surface cracks in cement wall plaster/ danshal
ceiling hidden under false ceiling/former door opening to room 111 closed with
block-work/
severe salt crystallization on lower parts of all walls/ surface cracks in cement
room 111
wall plaster and paint/ danshal ceiling hidden under false ceiling/
room 114
ill-maintained
breaking cement and lime plaster/ some windows blocked with cement blocks or
containing
wooden sheets/ uncoordinated rain gutter positioning/ exposed AC window units/
courtyard wall
graffiti/ pole for electrical neighborhood cable
two bādgīr in
breaking plaster
northern parapet
wall of 207
roofs of 102, 104, tar insulation added
105, 106, 107,
109, 110, 111,
113, 114
Bādgīr in room
partly blocked with wooden boards
206
floor in room 206 cracked surface

2

wooden ceiling in replacement of historic ceiling
room 206
Historic windows oil paint
in room 104
Historic windows oil paint
and shutters in
110
5 – sound condition/ notes
new metallic main
entrance door
ventilation
openings to
neighboring
property
Historic danschal including original polychrome paint
ceiling in room
110 above false
ceiling
Setting
According to anecdotal information of the owner the seashore used to abut the building to the southwest. The seafront location is lost due to land reclamation and urban growth.
The urban pattern and traditional atmosphere is well preserved. Badr Ghulum House is part of a cluster
of surviving historic fabric, which includes the direct adjacent buildings. The urban morphology is well
preserved also in terms of building heights and typologies. However, an apartment block to the south
considerably impacts the setting. The overall state of conservation in the neighborhood is poor, with
signs such as informal low-quality housing and a lack of maintenance of the built fabric and public
space.
Vegetation
5 palm trees and other trees and bushes, mostly in good state, with the exception of one palm tree
which has leaned, still rooted, and is currently touching section of the eastern 1960’s additions.
Movable items of cultural significance
medical equipment of original owners/ diver’s stone/ family photographs
Contribution of Badr Ghulum House to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site
The property’s contribution to the serial site’s Outstanding Universal Value is predominantly
associated to the traditional medical treatment facility. It is the earliest remaining structure built for the
healing of the sick in Muharraq.
(Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.2 Badr
Ghulum House, p. 212 ff, and the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties:
Architectural Testimony of the Pearling Heritage, p. 81 ff)
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value
Shaded garden, palm trees/ recreation memory/ material, design/ function/ ownership
(Refer to the Nomination File, 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242)
Synthesis and photo documentation
Badr Ghulum House is structurally overall in a bad state of conservation. Most spaces show signs of
either architectural or structural degradation or both. While most spaces are ill-maintained and used as
storage, room 110 and the liwan (112) remain in occasional use by the owners (photo 1). While the
existence of the historic, polychrome danshal ceiling is confirmed in this room (photo 2), this remains
to be confirmed for room 111, where the false ceiling has not yet been removed. The most common
pathology of the historic fabric at ground floor is severe salt crystallization of wall surfaces particularly
in the western building parts, which were originally built at the seaside (photo 3 and 4). Cement plaster
and oil paint, as well as wooden planks, were meant as a remedial intervention (photos 1-3).
At the first floor, the historic fabric and historic elements such as windows and bādgīrs are very fragile
and partly collapsed or missing (photos 7-10). However, most historic building parts are preserved and
the property retains a unique atmosphere; this is largely due to the authentic historic architecture, the
spatial quality of the courtyard and its vegetation. Furthermore, the presence of various movable
heritage objects, which are related to the historic use of the building, as well as the welcoming and
enthusiastic attitude of the current owners towards visitors, play a role in this (photos 11-13).

3

There have been a number of modification and additions, many of which are reversible if so desired.
According to anecdotal information of the owners, room 104 replaced a former barasti (palm frond
hut) and was constructed in vernacular building tradition in the late pearling era (photos 17 and 18).
Other post-pearling additions are not of the local vernacular and mostly dilapidated (photo 16). This
includes the cement flooring of the courtyard (photo 15).
Equally according to the owners, a historic stairway has been replaced by the currently existing fragile
wooden stairs (photo 14). So was the historic wooden entrance door replaced by a locally typical
metallic door of the second half of the 20th century (photo 20). At the first floor, according to the
owners a wooden wind tower has been lost. Ventilation openings in the shared western wall with
Turabi House, are physical evidence of the former existence of such wind tower.
Although mostly dilapidated, the historic fabric and architectural elements retain a high degree of
authenticity.
In terms of setting, the property forms part of an atmospheric cluster of historic buildings, but is
negatively impacted by a recent neighboring apartment block as well informal, provisional housing
(photos 19-22).

1: view into room 110

2: danschal ceiling in 110

3: salt crystallization in 111

4: salt crystallization in room 110

5: middle column of the
liwan

6: floor of the liwan (112)
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7: exterior of room 206

8: historic window in room 109

9: provisional shack (208 and 209)

10: bādgīr in roof terrace 209

11: Mohammed and Ali Badr with diver’s stone

12: Ali Badr with medical stretching bench

13: medical tools

14: stairs to first floor

15: courtyard floor
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16: room 102

17: room 104

18: entrance to room 104

21: neighboring blunilding

19: exterior boundary wall

20: main entrance door

22: informal constructions

23: Back of the property deed issued on 19 of July 1962 which shows the then architectural
arrangement of the house (notice the staircase, the southern entrance, and the 4 arches arcade). For
more interpretation of the deeds of the house refer to the conservation plan.
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missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected
architecturally degraded
sound condition
room number
addition
Ground Floor Plan 1:150

7

missing
partially collapsed
structural deficiencies and architectural degradation
no structural deficiencies but architectural degradation
no structural deficiencies nor architectural degradation (well preserved)
room number
addition
Ground Floor Plan 1:150
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State of conservation assessment of the urban property
TURABI HOUSE
Date of assessment: 05.11.2011 by Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis
Sources of visuals: All photos were taken during the assessment, unless otherwise indicated. The
architectural drawings are based on those produced during the architectural surveys carried out in the
Ministry of Culture, Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling Testimony in
2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
(Time indications of modifications according to anecdotal information of the owners)
replacement of historic building on western part of the plot with a modern building
room 107 bathroom and kitchen
roof terrace (201) above with bādgīr built in concrete blocks and concrete block parapet wall to
courtyard
rooms 203, 202, 206 mostly in light materials/ metal windows/ corrugated metal roof
concrete stairs to first floor
cement plaster on most wall surfaces
opening from room 207 to 206
metallic window in room 204
false ceilings in (historic ceiling above to be investigated)
terrazzo tiling in room 104
one-leaf wooden door in rooms 104, 204 and 207
unconcealed electrical appliances and utilities (electrical wiring and water supply tubes/ water heater/
antennas/ satellite dish)
concrete wall with relocated historic door in property entrance
cement block piers in northern wall of room 105
false decorative danshal on southern and eastern courtyard façade
metallic rain gutters in street elevation
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
3-4
Most of the historic and non-historic fabric of Turabi House is
structurally unsound. Only the historic rooms 103 and 204 appear to be
well maintained and structurally sound, although also showing minor
architectural degradation.
1- missing
1) Oral history
2) physical evidence
3) historic
photographs
historic fabric on the
non-historic building
western part of the
property
original main entrance
anecdotal information
door (replaced with metal
by the owner
door and recently another
replacement with relocated
historic door)
historic window shutters in anecdotal information
new wooden shutters
eastern window of 103
by the owner
two-leaf historic wooden
anecdotal information
new door
door in room 104
by the owner
door opening between
anecdotal information
traces in wall of former
rooms 104 and 105
by the owner
opening
historic stairs in room 102
anecdotal information
traces of former room
to first floor
by the owner
division in ceiling
roof terrace in the place of anecdotal information
new construction
rooms 203, 202, 128 and
by the owner
parapet wall
historic window and door
anecdotal information
new door and window
in room 204
by the owner
historic wall and fittings in anecdotal information
wooden partition in new
opening from 207 to 206
by the owner
opening
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2 – partially collapsed / indicators
historic window shutter in
upper part of middle window missing (AC opening)
207/ street elevation
3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
room 104
false ceiling (historic danshal ceiling to be investigated)/ structural
cracks in lintels of wall recesses/ deteriorated cement wall surface plaster
and paint with salt crystallization on full wall height
room 105
deteriorated cement wall surface plaster and paint with salt crystallization
on full wall height/ bulging southern wall/ wall cracks/ crack in door
lintel/ cement block piers in northern wall/ cement flooring
room 102
Bulging and cracked eastern and northern wall/ cement floor/ water
stains in historic danschal ceiling/ deteriorating cement wall surface
plaster and paint/ cracks in roof support above columns/ WC pipe in
north-western corner
room 203
water damage in ceiling-roof/ wall cracks and disintegrating wall tiling
rooms 202, 205, 206
structural cracks/ severe water leak in roof/ dilapidated state
room 207
false ceiling and full-height wooden planked walls (state of historic
fabric to be investigated)/ provisional replacement of historic windows in
western wall
roof terrace 201
Cracks
courtyard (101)
cement floor disintegrating/ uncoordinated and deteriorated elevations
room 107
(room not accessible, assessment based on exterior aspect)
street elevation
structural cracks in eave of roof/ structural crack between added concrete
wall and historic façade/ deteriorated cement surface plaster and paint/
uncoordinated electrical wiring and cabling/ metallic rain gutters/ AC
openings and damaged historic window shutters
concrete stairs to first floor structural cracks/ deteriorating paint on wall surfaces and decorative
(106)
metal railing
Bādgīr in room 207/street
blocked with wooden plank on the building interior/ deteriorating
elevation
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
room 103
cement wall surface plaster and paint with salt crystallization
(efflorescence) on full wall height and moisture stains / cement flooring/
historic danshal ceiling repainted)
room 204
metal window in widened opening/ wall surfaces oil paint and tiles/ false
ceiling/ one-leave wooden door
Octagonal columns of
surface cracks in cement surface plaster
room 102 (liwan)
historic door and fanlight
unauthentic paint
in room 105
historic danschal ceiling in repainted in unauthentic colors
room 103
historic danschal ceiling in water stains
room 102
5 – sound condition/ notes
historic windows and
shutters in room 103
historic windows and
shutters in room 104
historic door in room 103
original glass replaced
two of three historic
window shutters in 207/
street elevation
ventilation openings to
(concealed under wooden wall planks, but identified in neighboring
neighboring property
property)
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Setting
According to anecdotal information of the owners of the adjacent property Badr Ghullum House the
seashore used to abut the buildings to the south-west. The seafront location is lost due to land
reclamation and urban growth.
The urban pattern and traditional atmosphere is well preserved. Turabi House is part of a cluster of
surviving historic fabric, which includes the adjacent Badr Ghullum House. The urban morphology is
well preserved also in terms of building heights and typologies. However, an apartment block to the
north considerably impacts the setting. The overall state of conservation in the neighborhood is
furthermore poor, with signs such as informal low-quality housing and a lack of maintenance of the
built fabric and public space.
Vegetation
No vegetation
Movable items of cultural significance
None identified
Contribution of Turabi House to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site
Turabi House is structurally and historically interlinked with Badr Ghulum House. Turabi House does
not contribute an own theme to the pearling narrative and is therefore part of Badr Ghulum property.
Refer to the cultural significance of Badr Ghulum House.
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value
Refer to the attributes of Badr Ghulum House.
Synthesis and photo documentation
The historic fabric of Turabi House is for the most part structurally deficient, showing for example
structural cracks in the walls (photo 1). Only in the historic rooms 103 and 204 no structural
deficiencies are visible. Most non-historic additions are equally structurally deficient, particularly those
at first floor. The ground floor spaces are impacted by rising ground moisture. The shared boundary
wall with Badr Ghulum House to the east has severe salt crystallization (efflorescence) (photo 3).
Cement surface plaster has been added by the owner on most walls at ground floor in the hope to
remedy the problem (photo 4).
All spaces are architecturally degraded, while the owners have recently undertaken efforts to beautify
the ground floor spaces. These modifications however reduce the authenticity of the historic fabric.
They include an easily reversible installation of fake danshal beam heads on walls in the courtyard
(photo 5) and more intrusive interventions such as the repainting of historic danshal ceilings, of doors
and of wooden shutters, frames and metal bars of windows (photos 2 and 6). A metallic main entrance
door to the courtyard, which earlier replaced the historic door, was in turn replaced by a relocated
historic door of a different building during that ‘beautification’ effort (photo 5).
An earlier extension at ground floor consisted in the addition of a bathroom and kitchen - room 107
(photo 7). Part of that extension was the construction of the open stairway in the courtyard (106), in
replacement of a historic stairway in room 102 (photo 8).
At first floor, rooms were added on the former roof terrace and the historic rooms 204 and 207 were
modified (photo 9). The eastern courtyard façade was changed with the insertion of windows in room
207 (photo 10). The opening from room 207 to 206 irreversibly destroyed historic fabric while the
wooden planks and false ceiling (photo 11) in this room can be removed without harm.
The spatial and architectural integrity of the courtyard was impacted when historic fabric on the
western part of the plot was replaced with a concrete structure (photo 12).
The surviving architectural elements, such as danshal ceilings, are fragile and show signs of former
water leakage. Many windows and doors at ground floor are well preserved, though recently repainted.
The preserved bādgīr and wooden screens in street façade at first floor are worth mentioning, as well as
the octagonal columns of the liwan 102, which all add to the architectural integrity of the building
(photos 13 and 7).
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1: structural cracks in room 104

4: salt crystallization in room
103

2: painted ceiling in room 103

4: cement surface plaster in
room 104

5: relocated entrance door and fake
danschal beam heads in courtyard

7: room 107 and stairway 106

6: southern elevation of liwan
102

8: ceiling above the former stairway in room 102
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11: room 207

9: southern courtyard
elevation

10: southern courtyard
elevation

12: addition on western part
of the plot

13: street facade
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First Floor Plan 1:150
Ground Floor Plan 1:150
missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected
architecturally degraded
sound condition
room number
addition
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Introduction
Badr Ghulum contributes to the Pearling Site’s Outstanding Universal Value for its association to the
traditional medical treatment facility. It is the earliest remaining structure built for the healing of the
sick in Muharraq. 1
During SAU site investigation, and upon our request, Mr. Ali Bader Ghulum provided us with copies of 2
deeds that detail some transactions related to the house. The study and analysis of these deeds
revealed crucial to understand the phases of construction the house witnessed, and thus guided us in
the proposed restoration scheme. Examples of proposed intervention that was primarily based on such
analysis is the restoration of the staircase that once led to the first floor, and the restoration of the
original configuration of the 4 opening arcade facing east. Those aspects are encircled in red in the
below excerpt of the mentioned deed. Other secondary details that were mentioned during the
interviews of the owners were also confirmed in the deed documents. These are discussed in this
conservation plan in detail.

Excerpt from the back of the 1962 deed (the circle shows the original arrangement
1

Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.2 Badr
Ghulum House, p. 212 ff, and the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties:
Architectural Testimony of the Pearling Heritage, p. 81 ff
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The drawing indicates that the northern room had a door towards the terrace, but didn’t show any
connection between the southern room and the terrace. Today, these two rooms have separate
doorways towards the terrace. The drawing also shows that there was a door pierced in the exterior
wall that led to the southern road, which means that the property once had two doorways towards the
exterior, the eastern and the southern. This was also confirmed by the owner of the house.
The Conservation Plan in hand shall be further developed by a local consultant to study and propose the
modern additions, including the required services, as well as to propose the design of the exhibition of
the traditional medicine related to the Pearling activities, and arrangement of the rest.

Conservation Plan
The Concept
The Concept of the intervention in Badr Ghulum House is based on the following concepts:
1) The preservation of the cultural significance in terms of conveying the pearling narrative2 by:
a. Removing the incompatible additions that had overshadowed the authentic parts of the
building,
b. Introducing an exhibition that would explain how traditional medical treatment that
were practiced in some of the rooms of the building was related to pearling activities,
using the medical instruments of original owners, diver’s stone, and the family photographs.
c. Restoring the traditional elements which were confirmed to exist, especially those
confirmed to exist during the Pearling era.
2) Addressing the active deterioration detected in the building and repair the structural defects
3) Representing the post pearling phases with selected physical evidences that would help the link
the restored historic state of the building to the contemporary representation.
4) Introducing a rest area in the property for the visitors of the pearling trail, since this building sits
in the middle road of a long walking distance that spans from Bu Maher Fort to the Siyadi Shops
where traditional coffee shops can offer a resting place.

2

Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.2 Badr Ghulum House, p. 212 ff, and
the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties: Architectural Testimony of the Pearling
Heritage, p. 81 ff)
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The model of the building with all the preferred interventions encountered

Areas and Quantities of other architectural elements
Excavated ground surface area:
Fountain area:
Garden area:
List of the newly planted trees: papaya – Mango – pomegranate
Length of newly added walls:
Surface of the original Traditional plaster:
Surface of the modern plaster:
Length and width of staircase newly built: length:

121.13 m2
2.72 m2
55.10 m2
16.75 m
1650 m2
45 m2
4.5 m -width: 0.927 m
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The Architectural Scheme

Recommendations:
 Restoration of selected Elements:
1) Restoration of the first floor badgir tower (if existence confirmed). There is a possibility that
the wind tower that was referred to in the interview with the owners, and hinted upon
through the existence of the ventilation windows shared with Turabi House, would be
confirmed through architectural evidences.
2) Reconstruction of the original staircase. The existence of this staircase is based on the
reference made by the owners, and confirmed with the registered drawings that was
discovered in the property deed dated 1962. Further architectural evidences would be
discovered during the removal of the modern additions, and will lead the prospective
restoration. The restoration would stop once conjecture starts, then the further needed
elements would be treated as “additions.” Additions should blend in with the overall
scheme of the building, but should also stated clearly that it does not belong to the historic
fabric of the building and should bear a contemporary stamp.
3) Reconstruction of the wall badgir that disappeared. All wall badgirs that do no longer exist
are confirmed only through few architectural evidences. For that reason such reconstruction
shall be treated as “additions”, thus, similar to the condition of the reconstruction of the
staircase, should blend in with the overall scheme of the building, and should also be stated
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clearly that it does not belong to the historic fabric of the building and should bear a
contemporary stamp.
4) Reconstruction of the bathroom annexed to room 110. The mentioned bathroom does not
exist, and it was confirmed through the family interviews, and through architectural
evidences. Unless more evidences would be revealed to confirm how this bathroom was
originally configured, such reconstruction shall be treated as “additions”, and should follow
the same conditions and regulations mandated for the reconstruction of the staircase and
the badgirs listed above.
5) Reconstruction of the upper bathroom. This reconstruction follows exactly the same
methodology listed in point 4 above.
6) Restoration of the original floor level of the courtyard (after the results of the localized
excavation).
7) Removal of existing and reconstruction of all confirmed traditional doors and windows
Recommended removal of incompatible additions, such as the cement renders, and the post
1960’s addition, with the exceptions of those elements which are selected to represent this
historic phase that the property has witnessed throughout its modern history.
The garden as described in the deeds and confirmed through the interviews with the owners
shall be restored.
Modern architectural additions and adaptations in the property should be kept to their
minimum, to elevate and emphasize a more authentic mood of presentation. New architectural
additions , and the addition of new services shall 1) address the fragility of the historic fabric of
the properties; 2) not distract from the authentic fabric, but should emphasize the value and the
integrity of the authentic elements; 3) be compatible in a reversible and sustainable way with
the historic properties and with the urban context.
The conservation works entails the following (all the work detailed specifications shall be
extracted from the set of specifications developed by SAU to conserve traditional materials and
building systems:
1) Replacing damaged danshal poles that could not be conserved,
2) Oiling and disinfecting historic danshal poles, and all other architectural wooden
elements, e.g. doors and windows.
3) Preserving the historic plaster by consolidating its friable surfaces, and grouting behind
its detached areas, filling the lacuna with a new plaster that follows the traditional
recipe and treated to look similar to the original but slightly differentiated in color,
texture. Preference is also given to have the newly added plaster surfaces slightly
indented from the original surface of the render.
4) In areas where rising damp will be persistent after the removal of the cement plaster
(which contributes to the problem), ventilation system with a band of a sacrificial layer
of plaster below restored ground floor grade can be considered to eliminate the cause
of deterioration.
5) Grouting and deep filling existing wall masonry (including wall foundations).
6) Preserving all the bamboo stripes and the roof mat which are found in good conditions
and replace the damaged sections with new similar ones.
7) Laying down new roofing system based on integrating modern water proof membranes,
heat insulations sheets, and covered with adequately sloped lime screed.
8) Preserve original wooden water spouts, and replace the damaged wooden pieces which
cannot be conserved with new similar ones.
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Ground Floor Plan: Proposed Restoration Scheme
El Habashi & SAU team: Badr al-Ghulum House: Conservation Plan
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First Floor Plan: Proposed Restoration Scheme
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Longitudinal Section A-A: Proposed Restoration Scheme
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State of conservation assessment of the urban property
AL-ALAWI HOUSE
Date of assessment: 12.11.2011 by Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis
Sources of visuals: All photos were taken during the assessment, unless otherwise indicated. The architectural
drawings are based on those produced during the architectural surveys carried out in the Ministry of Culture,
Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling Testimony in 2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
(Time indications of modifications according to anecdotal information of the owners)
room 302 on roof terrace with relocated historic window
room 210
room 208
room 205
expanded gallery 204 with metallic railing
concrete block support column in room 101, 103,
metallic props to support roof in room 206 (liwan)
tiled bathroom in rooms 113, 109, 210, 208
cement plaster on most wall surfaces
cement floor in rooms 106, 206, 211, 209, roof terrace 301,
metallic windows in rooms 102, 101, 209
later wooden windows in rooms 109, 110, 209
later wooden door in room 210, 211
recent one leave door in room 208
wooden cupboards with glass in wall recesses in room 108, 209, 202
colored fanlight glass in historic door in room 108
false ceilings underneath historic danschal ceiling in rooms 112, 102, 113, 103, 108 and 109, 110, 209, 203
terrazzo tiling in rooms 112, 101 and courtyard (103, 104), 108
unconcealed electrical appliances and utilities (electrical wiring, piping) in street elevation, in courtyard and
several rooms and courtyard
wall partition with relocated historic door in room 106 (in door opening)
wooden wall planks in rooms 102, 206, 203
room partition wall between rooms 101 and 113/ 103 and stairs 105/ room 206 and stairs 207
corrugated metal sheet roofing above room 208
metallic mesh on windows in rooms 113, 102, 209
metallic rain gutters in courtyard elevations
AC window units in rooms 102, 108, 204, 209, 203
satellite dish/ water tank on roof terrace
concrete block parapet towards courtyard in roof terraces
early, hand made concrete blocks in bādgīr in roof terrace 302
former privy (anecdotal information by the owner) off roof terrace 302 transformed into WC
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
3
most historic fabric is preserved but in a fragile state of conservation and showing
some architectural degradation (additions/ incompatible cement surface plaster/
unconcealed electrical appliances and utilities/ additions)
1- missing
2) physical
3) historic
1) Oral history
Reference
evidence
photographs
historic door opening
anecdotal information by the
existing window
and door in room 106 to
resident
courtyard
farush parapet on roof
anecdotal information by the owner
concrete block
terraces onto courtyard
parapet
original gallery in spaces anecdotal information by the owner
existing
204 and 205
expanded gallery
and room
accessories on historic
missing
door in room 202
accessories
historic door in room 202 anecdotal information by the owner
door opening to
room 203 closed

1

2 – partially collapsed / indicators
room 303
roof collapsed/ historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/ cracked cement
flooring
room 207
roof partly collapsed/ wooden props to support ceilings/ upper layers of danschal
ceiling replaced
danschal ceiling in room upper layers replaced with wooden planks
207
historic wooden door in
partly disintegrating door frame/ paint
room 106
historic wooden door in
one shutter separately preserved
room 204
historic wooden door
door leaves missing
frame in room 202
wooden screen in south
disintegrating, partly missing
elevation in roof terrace
3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
bulging walls and structural cracks/ historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/
room 101
false ceiling under historic danschal ceiling disintegrating/ provisional wooden
props supporting ceiling and concrete block support column/ terrazzo floor tiling
false ceiling under historic danschal ceiling disintegrating/ wooden wall planks
room 102
full height/ recent wooden cupboards added in wall recesses
concrete block columns supporting ceiling/ partition wall to stairs 105/ false
stairs 103
ceiling under historic danschal ceiling/ terrazzo floor tiling/ space mutilated with
additions on first floor
bulging and cracked walls/ historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/ salt
courtyard 104
crystallization in walls/ concrete block columns supporting ceiling/ space mutilated
with additions on first floor
stairs 105, 107, 201
structural cracks/ cement plaster disintegrating
bulging walls/ historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/ salt crystallization in
room 106
walls/ historic danschal ceiling partly disintegrating/ cement floor disintegrating/
cracked coral stone slabs (farush) in wall recess
false ceiling under historic danschal ceiling/ salt crystallization on walls/ wall and
room 109
floor ceramic tiling disintegrating/ room partition
lintels in wall recess and window disintegrating/ false ceiling under historic
room 110
danschal ceiling disintegrating/ salt crystallization on walls/
room 111
room 112
room 113
room 202
room 203
gallery 204
room 205
room 206 (former liwan)
stairs in room 207
room 208
room 211
roof terrace 301
roof terrace 302
roof terrace 304
roofs above rooms 203
and 206

wall cracks/ historic and cement wall plaster and oil paint disintegrating/ salt
crystallization/WC pipe breaking through wall/ fragile danschal ceiling
wall cracks/ historic and cement wall plaster and oil paint disintegrating/ salt
crystallization/ false ceiling under historic danschal ceiling/ terrazzo floor tiling/
recent wooden shelves and cupboards added in wall recesses
full height wall tiles and floor tiles/ false ceiling
wall cracks/ historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/ one door opening to
room 203 blocked
wooden wall planks on all walls/ false ceiling under historic danschal ceiling
wall cracks/ historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/
dilapidated
wooden walls planks/ false ceiling/ cement flooring disintegrating/ roof sagging
and supported by metallic props/
fragile
dilapidated
cement flooring cracked/ wall cracks/ historic and cement wall plaster
disintegrating/ uncoordinated electrical cabling/ false ceiling under historic
danschal ceiling/ coral stone slab (farush) separating from wall
historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/ cracked cement flooring
historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/ cracked cement flooring
historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/ cracked cement flooring
sagging and cracked

2

historic doors in rooms
106, 101, 202,
historic windows in
rooms 103, 302,
historic windows and
shutters in rooms 211,
202, 203
small historic ventilation
windows and shutters in
rooms 204
carved wooden column
in courtyard 104
carved wooden column
in room (former liwan)
206
coral stone slabs (farush)
in rooms 106, 302, roof
terrace 304
Bādgīr in rooms 207,
206, 212, 211, and roof
terrace 301, 302,
danschal ceilings in
room 101
danschal ceilings in
room 110, 112
polychrome danschal
ceilings in rooms 206,
211 and 202
simple historic wooden
stairs in gallery 204 and
room 202
decorative brackets in
roof support of room 206
(liwan)
wind tower on second
(212) and third floor
western elevation

northern elevation

northern elevation

fragile
fragile
fragile

disintegrating

wood disintegrating
wood disintegrating/ inclined

broken

fragile, historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating

partly disintegrating and supported by provisional wooden props
fragile
upper layers partly disintegrating

fragile and deformed

fragile

historic plaster and wooden tie beams (palm tree tunks) disintegrating
fragile structural condition/ disintegrating historic and cement surface plaster/
some broken coral stone slabs (farush)/ cement blocks added in some recesses at
ground floor
fragile structural condition/ disintegrating historic and cement surface plaster/
some broken coral stone slabs (farush)/ cement blocks added in some recesses at
ground floor/ concrete block structure added at first floor
fragile structural condition/ disintegrating historic and cement surface plaster and
paint/ some broken coral stone slabs (farush)/ cement blocks added in some
recesses at ground floor and in bādgīrs on second floor/ AC window unit added/
metal mesh on some windows/ metallic windows added in ground and first floor/
electrical appliances

4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
room 108
historic and cement wall plaster disintegrating/ false ceiling under historic
danschal ceiling/ terrazzo floor tiling/ room partition
room 210
tiled bathroom
room 209
historic and cement wall plaster and oil paint disintegrating/ cement flooring
former privy off roof
cement plaster
terrace 302
historic door in rooms
paint
102, 108, 110, 111, 211,
209, 202

3

historic windows in
corroded metal bars/ paint
rooms 101, 113, 110,
106, 211,
historic windows and
painted
shutters in rooms 109,
106
5 – sound condition/ notes
-None
Setting
The former sea-side setting is lost due to land reclamation. The building was originally built just north of a
water bay, which was busy with ship trade. Today it is located at a commercial street. The surrounding plots
are partly built-up and partly empty. Southwards it faces a large parking lot. The abating neighboring buildings
have been demolished and partly rebuilt within a public housing scheme, with the exception of the western that
is left not built (photo 19 shows it). The urban setting is lively but incompatible in architectural style.
Vegetation
No vegetation
Movable items of cultural significance
Historic safe used by the owner’s family in the past
Contribution of Al-Alawi House to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site
Al-Alawi House contributes to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site as an architectural prototype
of a middle class residential building, whose owner derived his wealth from the supply trade of the pearling
economy. The building is a complete example of the Columnar Style residence. The property illustrates, in
exceptional wholeness, the traditional cooling system and features, one of two surviving functional malqif alhawā’ in Muharraq, and an extensive bādgīr system, which naturally cools down the living space.
(Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.4 Al-Al-Alawi
House, p. 225 ff, and the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties: Architectural
Testimony of the Pearling Heritage, p. 105 ff)
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value

architectural layout/ building materials/ workmanship/ experience of acclimatisation
(Refer to the Nomination File, 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242)
Synthesis and photo documentation
Al-Alawi House is overall in a poor structural condition and ill-maintained. Most of the historic fabric is fragile.
Spaces 206 and 207 have been propped up to avoid collapse of the roof (photo 4). Many non-traditional
additions, such as cement surface plaster on most wall surfaces, uncoordinated utilities, but also entire rooms
build in concrete, disfigure the building. Particularly the narrow courtyard of the medium-sized residence is
spatially congested with the added spaces 204, 205, 208 and 210 (photos 5 and 6). However, most modifications
and additions are to the large extent reversible.
Only parts of the ground floor – particularly rooms 108/109 – remain permanently inhabited by the house keeper,
despite degradations such as efflorescence (salt crystallization) on walls (photo 7). Room 209 is occasionally
used by the owner. All other spaces have been long abandoned and serve as storage.
The authentic historic fabric retains a high degree of architectural authenticity and integrity. Of particular
importance is the well-preserved and functional wind tower. In addition to the wind-tower (photo 8), the
building retains its elaborate ventilation system of bādgīr and ventilation windows (photos 9-12). The building
furthermore comprehensively displays the building’s evolution with the oldest building parts to the north (photo
17). The building also preserves interesting, mostly traditional fittings and decorations from various
architectural periods, many of which however are fragile (photos 13-15).
A storage safe, formerly used by the trader’s family, has been identified as a movable item of cultural
significance (photo 16).
The setting of Al-Alawi House is significantly changed, as described above, but the busy and commercial
character of the location is preserved, and the southern street façade of Al-Alawi house remains exposed and
visible at distance from the former island Al-Hala (photo 18). Picture 19 shows the southern elevation of AlAlawi House in the context of the attached surrounding buildings that existed until 2005.
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1: entrance area 101

2: view into courtyard
space 104

3: entrance to stairs
111

4: metal props, decorative
bracket and wooden carved
column in space 206

5: added gallery 204 and room 205

6: view into the courtyard from the east

7: efflorescence in northern wall of room 108

8: wind tower (212)

9: bādgīr in room 211
and wind tower (212)

11: ventilation windows to room 203 viewed from
roof terrace 301

10: blocked bādgīr in
room 206
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12: bādgīr in roof terrace 302, hand-made concrete
blocks in bādgīr, broken farush slabs, entrance to
the former privy, disintegrating wooden screen,
added room 303 with relocated historic window,

13: historic door and
closed opening in room
202

14: door with fanlights
to room 108

19: Al-Alawi House in 2005, showing the
neighboring building before it was demolished

15: cupboard in room
202

16: historic safe in room
103

17: Northern and western elevations

18:Al-Alawi House viewed from the south
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Southern Elevation 1:150

missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected
architecturally degraded
sound condition
room number

Ground Floor Plan 1:150

addition
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First Floor Plan 1:150

Roof Floor Plan 1:150
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State of conservation assessment of the urban property
SIYADI SHOPS B
Date of assessment: by Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis based on photos taken during the survey in October 2008.
Sources of visuals: All photos were during the architectural survey of the property in October 2008.
The architectural drawings are based on those produced during the architectural survey carried out in
the Ministry of Culture, Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling
Testimony in 2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
cement surface plaster mostly on lower parts of walls and on exterior walls of shop unit 105
wall paint on exterior walls of shop 105
canopy of plywood and corrugated metal sheets on northern and western façade of shop unit 105
advertisement board on northern façade of shop unit 105
simple wooden door shutters in entrances of shop units 105, 104 and 103
metallic rain spouts in northern elevation
concrete block work in interior wall recesses in shop unit 106
utilities: uncoordinated electrical cabling and pipes
concrete base surrounding the street façades of shop unit 105
concrete stairs in entrance of shop unit 104
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
Before the conservation and reconstruction works at the Siyadi Shops B in
1-3
2010-2011, the southern and south-eastern sections of the block of shop units
were missing. Shop unit 106 was partly collapsed and the standing shop units
were in fragile structural state. Shops 101, 102, and 105 were locked and
abandoned, and shops 103 and 104 were used as storage.
1- missing
1) Oral
2) physical
3) historic photographs
Reference
history
evidence
shop units in the
archeological
Historic Photos of the 1970’s, Khalifa
south and southevidence
Shaheen Digital Images
east of the plot
discovered in
2011
historic shop door
simple
shutters in
replacement
entrances of shop
shutters
units 105, 104, 103
eastern exterior
traces of former
wall of shop 106
wall
2 – partially collapsed / indicators
shop unit 106
eastern exterior wall missing/ southern exterior wall partially collapsed/
structural cracks in western wall/ roof disintegrating/ historic wall plaster partly
missing/ garbage accumulating in the interior/ concrete blocks added in interior
wall recesses/ cracked farush slabs in recesses of southern wall
southern exterior
collapsed wall parts
wall of shop unit
106
historic danshal
Disintegrating
ceiling in shop unit
106
3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
shop 101 and 102
structural cracks/ fragile roofs/
structural cracks/ fragile roofs/ historic shop door shutters replaced and
shop units 103 and
accessories reused / roof overhang of 103 collapsed/ canopy of plywood and
104
corrugated metal sheets/ concrete stairs in entrance
structural cracks/ fragile roofs/ historic shop door shutters replaced and
accessories reused/ cement surface plaster and wall paint on exterior facades/
shop unit 105
canopy of plywood and corrugated metal sheets/ advertisement board/ concrete
base surrounding the street facades
northern street
structural cracks/ fragile roofs and roof overhangs with danshals/ cracked and

1

façade

western street
façade

eastern street
façade

partly missing historic wall plaster/ disintegrating cement wall plaster on lower
wall sections/ uncoordinated electrical cabling and pipes/ metallic rain spouts
added/ canopy of plywood and corrugated metal sheets/ advertisement board/
historic shop door shutters of shop units 103, 104, 105 replaced and accessories
reused/ concrete base around shop unit 105
structural cracks/ fragile roofs and roof overhangs with danshals/ cracked and
partly missing historic wall plaster in shop unit 106/ cement wall plaster in
elevation of shop unit 105/ uncoordinated electrical cabling and pipes/ canopy
of plywood and corrugated metal sheets/ historic shop door shutters of shop unit
105 replaced and accessories reused/concrete base around shop unit 105/ graffiti
structural cracks/ fragile roofs and roof overhangs with danshals/ cracked and
partly missing historic wall plaster/ disintegrating cement wall plaster in lower
wall sections/ uncoordinated electrical cabling and metal pole
historic wall plaster partly missing

southern exposed
exterior walls of
shops 101,102, 103
roofs of shop units Disintegrating
historic shop door
fragile, water stains
shutters and
accessories in
entrances of shop
units 101, 102, 106
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
Historic ventilation corroded metal bars
windows above
entrances in shop
units 103 and 106
decorative arch in
Stained
wall recess in
northern elevation
of shop unit 104
5 – sound condition/ notes
None
Setting
Siyadi Shops B are part of the historic market Suq Al Qaisariyah, which is a run-down yet vibrant
commercial district of Muharraq. There is a considerable amount of historic commercial fabric in the
vicinity, including the traditional warehouses towards the west at the former seashore. The replaced
fabric is mostly sympathetic with the traditional urban morphology in typology and scale. However,
the state of both historic and added fabric is generally dilapidated. The southern parts of the plot are
empty. The street to the east (Bu Maher avenue) has been widened.
Vegetation
no vegetation
Movable items of cultural significance
Some showcases were found in shop units 101 and 102 which are preserved and will be re-integrated
in the final presentation of the shops.
Contribution of Siyadi Shops to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site
The Siyadi Shops contribute to the pearling testimony’s Outstanding Universal Value by conveying
the narrative of the grand pearl merchant and, at the same time, reflecting prototype shops and store
structures. The shops illustrate the traditional local market architecture, typically built back-to-back,
forming commercial lanes once parallel to the shore. The eastern complex, Siyadi Shops B, displays
the slightly different type of shops found at the edge of the market Sūq al-Qaysariyyah.
(Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.8 Siyadi
Shops, p. 251 f, and the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties:
Architectural Testimony of the Pearling Heritage, p. 133 ff)
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value
Typology/ use and function/ ownership/ accessibility to the public
(Refer to the Nomination File, 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242)
Notes
The state of conservation of the Siyadi Shops B prior to the conservation and reconstruction works of
2011 was assessed and documented in the format at hand based on survey photos taken in Oct. 2008.

2

Synthesis and photo documentation
Before the conservation and reconstruction works at the Siyadi Shops B in 2011, the southern and
south-eastern sections of the block of shop units were missing. Archeological investigations revealed
traces of the former shop units in this location. The abandoned hop unit 106 was partly collapsed, with
a disintegrating roof and southern boundary wall and a missing eastern boundary wall. The standing
shop units 101 to 105 were in fragile structural state and locked up as storage spaces. All shop units
were used as storage. Despite provisional additions, such as canopies, the fabric retained a considerable
degree of architectural integrity. Half of the historic shop door shutters were entirely preserved. The
majority of the wall plaster was historic plaster, though in fragile state where not missing. The roofs,
though fragile, retained their original elements.

Siyadi Shops B: Historic Photos of
the 1970’s, Khalifa Shaheen Digital
Images.

1: northern street façade (shop
unit 101)

2: northern street façade (shop
units 103 and 104)

3: northern street façade (shop units
103 - 101)
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4: western street façade (shop units 105
and 106)

5: missing shop units in the south-east of the plot

6: southern boundary wall of shop unit 106

7: missing boundary wall of
shop unit 106

8: eastern street façade
(shop unit 101)
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Northern Elevation 1:150

Eastern Elevation 1:150
Western Elevation 1:150

missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected

Ground Floor Plan 1:150

architecturally degraded
sound condition
room number
addition
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Working team
Working team until 13th of December was consisting of Javen Jyot Singl (Tel: ) the foreman along
with 5 temporary site workers, the list of their names was not provided by contractor yet.
Contractor has submitted the CV of the site engineer to the Consultant. The Site Engineer did
not yet start his work on site.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. Building lines were preliminary indicated on the ground. The Consultant required
professional surveyors to do so. Dr. Alaa el-Habashi suggested maintain the historic
street line along bu-Maher street.
2. Materials for fencing the site were delivered to the site.
3. Scaffolding have been place in the northern and western façade of the existing historic
shops.
4. Fencing with wooden panels have been erected in the eastern project’s premise line.
5. Site office where planned to be located outside project boundaries from the southern
side of the project. Its materials were delivered to the site. It is provisioned to be built
out of wooden structure covered with corrugated sheets or wooden panels. No
specifications were submitted for the site office by the contractor.

th

Scaffolding of the northern and western façades (Dec. 13 2010)

Fence of eastern façade
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Materials delivered to the site

Site office erection (Dec. 13, 2010)

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
The schedule is currently under revision, and not yet finalized. It was submitted by the
contractor on the 13th Dec 2010 and it will be adjusted and resubmitted for approval according
to the comments delivered to him by the Consultant and the Ministry of Culture.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
1. The material used to cover the scaffolding was not according to agreed qualities, it will
be replaced with a better material.
2. Scaffolding placed in the sloped northern street was not going with the slope leveling. IT
was recommended to set the scaffolding on top of adjustable jacks to compensate the
street various levels, and to assure leveled scaffolding.
3. We have suggested shifting the positioning of the scaffolding 30 cm closer to building
façades in order to provide a better working accessibility onto the facades.
4. The property along Bu Maher street was not aligned with the historical street line. We
have recommended to shift the positioning of the fence in accordance to the historic
street alignment. Contractor agreed with the consultant to bring a specialist surveyor to
relocate the correct property lines, and to adjust the quality of the fencing materials.
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Materials and scaffolding used to be replaced

Property alignment along Bu Maher street
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Working team
Contractor has submitted the daily report on the 21st of Dec which consists of the numbers and
types of workers on site as following: 1 site engineer, 1 Forman, 1 mason, 2 carpenters, 1
painter, 1 driver and 4 labors. He have highlighted to the contractor that there was no site
engineer working on site that day since we didn’t meet him during two site inspections we made
that day.
In addition, we should highlight here that on the 23rd of Dec, there was only 3 labors working on
site, there was neither a foreman nor a site engineer supervising the work.

Submitted daily report by contractor
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Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. Alignment of the building have been adjusted in the street overlooking Bu-Maher street.
2. Contractor has started to build the site office, until the 21st of Dec the wooden beams
have been erected and covered by wooden panels and it was supported by bricks and
manually poured concrete around the parameter. The site office was completed on the
22nd and the site meeting was held in it. There are still many adjustments that shall be
made for the structure, such as, but not limited to, the internal painting, sealing the
gaps between the wooden boards of the wall and the concrete pavement.
3. The wooden panel fence along Bu-Maher street has been painted according to the given
proposal but not covered by banners or photos of the project yet.
4. The removal of additional materials and elements that where located in the traditional
buildings has started. Dr. Alaa el-Habashi recommended that this process shall be
done with taking care, he also suggested that elements that are valuable shall be
preserved and stored on site for reuse in other projects, and a list of those items shall be
generated indicating where each item was found.
5. The garbage that was found in shop No. 6 was partially cleared out, and the debris was
transferred outside the site. There is a pile of garbage and debris that shall be removed.

Fence of Bu-Maher façades (Dec. 21 2010)

Site office erection (Dec. 21, 2010)
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Shop No. 6 before the removal of the garbage.

Incompatible materials removed from the facades and within the the shops

Traditional wooden Display cupboards that exist in Shop No. 1 in addition to all the other materials found in the other historic shops.
The Cupboard are suggested to remain in Shop 1 after their conservation/restoration
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Historical electricity socets

Materials removed from the site.

Traditional ceiling revealed (shop no 3), Possible accessed (between shops no 3 &4)
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule
Schedule have been submitted by Dec 21st ,the work is going according to schedule in the
historical building, since we are in the activity of cleaning the site which has to be finished in a
week. On the other hand the proposed coffee shop and courtyard is not moving according to
schedule due to delay in manual excavation and filling which suppose to be started by now.

Schedule submitted by contractor (21st Dec 2010)
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
The removal of additional materials and elements that was carried on by contractors labor was
done without usage of proper equipments and safety measures .In addition to that workers
where damping materials on the historic walls. Therefore Dr. Alaa el-Habashi has recommended
that work shall be stopped until all workers act and get equipped according to standards and
instructions given to the contractor. The Consultant agreed with Dr. El-Habashi’s proposal and
stopped the work on the site for one day, the 18th-19th of December 2010.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not yet delivered by the Contractor. However, it shall
be noted here that the site Engineer has started his work on the 29th of December along with
the site foreman who started with the project. The number of workers varies from 3 to 7
workers daily depending on the amount of work.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. Site office have been completed and used for the week’s meeting. No air conditioning is
still fixed in it, which might make it difficult to be used in summer. In addition, no
shelves or cabinets were provided in the office for keeping the site notes, drawings and
files.
2. Emergency intervention was carried on to support the collapsing southern wall of shop
no 6. Upon our recommendations, the Consultant instructed to provide additional
laborers and to supply an electric mixture with the mixture proportion to be of 2lime,
3sand and 1Gypum. The contactor was instructed to mix the lime and sand components
quite well, and to add the gypsum portion right before the use of the mortar onto the
wall. Eventually the fallen stones recovered from the clearing our process were used to
rebuild the masonry lacunae found in the mentioned wall. Contractor was advised to
use plumb line and threads guides in the reconstruction process so that the existing
wall’s irregular planes would be respected.
3. The chipping of the cement plaster layers in Shop no 5 have started this week. We have
instructed to use small sharp chisels and gentle hammering for the process.
4. Upon our instructions, the Contractor prepared a concrete platform where all mortar
mixing shall be prepared in order to prevent getting any dirt into the mortar.
5. The Consultant & the Contractor are working on the signboard and the covering banner
of the project. Those shall be fixed sometime next week.
6. Contractor has completed the clearing out of all the debris and accumulated garbage
from within shop No. 6. This process revealed that that the lateral walls are in bad
conditions and need serious grouting of its masonry.

Slaking the lime in barrels

Mixing lime mortar prior to the addition of gypsum
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Mixing the lime mortar before the addition of the gypsum.

Contractor has prepared a device to work as an electrical mixer

Emergency intervention undertaken at the eastern end of the southern wall of shop No. 6 (using traditional technique)
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Emergency intervention was carried on to Supporting the collapsing wall in shop no 6

Chipping of cement plaster in Shop no 5

Emergency intervention in the external side of the southern wall of shop 6.
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Fencing elevation of Bu-Maher façades submitted by the Consultant (Dec. 27 2010)

Material approval certificate submitted by contractor (29th Dec 2010) to be issued by the Ministry
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule
The schedule was resubmitted according to our suggestions along with the progression of work
following:

Schedule submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)
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Schedule revised and commented by consultant (28th Dec 2010)
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Progression of work submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)

Comments on the Progression of work by consultant submitted to contractor (28th Dec 2010)

Program bar chart for site work of shop no 5 submitted by contractor (28th Dec 2010)
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Dr. Alaa comments on the submitted program was to increase the duration required for
plastering the traditional wall up to 3-4 weeks and to start working on the modern part of the
project in parallel to the traditional part. He also gave the instructions required to ensure proper
plastering as following:
 The lime is slaked for at least 4-6 weeks (and I've been urging on site everyday to bring
more barrels and slake enough quantity,
 To remove completely all the existing cement plaster without leaving behind residues in
the wall from the material so that they won’t be sources of sulfates,
 To consolidate, and stabilize the existing traditional plaster layer,
 To apply the preparatory plaster layer (the undercoat), which then needs to dry and
kept being sprayed with water for at least 2 to 3 days,
 To apply the final plaster coat.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
The Minister of Culture requested to shorten the duration of the project from 8 months to 6
months which will correspond to the UNESCO site visit that will be held in June 2011.
According to the site visit of the consultants to the site on the 29th Dec 2010 the flowing was
observed:
1. Work Programme not posted at site.
2. Site Safety Sticker Sign still not posted at site. It was promised to be fixed on 27 Dec2010.
3. Shelves for Site Filing System are not yet fixed.
4. Barrels for lime slacking and other materials are still in the pedestrian walkway, and they
shall be kept within the project’s premise not to obstruct pedestrians
In addition the following have not been submitted up to date:
1. Historic Shops Documentation, last promise is 27Dec2010.
2. All Work Statements, last promise is 28Dec2010.
3. PC and Provisional Sum Items Schedule, last promise is 27Dec2010.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not yet delivered by the Contractor. However, it shall
be noted here that the site Engineer (Ray) has started his work on the 29th of December along
with the site foreman (Jeven) who started at the beginning of the project. The number of
workers varies from 3 to 7 workers daily depending on the amount of work performed.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The Emergency interventions of the southern wall of Shop No. 6 were completed as
specified. The area restored were covered with fabric which was regularly sprayed with
water in order to prevent the lime mortar to dry fast and thus to developing hair cracks.
2. Contractor is still removing of the cement plaster applied on the walls of the shops no 5
&4. Hand hammering on small chisels and also an electrical sander are used. They are
both producing a good result. However, only the surface plaster is being chipped. The
preparatory cement mortar that was once used to fill the gaps between the masonry are
not yet removed. This will start right after the completion of the removal of the surface
layer.
3. The garbage that accumulated above the roof of shop No. 6 was removed. Wooden
planks were expanded along the two extremities of the roof to rest on the two lateral
walls were used for the workers to walk on while removing the garbage. Being in a
derelict condition, partially collapsing, the roof was not safe for the workers to walk on.
The contractor was advised to prop and support the roof beams from the below, but
this was not yet implemented.
4. The garbage that was removed from the roof of the shop is currently piled up behind
the site office. The contractor was instructed to quickly remove that garbage from the
site to the official dump. Among the things found in the garbage removed from that roof
is a large number of old bottles. We have recovered at least 5 of them as a sample of
such bottles. Unfortunately, a passerby took the others without any permission. We are
trying to locate that person who is believed to be living in the neighborhood in order to
claim those bottles back.
5. The Contractor has completed the site office as reported last week. However, he still
hasn’t provided neither an air-conditioner nor a site computer. We also have urged him
to get a decent site camera in order to photo-document the daily procedures.
6. The old safe that was found in shop no 4, was apparently opened, and was found empty.
Workers have transferred it temporarily to be stored in shop No. 2 to make room for the
work of the chipping of the cement plaster in shop 4.
7. The contractor has removed the air condition unit that was found in shop no 4 and
stored it in shop 2. The compressor of the AC unit is still fixed onto the roof, and still
needs to be dismantled and stored.
8. The Contractor has delivered the project’s signboard and fixed in one of the empty plot
along the street of Bu Maher. The signboard is a little oversized, and could have been
better if it was smaller. However, it is a good sign for the start of the project.
9. The Contractor delivered 5 more barrels to slake the lime in. Those slacking barrels are
currently put along the wall of the site office.
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They found some of the bottles that have been taking off from the site

more barrels for slicking lime

The Contractor has delivered and fixed the signboard of the project.

The safe found in shop no 5, now stored in shop 2.
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The accumulated garbage on the roof of shop No. 6

The garbage after it was removed piled behind the site office

Re-pointing the west north wall shop no 6

Chipping of cement plaster in Shop no 5
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Schedule submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)

A problem in issuing the permit arose this week. Although the permit was finally issued, we have
realized that the allowance is granted to only to “conserve and maintain” the 6 historic shops.
The coffee-shop, the outdoor shades and seating area and toilets were not granted a permit.
We have scheduled a meeting with the Municipality representative for solving this matter the
soonest possible so that this won’t affect the progress of the work. Many tasks that was
supposed to start in December never started yet, such as the start of the mechanical and
electrical works. As for the historic shops, works are going on schedule, and in fact some of the
works of the deep filling and re-pointing which were supposed to start next week have already
been started as explained in the report.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
According to the site visit of the consultants to the site on the 29th Dec 2010 the flowing was
observed:
1. Site Safety Sticker Sign is not yet posted at site.
2. New barrels were provided for slaking the lime. The new barrels are now set beside the
site office. The 5 previous barrels are still lined up along the pedestrian access way, and
they are still need to be relocated not to obstruct it.
Contractor submitted the following:
1. The documentation of the historic Shops, which are currently under revision by the
Consultant.
2. Only 4 Work Statements related to the conservation works. They are under revision by
the Ministry and the Consultant.
3. PC and Provisional Sum Items Schedule.
We have requested from the Consultant to provide us with a complete set of drawings that
were submitted to the Municipality to issue the permit.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not yet delivered by the Contractor. Dr Alaa have
instructed the contractor during the weekly site meeting to proceed the work using the same
labors in all of the project duration in order to enhance their skills in conservation. The
contractor have added a new carpenter in Jan 9th . The number of workers varies from 3 to 7
workers daily depending on the amount of work performed.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. A partial collapse have happened this week in the southern wall of shop number 1
which was discovered on Monday ( 11th Jan 2011). Dr Alaa gave the instructions to
support the external of that wall using wooden boards and scaffolding in a way that it
only touches the wall and keep it holding together. In addition, the wall must be
supported internally using 4 jacks. The wall shall then be consolidated and filled with
mortar. During the rebuilding process, wooden ties shall be added to tie the external
and the internal faces of the stone masonry together. The wooden ties shall all be
treated with a mix of half oil and half wood preservative. Workers have responded to
these instructions immediately, cleaning the shop and external support of the wall was
installed the same day.

The collapsed wall in shop no 1 with the existence of the stored findings of the site

The removal of all store items and clearing of the wall internally
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External support to the collapsing wall with scaffolding and wooden panels
2.

Contractor is to start an emergency intervention in the external eastern wall of shop no 6
due to some fallen stones. Dr Alaa have instructed the worker to start the work by
cleaning the wall, then grouting the voids with lime mortar, deep-filling with mortar and
replacing the fallen stones. It was also instructed that each 1 meter of elevation two
wooden ties must installed perpendicular to each others in order to support and level the
masonry work. Then the process of reconstructing the stones shall continue until reaching
1.5 m where wooden ties shall be also inserted. All used wooden ties have to be treated
with oil and wood preservative.

Emergency intervention in the eastern wall of shop no 6
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3. The eastern wooden fence on Bu Maher street have been covered with stickers that
have sketches of the project as designed and agreed upon. We have realized however,
that the Arabic text added upon our request does not coincide with the main title of the
project.

eastern wooden fence on Bu Maher street covered with stickers of the projects sketches

4. The re-pointing of the lower section of the internal northern wall in shop 6 was
completed, and the deep-filling of the external southern wall have started.

Re-pointing the west north wall shop no 6

Deep-filling of the external southern wall of shop no 6
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5. The storage room is constructed and the stored items on shop no 1 have been moved to
it. The roof was not yet installed, and the rooms’ door was not yet secured.
6. Chipping is completed in shop no 5 and the stone layer is finally revealed. The
Contractor was advised to start the deep filling and the preparation of a plaster sample.
7. Jacks was added to support the sagging roof and to allow working on it in shops (1,3,4
and 6)
8. Extra barrels for slaking the lime were provided.

The newly constructed temporary storage

Chipping completed in shop no 5

Roofs of shop no 3 is supported by jacks
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Schedule submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)

The Ministry is still dealing and communicating with the Municipality to approve the building
permit of the new construction in the project, the cause of the delay in issuing that approval is
due to the existence of Siyadi family empty plot behind the historical buildings which is not
registered in the Municipality that confirm such fact. The Ministry received an approval from
Siyadi Family to give the Municipality the right to use the plot. All documents are forwarded to
Municipality to hopefully issue the permit. The delay of issuing that approval has affected the
start of the electro-Mechanical works on the new construction section. On the other hand the
approved permit of conservation part helped speeding up the work on that section which is
going according to the above schedule with a minor delay in the flooring works.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
According to the site visit of the consultants to the site on the 12th Jan 2011 the flowing was
observed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Scaffolding support for the outside walls and ceiling of historic shops not yet fixed.
Site Safety Sticker Signs not yet fixed (this is 4th reminder).
Drums for slaking the lime are still on the pedestrian way, (this is already 4th reminder).
New MACs not yet submitted (e.g. garden sand, oil for danchals, pergola materials,
electrical matls., etc…) All other requirements for previously approved MACs not yet
submitted.
5. Site Levels Reading presented at site not yet submitted to Consultant for comments.
6. Sample of small hammer with small spikes not yet provided at site.
7. Need to paint white the prepared site store.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not yet delivered by the Contractor. Dr Alaa have
instructed the contractor during the weekly site meeting to proceed the work using the same
labors in all of the project duration in order to enhance their skills in conservation, the
contractor have added a new carpenter in Jan 9th. The number of workers varies from 3 to 7
workers daily depending on the amount of work performed. However, it was noticed at the end
of this week that the number of workers have been constantly low, and we assume that the
delays in making the release the first payment to the Contractor was a direct reason for that.
We have advised the administration of the Ministry of Culture to expedite the payment process
in order not to affect the progress.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The partial collapse that was reported upon the previous week was dealt with, and the
rebuilding of the collapsed area is near completion. We have issued an instruction that
the wooden ties that are used to reinforce the newly built section shall not project
outside the wall profile, and shall be recessed enough to be covered with the expected
layer of internal plastering.

Wooden ties inserted in the rebuilt section in shop No. 1

Emergency intervention in the eastern wall of shop no 6

2. Contractor started an emergency intervention, and a reconstruction of the eastern
corner of the northern wall of shop No 6. It was instructed to the Contractor to start the
work by cleaning the wall, then grouting, deep-filling with mortar and replacing the
fallen stones. It was also stressed on inserting wooden ties after 1 meter of height in a
manner to make those wooden ties at each location perpendicular to each others. All
wooden ties shall be treated with oil and wood preservatives before their use. Dr. Alaa
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instructed that the original wall profile shall be followed in the reconstruction and a
complete separation between the wall of shop No. 6 and wall of the back of shop No. 3
since each is resting on different foundations, and thus shall perform structurally
differently. He also advised to use some stone projections in the reconstruction of the
north eastern corner of shop No. 6 towards the south direction in order to hint on the
continuation of that wall towards that direction in the past. In response, Contractor has
installed threads to indicate the profile of each wall in order to guide the mason on site.
3. The roof of the storage has been secured, and a doorway was fixed. All new findings,
including danshal poles which were dismantled from the roof of shop No. 6 are currently
stored there.
4. In his review of the drawings, Dr. Alaa detected some discrepancies regarding the
foundations of the steel columns that are supposed to be built in shop No. 6. Those
discrepancies are between the architectural and the structural drawings. This point was
raised in this week’s site meeting. Engineer Ahmad al-Al has promised to review the
drawings in light to detail the exact positioning of the columns footings, and the beams
which connect between them.

Hair-cracks developed in the undercoat layer of the plaster in shop No 5

The storage with its newly installed roof

5. The Contractor completed the application of the plaster undercoat in shop No 5. It was
recommended to spray the plastered surface regularly with water and to press on any
cracking that has appeared in the undercoat to prevent such cracking to develop.
6. The Contractor competed the re-pointing of the interior of the southern wall of Sop No.
6. He also completed the deep filling of the exterior face of the same wall in preparation
for its plastering.
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The completion of the re-pointing of the southern wall of Shop No. 6 and the deep-filling of its exterior face.

7. The Ministry of Culture sent letters to the owners of the shops to inform them that they
can claim any of their belongings that were taken out of their shops before January 31 st,
or else this material would be considered as garbage that would be transferred to the
dump, or perhaps used in the construction. Only the materials that were found valuable,
eg. The metal safe, the wooden cabinet of shop Ni. 1, which were saved in the storage
for possible future reintegration in place.
8. The Contractor was informed that the Ministry has no objection to remove the roof
layers above the danshal poles under the conditions of insuring the safety of the
workers while the removal process proceeds, and the installation of a temporary roof
that prevent the leakage of possible rainwater into the shop. Contractor proceeded in
the removal, but with neither an instruction from the Ministry or from the Consultant,
the danshal poles and the mats above them were also removed, and stored in the
storage room. It has been advised to the Contractor that no removal shall take place
without a written approval from either the Consultant. Dr. Alaa advised that usually in
these cases, the danshal poles shall be preserved in place especially those which are
proved to be in good conditions. They have to be then oiled and treated against
termites. He also pointed that by removing them, the danshal poles of shop No. 6 lost
their historic context, unless the Contractor has number them according to a
documentation drawing he produced. He, then, urged to have the Contractor producing
this drawing the soonest possible, and try with the best of memory to number those
poles with a clear water soluble marker, and indicate those numbers on the plan.

Shop No. 6 after the removal danshal poles without instructions

A sample of the removed bamboo mat
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Schedule submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)

The approval theMinistry received from the Siyadi Family to give the Ministry the right to use
the plot, along with a guarantee that the Ministry issued to state that it is ready to negotiate the
future status of that plot in case if any owner would prove his ownership to that unregistered
land. All documents are forwarded to Municipality to hopefully issue the permit. The delays in
issuing that approval delayed all electro-mechanical works which were scheduled to start last
week. The approved permit of conservation part helped speeding up the work on that section
which is going according to the above schedule with a minor delay in the flooring works.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
According to the site visit of the consultants to the site on the 22nd of Jan 2011 the flowing was
observed:
1. Scaffolding support for the outside walls and ceiling of historic shops not yet fixed.
2. Site Safety Sticker Signs not yet fixed (this is 4th reminder).
3. New MACs not yet submitted (e.g. garden sand, oil for danchals, pergola materials,
electrical matls., etc…) All other requirements for previously approved MACs not yet
submitted.
4. Site Levels Reading presented at site not yet submitted to Consultant for comments.
5. Sample of small hammer with small spikes not yet provided at site.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not yet delivered by the Contractor. The number of
workers varies from day to day, the Consultant have instructed the Contractor to increase
workers due to their limited number found on site during the site visit he conducted. It was
reported that during the site visit of 27th Jan there were 10 workers on site.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The work is still going on in the partial collapse that happened in shop no 1 , after the
completion of the first layer of stone around 1 meter above the ground, expansion joint
plate was added to the top course of stones. During the site visit of the 27th of Jan
wooden ties were being treated with wood preservative and oil to be inserted between
the two layers of the stone wall. A thread that marks the external face of the wall
plaster was installed to guide workers in following the profile of the wall.

The reconstruction of the partial collapsed wall in Shop No. 1
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2. The work is going on in the emergency intervention of the corner outside shop no 6, the
profile of the wall have been followed by replacing the fallen stones and covering them
with the plaster layer. A vertical separation between southern wall of shop no3 and the
Northern wall of shop no 6 was taken into consideration following the instruction of Dr.
Alaa. The purpose of such separation is to preserve the historic construction system of
the separate shops due that each was constructed in a different historic phase. During
the site visit of the 27th of Jan the stone wall have reached a total height of 1.6 meters
above the ground level, and works is still continuining.

Emergency intervention of the corner outside shop no 6

3. The plaster layer in shop no 5 is continuously being sprayed with water to prevent
cracking. The contractor is waiting for the final render of plaster to be approved by
consultant to apply the final finish layer

plaster layer in shop no 5

The chipping of cement layers in shop no 4
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4. The chipping of cement layers is still going on in shop no 4 using manual chipping now
instead of small jack hammer which was used previously. The contractor have
completed the chipping work of the ground level walls of the shop, while only one wall
chipping is completed on the top level.
5. Regarding the roof of shop no 6 the wooden danshals that has been removed where
restored in the site storage. The contractor claimed that they were removed due to
their bad conditions. However, it was noticed that some of the removed poles are in
quite good state of preservation. The documentation the Contractor produced of the
roof doesn’t show the exact location of each danshal pole. The consultant requested
that the contactor shall use these documents together with the documents taken by
him before the start of the project to rebuild each pole in its previous location.
According to the site visit of 27th of Jan the poles which were found in good condition
were treated with wood preservative and oil and placed on the site store, they were
around 17 treated poles.

roof of shop no 6

Danshal poles dismantled from roof of Shop No. 6. The ones in good condition are treated
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6. A plaster sample of 1X1 meter plaster was made in the external wall of shop no 6
waiting for the approval to proceed in using it.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Schedule submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)

Work is proceeding well in the traditional building section of the project the only delay is in the
flooring works of shops which is a 1 week delay.
The Municipality verbally approved the building permit of the new construction but not yet on
papers. The consultant gave the order to start the earthwork excavations in that section under
his responsibility. The order was given in the meeting held at the site on the 17th of Jan 2011,
but the contractor did not start. The first step to start the work in the new section is for the
contractor to submit the site level to the consultant to be approved/. This was submitted and
reviewed by the consultant after the last site meeting of the 24th of Jan 2011. Hopefully the
work will start in the new construction section next week.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
According to the site visit of the consultants to the site on the 26th Jan 2011 the flowing was
observed:
1. Shop No. 6 Documentation for the removed danchals still not submitted. This is urgent
issue and needs urgent action.
2. Site works progress still slow. Site activities are currently limited to chipping of concrete
plaster in Shop No. 4, the rebuilding of partly collapsed historic wall in Shop No. 1. The
later is still not completed.
3. A sample for 1 x 1 m. of plaster is prepared for inspection. Only one sample was made
rather than providing several ones to chose from.
4. No new MACs submitted. Need to submit immediately MACs for garden sand (3rd
reminder), pergola steel materials, electrical items (cables, conduits, boxes, DBs, etc..),
flooring materials, etc… Requirements (catalogue copies and test certifications) from the
approved MACs as per Consultant & Conservation Specialist comments are still not
submitted.
5. Site Safety Signs not yet fixed. This issue still not resolved since the start of the project.
6. Store floor not yet concreted. Important shops materials (e.g. old cupboards, removed
danchals) are inside and needs leveled floor in order not to be damaged.
7. Internet facility with document scanner not yet available at site. This facility is very
important in order to expedite all correspondence transactions.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not yet delivered by the Contractor.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The crack manifested between shops no 2 and shop no 3 was filled with mortar.

Crack before filling

Crack after being filled

2. The contractor filled the cracks manifesting on the floor and on the interior wall of shop No.
2. The work will also proceed with the cracks exhibited on the exterior of the southern
façades of shops No 2 and 3.

Floor crack in Shop No. 2
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The external cracks in shop no 2 and 3

3. The site engineer marked the site boundaries as they were shown in the registration
documents. He also revised all the site levels to compare it with the design.
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4. The substrate layer of the wall plaster of shop no 5 has been complete and the contractor is
for the approval of the Ministry of Culture.

The substrate layer of the plaster in shop no 5

5. The cement chipping is 70% completed. The consultant banned the use of the jack hammer
because of the cracks which appear in shop no 3 and 2.

The chipping of cement layers in shop no 4
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6. The contractor excavated a bore hole in shop no 1 to investigate the layers below
the existing flooring.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

th

Schedule submitted by contractor (26 Dec 2010)

Work is going on well in the traditional building section of the project the only delay is in the
flooring works of shops which is a 1 week delay.
The Municipality approved the building permit of the new construction verbally but yet the
consultant is still waiting them to issue the papers.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
According to the site visit of the consultants to the site on the 26th Jan 2011 the flowing was
observed:
1. Shop No. 6 Documentation for the removed danchals is still not submitted.
2. Site works progress still slow. Site activities are only chipping of concrete plaster in Shop
No. 4. Rebuilding of partly collapsed historic wall in Shop No. 1 still partially done.
3. Sample for 1 x 1 m. of plastering not ready at site for inspection and approval.
4. No new MACs submitted. Need to submit immediately MACs for garden sand (3rd
reminder), pergola steel materials, electrical items (cables, conduits, boxes, DBs, etc..),
flooring materials, etc… Requirements (catalogue copies and test certifications) from the
approved MACs as per Consultant & Conservation Specialist comments are still not
submitted.
5. Site Safety Signs not yet fixed. This issue still not resolved since the start of the project.
6. Store floor not yet concreted. Important shops materials (e.g. old cupboards, removed
danchals) are inside and needs leveled floor in order not to be damaged.
7. Internet facility with document scanner not yet available at site. This facility is very
important in order to expedite all correspondence transactions.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not yet delivered by the Contractor. During the site
visit of 10th Feb there were 5 workers on site.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. Contractor started to mark the locations of foundation bases and central lines of walls on
ground. There have been some issues in that: the exterior line of the property from the
southwestern corner of the new construction limits was claimed to be located over existing
underground services. The contractor investigated the existence of such service lines by
digging some pits along the initial property line, no service lines were found. For that
reason, the western limit line which was previously shifted inside the property was restored
again in accordance to the original property lines. In addition, the contractor claimed some
variations in the locations of some walls and corners. Those will be investigated and
checked with the consultant.

Locations of foundations marked

Testing pit along the property line

2. The contractor removed the cement brick walls that existed in one of the niches of shop no
6. The removal exposed some serious cracks concealed behind. Contractor grouted those
cracks with a liquid mix of lime and gypsum following the advice of Mr. Salman al-Mahari
on Feb the 10th. Hole drillings were made throughout the detached plaster areas. Those
holes were then grouted with the mentioned mix using syringes.

The cracked niche in shop no 6 from exterior and interior after plaster treatment
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3. The contractor started to make a trial pit for the specified foundations at a 1.5 meter depth
along the walls of shop No. 6. During the latest site visit, the work was still ongoing in that
pit to reach the identified depth.

The trial pit for site cast foundation in shop no 6

4. During the last days some cracks were noticed in shop no 2. It was suspected that these
cracks are caused by the vibrations of the electrical and/or the manual hammering used for
removing the cement layer. The most noticeable crack is the one that runs horizontally in
that shop along the western wall at the corner between the flooring and the wall. To test
the evolution of the cracks, gypsum crack tellers were placed and dated in some locations.
In addition, the use of drilling machines was banned and the chipping will be done manually
from now on. In addition to that there were some developing cracks in the back of the
exterior of that wall and they were injected by the same plaster with the supervision of Mr.
Salman Al Mahari ( the used mixture of plaster was 2 lime powder to 1 gypsum powder and
it was placed on the 8th of Feb).

Cracks in shop no 2

Cracks in the southern wall of shop no 2 injected by plaster

chipping work in shop no 4
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5. Chipping work is still ongoing in shop no 4, on the northern interior wall of the shop.
6. Pore holes of about 40 cm diameter were made in each shop for ground testing, but each
has revealed different soil ingredients and levels as shown in the below sketches.

Sketch provided by contractor site engineer Ray explaining the layers of sand and their types in each pore hole
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Pore hole in shop no 2 and 5 around 60 cm deep

Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Schedule submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)

Work is going according to schedule in the historical section of the project, only the flooring
work of the shops had to be delayed until the completion of the chipping work in some shops
and until the final approval on the finishing plaster sample in shop no 5.
In the extension section the work has started by locating the layouts of foundation and the
central line of wall.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
Following the site meeting held on Monday the 7th between the consultant, the contractor and
representatives of the Ministry of Culture, these issues were observed:


The number of workers was below the one required by the consultant ( 4 workers
instead of 8).
 Consultant has requested some material samples for flooring and frameless glass which
have not been submitted by the contractor yet.
 Consultant has requested more options for potential AC subcontractors.
In addition the consultant has requested from the contractor to start working on the finishing
materials to avoid delay in selection and approvals by both consultant and Ministry in the next
stage.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not yet delivered by the Contractor. During the site
visit of 20th April there were around 5 workers on the site.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. Excavation work is still ongoing and has revealed another Madbasa on the eastern side of
the land on a higher level to the previous one, the excavation on that section of the site is
being documented to be re-buried and no change will be made in the design of the new
construction, excavation is supposed to be completed by the end of this week so that the
new construction work will start.

Excavation work in the south eastern side of the site

2. The excavation work on the west southern section of the site is completed and the design
of the new construction will be redeveloped accordingly by consultant.

south western Madbasas revealed
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3. Screed layer of the roofs of shop 1,2,3 and 50% of shop no 4 have been removed in order
to inspect the mat underneath and the Danchal poles for any defected element that need
replacement.

Removal of traditional screed layer of roofs

4. Shop no 5 is being prepared to be fully completed as a model for the rest of the shops,
therefore the screed layer on top of the roof has been fully removed, the ground layer has
been removed and is being lowered 10 cm meantime to go with the same finishing level of
the authentic previous ground level, in addition to that the traditional ceiling from inside
and plaster work on walls have been restored to its original state. The electrical drawings
for the shop are being prepared, the new design for the openings of the shop are also
being prepared by Al Ali, the suggested detail for ventilating the walls from inside the shop
are also being studied.

Work in shop no 5

5. The implementation of a ventilation system for the exterior walls has started, a pit is being
dug in front of the facade of the shops to remove the asphalt layer and replace it by a
ventilation conduit filled with pebbles. So far digging is located in front of shop no 2,3,4,5
to be moved forward toward shop no 1. The detail of the ventilation channel (size,
materials and so on) is under study.
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The ventilation channel along the northern exterior wall of the shops

6. The wooden door of shop no 1 is in a bad condition (one leaf is being broken into 3 parts)
therefore the contractor and consultant are studying the possibility of repairing it, this will
be done by the following week with the guidance of the Ministry's conservation expert.

Broken leaf of the eastern door of shop no1

detail on northern door leaf of shop no 1

7. Consultant has requested the registration document of the land east of shop no 6 in order to
apply for electrical supply for the coffee shop. The Ministry staff will contact the owners of
this plot to proceed.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Schedule submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)

Consultant have request from contractor to prepare a new work schedule to recuperate the
time lost in doing most of the activities, yet the new schedule has not submitted by him.
According to the new archeological findings the work on the new section is being stopped for
one week of excavation.
Consultant is studying the possibility of starting with the next section of the project (the toilets
and shops on the south land – Al Doi's property) the coming week, therefore the contractor is
suppose to replace the site office in another location.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
According to the consultant site visit on Thursday 21st of April the following was observed:
1. Documentation of the reveled Madbase was not yet submitted to proceed in the design
sketch layout.
2. Door of shop no 1 is still being repaired.
3. Electrical shop drawings for shop no 5 is not yet submitted.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not delivered by the Contractor. During the site visit
of 9th April there were around 5 workers, a carpenter and his assistant, and the site director on
the site.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The excavation work undertaken by the Ministry's team is completed and was surveyed in
relation to the built up shops. Several layers of Madbasas have been described in the
eastern properties as well as the southern side of the project. It was described by the
director of the Heritage Sector as being the land of madbasas or even the"hanging
madbasas" as they are built one above the other. Discussions are now in place to finalize
decisions on what to reveal in the final presentation of the site and what to backfill. The
backfilling will save the archaeological remains, and all foundation will be redesigned in a
such a way that they will not reach to the level of the discovered madbasas. In any case,
proper documentation shall be done prior to any intervention.

Excavation work in the south eastern side of the site

2. After the removal of the roof layers of shops No. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, it was decided to keep
all the authentic existing mats, and to treat them with oil to prevent further brittleness,
and damage. It was advised to install a new mat layer above the existing one, onto with
all roof layers will be installed.
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Exposed bamboo mats of shops 1,2 and 3

3. The site director is revising the slopes of the roof in order to provide the water spout to
drain the roofs on top of shops No. 1, and 2 in the eastern side rather on the northern
side. This is to prevent having the spout (mirzam) on the roof projection in the northern
side.

Roof plan showing proposed slopes and locations of mirzams

4. In addition to the preparation of shop No. 5 for being a mock-up shop, it was decided to
also prepare Shop no 4 to hopefully being used it as a site office instead of the currently
used site office which will be dismantled in order to start the work on the Doi property.
The parameter conduits have been constructed using cement blocks. The ventilation
conduit is still under implementation. A paving slab was submitted as a sample. It is 50x50
cm. It was advised to use smaller size slabs, and to have them colored similar to the
plaster color.
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The ventilation trench in shop No. 4

5. All the existing doors have been dismantled now, and they have been worked out by the
site carpenter. The eastern door leaves have been restored, with the exception of one leaf
which was found so holy ruined and need replacement. The western door leaves are
almost completed. The carpenter is still working on the remaining doors. It was
recommended to start with the restoration of the leaves of door No. 4 in order to secure
the entrance of the shop which will be used as a site office.

Completed restored leaf (eastern doorway of Shop 1)

Completed restored leaf (northern doorway of shop No. 1)

6. The Consultant is now preparing the required documents to issue the permit for the Doi
extension. The Ministry is dealing with representatives from the Doi family in order to finalize
the purchase of their property.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Schedule submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)

Consultant have request from contractor to prepare a new work schedule to recuperate the
time lost in doing most of the activities, yet the new schedule has not submitted by him.
According to the new archeological findings the work on the new section is being stopped for
one week of excavation.
Consultant is studying the possibility of starting with the next section of the project (the toilets
and shops on the south land – Al Doi's property) the coming week, therefore the contractor is
suppose to replace the site office in shop No. 4.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
1. Documentation of the revealed Madbasas is completed and final design is being
prepared by the Consultant.
2. Electrical shop drawings for shop no 5 is submitted and approved.
3. Samples of the electrical appliances were submitted and commented upon.
4. Consultant is contacting companies that are producing tents in order to investigate the
possibility to cover any revealed archaeology.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not delivered by the Contractor. During the site visit
of 13th June there were around 8 to 10 workers on the site.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1.
2. Regarding the discovered archeology in the southern side of the traditional shops the
conservation team of the project has finally decided on what to reveal and what to rebury
from Madbasas. One of the main worry that led the team to adopt reburying is the
closeness of the madbasas to the ground water level. On that basis, a final design was
discussed and submitted by Al Aali consultant. The Contractor started filling the excavated
trenches with double washed Lousy sand in order not to allow efflorescence to take place
on the surfaces of the madbasas plaster through rising moisture and to protect them from
other external damaging factors.

The revised sketch design layout submitted by the consultant
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Back filing the unrevealed archeology by Lousy sand

3. After extending the borders of the project southwards to include the property of al-Doi,
the site office which was built on that property was demolished and the contractor started
digging that plot. Similar to the process followed in the initial project, the historic stone
walls were revealed and preserved in place. The Consultant instructed to start digging to
reveal the foundations in order to consider their location in the new design. Yet there is a
possibility of needing to use the Ministry Archeological team to excavate and document
findings. The type of foundation initially designed need to be modified to accommodate
the historic foundations. We should point out that the work started on site without issuing
the building permit from the Municipality. In addition to that the agreement between
Ministry and al Doi family was requested by consultant to proceed with the building
permit.

Site office demolished suppose to be replaced with shop no 4 when it’s completed
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4. The Ministry team, the consultant and the contractor representatives paid visit on the 23rd
and 30th of May to local shops to select samples of lighting units and floor tiles for the
various spaces of the project. The selected samples of tiles for the historic shops, coffee
shop, courtyard and toilets were brought to the site on the 13-6-2011. The idea is to
represent the madbasa that was buried with a pattern made by two different types of tiles
(slightly difference in texture and color). The Consultant was responsible to prepare the
final scheme of that pattern to be endorsed by the Ministry of Culture.

Tiles samples delivered to the site

5. The work on the ventilation trenches around the internal perimeter of the shops' floors in
the five traditional shops have started. Those trenches are also used to extend electricity
conduits and wires.
6. A list of tasks were submitted to the Contractor:
• To fix and/or replace the historic mat of the roof of shop no 2. The north western
corner of that mat is found ripped, and thus should be fixed.
• Two of the wooden beams of the mezzanine of shop no 3 need replacement. The
missing beams at the southern end of that mezzanine should be newly installed. It
was agreed to cover the beams with wooden planks (dove and tailed fixations) to
replace the weak and broken wooden boards which was found in place.
• The wooden beams of shop no 4 were found in good conditions, except the last
one which has to be modified to provide a 60X60 cm void for the staircase. Similar
to the case of shop No. 3, it was decided to use wooden planks as the finish
flooring of the mezzanine instead of the existing wooden boards.
• The consultant instructed the consultant to avoid horizontal cuts in the wall as
much as possible to prevent affecting the load bearing capacity. Instead limited
vertical cuts would be advisable instead for extending all electrical wiring.
• The finish plaster that the Contractor has applied on the wall of shop 5 without
approving any samples, has exhibited surface hair cracks, and in some areas is
spalling. The Ministry requested to inspect the mixture used for the plaster, and to
proceed in making up samples in order to select a suitable and appropriate
plaster.
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Vertical wiring cuts

The ventilation floor trench detail

custom made concrete tiles

7. As it was agreed for the roofing to lay down loosely custom made concrete slabs (30X30
cm), the contractor has proceeded in the making of such tiles on site.
8.

The cantilever in front of shops 1 and 2 was discussed in the last site meeting, consultant
instructed to add a similar cantilever to shops 3 and 4 like the one exist in front of shop no
5 based. This is based on the fact that there are some traces of such projected roof that
extended towards shops 3 and 4. This would require the fixation of two danchal poles to
be added horizontally and extend the matt above them. The danchal poles projected
between shops 2 and 3 are to be kept, and additional poles should be fixed onto the
northern west corner of the existing cantilever to provide the needed support of the matt.
This idea was then revisited by the representatives of the Ministry as the existing traces
are not complete enough to launch such restoration, and in such case the conservation of
what existed would be preferred.

The cantilever in front of shops 1 and 2
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9. It was decided to fix the height of the selected external lighting units in reference to shop
No. 1 as it has the shortest façade because of the sloping street. The level of these units
would then be fixed throughout the units to be fixed on the exterior of shops 2, 3, and 4.
Shop No. 5 will have to have a different treatment since its façade height is much lower
than all the others.

Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Schedule submitted by contractor (26th Dec 2010)

Consultant have request from contractor to prepare a new work schedule to recuperate the
time lost in doing most of the activities, yet the new schedule has not submitted by him.
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Contractor was given the instructions to focus on and finalize the old building section, yet work
is going very slowly there.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
The consultants comments to contractor on the last site inspection held on the 11 th of June was
as following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to bring sample with MAC for the selected lights from Al-Ansari, Behzad &
Universal lighting.
Need to bring sample of Ceiling Suspended AC.
Need to bring sample & MAC for floor and wall tiles selected from Elames.
April & May Monthly Report not yet submitted up to date.
In general, still the site works progress is slow and manpower is less.
Still, we are awaiting your Catch-Up Plan Work Schedule.
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not delivered by the Contractor. Under the pressure
the Ministry, the Contractor increased the manpower they are still considered as few when
compared with the amount of work that needs to be recovered.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The implementation of the new design has started by doing the following:
• Laying down the formwork and the steel bar reinforcement for the concrete
foundations in the central courtyard and in the Doi property at the southern part and
the coffee shop (even though the final building permit is not yet issued).
• In addition to the construction of the boundary walls, the contractor has also started
to build two block walls located in southern of revealed Madbasa.
• The eastern walls of the coffee shop were built with traditional techniques and
materials. The decision was taken on the basis on the amount of historic information
we have in each case. We are basically following the Venice Charter notion that says
that "restoration should stop when conjecture starts". So, if we apply this principle on
our cases, we will find out the following:
- In the case of the street facade, the existence of the wall with all of its details is
confirmed through old photographs dated probably to the 70th, as well as the
foundations which are revealed through our archaeological digs (as well as property
deeds, and old areal photographs). Therefore there was no doubt of the existence of
that wall in that particular shape. It was therefore logic to reconstruct it with traditional
materials and techniques as means for restoration.
- In the case of the western facade (the rear facade of the project), the case is different.
We only have an archaeological wall revealed, and an old map that showed that this
area was built up until that line. We also have the property lines indicated in the deeds.
Those are good enough evidences for a reconstruction, but definitely not good enough
for a restoration. That is why it would be important to give that wall a modern look to
confirm that we have our doubt on the way it once looked like. The plaster also will
make a differentiation.

•

Two stone walls inside the coffee shops and the one in the outdoor sitting area are
built on top of the existing historic foundations to delineate their existence, and to
link the historic evidences with the new architectural composition. The height of the
two walls are still being discussed so that they won't overwhelm.
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Formwork and steel reinforcement in progress

Eastern erected stone wall from by Maher street

2. The Ministry Archeological team has completed the excavation and the documentation of
the Doi property (southern part of the project). Similar to other excavations in the site,
this one has also revealed Madbasas for what it seems to be the remains of three historic
shops. Following the same preservation approach followed in the preservation of the deep
madbasas, the Ministry decided to re-burry the findings with double washed lozy sand. As
per design, this area would be converted into two toilets to serve the public and the users
of the coffee shop, as well as two more shops in the southern part which would be newly
constructed following the historic pattern of the market without damaging the
foundations.
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The Ministry Archeological team- Doi property excavation and Documentation

3. Contractor obtained the samples the lighting units of the external spaces of the project,
and the indoor of shops. However the shops spot lights are not yet located in the local
market. A sample of another type of track light was submitted but it didn't follow the
specifications requested by the Ministry.
4. Progress is considered way slow in the works in the five traditional shops. What is
achieved so far are as following:
• In shop no 3 and 4, the selected wooden beams of the mezzanine were preserved in
place. One wooden ladder was also preserved. The design of the mezzanine wooden
floor and the handrail are not yet submitted by the Consultant.

Mezanin level progress shop no 4

•
•

steel work of the flooring in historic shops

Chipping of cement plaster and deep filling of the revealed masonry are still ongoing to
the outer elevations in all of the historic shops.
The new wooden doors that where designed for shops no 3 and 4 are fixed. It was
discovered that authentic brass locks of the shops were stolen. The carpenter had install
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new ones that are bought from the flee market that resemble those which were stolen
and documented. The brass screws are not yet fixed in those locks.
• The works in the ventilation trenches surrounding the perimeters of the historic shops
started. The steel bar reinforcement of the floor screed have been installed, and the
concrete pouring was done in addition to the tiling of some shops. Contractor has
completed some of the ventilation light weight concrete tiles with the required
ventilation openings. Those tiles were not yet fixed in their final positions.
• The roofs of the shop have been removed up to the mat level. The mats were painted with
a mix of turpentine, oil, and wood disinfectant. Contractor has also laid down a new
layer of mat covering the old layer as means for protection from one side, and to
overlay the sections which were found ripped or damaged from the other side. The light
weight tiles which will be laid loose as the final layer of the rood were prepared and
stored in front of the historic shops. The screed layer is not laid yet on top of the roof.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

th

Schedule submitted by contractor (26 Dec 2010)

As clearly noticed from the above scheduled the duration of the project must be completed at
this time, but it’s clearly noticed from the progress on site that the project will need at least two
more months to be done. Consultant have request from contractor to prepare a new work
schedule to recuperate the time lost in doing most of the activities, yet the new schedule has
not submitted by him. Instead the work is going on based on weekly catch up plans.
Contractor is now concentrating in the newly additions plus some progress is noted in the
traditional building par.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
Consultants comments to contractor on the last site inspection held on the 26th of July 2011 was
as following:
•

Missing Historic Brass Door Locks, Metal Hinges and Accessories are still not found.
Accordingly, if they are lost or stolen (in worst case) administrative action will be taken
in order for these things not to happen again. All missing Historic items shall be replaced
with identical items.

•

Concreted blinding shall be cured daily with net fabric until the Foundation and Ground
Beams will be concreted.

•

The steel of the reinforced concrete foundation and tie beams installed in the Coffee
Shop area were inspected and asked to be rectified to prevent any damage to the
historic walls.

•

The Consultant highlighted that the cover of the concrete of the foundation should not
be less than 75mm.

•

It was decided that the 30x30cm base of steel columns. At some areas, the steel spacing
are tight that aggregates will not pass. Threaded bolts are fixed for the Steel Base of the
steel Columns.

•

Steel for Higher Level Sitting not started as well as Ground Beams for block work Wall
Southern & Eastern Side. Steel not started at Free-Standing block work Wall at Western
Side. Work is again slow and need to speed up.

•

Need to speed up in order to cast foundation concrete within the week as promised.

•

Need to Submit Weekly Schedule to catch up with the delays. Catch-Up/Recovery
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Working team
A final list of the working team on site was not delivered by Contractor. Although contractor
increased the manpower they are still considered as few when compared with the amount of
work that is to be done.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The implementation of the new design was going on as following:
 Concrete was poured and cured for foundations in all of the project, in addition to all
floors including: main outdoor courtyard ‐coffee shop ‐outdoor lower sitting area floors,
columns and beams of the Doi property as well as the western free standing block wall,
outdoor steps and ramp. On the 15th of September concreting of all elements in the
ground floor is completed and the form work and steel bars are being prepared for
concreting roofs and beams of the western and southern boundary block walls in the
courtyard.

Concreting and formwork

Work progress in Al‐Doi property
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Two blocks walls were also added on the limit of the neighboring building to the east of
the courtyard.

Block wall of courtyard work progress



In the coffee shop, the Madbasa portion to be exhibited was temporarily backfilled for
better protection. One 8 inch diameter pipe and two 6 inches diameter pipes were
inserted in the eastern retaining parapet to insure proper ventilation and circulation of
air by creating different air pressure.

Ventilation o the Madbase that will be covered with glass inside the coffee shops



The parapet wall of the outdoor lower sitting area was lowered by 20 cm to follow the
height of openings in the eastern stone wall façade.

Outdoor low sitting parapet with its final height
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The steel structural columns in the coffee shop and above the revealed outdoor
Madbase were finally sandblasted, waxed and fixed in place along with the steel T
beams, forming a new independent structure to carry the reinforced concrete slab on
top.

Work progress in the coffee shop space

The inserted steel structure
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Recent view of the coffee shop steel structural elements and the courtyard at the back

2. Progress in the traditional five shops was as follows:
 Mezzanine design in shops 3 and 4 was finally submitted and their execution is almost
complete, the flooring is simple, using wooden planks with tail and dove fittings, the
handrail design was also submitted and approved (see below).

Mezzanine level in historic shops 3,4

perforated ventilation tile installed
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Chipping and deep filling for the external walls of the 5 historic shops was done and a
final plaster sample was approved by the Minister of Culture.
Regarding woodwork, all of the wooden doors were fixed in the historic shops except
for the western door of shops no 5 and 6. The wooden window with steel grills in shop
no 3 was submitted by the contractor but its design was not approved by the Ministry
team.
Perforated tiles made of lime and gypsum were finally fixed in some of the shops to
cover the vents.
The mat of the traditional canopy in front of shops 1 and 2 was renewed and trimmed
and is ready for the plaster and gypsum works to be done.
Regarding the traditional building roof progress, the screed layer is now completed. Still
water proofing layer, lightweight tile layer, and Merzams installation to be done.

The final plastering of historic shops

wooden window of shop no 5
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

th

Schedule submitted by contractor (26 Dec 2010)

The project is clearly overdue, and needs at least two more months to be done. The Consultant
has requested the contractor to prepare a new work schedule to recuperate the time lost, yet
the new schedule has not submitted. Instead the work is proceeding based on weekly catch up
plans.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
Work is still very slow, labors must be increased or night shifts must be considered, Agreed
items to be completed within this week until 26‐9‐2011 were as following:








RCC slabs for the coffee shop and the Doi building.
Historic shops roof water proofing.
All historic plastering.
All wooden doors and windows.
Mezzanine railing of shops 3 and 4.
Ventilation for all existing shops.
Glass system sample to be supplied.
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Working team
A final li& of the working teem on site was not delivered by Cont ractor. The oontador is not
oooperating when it oomes to our requests of increasing manpower as well as the double shift option
to met the deooline of the project. In oodition to that a1d during the weekly site visits oonduded by
the Mini&ry's teem it was noticed that the main site engineer appoint ed by contador is not hundred
percent availci:>le at site, this led to some serious problems and mistakes in the management of site
manpower plus the execution of site works within specification.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The implementation of the new design was going on as following:
• Concrete stci:>s were casted above the ooffee shop cr-ea in addition to the AI Cbi property.
and it was kept for 28 days curing assured by jacks and formwork.

Casted reinforced ooncrete slab in the coffee shop

•

,r---

A final decision regcr-ding the outdoor exposed Madbasa rover desig~ was taken and
implemented, the decision was to simply follow the same ooncept of oovering the ooffee
shop using exposed ooncrete stab and steel supporting beams a1d oolumns, the choioe was
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to reduce the heig,t of that slab to that of the coffee shop, to create variety of heigJts
defining different spaces and functions to ad as a shelter over the Madbasa using the proper
heig,t which will prevent rain water from reaching the expoffid archaeology. In addition, a
simple handrail design was propoffid by the Ministry representatives to protect the edges
around the expoffid madbasa . Exposed steel pipe and steel rods were the main construction
elements for the handrail to match the existing contemporary structure.

•

•

Raster works for the brick walls started, ro as the painting of the modern cement block
works in the routhern side of the project. The paint sample was approved , which was
selected to contrast with the traditiona fini9ling plaster, but yet complete a homogeniouis
overall unity of the project spaces.
Rna desi91 of the wooden elements in the modern part of the project was submitted by
consultant and approved to be executed by wood subcontractor.
,

r-

~ ~l: I~~·~~ ~

••
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Wooden elements details (windows of the coffee shops over1ooking Bu Maher street)
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•

R3garding the aluminum frane and the gass that will oover the coffee shop as well as the
indoor Madbasa it was difficult to find the required aluminum frame which delayed installing
it on site to one more month due to a requested shipment from outside Bahrain. The oolor of
the aluminum was relected to match with the oolor of the exposed steel of the steel columns
and the exposed steel beams of the roof structures.
~~

..r

Slme of the drawings received and commented on by consultant on 19-11-2011
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Some detail draw1ngs for the glass of the indoor Madbasa

•

r·

The kitchen counter was re-designed, during that period the marketing teem in the project
was working on finding adient to rent the place, some of the oomments of potential d ients
were valued and used to develop the desig1 of that part icular section. In addition, the main
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electrical panel board was installed ribf1t at behind the kitchen oounter, a dedsion that
mandated relocating any water source to be at least 2 meters away from the DB.
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Drawing for the ventilation detail of indoor Madbasa and the counter
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Drawmg for the final design of the counter

•

,.-~

A scrnple of the paving layout was done in the outdoor courtyard and inside the historical
shop which wct3 added to the coffee S'lop (No 6). The original idea of the paving Wct3 to
reflect the underneath revealed archeology (founded Madbasas) by using three different
types of paving ( a crazy pattern to reflect walls, 20 em wide light tiles to reflect the projected
channels of Madbasct3 and finally a 30 an wide dCYk tiles that will reflect the recessed
channels of Madbesas) ro the sample done at that time reflected that . Later on and after
starting fixation of tiles the rerult was not satisadory in terms of virual effect that is due to
the ~pCYent contrast between the tile colors and the ICYge number of repetiti ve Madbasas
found at site. Therefore this concept was changed in to using only the darker t ile with
different thicknesses and patterns, and adding cement as the filler in between.
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Tiling sample on 30-10-2011

The implementation of the decision to umfy the used tile

2. Progress in the traditional five shops was as follows:
• Mezzanine: the mezza1ine flooring was done in oodition to the previousy desig1ed wooden
handrail.
• There-plastering work in the historical building in all walls we£. done both from exterior and
interior, the remaining work was left for the fine conservation team to work on ooding of the
finish layer that would make the color appearance of the hisoric wall surfaces doser in color
to the traditional plaster by adding a portion of the stone dus resulted in crushing coral and
lime stones.
• Wooden doors of all shops were installed previousy, almost at that stage there was no
proge5Son, the only noticed element we£. the oodition of the gill window above the
historical shop no 6, without adding the historical door of it.
• Water proofing membrane was placed and 48 hours water test we£. carried on to assure the
effidency of the water proof membrane. S:>me minor oojustments were made to seal
discovered gaps and holes in the water proof membrane of the roof of shop No. 4.
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A view towards the historical shops taken mid October

Mezzamne level after installing the wooden handrail

Water proofing test above the historical shops

Work achieved according to project's schedule
No alternative 9:tledule We£ submitted by rontador, the work is proceeding baffid on weekly a:rtdl
up plans.
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Work achieved according to approved specifications
Work is still very slow a1d delayed, labors must be increared or nig,t shifts must be considered, it
was agreed that the due date of the project will be by the end of January.
Pavi ng around the project was one of the items in the scope of works to be done by contractor, but
becaure of the incompatibility of the contractor this item was removed from the scope and the work
will be executed with the help of another governmental body which is the Ministry of Works .
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Paving proposal submitted to Ministry of Works and prepared by M1mstry of Culture
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Working team
The contactor is not cooperating when it comes to our requests of increasing manpower as well as
the double shift option to me et the deadline of the project. In addition the absence of the site
engineer and the adequate number of laborers is hindering to achieve the results in the targeted
time.

Works Achieved D
During
uring the Reporting Period
As requested by the Ministry of Culture,
Cult ure, the
t he lighting
light ing units
unit s and Ac installation
inst allat ion was
w as added in
the coffee shop area and
and in
in the
t he other
ot her parts
part s of the
t he project . This provisionay installation
allowed
allow ed indicating
indicat ing where
w here there
t here are
are needs for omissions
om issions and additions of selected lighting
units.
Danchals of shop n
no
o 6 (The coffee
coffee shop) were
w ere numbered
num bered and
and documented ,removed during
the
t he construction
const ruct ion of the
t he concrete
concret e slab, and re-positioned in their exact positions in this phase
of the project . Provisions to remove
remove the Danchals that are located directly underneath the Ac
were provided and carefully designed for maintenance and repair of the Ac above without
the need to dismantle the masonry of the walls.

Lighting of coffee shop interior and the re- installation of authentic Danchals
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The designed handrail of exposed Madbas a was made and provisionally installed in place .
Plastering and paiting of the new concrete block walls was completed during this phase of
the project.
Regarding the wooden elements of that part of the project, some of them were done such as
the wooden grid screens in the western free standing wall, windows of the coffee shop also
were installed
installed.. The glass leaves, however, will be added in the following phase.
phase . The other
elements ssuch
uch as the wooden doors of shop no 6 , and toilets are still not yet made .

Installation of the handrail of outdoor exposed Madbesa

The western free standing wall
wall of the project with the wooden elements

The glazing system of the coffee shop was partially done, only the aluminum frame was
installed, the glass of elevations as well as the Madbasa flooring is not yet delivered. There
was a delay in delivering the aluminum frame on the western side of the project (above the
western entrance of shop no 6), that was due to changing decisions of the design. I nitially the
proposal was to use a glass door behind the wooden authentic door to allow natural lighting
link.. After rethinking this option, the decision was taken to remove the glass door
and visual link
as it might disturb the authentic arrangement of the preserved and reused historic door. It
was then decided to keep the wooden door closed during the hot days when there is a
necessity to turn the AC on, and open it when the weather allows it . It was far more
important to preserve the traditional system as is than to adapt to the modern clim ate and
function of the space.

Installation of aluminum frame and the previous design showing the glass door at the back of the wooden traditional door
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Floor tilling is almost done, the finishing of steps was an issue and it settled finally by using
the option of concrete steps that has rounded edges. All steps are done there is only the
remaining of the rounding’s of the edges.
Work on the public toilet was carried on by approving the different sanitary appliances
options that was submitted by contractor, in addition tile works of th e flooring and walls are
done. There was a slight design change to the entrance of toilets, there was suppose to be no
door barrier, but now the design
desig n is changed to include doors to maintain the needed privacy,
and to respect the security of the place at night.

Toilet interior
interior works

A general view on the project

1. Progresses in the traditional five shops were as follows :
Lightings were installed both at the exterior of historical shops as well as the interior,
however
how ever the
t he conservation
conservat ion team
t eam is debatin
debat in g the choice of keeping the exterior ones, as this
might
m ight be considered in the
t he overall lighting
light ing of the
t he market
m arket area at night,
night , and not necessarily to
to
be considered through each shop individually.
t eam work
w ork was
w as contracted
cont ract ed and will start their work in adding the final
The fine conservation team
plastering coat .
Still the door of shop no 6 is not installed yet, and the already submitted grill window above
that door in the same shop was mistakenly submitted as founded by the con sultant according
to the documentation the original window was shorter in width than the installed one,
therefore the original window will be reinstalled soon.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule
contactor,
tor, the work is proceeding based on weekly catch
No alternative schedule was submitted by contac
up plans and the focus now is on the completion of the project within the sited date at the end of
January.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
In general work performed is not according to the agreed specifications, few workers are on site and
they are not specialized in specific scope, they are rather working on all items, and the contractor is
refusing to contract with spiciest sub contractors. All of that is resultin g in increasing time, effort and
money that are spent to correct mistakes. Having no choice but to work with the same contractor to
save time of replacement the Ministry’s team is suffering in monitoring the project to the very
details and trying the best to push forward tell the end.
On the other hand the paving work around the project which was developed in cooperation with the
Ministry of Works is going on well.
And as done in other pearling sites (such as Bayit Al-Nukhithah), it was requested by the Minister to
develop the urban immediate surroundings of the project , therefore the Ministry team prepared that
to be executed next month .
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ٚزى االرفبق ػهٗ انؼمذ ث ٍٛانغشف األٔل (ٔصاسح انثمبفخ)ًٚ ٔ ،ثهٓب ْزا االرفبقٔ ...............انغشف
انثبَ ٙانسٛذ  ........................يبنك انؼمبس سلىٔ ، ..................فمبً ػهٗ انطشٔط اٜرٛخ:
 - 1صٛبَخ انًذم:
ٚزكفم انغشف انثبَ – ٙانًبنك أٔ انًسزأجش ثبنصشف ػهٗ ٔرُفٛز أػًبل انصٛبَخ انذٔسٚخ نهًذم
ٔػُبصشِ ف ٙغضٌٕ فزشح صيُٛخ يذذدح نكم يًٓخ ,ػهٗ أٌ رمش ٔصاسح انثمبفخ جًٛغ أػًبل انصٛبَخ
انًغهٕثخ ثبنًذم ٔركٌٕ رذذ إضشاف يًثم انٕصاسحٚ .ذك نٕصاسح انثمبفخ دزف أٔ إضبفخ أٔ رؼذٚم
ثُٕد أػًبل انصٛبَخ.
ٔانؼُبصش انزٚ ٙهزضو انغشف انثبَ ٙثصٛبَزٓب ْ ٙكبٜر:ٙ
 بياض الحىائط:ٚجت انغشف انثبَ ٙأٌ ٚؼًم انزشيًٛبد انالصيخ نأليبكٍ انًزذاػٛخ نهذٕائظ انذاخهٛخ
ٔانخبسجٛخ إلثمبئٓب ف ٙدبنخ جٛذحٔ ،كزنك إصانخ انكزبثبد يٍ ػهٗ انجذساٌ.
 العىاصر الخشبيت (األسقف ،األبىاب ،الميزاويه إن وجد):دْبٌ جًٛغ األخطبة دٔسًٚب ف ٙفزشح ال رزؼذٖ انسُز ٍٛثذْبٌ ٚزكٌٕ يٍ خهٛظ صٚذ عجٛؼ،ٙ
ٔيزٚتٔ ،يمبٔو نهذطشاد ثُست يزسبٔٚخٚ .جت انغشف انثبَ ٙأٌ ٚزمذو إنٗ ٔصاسح انثمبفخ
ثًمزشح دْبٌ انًذم رٕضخ انًكَٕبد ٔ عشٚمخ انذْبٌٚٔ ،جت أٌ ٚزى انًٕافمخ ػهٓٛب يٍ لجم
ٔصاسح انثمبفخ.
 أرضيت المحل:ٚجت ػهٗ انغشف انثبَ ٙيشاجؼخ أسضٛخ انًذم ثطكم دٔس٘ نهزأكذ ثأٌ األسضٛخ ثذبنخ
جٛذح يٍ َبدٛخ َظبفزٓب ٔجفزٓب.
 أسطح المحل:ػذو رخض ٍٚأ٘ يٕاد ػهٗ أسغخ انًذم .انغشف انثبَ ٙيسئٕل ػٍ َظبفخ أسغخ انًذم
ٔإثمبئٓب ثذبنخ جٛذح ٔ ،كزنك يسئٕل ػٍ صٛبَخ صشف يٛبِ األيغبس ٔيذبفظخ ػهٗ كفبءرٓب.
ال رضٚذ انفزشح انضيُٛخ ث ٍٛكم ػًهٛخ الصٛبَخ انًغهٕثخ نألسغخ ػٍ انطٓش انٕادذ.
 وظام التكييف:ٚجت انغشف انثبَ ٙأٌ ٚزأكذ يٍ كفبءح ٔجٕدح ٔدذاد انزكٛٛف ٚٔ ،صهخ أ٘ ػٛت ف ٙانجٓبص
فٕس ظٕٓسِٔ ,أٌ ٚزأكذ يٍ ػًم ٔ َظبفخ فهزش انجٓبص سًُٕٚب لجم ثذء انصٛف .كزنك أٌ
انغشف انثبَٚ ٙزأكذ ثأٌ انذٔائش انكٓشثبئٛخ ألجٓضح انزكٛٛف ثذبنخ جٛذح  ٔ ،أٌ َظبو صشف
يٛبِ انزكٛٛف ٚؼًم ثكفبءح.
 الكهرباء واإلوارة:ٚٔ ،جش٘ انصٛبَخ
أٌ ٚهزضو انغشف انثبَ ٙف ٙدفغ فٕارٛش انكٓشثبء فٔ ٙلزٓب دٌٔ رأخٛش
انذٔسٚخ نألػًبل انكٓشثبئٛخ ف ٙغضٌٕ انذٔائش ٔانزًذٚذاد انًٕجٕدحٚ .جت انغشف انثبَٙ
أٌ ٚذصم ػهٗ انًٕافمخ يٍ ٔصاسح انثمبفخ ف ٙدبل إجشاء أ٘ رغٛٛشاد أٔ رؼذٚالد الصيخ
نهٕدذاد انكٓشثبء انذبنٛخ  ،كزنك أٌ ٚزأكذ انغشف انثبَ ٙثأٌ نًجبد اإلضبءح انذاخهٛخ ٔ
خبسجٛخ نهًذم ف ٙدبنخ جٛذحٔ ،ال ٚسًخ نّ ةرغٛٛش ٔدذاد اإلضبءح إال ثؼذ يٕافمخ كزبثٛخ يٍ
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لجم ٔصاسح انثمبفخ .ثبإلضبفخ أٌ انغشف انثبَ ٙيسئٕل ػٍ رجذٚم نًجبد اإلضبءح انزبنفخ فٕس
رهفٓب ثهًجبد يثٛهخ ف ٙانُٕع ٔانهٌٕ ٔانمذسح انكٓشثبئٛخ.
 - 2إَٔاع األَطغخ انًسًٕدخ ثًضأنزٓب:
ػهٗ انغشف انثبَ– ٙانًبنك أٔ يسزأجش انًذم أٌ ٚسزغم انًذم نجٛغ األضٛبء انذشفٛخ أٔ
انزمهٛذٚخ ٔانًالئًخ نًطشٔع عشٚك انهؤنؤٚ ٔ ،جت أٌ ٚذصم ػهٗ انًٕافمخ يٍ ٔصاسح انثمبفخ
ػهٗ كم انسهغ ٔانجضبئغ انز ٙسٛزى ػشضٓب نهجٛغ ثبإلضبفخ إنٗ عشٚمخ ػشضٓب ٔرسٕٚمٓب.


3

4

√ ال يحق للطرف الثاوي  -المالك أو المستأجر أن يستغل المحل لمزاولت األمىر اآلتيت:
ثٛغ انجضبػخ ثبنجىنخ
اسزخذاو انًذم كًخضٌ نزخض ٍٚانًُزجبد.
 ٚذك نهغشف األٔل ٔ -صاسح انثمبفخ ثًشاجؼخ ٔرفزٛص انؼمبس أٔ انًذم ف ٙأ٘ ٔلذ يٍ غٛشإضؼبس يسجك نهزأكذ ػهٗ ٔضغ انًذم ٔ انسهغ ٔعشٚمخ انجٛغ ٔ انزسٕٚك ٔفمبً نهطشٔط
انًؼزًذح ٔانًؼذح يٍ لجم انغشف األٔل.
 غٛش يسًٕح نهغشف انثبَ ٙثزشكٛت ثبة صجبج ٙف ٙانًذم أٔ انؼمبس دزٗ ال ٚطِٕ أٔ ٚؤثشثبنسهت ػهٗ األثٕاة انخطجٛخ انشئٛسٛخ نهًذم .إرا ادزبج انغشف انثبَ ٙإلضبفخ دبجض خهف
األثٕاة انخطجٛخ نهًذم نًُغ انٕٓاء انزكٛٛف انذاخه ٙيٍ انزسشة نهخبسج ٚسزغٛغ أٌ ٚثجذ
سبرش يٍ انمًبش انخفٛف ثؼذ دصٕنّ ػهٗ يٕافمخ ٔصاسح انثمبفخ ػهٗ َٕػٛخ انسبرش ٔنَّٕ
ٔعشٚمخ رشكٛجّ.

ٚ - 5جت أٌ ٘دلذو انغشف انثبَ ٙإنٗ ٔصاسح انثمبفخ ثبلزشاح يفصم ػٍ الفزخ انًذم ثًب ٚخص
ثبنزصًٛى ٔاألثؼبد ٔانًبدح انًسزخذيخٔ ،كزنك عشٚمخ رثجٛزٓبٔ ،كٛفٛخ رٕصٛم انكٓشثبء إنٗ
ٔدذاد اإلضبءح انًغهٕثخ إلضبءرٓبٔ ،كٛف سزجذٔ إضبءرٓب نٛالً .ال ٚسًخ نهغشف انثبَٙ
ثزجذٚم أٔ رصهٛخ الفزخ انًذم إال ثؼذ انذصٕل ػهٗ يٕافمخ كزبثٛخ يٍ ٔصاسح انثمبفخ.
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This agreement should be signed by and between Ministry of Culture & Information “First Party”
represented by Mr./Mrs. ………………, and (The landlord or the tenant of the shop)“Second Party”
represented by Mr./Mrs.……………. , according to the following terms and conditions:
1- Shop Maintenance:
Second Party (The landlord or the tenant of the shop) should be responsible financially
and technically for the periodic maintenance of the shop and all its facilities within
agreed time limits for each task. All required maintenance works would be set by
Ministry of Culture & and under supervision of its assigned representatives. The
Ministry reserves its right to add, remove or modify any term related to required
maintenance work.
Second Party is responsible of the following items maintenance:
1- Walls Plasters:
Second Party should do all the needed restorations to keep all the internal and
external walls of the shop in a good condition, and should prevent, and instantly
remove any graffiti.
2- Wooden Elements (ceilings, doors and mezzanine if existing)
Second Party should paint the walls periodically, maximum within two years. The
used paint should contain a mixture of natural oil, solvent and a disinfectant.
Second Party shall submit the specifications of the constituents and the method of
painting of the solution to the Ministry of Culture for approval.
3- Shop floor:
Second Party should conduct a periodic checkup to ensure the cleanness and
dryness of the floors, and to assure it is in good condition.
4- Shop Roofs:
No items or materials should be stored or kept on the roof of the shop. The Second
Party shall keep the roof always clean and in a good condition. Second Party is also
responsible of maintaining water drainage facilities and to perform a periodic
(maximum monthly) checkup and maintenance.
5- Air-conditioning System:
Second Party should ensure that all the air-conditioning units work efficiently. The
Second Part is responsible for fixing any defects in the units as soon as it occurs.
They will be also responsible of cleaning all filters at the beginning of every summer
and assure its performance. The Second Party shall also assure that the electrical
circuit of the AC is in good condition, and that the discharging of the water
condensation is efficient and not blocked.
6- Lighting and Electricity:
Second Party is responsible of settling down all electricity bills on time; they will also
be responsible for the maintenance of all the electricity existing extensions, and
they have to obtain Ministry of Culture’s approval prior any needed changes or
modifications to the existing electricity setup. The Second Party is also responsible
to ensure that all external and internal lighting units are in good working condition.
Second Party shall maintain the existing lighting units, and cannot exchange them
except with a written agreement issued by the First Party to approve the genre and
the specifications. Second Party is also abide by replacing the burned bulbs with the
same lighting intensity and color.
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2- Permitted Activities:
Second Party (the landlord or the tenant of the shop) should use the shop for selling
crafts and traditional goods that suites the theme of “Pearling Project”. An approval
should be obtained from the Ministry of Culture on all items and goods to be sold by the
Second Party as well as the method of sales and marketing.
Second Party (the landlord or the tenant of the shop) has no right to utilize the shop for
the following activities:
 Wholesale.
 Storage.
3- First Party “Ministry of Culture” has the right to conduct an ad hoc inspections to the
shop at any time and without any prior notice, to ensure that the status of the shop, the
merchandises and the method of sales and marketing are as per the approved terms
and conditions set by First Party.
4- Second Party is not allowed to install a new glass door that would damage the historic
doors of the shops. If the need to conceal the space of the shop to assure the
effectiveness of the Air conditioning during the hot seasons/days, the owners/tenants
are mandated to use a light fabric curtain for that purpose. The type of the fabric and
the color of the curtain, and its installation shall be approved by the Ministry of Culture.
5- Shop Signage:
Second Party should present a detailed proposal to the Ministry of Culture that
illustrates signage’s design, dimensions, materials, method of fixing, provisioned
electrical and lighting setups and how it will look like at the night time. Second Party is
not allowed to fix the signage prior to receiving a written approval from the Ministry of
Culture.
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State of conservation assessment of the urban property
‘AMĀRAT YOUSIF ABDURRAHMAN FAKHRO
Date of assessment: 10.01.2012 by Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis
Sources of visuals: All photos were taken during the assessment, unless otherwise indicated. The architectural
drawings are based on those produced during the architectural surveys carried out in the Ministry of Culture,
Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling Testimony in 2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
concrete block walls in room 101, between spaces 102 and 103, north and south of 106
concrete structure 104
concrete blocks in wall openings in spaces 101, 103, 105
cement floor in spaces 103, 105, 101
corrugated metal sheet roof on added room within room 101
concrete block column and wooden joist in space 103
room divisions and animal feeding troughs of concrete in rooms 101 and 102
four storey residential building in eastern extremity of the plot
cement surface plaster in few locations on masonry walls, columns and coral stone slabs (farush)
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
1-2
‘Amārat Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro is a ruin. Its eastern parts are missing,
except for archeological evidence mostly underground. The architectural
structures in the western parts are partly collapsed and ruined.
1- missing
1) Oral
2) physical evidence
3) historic documents
Reference
history
architectural structures in spaces
archeological evidence
historic photographs/ reconstruction
108 and 107, including the
(for details refer to the
drawing by John Yarwood
eastern street elevation, offices,
attached report 'Amara (refer to the attached report 'Amara
the central corridor and a wind
Excavations 2009, June Excavations 2009, June 2010, 3.5
tower along Tujjar Avenue
2010)
Contextual Evidence from Photographs
and Sketches, as well as to the Khalifah
Shaheen Digital Images Archive)
northern walls of space 106
remaining fragments
roof of spaces 107, 106, 103
remaining fragments
2 – partially collapsed / indicators
space 106
collapsed except for columns, fragments of central corridor’s roof, fragments of
northern, eastern, western and southern boundary walls/ cement floor
disintegrating
space 103
partially collapsed, except for columns, the northern, eastern, western and
southern boundary wall/ roof partially collapsed/ cement floor disintegrating
space 102
disintegrating masonry/ roof partially collapsed/ floor missing (loose sand)/
concrete partitions and animal feeding troughs added
space 101
disintegrating masonry/ roof partially collapsed/ floor missing (loose sand)/
concrete block room with corrugated metal sheet roof added/ cement surface
plaster on lower wall segments
northern boundary walls of
mostly disintegrated/ remaining fragments
spaces 107 and 108
southern, eastern and western
partially collapsed (western boundary wall partially dismantled and partially
boundary walls of space 106
reconstructed as part of an emergency intervention)
eastern and western boundary
walls partially collapsed
walls of space 103
western property elevation
partially collapsed (western elevation partially dismantled and partially
reconstructed as part of an emergency intervention)
5 columns in space 106
partially collapsed
roof of space 105
danschal beams in place, but upper roof layers missing
door in southern boundary wall
door leaves missing
of space 103
relocated historic door in added
door leaves missing
concrete wall in room 101

1

3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
columns in spaces 103, 105,
fragile, missing surface plaster/ disintegrating cement surface plaster in few
102, 106
locations
northern and southern boundary fragile, missing surface plaster/ cracked or missing coral stone slabs (farush)/
walls of space 103 and walls of
disintegrating cement surface plaster in few locations
101
5 historic ventilation windows
fragile, corroded or deformed metal bars
in northern boundary wall of
spaces 102 and 105
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
None
5 – sound condition/ notes
Setting
None
The property’s former seaside location has been lost due to successive land reclamation, which commenced during
the pearling era. An open space, however, reminds of a jetty historically located east of the property. The fallow
land is currently covered in vegetation and debris, including coral stone secured on the property. To the south, north
and west of the property, the historic market context is mostly preserved in modern and historic, partly abandoned,
partly operational commercial structures, including warehouses and shops. The historic spatial and functional
organization of the market area is still legible. A four storey residential building on the eastern extremity of the plot
negatively impacts the property. A less intrusive, though larger complex of excessive height stands to the north.
Vegetation
No vegetation exists within the property, but trees and bushes cover much of the fallow land to it west.
Movable items of cultural significance
Various movable heritage items, particularly remains of trade products related to the site’s history have been
recuperated during an archeological investigation (for details refer to the attached report of the archeological
investigation 'Amara Excavations 2009, June 2010 ).
Contribution of ‘Amārat Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site
‘Amārat Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro, as a ruined structure, is a unique illustration of the decline of the pearling
economy, and the abandonment and neglect of its physical testimony.
(Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.9 ‘Amārat Yousif
Abdurrahman Fakhro, p. 256 ff, and the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties:
Architectural Testimony of the Pearling Heritage, p. 141 ff)
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value
ruinous state/ remains of the trade products/ material
(Refer to the Nomination File, 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242)
Synthesis and photo documentation
‘Amārat Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro is a ruin and entirely abandoned.
The eastern parts of ‘Amārat Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro, including its central corridor, offices, and a wind
tower on Tujjar Avenue are missing (photos 1 and 2). What remains is archeological evidence and fragments of
the architectural structures above ground. The shared boundary wall with Amarat Ali Rashid Fakhro I is mostly
collapsed. Exposed, non plastered concrete block walls of neighboring plots visually impact the property.
The architectural structures in the western parts are partly collapsed and ruined. Most remains are coral stone
masonry elements, which have lost their surface plaster, and expose interior structural elements such as wooden
tie beams. In few areas, traces of later added cement plaster remain (photos 3 and 4). Most columns of the
central corridor in spaces 106 and 103 are standing, however, no longer supporting any roof. A service space
(104) of concrete blocks has been added here.
Best preserved is the property’s most western part - spaces 101, 102, 103 and 105 (photos 5 - 7). The eastern
and western boundary walls are partially collapsed. The latter constitutes the western property elevation (photo
8). The remains of the elevation have been partially dismantled for security reasons and partially stabilized and
reconstructed with the original construction material. The northern and southern boundary walls are still
standing, although fragile, and have retained many coral stone slabs (farush). These walls also retain the only
surviving architectural elements: five ventilation windows and a door frame (photos 9 and 10). Another door
frame has been relocated from an unknown location into an added concrete block wall in space 101 (photo 11).
Rooms 101 and 102 retain a partially collapsed roof. All danschal beams of space 105 are preserved in place,
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but all upper roof layers have almost completely disintegrated. The western area shows some modern additions,
such as cement flooring and concrete block walls and infill.
The ruin of ‘Amārat Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro, both its archeological and architectural remains, has a high
degree of authenticity. The architectural ruins illustrate comprehensively the vernacular construction techniques
and materials. The historic linear warehouse typology remains readable. The property’s narrativity is further
increased by the movable heritage items related to the former commercial use of the property.
The property’s setting is described above.
The archeological remains of Amarat Yousif Abdurrahman were investigated in 2009 and temporary reburied.
Refer to the report 'Amara Excavations 2009, June 2010 for details on the findings, which include foundations
of the former architectural structures, date juice presses, evidence of the historic land reclamation phases in the
location, and movable items related to the property’s pearling related history, and post-pearling usage.

1: view across spaces 106 and 107 towards the east with reburied
archeologicy and four storey residential building

3: view across space 106 towards the west with columns of the
central corridor

5: view to space 103 towards the west, with added
concrete block column and wooden joist in background

2: the eastern elevation of ‘Amārat
Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro with its
wind tower presumably in the 1960s
Source: Khalifah Shaheen Digital Images

4: view across space the northern part of
106 towards the east showing cement
plaster and flooring

6: space 105 viewed from the south
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7:
space 102

9: historic door frame in blocked
opening in southern boundary wall
of space 103

8: remains of the western elevation viewed from the
former jetty area

10: northern boundary wall with
ventilation window in room 102

10: addition in room 101 with
relocated historic door frame
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Ground Floor Plan 1:400
missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected
architecturally degraded
sound condition
room number
addition
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Emergency intervention
The “Emergency Intervention” team is a project that the Ministry of Culture has devised to
tackle buildings which are eminent for collapse in the old city of Muharraq, and to deal with
emergency active deteriorations in nominated properties of the Pearling Testimony. The main
purpose of this team is to reinforce and repair weak structural issues in the buildings reported to
be actively deteriorating and causing risks for collapses. The main purpose of the activities of the
team is to guarantee a longer life for weak historic buildings while not affecting their historic
values and their significance in supporting the Universal Outstanding Value for which the
Pearling Site is nominated to be among the World Heritage List.

Working team and duration
The working team consists of Dr Alaa El-Habashi as the conservation consultant, Ahmed Al jishi,
the site director, Abdullah Yahya working as the team material supplier, Abo-alKalam the site
foreman, other thirteen laborers. Four junior skilled Bahraini masons are periodically asked to
join the team in order to provide training to the rest of the team members on the traditional
building materials and techniques. The first initiative for such team are their works in ‘Amārat
Ali Rashed Fakhro (I), which are reported upon here, and which started May 8 2011 and was
completed in June 30the 2011.

Introduction to ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I)
The Amara is one of the properties in the Pearling Site. It used to be located directly overlooking
the western seashore of Muharraq, that is nowadays reclaimed which pushed the building more
inland and alter the relationship of the building with the sea, which why it was originally built; to
store goods that are shipped out or in to the city of Muharraq. The building reportedly it had a
role in to provide maintenance for boats, and was later, after several phases of extension, used
as storages for building materials shipped in and out Old Muharraq. Archaeological evidences
also points that some of the building spaces were used to extract dates’ syrup (madbasas).

Existing condition
The building in general is in a ruined state, and will mostly be presented as such. Many portions
of the place had collapsed and many others are in danger of collapsing. The later sections of the
property needs monitoring attention and whenever risks arise, emergency intervention is
required. This report briefs on the emergency works on five collapsing locations in the property see below plan. Location 1 and 2 exhibited the most active deterioration due to the continuous
collapsing of some its wall masonry which are holding one of the main and few still existing roof.
It should be pointed out that Location 2 does not belong to the ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I)
property, but actually within the domain of al-Doi Amara, another historic building that fall
within the protection zone of the Pearling Site. Both Amaras are currently owned by one owner,
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and will be integrated, mostly as ruins, in one of the two visitors centres provisioned for the
Pearling site. The other locations indicated as 3 had lesser influence if they collapse as they were
all free standing walls. Yes, the activeness of the deterioration mandated the intervention to
preserve most of the existing authentic fabric.

Ground floor plan indication the locations of intervention

Materials used
1. Stone: there was no need to bring coral stones, as most of the stones required for the
emergency intervention specified are reused from those which collapsed from the walls.
2. Danchal poles: A total of 30 danchal poles were brought to the site to be used as tie
beams. All poles were treated with a mix of oil, turpentine and disinfectant before they
were used.
3. Plaster mix: The mix of the mortar used for construction consists of the following (3
sand, 2 lime, 1 gypsum). This mortar was used in filling gaps between stones, grouting
the voids and cracks, and for capping the fragile borders of the existing historic plaster
layers if necessary. Sand was filtered from additions before added to the mixture. Lime
putty was slaked in tanks of water before addition, and the gypsum was added as
powder right before the application of the mortar onto the wall. The mortar
components are mixed manually. The overall quantities of materials used was 130 bag
of lime, 80 bags of gypsum and 1.5 trucks of desert sand each of 3 cubic meters.
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Oiling and treating danchal pole

Slaking the lime

Washing stones before usage

Mixing the mortar

Working steps
Since all of the identified locations dealt with in this emergency operation were walls, the same
procedure was followed:
1. The remaining sections of the walls were shored up properly in order to assure than
no further collapsed will take place during the implementation, and to provide safe
platform for the workers to use.
2. Grouting and stitching existing cracks with mortar and danshal poles. Only active
cracks were subject for such operation. Activeness was detected through crack
monitoring. The voids where first cleaned with a running water. Water was used to
first rid of the accumulating dust and debris in the voids between the masonry, and
to re-activate the lime mortar that still existing. The running water was followed to
identify the locations where they drain out of the wall, and in some cases holes were
drilled to provide vents and/or to discharge water from the wall. The voids
interconnectivity is then more or less detected within the walls, and drawn so that all
grouting would follow the pattern of the internal voids. Grouting was done from
bottom up to assure filling most of the voids.
3. Rebuilding the wall by adding the fallen stones in horizontal layers where danchal
poles was inserted as tie beams every 1-1.5 meter horizontally and vertically.
4. Final plastering, this step was not used in the project to maintain all walls as simple
as the way they was found in.
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Grouting the cracks and the voids in the walls in location no 1

Inserting horizontal and vertical treated wooden tie beams
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Final results
The final results of the emergency operation in ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I) are shown in the
below before and after photographs indicated by location.

Location 1: Before and after

Location 2: Before and after ( from outside)

Location 2: before and after ( from inside)
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Location 3: Before and after

Location3: Before and after

Location 3: Before and after
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1.
In September-November 2009, Oxford Brookes Archaeology & Heritage (OBAH) carried out an
archaeological evaluation and excavation at a complex of three adjacent warehouses in Muharraq,
Bahrain, on behalf of The Ministry of Culture and Information of Bahrain. The work was done in advance of
building work to redevelop the area as part of a proposed heritage trail based around Bahrain's historic
pearl fishery, which is currently the subject of a bid for UNESCO World Heritage status.
1.2.
The intention was to record the archaeological and architectural history of the site, not only for
reasons of mitigation prior to development, but also to add to our knowledge of the development of
Muharraq during and after the peak of the pearling period.
1.3.
The chief subject of study was the building known as the Yusuf Abdurrahman Fakhro 'Amara. This
had formerly been a shorefront property which combined the functions of warehouse, market and dockyard
facility. Adjacent properties, which were also recorded, included the Ali Rashed Fakhro 'Amara and the
Ibrahim al-Doy 'Amara.
1.4.
The two Fakhro 'amarat were built of traditional building materials (coral-stone, wood and plaster) ,
while the Ibrahim al-Doy 'Amara largely consisted of a sturdy structure built of modern materials in the
1970s. The Yusuf Abdurrahman Fakhro 'Amara was the largest but the least well preserved property. Most
of its roofing and walling had collapsed and its internal layout was no longer discernable. The Ali Rashed
Fakhro 'Amara was well preserved up to its roof.
1.5.
The excavation revealed well-preserved shops and warehouse areas belonging to the latest phase of
the traditional warehouse buildings, overlying earlier (late 19th century) stone buildings at the eastern
(landward) end. In situ finds and installations in the Yusuf Abdurrahman Fakhro 'Amara included numerous
facilities for the production of date syrup (abandoned in the 1940s), stalls used for the sale of building
hardware and household products (probably a subsequent usage), and later modifications related to the
use of the building to sell equipment and vehicles left by the British in the early 1970s. These provide
valuable testament to the traditional and transitional economy of Bahrain between ca. 1890 and the 1970s.
1.6.
The standing buildings record provides a significant archive of traditional vernacular architecture, as
used in buildings of economic and functional purpose, as opposed to the more common existing records of
elite residences, fortifications etc.
1.7.
The standing buildings record also provides a testament to the switch between traditional and modern
architectural techniques, displaying some remarkable examples of hybrid architecture, resulting from
ongoing building and modification between the 1940s and the 1970s.
1.8.
The whole of each property was built on reclaimed land, using coral-stone boulders at the western
(seaward) end, but an older and different kind of reclamation technique at the eastern (landward) end,
known as samāda reclamation. This entailed the dumping of rubbish and clearance spoil behind retaining
walls on the sea shore, and thus the deposition of quantities of occupation debris from older or
contemporary settlement areas nearby.
1.9.
A much earlier horizon was identified in the pottery assemblage, of the 7th-8th c. AD, and thus
relating to Bahrain in the Early Islamic Period. This material was carried down from nearby higher ground
during the process of land reclamation, and does not indicate the presence of an older settlement at
exactly this spot.
1.10. A second phase of excavation was carried out in Jan-March 2010, intended to further explore the
buildings underlying the 'amarat, as well as the earlier horizon. This entailed extension of excavation
trenches in the area of the 'amarat, and the opening of two test trenches on higher ground to the east of
the 'amarat. This is the subject of a separate detailed report.
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3 INTRODUCTION
3.1

Location and scope of work

3.1.1. The development site is situated within the town of Muharraq, on the island of the same name,
located to the northeast of the principal island of Bahrain (fig. 1). It is bounded by Avenue 10 to the west,
and Tujjar Avenue ( "Merchants' Avenue") to the east. It is located within the principal market area of this
part of Muharraq Town, known as Suq Qaiseriya. It is now c. 260m from the sea to the west, but was once
on the shoreline, with its western end fronting the sea and its eastern end opening into the market.

Figure 1: Location of the development site.

3.1.2. Between September and November 2009, Oxford Brookes Archaeology and Heritage (OBAH) carried
out an archaeological evaluation and excavation at the site, on behalf of the Ministry of Culture and
Information of Bahrain, in advance of redevelopment of the area.

3.1.3. The properties, their architectural components and their archaeological remains are part of a
proposed heritage trail based around Bahrain's historic pearl fishery, which is currently the subject of a bid
for UNESCO World Heritage status (Nomination to the World Heritage List: Pearling: Testimony of an
Island Economy).
3.1.4. The archaeological work was designed to provide information on any archaeological deposits and
structures that may be revealed during excavation, while the standing buildings were also recorded. The
work was undertaken in accordance with a proposal written by Dr Robert Carter (Appendix N).
3.1.5. The site included three components, being the warehouse complex of Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro
(known as 'Amarat Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro in the existing literature of the Ministry of Culture and
Information); the stores and office complex of Ali Rashed Fakhro ('Amarat Ali Rashed Fakhro I), which was
subsequently occupied by his son, Rashed Ali Fakhro; and the adjacent Doy warehouse ('Amarat Ibrahim
al-Doy). In this document they will be referred to respectively as the Y.A.F. 'Amara, the A.R.F 'Amara, and
the Doy 'Amara. None originally had access to the other except by the street at the eastern end (Tujjar
Avenue), or from the seaward (western) end.

3.2

Geology and topography
2

3.2.1. The Kingdom of Bahrain is formed of an archipelago of 33 islands (total land surface area of 695 km )
situated towards the southern margin of the Arabian Gulf, some 15km east of the Saudi Arabian mainland
and 25 km northwest of the Qatar peninsula. These islands form two main clusters, the larger of which
comprises Bahrain Island, Al Muharraq, Sitra, Jiddah and Umm Na‘asan.
3.2.2. The main island of Bahrain comprises a broad, generally low-lying elongate dome with its long axis
aligned roughly north-south (Doornkamp et al. 1980; Larsen 1983). Surrounding the central bedrock core
(central plateau) of the island, comprising primarily Eocene limestones, the marginal areas are generally
low-elevation tracts of land consisting of accretion plains, beach ridges, sabkhas and dunes (Doornkamp et
al. 1980). These relatively young, unconsolidated Pleistocene and Holocene sediment bodies result in
lands at the margins of the main (Bahrain) island consistently attaining elevations of less than 10 m asl.
3.2.3. The islands are situated in the arid-tropical climatic zone with late Quaternary climate being controlled
primarily by the interplay between the Indian Ocean Monsoon (IOM) and westerlies generated in the
Mediterranean (Parker and Goudie 2008). The periodic incursion northwards of the IOM has resulted in
oscillating phases of wet (pluvial) and dry (arid) climate occurring within the last 10,000 years of the
Holocene. The present day hot and humid climate of Bahrain is typical of the Gulf region, with average
summer temperatures (May to October) regularly reaching over 35°C. Rainfall rarely exceeds 80 mm/y,
whilst evapotranspiration averages 1850 mm/y (Zubari et al. 1994).
3.2.4. The low elevation topography of Bahrain is important in the context of Holocene sea level change as
these marginal areas would have been particularly susceptible to inundation during periods of high sea
level which would have had a dramatic effect on the coastal geomorphology of the more populated areas
in the north, including Muharraq Island.
3.2.5. The topography of Muharraq Island consists of moderately elevated Quaternary limestones and welldeveloped, inactive, dune systems connected by beach ridge systems behind which exist small sabkhas
(Doornkamp et al. 1980). Elevations on the island range from around 2.1 to 2.4 m asl. meaning that much
of the island is only just higher than high tide level (ibid.). At the margins of the island shelly beach sands
exist dominated by poorly consolidated cerithid gastropods and fine to medium calcareous and quartz
grains. As with much of present day Bahrain (especially in the heavily populated areas to the north)
Muharraq Island has been subject to extensive reclamation into the sea, and it is likely that before this
reclamation much of the island would have been particularly susceptible to sea water incursion during
periods of high sea level.
3.2.6. The Bahrain Islands were particularly favourable areas for the support of human populations owing to
the plentiful groundwater existing in a series of three aquifers which form part of a single hydraulic unit
termed the Eocene Aquifer System (Doornkamp et al. 1980). The three aquifers, from lowermost to
highest, are the Umm er Radhuma (‗C‘ aquifer), the Khobar (‗B‘ aquifer) and the Alat (‗A‘ aquifer).
Doornkamp et al. (1980) report that at this time the C aquifer was highly saline (6,000 – 17,000 ppm), with

the A and B (commonly referred to as a single aquifer – the Dammam aquifer) aquifers having much lower
salinity levels at around 700 ppm. Bahrain‘s groundwater is a resource which is unlikely to be renewed to
any significant extent in the near future. The water in these aquifers, which originally fell as rainfall in Saudi
Arabia, has not been replenished since pluvial periods occurring in the late Pleistocene (c. 13.5 ka BP) and
early Holocene (9 – 6 ka BP).

3.3

Archaeological and historical background

3.3.1. Muharraq ( )المحرقis Bahrain‘s second largest city, and it was the official capital of the country until
1923. Today the term ―Muharraq‖ refers to both the island and its main city. The distinction will be made
between ―Muharraq Island‖ and ―Muharraq Town‖.
3.3.2. Casual reconnaissance by one of the authors (RAC) indicates the presence of Early Dilmun pottery in
the northern part of Muharraq Island, suggesting occupation during the Bronze Age, but no remains of this
period have been excavated. The documented history of the island goes back to the Late pre-Islamic
Period, when Christian sources refer to it as Mashmahij. This corresponds to the modern Arabic place
name Samahij, which now refers to a village on the north shore of the island. Documents of the Church of
the East (also known as the Nestorian Church) indicate that Mashmahij was a major centre for Christianity
between the fifth and the late seventh century AD, and perhaps later (Carter 2008). Excavations at Arad
Fort have previously indicated the presence of remains dating to the 7th or 8th century AD, misdated by
the excavators to the Sasanian Period (Kervran et 2005: 248 and Pl. 75; Kennet 2007: 97, 117 n. 196).
3.3.3. The excavations at Arad, a 17th century Portuguese fort, were conducted by Kervran in 1978 and
Walls in 1983-7 (Walls 1987). This still appears to be the only published excavation on Muharraq Island,
though unpublished work was undertaken at Bu Maher Fort in the 1970s.
3.3.4. The origin of the modern Muharraq Town is linked to the arrival of the Bani 'Utub, who moved their
base from Jaww, on the east coast of the main island of Bahrain, to Muharraq in 1800 or 1801, having
previously been dislodged from their base in Zubara, Qatar (Cook 1990: 158-9). This move occurred under
the leadership of the Khalifa family, which still rules Bahrain.

3.4

Description of the site

3.4.1. The components of the site were assigned Area codes during excavation as follows (fig. 2): Y.A.F.
'Amara: Areas A, B, C and F (F shared with Doy 'Amara); A.R.F. 'Amara: Area D; Doy 'Amara: Areas E and
F (F shared with Y.A.F. 'Amara).
3.4.2. The Y.A.F. 'Amara measured ca. 150m E-W by 20m N-S. At the start of fieldwork it consisted of a
large open area (Area A) flanked by unstable walling and filled with rubble and recently deposited rubbish.
Running to the west of this was Area B, an area containing a double colonnade of pillars and collapsed
architecture; then Area C, which included two rows of columns and a well-preserved corner of roofed
rooms in its northern part; and Area F, an open area which is shared with the Doy 'Amara.
3.4.3. The A.R.F. 'Amara adjoined the Y.A. 'Amara to the north. The whole of this complex was designated
Area D. Its eastern part consisted of two rows of offices with standing walling and intact roofing. The alley
between the two rows of offices was filled with fallen roofing, rubble and junk. Economic documents
relating to the tenure of Ali Rashed's son, Rashed Ali, were found scattered amongst the rubble prior to
excavation. The western part included offices or store-rooms on the northern side of the alley and an open
roofed area on the southern side, all adjoining an area filled with rubble and junk which had once included
a coffee shop (collapsed and rebuilt on a smaller scale, and now forming the western boundary of this
zone).
3.4.4. The Doy 'Amara adjoined the Y.A.F. 'Amara to the south, also measuring ca. 150m x 20m, including
the patch of open ground shared with the former (Area F). The whole of the Doy 'Amara zone, except Area
F, was designated Area E. It consisted of a block of empty offices at the east end, of largely traditional
construction, then a roofed warehouse of solid and relatively recent construction, empty except for rubbish.
An enclosed area of wasteland, trees and shrubs was to the west of this, then Area F.

Figure 2: Simplified plan of development site, showing Area codes.

3.5

Contextual Evidence from Photographs and Sketches

3.5.1. Overhead aerial photographs of the development site were available from 1976, 1980 and 2009.
There is no discernable difference in the structures shown in 1976 and 1980, but the 1980 photograph is
clearer. An angled aerial shot of 1958, taken from above the sea, shows the front of the Fahkro 'Amara at
that date. A sketch by Yarwood was made in around 1976 showing a reconstruction supposedly based on
aerial photographs from around 1940, though the presence of internal details indicates that Yarwood used
his own observations to complete the picture (figs. 3-8). These images show the following key information.

Figure 3: Yarwood's reconstruction of the Suq Qaiseriya in ca. 1940 AD

Figure 4: Detail of Yarwood's reconstruction (redrawn), showing the A.R.F. 'Amara (left), the
Y.A.F. 'Amara (centre) and the Doy 'Amara (right)

Figure 5: The 'amarat in 1958.

Figure 6: The 'amarat in 1976.

Figure 7: The 'amarat in 1980.

Figure 8: The 'amarat in 2009.
3.5.2. In 1958, the seafront came up to the edge of Area C of the Y.A.F. 'Amara, while a rectangular jetty
projected from it into the sea (now hidden in reclaimed land in Area F). Note that the excavations and
historical sources showed that the seafront at this time was already man-made, with land reclamation
having occurred at a previous date.
3.5.3. In 1958 a large wind tower can be seen at the end of the Y.A.F. 'Amara (northeastern end of Area A),
with either one or two smaller towers along the southern edge of Area A, further to the west
3.5.4. In 1958, the buildings of the A.R.F. 'Amara were already in place, though the western (coffee shop)
end has since been modified. The buildings terminated at a line equivalent to the western edge of Area A
in the adjacent Y.A.F. 'Amara, with rough reclaimed land extending down to the equivalent of the western
edge of Area C, covered in what appears to be 'arish architecture (palm frond, aka barasti).
3.5.5. In 1958 a building of completely different shape to the existing structures occupied the Doy 'Amara
(Area E). This terminated at a line equivalent to the western edge of Area A in the adjacent Y.A.F. 'Amara,
with rough reclaimed land extending down to the equivalent of the western edge of Area C. This was
evidently used to beach and perhaps repair boats.
3.5.6. In 1976 and 1980, the Y.A.F. 'Amara (Areas A-C) still had intact roofing, except along the southern
edge of Area B, and the southwestern corner of Area C, which had collapsed.

3.5.7. By 1976, the sea around the jetty in Area F had been reclaimed, and the jetty was no longer visible.
Most of Area F (the northern part, but not the smaller southern part adjoining the Doy 'Amara) was covered
in roofed buildings of apparently flimsy construction.
3.5.8. By 1976, the surviving Doy 'Amara buildings stood as they do today, except that a long roofed
structure stood to the west of the main warehouse building, which had vanished and been replaced by
waste ground by 2009.

3.6

Contextual Evidence from Historical and Living Testimony

3.6.1. Oral testimony (Buthaina Abdulla Yousef Fakhro) states that Yousif Abdurrahman Fakhro founded the
first 'amara on the site in 1881, though it must be stressed that documentary evidence for this date has not
been studied. It is not clear whether this foundation included both the 'amarat known now by his name , i.e.
the Y.A.F. 'Amara, and the Ali Rashed 'Amara. There was no direct doorway between the two complexes
within living memory, and no indication in the archaeological record that they had direct access, so this
foundation is likely to refer to the Y.A.F. 'Amara only. Note that this date is slightly earlier than that
suggested by Yarwood for the building of the first 'amarat in the area, soon after 1890 (Yarwood 2005:
178).
3.6.2. According to the informants' earliest memories (chiefly Abdullah Khalifa, son of the original coffee
shop owner, probably referring to the 1950s) the A.R.F. 'Amara sold goods for building and boat
maintenance, and also contained offices. At the time of Yarwood's study, around a decade prior to the
closure of this 'amara, small shops occupied its front facing Tujjar Avenue, behind which there were two
stores. A coffee shop occupied the western end of the site but does not appear to have opened directly
into the 'amara, though Yarwood concluded the coffee shop was built into an entrance which once gave
access into the western end of the 'amara (Yarwood 2005: 194).
3.6.3. The Y.A.F. 'Amara was known to have housed stalls for selling dates and date syrup (dibs), but these
were closed down in 1942, according to one informant (Abdullah Mutawiyyah), and the eastern part of the
warehouse (Area A) was locked and abandoned. This is partially supported by the archaeological
evidence. Other oral testimony (Abdul Aziz Rashed Bu Kamal) also states that this area (Area A) was used
to store wood after the closure of the date stalls. In the western part (Areas B and C), it was known that
material used for building or repairing boats was once stored or sold, but clear memory of its usage relates
to later times, when used cars were kept and sold from those areas, along with miscellaneous material left
behind by the British when they left the country at independence 1971.
3.6.4. It was stated that the Doy 'Amara was formerly owned by the Zayani family, though Yarwood gives its
former owner as Ali Musa al-Amran (Yarwood 2005: 180, fig. 7c).
3.6.5. The archaeological evidence both supports and contradicts the oral testimony, underlining the
importance of archaeological work, and the need to combine both techniques.

4 EXCAVATION AIMS
4.1

General aim

4.1.1. To assess and record the archaeology of the research area, while reducing the impact of the works
on any surviving archaeological remains.

4.2

Site specific aims

4.2.1. To record the properties in their final phases, as exemplars of traditional architecture and the
transition to modern building techniques.
4.2.2. To trace the development of the 'Amara buildings and adjacent properties, and their relation to the
natural and reclaimed shorelines.

4.2.3. To identify any significant subsurface archaeological remains below the visible 'amarat and adjacent
buildings.
4.2.4. To determine the character of any remains present, and ensure that deposits are removed (where
appropriate and practicable) by proper controlled archaeological methods.
4.2.5.

To estimate the date range of any remains using the artefactual record.

4.2.6. To establish the ecofactual and palaeo-ecological potential of the site and its features (evidence for
previous diet and economy, and for previous environment).
4.2.7. To mitigate the impact of the new development, by exposing and recording archaeological remains
and standing architecture.

5 EVALUATION AND EXCAVATION METHODOLOGY
5.1

Excavation methods and recording

5.1.1. The trenches were hand excavated by workmen under close archaeological supervision. This stopped
at the top of the first archaeological deposit.
5.1.2. Thereafter, the trenches were cleaned by hand and the revealed features were fully excavated or
sampled to determine their extent and nature and to retrieve finds and environmental samples.
5.1.3. Hand excavation within the trenches proceeded stratigraphically using the single context recording
system, with the proviso that more than one context was sometimes represented on a single plan, as
appropriate. All significant archaeological features were planned at a scale of 1:20, excavated, and their
sections drawn at scales of 1:20.
5.1.4. Excavated features were photographed using a digital camera. A general photographic record of the
work was made. All deposits uncovered in the excavation were issued with a unique context number.
Recording followed procedures detailed in the MoLAS Archaeological Fieldwork Manual (ed. Museum of
London Archaeology Service MoLAS, 1994).

5.2

Recording of Standing Architecture

5.2.1. The following approach was taken in the light of the relatively simple level of constructive complexity,
the lack of decorative traits, the relatively short chronology, and the similar construction techniques and
materials for the different parts and phases.
5.2.2. The reading and recording of the walls (i.e. standing structures above ground level at the start of the
works on-site) was done according to the recording system of buried archaeological remains developed by
E. Harris for excavations. This system was adapted to record standing archaeological remains in order to
record buildings which are part of an excavated site, and to link the information obtained both above and
below ground level.
5.2.3. The stratigraphic reading of elevations consists of the identification and recording of every feature
existing as a result of a constructive or intentionally destructive event (clearly vertical and sharp breaks)
which produced the current appearance of the building. These features were recorded individually on
single context recording sheets which contained information on the description, interpretation and
stratigraphic relationships with other features. This information was used to establish the evolutionary
sequence of the buildings.
5.2.4. For the photographic recording of the standing structures (wall catalogue), walls were given numbers
arbitrarily. Each photograph in the wall catalogue has been taken with the intent to show the whole vertical
surface issued with a wall number. This has not been always possible due to limited accessibility and
visibility in some areas.

5.2.5. As well as discrete wall numbers, individual walls, subdivisions of walls, columns and other structures
also had discrete context numbers. In this report, all walls and other structures are referred to by their
context numbers only.

5.3

Finds

5.3.1. Finds were recovered by hand during the course of the excavation and bagged by context. Finds of
special interest were given a Small Find number unique to each context (thus 1000:01,1000:02 for Small
Finds 1 and 2 from Context 1000 respectively; 1001:01, 1001:02 etc).
5.3.2. Finds included an assortment of metal items of varying size, pottery, ceramic, glass and bone, and
paper documents.
5.3.3. Pottery was bagged simply by context, and then unique pottery numbers were assigned to diagnostic
sherds by the ceramic analyst (RAC) (all rims, certain decorated pieces and others showing interesting
features, e.g. lugs, lids etc). All pottery from each context was entered into the database by Type
(quantified by count), except numbered sherds, which had individual entries.
5.3.4. A considerable number of economic and administrative documents was recovered from Area D,
comprising the business archive of Ali Rashed Ali Fakhro (son of Rashed Ali Rashed). These were
recorded in the finds database and boxed between sheets of acid-free tissue paper. Attempts at cleaning
and conserving were kept to a minimum, it being considered best to leave this in the hands of trained
conservators attached to the Ministry of Culture and Information.

5.4

Presentation of results

5.4.1. The various deposits and structures encountered during the excavation are described below in
Section 7. Each open area and trench is described objectively below from the earliest to the latest remains.
Technical details on the standing architecture, with architectural elevations and further photographs, are
given in Section 8. The descriptive text in Section 7 is accompanied by brief discussions of the key finds
from each Area or subdivision (e.g. Room), but there is an illustrated overview of the finds in Section 9.

6 RESULTS: GENERAL
6.1

Ground conditions and underlying geology

6.1.1. Muharraq island is low lying with outcroppings of limestone. The limestone bedrock is covered by
various densities of saline sand.
6.1.2. Bedrock was not reached in the excavation area due to the high water table, which rose to 0.730.76m a.s.l. in all areas, presumably in sequence with the tide.
6.1.3. The excavation revealed a complex stratigraphic sequence of anthropogenic (man-made) deposits
near the frontage to the east, with reclamation material at the base of the sequence, consisting of
redeposited settlement debris brought from elsewhere and dumped in the intertidal zone.
6.1.4. In the west of the site, large areas of boulder reclamation were identified below the floors of the
'amara, in the form of a thick layer of large rocks of coral-stone.

6.2

Site condition and site safety

6.2.1. Deep accumulations of collapsed walling and roofing were present in some areas, particularly the
north side of Areas A and most of Area D (fig. 9). This required removal by hand prior to archaeological
investigation.

6.2.2. High unstable walling and columns existed, particularly in Area B , on the north side of Area A, and in
a gateway area dividing Areas C and F (originally the sea-front of the 'amara, opening on to its quay).
Higher sections of unstable walls and some columns were demolished by a professional team prior to
excavation commencing near to them. The rest were braced with scaffolding and jacks.

Figure 9: Rubble overburden prior to excavation (Area A, looking NW)

6.3

Distribution of Excavation Trenches in Areas A-F

6.3.1. Area A was an area of open excavation, with a deep sounding placed at its eastern (landward) end
(Trench no. 12, aka the Wind Tower Trench). Excavation in the northern part was constrained by the
presence of unstable walling, as the scaffolding erected to support it limited the ground area available to be
dug. Small deep test pits were also located in Area A, which informed the Geoarchaeological study (TP A1
and TP A2: Section 7.1.4-5).
6.3.2. In Area B, the south half was also an open excavation, while a large test trench was placed on the
north half. This had to be cut through a thick concrete floor thought have been laid down in the 1970s.
Excavation in the southern part was constrained by scaffolding.
6.3.3.

Two test trenches were dug in Area C, also cut through a concrete floor laid down in the 1970s.

6.3.4. A large test trench was laid down in Area F, positioned in an attempt to identify the edge of the quay
noted in the photograph of the 1950s (Section 7.6.2).
6.3.5. A series of trenches was located in Area E, some of which were joined and expanded in the eastern
end.

6.3.6. Area D was mostly standings buildings and no excavation was conducted within this area, except to
clear collapsed roofing, rubble and junk.

7 DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS AND STRUCTURES
7.1

Area A

Figure 10: Area A, with Room and Wall nos. (left) and features (right).

7.1.1

Area A General Comments

7.1.1.1. Area A was a wide, open area, accessible from the east and west, measuring ca. 54m E-W and 20m
N-S. It had an irregular shape in plan, rectangular at its western end, but L-shaped in the east (modified by
a small modern block of flats).
7.1.1.2. Access from the east was open to the street (Tujjar Avenue), with no wall or gate. Access from the
west was through Area B. There was no direct access to Area D, because Wall 5090 (the northern wall of
the eastern part of Area A) contained no doorways. Structures 5043 and 5058 (internal walls of Area D)
abutted 5090, indicating that they and thus the A.R.F 'Amara were built later than the Y.A.F. 'Amara (Area
A).
7.1.1.3. Area A was treated as an open area excavation, and most of the area was stripped down to the same
archaeological horizon. In addition, a large trench was excavated to the east (known as the Wind Tower
Trench), near the entrance, together with several test pits scattered across the area, to assess deeper
archaeological horizons.
7.1.1.4. The whole of Area A was sealed by a thick layer (between 0.25m and 0.45m thick) of building material
mixed with debris (Context numbers 35, 36, 25, 26, 19, 45, 91, 82, 69). This derived from the collapse of
the buildings after the 'amara went out of use
7.1.1.5. After the removal of the collapse layer and the debris, a series of walls and floors were identified.
These were divided into rooms and an east-west aligned alleyway. A total of seventeen rooms were
identified (fig. 10).
7.1.1.6. The following text will provide a description of the wall remains and deposits found within the
trenches, test pits and rooms in Area A. Each room will be treated and describe as an independent trench,
and will be described following an imaginary line from east to west, starting first with the trench at the
entrance to the site (Wind Tower Trench - Trench A12). A description of the alleyway running through the
middle of the area will follow, together with the test pits dug within it. The text will move then onto the
description of the rooms in the south. Finally, the northern part will be last described. The alleyway walls in
the middle are considered the division between the north and south sections of Area A.

7.1.2

Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12)

Figure 11: Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12).

7.1.2.1

Wind Tower Trench: Detailed Sequence and Description

Figure 12: Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12).
7.1.2.1.1.
This trench was located to the eastern edge of the site, near the entrance of the 'amara; it
measured 6.128 x 2.4m and it was dug to a depth of 1.20m. The aim of this trench was to locate the
foundations of wind tower associated with the 'amara, shown in the 1950s photograph. Older walls were
found to underlie those walls associated with the 'amara (figs. 11-12).
7.1.2.1.2.
The earliest structures found within this trench were two contemporary walls (280 and 281),
most likely part of the same building.

Figure 13: Section 21, Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12) (abutment of walls 280 and 281).
7.1.2.1.3.
Wall 280 was structurally solid, unlike the walls related to the 'amara; it was aligned east-west
and was made of stone blocks, largely un-worked, but perhaps faced. Two courses were visible within the
trench and a sand based mortar was used as bonding material, together with small stones to fill the gaps.
7.1.2.1.4.
Wall 281 was aligned north-south, and it was very similar in construction and components to
Wall 280. Up to three courses were visible within the trench. Although the relationship between walls 280281 was not completely clear, as it seemed that Wall 281 abutted Wall 280. Both walls were part of an
undefined building, due to the location and size of the trench.
7.1.2.1.5.
To the northwest of Wall 280 and to the east of Wall 281, was a very loose, mixed light black
to dark grey sand, with very frequent sea shells inclusions (287). This was possibly a levelling deposit
within the walls. This was overlain by a compact sandy mortar, with frequent charcoal and mortar flecks
and small stones inclusions (283). This was most likely a floor within the building, delimited by walls 280281.
7.1.2.1.6.
Above it was a layer of loose, mid black-grey sand (327). Overlain by it was another floor
(277), made of loose, pale brown sand. A loose, very dark orangey brown sand (328) was above it; this
was an occupation deposit, most likely a build up of debris. Directly above it was a loose, dark brown grey
sand (329), which was another occupation deposit.
7.1.2.1.7.
To the west of Wall 281, most likely within another part of the building, the earliest deposit
was a loose, light brown grey sand (333). This was possibly a levelling deposit postdating the construction
of Wall 281. Above it was a loose, light grey-brown sand (332); an occupation deposit. This was overlain
by a loose, dark brown-grey sand (331), most likely a sandy floor.
7.1.2.1.8.
Cutting through it was a north-south aligned wall (282). This was made of limestone blocks,
with occasional unworked blocks of another stone resembling sandstone (though this could also be
limestone). Although the blocks were not finely worked, they were all faced, with irregular courses due to
the irregular shapes of the stone blocks. A lime-gypsum mortar was used as bonding material.
7.1.2.1.9.
Abutted to it was an east-west aligned wall (279), made of stone blocks, irregularly shaped,
but faced. A sand based mortar was used as bonding material, and only two courses were visible within
the trench. Wall 279 was built directly on existing Wall 280.

7.1.2.1.10.
Overlain by it was loose, grey brown sand, with mortar flecks and occasional large stones
(330); a levelling deposit within the walls.
7.1.2.1.11.
Cutting through 330 and also 329 was a cut of unknown shape, which was seen only in
section and extended beyond the limit of excavation. This was filled by a loose, mid grey brown sand with
frequent large stones (276). Above it was a loose, light brown grey sand (274-275). Cutting through it was
another pit (335), this was also only seen and recorded in section. Filling it was a loose, light grey brown
silty sand, with occasional mortar flecks and large stones (273).
7.1.2.1.12.
To the south of the trench, and with no obvious relationship with the above deposits and
structures, were the remains of a more recent wall (278). Wall 278 was aligned east-west and it was made
of mostly limestone blocks, although some coral stone and blocks resembling sandstone were also used in
its construction. The blocks were worked and faced, and showed a basic coursing. A lime and gypsum
mortar was used as a bonding material. This wall was not fully exposed, however, it was clear that it used
the earlier walls as foundations (i.e. Wall 279). Wall 278 is thought to be part of a wind tower structure.
7.1.2.1.13.
Associated with the above wall, and possibly the latest structure within the trench, was a
mortar floor (334) that was made of compact, light grey white sandy mortar.
7.1.2.1.14.
7.1.2.2

The trench was sealed by a modern concrete floor.

Summary of finds from the Wind Tower Trench

7.1.2.2.1.
The ceramics throughout the sequence consisted of a mixture of late 19th century pottery,
and a much earlier component belonging to the last centuries before or the first centuries after the coming
th
of Islam, most probably the 7 -8th century AD .
th

7.1.2.2.2.
The 19 c. material included local earthenwares, underglaze painted Iranian earthenwares
and imported glazed wares (Chinese Blue and White porcelain, painted fluted porcelain coffee cups, and
painted and printed European semi-porcelains).
7.1.2.2.3.
The earlier horizon included turquoise glazed sherds, fragments of Torpedo Jar (a kind of
amphora) and gritty earthenwares.
7.1.2.2.4.
7.1.2.3

No discrete levels of the earlier horizon could be identified.
Interpretation of the Wind Tower Trench

7.1.2.3.1.
The latest walling, Context 278, is associated with the 'amara, and may tentatively be
identified with the foundations of the wind tower of the Y.A. F. 'Amara.
7.1.2.3.2.
The intermediate walls (Contexts 282, 279) and lower walls (Contexts 280, 281) belong to
earlier phases of construction. which predate the extant 'amara building, indicating the presence of
considerable stone building located on the waterfront prior to the building of the extant Y.A. Fakhro 'Amara.
7.1.2.3.3.
The ceramics indicate that the occupation at the bottom of the sequence is not earlier than
the late 19th century. The admixture of the late pre-Islamic/early Islamic horizon (henceforth Early Horizon)
is not due to the presence of much older remains on the site itself, but the bringing of older of mixed
material to the site from elsewhere. This occurred as a particular form of land reclamation (see samāda
reclamation, Section 10.2).

7.1.3
7.1.3.1

Alleyway

Alleyway Sequence and Description

7.1.3.1.1.
The alleyway runs through the middle of Area A, serving as a division between the areas
north and south. It was ca. 2.40m wide, and delimited by Walls 46 and 72 to the south and by Wall 207 to
the north (fig. 10). These walls were aligned east-west and served as front for the shops to north and
south, and cuts or steps for the doors survived in several of the shop fronts. There are indications that it

ended at the eastern end at the edge of the most easterly excavated room (Room A1), presumably with a
door opening into a room and wind tower complex facing the street,
7.1.3.1.2.
The earliest deposit found below the Alleyway, towards its western end, was a dump of large
coral stones, mixed with silt and sand (253). This deposit was used to reclaim land in this area, and similar
boulder reclamation was seen in several test pits across the site west of the red line shown in fig. 2.
7.1.3.1.3.
Above it was a very loose, light brown to yellow sand with frequent sea shells inclusions
(244=248). This deposit was used to level off the large stones used for reclamation.
7.1.3.1.4.
Cutting through it at the west end was a north-south aligned wall (5003), which formed part of
the division with Area B. This was constructed of limestone in the lower half and coral stones in the upper
half, with a palm tree beam between the two different stone horizons. The stones were roughly hewn, with
decent facing in the lower construction and with large amounts of mortar to smooth off the facing. A
combination of lime and gypsum was used for the render.
7.1.3.1.5.
Stratigraphically above Wall 5003, and similar in construction, were Walls 46, 72 and 207
(see above).
7.1.3.1.6.
The walls were overlain by a loose, grey brown silty sand with frequent mortar inclusions
(252). This deposit represented floor surfaces remains within the alleyway. Above it was a loose, dark
brown grey sandy silt (251=257), most likely a build up of occupational debris. Overlain by it was a series
of multiple lenses of sand (250=258). These were grouped together to simplify the recording and
description. The average thickness was 0.001 to 0.002m, and probably represents the accumulations of
dirt in an open area in use, or basic, roughly done floors. These were superseded by a dark grey white
mortar floor (249).
7.1.3.1.7.
To the west, and also stratigraphically above Walls 46, 72 and 207 was a mix of sandy silt
lenses (243). This was either a primary occupation level above reclaimed land or most likely a levelling
event. Above it was a charcoal deposit (242=247), probably an occupation build up. This was overlain by a
loose, light grey brown sandy silt (239=241=246), another levelling deposit within the area. This was
sealed by a dark brown yellow mortar floor (240=245).
7.1.3.1.8.
Sitting above 240=245 and 249 were a series of metal pipes (127). These were laid east to
west, and seen to both extremes of the alleyway, east and west. The pipes were laid against the north and
south walls. Some of them seemed to be in situ, while others were out of place. The metal pipes were just
laid in the floor surface, with wooden planks resting on top.
7.1.3.1.9.
The alleyway was sealed by a demolition layer containing a high volume of rubble and
building material (35), seen all across Area A.
7.1.3.2

Interpretation of the Alleyway

7.1.3.2.1.
As might be expected, the alleyway showed signs of constant use, with its initial floor (252)
overlaid by at least two replastering events (249, 240).
7.1.3.2.2.
Of particular structural interest is the lack of evidence for a row of columns down the centre of
the alleyway, such as are indicated in Yarwood's sketch (Yarwood 2005: 180, fig. 7c). Unless the pillars
were wooden and rested directly on the floor, this may be a mistake by Yarwood. The alleyway is narrow
enough to be bridged by roof beams of traditional type, and it is possible that the roofing of the alley would
have been entirely supported by the walls of the shops on either side.
7.1.3.2.3.
The final significant phase of the alleyway involved the laying down of metal pipes, perhaps
relating to the bringing of piped water to Muharraq, which was said to have occurred in the 1960s. By this
time oral testimony suggests that the shops of Area A had been closed for 20 years or more, and the alley
may simply have been used as a convenient way of laying pipes intended to deliver water to a destination
outside the 'amara building, through a largely abandoned area.
7.1.3.3

Summary of Finds from the Alleyway

7.1.3.3.1.
No pottery or small finds were associated with the alleyway and its floors during its period of
use, but a crushed date basket filled with dates was found outside Room A02 (which contained a madbasa
with surviving date baskets). This basket was found above a layer of rotten wood, perhaps indicating that it
had been placed on a trestle.
7.1.3.3.2.
A large quantity of mid-late 20th century material was found in the collapse and rubbish
deposit (Context 98) which overlay the metal pipes in the alley, including plastic sacks, glass drinks bottles,
metal junk, plastic forks and at least 70 small glue bottles (Find no. 98:01). Most of this was likely to be
from casual rubbish dumping in the years following the collapse of the main 'amara roof and walls, but
some may have included materials stored by adjacent businesses in the otherwise abandoned building
following its closure in the 1940s.

7.1.4
7.1.4.1

Test Pit A1

Test Pit A1 Sequence and Description

Figure 14: Section 16, Test Pit A1.
7.1.4.1.1.
Test Pit A1 was within the alleyway in Area A (figs. 10, 14). It measured 1.2 x 1.2 m and it
was 1.20m deep. A series of 19 deposits and floors were identified within Test Pit A1, however Natural was
not reached and excavation stopped due to the hazards of deep excavations in confine spaces, and
flooding.
7.1.4.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within Test Pit A1 was a light brownish grey, coarse sand with silt
and clay flecks (188). This seemed natural initially, but finds were located within this deposit. Above it was
a dark grey, manganese rich sandy silt (180), with significant organic remains. As 188 above, 180 seemed
natural at first, but pottery was also found in this deposit.
7.1.4.1.3.
Stratigraphically above 180 was a yellowish, loosely compacted coarse sands with small
gravel inclusions (187). This was overlain by a compacted layer of silty sand (186). Above it was a light
greyish brown, loosely compacted sand with several small stones inclusions (185). This deposit was
sealed by a thick bed (up to 0.4m) of mid to light grey, coarse sand with a high volume of small to medium
coral stones inclusions and occasional charcoal flecks (184).

7.1.4.1.4.
The deposits described above (188, 180, 187, 186, 185 and 184) resemble foreshore
sediments mixed with quantities of anthropogenic material dumped onto the beach. As noted below, this is
considered to be a deliberate means of land reclamation.
7.1.4.1.5.
Above 184 was a moderately compact, light grey brown sand with occasional gravel and
small sub-rounded stones (271). This was possibly a levelling deposit or made-up ground rich in mortar,
followed by the subsequent occupation trample deposit. This was overlain by a compacted, mid dark grey
sandy silt with charcoal flecks (270).
7.1.4.1.6.
Following the stratigraphic sequence, above 270 was a thin horizon of light to mid brown silty
sand with occasional gravel inclusions (269). A moderately compact, dark grey sandy silt with occasional
gravel inclusions (268) sealed deposit 269. Above it was a light grey silty clay, with gravel and small stone
inclusions (267). This was overlain by a moderately compact, light mid brown silty sand with gravel
inclusions (266).
7.1.4.1.7.
Directly above it was a moderately compact, dark grey silty clay, with occasional charcoal and
sub-rounded small stones inclusions (265). This was overlain by a light grey silty clay layer (264). Above it
was a friable, light grey silty sand with a moderate amount of shell and pottery fragments inclusions (263).
7.1.4.1.8.
Sealing the above deposit, and therefore the whole test pit, was loosely compacted, light grey
sand with occasional stone inclusions (262). Above it and only seen in section was a thin layer of
compacted light grey sandy silt with occasional charcoal flecks (272). A friable, light grey to beige silty
sand (261) was sitting directly above it. Finally, finishing the stratigraphic sequence, the latest deposit was
a friable, mid brown sandy silt with occasional plaster and mortar inclusions and charcoal flecks (260).
7.1.4.1.9.
The above layers (260 to 272) were well bedded, perfectly horizontal and mortar rich. They
showed well defined boundaries between different units. These successive cycles probably represent
levelling deposits and make up grounds rich in mortar, followed by subsequent occupation floors.
7.1.4.2

Test Pit A1 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.4.2.1.
The lowest layers resemble occupation deposits, containing a relative abundance of pottery in
Context 180 (123 sherds), as well as scraps of metal (5 pieces), glass (6 sherds), fish and animal bone
and chunks of mortar. This is at odds with photographic and historical evidence for the entire area having
been below the water line or in the intertidal zone up to the 1880s. As noted below (Section 10.2), these
deposits should be regarded as secondary or tertiary, being redeposited material and rubbish taken from
further inland, which were dumped into the intertidal zone in a process of land reclamation known as
samāda.
7.1.4.2.2.
The pottery in the samāda layers was a mixture of late 19th century ceramics and late preIslamic or early Islamic ceramics
7.1.4.2.3.
The floors and associated occupation deposits and levelling layers contained no finds, and
are likely to have been associated with the main 'amara building and an earlier pre-Y.A.F. 'Amara building
constructed along the shoreline after the reclamation process (see second report on Phase 2 excavations).

7.1.5
7.1.5.1

Test Pit A2

Test Pit A2 Sequence and Description

Figure 15: Section 17, Test Pit A2
7.1.5.1.1.
Test Pit A2 was also located within the alleyway. It measured 1.19 x 1.28m, and it was 1.50m
deep. A total of 16 deposits and floors were identified within this test pit. As with Test Pit A1, natural was
not reached, for health and safety reasons.
7.1.5.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within this test pit was a grey sand mixed with a high amount of
organic material and occasional small stones inclusions (181). Above it was a loosely compacted, mid grey
sand with a high amount of shells (236). This was overlain by a loosely compacted, mid grey sand with a
significant volume of organic material (235). This high volume of organic material may suggest human
activity in the area during deposit formation, probably the dumping of clearance of occupational debris.
7.1.5.1.3.
Above organic layer 235 was a friable, light grey sand horizon (234). This was a naturally
formed deposit, formed over a short period of time, and belongs to a group of deposits that appear to
represent an old shoreline. The lack of finds and inclusions suggest there may not have been much human
activity in the area during the deposit formation. This deposit was overlain by two different horizons of mid
grey, loosely compacted clayey sand (233 and 232), and a further five consecutive horizons of clayey sand

(231, 230, 229, 228 and 227). As with the previous deposit 235, these were also possibly mixed foreshore
and dumping deposits. Above 227 was a highly compacted, beige sand deposit (226).
7.1.5.1.4.
To the south-east of the test pit, and above 226, was a thin horizon of loosely compacted,
black organic material (224). This was possibly the result of tipping occupational debris, related to human
activity. Above it was a dark grey clayey sand (237).
7.1.5.1.5.
Following the stratigraphic sequence, this was followed by a friable, mid grey clayey sand,
with occasional small stones inclusions (225). This was overlain by a compact, mid grey silty clay, with
charcoal flecks (223). Above it was a firm, mottled gingery beige clayey sand with mortar and plaster flecks
(222), suggesting human activity in the area.
7.1.5.1.6.
Cutting through it was a linear cut (68) for a wall foundation. Housed by it was deposit of
limestone rubble within a matrix of grey brown sandy silt (259). This was the wall foundation for an eastwest aligned wall (46). Wall 46 survived up to a height of 0.30 to 0.40m, with several courses of roughly
hewn stone blocks. This was the southern wall of the alleyway in Area A.
7.1.5.2

Test Pit A2 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.5.2.1.
The pottery in the lower sequence (Contexts 181, 226-237 and 224) was relatively abundant
and contained a mixture of material from the late 19th century and the late pre-Islamic or early Islamic
period. Bone, mortar, glass and metal were found throughout these contexts. As in Test Pit one, it is
interpreted as samāda reclamation material. This accounts for the presence of layers within this part of the
sequence which appear water-born or intertidal, but which contain relatively abundant cultural material.
7.1.5.2.2.
The upper sequence (Contexts 222-3, 225, 259) also contained pottery, as well as fish and
animal bone. These levels resemble occupation deposits or degraded floor levels dating to the period prior
to the building of the Y.A. Fakhro 'Amara. The material could not be distinguished from that of the lower
levels, however, consisting of the same mixture of types, so they may simply represent higher and dryer
levels of samāda reclamation.

7.1.6
7.1.6.1
7.1.6.1.1.

Test Pit A3

Test Pit A3 Sequence and Description
Test Pit A3 measured 1.08 x 0.67m and 0.90m deep. It was located to the north of Room A5.

7.1.6.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within this test pit was a thick layer of loosely compacted coral rock
fragments (601). This was part of the reclamation deposits within this area. Above it was a friable, mid
grey, slightly silty sand (293). Only seen in the eastern section of Test Pit A3, and above 293 was a highly
compacted, light brown coarse sand (299).
7.1.6.1.3.
To the west, and cutting through 293 was a linear cut, most likely a small ditch (609). This had
a sharp break of slope on top, concave sides and flattish base. Filling this was a loose, mid grey clayey
sand (294). This was overlain by a compact, mid grey silty sand (295). Above it was a compact, greenish
grey fine sand (325). This was the latest deposit filling the cut.
7.1.6.1.4.
Sealing Cut 609, and stratigraphically above 299, was a compact, light pinkish brown sand
(300). Above it was a friable, light grey brown fine sand (322). Seen only in the most eastern extent of the
test pit, there was a firm, mid brown silty sand, with occasional small stones inclusions (321). Overlain by it
was an undulating dark horizon of organic material (320).
7.1.6.2

Test Pit A3 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.6.2.1.
There were no finds associated with this test pit. The presence of large stones used for
reclamation at the bottom of the sequence indicates that a different kind of reclamation had been used to
extend the land to this point, namely the gathering of reef or fossil reef material from shallow waters, to be
dumped in large quantities along the foreshore (henceforth referred to as boulder reclamation).

7.1.7
7.1.7.1

Test Pit A4

Test Pit A4 Sequence and Description

7.1.7.1.1.
Test Pit A4 was located in the alleyway, to the north of Room A6, and it measured 1.09 x
0.88m and was 0.87m deep.
7.1.7.1.2.
The earliest deposit found in Test Pit A4 was a loosely compacted coral rock fragments (290),
part of the boulder reclamation process within this area. This was overlain by a thin layer of black organic
material (291), only apparent in the western section. Above it was a loose, light green to grey fine sand
with occasional small pebbles inclusions (288).
7.1.7.1.3.
Following the stratigraphic sequence, and above 288 was a friable, bluish grey fine sand with
occasional small gravel inclusions and charcoal flecks (292). Above it was a thin horizon of coarse sand
with very occasional light gravel inclusions (303). This was overlain by a compact, mid grey brown silt
deposit (304). Sealing the test pit was a firm, mid brown grey sandy silt with occasional small pebbles
inclusions (324).
7.1.7.2

Test Pit A4 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.7.2.1.
A single sherd of pottery was found (Context 288), being a fragment of a type associated with
the late pre-Islamic or early Islamic horizon. Interpretation is as for Test Pit A3.

7.1.8

Area A South, Room by Room Description

Figure 16: General view area A South, looking East.

7.1.8.1

Room A1

Figure 17: Room A1, showing madbasa and organic matting.
7.1.8.1.1

Room A1 Description

7.1.8.1.1.1.
Room A1 was located in the south-east corner of Area A. Walls 5001, 5002, 46 enclosed the
room. The room was delimited to the south by a modern wall of concrete blocks belonging to the Doy
'Amara (5050 – Wall 10). This wall ran along the south of Rooms A1-10 and was considered the southern
boundary of the Y.A. F. 'Amara.
7.1.8.1.1.2.
Wall 5002 is the partial remains of a north-south aligned wall or partition wall between Rooms
A1 and A2. Wall 46 was an east-west aligned wall foundation, delineating the northern extent of Unit A1.
The wall consisted of limestone blocks less than 0.40m in size bonded with yellow white mortar.
Dimensions as found were 8.80m east-west and 0.70m wide.
7.1.8.1.1.3.
In the southeast was Wall 5001, aligned east-west and forming part of the complex of
traditional architecture at the east end of the adjoining Doy 'Amara. It was of traditional construction and
mainly survived to full height and included a buttress. Originally it appears to have extended westwards
and at some stage would have formed the main division between the Y.A.F. 'Amara and the traditional
building that preceded the Doy 'Amara. In some places its foundations can be seen to underlie the modern
Doy 'Amara wall (5050).
7.1.8.1.1.4.
Walls 5001, 5002 and 46 are constructed in the same manner with limestone small to medium
size blocks and occasional coral blocks inclusions.

7.1.8.1.1.5.
Wall 46 has the remains of the door frame consisting of a single east-west aligned timber (fig.
17). At the western extent of the timber, there is a socket measuring 0.07 x 0.02m, which would have
supported the frame and hinge mechanism, with another base socket within a mortar level covering the
wall (67), measuring 0.20 x 0.09m.
7.1.8.1.1.6.
Room A1 contained a madbasa structure (traditional date press) that was constructed of
plaster over a rubble core (Context 39). The exact composition of the plaster is uncertain; it appears to
have been clay rich, with a lime and/or gypsum component. It consisted of 6 bars, with rectangular crosssections, with flat-bottomed troughs on either side, sloping towards a cross-channel running east-west
across the northern end which led to a ceramic vessel sunk into in the northwestern corner. This was to
collect the date syrup (dibs), and was plastered into the structure of the madbasa, indicating that the dibs
was removed by ladling. The cross-channel did not truncate the ends of the bars of the madbasa but ran
beneath them in small tunnels. The plaster of the madbasa reached right up to the walls on all sides (the
newer Doy 'Amara wall), meaning that the entire floor space room consisted of a single feature. The total
floor dimensions were 5.20m north-south x 2.85 east-west, with six north-south channels and a single eastwest channel that collected the date syrup (dibs). The madbasa was partially truncated by the building of
the modern block to its east, and its surface was buckled, either by subsidence or by the work of heavy
machinery above it. It was filled with several deposits ranging from compact light brown to dark
brown/black (37, 38 and 40). These most likely accumulated after the room ceased to be used and also
from the remains of date syrup production.
7.1.8.1.1.7.
Overlaying the madbasa and the deposits were two types of mat; a herringbone woven reed
mat was located in the southern and western end of the Room (10). This was above a bamboo rod and
rope mat (11). Above the mats was a destruction layer composed of collapsed wall and building material
(36).
7.1.8.1.2

Room A1 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.1.2.1.
This was a typical madbasa stall, comprising a rectangular walled room with an entrance and
door leading into the alley and a madbasa inside. Apart from the madbasa pot and matting, which were left
in situ, there were no finds associated with the room. It is not clear whether the matting was part of the
furniture of the stall (for example mats placed under the stack of dates (which had been removed), as seen
in Room A2, or whether it had been placed there after the complete abandonment of the room, for storage
or disposal.
7.1.8.2

Room A2

Figure 18: Room A2, showing madbasa and date baskets
7.1.8.2.1

Room A2 Description

7.1.8.2.1.1.
Room A2 was the adjacent stall to Room A1, to its west.. It was enclosed by three walls
(5002, 46 and 48) and was limited at its south end by Wall 5050 (Doy 'Amara).
7.1.8.2.1.2.
Wall 46 was the east-west aligned wall foundation, delineating the northern extent of Room
A2 (see above Room A1 description).
7.1.8.2.1.3.
Wall 48 was a north-south aligned wall and was the party wall between Rooms A2 and A3. It
was constructed of limestone rubble with coral fragments and was mortared. Dimensions were 5.80m in
length and 0.75m wide.
7.1.8.2.1.4.
Wall 5002 is the partial remains of a potential north-south aligned wall or partition wall, which
is abutting Wall 5050.
7.1.8.2.1.5.
The three walls are overlain by the madbasa structure (Context 4). As with the madbasa in
Room A1, it consisted of rectangular plastered ridges with rubble cores (in this case 6 ridges), delimiting
seven parallel channels, aligned north-south. The channels measured approximately 0.20m in width and
were 5.8m in length. The north end of the structure is damaged, possibly by heavy vehicles travelling on
the area above the madbasa. This made it difficult to define the northern end and cross-channel of the
madbasa, but it appears that the cross-channel was tunnelled through the ends of the ridges like the one in
Room A1. The syrup (dibs) pot was sunk into the north-eastern corner of the madbasa, and plastered into
the structure. Filling the pot were the remains of solidified date syrup fill (144) and a mix of silty organic
material (143). As in Room A1, the plastered madbasa structure extended right to the edge of the whole
room.

7.1.8.2.1.6.
The madbasa ridges and lower ridge fills were directly overlain by a mat of woven date
leaves (Context 3), on top of which a stack of baskets filled with dates survived, at the southern end. The
baskets of dates, also woven from date leaves, were piled on top of one another between walls 5002 and
48. The top baskets had considerable degradation, but the more complete baskets showed a diameter of
between 0.40-0.50m.
7.1.8.2.1.7.
The channels of the madbasa were 0.10m deep and were filled with a firm, yellowish-brown
silt (5), which was mottled brown in places and loose in certain areas. It still smelled of date syrup. A
significant amount of modern debris was included as well, such as plastic, glass, metal, wood and animal
bone fragments. Firm, black compacted date syrup (6) and dates were also present as a crust in the base
of the channels, concentrated mostly in channels 2, 3 and 4.
7.1.8.2.1.8.
A demolition or collapse layer covered Room A2 (25), consisting of approximately 0.15-0.20m
collapsed wall rubble and modern debris and waste.
7.1.8.2.2

Room A2 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.2.2.1.
The top of the dibs jar had been broken off and had fallen into the jar, and it was possible to
remove and draw the rim (fig. 81:3). Finds in the fill above the madbasa included a miscellaneous
collection of bone, including the skull of a sheep or goat, and metal, including hinges, and parts of a rubber
and metal wheel. This represents junk deposited on the site after its complete or partial abandonment
7.1.8.2.2.2.
The survival of a significant quantity of date baskets and matting left in situ enables
observations to be regarding both the production process and the abandonment of the site. Firstly, it
appears that dates were stacked to a considerable height (at least 16 baskets high, or ca. 1.80m in height
even after decades of compaction). Oral testimony states that nearly the whole of the madbasa would have
been stacked high with dates, indicating that most of the baskets had been removed or destroyed during
the collapse of the building and subsequent undocumented rubble clearance. The weight of the stacked
dates was instrumental in squeezing the date syrup out into the channels.
7.1.8.3
7.1.8.3.1

Room A3
Room A3 Description

Figure 19: Room A3

7.1.8.3.1.1.
Room A3 measured 4.2 x 3.11m and it was located in the south-east of Area A. It was
delimited to the east by the north-south aligned Wall 48, to the west by north-south aligned Wall 50 and to
the north by the fragmented remains of east-west aligned Wall 99. As with the rest of the Area A South
Rooms, Wall 5050 (Doy 'Amara) delimited the southern extent of this room.
7.1.8.3.1.2.
This room contained a madbasa (103), which consisted of seven channels aligned northsouth. Cutting through it was the circular cut (212) for a madbasa pot. This had a moderate break of slope
on top, straight sides and flat base. This housed the fragments of a ceramic pot.
7.1.8.3.1.3.
Filling the pot was a very compact, brown organic material (213). Above it, and also filling
121 was a another layer of dark brown organic material (214). This was overlain by a thin layer of friable,
mid to dark brown organic material (215). Deposits 213-215 were most likely the organic matter from date
syrup remains.
7.1.8.3.1.4.
Finally, Room A3 was sealed by a demolition layer containing a high volume of rubble and
building material (35), seen all across Area A.
7.1.8.3.2

Room A3 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.3.2.1.
The madbasa pot was of the same type as those found in Rooms A1 and A2. No other finds
were registered.
7.1.8.3.2.2.
The rooms comprised another typical madbasa stall, which had been completely emptied at
or since abandonment.
7.1.8.4
7.1.8.4.1

Room A4
Room A4 Description

Figure 20: Room A4, showing planking above final floor.

7.1.8.4.1.1.
99.

Room A4 was positioned to the south of Area A and was enclosed by three walls: 50, 54 and

7.1.8.4.1.2.
Walls 50 (4.2m in length and 0.70m wide) and 54 (4.3m in length and 0.70m wide) were
aligned north-south and Wall 99 (6.75m in length and 0.80 wide) was aligned east-west. Again, the room
was delimited to the south by the Doy 'Amara wall (5050). All three walls were constructed of the same
material (limestone rubble with coral fragments) and in the same manner. Against wall 5050 was an
elongated rectangular pillar, which was also constructed of limestone and coral with lime mortar. This
appeared to abut wall 5050, which would counter-intuitively imply that it was built later than the modern
concrete block wall (5050), but it is more likely that 5050 was built flush against it, with a later replastering
of the room sealing the column/wall stump to the concrete block wall. The pillar appears to have been a
division of the room, being the remainder of the partition into two small rooms, which was largely
demolished prior to the sequence of concrete floors noted below.
7.1.8.4.1.3.
The floors of Room A4 included a levelling base layer of light-yellow mortar (126) which was
needed in order to create a level and stable foundation for a well cemented plaster floor that was put above
it (102). The partially uncovered grey floor (102) measured 0.03m in depth. This was overlain by another
white-grey plaster floor (101) and measured 0.02m in depth and had pebble inclusions. This in turn was
overlain by another grey plaster floor (29) which was 0.25m in depth. These floor levels could extend
across the whole room, although only fragmentary sections remain, or they could be 'patching' work that
was carried out to repair the floors when the rooms were in use. They all overlap the stump of the pillar or
wall divider, indicating they were laid down after its partial destruction. An additional floor was visible in
section (218), which is most likely related to the Hallway Rooms A3 and A4.
7.1.8.4.1.4.
The concrete floor levels were overlain by a firm, brown layer 1cm thick (85), which could
indicate a hiatus in use before the wooden floor above was put down and the room use reinstated. This
was overlain by a greenish mortar layer 0.01m in depth (86), as well as a further two more layers, one of
which was organic (28) and the other a levelling base (87), which contained rubble, sand and shells. The
latter was most likely purposely deposited as a base for the wooden floor (27). Made up of planks, only
four remained in-situ, measuring 1.50 x 0.20 x 0.03m.
7.1.8.4.1.5.
This level was partially overlain by a rubble deposit of 0.50m (30) and then completely by a
demolition/cleaning level measuring 0.25m in depth (26), which included both modern debris and parts of
the collapsed surrounding walls.
7.1.8.4.2

Room A4 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.4.2.1.
A tool was associated with one of the concrete floors (Find no. 0029:01), being a semi-circular
object serrated along its long edge, and made of flat pieces of a dark material (rubber?) riveted together. It
may have been a tool used for scoring plaster (fig. 91).
7.1.8.4.2.2.
The later usage of the room (planked floor) yielded a single coin (find no. 28:01, fig. 92). This
was unidentifiable, but appears to be modern Bahraini currency, thus post-1971. No finds were recorded
from the overlying collapse layer.
7.1.8.5
7.1.8.5.1

Room A5
Room A5 Description

Figure 21: Room A5, showing date sacks. The white patch is a partially-uncovered plaster floor (24).
7.1.8.5.1.1.
Room A5 was positioned to the south of Area A and was enclosed by three walls: 54, 56 and
99. Wall 99=162, which continues from Room A4, aligned east-west (see above Room A4). Wall 54, the
party wall between Rooms A4 and A5 that was north-south aligned (see also Room A4). Finally, Wall 56
was a party wall between Rooms A5 and A6 that was north-south aligned and measured 4.40m in length
and 0.88m in width. All walls were constructed in the same method with limestone rubble and coral. Again,
the room was delimited to the south by the modern Doy 'Amara wall (5050).
7.1.8.5.1.2.
The floor area within the walls was made up of several layered deposits, beginning with a
chalky deposit (24), which is overlain by a 0.04m layer of gravel (23) and then an organic layer (22),
containing dates and date stones, that could also include remains of a mat or flooring material.
7.1.8.5.1.3.
Above these layers were textile sacks containing remains of dates (21). Most of the sacks
were broken open and either contained compacted organic mass of dates or date stones.
7.1.8.5.1.4.
This was overlain by a demolition layer (19), which included light brown sand and rubble from
the surrounding collapsed walls and modern debris and waste.
7.1.8.5.2

Room A5 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.5.2.1.
No finds were recorded, except for the date sacks, which did not overlie a madbasa. The
chalky deposit appears to have been a thick plaster floor. The room may have been used as storage for
the madbasa room next to it (Room A6), or it may simply have been a stall which sold or stored dates not
intended for dibs production.
7.1.8.6
7.1.8.6.1

Room A6
Room A6 Description

Figure 22: Room A6.
7.1.8.6.1.1.
Room A6 was positioned to the south of Area A and was enclosed by three walls: 99, 56 and
58. Wall 99=162 and 56 are described above (see rooms A4 and A5). Wall 58 was a party wall between
Rooms A6 and A7 that was north-south aligned and measured 4.10m in length and was 0.75m wide. All
walls were constructed in the same method with limestone rubble and coral poorly bonded with white
yellow lime mortar. As with the previous rooms, this room was also delimited to the south by the Doy
'Amara wall (5050 – Wall 10).
7.1.8.6.1.2.
This room had a madbasa structure (64) which had been constructed from rubble cores
covered with brown lime and/or gypsum plaster. There were seven channels, although there was extensive
damage to them. The south end is at a higher level and also has the most preserved section of the
madbasa. This was overlain by several levels, including an organic layer, containing wood and mat
remains within the madbasa channels (62) as well as another layer of decomposed organic date matter
(77), being the residue of the final date syrup production event. The whole area was covered with an
organic layer (63) consisting of dates and debris measuring 0.12m in depth. This most likely accumulated
after Room A6 ceased being used.
7.1.8.6.1.3.
Overlying this was the demolition layer containing 0.40m of modern rubbish, rubble from
collapsed walls and sand (45).
7.1.8.6.2

Room A6 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.6.2.1.
This was another madbasa stall. There were no finds recorded. The high level of distortion
seen in the madbasa is likely to be due to subsidence occurring in the underlying boulder reclamation
layer.
7.1.8.7
7.1.8.7.1

Hallway Rooms A3/A4 and A5/A6
Hallway Rooms A3/A4

7.1.8.7.1.1.
Running east-west on the north end of Rooms A3-A6, were two enclosed areas, which are
referred to as Hallway Rooms A3/A4 and A5/A6.

7.1.8.7.1.2.

The area was enclosed by the remains of several walls: 99, 48, 46, 54 and 154

7.1.8.7.1.3.
Wall 99 was east-west aligned and delineates the north end of Rooms A3 and A4. This wall
had the same purpose for the south of Hallway Rooms A3/A4.
7.1.8.7.1.4.
Wall 48 which was the party wall for Rooms A2 and A3 continued to the north, almost abutting
Wall 46, which continued partially along the Northern limit of the HR A3/A4.
7.1.8.7.1.5.
Wall 54 was the party wall for rooms A4 and A5 and continued North until Wall 154, which
delineated the Northern limit of the HR A3/A4. Wall 154 was East-West aligned and continued partially
along the Northern limit of Hallway Rooms A5/A6.
7.1.8.7.1.6.
A small enclosed area was formed by 99, 54, 154 and 156, which was a north-south aligned
wall that runs from 99 to 154. All walls were constructed of the same limestone rubble with coral material.
7.1.8.7.1.7.
Within walls 156, 46, 48 and 99, there were two types of compact mortar floors visible (104,
103). These were overlain by the continuation of the floor deposits in Room A3 (212-215).
7.1.8.7.1.8.
The small enclosed area defined by Walls 54, 154, 156 and 99 had a compacted mortar floor
including small pebbles (179). Both areas within HR A3/A4 were overlain by a demolition layer (35)
consisting of building debris, compacted with modern rubbish, most likely as a result of heavy vehicles
moving above it.
7.1.8.7.2

Hallway Rooms A5/A6

7.1.8.7.2.1.
To the west of HR A3/A4 was another small room: HR A5/A6. This also seemed to have a
relationship to the rooms it adjoins (A5 and A6).
7.1.8.7.2.2.
Wall 58 was the party wall between A6 and A7 and extended to the north creating the western
boundary for this area. Wall 54 creates the Eastern boundary and Wall 154 had remains that extended into
HR A5/A6 to indicate the northern extent of this area.
7.1.8.7.2.3.
As with HR A3/A4, there seemed to be a small ‗anteroom‘ within this area, from which the
walls remain. Wall 193 was aligned North-South and was parallel with Wall 58. This abuts Wall 210, which
was east-west aligned, with a north-south leg that continued through HR A5/A6 on its eastern end. All walls
were constructed of the same limestone rubble and coral material.
7.1.8.7.2.4.
The floor within the walls of HR A5/A6 included two layers of mortar, one with compact white
mortar (159), which was overlain by another compacted layer with gravel (158). The smaller enclosed
room also had two floor levels, the first of which seemed to be the continuation of 159 which was overlain
by another compact mortar level (161). All of this area was covered by the same demolition level as Room
A6 (19=45).
7.1.8.7.3

Hallway Rooms Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.7.3.1.
The Hallway Rooms may have functioned as ante-rooms or storage areas for Rooms A3-A6.
They could also have been small shops, for the sale of dates, date syrup or other goods stored or
processed in the larger rooms and madbasat behind them.
7.1.8.7.3.2.
7.1.8.8
7.1.8.8.1

No finds were associated.

Room A7
Room A7 Description

Figure 23: Room A7 during excavation.
7.1.8.8.1.1.
Room A7 was located to the south of Area A and measured 7.1 x 3.43m. It was bounded by
wall 58 to the east, 92 to the west, 72 to the north and 5050 to the south.
7.1.8.8.1.2.
Two small test pits to the east and west of the Room A7 were excavated to assess the
stratigraphic depth. The test pit to the east (TP A5) measured 0.96 x 0.63m and 0.60 deep. The test pit to
the west (TP A6) was 0.83 x 0.62m and was 0.60m deep.
7.1.8.8.1.3.
The earliest deposit found within these test pits was a loosely compact, brown grey coral
rocks fragments (119). This was part of the reclamation deposits within this area.
7.1.8.8.1.4.
Above it was a layer of firm, brown grey silt (118). This was overlain by the remnants of a
possible east-west aligned wall (117), made of pinkish brown sub-rounded medium size stones. These wall
remains predated Room A7 and was seen only in the two test pits. Overlying Wall 117 was a compact,
coarse white sand (116=608). This was possibly a levelling deposit directly related to the floor above (Floor
115, see below). Also above Wall 117, but only seen to the west, was a thin layer of charcoal (122).
7.1.8.8.1.5.
Overlying deposits 122 and 116=608 was a compact, mortar surface (115=604). This was
fragmented but evident in plan within both test pits. Above it was another plaster surface (114=603),
possibly a re-surface of the previous floor.
7.1.8.8.1.6.
In TP A5, and above floor 114=603, was a friable, brownish mid grey silty sand mixed with
charcoal and mortar (113), this was most likely formed as a result of collapse and levelling after a burning
in this area. Above it was a loose, white plaster deposit (125), possibly another levelling deposit formed
after the collapse of structural material in this area.
7.1.8.8.1.7.
In TP A6, and above floor 114=603, were the remains of a wall collapse (606). Also above
floor 114=603 and within this test pit, was a thin layer of plaster (124). This was overlain by a friable, mid
grey silty sand (123).

7.1.8.8.1.8.
These remains (606, 123-4) were possibly related to the collapse of Wall 58, the wall dividing
Rooms A6 and A7.
7.1.8.8.1.9.
Overlying 606, 123 and 125, and visible in both test pits was a thick layer of friable charcoal
(112=605). This was a deposit formed as a result of a burning event in this area. This was overlain by a
loosely compacted white plaster (128), possibly part of a collapse and levelling in this area and only seen
in the south section of the test pit to the west.
7.1.8.8.1.10.
Above 112=605, and only seen in the south section of the test pit to the east, was a thin layer
of white lime plaster (129). This was overlain by a friable, grey silty sand layer (602=607=111). This was
formed as a result of collapse and levelling in this area after the burning event and it was seen across both
test pits.
7.1.8.8.1.11.
Sealing the whole trench and overlying the above deposits was a fragmented mortar floor
surface (110).
7.1.8.8.1.12.
To the south, north and central area of Room A7, and above Floor 110, were the remains of
a compact, creamy white mortar surface (148=89). This was the latest floor within Room A7. This was
overlain by a large spread of loose, black charcoal (90), possibly the remains of another burning event in
this area.
7.1.8.8.1.13.
Finally, Room A7 was sealed by a demolition layer containing a high volume of rubble and
building material (91), seen all across Area A.
7.1.8.8.2

Room A7 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.8.2.1.
Room A7's long sequence testifies both to underlying pre-Y.A.F. 'Amara deposits and
structures, and then a series of at least 3 floors interspersed with burning or levelling layers. This
comparative complexity is likely to be illustrative of the entirety of the site in Area A, but was not apparent
in excavation except in the test pits because of the need to preserve the madbasat and floors. In Room 7
it was possible to investigate the sequence in full, because of the absence of a madbasa and therefore the
opportunity to dig test pits. It suggests that the current Y.A.F. 'Amara underwent frequent renewal,
replastering and perhaps remodelling, as one would expect of a working building which was in use for
around 50 years.
7.1.8.8.2.2.
The presence of a probable pre-Y.A.F. 'Amara wall above reclaimed ground is of interest. It
implies that some kind of structure was built on the newly reclaimed land prior to the building of the 'amara.
The nature of these structures cannot be ascertained. A similar feature was observed in Room A9.
7.1.8.8.2.3.
7.1.8.9
7.1.8.9.1

There were no finds associated with Room 7.

Room A8
Room A8 Description

Figure 24: Room A8 during excavation, showing room fittings.
7.1.8.9.1.1.

Room A8 was located to the south of Area A and measured 7.35 x 3.31m.

7.1.8.9.1.2.
The earliest structures found in Room A8 were its three walls (92, 72 and 71). To the east,
and aligned north-south, Wall 92 divided Rooms A7 and A8. Wall 71 was located to the west, it was also
aligned north-south and it was the partition wall between rooms 8 and 9. Finally, Wall 72 to the north
divided rooms 8 and the alleyway and it was aligned east-west. These were made of limestone and coral
stone blocks, bonded with yellowish white mortar. The southern boundary was marked by the modern
concrete block wall 5050, which in this room clearly showed its construction above older foundations of
traditional materials.
7.1.8.9.1.3.
Stratigraphically above Walls 71-2 and 92 was a creamy white mix of mortar and cement floor
surface (81). This showed collapse and damage to central and southern extent of the room. This was the
latest surviving floor surface within Room 8.
7.1.8.9.1.4.
Above Floor 81 and to the west of the room was a metal grill and wood panel (93), possibly
part of the windows and door fittings belonging to this room. Also above Floor 81 was a wood panel (94)
situated in the north-western extent, this was also part of the door or windows fittings within this room.
7.1.8.9.1.5.
Sealing the room was a demolition layer containing a high volume of rubble and building
material (82), seen all across Area A.
7.1.8.9.2

Room A8 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.9.2.1.
The wood and metal frames indicate that the rooms of Area A were fully equipped with doors
and perhaps windows, as also indicated by the threshold structure seen at the entrance to Room A1. The
collapse layer (82) contained a single sherd of the common gritty ware used for storage jars, large bowls

and dibs jars. Like Rooms A7, A5 and A4 it was one of those rooms along the south of the 'amara which
did not have a madbasa.
7.1.8.10 Room A9
7.1.8.10.1 Room A9 Description

Figure 25: Room A9, showing madbasa and underlying feature

Figure 26: Channels and pot (bottom right) in madbasa of Room A9.
7.1.8.10.1.1.
Room A9 was located to the south-east of Area A and it was delimited by Wall 70 to the west,
Wall 71 to the east and Wall 72 to the north.
7.1.8.10.1.2.
Wall 70 was a north-south aligned wall. It was made of angular and sub-angular stones,
mostly unworked. These were mostly coral stone, with occasional limestone blocks. A mixture of lime and
gypsum mortar was used as bonding material.
7.1.8.10.1.3.
Wall 71 was a north-south aligned wall and very similar in composition to Wall 70 (see
above). It had some large faced stone blocks, however the majority were largely unfaced, but heavily
plastered or rendered.
7.1.8.10.1.4.
Wall 72 was an east-west aligned wall. As Walls 70 and 71, Wall 72 was also constructed of a
combination of large unworked blocks of limestone and coral stone. Some of the stones showed a basic
and rough attempt at coursing, but most of the wall was roughly hewn. A mixture of lime and gypsum was
used as bonding material. Part of the original render was still present at the time of the excavation. Wall 72
presented doorways built in. This wall was the northern limit of Rooms A7-10, and it was considered
contemporary with Walls 58, 70, 71 and 92.
7.1.8.10.1.5.
The earliest deposit found within this room was a compact, dark greyish white lime mortar
floor (96). Floor 96 was only visible when the madbasa above was broken and excavated (see below). It
was uneven due to floor subsidence. It possibly extended throughout the room, however it was not fully
revealed due to the madbasa above.
7.1.8.10.1.6.
Sitting on the floor (96) was a series of north-south aligned channels forming a madbasa
structure (95). These were made of roughly hewn limestone and coral stone small blocks bonded together

with lime mortar. The madbasa was made of eight raised sections and seven channels and it drained to
north, where the channels collected the syrup in a pot that was cut into the north-east corner.
7.1.8.10.1.7.
Filling the pot of the madbasa was a loosely compact, brown clayey sandy silt with high
contents of organic material (97), possibly remains of date syrup.
7.1.8.10.1.8.
Filling the madbasa and also sealing Room A9 was a loose, dark grey-white lime-mortar
deposit (78). This was most likely a levelling deposit to create a floor surface after the madbasa went out of
use.
7.1.8.10.2 Room A9 Finds and Interpretation
7.1.8.10.2.1.
A clear linear alignment can be seen beneath the madbasa, its higher level causing the
overlying section of the madbasa to erode away or be scraped off in undocumented rubble removal from
the site.. It indicates the presence of a wall in the area which pre-dates the 'amara, though it is unclear
whether it was earlier, contemporary or later than the reclamation layer which must underlie the area. The
presence of this wall complements the evidence from Room A7 and its test pits that some kind of structure
or structures underlies the extant 'amara.
7.1.8.10.2.2.

There were no finds in Room A9.

7.1.8.11 Room A10
7.1.8.11.1 Room A10 Description

Figure 27: Room A10, facing north.

7.1.8.11.1.1.
Room A10 was located in the south-west corner of Area A, and it was delimited by Wall 5003
to the west, Wall 70 to the east and Wall 72 to the north. Again, to the south, and cutting through it was
modern Doy 'Amara wall (5050).
7.1.8.11.1.2.
The earliest structure found within Room 10 was a madbasa (75), this was made of lime
mortar. It was aligned north-south and it had eight raised sections, forming seven channels.
7.1.8.11.1.3.
A built-in pot was located in the north-west corner. Filling the madbasa pot were two layers of
dark grey-brown organic material (108 and 109); remains of solidified date juice.
7.1.8.11.1.4.
The madbasa itself was filled with a firm, dark grey brown organic layer (79), most likely
solidified date juice and decomposed dates.
7.1.8.11.1.5.
This was overlain by a loose, dark grey white sand mixed with lime mortar (76). This was
seen in the form of scattered patches along the madbasa.
7.1.8.11.1.6.
Resting on top of the madbasa were the remains of a wooden floor (74). Most likely this floor
was built once the madbasa went out of use.
7.1.8.11.1.7.
Above it was a loosely compact, pale creamy brown sand (73). This was also seen only in the
form of small patches, but it possibly was the latest floor within this room.
7.1.8.11.1.8.
The room was sealed by a modern rubble deposit (69), which contained the remains of
machinery (thought to be a milling machine – see below), as well as a bottle and other junk (figs. 94-6).
The machine would have been resting on the final floor (73) prior to the collapse or demolition of the higher
walling in this area.
7.1.8.11.2 Room A10 Finds and Interpretation
7.1.8.11.2.1.
The madbasa and associated pot represent the initial use of the room. The pot (fig. 81:4) is a
typical example of a dibs jar, in the typical gritted fabric. The wooden floor, overlain by a patchy plaster
floor and heavy machinery, represents a final stage of occupation at this end of the 'amara, whereby a
large machine was housed in the room. This had three massive cogs, numerous smaller cogs, a drive
chain, large plates, rods and parts of a metal frame or casing. Oral testimony indicated that it was installed
some time after the date stalls had been closed down (said to be in 1942) used for milling various
substances, including grain, rice, coffee and spices. Those who required its use paid a few pais or anas
(subdivisions of the rupee) to its operator.
7.1.8.11.2.2.
As well as the heavy machinery, part of a light bulb was found, suggesting that electricity had
come into use by the time the machine was installed, along with a pedal (possibly part of the machine), a
large metal hook and three large spanners.
7.1.8.11.2.3.
The presence of this late usage indicates that part of Area A, perhaps just its western end,
remained in use after the closure of the date stalls. This is contrary to some of the oral testimony, which
stated that the whole of Area A was completely closed off, or just used to store wood.

7.1.9

Area A South General Discussion

7.1.9.1. This part of the Y.A.F. 'Amara consisted included 10 main rooms along its southern wall, with
antechambers or smaller rooms adjoining on the northern (alleyway) side of the central four rooms. Most of
the main rooms were devoted to the production of date syrup (dibs), and perhaps the sale of whole dates,
with six of them containing madbasat, and one other containing a stack of date sacks.
7.1.9.2. Certain of the rooms and test pits outside the madbasa rooms indicated repeated renewal of the
flooring of the warehouse, however, and complex history of modification can be inferred, though it is
impossible to define the changing functions of each room when no clear architectural or artefactual
evidence is present

7.1.9.3. A couple of rooms showed what appear to have been very late uses of this part of the 'amara,
including Room A4, which had a surviving planking floor, and Room A10, with its wooden floor and large
machine. Exact dates cannot be assigned to these late uses, but they suggest opportunistic use of a
partially abandoned space in the decades following World War II.

7.1.10 Area A North
7.1.10.1 Area A North General Description

Figure 28: Overhead shot showing Area A North under excavation.
7.1.10.1.1.
To the north of Area A at least seven rooms were identified. These mirrored the rooms to the
south. Due to health and safety and potential collapsing of the standing walls to the north, parts of these
rooms were only surface cleaned. They nonetheless presented good evidence for the presence of a line of
hardware stalls along this side of the 'amara. A long east-west aligned alley wall (207) defined the south
edge of all the rooms to the north.
7.1.10.1.2.
At least two further rooms probably lay to the east of the most easterly defined room (A1N),
judging from the existence of two thresholds in the easterly continuation of wall 207. It was not possible to
investigate these due to the position of the ramp of spoil leading to Area D, which provided the only route
of communication between the two areas.
7.1.10.1.3.
The whole of Area A North was sealed by a rubble deposit representing collapse or
demolition, and subsequent rubbish dumping.

7.1.10.2 Room A1N
7.1.10.2.1 Room A1N Description
7.1.10.2.1.1.
Room AN1 was located in the northeast corner of Area A. It was defined by a north-south
aligned wall (172=5028) to the east, another to the west (174=5026), and an east-west aligned wall (207)
to the south.
7.1.10.2.1.2.
The earliest deposit found with Room A1N was a dark grey mortar floor (171). This was
overlain by a dump of yellowish brown mortar (209), a levelling or even a very basic attempt of a floor.
7.1.10.2.2 Room A1N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.2.2.1.
Along the back wall the room contained a stack of at least 60 iron bowls, of diameter ca.
35cm and depth of ca. 15cm (Find 001:7). These were accompanied by a corroded metal sign, the painted
design of which could not be made out, and a stack of glass window panes (fig. 97). According to oral
testimony (Abdullah Khalifa), the bowls were known as layan, and they were used by builders to carry wet
plaster/mortar (juss). This stall therefore appears to have been used to store or sell building materials.
7.1.10.3 Room A2N
7.1.10.3.1 Room A2N Description
7.1.10.3.1.1.
Room A2N was delimited by north-south aligned walls 174 to the east and 206 to the west,
and also by Wall 207 to the south.
7.1.10.3.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within this room was a firm, light brown white mortar (173). This
was most likely the remains of a roughly made floor.
7.1.10.3.2 Room A2N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.3.2.1.

No finds were associated, and it was a stall of unknown function.

7.1.10.4 Room A3N
7.1.10.4.1 Room A3N Description

Figure 29: Room A3N showing broken plaster floor, and boxes of nails (right) after removal from the
room.
7.1.10.4.1.1.
Moving towards the west, Room A3N was defined by Wall 206 to the east and Wall 204 to the
west. Cutting through Wall 206 was the foundation for a column (286). This was the only one found within
Area A. No evidence of other columns was found.
7.1.10.4.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within A3N was a very loose, light yellow to white sand (176). This
was a re-deposited clean beach sand, possibly a levelling for the floor lying above it.
7.1.10.4.1.3.
Sitting directly above 176 was a compact, light grey mortar floor (175). This was seen only to
the north and east, and it was heavily fragmented and damaged.
7.1.10.4.2 Room A3N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.4.2.1.
23 boxes of nails were found in this room (Find 001:9). The (presumably cardboard) boxes
had completely rotted away, leaving rectangular masses of corroded nails measuring ca. 15 x 15 x 5cm.
7.1.10.4.2.2.
materials.

Like Room A1N, this room therefore appears to have been used to sell or store building

7.1.10.5 Room A4N

7.1.10.5.1 Room A4N Description
7.1.10.5.1.1.
To the west of A3N was Room A4N. This was delimited by north-south aligned Wall 204 to
the east, Wall 202 to the west and Wall 207 to the south.
7.1.10.5.1.2.
deposits.

A small test pit (TP A7) was dug in the southern end of this room to assess the depth of

7.1.10.5.1.3.
The earliest deposit found within Room A4N consisted of large coral stones, representing
boulder reclamation.
7.1.10.5.1.4.
Above the boulder reclamation was a mid grey brown silt with frequent mortar inclusions
(238). This was a levelling deposit for a floor. Above it was a compact but fragmented plaster slab floor
(205). This floor was cracked in several areas, but it covered at least 80% of the room.
7.1.10.5.1.5.

Above the fragmented floor was a thick layer of white powdery material, probably lime.

7.1.10.5.2 Room A4N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.5.2.1.
The thick lime deposit above the floor may indicate that it was stored in the stall, to be sold in
the building trade.
7.1.10.6 Room A5N
7.1.10.6.1 Room A5N Description
7.1.10.6.1.1.
To the west of A4N was Room A5N. It was defined by walls 202 to the east and 207 to the
south. The putative wall dividing it from Room A6N was not uncovered due to health and safety
considerations entailing the erection of scaffolding. Marks on the wall dividing it from Area D (wall 5026)
indicate that there was once a division.
7.1.10.6.1.2.

A rough test pit (TP A8) measuring ca. 1.50 x 1.20m was dug in the middle of the room.

Figure 30: Room A5N, showing lime deposit and boulder reclamation, which has been cut through.
7.1.10.6.1.3.
The earliest deposit found within this test pit was a large quantity of coral stones (197=201),
part of the reclamation process within the area. Above it was a loose, mid grey brown sandy silt (196=200),
a levelling deposit forming part of the reclamation. The walls of this area were built on this level.
7.1.10.6.1.4.
This was overlain to the east by a dark orangey sand (203). This deposit was obviously
designed for a specific function; it was laid forming a line running parallel to Wall 204. Its purpose was
unknown.
7.1.10.6.1.5.
In the north of A5N and above 203, were the remains of a worked stone flags floor (199). This
survived as an undulating surface, the full extent was lost and the remains were badly cracked.
7.1.10.6.1.6.
Above it and in the northern extent was a thick deposit of light creamy white lime (198) (c.f.
Room A4N). This was intentionally stored while the rooms were still in use.
7.1.10.6.2 Room A5N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.6.2.1.
Lime or some other plaster-like substance was stored in the northern part of this stall, as in
the adjacent Room A4N. It may have been intended for sale to the building trade.
7.1.10.7 Room A6N
7.1.10.7.1 Room A6N Description

Figure 31: Rooms A7 (left), A6 (centre) and A5 (right), prior to erection of scaffolding and before partial
excavation.
7.1.10.7.1.1.
The next room was A6N. This was defined by wall 207 to the south, but the wall dividing it
from A5N to the east was not uncovered due to health and safety considerations, though as noted above
this division was evident on the standing wall 5026 on the northern side (the dividing wall between Areas
A and D). To the west, its division from Room A7 is inferred from the stump of a wall (unnumbered)
protruding from wall 5026.
7.1.10.7.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within this area was a light grey brown sandy silt (195), a levelling
deposit. This was overlain by the remains of a stone slab floor (216). This floor survived as scattered
fragments, only visible towards the middle section of the room.
7.1.10.7.1.3.
Above the floor was a dark grey white mortar deposit (194). This deposit sealed the remains
of the east-west (unexcavated) wall which defined the western boundary.
7.1.10.7.1.4.
Above 194 was a thick stack of irregular chunks of salt, brownish with impurities, and banked
up against the northern wall of the stall (visible as a mound against the foot of the wall in fig. 31).
7.1.10.7.2 Room A6N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.7.2.1.
The stack of salt chunks appears to relate to house building or maintenance, according to
living testimony (Abdullah Khalifa). Details were vague, but it appeared that a solution of such rough salt
was used to wash down walls and floors.
7.1.10.8 Room A7N
7.1.10.8.1 Room A7N Description

Figure 32: Room A7N, showing madbasa beneath the scaffolding, with oil barrels at north end (right)
and tins of tallow(?) at south end (left).
7.1.10.8.1.1.
Finally, in the north-west corner was Room A7N, defined by wall 5026 to the north (dividing it
from Area D), wall 5004 to the west (dividing it from Area B) and 207 to the south. The putative division
with Room A6 was not excavated or numbered.
7.1.10.8.1.2.
Room A7 had the only madbasa in the northern segment of Area A. For health and safety
reasons it was only partially uncovered. The visible remains of the madbasa measured 7.0 x 2.0m.
7.1.10.8.1.3.
Above the madbasa was a stack of around 60 square tins filled with (and leaking) a thick
unpleasant-smelling yellow grease (not illustrated). This was said to be tallow (beef fat), allegedly used for
human consumption, but it could have been used as grease for mechanical purposes. In the northwestern
corner of the room were two large oil drums.
7.1.10.8.2 Room A7N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.8.2.1.
This was the only madbasa found on the northern side of the Y.A.F. 'Amara. It clearly went
out of use, following which it was used to store tins of tallow(?) or another kind of heavy grease, and
perhaps a different kind of oil in the drums. It was not possible to be sure it was tallow in the rectangular
tins, and edible materials would not be in keeping with the other finds on the northern side of the 'amara
7.1.10.9 Area A North General Discussion
7.1.10.9.1.
Seven rooms were partially excavated along the northern side of the Area A 'amara, and two
more can be inferred to have existed at the eastern end.
7.1.10.9.2.
The surviving archaeological and artefactual information appears to indicate a broad
difference in the function of the northern and southern sides of the Y.A.F. 'Amara, insofar as madbasat are
mainly concentrated in the southern part, while stalls holding material relating to construction and building
maintenance are found on the northern side.
7.1.10.9.3.
This may relate to chronological differences: it is possible that the selling of building materials
was part of the late use of the site, after the date and date syrup businesses had been closed down. This
would certainly be so in the case of Room A7N. Thus, one might speculate that the date warehouse was
closed and the madbasat abandoned, allegedly in the 1940s, but that milling, storage and the sale of
building materials occurred subsequently and perhaps opportunistically, in the partially disused warehouse

7.1.10.9.4.
The hypothesis is not possible to prove, due to the lack of stratigraphic connections across
the alley and between most rooms, and oral testimony was unclear on the matter. The alternative is that
the building hardware stalls on the other side were contemporary with some or most of the madbasat on
the southern side, and were closed at the same time as them, though clearly later occupation undoubtedly
occurred on both sides (e.g. the mill in Room A10, and activities relating to the tallow and oil drums in
Room A7N, which were both situated above disused madbasat).

7.2

AREA B

Figure 33: Area B.

7.2.1

Area B General Description

7.2.1.1. Area B was approximately square, and measured ca. 23m x 22m. It was divided into by a colonnade
comprising two rows of six columns, the central alleyway of the 'amara running between the two rows. The
area was accessible from the east and west only through gates aligned with the central axis. There were
also doorways at either end of the west front but these had been blocked.
7.2.1.2. It had a central hallway or alley running east-west flanked by columns; the 1958 photograph suggests
it was lightly roofed with palm fronds. Rooms or cloisters with solid roofing can be inferred from a
combination of the archaeological evidence and the photograph from 1958, running along the eastern and
western ends, and also the northern and southern sides, with a higher solidly roofed clerestory level filling
the remainder of the northern side. Only those wall and rooms for which there was archaeological evidence
have been marked or inferred on the figure.
7.2.1.3. The northern wall was almost totally collapsed and only preserved at its east end. The southern wall
(5029) was preserved at its full height at both ends but was collapsed down to ca. 1.5m approx in most of
its middle part. It was niched.
7.2.1.4. The walls to the west were well preserved except for the south end of 5032, which had collapsed.
Both 5032 and 5031 were niched. Additionally, 5032 contained a doorway into Area C, blocked with
concrete blocks.
7.2.1.5. The northern half was largely covered by a concrete floor (thought to date to the 1970s), but a row of
columns at right angles to the main colonnade survived in the eastern end, forming a small room in the
northeast corner of the area (Room B1N).
7.2.1.6. The southern half was not covered by the concrete floor. Like Area B North, there was a row of
columns at the east end, in this case joined at the base to form solid walling, which formed a narrow room
(Room B1S). There was a similar arrangement in the western end, where the columns survived to their full
height and supported a surviving but unstable section of traditional roofing, above Room B4S. Between the
western and eastern rooms, two presumed other rooms were located (Rooms B2S and B3S), though the
need to erect scaffolding for safety reasons limited excavation in this area.

Figure 34: Gateway from Area A to Area B.

7.2.2
7.2.2.1

Area B South

Area B South General Description

7.2.2.1.1.
Area B South was divided in 4 potential rooms. Partition walls were not as well defined as in
Area A, and survived mostly as rubble remains. From East to West, the Rooms were referred to from B1S
to B4S.
7.2.2.2
7.2.2.2.1

Room B1S
Room B1S Description

Figure 35: Room B1S showing rope coils, looking south.
7.2.2.2.1.1.
Room B1S was located in the south east corner of Area B and measured 4.2m north-south
and 3.17m east-west.
7.2.2.2.1.2.
The earliest structure within this room was a north-south aligned wall (5003) to the east. This
wall was the outer wall of Area A, before Area B was constructed. It was standing partially to the south,
made of roughly worked coral stone blocks bonded with sandy mortar.
7.2.2.2.1.3.
To the north was an east-west aligned wall (1024), this was made of a mix of worked and
roughly hewn limestone blocks. These were faced on both sides to a good standard, with a plastered face.
7.2.2.2.1.4.
The western side of the room was defined by a wall (5129) constructed of three columns with
infill walling. These were made of limestone and coral stone blocks, roughly hewn and with no obvious
courses. Both faces and the top were plastered to create an even surface.
7.2.2.2.1.5.
It could not be ascertained whether this walling extended to the southern boundary of the
room (wall 5029, being a stretch of traditional walling surviving against the Doy Amara wall, here numbered
5072). This was it was necessary to erect scaffolding against 5029.
7.2.2.2.1.6.
Following the stratigraphic sequence, the columns and walls were overlain by a loose, light
grey black charcoal (1023), a small patch located towards the centre of the room. Above it, and seen
across most of the room was a loose, light grey mortar deposit (1022), possibly laid to provide foundation
for the floor above. Resting on it was a compact, light brown grey lime mortar floor (1021). This was seen
only to the south and around the edges of the room, but it probably covered the entire room.
7.2.2.2.1.7.
The room was sealed by a 5cm thick dump of mortar (1020), which spread across the entire
room. It may have been a roughly laid and poorly consolidated floor.

7.2.2.2.2

Room B1S Finds and Interpretation

7.2.2.2.2.1.
To the north-west corner, two large coils of rope (1019:01) rested above 1020. These had a
circumference of 0.14m and were probably ship ropes. Their location above a late floor (1020) implies a
secondary usage, and they should be regarded as part of one of the final occupations of the building. This
area was said to have been used as a storage area after the closure of the madbasat (thus 1940s-1960s),
but the rope may also relate to even later occupation, involving the sale of material abandoned by the
British upon their departure in the early 1970s. Unfortunately, therefore, the ropes cannot be related to the
original use of the western part of the 'amara, entailing the outfitting and repair of boats.
7.2.2.2.2.2.
There were no other significant finds, apart from a gaudy metal necklace of relatively recent
date in the overburden (1001:01).
7.2.2.3

Room B2S

7.2.2.3.1

Room B2S Description

7.2.2.3.1.1.
Rooms B2S and B3S were not as well defined, and the potential walls survived only as part of
demolition layers and heaps of rubble. The disposition of the rubble suggested that there were two rooms
in this area, though it was not possible to ascertain the exact point of division.
7.2.2.3.1.2.
The earliest deposit above the boulder reclamation in B2S was a mid grey sandy silt (1078).
This was most likely deliberately lain prior to the construction of buildings in the area. Above it were the
fragments of a solid white mortar floor surface (1057).
7.2.2.3.1.3.
Floor 1057 was overlain by a loose, black charcoal (1077). This thin spread appeared to be
part of an episode of burning within the building.
7.2.2.3.1.4.
In the northern extent of Area B south, and towards the east, was a spread of loose, black
charcoal (1058).
7.2.2.3.1.5.
Above 1077 and 1058 was a spread of loose, brownish mid grey sandy silt (1012), this
deposit seemed to predate the division of the eastern extent of Area B.
7.2.2.3.1.6.
Overlaying 1012 and only seen in the south facing section was a mid grey sand gravel (1013),
a collapse and levelling after burning in the area. Above it and to the west was a thick horizon of charcoal
(1004). Also above 1013 and to the east was another charcoal (1006) deposit, originally part of 1004.
Above 1004 and 1006 was a mid grey sand (1009=1014); this deposit was another levelling after burning
and collapse in the area.
7.2.2.3.1.7.

The above deposit was overlain by another layer of charcoal (1005=1007=1008).

7.2.2.3.1.8.
Also overlaying 1012, but only seen in the north section of the excavation trench, was a northsouth aligned wall (1002, not depicted). This wall was not seen in plan, and it was most likely an internal
division between Rooms B2S and B3S. To the east of this, and also above 1002, was a firm, dark grey
charcoal layer (1003=1011). This was overlain by white, lime plaster floor (1010), seen in the eastern
extent of the area.
7.2.2.3.1.9.
Finally, above 1005, 1007, 1008 and 1010 was a demolition layer and accumulation of
modern debris (1001).
7.2.2.3.2

Room B2S Finds and Interpretation

7.2.2.3.2.1.
There were no associated finds. The burnt layers indicate at least one phase of burning and
destruction, before the laying of a final floor prior to abandonment and general collapse. Walling and a
superstructure may therefore have existed in this area, which were burnt and destroyed, with the resultant
open area then being floored and re-used during one of the late occupations of the building.
7.2.2.4

Room B3S

7.2.2.4.1

Room B3S Description

7.2.2.4.1.1.

Rooms BS3 was bounded on the west by a fragmentary wall, 1066 (see below).

7.2.2.4.1.2.

A 2m x 2m test pit was sunk into Room B3S (TP B2).

7.2.2.4.1.3.
The earliest deposit excavated within this area was a compact, lime and mortar floor (1067).
This was covered by a thick layer of charcoal (1059), an episode of burning within the area. Overlain by it
was a white lime floor (1061). This was the latest preserved floor surface within the central area.
7.2.2.4.1.4.
Cutting through 1061 were the remnants of a north south aligned wall (1066). This was best
preserved at its northern end, where it survived to a height of 0.4m approximate. Wall 1066 was made of
small limestone rocks bonded with mortar.
7.2.2.4.1.5.
To the east of the above wall, and cutting through Floor 1061 was a pit (1063), rectangular in
section and of unknown size. This was aligned east-west, and had vertical sides ending in an irregular
base. Filling it was a mid brown-grey silt (1065).
7.2.2.4.1.6.
To the east of Pit 1063 and also cutting through Floor 1061 was another roughly rectangular
pit (1062). This was aligned north-south and it was similar in shape and size to Pit 1063. This was filled by
a mid brown sandy silt (1064).
7.2.2.4.1.7.
Sealing the room, and above 1064, 1065 and 1066, was a demolition layer and accumulation
of modern debris (1001).
7.2.2.4.2

Room B3S Finds and Interpretation

7.2.2.4.2.1.
Like the adjacent room, the sequence of B3S testifies to an initial occupation with plaster
flooring, followed by a burning layer, which in turn was covered by a new floor. Unlike B2S, there were
structural modifications following the laying of the final floor, consisting of the building of a stone wall, and
the digging of two pits.
7.2.2.4.2.2.
Three sherds of a broken madbasa jar were found in the late floor level (1061) (fig. 81:5). It is
not clear that these relate to any of the occupations of the room, and they may have been kicked into the
area during the late period of use. The alternative is that the room, or adjacent rooms, once contained a
madbasa, which had been completely destroyed and was not visible archaeologically.
7.2.2.5
7.2.2.5.1

Room B4S
Room B4S Description

Figure 36: Room B4S, showing surviving roofing (looking west).
7.2.2.5.1.1.
Room B4S was in the south-west corner of Area B south. It was delimited by Wall 1066 to the
east, and Wall 5031 to the west. Fragments of roofing survived above the room.
7.2.2.5.1.2.
A small test pit measuring 2.0 x 2.0m was dug to the west of wall 1066 (not depicted). The
earliest deposit found within the test pit was a thick layer of coral stones (1068), part of the boulder
reclamation within the area. Above it was a mid grey sandy silt floor surface (1079). This was most likely
laid prior to the construction of the buildings in this area.
7.2.2.5.1.3.
To the west, and near Wall 5031, the earliest deposit was a loose, black charcoal (1055), a
deposit related to a burning episode in the area.

7.2.2.5.1.4.
Above 1055 and 1079 was a compact, white lime chalk surface (1054), the latest floor
remaining in the western extent of Area B south. This was overlain by a layer composed of wooden beams
remains (1056). The beams were partially impressed into 1054, orientated both east-west and north-south.
7.2.2.5.1.5.
7.2.2.5.2

Finally, sealing the room was a demolition layer and accumulation of modern debris (1001).
Room B4S Finds and Interpretation

7.2.2.5.2.1.
There were no finds, and the sequence found in rooms B3S and B2S was replicated, namely
the presence of an early occupation above reclaimed land, followed by a burning event, followed by the
relaying of a new floor.
7.2.2.5.2.2.
It seems unlikely that the beams represent fallen roofing, as roofing survives above the room.
They may represent some of the wood that was said to have been stored in the building in its latter years.
On the other hand, their parallel and at angled alignments may suggest some kind of flooring.

7.2.3
7.2.3.1

Area B North

Area B North General Description

7.2.3.1.1.
Area B North consisted of an open area covered with a concrete floor covering the western
and central part, with a smaller room in the east (Room B1N) in the east, separated by a row of four
columns
7.2.3.1.2.
A large test pit (TP B1) was sunk into the western and central part, after the concrete floor
had been cut through; two smaller divisions of it were dug deeper into the boulder reclamation layer (TP
B1a and TP B1b).

Figure 37: Room B1N, showing metal drums on pallets above demolition layer.
7.2.3.2
7.2.3.2.1

Area B North, Room B1N
Area B North Room B1N Description

7.2.3.2.1.1.
Room B1N was located in the north-east corner of Area B, to the west of Wall 11, which
divided Areas A and B.
7.2.3.2.1.2.
The earliest structure found within this room was an east-west aligned wall (1071). This wall
defined the southern extent of this room, and was composed of limestone and coral stone blocks, and
included a threshold. The blocks were roughly hewn, bonded with mortar and with no apparent coursing.
7.2.3.2.1.3.
The group of four columns bounding the western side was given the notional wall number
5128, on the basis that there was once a wall there, as indicated by the aerial photographs, and the
remains of plaster and farush infill between the columns (see Section 8.2.2, figs. 59-60).
7.2.3.2.1.4.
Directly above the excavated southern wall (1071) was a lime mortar surface (1072). This
was the floor surface for the entrance to the room, located in the middle of the doorway. Also
stratigraphically above Wall 1071 was a mid grey concrete floor surface (1069), the latest floor within the
room. It is at a lower level and may be earlier than the concrete floor covering the western and central
parts.
7.2.3.2.1.5.
These floors were overlain by a loose, brown-grey sandy silt (1080), a demolition deposit
filling the room. Above it, and to the north, were a series of wooden pallets upon which rested stacks of
medium-sized metal drums (1070). This is the latest surviving evidence for the use of the room.
7.2.3.2.2

Room B1N Finds and Interpretation

7.2.3.2.2.1.
This room is the only surviving division of the northern part of Area B (though test pits indicate
there were earlier divisions – see below). Little can be said about the initial occupation, as the original floor
was covered by the more recent concrete floor.
7.2.3.2.2.2.
The pallets and metal drums (holding paint?) relate to a latest occupation, when a layer of
collapse had already covered part of the concrete floor. It may relate to the period in the 1970s, when cars
and materials from the British base were sold from the north side of Area B. It may alternatively relate to an
even later occupation of the area.
7.2.3.3
7.2.3.3.1

Area B North, Centre and Western Area
Area B North, Centre and Western area Description

7.2.3.3.1.1.
This area of B north was covered by a modern concrete floor. A large test trench (TP B1,
containing deeper elements B1a and B1b) measuring 11.6 x 4.3m was excavated to expose the
archaeology underneath.
7.2.3.3.1.2.
The trench was excavated to a depth of 1.60m. The earliest deposit found was a large coral
stones deposit (1051), part of the reclamation process within the area.
7.2.3.3.1.3.
Directly above it was a compact, reddish grey silt (1029=1034=1046), the first ground surface
overlying the reclamation.
7.2.3.3.1.4.
In the eastern part, and cutting through it was the shallow construction cut (1052) for an eastwest aligned wall (1045, not illustrated). This was seen only in section, it was 0.6m wide and it was
preserved to a height of 0.45m. Abutting Wall 1045 to the east was a white lime plaster floor (1048).
7.2.3.3.1.5.
This was overlain by a layer of loose, brown grey silt (1050). Above it and still to the east of
Wall 1045 was a compact, mid brown grey silt (1049).
7.2.3.3.1.6.
Directly above (1029=1034=1046), and towards the centre of the trench was a layer of dark
grey to black charcoal (1030) and a layer of grey silt mixed with charcoal (1031). These two deposits were
possibly associated and related to burning in the area. To the east of 1031, and also above 1034 was a
deposit composed entirely of corroded and fragmented iron material (1032).

7.2.3.3.1.7.
Above 1030-2, and abutting Wall 1045 to the west was a compact, white mortar floor (1027).
This was overlain by a mid grey brown silt horizon (1076).
7.2.3.3.1.8.
Floor 1027, along with Wall 1045 and Floor 1048 suggest that B north had been previously
subdivided into at least two rooms.
7.2.3.3.1.9.
Above 1076 and seen across most of the trench was a loosely compact, rubble deposit within
a sand matrix (1025=1037). This deposit was likely formed due to natural collapse of structures within the
area, and also due to deliberate levelling prior to the laying of floor level above.
7.2.3.3.1.10.
In the east and also above 1076 and 1049 was another layer building material fragments
mixed with rubble within a sandy silt matrix (1047). This was most likely another levelling deposit, previous
to the laying of floor above.
7.2.3.3.1.11.
In the east of the trench, and above 1034 were two horizontal wooden beans (1033). These
were most likely either material remaining from when the area was used for ship repairs or wood
merchants, or collapsed roof beams.
7.2.3.3.1.12.
To the east of this, and towards the eastern edge of the trench, and above ground surface
1034 was a loose, brown silt mixed with a high content of fish bones and scales (1028). This was most
likely a tipping of waste material from fish processing. Above it was a greyish brown silt with a significant
amount of sub-angular to sub-rounded medium size stones (1035).
7.2.3.3.1.13.
Seen all the way across the trench was a white, lime plaster floor surface (1037). Directly
above it and sealing the trench was a modern concrete floor (1036)
7.2.3.3.2

Area B North, Centre and Western area: Finds and Interpretation

7.2.3.3.2.1.
It is likely that Area B was a later extension of the original 'amara building, which would have
originally consisted only of Area A. While the sequence of walls between Areas A and B is appropriate for
this interpretation, it cannot be proven absolutely that it was a significantly later build, as opposed to a
second phase in a single building episode. Differences in the nature of the architecture of each area,
however, imply that Area A was indeed built at an earlier date, particularly with regard to the use of infilled
piers to create walling in Areas B and C.
7.2.3.3.2.2.
A variety of activities appear to have taken place in this area, the by-products of which
included fish waste (context 1028) and metal fragments (1032), the latter perhaps resulting from the
extreme corrosion of an artefact, or perhaps from some kind of metal working. The presence of wooden
beams may relate to either the storage or selling of wood, or a roof collapse towards the end of the
sequence.
7.2.3.3.2.3.
A wall (1045) and associated flooring (1027, 1048) appear to post-date at least one of these
activities (the activity related to metal fragments), perhaps suggesting that the configuration of the original
structure was changed during its usage.
7.2.3.3.2.4.
Somewhat uninformative deposits built up on this floor, and then, following a collapse or
levelling episode, the whole area was covered by a concrete floor. Oral testimony indicates that this area
was then used to sell second-hand cars after the departure of the British. The only finds were two pieces of
pottery, both dating to the late pre-Islamic or early Islamic period. It can safely be assumed these were
carried accidentally down to the site during the reclamation process.

7.3

AREA C

Figure 38: Area C.

Figure 39: Area C and the Y.A.F. 'Amara, looking southeast towards the seaward-facing facade.

7.3.1

Area C General Description

7.3.1.1. Area C consisted of a large rectangular area, slightly flaring out to the west, measuring ca. 30m E-W,
26m N-S at the western end and 22m N-S at the eastern end. It was covered by a recent concrete floor
(presumed to date to the 1970s).
7.3.1.2. A colonnade of 6 columns ran parallel to the southern wall. A small semi-demolished and relatively
recent toilet block stood in the southeastern corner, probably also related to the 1970s usage of the site.
The northeastern corner contained a row of columns which supported the skeletal remains of roofing (see
Section 8.2.3 for images of Area C structures). A further section of degraded roofing was located on the
inside of the main gate in the western facade, supported by a column made of concrete blocks.
7.3.1.3. In the northwestern corner a well-preserved block of rooms survived, with walls and roofing largely
intact. Its eastern and southern walls consisted of original columns infilled with concrete blocks. Two rows
of original columns running east-west were also located inside this block, making three rows of columns in
total on this side of Area C. Internally, the northwestern block contained two large rooms, each divided into
two, thus four rooms in total.
7.3.1.4. The aerial photographs showed that in 1958 all four sides of the area were roofed, and that thick
ropes or long sagging poles were stretched across an open courtyard in the middle. Remarkably, these
were still in place in 1980, though the southwestern corner had collapsed by that time.
7.3.1.5. The impressive facade of the building in 1958 included a large central double gate with an arched
window above it, flanked by niched walls, each with 8 niches. A smaller door opened into the northern wall,
offering access into the northwestern building block. When the site was excavated in 2009, all but the
southernmost of the surviving windows/niches were open, while the main gate was partially collapsed. It
had been remodelled since 1958, so that the arched window over the door had been replaced by a large
rectangular window (fig. 39).
7.3.1.6. Two test trenches were opened, by cutting through the 1970s concrete floor.

7.3.2

Test Pit C1

7.3.2.1. TP C1 was located in the west of Area C. It was square in shape, and it measured 3.8 x 4.2m. It was
dug to a depth of 1.0m.
7.3.2.2. The earliest deposit found within this trench was a thick layer of coral stones fragments (2005) (fig.
40). These measured roughly 0.2 x 0.2m to 0.4 x 0.5m, and were part of the deposits used to reclaim land
within this area.
7.3.2.3. This was overlain by a layer of loose, brown silty sand (2004), possibly a made up ground. Also above
2005 was a small layer of ashes and charcoal small fragments (2003), this had maximum width of 0.04m.
Stratigraphically above 2004 was a layer of firm, dark yellow mix of sand and lime (2002). This was the
earliest identified floor within this area. Above it was a mix of building material fragments and organic
material with occasional rubble fragments. This was a levelling deposit. Finally above it was a thick layer of
medium to large coral and limestone or sandstone blocks within a matrix of sandy mortar (2000). This was
possibly another levelling deposit used to raise the floor.
7.3.2.4. The area was sealed by a thin concrete floor (2006), part of the last phase of the 'amara.

Figure 40: Test Pit C1, looking east. Test Pit C2 can be seen in the background.

7.3.3

Test Pit C2

7.3.3.1. Test Pit C2 was located to the east of Area C. It was square in shape, and it measured 3.1 x 3.3m. It
was dug to a depth of 1.2m.
7.3.3.2. The earliest deposit found within this trench was a thick layer of coral stones fragments (2016=2010,
same as 2005 in Trench 1). This was overlain by a loose, brown silty sand (2015=2014=2009, same as
2004 in Trench 1). This was most likely a levelling deposit.
7.3.3.3. Above it was a firm, dark yellow mix of sand and lime (2013=2012=2008, same as 2002 in Trench 1).
This was the earliest floor within this area. This was overlain by a thick layer of medium to large coral and

stone blocks within a matrix of sandy mortar (2011=2006, same as 2000 in Trench 1). This was most likely
a levelling deposit or made up ground.
7.3.3.4. TP C2 was sealed by a concrete Floor (2006).

7.3.4

Area C Finds and Discussion

7.3.4.1. The test trenches revealed the presence of flooring over reclaimed land, as expected, but nothing in
the way of information regarding usage prior to the laying of the late concrete floor. Plastic was found in the
layers below the concrete.
7.3.4.2. One visitor to the site stated that the area inside the central courtyard had contained an open pit
which was filled naturally with sea water, where wood used in the boat building industry was submerged
and cured, but this could not be proven or disproven.
7.3.4.3. The presence of the concrete flooring probably relates to usage in the 1970s when second hand
goods were sold off.
7.3.4.4. The remodelling of the northwestern corner using breeze blocks also testifies to late modifications.
This part of Area C had clearly been remodelled and strengthened some time after the introduction of
concrete blocks, and oral testimony indicates it was used as a cattle byre, perhaps as late as the 1980s.
Water and fodder troughs had been built inside.
7.3.4.5. An old medical stretcher was found inside the northwestern roofed block (Find 3001:104), perhaps
relating to the use of Areas B and C in the 1970s, when material from the British base was sold off.

7.4

AREA D

Figure 41: Area D

7.4.1

Area D General Description

7.4.1.1. Area D (the 'Amarat Ali Rashed Fakhro or A.R.F. 'Amara) is located to the north of the Y.A.F. 'Amara.
There appears to have been no access between the two except by the main street to the east (Tujjar
Avenue). Walls 5043 and 5058 abutted Wall 5090 of the adjacent Area A of the Y.A.F. 'Amara, indicating
that the Area D complex was built later than Area A. It is not possible to tell whether Area D was built
earlier or later than the extensions to Area A (Areas B, C and E).
7.4.1.2. Area D had a rectangular shape, east-west aligned, although the eastern half is slightly wider than the
western one .The walls are well preserved as well as most of the ceilings and roofs. The north boundary is
a wall with niches and windows but no doorways. On entering from Tujjar Avenue there was an alley or
corridor, originally entirely roofed, with a room complexes on both sides (fig. 41).
7.4.1.3. There was then a central hallway or extension to the corridor with columns at both sides. A small low
room was found on the north side, of modern concrete block construction but incorporating older columns,
and protruding out into the original corridor area. The roof of this was lower than the height of the building,
creating two storeys. It backed onto the original stalls which line the adjacent suq road, which are still in
use but not accessible from the 'amara.
7.4.1.4. This northwestern part of the 'amara was separated from the northeastern section (Rooms D5-D6) by
a stairwell, under which was a small madbasa, said to be the private madbasa of Ali Rashid Fakhro. The
stairs led in two flights to the upper roof level.
7.4.1.5. The western edge was delimited by the recent wall of the coffee shop of Abdullah Khalifa, through
which there was no access. Abdullah Khalifa indicated that the coffee shop, originally his father's, once
extended into the open and columned area in the west of the complex, but had collapsed.
7.4.1.6. Prior to the commencement of excavation the western area was filled with collapsed roofing, former
coffee-shop walling and accumulated junk, with the central corridor in the eastern part filled with collapsed
roofing. Mixed in with the rubble was a quantity of metal and other objects which had been part of the
furniture, equipment and sales stock of the complex in its final years of usage. Artefacts included much of
the office archive of Rashed 'Ali Rashid Fakhro, the son of 'Ali Rashed Fakhro, who had continued to use
the complex into the 1980s.
7.4.1.7. An Arabic personal name and a date in the Islamic calendar were inscribed in the plaster of the inner
western wall of Room D3 in the line of rooms on the south side of the corridor ('Ali, 1351). These indicate
construction or replastering in 1932 or 1933 (see below).

7.4.2

Area D Excavation

7.4.2.1. No archaeological excavation took place in Area D. Clearance of the junk, rubble and artefacts by
workmen began prior to the arrival of the archaeological team, and continued while excavation took place
in the adjacent Areas A-C, which had suffered more extensive collapse. Artefactual material was collected
by the workmen and delivered to the finds cabin.

7.4.3

Area D Wall Inscriptions

7.4.3.1. An Arabic name and date was found on the western wall of Room D3 (Context 5043, Wall 72),
reading 'Ali 1351, i.e. 'Ali, 1932/1933. The numeral 2 was inscribed above the 5 of the date, perhaps
referring to the month, or perhaps being a reference to an additional date, 1321 (1903/1904). Not far away,
to the left, 'Ali was inscribed again, with the numeral 2 (and perhaps some other elements), beneath a wshaped symbol, which might be a partial letter s (sin), a partial Arabic number 4, or a shadda (a symbol
indicating the doubling of a consonant in the Arabic script) (fig. 42).
7.4.3.2. 'Ali may well refer to 'Ali Rashid Fakhro, or perhaps to the master builder. If the number 2 indicates
the month it would be June or early July 1932. If, on the other hand it indicates an alternative year
(1903/1904), it may very tentatively be taken to indicate the date at which an earlier building or plastering
had occurred, perhaps recording an earlier inscription obscured by the new render. Either way, it suggests
that the building or latest major modification of this wall, and therefore the main walling of the A.R.F.
'Amara, occurred in 1932 or 1933.

7.4.3.3. The date of 1932 or 1933 AD certainly indicates when the plastering occurred, though not necessarily
the date when the walls were built. The nature of the architecture in this part of the complex is conservative
and conforms more to the older "Arab" tradition than the later niched "Persian" style, having more in
common with Area A than the demonstrably later buildings of Areas B-C, and the other parts of the Area D
complex, which may be later rebuilds. For this reason, it is considered more likely that the inscription refers
to a final replastering event rather than the original build.

Figure 42: Inscription in Room D3, with original photo (above) and interpretation (below).

7.4.3.4. One pillar (column 5116) still bore tally marks said by Abdullah Khalifa to have been left by his father,
the former coffee shop owner, which recorded the tabs owed by patrons (fig. 43). This column had been
located inside the original coffee shop prior to its collapse.

Figure 43: Column to have been inside former coffee shop, showing customers' tabs (column 5116).

7.4.4

Area D Finds

7.4.4.1. There was a variety of finds relating to the final use of this warehouse and office complex. The
workmen indicated that most or all were found in the corridor and in Room D2, which appeared to be the
main office. They can broadly be divided into three categories, which are discussed further in the finds
section (Section 9.3.2.6):
 hardware relating to the function and sales activities of the complex, such as furniture, industrial
scales, safes;
 goods for sale, including boxes of soap, beds and drain pipes;
 administrative documentation, comprising the business archive of Rashid 'Ali Fakhro.

7.4.5

Area D Discussion

7.4.5.1. This complex and its contents offer a useful snapshot of transitional Bahrain, as it moved from the
traditional to the modern economy. Its architecture is well-preserved, and represents the final manifestation
of traditional building techniques in Muharraq. The administrative documents and artefactual contents may
provide a useful economic resource for future study.
7.4.5.2. It appears to have been built later than the adjacent Area A building in the Y.A.F. 'Amara, and was
last plastered in 1932 or 1933, which is also feasibly when it was built.

7.5

AREA E

Figure 44: Area E.

7.5.1

Area E General Description

7.5.1.1. In 2009 Area E consisted of a long 'amara of relatively recent breeze-block construction with a well
preserved and relatively recently built traditional roof (the Doy 'Amara). A main warehouse hall with 4 rows
of concrete pillars ran east-west, leading to a complex of 5 rooms of traditional construction at the eastern
end, arranged around a corridor which formerly led onto the street (Tujjar Avenue). A small square tower
was built onto the roof of the northeastern corner of the main hall, inaccessible from the 'amara.
7.5.1.2. The eastern complex was older in date, was partially collapsed, and had older roofing, in places at a
lower level than the main hall.
7.5.1.3. On the north side of the corridor in the eastern complex there were two well preserved rooms (E1,
E2), with a further partially enclosed room (E3), bordered by pillars on its west side. On the south side of
the corridor, one room (E4) had been refitted with a modern floor, toilet and electricity, and had recently
had a door opening onto the street. Room E5 was inaccessible, while E6 was in a state of collapse and too
dangerous to enter. The main hall was given the room code E7.
7.5.1.4. To the west of the main warehouse hall, the 'amara opened onto a walled but unroofed area to the
west (empty of features and omitted from plan), which in turn opened into the southern part of Area F.
7.5.1.5. The 1958 photo, and a sketch made by Yarwood in the early 1970s, showed a different construction
in the area, consisting of a large squarish columned warehouse with offices or rooms at the eastern end.
By the time of the 1976 photo, this had been replaced by the current long breeze-block 'amara, but it
seems likely that the surviving complex of traditional architecture at the eastern end preserved some of the
original construction.
7.5.1.6. A total of six test pits were dug in the 2009 season, to the centre and to the east of Area E, with the
intention of locating archaeological remains near the street front.

7.5.2

Test Pit E4

7.5.2.1. This test pit (not depicted) was located to the south and towards the centre of Area E. It was square in
shape, and it measured 3.14 x 2.85m. It was dug to a depth of 1.0m.
7.5.2.2. The earliest deposit found within Test Pit 4 was a thick layer of coral stones fragments within a matrix
of sand (3004). These measured between 0.2 x 0.2m to 0.4 x 0.4m, and were used to reclaim land within
this area. Cutting through it was the foundation cut (3002 for a column. Housed by it was the base for a
column (5122 was given as a generic number for all the standing columns with this area), one of the many
columns within this area. Filling 3002 was a compact, brown grey silt with frequent small to medium size
stones (3003).
7.5.2.3. This was overlain by a friable, light grey sandy silt with frequent medium size stones (3500). Sealing
the test pit was a layer of compact, brown silt sand (3000).

7.5.3

Test Pit E5

7.5.3.1. Test Pit E5 was located to the north and towards the centre of Area E. It was square in shape, it
measured 3.28 x 4.16m and it was dug to a depth of 1.0m.
7.5.3.2. As in Test Pit E4, the earliest deposit found within Test Pit E5 was a thick layer of coral stones within
a matrix of sand (3019). This deposit was seen across this area and represents boulder reclamation (fig.
45).

Figure 45: Test Pit E5, looking east, showing boulder reclamation (Context 3019), partially removed on
the right hand (southern) side.
7.5.3.3. Above 3109 was a thin layer of friable, light grey sandy silt (3018), a levelling floor after reclamation.
This was followed by a friable, dark brown silt with occasional charcoal flecks (3015), a made up ground, or
most likely, remains of a floor. Above it was a friable, light grey sandy silt with frequent medium size stones
(3017). This was overlain by a friable, brownish grey silt mixed with sand (3016). The test pit was sealed
by a compact, brown silty sand (3000).
7.5.3.4. Cutting through 3000 was a semicircular in plan cut (3014), with gentle break of slope, concave sides
and flattish base. This was possibly intended to support a wooden post or structure. Filling 3014 was a
loose, sandy mortar (3013) containing a worked rectangular stone. The stone was potentially a footing to
support a wooden structure above.

7.5.4

Test Pit E6

7.5.4.1. Test Pit E6 was located to the south-west of Area E. It measured 3.18 x 2.85m and it was dug to a
depth of 1.0m.
7.5.4.2. The earliest deposit found within this test pit was a layer of coral stones within a matrix of sand
(3012), in the western and central part of the test pit. This marks the edge of the boulder reclamation line.
7.5.4.3. The boulder reclamation was overlain by a firm, brownish grey mortary gravel (3011), the earliest floor
within this test pit. Overlain by it was a loose, dark grey to black charcoal (3010), most likely the remains of
a fire within the area. Above it was a compact, light brown to grey silty sand (3009).

Figure 46: Test Pit E6, looking south, showing boulder reclamation on the right hand (western) side.
7.5.4.4. Cutting through 3009 were the construction cuts (3006 and 3008) for two columns (5122). Filling 3006
and 3008 was a compact, brown grey silt with frequent small to medium size stones (3005 and 3008
respectively).
7.5.4.5. Sealing the test pit was a layer of compact, brown silty sand (3000).

7.5.5

Test Pit E7

Figure 47: Test Pit E7, looking East, showing Wall 3126 with rebuild 3059 (below burnt layer) cut
through by pits/postholes.

Figure 48: Section 3005, Test Pit E7.
7.5.5.1. Test Pit E7 was located in the south-east corner of Area E. It was square in shape, it measured 3.18 x
2.85m and it was dug to a depth of 0.90m.
7.5.5.2. A very solid and well constructed wall (3126) was the earliest structure found within this trench. Wall
3126 was aligned north to south; it was made of faced stones bonded with a strong lime mortar and with a
brown orangey render (fig. 47). Excavation could not progress below the base of the this structure because
of the water table.
7.5.5.3. Sitting directly above it was a north-south aligned stone wall (3059=3129). This was most likely a
second phase of the previous wall 3126, although it was of a slightly lower quality. Wall 3059 was
truncated to the south by an unknown cut (3060, see below). Above it was a compact, light brown silt
(3055=3056). This was most likely a floor within this area.
7.5.5.4. Cutting through 3055-6, and also cutting through Walls 3059=3129 and 3126 was a posthole (3058).
This measured wide by 0.20 x 0.40m deep. This was filled by the layer directly above, a loose, black
charcoal and ashes (3029=3057). Possibly the remains of a fire event within this area.
7.5.5.5. To the south, and also cutting through 3055-6 was another potential posthole (3125), this was also
filled by the layer above (3029-3057). However, this was truncated to the south by a modern construction
cut for a pillar/column (see below).
7.5.5.6. Only seen in the east section, and above 3029=3057 was a thin, friable, orangey brown silt (3053-4).
This flattened layer was another floor within this area. This was overlain by another layer of charcoal and
ashes (3031=3051=3052). Most likely the remains of a fire event. Overlain by it was a flat, light brown silt
(3030=3049=3050), another floor within the area. Directly above it were the remains of another fire event,
a black layer of charcoal and ashes (3028=3047=3048). This contained a sherd of pottery dating to the
19th or early 20th century (Ali Ware).
7.5.5.7. Another floor level (3028=3043=3044) was found directly above 3029=3047=3048. As the earlier one,
this was also made of compacted and flattened brown silt. Cutting through it was a posthole (3045). This
measured 0.28 x 0.20m. Filling it was a light brown silt with occasional fine gravel (3046). Posthole 3045
was positioned directly above Posthole 3058.
7.5.5.8. In addition, cutting through 3043-4, to north and south were the foundation cuts (3062 and 3060), for
modern pillars. These were filled with a compact, brown grey silt with frequent small to medium size stones
(3063 and 3061 respectively).

7.5.5.9. The trench was sealed by a layer of compact, brown silty sand (3000).

7.5.6

Test Pit E8

Figure 49: Section 3007, Test Pit E8.
7.5.6.1. This test pit was located to the east of Area E, between Test Pits E7 and E9. It was square in shape,
and it measured 3.28 x 2.87m. It was dug to a depth of 0.90m.
7.5.6.2. The earliest deposit found within this test pit and to the north was a compact, dark grey silt (3091). To
the south of the trench, the earliest deposit was a compact, greyish brown sandy silt with frequent large
stones (3078=3092). These two layers resemble levelling deposits and were probably part of the same
event. They may represent a form of land reclamation (samāda – see below, Section 10.2). 3078
contained 5 sherds of pottery of the 19th or early 20th century (Ali Ware), including the top of a small water
jar and a large knob lid.
7.5.6.3. Above 3091-2 was a friable, dark grey sandy silt (3090). Another levelling or made up ground. This
was overlain by a light grey sandy silt (3089), also a made up ground. Both 3089 and 2090 sloped steeply
towards the north, due to a large ditch or pit in the area.
7.5.6.4. Overlying 3089 was a loose, black charcoal and ashes (3088). This was overlain by a friable, grey
sandy silt (3087). This was also a levelling deposit and it too sloped to the north due to a large cut in that
area. Above it and to the south was a small layer of dark grey-black silty charcoal (3086). Sitting directly
above it was a floor (3085) made of compacted and flattened brown silt.
7.5.6.5. Cutting through Floor 3085 was a large concave cut or slump line (3095). Its true nature is unclear as
it was seen only in section. It had a sharp break of slope, concave sides and unknown base, due to limit of
excavation.
7.5.6.6. Apparently within "Cut" 3095 was a large amount of medium size stone blocks within a loose silt
matrix (3102); this may actually be a levelling horizon or dump of stones for land reclamation processes,
probably being the same as or equivalent to 3078=3092 at the other end of the trench. Above it was a
friable, dark brown silt mixed with ashes (3101). This layer resembled a floor levelling. This was overlain by
a loose, black mix of charcoal and ashes (3100). Sitting on top of 3100 was a friable to compact, white lime
layer resembling a floor (3099). The apparent presence of a floor within "Cut" 3095 suggests that the
disruption of the horizontal stratigraphy in this area was due to slumping in the underlying reclamation
layer, rather than the presence of a true pit or ditch.

7.5.6.7. Still within "Cut" 3095 and covering 3099 was another layer of loose, black charcoal and ashes mix
(3098). This was overlain by another silt lime compacted floor (3097). Finally, the latest deposit within cut
3095 was a friable, mix of black charcoal and ashes (3096), another fire event within this area.
7.5.6.8. Cutting through 3096 to the north and 3085 to the south were the construction cuts (3103 and 3093)
for two columns (5122). Filling 3103 and 3093 was a compact, brown grey silt with frequent small to
medium size stones (3104 and 3094 respectively).
7.5.6.9. Sealing the test pit was a layer of compact, brown silty sand (3000).

7.5.7

Test Pit E9

7.5.7.1. Test Pit E9 was located in the north east corner of Area E (not depicted) . It was square in shape,
measured 3.34 x 2.88m and it was dug to a depth of 0.90m.
7.5.7.2. The earliest deposit found within this test pit was a layer of compact, brown grey silt (3113=3120).
This was a floor or made up ground. Above it was a loose, light brown sand (3112), most likely a levelling
deposit for the above floor. This was overlain by a compact and flattened, brown silt (3111=3119), another
floor within the area. Directly above it was a compact, brown silt with occasional charcoal flecks
(3110=3118), most likely a levelling deposit.
7.5.7.3. A loose, black charcoal and ashes (3109=3118) was directly above (3110=3118). This was most likely
the remains of a fire event within this area. This was overlain by a friable, light brown silty sand
(3108=3116).
7.5.7.4. Cutting through the above deposit was a large cut (3121). This had a sharp break of slope on top,
stepped to vertical side and unknown base. The real extension and nature of this cut are unknown, as it
extended beyond the limit of the excavation; it was most likely a large pit or a ditch within this area. Filling
3121 was a compact, greyish brown sandy silt with frequent large stones (3122).
7.5.7.5. Overlain by it was a compact, dark brown sandy silt (3107=3115), this flattened layer was another
floor within the area. Above it was a compact, white lime (3106=3114), most likely another floor, or repair
works to the previous surface. This was overlain by compact, light brown silty sand (3105), the latest floor
level within the area.
7.5.7.6. The test pit was sealed by a layer of compact, brown silty sand (3000).

7.5.8

Area E Finds and Interpretation

7.5.8.1. The Area E test pits reveal something of the land reclamation process in the area, as well as
subsequent activities, but it is difficult to reconcile the sequence with that suggested by the aerial
photographic record. In the western test pits (E4 and E5), a layer of large coral-stones at the base of the
sequence is a clear indicator of boulder reclamation. Above this layer was a probable floor (Test Pit 5,
context 3015), and a cut, perhaps a large post hole.
7.5.8.2. In the nearest test pit to the east, Test Pit E6, the basal layer of coral-stones showed along its
western edge, indicating that the edge of the major boulder reclamation (visible in Test Pits 4 and E5, and
in the Y.A.F. 'Amara), ran north-south through Test Pit E6 and then somewhere between Test Pits E5
(which showed boulder reclamation) and E9 (which did not). There were, however, layers of stones and
sand visible at the bottom of Test Pit E8 (3102, 3078=3092). This did not resemble the usual coral-stone
reclamation, but may also be the result of a deliberate reclamation process. It contained some 19th or early
20th century pottery (in 3078), indicating that it was not an underlying natural deposit.
7.5.8.3. Probable floors overlay the base of the sequences east of the coral-stone reclamation line, and these
in turn were covered by thick layers of burnt material. It was apparent in several of the test pits that
extensive burnt levels were covered by plaster layers, as if alternating layers of burning and floor-laying or
plaster use had taken place. This is difficult to interpret, but it is possible that some kind of manufacturing
process had taken place in the area, involving burning and the use of plaster (e.g. the preparation of lime
mixtures in an open area for the treating of the submerged part of boat hulls). An alternative explanation

might be that easily burnt structures (e.g. barasti huts) with plaster floors were repeatedly built and burned
down in the area. The presence of post holes cut down from and through the burnt and plaster layers might
support this interpretation.
7.5.8.4. One of the disappointing aspects of the excavations in Area E was that it was not possible to identify
remains of the columned building seen in Yarwood's sketch and the 1958 photograph. Some or all of the
plaster floors (if that is their correct interpretation) and the post holes may have related to it. Yarwood's
sketch suggests that there was no internal walling, just columns, and it is possible that any surviving
column bases and their cuts were missed by the trenches, or reused in the mid 1970s for the current
concrete pillars. Additionally, some of the excavated cuts may have been post-holes related to the columns
of the older building.
7.5.8.5. It is not possible to say whether the alternating sequence of burnt and plaster layers related to the use
of the columned building as it stood between 1958 and the early 1970s, or whether they relate to an earlier
occupation on the foreshore.
7.5.8.6. The subsequent excavation in 2010 (see separate report) showed that wall 3126, only visible running
along the eastern edge of Test Pit E7 in 2009, extended in a long line running north-south, right across the
breadth of the current building. It is considered that this was a samāda wall, i.e. a wall built parallel to the
shoreline, behind which rubbish and rubble was dumped to reclaim land (Section 10.2). The area between
this wall and the start of the boulder reclamation should almost certainly also be considered as reclaimed
land, consolidated before the boulder reclamation, but without there being an obvious samāda wall on its
seaward side.

7.6

AREA F

Figure 50: Area F.

7.6.1

Area F General Description

7.6.1.1. Area F was an open area in 2009, but the 1958 photo reveals that it formerly contained a large pier or
jetty, the same breadth as the western facade of the 'amara (ca. 26m), and extending a similar distance or
slightly further out to sea. By the 1970s and 1980s, the sea on either side of the pier had been reclaimed,
and a collection of roofed buildings filled the area directly in front of the Y.A.F. 'Amara. These had
completely disappeared by 2009. It is likely they consisted of breeze-block sheds, workshops and storage
areas. A large trench (Test Pit F1) was placed within this area with the objective of locating the remains of
the pier.

7.6.2

Test Pit F1

7.6.2.1. Test Pit F1 was located to the north of Area F. It was square in shape, and it measured 5.68 x 6.41m.
It was dug to a depth of 0.70m.
7.6.2.2. The earliest deposit found within Test Pit F1 was a thick layer of coral stones fragments within a
matrix of sand (4001). These measured roughly 0.2 x 0.3m to 0.4 x 0.6m, and were part of the deposits
used to reclaim land within this area.
7.6.2.3. This was overlain by a thick layer of firm, mid to dark brown sandy silt (4000), this was the topsoil
within Area F.

7.6.3

Area F Interpretation

7.6.3.1. The deposits over the reclamation stones in Test Pit F1 contained no clues as to the activities that
had taken place there. No remains of the pier were found, suggesting its structural material was dug out
and re-used during reclamation, or that the reclamation material was identical to that of the pier
construction.
7.6.3.2. Nothing was left of the buildings which filled much of the area in the 1970s and 1980s, except for two
stumps of walls, built of concrete blocks, protruded from the western wall of the 'amara,

8 STANDING BUILDINGS
8.1

Materials and techniques

8.1.1. The architectural sequence of each area has been largely described in the excavation reports above,
so only summaries will be given here. The main purpose of this section is to give a more detailed account
of the structures themselves.
8.1.2. There were two different architectural approaches which used different materials and techniques, best
termed traditional and modern, and a third category consisting of a hybrid of the two. The oldest parts are
those made of traditional local materials.
8.1.3.

Traditional building materials included:
 limestone, unshaped or very roughly worked;
 "coral stone" (coarse limestone or fossil reef), unshaped;
 an additional type of stone, sometimes described by the excavators as "sandstone",
perhaps oolitic limestone;
 farush, referring to thin slabs of limestone, levered from the seabed, described as "sea
bed stones 3" thick" (Yarwood 2005: 40; Kazerooni nd.: 67-8, fig. 125, fig. 128);
 lime and sand for the mortar;
 mixed lime, gypsum and sand plaster for the render;
 palm tree trunks;
 mangroves poles;
 bamboo, cut into strips;
 palm leaves and palm-leaf matting.

8.1.4. Two basic building techniques were used in traditional Gulf architecture, both evident at the Y.A.F and
A.R.M. 'Amarat. The first involved the building of solid walling, usually with a double-skinned coral-stone

wall cemented with mud-lime mortar, rendered with lime-gypsum plaster and strengthened at intervals with
horizontal tie-beams. Hawker refers to this as "Arab masonry" (Hawker 2010: 48-9).
8.1.5. The second, termed "Persian masonry" by Hawker, entailed the building of solid masonry piers which
were joined with non-load-bearing infill panels; in the words of Yarwood "structure evolves from a solid wall
to a frame" (Hawker 2010: 51; Yarwood 2005: 49-50). Both Hawker and Yarwood consider that this
technique became more common during the early 20th century AD due to influence and immigration from
the Persian shores (Hawker 2010: 83-4, 139-40, 152 Yarwood 2005: 50).
8.1.6. Most of the walls preserved some render, but this had largely flaked off, resulting on mostly bare
stones structures. The render (plaster, known generically as juss, which also seems to be a specific term
for gypsum) was visibly different from the mortar used to bind the stones. According Kazerooni, walls were
rendered with a mixture of lime (nura) and gypsum (juss) (Kazerooni n.d.: 72). Hawker and Yarwood refer
to three kinds of plaster, the first, tetrees, being simply of mud and used to fill the gaps in the rough surface
of the wall; the second, misaih, being mud mixed with gypsum and used to smooth the surface, and the
third, tabidh, used to provide a smoother surface suitable for decoration (Hawker 2010: 90; Yarwood 2005:
42). In Bahrain, the gypsum was obtained from around the island of Umm Na'asan (Hawker 2010: 138).
8.1.7. Palm tree trunks, halved or quartered lengthwise, were embedded horizontally in the walling as tiebeams for structural reinforcement (Yarwood 2005: 40-1, figs. 3.2a-b; see also Hawker 2010: 87, fig. 20).
Mangrove poles were also sometimes used in this way, and were also employed to tie in columns. They
were also were also integral to the roofing (see below).

Figure 51: Section of walling (Wall 5026, Area A, facing north and featuring Rooms A1N and A2N),
showing date palm trunks and mangrove poles used to strengthen walling and tie in cross-walls.

Figure 52: Section of Walling (Wall 5042, Area C, facing South) showing niches. The outline of
individual farush slabs can be seen in places.
8.1.8. The roofs were made of mangrove poles, ca. 20-40 cm apart, crossed by split bamboo, covered by
palm-leaf mats. Above this was a layer of gravel and stones consolidated with plaster, around 20cm thick
or more. The mangrove poles were known as danchal, or sometimes chandal, with the bamboo being
either hazeer or basjeel, while the palm matting was known as mankhur (Yarwood 2005: 40; Kazerooni
n.d.: 67-8, fig. 125).
8.1.9.

The newer parts were those made of materials probably imported after the 1950's, including:
 modern cement;
 concrete blocks;
 steel-reinforced concrete.

8.1.10. The concrete blocks have different sizes depending on the structures, suggesting that they were not
all contemporary, or perhaps that there was unstandardised local production.

8.2

Area-by-Area Descriptions

8.2.1. This section describes the chief architectural features of each Area. For general Area descriptions
and details of excavated features, including buried walling and the madbasat, please refer to Section 7.
The plans will be reproduced here, for ease of reference.

8.2.1

Area A

Figure 53: Area A plan.
8.2.1.1. Only the walls enclosing the area to the north and west were preserved. They were solid walls from
the ground level to the top, originally standing up to 6m, 0.80m thick, without windows, niches or
doorways. The middle part of 5026 was partially collapsed, while 5028 and 5090 had collapsed down to
2m or less.

8.2.1.2. The southern boundary with Area E was wall 5050, a modern wall of the Doy 'Amara made of
concrete blocks. There were no remains of any access or doorways to join these two areas.
8.2.1.3. There were no columns found to support a roof, but the internal layout of walls and rooms was
ascertained through the excavation of the collapsed structures. Contrary to the sketch plan provided by
Yarwood (2005: 180, fig. 7c) no traces of a row of pillars was found down the central ally. Either these
pillars consisted simply of wooden poles resting directly on the plaster floor of the ally, which have since
been removed or disappeared completely, or Yarwood was mistaken.
8.2.1.4. Area A represents the first phase that we preserve from the original 'amara. The gap between Walls
5003 and 5004 was probably the western gate of the complex for a while.
8.2.1.5. The solid walling technique in Area A belongs to the older "Arab" style, while later extensions of the
'amara show niches characteristic of the later "Persian" style, introduced around the turn of the century.

8.2.2

Area B

Figure 54: Area B plan showing location of Elevations.

8.2.2.1. Area B was the first big extension to the Y.A.F. 'Amara. The western walls of Area B were at some
point the frontal façade of the 'amara. In the eastern part, Walls 5091 and 5029 clearly abut the western
walls of Area A (5003, 5004).
8.2.2.2. The materials used in wall construction were the same as for Area A, namely coral-stone bonded by
lime plaster with gypsum plaster render, with horizontal palm trunks at intervals.
8.2.2.3. Niches were employed in the walling of Area B, however, indicating a later style of architecture.
8.2.2.4. The better preserved columns in the central colonnade measured 5.5m in height, and 0.50 x 0.50m
on each side. Those of the central colonnade had mangrove poles protruding at ca. 1.75 and 2.5m above
ground level, and at the top, in order to tie them securely together (figs. 55-6). A section of roofing survived
in the southwest corner, above Room B4S supported by three columns.

Figure 55: Elevation B1, showing Area B Colonnade, looking north.
8.2.2.5. The central two rows of columns, were aligned along the same axis as the alley that ran down Area A,
and flanked a continuation of the alley. Some still had long mangrove poles running between them at the
top on the longitudinal axis (east-west), as if to brace roofing (fig. 56). The aerial photograph of 1958
suggests that there had once been a thicker beam running cross-wise across the alley at the west end to
brace roofing, and that there was a light palm frond roof over the alley.

Figure 56: Central colonnade in Area B, looking west.
8.2.2.6. The surviving walls on the south side had a solid and robust lower half and niches on the upper half
(fig. 57). These niches may have doubled as windows during certain seasons: farush slabs (thin flat slabs
of beachrock) were used to block niches but could be removed to let in light or air if required.
8.2.2.7. The niched upper part of the walling in Area B South had been added, or more likely rebuilt, at a later
date than the lower solid parts.
8.2.2.8. Niched walling also survived on the western side of Area B north, with a blocked entrance into Area C
(fig. 58).

Figure 57: Southeast corner of Area B prior to excavation, looking south, towards Rooms B1S and
B2S. The inner face of the section of walling on the right appears to been removed, after which the
infill panels there were renewed.

Figure 58: Western wall of Area B North, looking southwest (wall 5032), showing blocked doorway.

8.2.2.9. At the east end of Area B, the remains of the jambs of a wide doorway were evident between the
western corners of Rooms B1N and B1S, indicating that one had to pass through a gate and then a room
or hallway when passing from Area B to Area A (figs. 59-60).

Figure 59: Elevation B2, showing the four columns comprising wall 1528 with fragmentary infill and
jamb, looking east.

Figure 60: Door jamb at east end of Area B, looking north towards Room B1N.

8.2.3

Area C

Figure 61: Area C plan, with location of Elevation.
8.2.3.1. Area C was trapezium-shaped, and accessible from the east and west through gates aligned with the
alley along the central axis of the 'amara. The open areas were completely covered by a concrete floor,
thought to date to the 1970s.
8.2.3.2. Apart from the impressive seaward-facing main gate in the western facade (figs. 64-66), there is also
a smaller doorway to the north of the main gate, which had been remodelled since 1958.

8.2.3.3. The walls are well preserved to their full height except the south half of the western wall (5005). The
walls have the same niches seen in Area B, and have the same construction (e.g. fig. 62).
8.2.3.4. There is a row of 6 columns running east-west parallel to the south wall. The aerial photograph (1958)
shows that these supported a roof along the southern edge of the area.

Figure 62: southern wall (5042) of Area C (looking southeast).
8.2.3.5. There is a group of 15 columns (5 rows of 3) in the northern half. As noted above, these were
partially incorporated into a well-preserved room complex in the northwest corner, accessible through one
of the smaller doorways in the frontal (western) facade, and with a largely surviving solid roof. This room
complex was extended or rebuilt by means of walls built with modern concrete blocks (Fig. 63).

Figure 63: Area C, looking North, showing stable block which incorporates older columns and
concrete block architecture.
8.2.3.6. The same rows of columns supported a disintegrating roof in the northeastern corner of Area C, which
had once had a separate door into Area B (since closed with concrete blocks)
8.2.3.7. The gateway also supported the remains of a roof. It had arched panels or fan windows over the
gates in 1958, but by the time of excavation these had been replaced by rectangular windows (fig. 64-6).
Its traditional construction had been strengthened with cement. The southern side of the gateway was in
poor repair when excavation began. After partial collapse, the remains of the southern side were
demolished for safety reasons, which also removed the remains of the roofing.

Figure 64: Gateway in the western facade prior to its collapse.
8.2.3.8. A smaller more recent (1970s?) structure stood in the southeast corner, to housing a toilet and a sink.
8.2.3.9. Area C is the second big extension we can identify on the 'amara. The complex stretched towards the
west as they reclaimed more land from the sea. Wall 5030 clearly abuts 5032.
8.2.3.10.
Unlike Area B, there is no indication that the upper niched part of the walling was built in a
later phase. As a working hypothesis one might surmise that Area C was added at the same time that the
upper parts of Area B were rebuilt with niches.
8.2.3.11.
The main western frontage of the building presented an impressive facade to the 'amara in
the final phase of its traditional usage, probably in the 1940s or 50s, prior to the closure or partial closure of
the eastern end (fig.[]). It would have stood out as a particularly impressive example of its kind, as seen in
the 1958 photograph. Boats would have docked at the quay in front of the building, both for repairs and
preparations for pearling and trading activities, and to unload or load dates and other goods.

Figure 65: Elevation C1, showing western facade of the Y.A.F. 'Amara.

Figure 66: Surviving facade of the Y.A.F. 'Amara, looking east.

8.2.4

Area D

Figure 67: Area D plan, showing location of Elevations D1 and D2.

8.2.4.1. The walling and roofing of Area D were well preserved. The construction techniques are the same as
found in Areas A-C, with the difference that the roofing on the north side was raised to a higher level (see
below). A stair was present leading to a now inaccessible second storey and then roof level (fig. 75).
8.2.4.2. The walls in the rooms showed small niches at a high level. Those on the north side (Rooms D5, D6)
had more and more prominent niches than those on the south side (Rooms D1-3) (fig. 68 cf. fig. 69).

Figure 68: Eastern wall of Room D6 (wall 5059), showing niches and blocked doorway into D5.

Figure 69: Eastern wall of Room D3 (wall 5043), showing small niches.
8.2.4.3. At the eastern end of the complex, Rooms D2-D3 in the southeast row of offices and stores (wall
complex 5043) and Room D6 in the northeast row (wall complex 5059), appear to be the oldest structures.
Their lines and angles are not perfectly straight. Moreover, if the extent of niches is any indication, Rooms
D2-3 are older than the room on the opposite northern side of the alley (D6), implying that there was a
rebuild of the northern side of the 'amara at some stage.
8.2.4.4. Wall complexes 5058 and 5060 (comprising the eastern frontage of the 'amara facing Tujjar Avenue,
and the rooms backing this frontage, i.e. D1 and D5) have straighter angles and horizontal lines and they
seem to have been built or renewed more recently. They are all well-preserved, including the ceiling and
the plaster on the walls.

Figure 70: Elevation D1, showing Rooms D5 and D6, facing north.

Figure 71: Elevation D2, showing gateway onto Tujjar Avenue.

Figure 72: Corridor or Alley in Area D, looking east to the gate onto Tujjar Avenue.
8.2.4.5. Wall 5090, the wall dividing the A.R.F. 'Amara (Area D) from the Y.A.F. 'Amara (Area A), is earlier
than and abutted by 5043 and 5058. We therefore know that Area D was built later than A, but we do not
know from the archaeology what the relationship is with Areas B, C and E. Wall 5090, originally part of the
Y.A.F. 'Amara (Area A) has now largely collapsed, while the Area D walls which abut are still sturdy and
stand to full height (fig. 73).
8.2.4.6. Architecturally speaking, however, it appears that the oldest extant part of Area D (Rooms D2-D3) is
older than Areas B-C, as it adheres more closely to the older solid form of architecture, as opposed to the
th
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frame or niche tradition, which was imported into the region in the late 19 or early 20 century, and which
characterises Areas B and C.
8.2.5. Given that the older style of architecture is prevalent in Room D3, it is almost certain that the date of
1932/1933, incised into the wet plaster (Section 7.4.3), represents a replastering event rather than the
original build. It is possible that it was replastered at the same time that other more recent parts were
constructed or more thoroughly reconstructed (e.g. Rooms D1 and D5, perhaps also D6, and the clerestory
roofing and stairs).

Figure 73: Area D, as seen from Area A, looking east. The two areas did not adjoin, but the separating
wall has largely collapsed.
8.2.5.1. The roofing over the corridor appears to be later than the structures on which it rests, as it rests on
piers or wall extensions which were built at a more recent date to raise the level of the walling. This forms a
higher level of roofing which Yarwood refers to as a "clerestory level" (Yarwood 2005: 194-5, fig. 7.8d).
Together with the fact that the stairway 5125 leading to the roof level is later as well, abutting the structures
it touches, these features reveal that the higher roofing and associated elements were a late addition to the
complex, though they or something similar appear to have been in place in Yarwood's day. It cannot be
established whether the complex was wholly or partially covered by a lower roof at an earlier date. It is
even possible that the clerestory roofing was an original feature, which has been replaced.
8.2.5.2. There is a discrepancy with Yarwood's sketch of the complex. In the southeastern part of the
complex, investigations revealed four enclosed roofed spaces, two of which were double in size (D2 and
D5). If the whole row were divided into spaces of equal size, with the double ones counting as two, there
would be six spaces. Yarwood's sketch, however, appears to show seven spaces of equal size, with the
one at the Tujjar Avenue end divided into two small stores fronting the street (Yarwood 2005: 194, fig.
7.8a). Unless Yarwood's sketch is wrong, there may have been rebuilding at the eastern end; this is
supported by the fact that the construction of D2-3 appears to be older than D1. All the rooms here
available for investigation (D2-D4) were of one storey, with high ceilings.
8.2.5.3. On the opposite side of the alley, i.e. the northeastern quarter, it was possible to gain access to
Rooms D5 and D6. These large rooms were of one storey and had high ceilings. They had double niches
in their upper parts (fig. 68) As on the other side of the alley, a room seems to be missing at the eastern
end compared to Yarwood, implying that there may have been a late rebuild in the late 1970s or 1980s.
8.2.5.4. The central and western parts on the southern side effectively consisted only of alleyway filled with
rubble from the collapsed roofing and old coffee shop. A series of 4 rooms or enclosed spaces shown by
Yarwood at the western end were inaccessible because of the positioning of the modern coffee shop, and
not included in the study.
8.2.5.5. The central part of the northern side, just to the west of the stairs, was blocked off by a very recent
concrete block construction (wall complex 5123). Yarwood's sketch showed that this area had two storeys,
and the roof currently survives to a high level above the top of the concrete block construction. This area
formerly had a large gate onto the market street running North-South (Road 1551) (Yarwood 2005: 195,
fig. 7.8c). The stalls are still active but it is no longer possible to access them from the A.R.F. 'Amara.

8.2.5.6. The westernmost corner of Area D comprised a pillared area filled with collapse from the old coffee
shop; as noted above (Section 7.4.3), on of the pillars bore tally marks left by the original owner of the
coffee shop.

Figure 74: Corridor or Alley in Area D, looking west towards the Coffee Shop (concrete block building
with air-conditioner in far distance), with separate concrete block building in middle distance (5123).
8.2.5.7. The stairs were constructed by with long parallel mangrove poles, upon which medium-sized
irregularly shaped stones were laid, overlain by steps fashioned from stones and plaster. The bottom flight
led up to a small landing which stood on single column, and the second flight led up to roof level.
8.2.5.8. A small madbasa was built in the lower stairwell around the column. This was the personal madbasa
of Ali Rashed Fakhro, according to the current coffee shop owner, Abdullah Khalifa.

Figure 75: Stairwell and private madbasa in Area D.

8.2.5

Area E

Figure 76: Area E plan.

8.2.6.1. The largest architectural element in Area E, an elongated warehouse structure, was presumably built
some time in the mid 1970s. It does not appear in Yarwood's sketch (published in 1976, but presumably
made at an earlier date) but is present in the 1976 aerial photograph.
8.2.6.2. The main warehouse space consists of 4 rows of 15 concrete columns each, tied in with wooden
beams in the traditional fashion, plus two curtain walls made of concrete blocks all running east-west.
8.2.6.3. The roofing is of traditional construction, being made of mangrove poles and reed-mats beneath a
solid heavy layer of gravel and plaster. It has three gaps in the ceiling to provide light and ventilation.

Figure 77: Interior of Room E7, Area E.
8.2.6.4. The older part, at the east end, is built from built from traditional materials (coral stone and plaster). It
comprises two different blocks of rooms separated by a corridor. The walls of this section are mostly well
preserved except the southwestern part and the partition walls of 5048, which collapsed or are close to
collapsing. None of the walls has niches.

Figure 78: Partially collapsed rooms of traditional construction at eastern end of Area E.

8.2.6

Discussion: Architectural Evolution at the Development Site

8.2.7.1. The developmental observations made by Yarwood, and repeated by Hawker, were born out, i.e. that
a tradition of solid walling ("Arab" style) was replaced by one of infilled piers or columns ("Persian" style).
This can be seen in the progression from the solid walling of Area A, which can be demonstrated
archaeologically to contain the oldest standing architecture, to the niched architecture of Areas B and C.
8.2.7.2. The structures of Area D contained some elements whose architecture suggests they were close to
Area A in date (Rooms D2 and D3), with largely solid walling and only a passing attempt to incorporate
niches. Stratigraphically speaking, these rooms are later than Area A, while architecturally they would
appear to be earlier than Areas B-C and the other rooms of Area D complex. The date of 1932/1933 in the
plaster of Room D3 probably refers to a replastering event rather than the original build.
8.2.8. As well as the transition from solid to niched architecture, assumed to have occurred at the site during
th
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the late 19 and early 20 century, the transition between traditional and modern architecture is
documented at the site, particularly in Areas C and E, where modifications of traditional structures using
modern materials, and hybrid original builds, can be seen.
8.2.8.1. In Area C, concrete blocks were used as infill panels between older piers of traditional construction,
and cement was used to render part of the crumbling gateway in Area C (fig. 79, bottom left). Concrete
blocks were also used to build or rebuild walling between older walls and columns in part of the same
complex (fig. 79, top left)
8.2.8.2. In Area E (Doy Amara) concrete blocks were employed to brace an older column (fig. 79, right). In
general, the Doy 'Amara (built in the mid-late 1970s) is a remarkable example of hybrid architecture,

consisting of a columned warehouse space constructed according to a traditional plan and with traditional
roofing (Area E, Room E7), but built with concrete columns and concrete block walling, joined on to a much
older traditional complex, itself with modern elements and fittings. The decision to retain traditional roofing
was probably made because of its superior heat insulation properties.

Figure 79: Hybrid architecture. Top left: Area C, looking north; bottom left: structure adjoining
gateway of Area C after its collapse; right: column in Area E at edge of Room E3.

9 FINDS AND DATING
9.1

General comments on the finds

9.1.1. Most individual finds have already been mentioned above with reference to each Area or Room. A
synthesis and images will be presented here.
9.1.2. Most of the finds consisted of
 pottery, which mainly dated to the period prior to the construction of the extant buildings;

 various collections and isolated examples of hardware and consumer goods which were sold from or used
in the 'amara buildings;
 economic documentation from Area D (the A.R.F 'Amara).

9.2

Pottery
9.2.1

Introduction to the pottery

9.2.1.1. Two ceramic horizons were evident, dating respectively to the mid-late 19th century AD, and the
7th/8th c. AD (i.e. late Umayyad period).
9.2.1.2. Nearly all of the pottery recovered had been redeposited in the process of land reclamation. With the
exception of the madbasa pots, the Y.A.F. 'Amara was essentially aceramic, suggesting that pottery was
not used or traded on a day-to-day basis at the warehouse. This may be largely an outcome of its function,
but it may also reflect the changing social and economic practices and the related decline of the traditional
pottery industry in the early 20th century.
9.2.1.3. The only clear in situ pottery in all excavated levels of all areas consisted of madbasa jars, relating to
the main usage of the 'amarat.
9.2.1.4. The other ceramics were almost exclusively associated with the levels excavated below the floors of
the Y.A.F. 'Amara and the Doy 'Amara, and consisted of material of the two chronological horizons mixed
together. This pottery was in all likelihood were transported to the vicinity from nearby higher ground during
the dumping of material for samāda land reclamation.
9.2.1.5. Possible exceptions include material associated with the buildings excavated at the east end of the
site in the Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12). Note, however, that these buildings were built on reclaimed
land, above levels which were rich in redeposited pottery, and it is not possible to discern chronological
differences in the assemblages taken from obvious samāda reclamation, and from the buildings.

9.2.2
9.2.2.1

The 19th century assemblage
th

General Comments on the 19 century assemblage

9.2.2.1.1.
Four broad categories of ceramics can be defined in the 19th century assemblage, all
indicating a date in the mid to late 19th century: 1) traditional unglazed earthenwares from Bahrain and
adjacent regions, over half of which was made up of two wares, here referred to as 'Ali Ware and Brown
Gritty Ware; 2) traditional glazed earthenwares from the Gulf region; 3) imported European semiporcelains; 4) imported porcelains from China and Japan or Europe.
9.2.2.2
9.2.2.2.1

Traditional Unglazed Earthenwares
'Ali Ware

Figure 80: 'Ali Ware.
9.2.2.2.1.1.
'Ali Ware (34% of the 2009 assemblage) is fine cream-coloured earthenware used mainly to
make small water jars (fig. 80: 1-13). Better preserved examples seen elsewhere indicate there were three
handles on each jar, descending from the rim to the shoulder. Many were incised with combed decoration.
9.2.2.2.1.2.
Lids with knob handles were also made in 'Ali Ware (fig. 80: 14). These can resemble knob
bases, but complete examples found in 2010 at other sites show that they are lid. Traces of burning are
consistently found around their edges, indicating they were used to cover cooking pots or other cooking
devices such as tanoors (ovens) or hearths.
9.2.2.2.1.3.
Some water-pipe jars may also have been made in 'Ali Ware (fig. 83: 1-2), but this attribution
is less certain.
9.2.2.2.1.4.
It is thought that 'Ali Ware is a local product, made in the kilns of 'Ali village on the main island
of Bahrain.
9.2.2.2.2

Brown Gritty Ware.

Figure 81: Brown Gritty Ware.
9.2.2.2.2.1.
This type was the second commonest (23% of the 2009 assemblage). It was pale brown, with
a dark brown or grey slip, and contained numerous small dark grits; it sometimes bore combed decoration.
9.2.2.2.2.2.
All the madbasa jars which were found were in this ware. Apart from some broken rims (fig.
81: 2-5), these jars were all set into the ground and plastered in to the madbasat, so they were not
removed for complete illustration. It appears that they were elongated and biconical in shape.
9.2.2.2.2.3.

A kind of large flat-bottomed bowl or vat was frequently found in this ware (fig. 81: 1).

9.2.2.2.2.4.
Also found in this ware were much smaller vessels with handles, being possibly water-jars
(fig. 81: 6-9, 11), as well as a possible water-pipe burner (fig. 81: 10).

9.2.2.2.2.5.
the Gulf.
9.2.2.2.3

If it was not made locally this ware was likely to have been made in a neighbouring country of

Julfar Ware

Figure 82: Julfar Ware.
9.2.2.2.3.1.
Julfar Ware is well-known variety of pottery made in Ras al-Khaimah and distributed
throughout the Gulf from the medieval period through to the 20th century AD (Kennet 2004: 70-6). Two rim
sherds were found (fig. 82), typical of the latest phase of Julfar pottery production, and dateable to the late
19th or early 20th century AD.
9.2.2.2.4

Other earthenwares

Figure 83: necks of tobacco water-pipes, and a burner.
9.2.2.2.4.1.
A variety of less common earthenwares was found, including a fine dense brownish ware
associated with tobacco water pipes, which may be a variant of 'Ali Ware, but may have a separate origin.
Two necks are illustrated (fig. 83: 1-2). Also found were burners which fit into the top of the water pipes, in
a variety of wares (fig. 83: 3).
9.2.2.3
9.2.2.3.1

th

19 Century Glazed Earthenwares
"Manganese Purple"

Figure 84: Manganese Purple Underglaze Painted Ware.
9.2.2.3.1.1.
The only identifiable glazed ware originating from the Gulf region was a variety usually known
as "Manganese Purple" after the composition of the paint found beneath its pale turquoise glaze (fig. 84).
This is sometimes said to originate in Iran, but a manufacturing centre in southern Iraq cannot be ruled out.
9.2.2.3.1.2.
The technique goes back at least to the 15th century, but the material at the 'amarat is typical
of the period between the 18th and early 20th centuries AD.

Figure 85: Photo of porcelains and semi-porcelains.
9.2.2.4

th

19 Century European Semi-Porcelains ("Refined White Wares")

9.2.2.4.1.
Several varieties of European semi-porcelains were present, sometimes referred to by as
"Refined White Wares", with painted, sponge-painted and printed designs. Altogether, these made up 2%
of the 2009 assemblage. All are likely to date to the late 19th or early 20th c. AD.
9.2.2.4.2.
A range of painted and sponge-painted cups, bowls and dishes probably originated from
Staffordshire, UK (figs. 85-6). Glasgow was another centre for manufacture of this kind of pottery and

similar wares were also made in the Netherlands, so these origins can not be entirely ruled out for some of
the pieces

Figure 86: Painted and sponge-painted Refined White Wares.
9.2.2.4.3.
Also found were Refined White Ware dishes with transfer printed designs, in blue, purplish
red, brown, grey and green (photo fig. 85: sherd nos. 58. 1, 45). These include the classic "Willow Pattern"
dishes in blue.
9.2.2.5

th

19 Century Porcelains

9.2.2.5.1.
The majority of the porcelains recovered in 2009 were Chinese Blue and White (CBW), with
some coffee cups and saucer fragments being of probable European or perhaps Japanese manufacture.
Altogether, porcelains made up 4% of the 2009 assemblage.
9.2.2.5.2.
The Chinese Blue and White (fig. 87: 1-7) was not of especially high quality and probably
originated from the Dehua kilns (Fujian Province), though some of the better examples may have been
from the kilns of Jingdezhen (Jiangsi Province). All examples of CBW were bowls except for two small
bottle bases (fig. 87: 3-4).
9.2.2.5.3.
The coffee cups were panelled or fluted and were decorated with painted sprays and other
motifs (fig 87: 8-11). Paint was red, green or gold.

Figure 87: Porcelains. All Chinese Blue and White, except for the bottom row.

9.2.3
9.2.3.1

Pottery of the Early Islamic Period

General Comments on the Early Islamic assemblage

9.2.3.1.1.
Around 17% of the ceramics belonged chronologically to the Early Islamic Period (most
th
th
probably the late 7 or early 8 c. AD). These consisted of a well-known kind of Turquoise Glazed pottery,
as well as several distinctive earthenwares.
9.2.3.2

Turquoise Glaze

Figure 88: Turquoise Glaze.

9.2.3.2.1.
This variety is considered to be a product of kilns in southern Iraq and has a long history,
running from the Parthian Period through to around the 10th c. AD or later. Forms included large open
bowls (fig. 88: 1, 3) and medium-sized storage jars (fig. 88: 2).
9.2.3.2.2.
The 2009 assemblage lacked types which were particularly distinctive, giving a wide date
range from the late Sasanian through to the Abbasid Period. The most that can be said on the basis of the
2009 excavations is that the absence of barbotine jars (jars with incised, and appliqué decoration beneath
the glaze) implies a date before the late 8th or 9th c. AD.
th

9.2.3.2.3.
The 2010 excavations produced some sherds which imply a late 7 /early 8th century date
(see separate report).
9.2.3.3

Early Islamic Earthenwares

Figure 89: Early Islamic Earthenwares
9.2.3.3.1.
A variety of earthenwares of this horizon was found, including large incised jars of a type
referred to by Kennet as Large Incised Vessels, or LISV (Kennet 2004: 58) (fig. 89: 1-2). Also found was a
gritty ware used for large jars and bowls (fig. 89: 5), and a grey brittle ware whose fabric resembles a
variety Kennet refers to as Small Grey Vessels (SMAG) (Kennet 2004: 63). A fine cream-coloured ware
(fig. 89: 3-4), sometimes incised, is comparable to Kennet's White Ware (Kennet 2004: 57).
9.2.3.3.2.
Body sherds of several other distinctive types were found (not illustrated), including sherds of
Torpedo Jars, being a kind of amphora with a distinctive fabric and interior lining of bitumen, which was
very common in the Gulf during the late pre-Islamic and early Islamic periods (Kennet 2004: 63). Small

hard-fired sherds comparable to Kennet's CLINKY were relatively common (Kennet 2004: 62). Sherds of
Indian Red Polished Ware and other burnished Indian cooking pot wares were also found.

9.2.4

Discussion and dating of the ceramics

9.2.4.1. The late historic ceramics are likely to date to the mid to late 19th century. As noted elsewhere in this
report, all are redeposited, and must relate to an earlier occupation of the town located uphill and to the
east, from where the samāda reclamation material was brought.
9.2.4.2. It is noteworthy that, apart from the much earlier material, they do not appear to date to any period
prior to the mid 19th century. It is known that the core of modern Muharraq Town was founded by the Banu
'Utub in 1801, and this data indicates that the town did not spread to this part of the island (i.e. the higher
ground above the Suq Qaiseriya) until the mid 19th century or later.
9.2.4.3. The early horizon could not be dated closely using the pottery recovered during the 2009 season, but
further pottery found in 2010 (see separate report) indicates that it falls in the mid-late 7th or early-mid 8th
c. AD, i.e. the Umayyad Period. The excavations in 2009 and 2010 indicated the presence of a significant
urban settlement of that date beneath modern Muharraq Town.
9.2.4.4. Like the late historic pottery, all the material of the early horizon was redeposited, and brought in
during reclamation activities. No occupation levels were noted, and all contexts contained a mixture of
ceramics of the early horizon and the 19th century.

9.3

Other Finds and Synthesis
9.3.1

General Comments on the Non-Ceramic Finds

9.3.1.1. The finds from Area A associated with the usage of the Y.A.F. 'Amara relate initially to the sale of
dates and date syrup.
9.3.1.2. They then relate to the selling of building materials and household hardware, particularly on the
northern side of Area A (salt, lime, glass panes, tallow, bowls for carrying plaster, nails). This was
probably, but not certainly, a late usage which occurred after the closure of the date stalls (as indicated by
the finds overlying the abandoned madbasa in Room A7N). The use of the mill in the southwest corner
(Room A10) may be contemporary with the hardware stalls, along with the latest floors along the southern
side of the warehouse. It was not possible to be sure whether these late occupations in Area A preceded
or coincided with the use of Areas B-F in the 1970s (see below), but the presence of a post-Independence
coin in Room A4 suggests that in some cases it the occupations coincided.
9.3.1.3. Areas B, C and F were used in the 1970s for selling off second hand goods left behind when the
British departed. Very little artefactual evidence could be related to any earlier usage of these areas, owing
to the laying of concrete floors and the rebuilding of Area E in the 1970s, and the nature of Area F (largely
reclaimed land from the mid 1970s).
9.3.1.4. The Area D finds relate to the use of the A.R.F. 'Amara during the tenure of 'Ali Rashed Fakhro's son,
Rashed Ali. Some finds represent unsold stock, while others consist of office furniture and administrative
documentation. The offices appear to have been used up to the 1980s.

9.3.2
9.3.2.1

Non-Ceramic Finds by Area

Area A Finds

9.3.2.1.1.
Apart from the madbasa jars, only the date baskets in Room A2 (fig. 90) and date sacks in
Room A5 are likely to relate to the traditional use of the madbasat on the south side. According to Holes,
the date basket was known as a galla throughout eastern Arabia and southern Iraq, and typically weighed
56lbs (25.5kg) in Bahrain (Holes 2001: 14). The survival of the mat beneath the date baskets perhaps
suggests that a mat was used as part of the filter process as the syrup went into the channels below, but
would also have facilitated the annual removal of the dates and cleaning of the madbasa.

Figure 90: Date baskets (galla) in Room A2, Area A.
9.3.2.1.2.
A few finds can be related to the late uses of Area A, including a plastering(?) tool from Room
A4 (0029:01- fig. 91), and a coin from the same room (0028:01 – fig. 92). The milling machinery and
miscellaneous junk from A10, including part of a light bulb, also relate to the late usage of this section of
the site (figs. 94-6).
9.3.2.1.3.
The hardware stalls on the north side, also likely to be a late usage, provided bowls for
carrying plaster (juss), stacked with glass panes (fig. 97), as well as boxes of nails (fig. 98), coarse salt,
lime, and tins of grease (tallow?) (not illustrated).
9.3.2.1.4.
The alleyway yielded a crushed and degraded date basket, scraps of wood and masonry, and
a collection of glue(?) bottles (fig. 99).

Figure 91: Plastering(?) tool from Room A4 (Find 0029:01).

Figure 92: Coin from Room A4 (Find 0028:01).

Figure 93: Fittings in Room A8 (Context 0093).

Figure 94: Miscellaneous finds from Room A10 (Finds 0069:01-03).

Figure 95: Milling machinery in Room A10. Many components have already been removed.

Figure 96: Parts of the milling engine found in Room A10.

Figure 97: Metal bowls and glass panes from Room A1N (Find 001:7), with corroded sign.

Figure 98: Boxes of nails from Room A3N (Find 001:9).

Figure 99: Small bottles (glue containers?) from the Area A alleyway (Find 0098:01).
9.3.2.2

Area B Finds

9.3.2.2.1.
fig. 100).

Two large coils of rope from Room B1S were the only significant finds from Area B (1019:01,

Figure 100: Ropes in Room B1S (Find 1019:01).

9.3.2.3

Area C Finds

9.3.2.3.1.
A wooden and canvas stretcher, possibly of military origin, was the only find from Area C
(3001:104, fig. 101). It may have been left over from the sale of hardware auctioned off by the British when
they left Bahrain.

Figure 101: Stretcher from the Stable complex of Area C (Find 3001:104).
9.3.2.4

Area E Finds

9.3.2.4.1.
Apart from fish and faunal remains mixed in with the redeposited reclamation fills, there were
no significant non-ceramic finds from Area E.
9.3.2.5

Area F Finds

9.3.2.5.1.
No finds were recorded from Area F. Apart from the quay, which was not successfully
relocated, it consisted of land reclaimed in the 1960s or 1970s, and nearly all traces of the sheds which
had subsequently been built there had been removed.
9.3.2.6
9.3.2.6.1

Area D Finds
General Comments on Area D Finds

9.3.2.6.1.1.
As noted above, finds in Area D consisted of a mixture of hardware and office equipment and
household goods relating to the occupation and function of the complex, goods intended for sale, and
administrative documentation. In the case of the first two categories, it was not always possible to be sure
whether an artefact was intended for sale or use by the company employees.
9.3.2.6.2

Hardware and miscellaneous finds

9.3.2.6.2.1.
In Room D2, two large safes were found (Finds 3001:62, 3001:63, fig. 102). These were
open and empty, and left in situ. Abdullah Khalifa indicated that he was in possession of the brass handles
or fittings that had once been on the safes.
9.3.2.6.2.2.
A pierced pearl diver's stone weight (Find 3001:1, fig. 103), weighing 6.5kg, was found
somewhere in the complex, possibly in Room D2. This was oval and of a dense grey glittering rock (known
as lasif in some parts of the Gulf, and said to come from around the island of Abu Musa). It may have been
kept as a souvenir of pearl diving days, or it may have belonged to one of the employees of the company
who had been a diver or continued to dive in the dying days of the industry.
9.3.2.6.2.3.
A large bronze bowl (dia. 80 cm), of the kind used traditionally for communal eating (e.g. to
present rice and a whole animal) was found (Find 3001:88, fig. 104). It is likely that this was used by Ali
Rashed Fakhro, or his son Rashed, to entertain family and guests at his 'amara. This was later stolen from
the temporary store.

9.3.2.6.2.4.
Finds included a set of large iron ands wooden scales with balancing arm, and chains with
hooks (Finds 3001:65, 79, 84, 87, 95, figs. 106-8). These were used for weighing bulk goods for sale, such
as cement, nails and oil according to Abdullah Khalifa. Also found were large metal weights of various
sizes (Finds 3001:75, 81), most of which were later stolen at night from the temporary store located in this
area during the 2009 excavation season.
9.3.2.6.2.5.
In the western part of the area, several large spoked fan windows were stacked, possibly
having been separated out of the rubble following the collapse of the old coffee shop. These were later
stolen at night from the area.
9.3.2.6.2.6.
Various other items were found which equipped the offices, including a small hand pump, teapots, a wooden desk, a wooden bed, three clocks, a No Parking sign, kerosene cans, a metal vice or
press, a crushed box, a large metal chest, a metal trolley, locks, nails, a filing cabinet, and miscellaneous
mechanical and electrical parts (figs. 105, 110).

Figure 102: Safes in Room D2 (Find nos. 3001:62, 3001:63).

Figure 103: Stone pearl diver's weight (Find no. 3001:01).

Figure 104: Large bronze cooking and serving vessel (Find no. 3001:88).

Figure 105: Clocks from Area D (Find no. 3001:68).

Figure 106: Large scales from Area D (Find no. 3001:65).

Figure 107: Part of scales (Find no. 3001:84).

Figure 108: Metal weights from Area D (Find no. 3001:75).

Figure 109: Metal weights from Area D (Find no. 3001:81).

Figure 110: Metal chest (Find 3001:85).
9.3.2.6.3

Goods

9.3.2.6.3.1.
Caches of hardware were found, which presumably represent unsold stock. These included at
least 23 ceramic drain pipes (curved pieces to allow a drain to round a corner) (Find 3001:60 – fig. 111),
and at least 17 metal sprung bed frames (Find 3001:61 – fig. 112).
9.3.2.6.3.2.
Several re-used Moon Orange Squash bottles were found, some of which were stained with
date syrup(dibs), with one still containing liquid dibs (fig. 113). These may originally have been used to
collect syrup from Rashed 'Ali Fakhro's personal madbasa in Area D, but they were recovered from the
spoil heap and their provenance is uncertain. They could alternatively have been associated with the
madbasat of Area A. Their moulding on the bottles reads "Hooper Struve. AL 212 / 5 / REGD No. 872219 /
L / U G B". Hooper Struve still exists and is based in Brighton, UK.
9.3.2.6.3.3.
A collection of at least 15 Snow Soapless Detergent boxes was taken to the finds cabin (Find
0001:3 – fig. 114). These were found in a spoil heap in Area A, but the spoil originated from Area D so they
are though to have come from the office complex. The text on the boxes identified their contents as Snow
Soapless Detergent (Twainco Ltd, 52 Princess Sr, Manchester), and promised "Mountains of Lather" and
"Snow White Whites". The detergent was still in working condition.
9.3.2.6.3.4.
Also found was a complete Morris Marine boat engine (Find 3001:66 – fig. 115). It appeared
to have been used, and may have been a personal possession stored in the complex, or perhaps was
intended for second-hand sale. A smaller engine was also found, marked F. Perkins, Peterborough (Find
3001:74 – fig. 117).

Figure 111: Ceramic pipes from Area D (Find no. 3001:60).

Figure 112: Beds from Area D (Find no. 3001:61).

Figure 113: Bottles of dibs, found in a spoil heap in Area A, but probably removed from Area D by
workmen prior to the arrival of the OBAH team (Find 001:04).

Figure 114: Snow Soapless Detergent boxes, found in a spoil heap in Area A, but probably removed
from Area D by workmen prior to the arrival of the OBAH team (Find 001:03).

Figure 115: Engine (Find no. 3001:66). Morris Marine.

Figure 116: Engine part (Find no. 3001:80).

Figure 117: Part of engine (Find no. 3001:74). F. Perkins Ltd., Peterborough (serial 00280016).
9.3.2.6.4

Administrative documents

9.3.2.6.4.1.
A large collection of receipt books, account ledgers, utility bills, bank statements, passports
and other documents was recovered (figs. 118-123).
9.3.2.6.4.2.
The receipt books and ledgers bore the name of Rashed 'Ali Fakhro, the son of 'Ali Rashed
and last owner of the complex when it was still in use. They document the purchase and sale of various
goods between the 1950s and 1980s. One document was a receipt for an application made in 1961 by
Rashed 'Ali Fakhro to the Finance Department of the Government of Bahrain, for registration in the
Registry of Commerce. Other documents show that he had already been active in trade in the 1950s.
9.3.2.6.4.3.
Nine passports were found of Omani origin. The men in question may have been employees
of Rashed 'Ali, and kept their passports with him either for safekeeping, or because they owed him money
and left them as surety.

Figure 118: Selection of passports from Area D (probably Room D2).

Figure 119: Inside of passports from Area D.

Figure 120: Selection of economic documents from Area D (probably Room D2).

Figure 121: Selection of economic documents from Area D (probably Room D2).

Figure 122: Selection of economic documents from Area D (probably Room D2).

Figure 123: Registration of Commerce by Rashed Ali Rashed Fakhro (probably from Room D2).

10 DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
10.1

General Comments on the Sequence of Development

10.1.1. The archaeological evidence is largely in agreement with, and complements, the data gathered by
Yarwood (2005: 178-80), who summarised his understanding of the development as follows:
"The lateral growth occurred in four phases. Originally the dwellings had approached the shore: barastis
or small shelters were built in a line along the shore and a street formed in front of them [Phase 1]. Thus
Bu Maher Road/Road 1123 was established. Cross routes would link to the shore where boats beached.
The process was then repeated along the new shoreline, and thus Tijjar Road/Road 1125 emerged
[Phase 2]. All the buildings were barastis or temporary structures by 1890. The construction of the coastal
'amarat began then by reclamation. The coastline moved out about 70 metres West of Road 1125 as the
first generation of coastal 'amarat was built from 1890 to 1925 [Phase 3]. This period was the start of the
prosperity, which allowed the conversion of barastis into stone buildings of quality particularly after 1920.
Although the first two phases laid down plan form, the actual fabric was actually created in the third phase.
The fourth phase, from the late twenties until 1940, saw the further extension of the coastal 'amarat
westwards [Phase 4]."
10.1.2. A photograph from the 1870s (kindly shown to the authors by Dr Abdullah Solaiti) complements
Yarwood's data. It shows a row of stone buildings coming down to the natural shoreline, with no evidence
of any warehouse complex. This would be prior to Yarwood's first phase, when the natural shoreline came
right up to the base of a mosque, which must be identified with the Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque, now
located just to the east and uphill of the Suq Qaiseriya. This photograph was therefore taken before his
Phase 1 line of barasti buildings was built to the west, creating a new street.
10.1.3. Assuming that Yarwood's framework is largely correct, and the 1870s photograph is both correctly
dated and located, then the following inescapable conclusions must be drawn:
1. The entirety of the excavated 'amara sites were built on land which was once below sea level,
or at least submerged at high tide.
2. The stone buildings of the pre-Y.A.F. 'Amara phase are likely to date to between 1890-1925.
Note that this is slightly later than the date indicated by the oral testimony of the Fakhro family
(1881).
10.1.4. A possible discrepancy between Yarwood and the archaeological evidence is that stone buildings
were found beneath the western end of the Y.A.F. 'Amara. Either these indicate that not all buildings along
the shoreline were barasti prior to his Phase 3, contrary to Yarwood; or, if these buildings were in fact the
earliest 'amarat on the site, that a significant phase of stone 'amara construction occurred prior to the major
extension of the shoreline to around 70m beyond Tujjar Avenue. The latter interpretation does not
necessarily contradict Yarwood if one accepts that his Phase 3 was a gradual process between ca. 1890
and 1925, rather than a single phase of reclamation and building.
10.1.5. A second apparent discrepancy is the existence of layered horizons resembling occupation or midden
deposits beneath and around the pre-'amara buildings. These are rich in late 19th century pottery (as well
as material of the earlier horizon of the 7th/8th c. AD) and other cultural debris. These finds are not watereroded. Furthermore, the edge of obvious land reclamation (boulders at the base of the sequence) starts
beyond the western border of the pre-'amara building and the underlying horizontal deposits. In other
words, the eastern part of the site should have been an intertidal zone up until around 1890, but instead
appears to be rich in archaeological deposits. This is because of the particular form of reclamation used in
the eastern part of the site, known as samāda.

10.2

Samāda Reclamation

10.2.1. According to Dr Abdullah Solaiti, the samāda system entails the building of a retaining wall (bulṭ)
parallel to the shore, and then the tipping of rubbish (samāda, which gives the system its name) and

ground clearance debris behind it, such as is generated in the normal course of urban activity. This served
to dispose of household and settlement rubbish, while simultaneously reclaiming land. The archaeological
product is horizontal layers of midden debris such as one might expect to find around the outskirts of any
traditional settlement, but in intertidal areas. One would expect such dumping usually to produce signs of
sloping tip layers, and their absence from the 'amara sequence could be explained by gentle tidal action
during the period of infilling, insufficient to abrade the pottery but sufficient to spread it out.
10.2.2. Test Pit A1 (Section 16), located on the landward side of the 'Amara shows this very clearly. At the
base of the section sediments were observed which represent natural sedimentation in a foreshore
environment, comprising interbedded gravels, sands and silts laid down at the waters edge. Very
occasional pot sherds most likely represent limited human activity in the vicinity of the foreshore with some
sporadic introduction of material to the natural environment. Overlying these naturally occurring sediments
was a thick (0.6 m) suite of dumping and levelling layers which contained significant quantities of
anthropogenic detritus in the form of mortar-rich sands sediments containing fragments of ceramic building
materials and pot sherds, and charcoal-rich sands and silts. These layers all had very distinct upper and
lower interfaces and marked changes in composition, both consistent with dumping. Dark layers of
extremely charcoal-rich fine-grained sediment punctuated the sequence indicating periods of stabilisation,
similar to trample layers, suggesting that this reclamation work was carried out in a number of phases as
the reclamation advanced both laterally and vertically. Such a scheme of reclamation would have been
facilitated by the use of revetments behind which this material was dumped and compacted.
10.2.3. The nature of the ceramic assemblage supports the samāda explanation, in that material of the two
main ceramic horizons was entirely mixed together, with no evidence of any deposits being assignable
exclusively to one or other of the two .
10.2.4. Moreover, an apparent bulṭ can be seen in the adjacent Doy 'Amara in an appropriate location (Wall
3126), while tidal action can be observed at the base of the layered sequence below the pre-'amara
buildings, in the form of water incursion at high tide.

10.3

Summary of sequence of Development
10.3.1 Site Period 1: Samāda reclamation and pre-Y.A.F. 'Amara buildings

10.3.1.1.
The process of samāda reclamation is evident in the eastern part of Areas A and E. In Area A
horizontal layers of artefact-rich material lie beneath the earliest buildings. These comprise two large
buildings at the base of the Wind Tower trench, built with a better construction method and materials than
the standing walls of the 'Amara. Stage 2 excavations in 2010 later revealed that these extended
eastwards, right to the edge of the samāda reclamation (see separate report), beyond which boulder
reclamation began.
10.3.1.2.
In Area E, there was a wall (3126) which was considered to be a bulṭ wall (retaining wall for
reclamation deposits), and horizontal deposits on either side are considered to be samāda deposits.
10.3.1.3.
As noted above, the stone buildings of this phase may have been constructed as early as
1890, if one accepts Yarwood's framework, which states that stone buildings do not appear until Yarwood's
Phase 3. Strictly speaking, these stone buildings could therefore represent the first Y.A.F. 'Amara, though
this term has only been used in this report to refer to the extant above-ground structures in Areas A-C.

10.3.2 Site Period 2: Area A Boulder Reclamation and the building of the Y.A.F.

'Amara (Area A); and building or extension of the A.R.F. 'Amara.
10.3.2.1.
Boulder reclamation then began, and the first major phase of the Y.A.F. 'Amara (Area A) was
built over the newly reclaimed land, and over the older reclaimed area, where existing buildings were
presumably dismantled down to their foundations. It can be assumed, though not proven, that all of the
major walls of the Area A warehouse were built simultaneously.
10.3.2.2.
It cannot be proven whether the madbasat were part of the original fittings of the warehouse.
As far as the archaeology can indicate, there is no evidence that the madbasat were installed at a late

date, i.e. that the focus on dates was a late modification of the use of the 'amara, as suggested by the
Nomination File (Pearling: Testimony of an Island Economy p. 141). It would not be possible to sure,
however, without removing the madbasat and investigating the strata underlying them.
10.3.2.3.
Apart from the extant structures, the upper part of the Wind Tower Trench revealed walls
which were are probably the remains of the wind tower itself, which had completely disappeared above
ground level when excavation commenced.
10.3.2.4.
Stratigraphically, all of the Area D buildings are later than those of Area A, while the
architecture of Rooms D2-D3 implies that they were built later but relatively soon after, with very few and
poorly developed niches.
10.3.2.5.
Part of the A.R.F 'Amara (Area D) overlies the boulder reclamation, suggesting that it too was
built or extended at this time.
10.3.2.6.
It is uncertain what kind of building stood in Area E (Doy 'Amara) at this time, though the line
of this phase of boulder reclamation extends into Area E, and some kind of building probably stood there.
The building which preceded the Doy 'Amara in Area E (visible in the 1958 photograph, and Yarwood's
sketch) extends to the edge of Area A in the adjacent warehouse, indicating it was not built before the first
major phase of boulder reclamation in the vicinity.
10.3.2.7.
These construction events could either have occurred during Yarwood's Phase 3 (building of
the first stone 'amarat, 1890-1925), or his Phase 4 ('amara extensions, late 1920s-1940). Wind towers are
said by Kazerooni to have been introduced to Bahrain around 1920 and then spread elsewhere on the
Arabian shore of the Gulf (Kazerooni nd.: 24, 45), but they may have been introduced to the Arabian
shores at an earlier date, perhaps as early as 1896 (Hawker et al. 2005: 634).
10.3.2.8.
The date inscribed in the plaster of the A.R.F. 'Amara (1932/1933) provides evidence that
there was building activity at this end of the whole site during the later time bracket, but this association is
too weak to relate definitively to the building of the Y.A.F. 'Amara Area A, and appears to relate to a late
modification or refurbishment of Area D.

10.3.3 Site Period 3: Areas B, C reclamation and extensions; Area D modification
10.3.3.1.
It is not certain how long the western end of Area A stood as the seaward frontage of the
'amara, but at some stage it was extended further west, with the construction of Area B, and then Area C.
Stratigraphically these were built in sequence, but in reality they could have been built at the same time.
Likewise, it cannot be known whether the quay visible in the 1958 photograph was built at the same time
as Areas B and C. Yarwood's analysis suggests that a significant extension of the 'amarat took place
between the late 1920s and 1940, and it is likely that these events took place some time within that time
bracket.
10.3.3.2.
These activities may have entailed further land reclamation, which could not be distinguished
from the earlier boulder reclamation underlying Area A.
10.3.3.3.
Both Yarwood and Hawker state that "Persian" style architecture, as seen in Areas B and C,
involving the extensive use of niches created by the principal of piers with infilling, is a relatively late
development in the region, perhaps stimulated by the movement of people from the Persian ports around
the start of the 20th century AD (Hawker 2010: 56).
10.3.3.4.
Parts of Area D (Room D6, and the later rooms D5 and D1) also show the "Persian" style,
indicating that they were built or completely rebuilt at roughly the same time as the construction of Areas B
and C.

10.3.4 Site Period 4: Late Usage
10.3.4.1.
The final phases of use of each area have been described in detail above, and will only be
summarised here. The madbasat of Area A were abandoned, apparently in the 1940s, but access to its
interior space does not appear to have been completely prevented. Most notably, a mill was installed on a

wooden floor in the southwest corner, above an abandoned madbasa, while tallow, and oil drums were
stored above the opposite madbasa on the north side. Late flooring in some of the other rooms on the
south side may also relate to the post-madbasa usage (Rooms A4, A9).
10.3.4.2.
The stalls on the north side which contained building materials and household materials
probably also relate to the late usage of the site, but it can not be ruled out that they and their finds relate
to the main phase of the warehouse occupation, contemporary with the madbasat.
10.3.4.3.
As noted above, Areas B and C were concreted over and used to sell second-hand goods in
the 1970s, while a new structure was built in Area E (the Doy 'Amara) at around the same time. Aerial
photography indicates the presence of simple structures in Area F in the 1970s, built after further
reclamation, but evidence for these was not recovered archaeologically.
10.3.4.4.
Area D (the A.R.F. 'Amara) retained its traditional usage for longest, continuing to function as
a hardware store and office complex into the 1980s, under Rashed Ali Fakhro.
10.3.4.5.
The opportunistic approach to building in the late phase, where modern building materials
were combined with older constructions made from new materials and according to completely different
principles, testifies to the adaptability of builders in transitional Bahrain between the 1940s and 1970s.

10.4

Significance and Conclusions

10.4.1. The site and its components, particularly the Y.A.F. 'Amara, nonetheless reflect and represent the
economic and social transformations that took place during the height of the pearling boom, and its
aftermath. The foundation of the 'amara and its initial expansion probably occurred at the peak of the
pearling industry, which reached its apogee between ca. 1890 and 1914. This phase would perhaps
correspond to Site Period 1 (samāda reclamation and first stone buildings) and perhaps also Site Period 2
(building of Area A in the Y.A.F. 'Amara).
10.4.2. Except for the diver's weight, remodelling of the seaward end of the Y.A.F. 'Amara (Areas B, C, F) has
removed direct evidence for involvement in the pearling industry (e.g. in the form of architectural features,
installations, tools or gear relating to boat equipment or repair).
10.4.3. It is not possible to pinpoint the exact date of the expansion into Areas B, C and F, and the building or
extension of the A.R.F. 'Amara (Area D), but it is quite possible that this took place in the 1920s or 1930s.
This is seemingly at odds with the prevailing economic trend of the time: pearling revenues crashed at the
start of the First World War in 1914, following which there was limited recovery (reduced by the advent of
the cultured pearl in around 1924) until the Wall Street Crash in 1929, which triggered a final and
permanent contraction of the industry to economically insignificant levels.
10.4.4. This underlines the fact that, although Bahrain had been heavily dependent on pearling as the basis
of its employment and cash economy, it had also developed other significant sources of revenue. Bahrain
had been developing its role as a major transhipment centre since the 1860s, and was also a major British
base in the region. It had considerable agricultural potential compared to its neighbours, particularly in date
production. Moreover, although the commercial production of petroleum did not take place until 1932,
previous decades of exploration and drilling, including the granting of exploration concessions, had
brought a measure of wealth which helped offset the loss of pearling revenues.
10.4.5. The rapid prosperity brought by oil revenues, and other aspects of modernisation, particularly the
steamer trade, ultimately put an end to the traditional usage of the Y.A.F. 'Amara. The increased use of
large steamers requiring modern port facilities, not to mention air transport, would have reduced the role
and profitability of the traditional 'amarat, which became obsolete as boat repair facilities, and places for
landing or loading bulk goods. Ultimately, the Y.A.F. 'Amara became marooned inland as land reclamation
continued, and other uses were found for its space.
10.4.6. The madbasat of Area A probably represent the final phase of large scale date syrup production using
traditional methods. Such madbasat had been used at least since the Kassite Period in Bahrain, i.e. mid to
late 2nd millennium BC (Højlund & Andersen 1997: 47, fig. 124), with at least eight later examples being
found in the so-called Tylos Fortress at Qala'at al-Bahrain, dating to the13th century AD (Kervran et al.

2005: 175, fig. 84); at least one found in the settlement flanking the main Hormuzi-Portuguese fort at
Qala'at al-Bahrain, of the 15th-16th c. AD (Lombard 1993-4: 31); and at least four found within the main
Hormuzi-Portuguese fort at Qala'at al-Bahrain, of the mid 16th c. or later (Kervran et al. 2005: 382-3, Pls.
76, 77, 78, p. 405, Pl. 121).
10.4.7. Regarding the supposed closure of the date stalls in around 1942, it is known that the British imposed
rationing and price controls at the start of the war, but because of the reluctance of some merchants to sell
at controlled prices they eventually sold essential foodstuffs through government-controlled stores
(Belgrave 1960: 116-7). No specific mention of the closure of any date warehouses can be found in
Belgrave's autobiography, or his private diaries. The Persian Gulf Administration Reports mention that the
butchers in Bahrain were forcibly closed in 1944 for refusing to sell at prices fixed by the Government
(Anon 1986, vol. X, 1944, Bahrain: 7).
10.4.8. It is to be expected that small traditional madbasat continued to be used in private houses and
villages in Bahrain, and indeed may still be in use, but the closure of the numerous madbasat in Area A in
the 1940s may signal the end of large-scale dibs production using the traditional method.
10.4.9. Notwithstanding the abandonment and collapse of the Y.A.F. 'Amara and neighbouring properties, the
site retains cultural significance, as illustrated by the steady stream of local and foreign visitors who came
to appreciate the site during its excavation, and in some case share their memories. The site and its
archaeological remains stand as a tangible reminder and symbol of the traditional maritime economy, and
as a testament to the development and expansion of Muharraq in the late 19th and early 20th century AD.
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12 APPENDIX II: SUMMARY OF SITE DETAILS
Site name: Fakhro 'Amara, al-Muharraq
Site code: FA 09
Author: Robert Carter & Javier Naranjo-Santana
Type of site: Excavation and Evaluation
Date and duration of project: September-November 2009
Area of site: Al-Muharraq, Bahrain
Location of archive: The archive is currently held at Oxford Brookes University

State of conservation assessment of the urban property
‘AMĀRAT ALI RASHED FAKHRO (I)
Date of assessment: 09.12.2011 by Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis
Sources of visuals: All photos were taken during the assessment, unless otherwise indicated. The
architectural drawings are based on those produced during the architectural surveys carried out in the
Ministry of Culture, Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling Testimony in
2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
cement surface plaster upon historic plaster on many walls throughout the building
white paint on several wall surfaces throughout the building
aluminum framed and wood framed glass shop fronts in eastern and northern elevations
AC window units in eastern elevation
utilities such as street lighting and uncoordinated electrical wiring etc fixed to eastern and northern
street elevations
provisional street shading devices of fabric or corrugated metal on wooden beams inappropriately
fixed to the eastern and northern street elevations
uncoordinated canopies and advertisement boards fixed to the eastern and northern street elevations
steel beams supporting the ceilings of rooms 119 and 103/104
plywood wall planks on walls of eastern and northern elevation and rooms 120, 111
ceramic floor tiling in rooms 120, 110
cement floor in rooms 101 and 106
terrazzo tile flooring in rooms 102, 108, 113,
ceramic wall tiles in rooms 102, 108
provisional structural support (emergency intervention scaffolding) central corridor 101/107
concrete blocks as structural support in clerestory of central corridor 101/107
wooden two-leave door in northern elevation/ 115
metallic door shutter in northern elevation/109/113
room built of concrete blocks in space 101/107
coffee shop 107/113 built in concrete structure, corrugated metal roof and metallic windows
plywood false ceilings in rooms 108, 120, 102, 111
metallic wall planks and false ceiling in room 110
antenna on roof of central corridor 101/107
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
2-3
The building is in poor structural condition and partly collapsed. The
middle section is the most deteriorated.
1- missing
1) Oral
3) historic
Reference
2) physical evidence
history
documents
left half of the eastern
asymmetrical height, loss of possible
main elevation
architectural features shall be checked
historic wooden door
remaining door frame
leaves in rooms
119/101, 102/101,
103/101, 104/01,
105/101
roofs of spaces
remaining fragments
101/107, 118,
clerestory of central
remaining fragments
corridor 101/107
exterior walls in rooms
remaining fragments
103/104, 105, 106
farush wall slabs in
rooms 103/104,

remaining fragments

column(s) in central
corridor 101/107

missing roof support

historic plans

1

2 – partially collapsed / indicators
roof mostly missing/ clerestory mostly missing/ structural wall cracks/
disintegrating and partly missing historic and cement wall plaster and paint
/ salt crystallization/ disintegrating cement floor and mud floor/ cement
central corridor 101/107
blocks and AC unit in wall opening to room 102/ missing door
leaves/broken farush wall slabs/ vertical water pipe added/ block work
additions/antenna
southern wall missing/ remains of farush wall slabs/ roof-danshal ceiling
room 103/104
fragile/ structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster
and paint
southern wall missing/ remains of farush wall slabs/ roof-danshal ceiling
room 105
fragile/ structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster
and paint/ historic floor disintegrating and sand accumulating
southern and western wall missing/ remains of farush wall slabs/ roofdanshal ceiling fragile/ structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement
room 106
wall plaster and paint/ cement floor disintegrating/ recesses in eastern wall
blocked and covered with cement plaster
concrete block structure roof partially collapsed
in space 101/107
rooms 114, 115, 116,
roofs of rooms collapsed (not accessible)
117
roof missing/ structural wall cracks/ disintegrating and partly missing
room 118
historic and cement wall plaster and paint / salt crystallization
historic wall plaster
disintegrating and missing in many locations throughout the building
throughout the
building’s surfaces
stairs in space 118
mostly collapsed
historic intermediate
Collapsed
danschal roofs of rooms
117, 116, 115, 114
3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
Framed glass shop fronts/terrazzo tile flooring/ceramic wall tiles/plywood
room 102
wall planks/ false ceiling (structural elements and historic ceiling not
visible)
structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster/ salt
room 119
crystallization (efflorescence)/ historic floor disintegrating/ wall opening
blocked up with cement blocks
ceramic floor tiling/ plywood wall planks/ false ceiling/ aluminum framed
room 120
glass shop fronts (structural elements and historic ceiling not visible)
structural cracks/ false ceiling/ ceramic wall tiles/ terrazzo floor tiling/
room 108
cement wall plaster
room 109
metallic door shutter (assessment based on exterior condition)
aluminum framed glass shop front/ metallic wall planks and false ceiling/
room 110
ceramic floor tiling (structural elements and historic ceiling not visible)
plywood false ceiling sagging/ plywood wall planks (structural elements
room 111
and historic ceiling not visible)
sagging false ceiling under mezzanine floor/ disintegrating historic and
room 112
cement wall plaster
mezzanine storage
sagging historic danshal ceiling/ disintegrating historic and cement wall
above room 112
plaster/ cracked farush wall slabs in exterior wall
disintegrating and partly missing historic and cement plaster/ structural
western elevation
cracks
structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster and paint/
asymmetrical design probably due to loss of architectural features in left
façade portion/ plywood on façade surfaces and ventilation windows/ AC
window unit/ uncoordinated electrical wiring and utilities/ provisional
eastern elevation
street shading devices of fabric inappropriately tied to elements of the
elevations/ uncoordinated canopies and advertisement boards/ aluminum
framed and wood framed glass shop fronts

2

northern elevation

structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster and paint/
salt crystallization (efflorescence)/ uncoordinated canopies and
advertisement boards/ uncoordinated electrical wiring and utilities/
provisional street shading devices of corrugated metal sheets on wooden
beam harmfully fixed to the elevation/ uncoordinated canopies and
advertisement boards/ aluminum framed or wood framed glass shop fronts/
plywood on façade surfaces
structural cracks

trefoil arches in wall
recesses of eastern
elevation
farush wall slabs in
support beams of provisional street shading devices piercing the slabs
northern street elevation
roofs of room 108
Disintegrating
roof/ danschal ceiling
water damage/ support steel beam added
above space 119
roof/ danschal ceiling
fragile, sagging
above room 103/104,
105, 112, 111, 110,
109, 112
historic wooden shop
oil paint/ missing accessories
front shutter in northern
elevation/117
historic wooden shop
fragile/ water and fire damage
front shutter in northern
elevation/116
historic wooden shop
water damage/ missing accessories
front shutter in northern
elevation/115
historic wooden shop
fragile/ water damage
front shutter in northern
elevation/114
mudbasa (date syrup
Fragile
press) in space 118
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
coffee shop 107/113
ill-maintained
columns of rooms
disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster
101/107 and 106
roof above space 120
bitumen added
historic main entrance
ill-maintained/ out of use
door in eastern
elevation
historic ventilation
ill-maintained/ corroded metal bars/ partially closed up with plywood
windows in eastern
elevation, northern
elevation, room
120/101, 119/101,
102/101, 103/101,
historic window with
ill-maintained/ corroded metal bars
fanlight and shutters in
room 120/101
historic two-leave door
water stains
in room 120/101
decorative arch in wall
accumulating dust
recess in room 101
historic mirzam (rain
Fragile
spout) in roof of 106
5 – sound condition/ notes
None

3

Setting
The property is located within a partly homogeneously traditional, partly transitional urban setting.
The former seaside location is lost due to land reclamation. To the west, much of the former seashore
to the west is currently open fallow land, which includes the ruins of the adjacent Amarat Yousif
Abdurrahman Fakhro, and some informal commercial structures.
To the north, the historic narrow commercial lane and the facing ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (II) are
preserved. However, the lane is both structurally and architecturally in a poor state of conservation.
To the south, open land of the ruined ‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro abuts the property. The only fourstorey building in the vicinity of the site is located south-east. It negatively impacts the otherwise
rather well preserved urban morphology east of the site. A number of historic commercial structures
are located across Tujjar Avenue opposite the property. Apart from those valuable heritage assets, the
surviving commercial function in the heart of the historic market of Muharraq is of importance to the
location.
Vegetation
None
Movable items of cultural significance
Various movable heritage items related to the site’s history have been recuperated particularly during
an archeological investigation (refer to the report of the archeological investigation for details).
Contribution of ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I) to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial
site
‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I) contributes to the Outstanding Universal Value of the pearling
testimony as a prototype of a traditional storehouse. The building comprises all typical architectural
features of the ‘amarah typology and therefore conveys an understanding of its function and its role
within the single product pearling economy.
(Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.10
‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I), p. 263 ff, and the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii
Urban Properties: Architectural Testimony of the Pearling Heritage, p. 141 ff)
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value
Design/ use/ ownership
(Refer to the Nomination File, 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242)
Notes
The structural fabric of rooms 120 is not visible and remains to be assessed/ rooms 109, 114,
115,116,117 were not or partly accessible (assessment based on exterior condition)
Synthesis and photo documentation
‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I) is in an advanced state of structural decay. The roof and clerestory of
the central corridor are collapsed and missing to a major extent (photos 1 and 2). The intermediate
roofs of the northern shop units in the middle northern section are equally collapsed. The upper roof
above these spaces is sagging (photo 4). All columns, formerly supporting the roof, are still standing,
except one. Of the southern boundary wall towards the neighboring plot only the lower section is
remaining. Also the exterior southern and western wall of rooms 106, 105 and 104/103 are collapsed
(photo 5). The stairs to the intermediate and upper roof level is collapsed (photo 3). A small room built
of concrete blocks has been added in the central corridor. None of these dilapidated spaces are in use.
Despite the fragile state of the overall structure, commercial activity continues in rooms 102, 120, 109,
110, 111 and 112. Most of these shop units have been altered with the addition of new shop fronts and
additions in the interior, such as plywood wall planks (photos 6 and 7). Room 112 retains a usable
storage space in the mezzanine level (photo 8). A second, larger concrete structure has been added
within the western part of the central corridor. It is used as a coffee shop (photo 9), with room 108 used
as a kitchen. The function of the coffee shop is of a historical and cultural value as it survives from the
pearling era.
Particularly in the lower building parts, cement plaster has been applied in many places onto the
historic plaster. Raising ground moisture is apparent and causing salt crystallization at ground floor
both in interior and exterior walls (photo 10).
The elevations towards the commercial lane to the north and Tujjar Avenue to the east are disfigured
with canopies, advertisement boards, street shading structures and other utilities, the installation of
which damaged the historic fabric. Nevertheless, the original configuration of the elevations is
preserved, though concealed. For the eastern elevation, there are assumptions that the upper section
and/or decorative elements are missing, and such notion needs to be checked closely. Only the
asymmetric design of the eastern elevation indicates that architectural features might have been lost its
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left half (photo 11). Apart from that part, the elevations retain their historic architectural elements such
as decorative arches in wall recesses, ventilation windows, a carved main entrance door and four
wooden shop shutters (photo 12). The same applies to the interior elevations, particularly in the eastern
part of the central corridor, where four historic doors have been lost (photos 13).
Despite the advanced state of decay, the building retains a considerable degree of architectural integrity
and high degree of authenticity.
During an archeological investigation in 2009 many movable items and documents have been
recovered which disclose information about the historic use of the building.

1: view into the eastern part of
the central corridor (101)

2: view into the western part of the
central corridor (107)

3: stairs (118)

4: missing and sagging roofs

5: view onto the southern elevation

6: shop unit (120)

7: mezzanine storage of shop unit (112)
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8: shop unit (110)

10: northern elevation

9: entrance to the coffee shop (113)

11: eastern elevation

12: northern elevation

13: historic window in central corridor (101)
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13: historic door in central corridor (101)

14: decorative arch in central corridor (101)

15: steel beam in ceiling of room 119

15: Tujjar Avenue to the east
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Ground Floor Plan 1:150
missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected
architecturally degraded
sound condition
room number
addition
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Description of the property
‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro I is a prototype of a traditional storehouse, with a clerestory central axis
distributing storage spaces on each side, and sometimes shops. Built perpendicularly to the
seashore, it was accessed from docking peers from one side, and from the main market spine from
the other, therefore linking the arrival of merchandise with distribution points.
‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro I is a rectangular shaped single storey building with a partial mezzanine
floor. It is bordered by al Tujjar Avenue from the East, Lane 1551 from the North, a series of shops
from the West and ‘Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro from the South, which is in a ruined state.
The ‘Amārat‟s main spine 101,1071 stretches along a central axis that starts off al Tujjar avenue
towards the former seashore to the west, bordered by shops/storage spaces on both sides in its
eastern part (shops 102 to 105 and 119,120) and from the northern side only in its western part
(shops 109 to 112 and 114 to 117). The main access to the main spine is located on Tujjar Avenue
from the east side. A secondary access from lane 1551 (space 113) serves today as the entrance
of a coffee shop, a modern addition that occupies the central space.
The main spine has a semi public character, distributing spaces that can be rented out, while being
"gated" at the same time. It was used to store merchandise coming on boats from the western side,
where docking peers ("buld") used to be before land reclamation took place. The shops that
physically belong to the „Amārat building, function as part of the public market space (on street
1551 and Tujjar avenue). This space configuration was repeated in the neighboring buildings along
Tujjar avenue, (according to sketches from John Yarwood and the still existing structures). This
created a typical market system, still tangible today through the interrelation between „Amārat Ali
Rashed Fakhro II and ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro I, which basically mirror each other.
A more thorough description is provided in the Nomination File of the Pearling Testimony
(p.141,142) as follows:
The 788 square metre ‘Amārat Ali Rashid Fakhro (I) is a linear ‘amārah constructed along a long central axis leading
from the main commercial road in the east to the seashore in the west. Two massive doors, one at each end provide
equal access to the storehouse from the former seashore and the market. The central corridor is framed from east to
west by two walls dividing three small shops or offices to the right and two shops to the left, with pairs of columns
stabilising the roof structure. The shops along lane 1551 are separated from the ‘amārah interior, and with exception of
the corner shop towards al-Tijjar Avenue, can only be accessed from the outside lane. In addition, four rooms formerly
used as inner storerooms, so-called bakhkhār, or offices, are accessed from the central axis.
The interior of the ‘amārah surprises with its generous proportions. The traditional ceilings which cover parts of the
storage area are placed at a height of 5.5 m, while the central corridor is partially covered with a ceiling 6.5 m high. The
eastern section contains the ‘amārah's office facility and the small-scale, lock-up, double leaf door storage areas. Since
one of the functions of this ‘amārath was, like a present-day bank vault, to store clients' valuables, this portion was
locked behind two doors and only accessible through the main axis. The western storage facility was used for storing
larger items such as timber imported from India and Iran and paints. Parts of the roof were covered with mangrove
poles, carried by a 6m- grid of coral stone columns.
The ‘amārah appears to have been constructed in two major phases. The eastern part of the building, from Al-Tijjar
Avenue up to the second entrance off Lane 1551, appears to have survived from an earlier phase of the building of the
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‘amārah, and is characterised by the ‘Perpendicular Style’ of the ‘Middle Period’. The remaining western part appears to
be a second phase extension of shops, which continues to the western boundary of the property. In this part, the slightly
later ‘Columnar Style’ of more-sculpted façade characteristics is notable. Here, the column and beam detail becomes
more prevalent, with the typical vertical accentuation that seems to make the scale appear more impressive. It is
assumed that both phases were constructed within a few years, probably in the 1890s.
The eastern large traditional entrance door is the central focus of the street façade towards Al-Tijjar Avenue. Vertically
arranged above it are two openings with traditional timber frames and round steel bars. The only visible decorations on
this façade are two trefoil arches set within a slightly recessed rectangular niche on the northern portion. The long
façade along Lane 1551 shows additional elements of the ‘Arcade Style’, ornaments of smooth appearance which lay
emphasis on the constructive features of the wall. This façade can be separated into three portions. The eastern part of
the façade is a solid wall with only one opening to the corner shop. The middle portion is more articulated, with the
integrated shutters of the four shop units and a second door to the central ‘amārah store. The last portion is divided by
rectangular niches and further shop entrances which follow the structural core of the building.

Fig 1 ‘Amārat ground floor plan with the space numbers

Contribution to the OUV of the Pearling Testimony
‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro I comprises all typical architectural features relating to the ‘Amārat
typology, and therefore conveys an understanding of its function and its role within the single
product economy.
(Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.10
„Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I), p. 263 ff, and the Nomination File, 2.a.iii Urban Properties:
Architectural Testimony of the Pearling Heritage, p. 141 ff)
The attributes that reflect the Outstanding Universal Value are:




Architectural design, including the integration of the structure into the market system.
Ownership.
Use, as conveyed by the shops and coffee shop still functional today.
(Refer to the Nomination File, 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242)
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Ownership and registration
According to Ahmad Rashid Ali Rashid Fakhro, the property was owned in total by Ali Rashid
Fakhro, today, it is divided into 2 different plots and ownerships (plot 2434434 and 768767).
The Ministry of Culture has signed an agreement for each of the two plots on which the „amārat
sits: with Mr Khaled Fakhro authorized to represent the owners of the eastern plot and Mr Hamad
Fakhro owner of the western plot. These contracts were signed in May 2010. The two contracts
stipulate that the Ministry of Culture will conserve the „amārat in total as an incentive to preserve it
and put it back in function. The Ministry has the obligation to deliver the „amārat back to its owners
two years after the signing of the contract. In return, the owners lose their right to claim
compensation for the registration of their property as a monument, a right they are normally entitled
to according to the Antiquities law (no 11 of 1995). They also lose the right to dispose of the
property in any way without prior consultation of the Ministry of Culture; this includes renting any
part of it. This is a way to ensure that the use is not in line with the management plans
requirements and not harmful to the structure in general.
In addition the agreements stipulate that parts of the property, to be agreed upon by all parties, shall
be accessible to the public, for interpretive reasons, and that the Ministry can install interpretive
panels on the exterior façade of the building and in its interior.
According to the contracts, the Ministry shall carry out and pay for the future maintenance of the
property, but has the right to run regular inspection of the property to assess its state of
conservation.
The ‘amārat in its entirety was registered as a National Monument on the 27th of September 2010,
according to Ministerial Resolution no 7 of 2010.

Fig 2 The agreement signing ceremony, with Her Excellency the Minister of Culture, Mr. Hamad Fakhro and
Mr. Khaled Fakhro.

Historical Information
The following information was compiled from a series of interviews of members of the Fakhro
family, including Mr. Hamad Fakhro and Mr. Khaled Fakhro, Mr. Ibrahim al Doi and Mr Mohammad
Taytoon,(made between February 2009 and September 2010, as well as maps, photos and
sketches from researchers.
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In Muharraq, „amārat used to have a "Khirs" on one of their sides, meaning a seawater pool in a
shape of a channel, which was built with a direct connection to seawater. Imported wood logs were
towed through the khirs into the „amārat, which was an easier alternative to lugging the heavy
wood pieces into the warehouse. The salty seawater in the khirs helped to sterilize the wood from
termites, ("Ibsara" in local dialect).
Almost all of the „amārat had an office adjacent to the street front where the timber merchant would
receive different kinds of people directly linked to the pearling economy such as the ustadh, qallaf,
nukhidha, tawwash, tajer al-lulu. In the case of ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro I, this room was
identified as being space 102.
'Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro I was used to sell dates and foodstuff, and then shifted to boat building
material around the 1920's, Ali Rashed Fakhro also used to keep people's valuables in a safe
deposit box, probably located in his office.

Fig 3: sketch made by the SAU during an interview of the Fakhro family, showing previous uses of the
spaces and, among which is the ‘Amārat’s main office, and types of merchandise stored etc…
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Fig 4: 1951 Aerial photo, showing the ‘Amārat in red (source: Hunting Aerosurveys Ltd.)

Fig 5, Sketch from John Yarwood, showing the ' amārat in red. (Al Muharraq, by John Yarwood, 2005,
originally written in the 1980's)
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Fig 6 Sketched plan of ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro I and ‘Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro II by Hamid al Shuayb in
"al imara al taklidiya wa al imara al haditha fi duwal al khalig" (traditional and modern architecture in the Gulf
countries), it shows the coffee shop before its expansion in the main spine space, and original partitions and
colonnade.

As mentioned in the Nomination File, the „amārat building evolved through gradual reclamation of
the seashore, the first phase reaching up to shop 114, and the rest built some years later towards
the beginning of the last century. The reclamation in front of the actual ‘Amārat took place in the
60's according to one of the interviewee.
The coffee shop originally consisted of informally disposed benches within the „amārat's secondary
entrance from lane 1551 (space 113). It later became a closed space when the „amārat's central
corridor seized to be used, and finally extended into what can be seen today.
The sketch from Hamid al Shuayb above shows the columns at the western side before the latest
coffee shop extension. The original partition of the shops and store rooms is also visible.
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Fig 7: ca 1970's, view from Tujjar avenue, showing the façade of the Ali Rashed Fakhro ‘Amārat (highlighted
in red) and a wind tower in the Yousif A. Fakhro amarah (source: Khalifa Shaheen Digital Images KSDI)
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State of conservation
The summary of the state of conservation of the property as assessed in December 2011 is as
following:
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
cement surface plaster upon historic plaster on many walls throughout the building
white paint on several wall surfaces throughout the building
aluminum framed and wood framed glass shop fronts in eastern and northern elevations
AC window units in eastern elevation
utilities such as street lighting and uncoordinated electrical wiring etc fixed to eastern and northern street
elevations
provisional street shading devices of fabric or corrugated metal on wooden beams inappropriately fixed to
the eastern and northern street elevations
uncoordinated canopies and advertisement boards fixed to the eastern and northern street elevations
steel beams supporting the ceilings of rooms 119 and 103/104
plywood wall planks on walls of eastern and northern elevation and rooms 120, 111
ceramic floor tiling in rooms 120, 110
cement floor in rooms 101 and 106
terrazzo tile flooring in rooms 102, 108, 113,
ceramic wall tiles in rooms 102, 108
provisional structural support (emergency intervention scaffolding) central corridor 101/107
concrete blocks as structural support in clerestory of central corridor 101/107
wooden two-leave door in northern elevation/ 115
metallic door shutter in northern elevation/109/113
room built of concrete blocks in space 101/107
coffee shop 107/113 built in concrete structure, corrugated metal roof and metallic windows
plywood false ceilings in rooms 108, 120, 102, 111
metallic wall planks and false ceiling in room 110
antenna on roof of central corridor 101/107
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
2-3
The building is in poor structural condition and partly collapsed. The middle
section is the most deteriorated.
1- missing
Reference
1)
Oral 2) physical evidence
3) historic documents
history
left half of the eastern
asymmetrical design indicates the
main elevation
loss of formerly existing architectural
features
historic wooden door
remaining door frame
leaves
in
rooms
119/101,
102/101,
103/101,
104/01,
105/101
roofs
of
spaces
remaining fragments
101/107, 118,
clerestory of central
remaining fragments
corridor 101/107
exterior walls in rooms
remaining fragments
103/104, 105, 106
farush wall slabs in
remaining fragments
rooms 103/104,
column(s) in central
missing roof support
Sketches from John
corridor 101/107
Yarwood and Hamid
Shuayb
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Partitions in rooms
102,120 and between
103 and 104
Column in room 119

Sketches
Yarwood
Shuayb
Sketches
Yarwood
Shuayb

from John
and Hamid
from John
and Hamid

2 – partially collapsed / indicators
central corridor 101/107 roof mostly missing/ clerestory mostly missing/ structural wall cracks/
disintegrating and partly missing historic and cement wall plaster and paint / salt
crystallization/ disintegrating cement floor and mud floor/ cement blocks and AC
unit in wall opening to room 102/ missing door leaves/broken farush wall slabs/
vertical water pipe added/ block work additions/antenna
room 103/104
southern wall missing/ remains of farush wall slabs/ roof-danschal ceiling
fragile/ structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster and
paint
room 105
southern wall missing/ remains of farush wall slabs/ roof-danschal ceiling
fragile/ structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster and
paint/ historic floor disintegrating and sand accumulating
room 106
southern and western wall missing/ remains of farush wall slabs/ roof-danschal
ceiling fragile/ structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster
and paint/ cement floor disintegrating/ recesses in eastern wall blocked and
covered with cement plaster
concrete block structure roof partially collapsed
in space 101/107
rooms 114, 115, 116, roofs of rooms collapsed (not accessible)
117
room 118
roof missing/ structural wall cracks/ disintegrating and partly missing historic
and cement wall plaster and paint / salt crystallization
historic wall plaster disintegrating and missing in many locations throughout the building
throughout the building‟s
surfaces
stairs in space 118
mostly collapsed
historic
intermediate collapsed
danschal roofs of rooms
117, 116, 115, 114
3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
room 102
wood framed glass shop fronts/ terrazzo tile flooring/ ceramic wall tiles/
plywood wall planks/ false ceiling (structural elements and historic ceiling not
visible)
room 119
structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster/ salt
crystallization/ historic floor disintegrating/ wall opening blocked up with cement
blocks
room 120
ceramic floor tiling/ plywood wall planks/ false ceiling/ aluminum framed glass
shop fronts (structural elements and historic ceiling not visible)
room 108
structural cracks/ false ceiling/ ceramic wall tiles/ terrazzo floor tiling/ cement
wall plaster
room 109
metallic door shutter (assessment based on exterior condition)
room 110
aluminum framed glass shop front/ metallic wall planks and false ceiling/
ceramic floor tiling (structural elements and historic ceiling not visible)
room 111
plywood false ceiling sagging/ plywood wall planks (structural elements and
historic ceiling not visible)
room 112
sagging false ceiling under mezzanine floor/ disintegrating historic and cement
wall plaster
mezzanine
storage sagging historic danschal ceiling/ disintegrating historic and cement wall
above room 112
plaster/ cracked farush wall slabs in exterior wall
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western elevation
eastern elevation

northern elevation

disintegrating and partly missing historic and cement plaster/ structural cracks
structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster and paint/
asymmetrical design probably due to loss of architectural features in left façade
portion/ plywood on façade surfaces and ventilation windows/ AC window unit/
uncoordinated electrical wiring and utilities/ provisional street shading devices
of fabric inappropriately tied to elements of the elevations/ uncoordinated
canopies and advertisement boards/ aluminum framed and wood framed glass
shop fronts
structural cracks/ disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster and paint/ salt
crystallization/ uncoordinated canopies and advertisement boards/
uncoordinated electrical wiring and utilities/ provisional street shading devices
of corrugated metal sheets on wooden beam harmfully fixed to the elevation/
uncoordinated canopies and advertisement boards/ aluminum framed or wood
framed glass shop fronts/ plywood on façade surfaces
structural cracks

trefoil arches in wall
recesses of eastern
elevation
farush wall slabs in support beams of provisional street shading devices piercing the slabs
northern street elevation
roofs of room 108
disintegrating
roof/ danschal ceiling water damage/ support steel beam added
above space 119
roof/ danschal ceiling fragile, sagging
above room 103/104,
105, 112, 111, 110,
109, 112
historic wooden shop oil paint/ missing accessories
front shutter in northern
elevation/117
historic wooden shop fragile/ water and fire damage
front shutter in northern
elevation/116
historic wooden shop water damage/ missing accessories
front shutter in northern
elevation/115
historic wooden shop fragile/ water damage
front shutter in northern
elevation/114
mudbasa (date syrup fragile
press) in space 118
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
coffee shop 107/113
ill-maintained
columns
of
rooms disintegrating historic and cement wall plaster
101/107 and 106
roof above space 120
bitumen added
historic main entrance ill-maintained/ out of use
door in eastern elevation
historic
ventilation ill-maintained/ corroded metal bars/ partially closed up with plywood
windows in eastern
elevation,
northern
elevation,
room
120/101,
119/101,
102/101, 103/101,
historic window with ill-maintained/ corroded metal bars
fanlight and shutters in
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room 120/101
historic two-leave door water stains
in room 120/101
decorative arch in wall accumulating dust
recess in room 101
historic mirzam (rain fragile
spout) in roof of room
106
Setting
The property is located within a partly homogeneously traditional, partly transitional urban setting. The
former seaside location is lost due to land reclamation. To the west, much of the former seashore to the
west is currently open fallow land, which includes the ruins of the adjacent Amarat Yousif Abdurrahman
Fakhro, and some informal commercial structures.
To the north, the historic narrow commercial lane and the facing „Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (II) are
preserved. However, the lane is both structurally and architecturally in a poor state of conservation. To the
south, open land of the ruined „Amārat Yousif A. Fakhro abuts the property. The only four-storey building in
the vicinity of the site is located south-east. It negatively impacts the otherwise rather well preserved urban
morphology east of the site. A number of historic commercial structures are located across Tujjar Avenue
opposite the property. Apart from those valuable heritage assets, the surviving commercial function in the
heart of the historic market of Muharraq is of importance to the location.
Notes
The structural fabric of rooms 120 is not visible and remains to be assessed/ rooms 109, 114,
115,116,117 were not or partly accessible (assessment based on exterior condition)

The assessment concluded that „Amārat Ali Rashed Fakhro (I) is in an advanced state of structural
decay. The roof and clerestory of the central corridor are collapsed and missing to a major extent
(photos 1 and 2). The intermediate roofs of the northern shop units in the middle northern section
are equally collapsed. The upper roof above these spaces is sagging (photo 4). All columns,
formerly supporting the roof, are still standing, except one. Of the southern boundary wall towards
the neighboring plot only the lower section is remaining. Also the exterior southern and western
wall of rooms 106, 105 and 104/103 are collapsed (photo 5). The stairs to the intermediate and
upper roof level is collapsed (photo 3). A small room built of concrete blocks has been added in the
central corridor. None of these dilapidated spaces are in use.
The assessment pointed that despite the fragile state of the overall structure, commercial activity
continues in rooms 102, 120, 109, 110, 111 and 112. Most of these shop units have been altered
with the addition of new shop fronts and additions in the interior, such as plywood wall planks
(photos 6 and 7). Room 112 retains a usable storage space in the mezzanine level (photo 8). A
second, larger concrete structure has been added within the western part of the central corridor. It
is used as a coffee shop (photo 9), with room 108 as a kitchen. Particularly in the lower building
parts, cement plaster has been applied in many places onto the historic plaster. Raising ground
humidity is apparent and causing salt crystallization (efflorescence) at ground floor both in interior
and exterior walls (photo 10).
The elevations towards the commercial lane to the north and Tujjar Avenue to the east are found
disfigured with canopies, advertisement boards, street shading structures and other utilities, the
installation of which damaged the historic fabric. Nevertheless, the original configuration of the
elevations is preserved, though concealed. Only the asymmetric design of the eastern elevation
indicates that architectural features might have been lost its left half (photo 11). Apart from that
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part, the elevations retain their historic architectural elements such as decorative arches in wall
recesses, ventilation windows, a carved main entrance door and four wooden shop shutters (photo
12). The same applies to the interior elevations, particularly in the eastern part of the central
corridor, where four historic doors have however been lost (photos 13).
Despite the advanced state of decay, the assessment assured that the building retains a
considerable degree of architectural integrity and high degree of authenticity.
During an archeological investigation in 2009 many movable items and documents have been
recovered which disclose information about the historic use of the building.

1: view into the eastern part of the
central corridor (101)

2: view into the western part of
the central corridor (107)

3: stairs (118)

4: missing and sagging roofs

5: view onto the southern elevation

6: shop unit (120)

7: mezzanine storage of shop unit (112)
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8: shop unit (110)

9: entrance to the coffee shop (113)

10: northern elevation

11: eastern elevation

12: northern elevation

13: historic window in central corridor (101)
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13: historic door in central corridor (101)

15: steel beam in ceiling of room 119

14: decorative arch in central corridor (101)

15: Tujjar Avenue to the east
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Preferred interventions:
Removal of added fabric
The coffee shop and the concrete block room in the main central space (107) are to be removed,
restoring the role of the doorway on street 1551 as a secondary access to the „Amārat, and
clearing the axis to the former exit towards the seashore.
This will better reveal the ‘Amārat spatial quality and design, which is one of the attributes supporting
the Outstanding Universal Value.

Ceramic and Terrazo floor tiling and cement floors, cement surface plaster and ceramic wall tiles,
are structurally harmful since they prevent the ground water from evaporating, thus causing the
disaggregation of the stone walls. Their removal is therefore needed. Re-plastering and floor
treatments can be then made with materials which are compatible with the fabric like lime based
screed.
White paint, plywood wall planks, false ceilings are harmful to the architectural integrity of the
rooms, while provisional street shading devices, AC window units, uncoordinated canopies,
advertisement boards, and other utilities such as uncoordinated electrical wiring etc, are detrimental
to the readability of the facades and have to be removed or replaced by more suitable elements.
The concrete blocks in space 101 and the steel beams in rooms 119 and 103/104, have a
structural role and further investigation is needed to find a proper replacement solution. The steel
beams are not considered very harmful and could eventually be maintained and kept as a testimony
of transformations in the „Amārat, depending on the intended use of the rooms. Otherwise, its is
permitted to restore the missing column in room 119, and the partition between room 103 1nd
104, if needed.
The metallic door shutters and aluminum framed glass windows will probably need to be replaced
by others made with compatible materials (wood). Since no evidence of the former design exists,
the new design will be sober and simple.
Restorations
The roof, clerestory and missing columns in the main corridor (101, 107) should be rebuilt with
traditional materials or hinted to with modern materials in order to restore the spatial quality of the
corridor. However, no reconstruction should occur where the remaining elements don‟t provide
enough evidence on the original roof. The clerestory should also retain its function as a ventilation
element.
The southern exterior wall should also be rebuilt with traditional materials for the same reasons,
materializing the separation between the Ali Rashid Fakhro „Amārat and the Yousif. A Fakhro
„Amārat. Connectivity between the two properties never occurred at any historic phase, thus, such
separation should be preserved and expressed, at least visually. If, for the sake of security, or for
the ease of circulation, a doorway is required, it shall be conceived in a way that does not
contradict the historic separation of the two properties.
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Missing partitions in rooms 102, 120 and between 103 and 104 could be restored id the use
permits it. The existence of these partitions is based on the previous surveys made for the building,
and the architectural evidences that are still surviving. Further architectural evidences would be
discovered during the removal of the modern additions, and will lead the prospective restoration.
The restoration would stop once conjecture starts, then the further needed elements would be
treated as “additions.” Additions should blend in with the overall scheme of the building, but should
also be expressed clearly that they do not belong to the historic fabric of the building by bearing a
contemporary stamp.
Missing windows and doors shall be replaced with new wooden ones, of a sober and simple
design. They should be considered as “additions”, thus, should blend in with the overall scheme of
the building, and should also be stated clearly that it does not belong to the historic fabric of the
building and should bear a contemporary stamp.
The missing parts of the staircase (118) can also be rebuilt with traditional materials to permit
access to the roof and to the mezzanine above shops (114, 115, 116, 117). Similar conditions for
such restorations mentioned above also apply here.
Repair, preservation and maintenance
All structurally deficient traditional fabric (sagging danshal ceilings, structural cracks in coral stone
walls etc..) shall be addressed to properly using similar traditional materials and adapted solutions.
Certain structural cracks could be mended through the replacement of a defective tie beam, for
example, roofs can be repaired through replacement of danshal beams, or defective bamboo mats.
Proper waterproofing has also to be undertaken for all roofs.
A comprehensive structural assessment using advanced technologies is also considered to identify
the source of structural deficiencies and potential issues, which will be addressed accordingly.
All original elements, doors, windows, beams, water spouts, and decorative elements shall be
preserved and maintained, even if they are incomplete or present imperfections. This applies to the
fragements of farush (coral) slabs in rooms 103, 104, where there is no need for a complete
restoration of the panel. Wood maintenance involves cleaning and oiling with preservatives and
anti-termite products. The fine conservation of fragile elements and decorative gypsum, is the
responsibility of a specialized fine conservation team.
Items to be uncovered
Various movable heritage items related to the site‟s history have been recuperated particularly
during an archeological investigation (refer to the report of the archeological investigation for
details). Excavations in areas surrounding the Amārat could be considered in order to investigate
the eventual existence of a khir (see historical information above).
Future use, adaptation and introduction of new elements
The commercial activity of all shops along street 1551 and Tujjar avenue will be maintained. The
central corridor should retain its semi private quality and therefore have no specific use, or
potentially serve as an exterior extension of the traditional coffee shop, which is relocated
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elsewhere in the ‘Amārat. The shop identified as being the office of the „Amārat manager could
also retain this function or host an exhibition on the „Amārat.
Addition of a closed space could be considered in area 106, and above shops 109 to 112 and 114
to 117. In such case the addition has to be of a removable light structure (e.g. a tent). The
provision of air conditioning to these spaces can be made then, but in a way that doesn‟t cause
harm to the original fabric.
An access to the Yousif A. Fakhro „Amārat can be provided through the southern wall if it‟s made in
a clear contemporary way. The exit from the western side towards the pears and seashore could be
expressed through a contemporary added element.
The introduction of electricity, water supply and air conditioning is necessary for the shops, and will
be made following the generic methodology described in the generic specifications developed by
SAU. Other areas will be open and therefore would not require air conditioning. In general, modern
architectural additions and adaptations in the property should be kept to their minimum, to elevate
and emphasize a more authentic mood of presentation. The addition of new services shall 1)
address the fragility of the historic fabric of the properties; 2) not distract from the authentic fabric,
but should emphasize the value and the integrity of the authentic elements; 3) be compatible in a
reversible and sustainable way with the historic properties and with the urban context.
The conservation works entails the following (all the work detailed specifications shall be extracted
from the set of specifications developed by SAU) to conserve traditional materials and building
systems:
1) Replacing damaged danshal poles that could not be conserved,
2) Oiling and disinfecting historic danshal poles, and all other architectural wooden
elements, e.g. doors and windows.
3) Preserving the historic plaster by consolidating its friable surfaces, and grouting
behind its detached areas, filling the lacuna with a new plaster that follows the
traditional recipe and treated to look similar to the original but slightly differentiated
in color, texture. Preference is also given to have the newly added plaster surfaces
slightly indented from the original surface of the render.
4) In areas where rising damp will be persistent after the removal of the cement
plaster (which contributes to the problem), ventilation system with a band of a
sacrificial layer of plaster below restored ground floor grade can be considered to
eliminate the cause of deterioration.
5) Grouting and deep filling existing wall masonry (including wall foundations).
6) Preserving all the bamboo stripes and the roof mat which are found in good
conditions and replace the damaged sections with new similar ones.
7) Laying down new roofing system based on integrating modern water proof
membranes, heat insulations sheets, and covered with adequately sloped lime
screed.
8) Preserve original wooden water spouts, and replace the damaged wooden pieces
which cannot be conserved with new similar ones.
9) Stitching all cracks with wooden or stainless steel stitches, depending on the
cases. Cracks are meant to reintegrate the structural integrity of the architectural
fabric. Expansion joints, however, should be considered in the cases where the
structural elements are proved not to be related and behaving differently.
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State of conservation assessment of the urban property
NŪKHIDHAH HOUSE
Date of assessment: Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis based on photos taken during the survey in January 2009
Sources of visuals: All photos were during the architectural survey of the property in January 2009. The
architectural drawings are based on those produced during the architectural survey carried out in the Ministry of
Culture, Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling Testimony in 2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
room 107 (provisional room partition)
wall partition between rooms 104/105
room 203 including ceiling above room 101-103
provisional roof above rooms 201/203
cement surface plaster on all street facades and most interior wall surfaces
wall paint on all street facades
utilities: satellite dishes on roof/ water counter devices, pipes and cabling on street facades/ AC window units
in eastern and western street facades/ sewer manhole in 101
metallic rain water spouts in northern street façade
traditional, simple wooden entrance door (post-pearling but typical, local mid-20th century design)
simple wooden stairs to upper floor
concrete block work in western and eastern street façades, wall recesses in southern wall of room 106, in wall
recess in room 103, southern boundary wall
plywood wall planks in western wall of room 106, eastern wall and columns of room 104
provisional corrugated metal and plywood roofing above rooms 201 and 203
cement flooring in ground floor rooms, room 201,
ceramic floor and wall tiles in 107
water basin in cement floor under stairs 102
false ceiling in room 106, 105, 202
provisional wooden door to room 202
wooden one-leaf door to room 203
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
The building is in poor state of conservation prior to the interventions of 2010/2011.
3
All spaces were over-used and disfigured with dilapidated provisional additions. The
historic fabric was fragile and in the southern building section partly missing.
1- missing
Reference
1) Oral history
2) physical evidence
3) historic photographs
historic stairs to upper
added replacement
floor
stairs
upper floor terrace or
added room 201 and
access gallery to 202
203
window in room
window/ventilation
104/western street
opening without fittings
facade
original western
added provisional
boundary wall or
boundary wall
screen in space 201
2 – partially collapsed / indicators
wooden screen
loose/ fragile/ wooden elements missing
(relocated) in western
street elevation
relocated historic
relocated fragments
wooden door leaves
and windows reused in
wall of room 203
3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
provisional additions (ceiling, wall partitions, kitchen counter)/ plywood wall planks/
cement flooring/ cement wall plaster and paint disintegrating/additions and exterior
rooms 101, 102, 103,
walls in fragile structural state/ concrete block work added in wall recess/ signs of
ground moisture on floor and wooden additions/ water basin in cement floor added

1

Room 107

rooms 104/105
room 106

room 201
room 203
room 202

eastern street facade

northern street facade

western street facade

provisional additions (ceiling, wall partitions)/ cement wall surface plaster and paint
disintegrating/additions and exterior walls in fragile structural state/ / signs of ground
moisture/ WC in floor/ ceramic floor and wall tiles/ ventilation opening in exterior
wall blocked
sagging simple danshal ceiling/ cement flooring/ cement wall surface plaster and
paint disintegrating/ added wall partition/ wooden shelves added in southern room
elevation/ false ceiling in room 105
false ceiling (historic danshal ceiling concealed)/ AC window units/ cement wall
surface plaster and paint disintegrating/ bulging walls
provisional additions (plywood roof, plywood wall planks, western wall of plywood
and un-plastered concrete blocks)/ cement flooring/ cement wall surface plaster and
paint disintegrating/additions and historic walls and floor in fragile structural state/
uncoordinated electrical wiring
provisionally added room in fragile structural state (not accessible)
false ceiling (historic danshal ceiling concealed)/ plywood wall planks/ AC window
units/ simple wooden door added/ relocated historic window blocked/ bādgīr
blocked/ additions in fragile state
bulging walls/ structural cracks/ cement surface plaster cracked/ signs of raising
ground moisture/ stained wall paint/ utilities: satellite dishes on roof; dysfunctional
water counter device/ metallic rain water spouts
bulging walls/ structural cracks/ cement surface plaster cracked/ signs of raising
ground moisture/ stained wall paint/ utilities: electrical cabling water pipes; satellite
dishes on roof; water counter device/provisional corrugated and plywood roof
structure/ plastered concrete block work/graffiti/ bādgīr in upper floor closed with
plywood planks/ relocated historic window in central bādgīr added
bulging walls/ structural cracks/ cement surface plaster cracked/ signs of raising
ground moiture/ stained wall paint/ utilities: satellite dishes on roof/ AC window
unit/ un-plastered block work in first floor/ relocated wooden screen/ provisional
corrugated and plywood roof structure
Sagging

simple danschal
ceiling in rooms
104/105
Bādgīr in northern
closed up with plywood planks/ structural cracks and deformations
wall of room 202
Bādgīr in western wall structural cracks and deformations
of room 201
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
historic window
paint/ relocated
(relocated) in central
bādgīr in northern
wall of room 202
historic wooden twoPaint
leaf door to room 106
5 – sound condition/ notes
-None
Setting
The Nūkhidhah House is located within the dense residential fabric of block 209 of Muharraq. Due to the
missing building on the empty plot across the formerly narrow lane to the building’s north, the former density
is compromised in this location. Little historic fabric remains in the direct vicinity and none seems of particular
architectural value. However, the traditional urban morphology is rather well preserved in terms of building
typologies, heights and urban pattern. The Nūkhidhah House is located within the area of Muharraq, which is
subject to urban upgrading works initiated by the Shaikh Ebrahim bin Mohammaed Center for Culture and
Research.
Vegetation
no vegetation
Movable items of cultural significance
no items identified
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Contribution of the Nūkhidhah House to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site
The Nūkhidhah House’s contribution to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site is its unique
reference to the business environment of the pearling dhow's captain, the nūkhidhah. It is an important place
where the bonds amongst the crew members were formed or maintained during the off-season when no pearl
diving was done.
(Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.12 ‘Nūkhidhah
House, p. 276 ff, and the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties: Architectural
Testimony of the Pearling Heritage, p. 149 ff)
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value
design/ ownership
(Refer to the Nomination File, 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242)
Notes
The state of conservation of the Nūkhidhah House prior to the conservation and adaptation works of
2010/2011 was assessed and documented in the format at hand based on survey photos taken in January 2009.
Room 203 was not accessible during the survey in 2009.
Synthesis and photo documentation
Prior to the conservation and adaptation works of 2010/2011 the Nūkhidhah House was in a poor state of
conservation. Particularly the southern part, the former courtyard and first floor terrace, was extensively
disfigured with additions and modified causing significant loss of historic fabric and elements.
The historic walls both in the exterior and the interior were rendered with cement plaster and oil paint, which
was disintegrating. Walls were bulging and showed structural cracks (photos 1 and 2). The historic danshal
ceiling in rooms 104/105 were sagging (photo 7), while the state of the historic ceilings in rooms 106 and 202
could not be assessed (photos 4 and 6). There are several signs of raising and damaging ground moisture at
ground floor.
The building had long been serving as accommodation to a large number of migrant workers and had been
adapted to this use. Provisional and dilapidated additions of plywood, relocated fragments of historic
architectural elements, concrete block and corrugated metal, subdivided the building’s spaces. Uncoordinated
and ill-maintained utilities disfigured both its interior and exterior aspect. The formerly open courtyard was
reduced to a small unroofed space above the added simple wooden stairs (102) to the upper floor due to the
addition of room 203 (photos 9 and 10). A former open terraces or gallery at the upper floor was no longer
perceivable as such and was covered with a provisional roof and western boundary wall (photo 5).
Few historic architectural fittings remained, partly relocated, while the simple building probably never had
many historic windows, doors or screens. Typical surviving architectural features were the wall recesses and
bādgīr in the historic walls.
Refer to the table above for an assessment of the building’s setting.

1: northern street facade

2: western street facade

3

4: room 106
3: eastern street facade

5: space 201

7: room 104

6: room 202

8: room 107

9: open stairway 102
(first floor)

10: stairs in 201

4

Northern Elevation 1:150

Western Elevation 1:150

Ground Floor Plan 1:150

missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected
architecturally degraded
sound condition
room number
addition

Eastern Elevation 1:150

First Floor Plan 1:150
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Project Brief and the Role of the Ministry of Culture
The Conservation and the Rehabilitation Project of Bayt al-Nukhidha is a project that is owned
by the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim, implemented by Kazerooni as a Consultant, designed by Mr.
Wolfgang Keollish. We have coordinated with the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim to set up a system
of for the Ministry of Culture to conduct site inspections on the conservation/restoration works
that are being implemented in Bayt al-Nukhidha, since it is one of the nominated buildings for
the World Heritage Site and a locally registered monument. Under this understanding we have
conducted several meetings with Shaykha Noora Al-Khalifa, Mr. Wolfgang Keollisch, and Mr.
Ferry Kazerooni and Mr. Sidney from the Constractor’s side. We have agreed on the following:
1) A technical team from the Ministry of Culture will conduct a weekly site inspection to
follow up and report on the on-going implementation. The reports produced shall be
shared with the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim.
2) All technical documents drawings, specifications related to the project would be copied
to the Ministry of Information, either by email or by hard copy, whichever is more
convenient. Shaykha Noora has thankfully provided the Ministry of all the concept
drawings produced by the consultant, photographs of the building taken prior to
implementation, and some of the material specifications suggested by the Consultant to
be used in the conservation works. She has also informed us that all future detailed
drawings produced by the Consultant or by the Contractor will be sent to the Ministry
for review prior to any implementation would take place.
The Ministry’s technical team has conducted several visits to the building until the
memorandum of understanding with the Center explained above was established. The first
official site visit was conducted on Thursday the 6th of January 2011. It is upon the information
collected during this visit that this progress report was written.

Working team
There were only 4 workers in the house at the time of the visit. They were all working on
installing lateral shoring up system of the side walls of the historic building explained below.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. During the previous visits to the house and after reviewing all the concept drawings
delivered to us, we have picked up many issues that might be contradicting with
conservation ethics and charters. We have notified the Center of Shayh Ibrahim with
those issues in order to receive further explanations, and to understand the detail plans
of the Center in their regards. In brief those issues are as following:
a. The level of the new RC slab in relation to the existing historic roof, and the
details of the connections between the new addition and the existing historic
fabric,
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b. The location of the toilets installation in the ground floor,
c. The extent of the use of Portland cement in the renovation plans,
d. The extent of the demolition in the southern area of the property, and whether
any historic fabric was jeopardized in the process in that demolition process,
e. The specifications, and the work statements proposed for the conservation and
the restoration of the historic fabric.
2. As previously suggested by Dr. Alaa, the walls of the historic building are been shored up
from the exterior and the interior with wooden boards and planks. The contractor has
confirmed that the 60 cm jacks that Dr. Alaa has specified do not exist in Bahrain, and
that is why they have used a serried of wooden supports to exert enough shoring up
pressure. In order to make up the unevenness of the verticality of the walls, a plaster
was suggested to be added below the wooden planks. We have specified a week plaster
(3 sand: 1 lime) that can be easily removed, but the contractor has added gypsum to the
mix. This made the mortar quite solid, a fact that was not advisable. We have indicated
such deficiency to the personnel on site to hopefully adjusting it in the remaining
shoring up. It is also suggested to support the external scaffolding and fixing it to a fixed
element so that it would not be loose with any outwards movement. Below in this
report is a sketch that shows the concept of the required shoring up system.

Support from the exterior showing the used mixture

3. Following the shoring up system indicated in the previous point, the contractor has
completed the external installations along the northern wall of the building. He has also
completed those of the ground floor room of the same wall. The first floor of the
northern wall and both the eastern and the western walls are not yet supported.
4. The steel work of the prospective new roof slab was all installed and ties two days
before the site visit. That was done against the instructions given to the site engineer
and workers to halt the process of such installation until working drawings of such slab
and its connection details with the historic roof would be submitted and approved.
Fortunately, no concrete was poured yet, so the new roof slab can still be modified if
required.
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5. The existing roof over the historic building was investigating by chipping a small area of
the cement plaster that covers it. We have realized that the cement plaster is
approximately 4-5 cms thick. Below that layer of cement plaster, there is a layer of
approximately 24 cms of accumulated loose sand mixed with debris, and small quantity
of shells. Below those two layers a layer of mat exists.

Interior wall support

Opening in the traditional roof slab
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Sketch to illustrate the concept of the required shoring up system (developed for another project Dr. El-Habashi worked on, but can
be suited for the case by the consultant and the contractor).

Right: The existing vertical relation between the old and the provisioned new slab, an issue that is still under revisions and detailing;
Left: the reinforcing steel bars of the new roof slab that is extended over the historic roof, as issue that is still under revision.

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
No work schedule was submitted yet by the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim.
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Project Brief and the Role of the Ministry of Culture
The Conservation and the Rehabilitation Project of Bayt al-Nukhidha is a project that is owned
by the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim, designed by Mr. Mr. Wolfgang Keollish, carried out byFarry
Kazerooni Consultant, and implemented by Pure Flo. The Ministry of Culture have coordinated
with the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim to set up a system of for the Ministry of Culture to conduct
site inspections on the conservation/restoration works that are being implemented in Bayt alNukhidha, since it is one of the nominated buildings for the World Heritage Site and a locally
registered monument. Under this understanding we have conducted several meetings with
Shaykha Noora Al-Khalifa, Mr. Wolfgang Keollisch, and Mr. Farry Kazerooni and Mr. Sidney
Ponniah from the Contractor’s side., and agreed on the following:
1) A technical team from the Ministry of Culture will conduct a weekly site inspection to
follow up and report on the on-going implementation. The reports produced shall be
shared with the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim.
2) All technical documents drawings, specifications related to the project would be copied
to the Ministry of Information, either by email or by hard copy, whichever is more
convenient to the Center. Shaykha Noora has thankfully provided the Ministry of all the
concept drawings produced by the consultant, photographs of the building taken prior
to implementation, and some of the material specifications suggested by the Consultant
to be used in the conservation works. She has also informed us that all future detailed
drawings produced by the Consultant or by the Contractor will be sent to the Ministry
for review prior to any implementation to take place.
The Ministry’s technical team has conducted several visits to the building until this
memorandum of understanding with the Center explained above was established. The first
official site visit was conducted on Thursday the 6th of January 2011. It is upon the information
collected during this visit that this progress report was written.

Working team & the temporary halt in operations
No workers were on site almost for the entire week. Upon the request of the Ministry of Culture
to halt the implementation of the reinforced concrete slab until clear and detailed working
drawings would be produced to illustrate the connections between this new slab and the roof of
the historic building. The Center of Shaykh Ibrahim preferred to stop the work until such
working drawings and details would be produced and approved. This action is highly appreciated
by the Ministry of Culture, and proves that the Center is collaborating and endorsing the
Ministry’s message to respect the registered historic building in specific and the local heritage in
general.
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Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. During the previous visits to the house and after we recommended to stop the work on the roof
until the relation between the historic roof and the new one would be reviewed, detailed, and
drawn.
2. We have conducted a meeting at the Kurar House of the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim during which
the contractor has explained the details of his proposed drawings. We have explained that the
proposed connection detail does not treat the two roofs as separate system that should have a
flexible joint in between to allow each to move freely from the other. The Ministry of Culture
has prepared a provisional detail connection as an example onto how to separate the two
roofing systems. We have provided the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim the proposed detail drawing to
develop on it, and to shape it in accordance with the existing situation. All attendees agreed on
the principles of the provided detail. However, the detail which was sent to us did not reflect the
very principle of two separated roofing system. We have then advised the Center of Shaykh
Ibrahim to emphasize on this very principle to avoid future cracking and/or separation which will
lead to a failure of the roof, and possibly a continuous water leakage. Below are the drawings
that we have submitted, and the ones we have received. The later is still under revision.
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The drawings of the proposed roofing system as proposed by the Ministry of Culture and submitted to the
Center of Shaykh Ibrahim

Right: The existing vertical relation between the old and the provisioned new slab, an issue that is still
under revisions and detailing; Left: the reinforcing steel bars of the new roof slab that is extended over
the historic roof, as issue that is still under revision.
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The roofing details as developed by Pure Flo, which does not reflect the principles of two separate roofing
systems and does not encounter the existing condition of the historic roof.

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
No work schedule was submitted yet by the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim.
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Project Brief and the Role of the Ministry of Culture
The Conservation and the Rehabilitation Project of Bayt al-Nukhidha is a project owned by the
Center of Shaykh Ibrahim, designed by Mr. Mr. Wolfgang Keollish, carried out byFarry Kazerooni
Consultant, and implemented by Pure Flo. The Ministry of Culture inspects on the
conservation/restoration works to assure sensible interventions in the nominated and the
locally registered building. A technical team from the Ministry of Culture will conduct a weekly
site inspection to follow up and report on the on-going implementation. The reports produced
shall be shared with the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim. All technical documents, drawings, and
specifications related to the project would be copied to the Ministry of Information for approval
prior to implementation.

Working team
There were 11 workers in the house at the time of the visit.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. According to the previous instruction of Dr Alaa, the newly constructed roof is being
dismantled and lowered down to the level of the mat of the traditional roof.
2. The consultant team is working on the preparation of the detail drawings of the
connections between the new construction and the traditional building. This will be sent
to the Ministry once finalized to be approved.
3. Dr Alaa have agreed with the chief architect of the project, Engineer Erik Norberg-Schulz
for the Ministry technical team to conduct site visits on Tuesday 25th of Jan at 9 am.

Lowering the roof to the level of the traditional building

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
No work schedule was submitted yet by the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim.
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Project Brief and the Role of the Ministry of Culture
The Conservation and the Rehabilitation Project of Bayt al-Nukhidha is a project owned by the
Center of Shaykh Ibrahim, designed by Mr. Mr. Wolfgang Keollish, carried out byFarry Kazerooni
Consultant, and implemented by Pure Flo. The Ministry of Culture inspects on the
conservation/restoration works to assure sensible interventions in the nominated and the
locally registered building. A technical team from the Ministry of Culture will conduct a weekly
site inspection to follow up and report on the on-going implementation. The reports produced
shall be shared with the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim. All technical documents, drawings, and
specifications related to the project would be copied to the Ministry of Information for approval
prior to implementation.

Working team
There were 10 workers in the house at the time of the visit. No list of the workers expertise was
submitted.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The contractor lowered down the for work of the new reinforced concrete roof slab to a
level that would make this new roof to be at the same level of the roof of the traditional
building as the Ministry has requested. New details and a revised set of drawings were
produced and submitted by the Center of Shakh Ibrahim for the Ministry’s revision. The
Contractor working on site informed the Ministry representative that the steel
reinforcement will be fixed on Saturday.

Lowering the roof to the level of the new building
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2. The Center of Shaykh Ibrahim has submitted to the Ministry a set of revised drawings of the
design that was modified in accordance of the Ministry’s advises to better preserve and
represent the historic building. The drawings submitted are shown below. It was noted that
a new flexible membrane is suggested to provide enough movement between the two
roofs. It is not yet understood the reason for having the roof layers above that joint to be
continuous as they are expected to crack at this joint and create water infiltration that
would affect the longevity of that connection. In addition, the suggested continuous cover
along this joint would be a place where a continuous water pond, and thus a fast
deterioration procedure. This opinion along with others which are still awaited from the
Ministry’s technical review will be officially submitted to the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim for
possible adjustment of that detail.
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Flexible membrane proposed to be fixed along the connection between the two roofs to allow movement.

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
No work schedule was submitted yet by the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim.
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Project Brief and the Role of the Ministry of Culture
The Conservation and the Rehabilitation Project of Bayt al-Nukhidha is a project owned by the
Center of Shaykh Ibrahim, designed by Mr. Mr. Wolfgang Keollish, carried out byFarry Kazerooni
Consultant, and implemented by Pure Flo. The Ministry of Culture inspects on the
conservation/restoration works to assure sensible interventions in the nominated and the
locally registered building. A technical team from the Ministry of Culture conducts a weekly site
inspection to follow up and report on the on-going implementation. The reports produced shall
be shared with the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim. All technical documents, drawings, and
specifications related to the project would be copied to the Ministry of Information for approval
prior to implementation.

Working team
There were 11 workers in the house at the time of the visit.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The concrete pouring in the newly construct section was ready to start , according to the
site visit carried on in the 3rd of Feb 2011 the site architect Jethro have informed that
the pouring will take over on Saturday the 5th of this month.
2. During the 3rd of Feb site visit workers are still working on the final touches of the steel
work to the newly constructed roof.

The new roof in its new height after the adjustment of the reinforcements and waiting for the concrete pouring

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
No schedule was submitted yet.
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Project Brief and the Role of the Ministry of Culture
The Conservation and the Rehabilitation Project of Bayt al-Nukhidha is a project that is owned
by the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim, implemented by Kazerooni as a Consultant, designed by Mr.
Wolfgang Keollish. We have coordinated with the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim to set up a system
of for the Ministry of Culture to conduct site inspections on the conservation/ restoration works
that are being implemented in Bayt al-Nukhidha.

Working team
There is no obvious site activities during the site visit of 10th of Feb that’s due to the time
needed for the site casted concrete to cure, although they casted on Saturday 5th of
Feb2011.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The contractor has been completed the concrete pouring .
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule
No schedule have been submitted yet.
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Project Brief and the Role of the Ministry of Culture
The Conservation and the Rehabilitation Project of Bayt al-Nukhidha is a project that is owned
by the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim, implemented by Kazerooni as a Consultant, designed by Mr.
Wolfgang Keollish. We have coordinated with the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim to set up a system
of for the Ministry of Culture to conduct site inspections on the conservation/ restoration works
that are being implemented in Bayt al-Nukhidha.

Working team
The workers names, expertise and numbers are not submitted, on the site visit conducted on
the first of march there were around 8 workers on site.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The main Concrete roof have been constructed and all the formwork is removed in the
new part of the building.

Completion of new concrete roof

Internal space of the newly constructed part

2. When it comes to the traditional roof only 70 cm of the old matt is conserved its located
along the western wall of the traditional house. The rest of the roof is now covered with
newly added matt but all the traditional bamboo and danchals are preserved
underneath with only exchanging of 6 pieces of bamboo. The screed layer above the
matt was completed.

The original old roof matt

the new roof matt and the process of laying the screed
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Eastern side of traditional matt from inside

3.

Removal of the traditional matt on the rest of the roof

The detail of the expansion joint have been modified, the first layer of Aluminum
Alumi num sheets
was laid all along the gap except for the parts along the western and eastern side of the
house, the
t he reason for that
t hat is that
t hat the
t he aluminum
aluminum
alum inum sheet used has a longer length
lengt h than
t han the
t he
existing
exist
ing space
space beside the
t he traditional
t radit ional parapets
parapet s and therefore
t herefore it ha ve
ve tto
o be
be cut which
w hich is
difficult , due to
difficult,
t o that
t hat there
t here might
m ight be an agreement
agreem ent to
t o cut part of the
t he traditional
t radit ional parapet
to insert it.

The addition of aluminum sheets in the joint between the old and the new parts
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4. Again in the detail of the expansion joint its shown in the drawings that it will be all
along the sides of the eastern elevation but the concrete now is adjacent to the
traditional wall and therefore there might be some cutting to the lower part of the
traditional wall of the building.
5. In addit ion to that some problems where raising in terms of the side lights that should
be installed in the joint s between new and old part, in terms of the existing space and
the required space.

The expansion joint in elevation all along the wall

Expansion joint detail

6. There was a test for the traditional plaster layers, 3 layers where found as the
composition of that plaster, samples were taken for testing and studies.
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The joint between old and new parts

Test on the traditional plaster layer

7. The electrical and structural drawings was submitted by the Center of Shik Ibrahim.

The electrical plans
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The structural plans

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
No schedule have been submitted yet.
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INTERVIEW WITH ABDULLAH ALI JUMAA BUDHAISH ABOUT THE NŪKHIDHAH HOUSE
(Extracts from the transcription by the Ministry of Culture of the annexed Arabic audio file)

Abdullah Ali Jumaa Budhaish with the interviewer Rashid Mutawa

[…]
Budhaish: Abdullah Ali Jumaa Budhaish this is my full name
Rashid: Were you born in Muharraq?
Budhaish: yes in Muharraq
[…]
Budhaish: here I have the new and old CPR, I got married when I was 35 and now fifty years less
one month passed that means I am 86 years old right!
Rashid: No you are 85
Budhaish: No 86, let me see 35 + 50 yes you are right 85
[…]
Rashid: What was the profession of your father?
Budhaish: he was a merchant, even my late brother Rashid he was trading in the market as a
Tawash he bought and sold pearls and my father was working in Al Nibar a merchant,
for myself I worked first in Bapco for 12 years
[…]
Budhaish: […] if you told me you were coming I would have asked my wife to be here she is
educated she can read and write if you want to take another appointment to speak
with her!
Rashid: never mind, we would like to ask you about Budhaish family and your relations with Ajaj
family
Budhaish: there was no relations only neighbours of the same fareej you know before everyone
visited each other and there were many majlis not like now where everybody is busy
Rashid: Did you work in diving
Budhaish: many years

Rashid: which year
Budhaish: long time ago with Burshaid from Al Hidd, with Mohammed, Saleh and Ibrahim
Burshaid they were all Nawakhda the three brothers, Ibrahim was the eldest
Rashid: What did you do with them, diver, seeb?
Budhaish: I was seeb
Rashid: Where did they dive around Bahrain or where?
Budhaish: far away I forgot the places I worked with Bu Habel in Hidd and with Al Nuaimi, Bin
Hindi, I worked with them in Raddah many people I forgot their names
Rashid: How much did they give the seeb at that time?
Budhaish: 25 rupees that meant 2 and half dinar only
Rashid: Do you remember Yusuf Ajaj’s grandfather?
Budhaish: No, even Yusuf himself does not remember his grandfather, I remember one the Ajaj
family who got very ill he had cancer in his throat he was a diver I believe his name
was Ahmed bin Ajaj
Rashid: Ahmed bin Ajaj what did he do?
Budhaish: he was Nawkhadah I worked with him
Rashid: How many banoosh or boum did he have?
Budhaish: one sombog and one boum
Rashid: what about bin Habel?
Budhaish: Bin Habel also was Nawakhda
Rashid: From Muharraq or Hidd?
Budhaish: from Al Hala, Hassan and Sultan bin Habel. You see I did not leave any place, I worked
in many places moving here and there, I worked in the causeway of Dammam, but
we did not have rights like workers now, when we resigned they only give us few
rupees and we went away
Rashid: We worked in India, I worked there 16 years and I worked selling and buying goods
between Dammam, Khobar, Riyadh, UAE. But I did not go to Kuwait. I worked with
Abdul lateef Abdul Malik, he was bringing gypsum from Oman to Bahrain, Yaqoob
and Ahmed Abdul Lateef and his son Mohammed he was also Nawakhda
Rashid: How old was he?
Budhaish: He was an old man not a young person
Rashid: Do you remember the old house of Ajaj?
Budhaish: the old house beside the Majlis this was their house
Rashid: was it a big house?
Budhaish: It was good you know house before all Dawaees (lanes)
Rashid: How rooms were there in the house?
Budhaish: the house is still there, yusuf Ajaj whom you visited he has a boat and he works in
fishing
Rashid: The Majlis of Ajaj house who has built it?
Budhaish: Ajaj family
Rashid: in which year?

Budhaish: I do not remember
Rashid: How old were you when they built it?
Budhaish: I was a young man may be 20 or 25 years more or less
Rashid: We want to focus on what do you remember
Budhaish: I remember when they were having food together Mohammer (rice cooked with
sugar) and fish then we went back to diving
Rashid: It was open everyday for lunch and dinner
Budhaish: yes and there was also the Majlis of Mohammed Sultan, now bought by Mohammed
Ajlan and then he died his heirs made it Amara (building) and rented it, Ali and
Ahmed Sultan are living in Busaiteen they work in the BDF. Mohammed bin Sultan
was a merchant, a pearl merchant, do you Ali Rashid beside Quba mosque this is
their house
[…]
Rashid: I would like to ask you about the Nawakhda in your fareej, did everyone of them had
majlis like Ajaj
Budhaish: No
Rashid: was there Nawakhda who did not have their Majlis?
Budhaish: there were some ordinary small Majlis such as the Majlis of Abdul Lateef Al Mahmood
they are well known, do you know Abdul Lateef Al Mahmood
Rashid: yes of course I know him and Al Musallem
[…]
Rashid: I would like to ask you about your neighbors who went diving
Budhaish: from our neighbors a lot, before most of the people went diving, my brother Jassim
was not diving but he was working as a Tawash, with Abdullah Sayar and my eldest
brother, who was working buying and selling pearls and then he joined Abdul
Rahman Ajor who gave my brother a shop in Manama for selling textiles.
[…]
Rashid: the Majlis we re there Sabat between it and the house
Budhaish: No only the road that you saw
[…]
Rashid: some people remained working in diving
Budhaish: diving was over everything that is built on cheating and looting is destined to vanish
and discontinuity
[…]
Rashid: Do you have old photos of Ajaj house?
Budhaish: We did not have any photos we were working
Rashid: who was the famous merchants and Nawakhda who visited Ajaj Majlis?
Budhaish: us and the family, Ahmed and his sons etc.
Rashid: Ahmed did he have Sambog and boum?
Budhaish: Yes two, before the Majlis was full of people they used to have food together, they
also studied in Ramadan in the Majlis now all this has gone
Rashid: Do you remember anything about the strike of the divers in the 40s and the 50s?

Budhaish: yes a lot of strikes, even at sea they did a strike
Rashid: what they claimed for?
Budhaish: any of their rights if they felt that the Nawakhda was not treating them well, they did
not like it, as I told you before they were men tough men
[…]
Rashid: thanks a lot for your time
Budhaish: God bless you

Interviewer: Rashid Mutawa (Site Administration Unit of the Pearling Testimony, Ministry of
Culture)
Date: 8th of August 2009, Muharraq
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Works Achieved during the reporting period
Completion of conservation works
The final phase of the works in the monument entails the completion of the interior and the exterior plastering,
the installation of the flooring tiles, the preservation of the traditional roofing and the intermediate slabs layers,
and the setting up of the exhibition in the interior spaces to prepare the monument for its inauguration to the
public. In addition, the technical team of the Ministry of Culture has been engaged with the consultant of the
project to produce as built drawings attached here in appendix 2.

treat ment of niches:
Plastering and treatment
The approach in the conservation of the existing historic plaster comes in three different levels:
The first is to reveal the good conditioned plaster of niches,
The second is to re-plaster the bad conditioned plastered niches using standar d traditional lime plastering
by preserving the remaining historic plaster preserved underneath ,
( boards) and lighting
The third is to cover the fallen portions of niches u sing totally modern materials (boards)
system which will contrast with the other traditional materials but will allow visitors to identify and
appreciate the authent
authentic
ic fabric from the first sight.
The fourth is to leave a limited area in the northern wall of the upper room that shows the historic plaster
that has deteriorated and peeled off showin g the original construction system of the wall underneath.
The three levels of plaster preservation are indicated in the plans below.

Original plaster preserved
Modern treatment ( board)
New lime plaster
The Ground floor plan of the monument, noting that that the historic section of the building is the one to the right.
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The ground floor plan room of the historic section of the building showing the locations of different treatments.

Original plaster preserved
Modern treatment ( board)
New lime plaster
Archeological window
Representative element ( steel)

Modern
treatment

Representative
element ( steel)

Archaeological
window
right and photos of upper room
The First floor plan of the monument, noting that that the historic section of the building is the one to the right
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Flooring system:
As mentioned in previous reports the Ministry of Culture technical team advised the consultant and the contractor
of the project to install a flooring system that would integrate an internal and external ventilation systems of the
stone walls using ventilation trench covered with gavel and connected to walls. The walls would be ventilated
through a number of vent tiles installed at 2 meters intervals around the parameters of rooms. The system
proposed was to prevent the ground water to rise into the pores of the stones through capillarity. This system
mandated the meticulous removal of the cement plaster that was once applied on the lower internal and external
sections of the wall. The consultant and the contractor of the project did not see the necessity to implement such
ventilation system, and decided to just simplify it by digging an internal trench of 20 cm deep around the internal
parameter of the ground floor walls and plaster the exposed wall with a weak sacrificial plaster. The dug trench
was also used to extend the electrical wiring of the space, and to install floor mounted lighting units as shown in
the below photographs. The first floor walls, however, the system was not followed, instead an artificial trench
was built all around the parameters which was filled by gravel also to prevent new materials from touching
authentic walls, as well as to remind visitors of the traditional materials that were used at that time to cover floors
which was layers of shells from coast shores. As for the remaining surface of the floors, they were covered with
ceramic glazed tiles whose colors and sizes were carefully selected not to disturb the proportion of the interior
spaces and not to overshadow the historic quality of the space.

Floor treatment: The gravel trench around parameters and the modern ceramic tiles in the center
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Roofing:

The approach is to preserve as much as possible of the historic roofing system wherever possible and to restore
those elements which were found structurally unsafe to sustain the structural integrity of the building. All
additions and modificatio ns followed the same traditional system in locations where roofs are collapsed and no
longer in a good condition. Applying this approach resulted conserving all the authentic elements and material of
the intermediate slab which were all found i n good conditions. As for the roofing system of the upper roof, only 4
danshal poles were replaced with similar identical ones as they were found quite deteriorated and lost their
extremities. Most of the bamboo stripes of the roof along with some sections of the original mat were preserved
in place after they were treated with a mix of oil, dissolvent and wood disinfectant. A new layer of mat was then
laid on top, on top of which modern roofing system (a self adhesive water proof membrane, and a lime scree d)
was laid down maintaining a proper sloping that would allow immediate water discharging.

Portion of the replaced traditional matt in the first floor
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Representative elements:
In two locations, new designed materials and elements were added to represent what existed in the original
settings :
1. The link (bridge): A linking bridge once linked between the Nukithah Majlis of the first floor to the
Nukhidha house across the street at the eastern side. These
hese bridges traditionally exist ed to link between
houses of relatives so that women’s can visit relatives without having to get outside . Instead of re -opening
that link and adding the bridge,
bridge , which would created logistic problems with the current ownership
typology, a simple representation of such historic architectural feature was used by adding newly designed
panel in the interior of the upper room which catches the attention of visitors to question and investigate
what was happening in that location . In addition, the representation was externally followed. S
Sections
ections of
the danshal poles which once extended to carry that passage were found, cleaned and left exposed to hint
on the existing of the bridge. We also had the opportunity to upgrade the elevat ion of the eastern
adjacent property and we represented the location of that bridge there.

Indication of the link location form the interior of the upper room- right of the photo
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2. The wind catcher: the second represented element was he wind catcher which was located in the upper
southeastern corner of the room, originally there was a series of wind catchers there but one was lost.
This loss not only disturbs the architectural arrangement of the southern façade, but also creates
structural disturbances which needed to be remedied. Instead of rebuilding it with traditional materials, a
new design of a series of steel frames were installed in place following the same traditional proportion
and reinstate the structural integrity of that corner of the building.

Indication of the wind catcher using contemporary design and materials - right of the photo
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Generating the as built drawings:
As means to document the state of the building after the intervention, the Ministry conservation technical team
surveyed the historic portion of the monument, and produce as build drawings as shown below. The consultant
and the contractor of the project also supplied the Ministry with drawings of the electrical and plumbing works, as
well as all structural elements which were added in the southern modern addition of the building.

The as built drawings by the Ministry of Culture team
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Urban upgrading of surrounding area
The Ministry of Culture developed a scheme to face-lift the surrounding buildings in order to create a
homogeneity in the representation of the monument after the completion of the project:
1. Surrounding elevation and spaces up-lifting : Her Excellency Shaykha Mai, the Minister of Culture, has
advised the Ministry's technical team to propose an urban upgrading scheme for the open spaces of the
immediate surroundings of the Nukhithah House -The technical team of the Ministry of Culture proposal is
attached to this document. As part of this study there was a proposal in cooperation with other
governmental authorities to develop pedestrian transportation via preventing car access in the area
surrounding the property, instead compensation plans were set to meet owners requirements by
providing them with parking lots and other advantages, negotiation with owners is still going on in that
issue which is managed by the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim.
2. In addition to that other projects are developing in the surrounding areas such as the HRRP project as well
as the Housing project, both are projects that will help in developing some of the properties that are in
bad conditions where Bahraini families still live, the government is offering help to develop the existing
property or redesigning a new property that will fit the requirements of owners as well as the urban
surrounding, all of which goes in the advantage of encouraging owners to stay in the traditional fabric of
Muharraqe instead of leaving due to inappropriate living conditions- A sample of Housing project attached
( house B )
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Appendices
1) Photographic Documentation and Comments
Nukhadha Majlis
Muharraq, Kingdom of Bahrain Photographs of the Historic Entity as of
September 6th 2011 By: Alaa el-Habashi, Ministry of Culture
The Historic Section as seen from the modern addition section

The southern wall of the upper room showing the doorway with a steel chassis and two badgir (wind catchers).
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The two doorways of the southern wall of the upper room with the two badgirs in between.
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The access doorway flanked with two badgirs.
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The access doorways of the two historic rooms (the upper and the lower rooms).
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The doorways (access to the left and the steel chassis doorway) and the badgirs of the southern room of the upper
room.
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The steel chassis doorway and the two of the badgirs of the southern wall of the upper room
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Ground Floor Room:

Looking westwards. Note the left recess has a newly inserted white board, while the left
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North western corner: The right niche of the western wall and the 2 left niches of the
northern wall preserve the original plaster. Other wall surfaces are covered with a new lime
plaster
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North Wall: The two eastern niches. The left has a new white panel board, and the right
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Looking eastwards to show the deep niches on the northern wall (left), and the 2 cm
recesses of the eastern and the southern wall (front, and right). Doorway is only 167 cm high
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The Southern wall showing the 2 cm recesses, and the doorway (only 167 cm high)
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The Southern wall showing the 2 cm recesses, and the doorway (only 167 cm high), and a
section of the western wall with the new white panel board.

First Floor Room:
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The north eastern corner showing the blocked doorway those once led to a bridge to the
house across the alley. Note the archeological window at the very left of the photo. All the
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Looking westwards, showing the recess panels on eastern and northern wall, and access
doorway at the left side of the photo.
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The north western corner showing the recess panels on eastern and northern wall, and the
archaeological window showing original plaster and wooden tie.
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The south western corner showing the access doorway. Note the difference between the natural lights coming
through the lower recess panels along the southern wall, and the artificial lights of the one panel shown of the
western wall. Also note that the two lower panels flanking the doorway preserve the historic plaster as oppose to
the all other wall surfaces which are plaster with a new lime plaster.
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The southern wall showing the access doorway to the right, and the natural lights coming
through the lower recess panels. Note that the lower right panel preserves the historic
plaster as oppose to the niche at the left of the photograph.
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The southern wall, the two lower niches in between the two doorways (the access doorway
and the doorway reinforced with a steel chassis). Note that the right niche preserves the
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The southern western corner, the two lower niches. Note that the left niche preserves the
historic plaster while the right niche is plastered with a new lime plaster.
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Looking eastwards. Note the difference between the artificial light coming through the lower recess niches along
the northern and the eastern wall (left and front), and the natural lights of the two panels of the southern wall
(right). Also note that the two lower panels of the southern wall (right) preserve the historic plaster as oppose to
the all other wall surfaces which are plaster with a new lime plaster. Note that the whitish doorway was the access
to the house across the alley through a bridge. The steel chassis is reinforcing the doorway located at the eastern
side of the southern wall.
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2) Face-Lifting Scheme of Surrounding Buildings
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3) House B Detail design submitted to the Ministry of Housing
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4) Design of the interior exhibition
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The Nukhidhah House

طريق ملئ بالشقاء والعناء
ومن ثم بالفرحة واالبتهاج
يعم على البالد
وخير
ّ
هذا هو طريق اللؤلؤ
طريق مشيه أجدادنا
وجئنا بدورنا نسطره ألبنائنا وأحفادنا
هذا هو طريقنا  ...طريق اللؤلؤ

II

شاهدًا على الحب
كان حلمًا ،كان حديثًا ،وكانت فكرة بلورتها الدكتورة بريتا رودولف في دراسة متكاملة من ثالث أجزاء
تقدمت بها مملكة البحرين لمنظمة اليونسكو ،ومن خاللها تشكل المشروع الوطني « طريق اللؤلؤ «
ليكون شاهدًا على اقتصاد البحرين ولوال حب كل من عمل على تحقيق هذا المشروع لما افتتح البيت
األول « بيت النوخذة أحمد عجاج « الصغير في مساحته ،الكبير في معناه ومدلوله.
فشكرًا لبريتا وفريقها لجهودهم الجبارة في البحث وشكرًا للدكتور عالء الحبشي لمتابعته وحرصه
على احتفاظ المجلس الصغير بكل مكوناته والمحافظة على أصالة عمرانه.
وألف شكر لألخ الكريم فواز القصيبي وعائلته الذين تبنوا مشكورين دعم هذا المشروع لقناعتهم
الكاملة بأهميته.
وتأتي هذه الدراسة التي أعدها المهندس (  ) Wolfgang Koellischللمشروع لتحفظ تفاصيل العمل
وصور المجلس قبل وبعد الترميم.
وكلي أمل أن تحظى كل بيوت هذا المسار بدراسة مماثله تسجل الجهد المبذول وتحفظ تاريخًا وهوية،
ليكون مسار اللؤلؤ شاهدًا على الحب وشاهدًا على اقتصاد البحرين.
مي آل خليفة
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The Nukhidhah House

Preface

This documentation book is dedicated to the people of the Kingdom of Bahrain and
all friends of the rich cultural heritage of the island state. The book aims to introduce
the architecture of a Nukhidhah house, the house of a commander of a pearl fishery
sea vessel, and to report about the restoration and rebuilding of it. The little complex is
located on the Muharraq Island, in the historic city of Bahrain. The modest house dates
back to the late “Middle Period”, the late 1920s.

The floor plan has an unpretentious design and shows an unclear situation towards
to the attached constructions. Assumptions are not scientific, but certainly some
conversions have been done during the past and have changed the setting of the
place. An important, valuable and exemplary architectural document is the Majlis.
Together with the courtyard its a perfect place to show the visitors this important part of
Bahraini culture and a suburb space for a small museum or exhibition space.

Thanks to the efforts of the Shaikh Ebrahim Bin Mohammed Al-Khalifa Center for
Culture & Research the revitalisation project was possible and could be completed
after about one year of work.

The time I got the task by the Shaikh Ebrahim Bint Mohammed Al-Khalifa Center for
Culture & Research for conservation and to create the design for the rebuild part of
the complex as a German architect and conservation expert, I took the challenge with
great pleasure and enthusiasm. Preserving the ancient part and designing the attached
architecture in a modest way was what an architect desires.

The Nukhidhah house is one of the houses located on the future“Pearl Walk”, as a part of
the project “Pearling and its cultural landscapes in Bahrain”.
The house accommodates the Majlis of the Nukhidhah Jassim Ajaj. The Majlis, a
place of sitting“, is an Arabic term to describe a place for gatherings. The separation
of the Majlis from the residence ensures the privacy of the family from guests, traders
and public visitors. According to the situation at the east facade, we believe a wooden
bridge once connected the house of the family with the Majlis.

I would like to express my gratefulness to her Excellency Shaikha Mai bint Mohammed
Al Khalifa and Shaikha Noora Al Khalifa.
Preserving the setting, the spirit of the place, l‘esprit du lieu au Bahrain, the genius loci, is
our task united with cultural responsibility for the past and future.

To quote Christian Norberg Schulz:

		
		
		
		

Some houses are mute,
some shout,
others sing,
and we behold their song.
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Concept and philosophy
The entire project of conservation and consolidation was recorded and accompanied
by professional architects and conservation experts. The conservation team followed
the “Carta Venezia” of ICOMOS and international conservation rules. All relevant
measures were recorded in reports during the entire project. A data base of all
photographs and relevant documents is provided in digital form to the client.
The entire team was aware to follow the aim and rule to preserve as much as possible of
the original structure. We achieved to create an interdisciplinary work group with regular
meetings in situ and often struggling for solutions under the pressure of feasibility,
economy and conservation guidelines and rules.

It was accepted that the setting, and the spirit of the place, is as important as the goal
to keep a piece of Bahraini architectural heritage for the local and international visitors.
To quote the Quebec Declaration of ICOMOS 2008 with an extract of the declaration:

The spirit of place offers a more comprehensive
understanding of the living and, at the same time, permanent
character of monuments, sites and cultural landscapes.
It provides a richer, more dynamic, and inclusive vision of
cultural heritage. Spirit of place exists, in one form or another,
in practically all the cultures of the world, and is constructed
by human beings in response to their social needs. The
communities that inhabit place, especially when they are
traditional societies, should be intimately associated in the
safeguarding of its memory, vitality, continuity and spirituality.
Since climatic change, mass tourism, armed conflict and
urban development lead to the transformation and disruption
of societies, we need to better understand these threats
in order to establish preventive measures and sustainable
solutions. We recommend that governmental and nongovernmental agencies, and local and national heritage
organisations develop long term strategic plans to prevent
the degradation of the spirit of place and its environment.
The inhabitants and local authorities should also be made
aware of the safeguarding of the spirit of place so that they are
better prepared to deal with the threats of a changing world.
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Investigation
The conservation of the Nukhidhah house began with the investigation of the condition
in June 2010. A on-site-hand-measurement was carried out as well as some elevationand detail photos of significant parts for a photogrammetric rectification.

Section of the main wing

Photogrammetric picture

Many alterations of the construction and architectural layout during the past had
changed the design of the complex. Therefore the main aim was to keep the Nukhidhah
Majlis for the future as an important document of the pearling period which came to an
end in 1930.
The climate of Kingdoms’ island is tough, summers are extremely hot with stiff winds,
in the winter the temperatures are mild, but the atmospheric moisture often rises above
90 percent. This climate is a challenging for the buildings, and therefore the inhabitants
were used to maintain their houses regularly and carefully.
Furthermore termites and other wood pests are damaging the wooden and vegetable
building parts, e.g. the floor and ceiling mats. The replacement of roof constructions
as a part of the maintenance is part of the care taking measures as well as some
replacement of broken plaster elements.
The high strain of salinity and the enormous humidity cause stress to the gypsum
plaster and mortar. Preserving the heritage buildings therefore means to be aware that
consistent maintenance after the conservation and restoration is a must. Guidelines
were developed and are available at the Ministry of Culture as well as at the Shaikh
Ebrahim Bin Mohammed Al-Khalifa Center for Culture & Research.
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Viewed from the outside, the Nukhidhah House has an organic appearance due to its
thick, uneven walls. The lower portions of all three exposed facades have no openings
except for the entrance door on the eastern facade, and a tiny window on the western
facade which seems to have been a later addition.
Well proportioned rectangular niches decorate most of the public facade. On the lower
portion of the facade, the niches are almost square and very shallow, whereas on the
upper portion they are deep and combined with Badgirs for ventilating the inside space.
The ceilings are made of the typical mangrove beam and diagonal split bamboo grid
system, with earth and stone as roofing material.
The house served, amongst other things, as the location where the crew of a dhow
(traditional Arabic sailing vessel) was formed for the forthcoming season.
Because the environment on board the dhow required an extreme degree of team
spirit, the crew usually kept close contact all year round through regular attendance at
the Nukhidhah Majlis.

West Elevation

North Elevation

The light-blue coloured parts of the photographs are the
virtual marked parts of serious cracks in the facades

To understand the reasons of the bending and curving movements towards different
directions, towards outside and towards inside as well as lateral, the partly collapsed
cement plaster allowed us to see inside the sea-stone wall. Removing the plaster means
to undertake a careful process, not destroying any original substance and not to endanger
the structure. As a general rule all interventions were carried out extremely attentive.
During the investigation period it soon became clear that the complete cement plaster
had to be removed. Nearly the entire construction was covered with several thick layers
of cement plaster. The very hard layers caused serious problems to the construction.
The original construction is made of sea-stones and gypsum based mortar and plaster,
a traditional soft and flexible construction with good quality features to deal with the
changing humidity and extreme temperatures.
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Layers of cement plaster

Methods and materials
The architects and the contractor discussed the best solutions to safeguard the
stability of the old building and to ensure the safeness of the visitors. This process was
a very creative and interdisciplinary process, the most discussed topic during the entire
work period.
In general, the use of cement for conservation was banned. The new construction parts
as well as some attached load bearing constructions are made of reinforced concrete.
According to our analysis, the mortar and plaster was made of gypsum and a minor part
of quartz sand.
During the past many layers of cement plaster derogated and degraded the
construction and were the cause of salt and moisture problems.

Detail photo of a sea-stone with shell pocket
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Plaster work
The process to chip off the entire cement coat of the building was very labour-intensive.
The workers could only do it step by step, because the construction was partly very
weak. All endangered part were underpinned to avoid further damages due to possible
displacements and vibrations.
The wall consolidation and plaster work was carried out immediately after the cement
plaster was removed. Like the original, for the new plaster gypsum and sand was used.

The shore up measures during the restoration work were carried out carefully
and extensively.
To protect the workers and to safeguard the construction was the topmost priority.
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Reconstruction of the roof on top of the facility wing

Wooden construction - roofing
The typical mangrove beams and a diagonal split bamboo grid system were used for
the traditional roof. The system used in Bahrain was carried out for the hot climate and
the available materials. Bamboo and palm mats are the traditionally used layers to carry
the clay and lime layers on top of the roof.
The poles inside of the wall are tied together with coir ropes. For the poles palm tree
trunks and later mangrove beams were used.

Situation after the damaged roof top layer was removed
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The ventilation system
The so-called Badgir system has usually two openings. The lower one to let the fresh air
in, lockable with a hatch, and an upper opening to let the warm air out of the room. Many
variations were constructed in Muharraq, most of them are closed nowadays and often
used to carry the AC boxes.
Because of the climate and the demands of todays visitors the Nukhidhah House is
now equipped with an AC system. The remains of the Badgirs can be still seen and
studied in the facades. In order to preserve the character of the old complex, the
architects and engineers developed an external AC system which shows honestly its
technical function and does not damage any walls of the Majlis building.

The old openings of the Badgirs were closed in a reversible way to keep the new AC
system in function, view to the northern facade.
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First floor under restoration. The entire
Majlis was revetted by block boards
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Floor system
In general the level of the pedestrian ways in the streets of Muharraq raised during the
past decades quite a lot. New installations and road surfaces created a higher level
compared to the ground floor of many houses and courtyards. One can observe the
same development inside of some houses and courtyards.
During the investigation work a test ditch was carried out along the old courtyard wall.
We found the evidence of a lower floor level of approximately 40 cm.

The different layers of cement were removed to come close to the original floor level.
To bridge the difference to the walk way level outside, two steps lead the visitors into
the courtyard.
Our aim was not to touch the original walls with the new floor construction at the ground
floor level.
Traditionally the floors were often covered with a layer of shells from the coast shore. On
top some braided mats, or carpets in richer households. We want to give the visitors an
idea of the traditional flooring therefore a stripe along the walls is filled with white stones.
Shells are not available anymore.
To surround the outside walls of the building with pavement, in the pedestrian zone, is
unavoidable. In a way it works like a casting for the construction, but causes problems.
The common problem for the old houses in Muharraq is rising damp.
A lack of proper drainage systems and a high content of salts implies
efflorescences and plaster damages. Corrective actions are difficult. Traditionally
the wall construction had no vapor barrier but regular maintenance, plaster repair
or renewal, solved the problem.
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Then and now
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Preservation
One main concern of the conservation of cultural goods is, of course, to preserve the
historical building fabric. We were able to keep the construction of the Nukhidhah house
just the way it was discovered. More critical areas, such as the parts which developed
through changes and reconstructions, were at the southwestern building corner and at
the dado of the western front.
Southeastern building corner
The wall field of the former bridge to the neighbouring house and the strongly damaged
wall field towards the courtyard caused serious danger threatening to let the entire
building collapse.
Family narratives and the remains of the sawn wooden rods (see picture) confirm that
once a bridge existed. Later on, the opening of the Majlis got bricked up and does not
show any constructive connection to the facade. The filling of this opening was created
in a consolidated and harmonic, yet cognizable way.

Courtyard preservation
Various phases of reconstruction and extension mark the layout of the courtyard.
Surely there were neighbouring buildings, but the original architecture can not be
reconstructed. All still stable pillars of sea-stone were preserved and consolidated
to a large extend. For reasons of a harmonic design the pillars were worked over with
reversible rendering
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Giving the most possible information to the visitors, means to show some of the original
surface and fabric. Preservation work for constructions like the Nukhidhah house, with
all the past measures, does not allow to preserve the entire surface of the building.
Hence we opened some fields to show the original surface wherever it integrates
harmonically and offers information to the visitors.
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The blue zones mark the
space for new construction

Design
The task was to design a new architecture above and inside the courtyard and on top
of the remains of the ground floor wing, attached to the ancient Majlis of the Nukhidhah
house. The new space should serve the demand to get a closed building for exhibitions
and meetings.
A particular challenge was to respect the modest ancient complex, respect for the
documents in which history is made manifest.
The work philosophy was that a new drafts from one‘s own time are not contradictions
but necessary, complementary elements. But care is needed, exercise restraint
beside the historic parts. The selection to be made, always based on reflective
criteria, remains decisive.

Architecture operates in a dynamic way with our consciousness and carries its own
memories of events, the genius loci of the place.
To separate the old building from the new architecture an all-around joint gap was
created. At the two facades glass panels split the existing wing from the new courtyard
building. A horizontal transparent view was created, the roof became as levitating and
slight as possible.
Because of the cardinal directions, east and west, we do not have problems with
solar radiation.

Ground floor courtyard - blue zone
for new construction
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The design process
After some hand sketches the next step was immediately to work with 3d CAD
programs. 3d modeling enables us to see much better how the light, the shadows and
the entire situation is moving by undertaking virtual walks through the building.
One can study on the next five pages some snapshots from the first design process.
The technical structure of the construction was designed to stay independent between
the ancient Majlis and the neighboring house. It serves as a modern reinforcedconcrete framework to generate the architecture as well as to underpin load and shift
stress of the ancient building. The construction is simple, reduced with discipline as a
gesture of abstinence to bring out the cultural importance of the Majlis building.
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The architectural joint
In order to retain and strengthen the role of the historic building as the protagonist we
developed the courtyard in a reduced design manner. When a new building unit gets
connected to a historic one an important aspect is the joint, the joint of distance. The
architect is challenged to keep the old buildings’ character separately and free, even
though it is, of course, firmly connected to the annex. To achieve this perception we
created a shadow gap which joins the existing building, consisting of soft structural
shape, to the new construction with its perpendicular appearance. Underlining even
more the different identities of the buildings we decided for a different wall material.

The old building receives static support in a very discreet and barely noticeable way.
The two large scale glass areas aid to the aspect of keeping the building separately. The
facade of the historic building towards the court yard is still perceived to be the outer
facade. For climatic reasons we aimed to create a closed building, but we did not want
to distort the visitors’ sight.
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Light
Light is the most important building material. The gleaming light of the noon or the soft
light of the sunset time in Bahrain can liquidate shapes as well as draw living pattern
along a wall or floor. Spaces flooded or highlighted by daylight are changing the
character and atmosphere of a room constantly. At night artificial light transfers the
atmosphere into a static situation.
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Thanks to the expertise of the Bahraini engineers the wish of having only two glass
panels inside of the new facades could be fulfilled. All the staff workers implemented
them in a fantastic action.

As an important detail of modest architecture the glass panels are placed frameless
into the building as much as possible. With this result we have achieved a light situation
which supports the idea of a covered courtyard.
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State of conservation assessment of the urban property
SIYADI MAJLIS
Date of assessment: 12.01.2012 by Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis and on the 21.01.2012 with Dr. Alaa elHabashi
Sources of visuals: All photos were taken during the assessment, unless otherwise indicated. The
architectural drawings are based on those produced during the architectural surveys carried out in the
Ministry of Culture, Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling Testimony in
2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
room 116
room 114
roof terraces 303, 305, and 310 with reinforced concrete roof slab, concrete floor, concrete block parapet wall
with bādgīr
support beam under gallery above 108
stairs 107, 301 and 302 as reinforced concrete structures
cement wall surface plaster on parts of southern elevation, room 111, 112, 110, 103
cement floor in rooms 201, 401, 304, 307, 309, 306, parts of courtyard 106, 114, 111, 112, 110, 103, 102
decorative wall drawings in room 201
danshal ceiling paint in room 201, under gallery above 108,
non-historic gypsum panels in low wall to stairs 303 in room 401, in western façade, next to entrance door in
northern façade, in curtain wall between 106 and 102, 111, 110, 103, 102, 101, 115
non-historic gypsum wall frieze, moldings, and crenellation with paint in room 110
wall plaster and lime wash in rooms 304, 303, exterior elevations of majlis spaces (rooms 307, 309 and 401),
exterior elevations of room 304,
wall surface layer of limestone and gypsum in space 108, 109, 105, 101
5 concrete merlons in parapet wall of roof terrace 305/ northern street elevation
plywood planked ceilings (imitation of composite timber ceiling) in rooms 304, 115
concrete blocks added in exterior recesses in southern wall of room 304
concrete block walls or wall sections in 104, 304, 112, 104, 103, 115, between 106 and 111, between 111 and
112
block work wall with coral stone infill in courtyard 106
non-historic wooden screens in eastern and northern elevations (courtyard 104)
concrete merlons in eastern facade
reinforced concrete slabs in roof above 304, and floors of 310, 305, 301, 302, 303, 306, 101 and 116, 101
non-historic wooden rain gutters in western façade,
concrete block column in space 108
concrete plinth in ground floor spaces 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 114, 114
horizontal steel beams in walls of room 103, 115, and curtain walls of space 102
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
3-4
The ground floor and upper exterior spaces of Siyadi Majlis is
predominantly architecturally degraded due to many modifications
and additions. The interior spaces of the upper floors are authentic but
show some structural defects.
1- missing
2) physical
3) historic
1) Oral history
Reference
evidence
documents
well in courtyard 106
Anecdotal information from
cemented area in
Siyadi family members (refer to
floor
the letter by Abdulwihab Alkhaga
dated 22/1/1998)
wooden doors from room 111 to 106
re-configured wall
refer to
section
photo 20
part of wooden screens in southern
missing part in
and eastern elevations
existing screen
window shutters in room 110
existing window
frame
door leaves in 102 to 103 and 115
2 existing frames

1

window opening and fitting in room
304
3 wooden wall pegs in room 401
13 wooden wall pegs in room 307
3 metallic wall pegs with porcelain
knobs in 309
2 – partially collapsed / indicators
stairs 113
5 wooden cupboard doors in wall
recesses with mirrored frames and
carved wooden panels below in
room 309
2 historic windows in room 201
two-leave wooden door and shutter
to room 307
3 metallic wall pegs with porcelain
knobs in room 309
1 gypsum panel in northern façade

blocked window
opening
traces in wall
traces in wall
traces in wall

partially collapsed
some door leaves missing/ some wooden panels missing/ mirrored
frames partially damaged and corroded

3 missing window shutters/ corroded metal bars/ dust accumulation
fragile/ one door leaf missing
partly missing
broken/ partly missing

3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
wall disintegrating/ floor level raised/ disintegrating danschal ceiling/
room 103
non-historic additions: steel beams in walls partly deformed, added
wall sections, cement plaster and floor
horizontal structural cracks/ non-historic additions: cement floor,
cement wall plaster, northern and eastern wall parts, gypsum panels/
room 111
danschal ceiling disintegrating/ missing wooden doors in northern
wall/ cornice crenellation disintegrating and painted
horizontal and vertical structural cracks/ non-historic additions:
cement floor, cement wall plaster, northern and eastern wall parts,
room 112
gypsum panels/ danschal ceiling disintegrating/ missing wooden
doors in northern wall/ cornice crenellation disintegrating and painted
floor level raised/ separation crack in south-western corner/ nonhistoric additions: surrounding walls with steel beam, cement floor,
room 115
gypsum panels, plywood planked ceiling (imitation of composite
timber ceiling), steel beam in walls
structural wall cracks/ added cement floor/ disintegrating wall plaster
room 201
and paint/ paint on danschal ceiling
structural wall cracks/ added cement floor/ disintegrating added wall
room 401
plaster and paint/ timber planked ceiling fragile and painted/ 3 wooden
wall pegs missing
structural wall cracks/ added cement floor/ disintegrating wall plaster
and paint/ blocked window opening and missing fittings in southeastern corner/ non-historic additions in upper wall sections/ added
room 304
cement plaster in parts of the walls/ window opening in western
elevation blocked/ room proportions changed due to added false
ceiling (imitation of composite timber ceiling)/
structural wall cracks in room corners/ water leakage in roof/ added
room 307
cement floor/ disintegrating wall plaster and paint/ paint of timber
paneled ceiling/ 13 wooden wall pegs missing
structural wall cracks in corners/ added cement floor/ disintegrating
room 309
wall plaster and paint/ mirrored ceiling corroded/ metallic wall pegs
with porcelain knobs partly missing
vertical structural cracks in upper sections/ one wooden missing
southern facade
wooden screen/ added cement plaster in lower sections/ disintegrating
wall paint
vertical structural cracks/ one wooden missing wooden screen/ added
cement plaster in lower sections/ disintegrating wall paint/ northern
eastern facade
elevation parts added (concrete block walls/ wooden screens/ concrete
merlons)

2

western facade

northern facade

17 windows with wooden shutters in
room 401
cornice crenellation in room 201
planked timber ceiling in room 401

horizontal and vertical structural cracks/ added cement plaster/
disintegrating wall plaster and paint/ first floor elevation and southern
and northern parts added in concrete (concrete block walls)/ water
leakage from neighboring property/ water leakage from rain gutters in
first floor addition
horizontal and vertical structural cracks/ added cement plaster in lower
sections/ disintegrating wall plaster and paint/ courtyard wall added
(concrete block walls/ wooden screens)/ upper part of central section
added including concrete merlon and wooden rain gutters/ one broken
historic gypsum panel/
fragile/ dust accumulation/ one shutter missing
some cracks/ paint added
fragile/ added paint disintegrating (state of ceiling above to be
investigated)
cracks/ wall plaster and paint disintegrating/ incised gypsum panels
and merlons fragile
cracks/ deteriorated water proofing
cracks/ disintegrating plaster

exterior elevations of majlis volume
(rooms 307, 309 and 401)
roof above 401 and 307
merlons on majlis volume (rooms
307, 309 and 401)
decorative moldings and recessed
fragile/ few cracks/ plaster and paint disintegrating
arches in walls of room 304
22 incised gypsum panels of various fragile/ accumulating dust/ plaster and paint disintegrating
sizes in room 304
cupboard shutters of wall recesses in fragile/ accumulating dust/ some shutters missing
room 304
windows with shutters in room 304
fragile/ accumulating dust/ some shutters missing/ corroded metal bars
9 windows with shutters in room
fragile/ dust accumulation/ corroded metal bars/ some missing glass
307
panes
window with shutters in staircase
fragile/ corroded metal bars
303
two-leave wooden door to room 304 fragile/ accumulating dust
two-leave wooden door with glass
fragile/ accumulating dust/ glass decoration in door panels damaged
decoration in shutters to room 307
and partly missing/ corroded metal bars of exterior shutter door
two-leave wooden door with glass
fragile/ accumulating dust/ corroded metal bars/ glass decoration in
decoration in shutters and frame to
door panels damaged and partly missing
room 309
carved wooden door frames from
accumulating dust/ few damages
room 103 to 102 and to 115
metallic safe in wall under stairs 303 corroded metal/ missing handle
(room 309)
danschal ceilings in room 111, 109,
Disintegrating
105, 12
mirrored ceiling in 309
mirrors blind (corroded)
2 surrounding carved wall friezes in
fragile/ accumulating dust/ few cracks
room 307
decorative timber canopy in northern Disintegrating
street elevation
cornice crenellation in 111
disintegrating and added paint
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
lack of surface renders and fittings/ non-historic additions: curtain
space 101 (with room 116)
walls with gypsum panels south, added wall layers of limestone and
gypsum on walls, concrete floor slab, room 116
lack of surface renders and fittings/ missing door leaves/danshal
ceiling disintegrating/ floor level raised/ non-historic additions:
space 102
curtain walls with gypsum panels south and north, added wall layers
of limestone and gypsum on eastern and western walls, cement floor

3

room 104

room 105

room 109

room 110
room 114
room 108

courtyard 106
stairs 303
polychrome timber paneled ceiling
in room 307
danschal ceiling in room 201
danschal ceiling in room 112
danschal ceiling in room 110
danschal ceiling in room 113
2 historic door in 201
31 incised gypsum panels in room
401 and stairs 303
3 crenellations in ceiling cornice in
room 401
10 wooden wall pegs in room 401
4 wooden wall pegs in 307
5 metallic wall pegs with porcelain
knobs in 309
153 incised gypsum panels in
exterior elevations of majlis volume
91 carved rosettes of various sizes in
walls of 307
105 incised gypsum panels of
various sizes in walls of room 307
5 pierced gypsum panels walls of
room 309
23 incised gypsum panels of various
sizes in walls of room 307
3 incised gypsum panels in eastern
exterior elevation of 304
5 windows with shutters and exterior
wooden screens in eastern wall of
room 307
5 two-leave wooden doors from
room 307 to 309
two-leave wooden doors in 109
4 windows with mirrored shutters
and exterior wooden screens in 309
window with mirrored shutters in
309
22 fanlights with tinted glass of
window and doors in room 307

non-historic additions: northern and eastern walls with arched
openings and wooden screens, added wall layers on southern and
western walls with danshal lintels, surrounding plinth/ loose floor/
danshal ceiling disintegrating/ lack of surface renders and fittings/
non-historic additions: added wall layers of limestone and gypsum,
surrounding concrete plinth/ loose floor/
danshal ceiling disintegrating/ floor levels raised/ lack of surface
renders and fittings/ non-historic additions: concrete plinth, cement
wall surface plaster and upper wall layers of limestone and gypsum
missing window shutters/ non-historic additions: cement wall plaster,
gypsum panels, gypsum moldings, gypsum frieze and crenellation,
cement floor
added concrete walls and cement flooring
floor elevated and loose/ non-historic additions: concrete plinth,
column, support beam under gallery, upper layers and paint of danshal
ceiling, wall surface plaster
floor elevated, loose and cemented parts disintegrating/ lack of surface
renders/ non-historic additions: concrete plinth, eastern wall, northern
curtain wall, stairs 107
floor plaster disintegrating
replaced parts due to former water damage/ uncoordinated coloring
repainted
stained
dust accumulation
upper layers disintegrating
added paint
dust accumulation/ few cracks
dust accumulation/ few cracks/ color added
dust accumulation
dust accumulation
corroded metal
fragile/ few cracks
dust accumulation
dust accumulation/ few cracks
dust accumulation/ few cracks
dust accumulation/ few cracks
dust accumulation
dust accumulation/ one wooden screen element missing

dust accumulation
dust accumulation/ paint added
mirrors corroded/ dust accumulation/ one element in wooden screens
missing/
mirrors corroded/ dust accumulation/ corroded metal bars
dust accumulation/ few missing glass elements
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16 fanlights with tinted glass of
dust accumulation
window and doors in room 309
ventilation windows in western and
corroded metal bars
eastern façade of room 304, rooms
109 and 102
relocated in door from room 103 to
corroded metal bars
104
main entrance door and fanlight in
humidity at ground level/ dust accumulation/ paint
northern street elevation
10 incised gypsum panels of various dust accumulation
sizes in northern facade
5 – sound condition/ notes
None
Setting
Siyadi Majlis forms part of a cluster of significant historic buildings (Siyadi House and Mosque), which
together constitute a picturesque ensemble. There are few other historic buildings surviving in the
neighborhood. The typology and heights of non-historic buildings in the surroundings are harmonious with
the historic urban morphology. The density of the historic urban pattern however is lost. The plots to the north
and south are empty and used as parking.
Vegetation
none
Movable items of cultural significance
A historic metal safe is integrated in the wall of room 309 (see notes below).
Contribution of Siyadi Majlis to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site
The contribution of Siyadi Majlis to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site is interlinked with the
Siyadi House and Mosque, which together testify to the position of the grand pearl merchant (tājir al-lū’lū’),
his social and economic power, and cultural influence. (Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of
the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.4 Siyadi Majlis, p. 286 ff, and the Nomination to the World Heritage
List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties: Architectural Testimony of the Pearling Heritage, p. 156 ff)
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value
design/ material/ visible building history
Notes
In several locations in the building dislocated fittings and decorative elements, such as door leaves, window
shutters and incised gypsum panels are stored. A list of these items are made and attached to the conservation
plan.
Synthesis and photo documentation
The state of conservation of Siyadi Majlis differs greatly between the ground floor and the upper floor
levels. The interiors of the intermediate and the first and second floor (rooms 201, 304, 307, 309 and
401) are for the architecturally most valuable spaces. They feature rich incised gypsum decorations and
timber elements, as well as decorative glass and mirror elements (photos 1-4). These spaces and their
decorative elements show minor structural defects, but have retained a high level of authenticity. The
architectural degradation here is mostly due to a lack of maintenance. Of these spaces, room 201 is
most changed due to unauthentic color application on walls and danschal ceiling (photo 5).
The ground floor, however, as well as the outdoor terraces of the second floor consists to a major
degree of modern additions (photos 6-9). At least two major restoration projects, carried out probably
in the 1970s and the late 1990s, have greatly reduced the architectural and structural authenticity of
these spaces. Non-vernacular construction techniques and materials have been introduced into the
historic fabric (photos 10-12). Further investigations will have to determine the amount and location of
authentic fabric that has been incorporated into the modifications, for example in the surrounding walls
of room 115. According to anecdotal information of Siyadi family members (refer to the letter by
Abdulwihab Alkhaga dated 22/1/1198), the projects lead to major changes within the building,
including the number and layout of spaces and the disfiguration of architectural features. Photo 20
shows the state of the northern elevation of room 111 in courtyard 106, probably during the second
restoration project. It shows doors which are now missing. Due to the restoration projects in recent
decades, the ground floor shows only little structural deficiencies. Most masonry walls and columns at
ground floor have been supported by a concrete plinth. Possibly due to this, there are no signs of
humidity and its resulting typical pathologies. The last project was not completed, so that particularly
the ground floor remains in an unfinished state, lacking fittings and surface finishes. Almost all
decorative elements at ground floor, particularly gypsum panels are unauthentic reconstruction or new
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creations (photo 13). There are also two unauthentic plywood imitations of the composite timber
ceiling of the majlis space (room 307) in rooms 304 and 115 (photo 14). The only intact historic
staircase is the spirals stairs to the women’s majlis (room 401) (photo 15). The probably historic stairs
of 113 are partially collapsed (photo 16), while all stairs are non-authentic concrete structures.
The exterior elevations reflect the different conditions and differences of structural integrity and
architectural authenticity, which characterize the interior of the building. However, the most prominent
façade feature, the exterior of the majlis, is well preserved, particularly in terms of authenticity and it
shows little structural defects (photos 17-19).

1: window in northern wall of
main majlis (room 307)

2: main majlis (room 307)

3: view into the private majlis
(room 309) from the south)

4: detail of windows in women’s majlis (room
401)

5: view into room 201

6: additions at first floor (stairs 302, terrace 303
and exterior elevation of room 304

7: additions at first floor (gallery 306, terrace 310)
and view into the courtyard 106
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8: vie w into room 111

9: view of space 105 and
courtyard 104

10: detail of added fabric (in space
301)

11: detail of added wall layer of concrete blocks
with coral stone infill (ground floor, space 106)

12: detail of added wall layer with limestone and
gypsum (ground floor, space 101))

13: unauthentic gypsum panels in entrance 101

14: view into room 304

15: view into the stairs (303) to women’s majlis

16: stairs 113
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17: western façade

18: view of the Siyadi Majlis from the noth-east

19: main entrance in northern street elevation with
timber canopy

20: photo taken before architectural interventions
in the 1990s Source: Ministry of Culture, exact
date unknown
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Intermediate Floor Plan 1:500

Ground Floor Plan 1:500
missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected
architecturally degraded
sound condition
room number
addition

Northern Facade 1:500
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First Floor Plan 1:500
Second Floor Plan 1:500
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Executive summary
Out of her great interest and continuous efforts to save the Bahraini cultural heritage,
Shaykha Mai invited me to investigate the existing conditions of Bayt Siyadi, and the
possibilities to conserve it, restore it, and to reuse it to house a permanent exhibition
on pearl industry in Bahrain. Upon her invitation, I have traveled to Bahrain from 26th
of January until the 3rd of February 2007. During this mission I was assisted by Ola
Salah from Egypt and Manar al-Siriya, Salman al-Mihiri, Hani Hamza from the
Ministry of Information- Cultural and National Heritage Sector. In addition to the
personnel measuring and assessment tools, the Ministry of Information provided me
with scaffolding, electrical drill, water level, and other tools that facilitated my
accessibility to the various spaces of the house. Mr. Salman al-Muhiri has compiled a
folder with all the published and unpublished related materials on the subject. During
the mission, I also met with Dr. John Yarwood who surveyed the building in subject
in the late 1970s.
As an essential tool to understand the building, I produced a complete set of 1:50
architectural drawings of every space in the building, documenting conditions of all
architectural, structural and decorative elements. It is during this detailed survey that I
confirm that the existing property of Bayt Siyadi is approximately 250m2, with a total
built up area of approximately 557m2. I was informed that Bayt al-Siyadi was much
bigger. It is said that it has extensions from the western and the northern sides. There
are some physical evidences that confirm this notion. The current built-up area of
Bayt Siyadi is assembled in an interwoven fabric around two courtyards, which
occupy 66 m2 of the ground floor area. The roofs and the open-air terraces, which
provide more open spaces in the house, occupy approximately 263m2. However, the
roofs over the northern wing and over the main majlis are inaccessible except with
scaffolding. Bayt al-Siyadi has a total number of 17 doorways including the one of the
main entrance gate. It has a total of 156 windows and 460 stucco panels. Only three
historic decorative ceilings in the main majlis area are still surviving, and all other
ceilings are products of the post 1970's time.
During my mission in Bahrain, I presented a preliminary brief on the conditions of the
building, the philosophical approach to conserve it, a framework, a time schedule, and
an initial budget for the project to Shaykha Mai, who approved the study and urged to
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complete it and start the implementation sometime in April 2007. In this report, I am
attaching a proposed budget, a time schedule, and a set of working specifications for
the works required for the restoration project of Bayt Siyadi.
The summary of the studies and the findings indicate that Bayt al-Siyadi is in
relatively good structural condition although most of its roofs including the
magnificent historic one over the main majlis leaks during rain falls. The building
seems to have witnessed a massive modification campaign in the early years of the
1970's, which resulted in the additions of many reinforced concrete elements, steel
beams, and walls built out of cement blocks. It is during these years that two
decorative ceilings were made and installed in rooms#103 and 303 out of nailed
plywood as oppose to the dove and tail assemblage of the wooden plans of the 1920's
Majlis' ceiling. The shape and the design of these two new ceilings were based on the
main ceiling of the majlis, but with major differences in the execution and precision.
It seems that only the block of the main majlis and the one that faces the north
contained original historic fabric that dates to 1920's and before.
An incident worth mentioning in this summary is that, during this mission, I found in
one of the antique shops in 'Adliya, the three missing brass hangers of room# 406. I
have coordinated with Britta Rudolf of UNESCO Bahrain to purchase them for future
re-installation in Bayt Siyadi.
This report contains an explanation of the philosophical approach, a set of the survey
drawings, a specification of the expected working items, a summary budget required
for the conservation project, a detailed budget that lists unit prices and quantities, and
a time schedule for the project. In brief, it is expected that the prospected project takes
fifteen working months for a total budget of $845,000.00 (eight hundred forty five
thousand US dollars) excluding the fees required to issue permits, and the prices for
purchasing adjacent lands for possible representation of the original extent of the
house.
Architectural Survey
Throughout my site investigation and survey, I realized that the available architectural
drawings of the house are not accurate, and could not be the basis to launch the
prospective restoration project. It is for that reason that, with the assistant of Ola
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Salah, I have surveyed the building in 1/50 scale. The survey drawings with the site
annotations recording the existing conditions are included in appendix 1 in this report.
For the purpose of this report, I asked one of my assistants, Architect Ahmad Said, to
digitize those drawings on AutoCAD. The following drawings are the preliminary
result of this digitizing process, which needs some modifications and adjustment so
that they would reflect the exact conditions of the Bayt Siyadi. The floor plans shown
below are drawn according the different floor levels of the house and the room
numbering system adopted in this report are shown on the floor plans.

Level 1: Ground floor and street entrance gate
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Level 2: Mezzanine and hall No. 202

Level 3: The northern wing majlis, hall No. 303.
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Level 4: The main majlis level (halls 407, and 406)

Level 5: The women's majlis level, hall 501, and the roof of the northern wing
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Philosophical approach
Siyadi House is a residential building that dates back to 1850's or the 1870's. It was
heavily modified since. One of the major modification phases the building witnessed
took place in 1920's when the owner of the house decided to build the very distinct
men and women majlis on the second floor of the house (levels 4 and 5). This addition
added a great value to the structure and made it very well recognized in Bahrain with
its unusual archetype, façade's composition, reddish color of the exterior plaster, the
continuous row of crenulations, and the abundant number of the stucco panels and
windows on the exterior façades. All these architectural elements had been used in
several other historic houses, but the way they were assembled and composed in the
façades and interiors of Bayt Siyadi are unique and rare in Bahrain.

We know that in the 1970's the building suffered from many additions and
modifications which contributed in disfiguring the architectural composition of the
interior spaces, the flow of interior circulation, and the possible link northward and
westward with other sections of the house which no longer exists. Moreover, most of
these recent modifications were made out of reinforced concrete, cement blocks, and
cement mortars. Even through reportedly available in Bahrain, as Yarwood stated,
those materials were not considered in the 1920's building campaign, and instead
traditional lime mortars and wooden ceilings and roofs were employed.
Our investigation confirms that the main doorway, the Majlis tower at the southeast
corner, the section of the building located towards the east of the main entrance, and
the derelict circular staircase at the southwestern corner are the historic elements that
are remaining from Bayt Siyadi which predate the 1970's. All other additions, and
structures seemed to have been built in the years post 1970's following to a certain
degree what was there from vanished historic fabric, but modifying the composition to
encounter differences in levels, and the elimination of the northern and western
sections of the house.
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 4

Level 3

Level 5

Ground floor diagram showing the pr-1970's fabric (shaded)
Most of the elements, which were added in the 1970', are not implemented according
to architectural codes and standards. For an example, the reinforced concrete staircase
that originates from the courtyard level to lead to the various levels in the house has
steps whose rises and threads are different in each flight. Moreover, some of its flights
are too narrow for providing an adequate circulation, and not to mention the heading
at of an exterior beam at the first landing. This is making this staircase not suitable
use, a fact that impedes a reuse program to be introduced in the upper levels of the
house. Being incompatible in terms of aesthetics and material, and contradicting with
human safety, those post 1970's additions are harming Bayt al-Siyadi, and do not
deserve preservation attention in the prospective project. In fact, our approach is to
free the remaining historic fabric from those harmful additions, and re-configure the
spaces according to the following rationale:
1) Conserving all the identified historic fabric by consolidating, repairing, and
properly representing them within a new context, as explain below in the
following points.
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2) Demolishing all the improper additions that are dated to the 1970's and
beyond, and conduct focused archaeology to detect the position of the original
walls.
3) Restoring and reconstructing the original vanished architectural elements with
traditional techniques. Only those elements whose historic existence is
confirmed throughout archaeology and/or historic documents and photographs
are subjects to this restoration campaign. Extension of the current property
towards the northern or the western sides is a possibility if confirmed
throughout archaeology. It should emphasized here that any restoration shall
stop where conjecture begins.
4) Designing and constructing new architectural elements within the conserved
fabric, and the reconstructed elements. These new architectural insertions shall
develop a unified architecture that would follow standards and codes
especially those on museum and permanent exhibition buildings. Newly
designed elements should be distinct from the original fabric, and those newly
added reconstructed elements.
5) Incorporating a permanent exhibition on the pearl catching in Bahrain in the
establish spaces of the house. The exhibition shall also focus in representing
the historic fabric beside the objects of the exhibition, so that the history of the
house and the Siyadi family would be recited throughout the pearly catching
industry. The exhibition shall not detract from the interesting parts of the
building, its traditional setting, the balance of its composition and its relation
with its surroundings. For an example, it would be important to set up
representations of the activities which are related to the pearl industry that
were taking place in various spaces in the house, such as the deals and
transactions which took place in the majlis.
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Working items and specifications اٌّحزق

– ٞبد١ذ ط١د األعّبي ثٕٛث

This section of the report includes general specifications for the architectural working
items that are required for the conservation and the restoration of Bayt Siyadi. Only
the architectural works are specified here. Fine conservation, i.e. consolidation of
plaster and painted surface, grouting the historic plaster layers, cannot be decided
upon before conducting further analysis of the existing materials. The investigation is
scheduled to take place in the first proposed phase of the project, and upon its results,
the specifications of the fine conservation works would be written. The required tests,
analyses, and investigation include the following:




Material analysis throughout laboratory tests on samples to identify the
following:
- Genre of wood used in ceilings;
- Wood used for historic doorways and wall paneling;
- Wood used in construction;
- Elements and composition of historic exterior plaster;
- Elements and composition of historic interior plaster;
- Elements and composition for stucco used in historic stucco windows
and panels.
- Different stain glass colors and thicknesses.
Opening up windows to identify historic plaster layering;

The reasons of the material investigation are to use elements and chemicals that would
be compatible in the conservation works, and to follow the exact material
compositions in the restoration of the missing elements.
As for the architectural and construction specifications, they are gathered from
various literatures that describe traditional building techniques and they are as
following:

:د األعّبيٕٛث
ٚ ٗلٛخ ف١ فه األرضٍٝ عٞٛحز٠  اٌجٕذٚ  متر4 يٛق خؼت (دٔؼً) ربٌفخ ثطٚز عز١) رغ1
ز١ٙ ِزاعبح رط.خ١ إعبدح طجمبد األرضٚ خ١ ِخذاد خؼت جبٔجٍٝذ ع٠ت اٌعزق اٌجذ١رزو
.ئخ١طبئً ِالئّخ ٌٍجٛ اٌمزضخ ثٚ صٛاألخؼبة ضذ اٌظ
ٍٝ عٞٛحز٠  اٌجٕذٚ ) متر (اٌخبؽ ثبٌّجٍض6 يٛق خؼت (دٔؼً) ربٌفخ ثطٚز عز١١) رغ2
خ١ ِخذاد خؼت جبٔجٍٝذ ع٠ت اٌعزق اٌجذ١ رزوٚ ٗلٛفه اٌعزق اٌزبٌف ِع فه اٌظمف ف
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 ٚإعبدح طجمبد اٌظمف ِع ِزاعبح رط١ٙز األخؼبة ضذ اٌظٛص  ٚاٌمزضخ ثٛطبئً
ِالئّخ ٌٍج١ئخ.
 )3فه حٛائط ثذج١ز ٚاألعزبة اٌخؼج١خ اٌزبثعخ ٌٙب ٚإعبدح رزو١ت أعزبة خؼج١خ ثأطٛاي 1.2
متر  ٚإعبدح ثٕبء حٛائط اٌجذج١ز ثظّه  10طُ ِٓ ثالطبد اٌفزع ثبررفبعبد حٛاٌ2 ٟ
– ِ 2.5زز ِع ِزاعبح رط١ٙز األخؼبة ضذ اٌظٛص  ٚاٌمزضخ ثٛطبئً ِالئّخ ٌٍج١ئخ.
 )4ثٕبء ثذج١ز  ٚرزو١ت األعزبة اٌخؼج١خ اٌخبصخ ثٗ ثأطٛاي  1.2مترِ .ع ِزاعبح رط١ٙز
األخؼبة ضذ اٌظٛص  ٚاٌمزضخ ثٛطبئً ِالئّخ ٌٍج١ئخ.
 )5فه أوزبف ِجٕ١خ ثبٌجٍٛن األطّٕز ٟإٌِ ٝظز ٜٛاألطبص األصٍٚ ٟإعبدح اٌجٕبء ثبطزخذاَ
األحجبر اٌذثغ ٚاٌّ ْٛاٌج١ز٠خ حظت أصٛي اٌصٕعخ (ِ١شاْ رأط ٚ ٟأفمِ ٟع دعبِبد
خؼج١خ) ثظّه حٛائط ال ٠مً عٓ  75طُ.
 )6فه اٌىّبراد ٚاألطمف اٌخزطبٔخ اٌّظٍحخ ثبطزخذاَ صبرٚخ وٙزثبئ ٟلٍ ً١اال٘زشاس
ٔٚمً اٌّخٍفبد إٌ ٝاٌّمبٌت اٌعّ١ِٛخ.
 )7فه األوزبف ٚاٌحٛائط اٌّجٕ١خ ثبٌجٍٛن األطّٕزٔ ٚ ٟمً اٌّخٍفبد إٌ ٝاٌّمبٌت اٌعّ١ِٛخ.
 )8إساٌخ طجمبد األرض١خ األطّٕز١خ ثظّه ِٓ  10إٌ 15 ٝطُ ٔ ٚمً اٌّخٍفبد ٚاألرزثخ إٌٝ
اٌّمبٌت اٌعّ١ِٛخ .إعبدح عًّ دوخ ج١ز٠خ ِظز٠ٛخ ِخذِٚخ ج١ذا ٚخف١فخ اٌٛسْ  15طُ
طّه غ١ز ِؼممخ األططح.
األطّٕزٚ ٟإعبدح عًّ دوخ ج١ز٠خ ثظّه أدٔبٖ  10طُ ٛ١ِ ٚي
ح
 )9إساٌخ طجمبد األططح
األططح اٌخبرج١خ  %4ف ٟارجبٖ اٌّزاسٌ ُ٠صزف ِ١بٖ األِطبر.
 )10ثٕبء درج طٍُ دائز ٞعٍ ٝعبِٛد ِزوش ٞثبطزخذاَ عٛارض خؼج١خ (دٔؼً) ِحٛر٠خ
رثجذ عٍ ٝاٌحٛائط اٌجبٔج١خ طٌٙٛب ال ٠مً عٓ ِ 2.5زز  ٚاٌذرجخ ِجٕ١خ ثبٌذثغ  ٚاٌّْٛ
اٌج١ز٠خ اٌخف١فخ ٚإدراج أٔف خؼجٌٍ ٟذرجخ  2x2ثٛصخ.
 )11ثٕبء درج طٍُ ِظزم ُ١عٍ ٝدعبِبد ِٓ خؼت أطٛاي ِ 4زز ٚعزٚض ال ٠مً عٓ
عزض اٌظٍُ ِ 1.2زز  ٚثٕبء درج فٛق اٌذعبِبد اٌخؼج١خ ثبألحجبر اٌذثغ ٚاٌّْٛ
اٌج١ز٠خ ِع ِزاعبح رط١ٙز األخؼبة ضذ اٌظٛص  ٚاٌمزضخ ثٛطبئً ِالئّخ ٌٍج١ئخ.
ٚث١بض اٌظطح اٌخبرجٌٍ ٟظالٌُ ثبٌج١بض اٌج١ز.ٞ
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 )12عًّ ث١بض خبرجٚ ٟداخٍِ ٟى ِٓ ْٛثالس طجمبد :اٌطجمخ األ ٟ٘ ٌٝٚاٌززز٠ض
(طّ ٚ )ٟاٌّ١ظب( ٞطِّ ٟع ججض)  ٚاٌزج١ظ (ج١ز ِع ججض).
 )13عًّ أرض١بد ِٓ ثالطبد األحجبر اٌج١ز٠خ اٌطج١ع١خ اٌّٙذثخ اٌظطح عٍ ٝدوخ ج١ز٠خ
ف ٟاألفٕ١خ اٌغ١ز ِظمفخ.
 )14رزو١ت سجبج ٍِ ْٛثظّه ِٓ  2إٌ 3 ٝطُِّ .بثً ٌٍمذ ُ٠اٌّٛجٛد حبٌ١ب،
 )15رزِِ ُ١صجعبد خؼج١خ ف ٟاٌمّز٠بد اٌخؼج١خ اٌّعؼمخ ِع ِزاعبح رط١ٙز األخؼبة ضذ
اٌظٛص ٚاٌمزضخ ثٛطبئً ِالئّخ ٌٍج١ئخ.
 )16عًّ ِفحبَ خؼج( ٟلفً ٌٍجبة) ثبٌخؼت.
 )17عًّ ثبة خؼج ٟعٍ ٝاٌؼىً اٌزمٍ١ذ ٞضٍفز ٓ١ثبٌحٍك اٌخؼج ٚ ٟحؼٛاد خؼج١خ عٍٝ
فزحبي (ِفصٍخ رمٍ١ذ٠خ) ثعزض ِ 1.5زز  ٚإررفبع ِ 2.1زز ػبًِ اٌشخبرف اٌّحفٛرح
عٍ ٝاألٔف ِع ِزاعبح رط١ٙز األخؼبة ضذ اٌظٛص  ٚاٌمزدح ثٛطبئً ِالئّخ ٌٍج١ئخ.
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Work Quantities
During our investigation of the house, a room-by-room and element-by element
condition survey was produced on an Excel sheet, where each space and architectural
and decorative elements in the building is measured, counted, and surveyed. This
exercise helps to quantify the required intervention. This section of the report presents
some of the quantity figures, which were used to prepare the cost estimate of the
project as will explained below.
The building contains a total of 30 architectural spaces, including the enclosed,
outdoor, and terraces. They are arranged on different levels as following:
-

13 spaces are found in level 1 (the ground floor)

-

3 spaces are found in level 2 (the mezzanine)

-

4 spaces are found in level 3 (the entrance of the northern majlis)

-

8 spaces are found in level 4 (the entrance of the 1920's majlis)

-

2 spaces are found in level 5 (the women's majlis)

-

1 space is found in level 6 (the roof of the 1920's majlis)

Of these spaces, there are four that are inaccessible, spaces No. 203, 304, 502, 601. In
all the cases, except space No. 203, those spaces are inaccessible because they are
simply a series of roofs where no staircases or ladders lead to them. In the case of
space No. 203, a room resulted in dividing the space 104 into two rooms vertically,
without providing any accessibility to the mentioned space.
The total built-up area is approximately 550 square meters, excluding the two
courtyards. This built fabric encloses indoor spaces of approximately 1500 cubic
meters.
The building contains 17 doorways, including the one of the main street gate at the
northern side of the premise. Of those doorways, 10 are in level 1 (the ground floor), 1
is in level 2, 2 are in level 3, and 4 are in level 4. Five of those doorways have no door
leaves. There are 156 window openings, of which 54 are badgir openings.
There are 460 stucco panels in the buildings, each with a certain decorative design.
Those are distributed among 8 interior spaces, and the external façades. The external
façades of the 1920 majlis carry 142 stucco panels, of the total number of panels. The
interior of the men main majlis (space 407) contains 174 of the stucco panels. There
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are also 55 stucco panels that exist in the spaces that are auxiliary the main majlis
(spaces 406 and 501). This means that only the interior and the exterior of the majlis
building that dates to 1920's contains 371 of the total 460 stucco panels that exist in
the building.
The following are some approximate quantities according to the working tasks. The
quantities are calculated from the survey drawings, the room-by-room, and elementby element survey. For the exact quantities and the unit cost of each of those working
items, see appendix 3 (Cost Proposal)
1. Architectural and Structural Items
-

Removing selected reinforced concrete elements
Dismantling Cement Blocks, Walls and Piers
Reconstructing walls and piers with traditional techniques
Reinforcing the walls of the Majlis
Constructing New badgir
Restoring Historic badgir
Exchanging damaged wooden beams
Reconstructing danshal work
Reconstructing steps of staircases
Plumbing works per outlet to main utilities line
Installing electrical supplies and lighting units
Re-plastering interior spaces
Re-plastering external walls
Removing cement screed from floors and roofs
Applying light weight screed on floors
Applying sloped water-proofed screed on roofs
Installing and restoring mirzams (roof spouts)
Installing stone floor paving in courts and visiting circuits

50 m3.
400 m3
720 m2
350 m2
37 units
17 units
225 m
57 m2
43 steps
3 units
100 outlets
1,130 m2
351 m2
420 m2
218 m2
120 m2
15 units
135 m2

2. Fine Conservation working items
-

Conserving historic ceilings
Conserving historic internal plaster and decorative friezes
Conserving historic external plaster and decorative friezes
Conserving and restoring doors
Conserving and restoring stucco windows
Conserving and restoring wooden mashrabiyya panels
Conserving and restoring wooden shutter leaves
Conserving and restoring mirror and clear glass leaves
Conserving and restoring stain glass panels
Conserving and restoring metal bars panels
Conserving and restoring blind stucco panels

80 m2
320 m2
100 m2
17 units
92 units
19 units
45 units
27 units
30 units
27 units
230 units
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Operational Framework
The work on site will be organized in two teams who will be working in parallel. The
first team will be responsible of the architectural and structural works. The second
team will be responsible of the fine conservation items. Each of the two teams will be
led by a team leader, who is a specialist in the implementation of the type of works
listed under each category. It is noticeable that those specialists are scarce in Bahrain,
and, therefore, I recommend hiring two international team leaders to undertake the
work. It is advisable that Bahraini architects and conservators assist those two team
leaders in order to built up local experience that would allow them to undertake
similar works in other conservation projects in Bahrain. The Bayt al-Siyadi project
could be considered as a pilot project to demonstrate good conservation practices, and
meanwhile provide training to Bahrainis in order to form a working team that could
play an important role in saving the local built heritage.
It is recommended that the Conservation Department of the Culture & National
Heritage Sector of the Ministry of Information would undertake the site coordination
tasks. It is also recommended that this department would supervise the technical and
the financial matters following the specifications, the time schedule, and the budget
prepared by the International Consultant. This department shall also provide the
working site with the required personnel and workers.
The International Consultant, who is an expert in conservation and architectural
restoration, is responsible to pay periodical site visits to assure that the works are
implemented following the specifications, and to make the necessary modifications
and adjustments needed to overcome technical difficulties and/or inadequate results
that might arise because of lack of inappropriate materials, or skilled artisans. The
International Consultant will be also responsible to write a periodical report, quarterly
for example, where all the work progress is documented, and where the financial
status of the project, such as expenditure versus allocated budgets, and provisionary
budget for the following phase, is summarized. The budget management would be the
responsibility of the Financial Department of the Culture & National Heritage Sector
of the Ministry of Information in coordination with the Conservation Department of
the same Ministry.
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The International Consultant will then be responsible to submit five periodical reports
quarterly describing the work progress on site. Upon completion of the restoration
work The International Consultant, with the assistance of the team leaders and key
personnel in the Ministry of Information's Conservation Department, is responsible to
prepare final report will be prepared with a description of the entire restoration work
and illustrations (drawings and pictures) showing the existing, during and after
intervention condition of Bayt Siyadi. It is recommended that this final report to be
published in order to guarantee a better dissemination of the information.
It is recommended that the project shall maintain enough technical and financial
autonomy to allow it to accomplish the tasks without interferences, and without
distracting the personnel working full-time for the project. It is, therefore, important to
consider establish a project bank account so that all expenditures and credits could be
closely monitored in accordance to the purchases and the payments made during each
phase of the project. The International Consultant shall wok closely with the Financial
Department to set up a financial system that suits this Department from one hand, and
that supports the type of in-situ works.
Cost Proposal
The proposed cost proposal, that is attached in appendix 3, is structured in quantities
and unit prices for every item working items explained abode. The proposed unit
prices are based on the current local Bahraini market. Architects and contractors
working in the field of construction in Bahrain, especially the type of construction that
employs traditional building materials and techniques, provided the unit prices used in
this cost proposal.
The cost proposal includes five main items:
A. Fees, salaries and wages for the consultants, team leaders, skilled and
unskilled labors;
B. Cost of supplies and materials for the architectural, structural and fine
conservation works;
C. Cost for travel and subsistence fees of the international working team
members;
D. Cost of other services related to the restoration project;
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E. Other direct costs related to administrative issues.
Those items are shown in rows in the cost proposal attached in appendix 3, and they
are highlighted with yellow rows.
The costs are classified into several tasks as following:
1. Architectural and Structural Interventions;
2. Fine Conservation works;
3. Reuse (exhibition and museology);
4. General items, which are shared between more of the above tasks.
The four working tasks are shown in columns, and for each a total cost is calculated.
It should be noted that the cost for the design of the exhibition and the implementation
of its elements are not included in this budget. This budget also excludes the cost of
the collection, which will be exhibited in the monument. The cost estimate does not
include the prices of the adjacent property, which is proposed to be integrated with the
Bayt Siyadi. It does not also include the fees required to issue building and
implementation permits if this exist or applicable in this case.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Survey drawings (by Alaa el-Habashi,Jan. 2007)

Spaces No. 113 (Level 1)
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Spaces No 401, 405, 407 (Level 4)
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Space No. 406 (Level 4)
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Space No. 501 (Level 5)
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Spaces No. 202 (Level 2)
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Spaces No. 303 and 304 (Level 3)
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Spaces 402 and 403 (Level 4)
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Spaces No. 101, 102, 103, and 104 (Level 1)
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Spaces No. 105, 106, 107, and 108 (Level 1)
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Spaces No. 109, 110, 111 (Level 1)
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Appendix 2: Condition survey

Space-by-space condition survey (sheet 1: spaces 101-112)
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Space-by-space condition survey (sheet 2: spaces 113-404)
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Space-by-space condition survey (sheet 3: spaces 405-601 and totals)
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Door survey sheet
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Stucco panels survey
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Appendix 3: Cost Proposal
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The detailed budget proposal above indicates a total provisioned cost of
approximately $845,000.00 (eight hundred forty five thousand US dollars). This
estimated cost excludes the fees and the cost to issue the required permits and the cost
of the lands that needs to be purchases at the northern and western sides of Bayt
Siyadi. Those two items are shaded in red in the above table.
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Appendix 4: Time schedule
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State of conservation assessment of the urban property
SIYADI HOUSE
Date of assessment: 02.11.2011 by Dipl.-Ing. Eva Battis
Sources of visuals: All photos were taken during the assessment, unless otherwise indicated. The architectural
drawings are based on those produced during the architectural surveys carried out in the Ministry of Culture,
Kingdom of Bahrain in preparation of the nomination of the Pearling Testimony in 2008/2009.
Non-historic additions (added after the pearling era)
rooms 115 (early addition in traditional materials and with simple danshal ceilings)
courtyards 117 and 118 (used as animal barn)
wooden one-leave doors in rooms 125, 124, 123, 120, 105, 107, 114, 117, 108, 121, 208, 212
wooden two-leave doors in rooms 128, 115,
false ceilings in (historic ceiling above to be investigated) in rooms 103, 112, 107, 110, 125, 128, 121, 122,
206, 223, 224, 208, 210, 211, 212, 216
concrete stairs to first floor with metallic handrail in room 105
cement plaster on most wall surfaces at ground floor
concrete masonry fence for vegetation in courtyard
terrazzo tiling in main courtyard and kitchen (room 111) and room 212
unconcealed electrical appliances and utilities (ACs/ electrical wiring and water supply tubes/ water heater/
antennas/ satellite dish) on street and courtyard elevations and in several other spaces
metallic mesh in street and courtyard elevations to protect bādgīr from pigeons and on windows and openings
of room 223
metallic windows (mid-20s century) in rooms 125, 124, 120, 111, 110, 128, 107, 127, 109, 209, 208
metallic bars on windows in room 110
metallic rain gutters in courtyard and street elevations
corrugated metal sheet roof in courtyard 113
solid room partitions in rooms 110 (108/109)
wooden room separation and parquet flooring in room 128
cement floor (visible) in rooms 106, 123
canopy of wooden sheets in gallery 207
wooden room partition and doors and windows under arch between rooms 202 and 204
wooden room separation in room 206 and below stairs 222/221 in room 223
metallic windows and mixed wooden and metal fanlights in room 224
lavatory 225 on street elevation
overall condition of existing fabric / indicators
4-5
most historic spaces well maintained and structurally
sound with only minor architectural degradation and
sometimes minor structural deficiencies
1- missing
1) Oral
3) historic
2) physical evidence
Reference
history
documents
Original historic wooden main entrance door
existing newer wooden
entrance door
2 – partially collapsed / indicators
concrete floor in courtyard 118
disintegrating
simple danschal ceiling in 219
parts missing
wooden window shutters of 217
parts missing
3 – structurally and architecturally defected / indicators
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces
room 107
breaking/ signs of rising ground humidity in walls/ false
ceiling/ structural wall cracks/ AC window unit
structural wall cracks/ cement wall surface plaster
rooms 108
breaking
cement wall surface plaster breaking/ structural crack in
rooms 109
lintel of window
room 115
dilapidated state/ wall cracks
room 114
wall cracks
room 117
cracks in stairs and walls
concrete stairs 116
dilapidated (cracks)
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courtyard 113
courtyard 118

room 123
rooms 202 and 203
room 204
room 208
roof terrace above room 224 and 226
rooms 220 and 219
room 209
historic wooden stairs to roof in room 216
Bādgīr on roof terrace above room 224, 226
wooden curtain and screens in 223
bādgīr (one) on roof terrace above room 212,
211, 210
terrazzo floor tiling in main courtyard (104)
historic surface plaster in upper parts of courtyard
elevation 113 and in room 206
danschal ceiling in room 217
4 – architecturally degraded/ indicators
main courtyard (104)

room 106
room 103
room 101/102
room 124
room 125
room 121
room and historic stairs 122
rooms 119 and 120
room 127
room 128
room 111
room 122
terrace 201
room 206
room 223

dilapidated state/ wall surface cracks/ concrete flooring
disintegrating/ wall paint breaking off
dilapidated state/ historic and cement surface plaster
disintegrating
wall cracks above recesses/ cement plaster and paint on
wall surfaces disintegrating/ cement floor disintegrating/
false ceiling/ floor cracks/ unconcealed water heater/
provisional wooden separation below stairs 222
False ceilings disintegrating/ wall and roof cracks
wall and floor cracks/ wooden room partition added
under rounded arch to 202
wall cracks in upper wall sections/ false ceiling added/
AC window units and metallic windows added
cement wall surface plaster breaking/ bādgīr fragile/
satellite dish and antennas
wall cracks and disintegrating cement/ corner cracks/
cracks in upper walls/ AC window and split unit / false
ceiling
Fragile
fragile and cement plaster cracked
fretwork fragile
Disintegrating
Bulging
Disintegrating
Disintegrating
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/ terrazzo
floor tiling bulging/ exposed electrical wiring and water
tubes on elevations/ canopy of wood and aluminum
sheets on southern elevation/ unconcealed metallic mesh
to protect bādgīr
cracks and salt crystallization (efflorescence) on cement
floor
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/ false
ceiling/ terrazzo tiling/ unconcealed water heater
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/
unconcealed utilities such as water heater and tank
false ceiling
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/ false
ceiling/ wooden planks on lower wall level
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/ false
ceiling/ exposed WC pipe/
concrete screed on stairs
cement wall surface plaster/ concrete floor disintegrating
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/ false
ceiling/ parquet flooring/ AC split and window unit/
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/ false
ceiling/ terrazzo floor tiling
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/ false
ceiling/ AC opening
cement plaster and paint on wall surfaces disintegrating/
exposed wiring/
false ceiling/ historic wall plaster flaking
surface cracks and stains on historic wall plaster/ metal
mesh on windows/
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room 224
room 225
room 226
terrace 218
room 210
room 211
room 212
room 213
room 216
room 217
historic stairs 215
street elevations

roof spaces above rooms 212, 211 and 210
historic windows in rooms 119, 120,
historic windows and shutters in room 211, 216
historic doors in rooms 119, 112, 111,
historic doors in rooms 220 and 219, 212, 217
historic door in room 122
Bādgīr in roof space above rooms 212, 211, 210
5 – sound condition/ notes
danshal ceiling (visible) in rooms 108, 123, 219
historic doors in room 107, 123, 223, 226, 203
carved historic window shutter in room 106
wooden main entrance door (not original version)
historic doors in rooms 110, 113/118, 125, 221,
decorative arches of various types in wall
recesses in street and courtyard elevations
historic wooden gate to staircase 126
decorative bracket in main courtyard to room 121
chicane (bent entrance hall) in main entrance area
(101/102)
decorative trefoil arch in room 101/102
simple, newer danshal ceilings in rooms 119,
120, 115
wooden fence in 103
pointed arches in wall recesses of room 125
rounded arches in wall recesses of rooms 122,
206
trefoil in upper wall recesses of room 206
stairs 126 and 201
historic window in 123, 219
historic wooden stairs (205 and 222) in rooms
204 and 223
Bādgīr in spaces 204, 204, 206, 203, 201, 220,
219, 218, 212, 216, 217
Wooden handrail with fretwork in terrace 218
historic door with fanlight of tinted glass in 206
rounded arch between rooms 202 and 204
historic windows with tinted fanlights and
shutters in rooms 204 and 206
decorative arches of various types and brackets in
wall recesses of room 224
decorative brackets in roof support in liwan 217
flooring of roof terraces

false ceiling
not accessible
false ceiling
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/ satellite
dish
wall partition in concrete blocks/ false ceiling
false ceiling/ AC window unit
terrazzo floor tiling/ false ceiling
floor tiling/ false ceiling
ill-maintained/ false ceiling
ill-maintained/ historic wall surface plaster stained
ill-maintained
cement plaster and paint added on wall surfaces/ few new
window and AC openings/ metallic meshes to protect
bādgīr/ exposed utilities such as pipes, wiring, satellite
dish and antennas
cement surface render of parapet walls disintegrating
glass added
unauthentic paint
oil-based paint coat
Stained
handle replaced
cement surface plaster breaking

probably not historic (surface material: metal sheets)
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Setting
Siyadi House forms part of a cluster of significant historic buildings (Siyadi Majlis and Mosque), which
together constitute a picturesque ensemble. There are few other historic buildings surviving in the
neighborhood. The typology and heights of non-historic buildings in the surroundings are harmonious with
the historic urban morphology. The density of the historic urban pattern however is lost. The plots to the north
and south are empty and used as parking.
Vegetation
trees and bushes in central planting area in main courtyard/ small tree in service courtyard
Movable items of cultural significance
no items identified
Contribution of Siyadi Majlis to the Outstanding Universal Value of the serial site
Siyadi House contributes to the Outstanding Universal Value of the pearling testimony by completing the
unique grand merchant’s ensemble of residence, majlis and mosque. The residence - in size, building
technique and decoration - represents the wealth of a tājir al-lū’lū’ that persisted during the last years of the
pearling era.
(Refer to the Management Plan for the Testimony of the Pearling Economy, Chapter 3, 1.3.13 Siyadi House,
p. 281 ff, and the Nomination to the World Heritage List, 2.a.iii Urban Properties: Architectural Testimony of
the Pearling Heritage, p. 156 ff)
Attributes reflecting Outstanding Universal Value
silhouette (of the complex)/ design/ ownership
(Refer to the Nomination File, 3.a Proposed criteria, pp. 241-242)
Notes
rooms 225, 224, 226 not accessible (assessment based on viewing through windows)
rooms 210 not accessible (assessment of room 210 partly based on verbal information from residents)
Synthesis and photo documentation
Siyadi House is in a very good state of conservation. The residence is still inhabited by three members of Siyadi
family and employees. It has, over the decades, only been minimally adapted to continue catering for its original
use. Contemporary facilities such as bathrooms, electricity supply, air conditioning etc. have been provided in a
little intrusive manner (photo 3). Modifications, such as the installation of false ceilings, wall planks, additional
window openings fitted with metallic windows and the replacement of some historic doors or addition of nonhistoric doors, slightly impact the architectural integrity of the building. These modifications, occurring
predominantly at ground floor, are minor and mostly reversible. They furthermore illustrate the continuity of use
(photos 4-6). Most spaces are well maintained and show little structural deficiencies, such as minor wall cracks
and salt efflorescence in room 106 and signs of raising humidity in walls of room 107 (photo 7). The most
harmful modification is excessive cement surface render and white paint on walls, which was probably carried
out in response to salt efflorescence at ground floor. On the long run, these layers will negatively impact the
masonry, but up to date, no signs of bulging masonry etc. could be spotted. While most ceilings have been
concealed under added plywood sheets, the ceilings in room 122 and 123 remain exposed, though fragile (photo
8).
The described modifications have hardly occurred in the service quarters of rooms 113-118, which are used as
kitchen, employee’s accommodation, animal barns etc. Additions in this part of the building are of more
provisional character, while parts of these spaces are post-pearling additions themselves. The historic surface
plaster for example on the exterior of room 119 and 210 above in this area is therefore authentically preserved
(photos 9-10). Room 115 is a post-pearling addition that is, however, carried out in simple vernacular methods
and materials (photo 11).
The spaces at the upper floor, which is less intensively used, have been spared extensive application of cement
surface plaster and are mostly quite well preserved, although generally less well maintained than parts of the
ground floor (photos 12-16).
The building is rich in decorative elements such as true and blind arches, brackets and high-quality fittings,
including different kinds of carved doors and windows of various age and designs (photos 17-23). Some of the
younger fittings are of interest in terms of the development of the local vernacular, although they are probably
post-pearling era modifications (photo 24). The building also features different kinds of wooden screens and
railings (photo 25). Furthermore, different kinds of historic stairs are preserved, either built in stone or wood
(photo 19). The sole concrete stairs have been added in space 105. Commendable is also the existence of a bent
access (chicane) in the main entrance, formerly a typical local detail (photo 18).
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Particularly at first floor, many wind catchers in walls remain well preserved and functional (photo 26). Room
206, for example, is ventilated in the traditional manner up to date (photo 16). More fragile are the bādgīr at the
second floor roof terraces, which have been rendered with cement plaster (photo 27).
There are trees in the service courtyard 118 and particularly the main courtyard 104, which is spatially well
preserved, although most of its surface is covered in terrazzo tiles (photos 9 and 28).

1: Southern elevation of Siyadi house with Siyadi Mosque and Majlis
to the left

3: unconcealed wiring and mesh
on bādgīr openings in southeastern corner of the main
courtyard

2: Courtyard view at first floor
towards the south-west

4: metallic post-pearling windows in room 125 viewed from the main
courtyard
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5: View into room 128 with false
ceiling and plywood wall planks

6: View into room 125

9: Animal barn (courtyard 118)

8: ceiling of room 123

10: Exterior façade of rooms
119 and 210 viewed from
courtyard 113

7: Signs of rising ground humidity
in room 107

11: Vernacular addition (room
115)

12: View onto liwan 217 from
terrace 218
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13: View into liwan 217

14: view into room 216

15: view from stairs 222 into
space 223

16: windows and doors with fanlights in room 206

17: Decorative arches and
brackets in room 224

18: Main entrance with trefoil
arch and bend access

19: Wooden stairs 222
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20: Carved door to
room 112

21: Carved door at first
floor

22: Main entrance door

23: Simple carved
wooden shutter in space
106

24: detail of a post-pearling fanlight built of metallic base and
wooden spines

25: wooden screens and railing
next to the stairs 221 (entrance
to 223)

26: functional wall wind catchers (bādgīr) in staircase 215

27: deteriorated wall wind
catcher (bādgīr) in roof terrace
at second floor
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28: view into the courtyard from the first floor towards the south-east
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Ground Floor Plan 1:500
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missing
partially collapsed
structurally and architecturally defected
architecturally degraded
sound condition
room number
First Floor
addition

First Floor Plan 1: 150
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Plan 1:500

Southern Elevation 1: 150

Eastern Elevation 1: 150
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Introduction
This property is one of the pending demolition cases in the pearling project in Muharaq where
owner(s) has a request to demolish the house, but according to a site visit that was conducted on
the 12th of December 2011 by the conservation team with the guidance of Dr Abdulla Al sulity and
Dr Alaa El Habishi it was decided that the house has an important traditional architectural value and
therefore it has to be maintained and renovated, owners have agreed to go with this option. The
details of dealing with the house architecturally are not yet fully defined, it is for that reason that
our team (Architect Marwa Nabeel and Architect Ahmed Al-Jishi with the help of a second year
architectural student Ghadeer Al-knaizi) was given the mission of surveying and studying the house
to document and analyze it to be the foundation for further future work.

Location
The house is located in Muharaq, it is in the secondary buffer zone of the pearling project located
almost half the way between Amarat Fakroo and the Siyadi complex which are marked as two of the
primary heritage buildings in the project. The property is defined as one of the blue elements that
must be protected according to the urban regulations of the project.
The building is surrounded by other buildings from north and west, to the south of it there is a
narrow ally and to the west its partially overlooking an open land ( which is according to the deed
belongs to the Suni Awkaf).
The building can be approached whether from the east or from the west, when coming from west
there are two main entrances that overlooks a narrow paved alley with an approximate width of one
and a half meter, therefore the southern facade could not be visually revealed from that direction
due to the un proportional width of that façade (17 meters) to the narrowness of that ally. On the
other hand approaching the building from east can reveal the whole exposed part of the eastern
façade which consists of a single entrance located on the northern edge of it and that’s due to the
unused land located to the east of the property.
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House location in the pearl project

Deed of the house

Title deed of the house

Site plan
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House Description
The house is divided in to three zones according to the existence of three main doorways, which
lead us to number them accordingly.

Zone 1

Zone 3
Zone 2

Zoning plan layout

Zones

The northern zone (zone one as of the numbering system used) is the largest of them with an
approximate area of (89 m2) it consists of 3 rooms and a bath room in the ground floor, in addition
to two staircases one of them is leading to a traditional terrace and then a room in the upper floor
and the second is leading to a terrace with no accesses to the near room there.
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Zone 1

The second zone which is the south eastern one, has the minimum area(38.5 m2) of all other zones
and disparity to other zones it does not open up to a courtyard there are two rooms in the ground
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floor level one is defining the eastern boundaries of the house and the second is to the right of it,
the door way on that zone opens up to a staircase in front of it which takes the visitor to the upper
floor that consists of one main room and two bath rooms with an open terrace.
The third zone have a total area of (62 m2) with a small central courtyard (20 m2), two rooms are on
the ground floor plus two small spaces one is apparently used as a kitchen and the other is a
bathroom, again the door way opens up directly to the only staircase in that zone where the
beginning of its riser starts from north to south, the upper floor consists of one main room and a
bathroom and two main terraces with a bridge terrace that link them together.

Facades

When it comes to elevations there is no main eye catching decorative elements, the architecture of
elevations has straightforward relation to the traditional structure of the used traditional materials,
therefore it can be described as continuous repetition of niches in all interior facades, except for the
ground floor exterior southern and eastern elevations which has a solid appearance until about the
first 1.7 meter above the ground, niches and openings start above that level reflecting the structure
of load bearing walls and the principle of privacy if those openings were the original once.
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Repetition of niches in interior facades
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composition
The overall composition of the house is complex due to the segregation of it in to zones that are not
connected physically, but when visualizing the house as a total one unit you can link it to the
traditional composition of houses which is composed of enclosed spaces, semi enclosed spaces and
open spaces or courtyards. The enclosed well defined spaces are four in this house which can be
considered as rooms one is located in the north two in the east and the last is on the west, all of
which are on the boundaries of the property line, there are some other enclosed spaces but their
reference to the history of the house are questionable. The semi enclosed spaces are not obvious
from the first seen because most of them are transformed into enclosed spaces they are either
lewans in the ground floor level or terraces in the first floor,

on the other hand courtyards are

obvious in the first and the third zones.

Architectural Survey
The architectural survey has started from the 31st of January 2011 and it is still ongoing, There was
no previous architectural documentation to this house, therefore the plans, sections and elevations
have to be drawn from scratch, according to that the most important thing was to start with the
plans of the house to understand the proportions of spaces as well as to help analyzing the previous
architectural composition and functional use of spaces.
A plan sketch was prepared for both the ground floor and the first floor based on analyzing the
existing locations of all architectural elements; this plan was the base of all space measurements
that was carried on by the surveying team, After surveying all spaces a set of dimensions of all
rooms was ready to be transformed in to an accurate AutoCAD drawings .
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Sketch of Ground floor plan ( by Marwa Nabeel)

Sketch of First floor plan ( by Marwa Nabeel)
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Sketch of southern elevation ( by Marwa Nabeel)

Sketch of eastern elevation / Section 1( by Marwa Nabeel)

Sketch of section 2 ( by Marwa Nabeel)
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Ground floor plan
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First floor plan
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Elements survey (Doors / Windows)
Elements survey (Doors)
Door number 101

Dimensions

Height: 200 cm
Width: 83 cm
Depth:

Description
Two leaves new metal door, with possible traces of the
old door accessories (frame).
Provenance
It’s the main doorway to the first part of the house,
which could be the main historic door as well.
Remarks

Recommendations
Remove the door and replace it with another wooden
designed traditional door.

Door number 102

Dimensions

Height: 200cm
Width: 110cm
Depth:

Description
One leave new door.
Provenance It’s a new door with no traces of the
remaining traditional door and its accessories.
Remarks

Recommendations
Check the originality of location.
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Door number 103

Dimensions

Height: 190 cm
Width: 71cm
Depth:

Description
Two leaves traditional wooden door.
Provenance

Remarks

Recommendations

Door number 104

Dimensions

Height: 160 cm
Width: 50 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave door.
Provenance
The opening is original while the door itself is just some
wooden boards.
Remarks

Recommendations
Remove the door and replace it with another wooden
designed traditional door.
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Door number 105

Dimensions

Height: 200 cm
Width: 90 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave new door.
Provenance
The door itself is not historic although the opening is
located in what seems to be an original location.
Remarks
There is a piece of wooden frame above the door which
seems to belong to the original door.
Recommendations
Remove the door and check the original place for it to
that room to be replaced by a wooden traditional door.

Door number 106

Dimensions

Height: 200 cm
Width: 90 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave new door.
Provenance
No traces of the historic door remains.
Remarks This door along with its opening could be newly
added to the place.
Recommendations Remove the door and open the
arched after checking the that the wall is made out of
brick.
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Door number 107

Dimensions

Height: 200 cm
Width: 90 cm
Depth:

Description Two leaves metal door with metal frame.

Provenance No traces of the traditional door, this door is
used now as the main entrance to the second part of the
house.
Remarks This could be a newly originated door way that
have not exists in the past.
Recommendations
Remove the door and check the originality of its location.

Door number 108

Dimensions

Height: 150 cm
Width: 100 cm
Depth:

Description
Two leaves wooden door with wooden frame.
Provenance It seems that this door is the original one, but
the level of the ground have been raised recently in the
outer space against the inside.
Remarks

Recommendations
Preserve, with exchange and repair damaged elements.
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Door number 109

Dimensions

Height: 180 cm
Width: 80 cm
Depth:

Description
Two leaves wooden door.
Provenance It seems to be an original door with its frame
but the lower part of the door is missing.
Remarks The door could be recently moved to this
location, the lower part reveal that there must be a step
in front of that door plus the door frame is not at right
angles( an indication of replacement).
Recommendations
Preserve the door and check the originality of its location.

Door number 110

Dimensions

Height: 200 cm
Width: 90 cm
Depth:

Description
Two leaves metal door with metal frame.
Provenance
This is used now as the main door way to the third part of
the house.
Remarks
It could be the original location of the old door way but
this is not 100 % guaranteed.
Recommendations
Check the originality of its location.
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Door number 111

Dimensions

Height: 170 cm
Width: 80 cm
Depth:

Description
Two leaves wooden door with wooden frame.
Provenance
The level of ground have been raised in the outer space.
Remarks
Despite of the originality of the door itself that might not
be the original location of it.
Recommendations
Preserve, with exchange and repair damaged elements.
Plus checking the originality of locations.

Door number 112

Dimensions

Height: 170 cm
Width: 85 cm
Depth:

Description
Two leaves wooden door with wooden frame.
Provenance
The level of ground have been raised in the outer space.
Remarks
It seems that this door is in its original location.
Recommendations
Preserve, with exchange and repair damaged elements.
Plus remove the newly added paint and repaint.
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Door number 113

Dimensions

Height: 160 cm
Width: 60 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave wooden door with wooden frame.
Provenance

Remarks
It seems to be an original door with possibly original
location.
Recommendations
Preserve, with exchange and repair damaged elements.
Plus check the originality of its location.

Door number 114

Dimensions

Height: 180 cm
Width: 90 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave door.
Provenance
Newly added door and frame.
Remarks
The door along with its frame seems to have no historic
reference although the opening itself might be original.
Recommendations
Check the authenticity of the door and its location and
replace it if it was original.
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Door number 201

Dimensions

Height: 200 cm
Width: 80 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave door.
Provenance
It’s a new door located in the original location of the old
one.
Remarks

Recommendations
Replace it with newly designed door that match the
traditional existing doors.

Door number 202

Dimensions

Height: 180 cm
Width: 90 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave door.
Provenance
It’s a new door located in the original location of the old
one.
Remarks

Recommendations
Replace it with newly designed door that match the
traditional existing doors.
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Door number 203

Dimensions

Height: 180 cm
Width: 40 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave door.
Provenance
Only the frame of the door is there covered with wooden
boards.
Remarks
It could be the original location of a door.
Recommendations
Replace it with newly designed door, and check the
originality of location.

Door number 204

Dimensions

Height: 170 cm
Width: 60 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave door.
Provenance
The frame of the door is there, the leave is missing.
Remarks
It could be the original location of a door.
Recommendations
Check the originality of location.
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Door number 205

Dimensions

Height: 165 cm
Width: 50 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave door.
Provenance
Original frame with newly added wooden leave.
Remarks

Recommendations
Replace it with newly designed door.

Door number 206

Dimensions

Height: 150 cm
Width: 60 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave door.
Provenance
Original frame with newly added wooden board to cover
it.
Remarks

Recommendations
Replace it with newly designed door.
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Door number 207

Dimensions

Height: 120 cm
Width: 84 cm
Depth:

Description
One leave door.
Provenance
Original location of the door with newly added one leave
wooden door to cover it.
Remarks

Recommendations
Replace it with newly designed door the matches the
design of other existing original doors.

Summary of Door Intervention
Intervention \ Door
NO.
preserve and
restore
Redesign
traditionally looking
door

101

102

103

*

104

*

105

106

*

Remove the door

107

108

109

*

*

110

111

112

113

*

*

*

*

114

201

202

203

204

205

*

*

*

*

207

Tot
al
5

*

*

*

*

*

*

Check the originality
of location

206

*

*

11
1

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

There are a total of 21 doors in the house three of them are main entrances, mainly there are only
five original doors in the whole house to be kept and restored which could be used as a reference
for redesigning other doors , the key issue with doors is related to the originality of their location,
due to the huge transformation that happened to the house, that require further investigation in
site to spot the original locations of almost 12 doors.
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Elements survey (Windows)
Window number 101

Dimensions

Height: 190 cm
Width: 71 cm
Depth:

Description
This window has metal bars and wooden frame divided to
three units with installed mosquito net from the outside.
Two wooden leaves operable window from the inside.
Provenance
Original wooden window which seems to be in its original
location.
Remarks
The floor level of the courtyard is raised.
Recommendations
Check the originality of location plus preserve and restore
to its original shape.

Window number 102

Dimensions

Height: 105 cm
Width: 63 cm
Depth:

Description Small window made of wood with wooden
casement .The upper part contains metal bars. The
interior double leaves are missing and a plywood board is
placed to cover the opening from inside.
Provenance Original window with original location
Remarks The distance between the two first horizontal
wooden divisions shows that the gap below can be
divided into 2 more units equal to the upper remaining
unit.
Recommendations Redesign a new window that fits the
original design to be placed in its location.
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Window number 103

Dimensions

Height: 82 cm
Width: 88 cm
Depth:

Description Double leaves metal framed window,
probably dated to the 1970’s.

Provenance The window is not original but its location
might be original.
Remarks Remains of wooden frame is appearing around
the window, the window is located around 1.5 meters
above the ground level which is an indication of the
originality.
Recommendations Redesign a new window that fits the
original design to be placed in its location. Plus remove
the boards blocking it from inside.

Window number 104

Dimensions

Height: 88 cm
Width: 95 cm
Depth:

Description
Double leaves metal framed window, probably dated to
the 1970’s.

Provenance The window is not original but its location
might be original
Remarks Remaining of some original wooden frame in
the right side of the window, the window is located
around 1.5 meters above the ground level which is an
indication of the originality.
Recommendations Redesign a new window that fits the
original design to be placed in its location. Plus remove
the boards blocking it from inside.
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Window number 105

Dimensions

Height: 90 cm
Width: 60 cm
Depth:

Description Single leaf window made of steel members
along its frame with glass dated to the 1970s. .

Provenance The window is not original in terms of
material but maybe its location is original.
Remarks No evidence of any original wooden frame. But
the location of the window goes along with the pervious
once in terms of height.
Recommendations Redesign a new window that fits the
original design to be placed in its location. Plus remove
the boards blocking it from inside.

Window number 106

Dimensions

Height: 90 cm
Width: 60 cm
Depth:

Description
Single leaf window made of steel members along its
frame with glass.
Provenance
The window is not original in terms of material but
maybe its location is original.
Remarks The steel frame is strongly installed in the
opening with no gaps between the window and the
opening leaving no evidence of original wooden frame.
Recommendations Redesign a new window that fits the
original design to be placed in its location. Plus remove
the boards blocking it from inside.
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Window number 107

Dimensions

Height: 86 cm
Width: 90 cm
Depth:

Description
This double leaves window is probably dated to the
1970’s with original materials. The steel frame is in a
good condition. Most of the glass is broken.
Provenance
Original window with almost certainly original location.
Remarks
The original wooden frame or wooden beam is revealed
to the top of the opening.
Recommendations
Redesign a new window that fits the original design to be
placed in its location.

Window number 108

Dimensions

Height: 90 cm
Width: 93 cm
Depth:

Description
This double leaves window is probably dated to the
1970’s with original materials.
Provenance
Original window with almost certainly original location.
Remarks
No evidence of original wooden frame due to the
collapsing condition of the surrounding cement layer.
Recommendations
Redesign a new window that fits the original design to be
placed in its location.
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Window number 109

Dimensions

Height: 90 cm
Width: 81 cm
Depth:

Description Double leaves window divided to two
horizontal units and 6 vertical steel bars.

Provenance Original window with a doubt about its
location due to the narrow width of the wall ( around 30
cm), so it might be reinstalled recently to that location.
Remarks The window is located in a very high level
around 1.5 meters above the ground and it overlooks the
staircase for natural lighting.
Recommendations
Preserve the window, maintain it and remove the boards
blocking it from inside.

Window number 110

Dimensions

Height: 93 cm
Width: 86 cm
Depth:

Description Double leaves window divided to two
horizontal units and 6 vertical steel bars.

Provenance Original window with a doubt about its
location due to the narrow width of the wall ( around 30
cm) so it might be reinstalled recently to that location.
Remarks
The window is located in a very high level around 1.5
meters above the ground and it overlooks the staircase
for natural lighting.
Recommendations
Preserve the window, maintain it and remove the boards
blocking it from inside.
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Window number 111

Dimensions

Height: 86 cm
Width: 88 cm
Depth:

Description
This wooden window divided to two units, with lots of
missing details.
Provenance The window has an original location, but the
materials seems to be newly added although the marks
of louvers locations in the lower right side of the frame is
obviously apparent.
Remarks The only remaining part of the window is the
wooden frame; the inside is partially covered with a
plywood board.
Recommendations
Redesign a new window that fits the original design to be
placed in its location.

Window number 112

Dimensions

Height: 86 cm
Width: 88 cm
Depth:

Description
wooden window with wooden louvers divided to two
vertical parts.
Provenance
Original window with original location.
Remarks
The outside of the window is covered with a plywood
board on the upper part.
Recommendations
Preserve the existing louvers and maintain them, add the
new elements that need to added.
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Window number 113

Dimensions

Height: 115 cm
Width: 66 cm
Depth:

Description
This double leaves window is divided to two units made
of wooden frame with steel vertical bars.
Provenance
Original window with original location.
Remarks
The ground level of the overlooking room is elevated
leading the window to start directly from the ground
level.
Recommendations
Preserve, with exchange and repair damaged elements.

Window number 201

Dimensions

Height: 100 cm
Width: 60 cm
Depth:

Description
double leave wooden window with steel vertical bars,
most of the window elements are missing.
Provenance
Original window with original location.
Remarks

Recommendations
Preserve the existing parts, with exchange and repair
damaged elements. Plus redesign missing elements.
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Window number 202

Dimensions

Height: 100 cm
Width: 60 cm
Depth:

Description
double leave wooden window with steel vertical bars,
most of the window elements are missing.
Provenance
Original window with original location.
Remarks

Recommendations
Preserve the existing parts, with exchange and repair
damaged elements. Plus redesign missing elements.

Window number 203

Dimensions

Height: 120 cm
Width: 65 cm
Depth:

Description
Single leaf window made of steel members along its
frame with glass dated to the 1970s. .
Provenance
Original location of the window with non original
materials.
Remarks
No evidence of the wooden original frame.
Recommendations
Redesign a new window that fits the original design to be
placed in its location.
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Window number 204

Dimensions

Height: 120 cm
Width: 65 cm
Depth:

Description
Single leaf window made of steel members along its
frame with glass dated to the 1970s. .
Provenance
Original location of the window with non original
materials.
Remarks
No evidence of the wooden original frame.
Recommendations
Redesign a new window that fits the original design to be
placed in its location.

Window number 205

Dimensions

Height: 120 cm
Width: 75 cm
Depth:

Description
Double leaves window divided to two horizontal units
and 6 vertical steel bars.
Provenance
Original window with original location.
Remarks
The window is completely blocked with wooden boards
from the inside, the wooden frame is projected towards
the outside.
Recommendations
Preserve the window, maintain it, and remove the boards
blocking it from inside.
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Window number 206

Dimensions

Height: 120 cm
Width: 75 cm
Depth:

Description
Double leaves window divided to two horizontal units
and 6 vertical steel bars.
Provenance
Original window with original location.
Remarks The window is completely blocked with wooden
boards from the inside, the wooden frame is projected
towards the outside.
Recommendations
Preserve the window, maintain it, and remove the boards
blocking it from inside.

Window number 207

Dimensions

Height: 120 cm
Width: 75 cm
Depth:

Description
It seems to be the same as the above two windows but
its covered with wooden board from the outside.
Provenance
Original window with original location.
Remarks
The window is completely blocked with wooden boards
from the inside.
Recommendations
Preserve the window, maintain it, and remove the boards
blocking it.
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Window number 208

Dimensions

Height: 120 cm
Width: 63 cm
Depth:

Description
Single leaf window made of steel members along its
frame with glass dated to the 1970s. .
Provenance
Original location with non original window.
Remarks

Recommendations
Redesign a new window that fits the original design to be
placed in its location.

Window number 209

Dimensions

Height: 120 cm
Width: 63 cm
Depth:

Description
Single leaf window made of steel members along its
frame with glass dated to the 1970s. .
Provenance
Original location with non original window materials.
Remarks

Recommendations
Redesign a new window that fits the original design to be
placed in its location.
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Window number 210

Dimensions

Height: 120 cm
Width: 66 cm
Depth:

Description
Two leaves wooden window divided in to two horizontal
units with vertical steel bars.
Provenance
Original window with original location.
Remarks

Recommendations
Preserve the existing elements, maintain them and add
the missing parts with designing them to match the
original state.

Window number 211

Dimensions

Height: 130 cm
Width: 66 cm
Depth:

Description
Two leaves wooden window divided in to two horizontal
units with vertical steel bars.
Provenance
Original window with original location.
Remarks

Recommendations
Preserve the existing elements, maintain them and add
the missing parts with designing them to match the
original state.
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Summary of Windows Intervention

Intervention \
WIN NO.
preserve and
restore
Redesign
traditionally
looking
Reopen
blocked
window
Check
originality of
location

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

109

110

111

112

113

201

202

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

203

*

204

205

206

207

*

*

*

*

*

208

*

*

*

209

*

*

*

210

211

Total

*

*

13

*

*

17

9

1

According to the survey there are a total of 24 windows 13 of them are to be preserved and
restored which are mostly made out of wood. On the other hand lots of windows are dated to the
1970s they are made out of steel frame and translucent glass, the steel mostly is in a good condition
in contrast to the glass which is broken in most of them and covered with wooden boards, these
steel windows would be replaced by redesigned wooden windows that are inspired from the original
13 windows, however some of the steel windows could be preserved to remind of the seventies era
that the house has got through which is just an idea to be further developed.
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House Condition
Condition overview
According to our site visit which was carried out on the 31st of January the house was in a terrible
condition, simply everything was everywhere, there was no single room or space in the house
without garbage and dumps, that made our work so hard cause we were suppose to work on
surveying the walls but the circumstances was that all walls where covered with stuff but this is not
the place to mention them, plus the accessibility to places was difficult in addition to the existence
of living creatures and bad smells.
Any way no worlds or photos can describe the situation, the bright side is that beyond that entire
miss there is an extremely beautiful building with beautiful architectural composition and elements
that need to be restored to its origin to be a standing trace to the previous life of the place.
Deteriorations and damages
In general there is no emergency intervention needed in the house, most of the structural elements
are stable and in good condition, the only main deterioration is in the east-southern corner in the
southern elevation this corner has a major cark where the stone layers are exposed and it’s a place
for rain water penetration which may cause a stability crisis in future. The second place where repair
is urgently needed is in the first floor of the third part where one of the terrace that seemed to be
made out of traditional danchals, is unstable for pedestrian to stand on.
The other issue that need to be addressed in terms of damages, is the damages that can occur to the
building due to the existence of rodents which must be resolved to protect the building from future
deterioration.
Material conditions
When it comes to material conditions, the original materials of the house cannot be seen directly,
starting from the main elevations that are covered with concrete layer as an outer render, added to
that there are many interior walls that are enclosed by wooden panels, as well as most of the
ceilings, and the courtyard flooring is covered with concrete. Therefore it’s hard to tell about the
essence of each material however there are some hints and traces here and there that prove
material types used, but of course there still uncertainty about some of them. However it’s obvious
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in some elements that the house was conserved previously using original stone with concrete
instead of the traditional mixture of plaster which indicated that the timing of conservation was
done in the period of concrete construction.
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Architectural Analysis
Rooms and courtyards
The existing composition with the existing divisions are making it compose of three different
courtyards, the theory that we are suggesting is that the house has one main courtyard, two
laiwans, with four original rooms and two staircases. (As represented below)

The previous ( original) condition of the house ( ground floor plan) as analyzed
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Main entrance
It’s not yet decided nor confirmed the exact location of the main entrance but up to now two
doorways are excluded which are the once located in the southern boundaries of the property.
The existing situation of the house is that there are three main entrances there, when we get back in
time this situation is possible to exist but most probably there was only one main entrance to the
house and the possibility is drawn toward the one located on the eastern boundaries of the
property, that’s due to the fact that the external southern wall of room 101 plus the northern
external wall of room 107 both have niches that reflect the fact that they are made out of stone.
The other excluded two doorways did not have enough provisions to be original as following:


When it comes to the second entrance it is located too close to room 107 which reduces the
privacy in that room and that was not the case back those days, therefore if the option is to
go with that door as the main original entrance then room 107 would be the men’s Majlas
and that would explain its closeness to the street and to the doorway.



The last doorway which might be original is the one in the center of southern façade, the
clue to that is its location exactly in the center of that façade and this implies the theory of
symmetry that was used in Islamic architecture, But the location of staircase right in front
of it is doubtful unless there was a wall right in front of the entrance underneath that
staircase which might create the L shape entrance that opens to the left or right side.

Main entrance analysis
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Staircases
There are four staircases in the house which is a huge amount when it is compared to the size of
that house, back then people was trying to economize spaces and materials everything was so
limited than to be wasteful. There are many theories to whether each one of these staircases is
original or not. ( as represented below)


Staircase1: There are enough evidence that this staircase is original like the existence of
danchal poles underneath to support it, plus its location on the edge of the property which
explains how it was supported by the boundary wall and positioned to use the existing space
to the maximum ( not intervening with the openness of the courtyard).

staircase no 1- right( The proposed original staircase)

Numbering of staircase and their location in plan
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staircase no 2 and its relation to the brick wall



Staircase2: This staircase is supported by a southern wall which is made out of brick,
although it is supported by bamboo beams underneath, when you compare its location to
the location of the first staircase and referring to the analysis theory that the house was
having a single central courtyard the location of this staircase interrupt the openness of the
courtyard and split it in to two sections, therefore and along with the brick supporting wall
we concluded that this stair case is not original.



Staircase3: This is the only staircase that has two flights, similar to the previous two
staircases the bamboo danchals are there underneath the staircase, its doubtful that this
staircase is original since its support is a newly added room to the west.
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Staircase4:It’s a single fight staircase, we concluded that it’s not the original because of it
location, and its supported by block work wall t the east. .

All the previous staircases were conserved using traditional materials like bamboo poles
underneath, with the addition of cement work on the surface. Staircase no 1 leads to a
terrace in the first floor that is not connected to the second terrace therefore its possible
that one of the staircases that we have excluded previously is original or that there is a
fourth missing staircase that was in another location to access the second terrace, further
investigation should be prepared to assets finding the original missing staircase.

staircase no 3 and 4
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Recommendations
According to the previous report, we conclude that although the house is not one of the major
houses in the pearling project its one of the rare houses along the pearling path which has many
traditional rooms almost in their original state , the house can be renovated and reused in another
function such as a tiny boutique hotel, a coffee shop , guest house or any other functions that can
be related to the profession of the family that owns the house.
It is recommended that a future historic report will be conducted which answers the following
questions, 1. Who was living in the building? (A brief about his/her career, family information, his
relations with the older (wider) community and so on) and 2. How does the building developed
over time architecturally? And when was it initiated?
This historic research can help in the understanding the past of that house, its owners nature,
original location of its components and its relation to its surrounding and that can assist in drawing
the right future plan for it.
Its recommended to preserve other houses of the neighborhood that are belonging to the same
family and are still preserved authentically, ( indicated in the deed) in front of the house and to the
north of it. Most importantly there is the main house of the family that consists of shops integrated
and linked to it, with huge parts collapsed yet other parts with great architectural value remain,
one of the most eye catching spaces of it is a huge L shape gate that includes a seating built in
benches to the right and left of it, which has a great value in the Islamic architecture in general and
in Bahrain architecture locally. And by doing so the ALKAHTER FAREEJ will be maintained. ( see
below photos)

Photos of the main house of Al-khater family with its remain
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external wall and main room

Al khater mosque from the interior of the house

remain shop overlooking the main street

The main entrance ( double height)
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Emergency intervention
The “Emergency Intervention” team is a project that the Ministry of Culture has devised to
tackle buildings which are eminent for collapse in the old city of Muharraq, and to deal with
emergency active deteriorations in nominated properties of the Pearling Testimony. The main
purpose of this team is to reinforce and repair weak structural issues in the buildings reported
to be actively deteriorating and causing risks for collapses. The main purpose of the activities
of the team is to guarantee a longer life for weak historic buildings while not affecting their
historic values and their significance in supporting the Universal Outstanding Value for which
the Pearling Site is nominated to be among the World Heritage List.

Working team and durations
The working team consists of Dr Alaa El-Habashi as the conservation consultant, Ahmed Al
jishi, the site director, Abdullah Yahya working as the team material supplier, Abo-alKalam the
site foreman, other thirteen laborers. Four junior skilled Bahraini masons are periodically
asked to join the team in order to provide training to the rest of the team members on the
traditional building materials and techniques. The emergency intervention works at the House
of Sara al-Khater started in July 1st 2011 and completed in October 2011.

Introduction to Sara Al Khater house
Sara Al Khater house is one of the blue elements in the buffer zone. It is located directly along
the main pearling pathway. Dues to its dilapidated state of conservation, the Ministry of
Municipality issued a demolition request forwarded to the Ministry of Culture for evaluation.
The MoC assessment confirms that the building is of a great value as it contains large portions
of authentic fabric; i.e. stone structural walls and danchal traditional roofs. The building
preserved its original ownership, as still belongs to the heirs of the bin-Khater family, upon
which the whole district was called (Farij Al Bin Khater). The building also preserved its
courtyard arrangement, even though it is obvious that the main courtyard that once existed
within the house was subdivided into three little ones, following the subdivision of the house
in three smaller residential entities. The new arrangement is shown below in the
documentation plans surveyed by the Ministry of Culture. The survey confirms that the
building had only one main gate, which is the eastern, and the two that are currently existing
along the southern façade are later addition due to the subdivision of the house.
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Ground floor plan ( nieches discovered)

First floor plan removed Toilets

Sara al-Khater as surveyed in June 2011 by the Ministry of Culture. Notice the toilets of the
upper floor which were proved that they were modern addition and which were removed as
being considered as incompatible elements that disfigure the authentic fabric of the house.
The MoC reached to an agreement with the owners to conserve the house to annul the
“eminent for collapse” identity designated by the Municipality. The MoC agreed to finance
and implement the basic works required to stabilize the building and to pave the way for the
owner to rehabilitate it through upgrading its façade. Based on the reached agreement the
MoC team produced architectural documentation of the building and surveyed all of its
architectural and decorative features.

Existing condition
Prior to the MoC emergency intervention the house was occupied by foreign laborers, whose
way of living greatly contributed to worsening the condictions of the building specially by
adding many incompatible and inadequate toilets described above and shown in the above
plans. The bin Khater family used MoC agreement to evacuate the building in the hope to
move back into it.
The scope of work of the emergency intervention was to stitch the large crack manifesting at
the the southern-east corner of the building, to remove the cement plaster and all other
incompatible additions along the façade, and do minimum structural reinforcement that
would restore the structural integrity of the building and its elements. The work has also
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expanded to cover the restoration of selected portion of the roof terrace in order to restore
enough slopes to assure an efficient water discharging.

The site plan indicating the scope of work location

Materials used
1. Stone: there was no need to bring coral stones, as most of the stones required for the
emergency intervention specified are reused from those which dismantled from the
walls after cleaning by washing them with water, and repositioning them in their exact
same original locations.
2. Danchal poles: A total of 40 danchal poles were brought to the site to be used as tie
beams. All poles were treated with a mix of oil, turpentine and disinfectant before
installing them in place. The wooden poles were mainly used as tie beams replacing
the damaged existing once, and some were used to replace slab rafters.
3. Plaster mix: The mix of the mortar used for construction consists of the following (3
sand, 2 lime, 1 gypsum). This mortar was used in filling gaps between stones, grouting
the voids and cracks, and for capping the fragile borders of the existing historic plaster
layers if necessary. Sand was filtered from additions before added to the mixture.
Lime putty was slaked in tanks of water before addition, and the gypsum was added
as powder right before the application of the mortar onto the wall. The mortar
components are mixed manually. The overall quantities of materials used was 200 bag
of lime, 60 bags of gypsum and 2 trucks of desert sand each of 3 cubic meters.

Working steps
1. Chipping cement layers :
 The work started on the southern – east corner crack, The main goal of intervention
was to support that crack. The exterior facades of the building were covered with
cement plaster and the crack was starting from the inner stone layer and extending to
the outer plaster layer. A series of recessed niches were discovered under the cement
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plaster. Those were filled with rubble stone to support their deteriorated wooden
lintels.

The main crack in the southern east elevation



The chipping of the cement plaster proceeded section by section identified
horizontally so that the chipping would not worsen the overall condition of the
building. The danchal poles and beams found defected at slab level or at the linter
level of the newly discovered series of niches, were replaced.

The discovered niches: replacing damaged danchal poles at different levels
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Starting the chipping in the lower part of elevations and discovering the block works on niches

Removing the discovered brick work and Re-opening the niches



After the completion of chipping the lower section of façades, the work proceeded to
the upper sections. The projected toilets located in the first floor was found to be new
addition built with concrete blocks. Not only they were the source of water that
damaged the wooden beams underneath but they were also adding unnecessary dead
load to the whole wall structure. The decision was to remove them and replace them
with the wind catchers that use to run throughout the elevation of the building. The
reconstruction was based on obvious architectural traces that were discovered after
the removal of the toilets.
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Chipping the upper level of elevations

Projecting toilets before and during removal

2. Re-plastering with traditional plaster:
Unlike all other emergency intervention operation, where re-plastering would not be
necessary, the decision here was to plaster the exterior facades of the building in
order to help and support the owner to rehabilitate it the soonest convenient, and to
maintain an overall traditional character of the street façade. After exposing both of
the stone walls, the historic features of the house was restored to their original states
and the layers of plaster applied on the external surfaces.
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Plastering progress

3. Adjusting the level of roof slope:
To prevent accumulation of water in the first level slab, the slope of that level was
adjusted to be guarantee that the surface water would discharge efficiently through
the exiting roof spouts.

Adjusting the slope

Final results
The following series of photographs show the condition of the building and its elements
before and after the intervention.
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Niches after applying the final plaster where solid plain walls were there before

The badgir before and after reconstruction

The badgirs before and after plastering
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Soutehrn elevation after conservation

Westwern elevation after conservation
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Working team
Working team until the 23rd of Dec was consisting of Anand Bose (site engineer), Hussain Sayed
(foreman), Gangadhar (foreman), and 18 other workers.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. Banner have been installed in the front elevation of the house, it shows some defects
due to wind which must be solved by fixing and supporting it by implementing several
measures which were communicated to the Contractor. One of the most important
measure is to heighten the banner so that it won’t be loose, and thus affected by the
wind. It was also suggested to insert intermediate supports to the fabric of the banner.
2. Contractor removed of defected danchal wall in room no 8, 9, 15 and 21. The Contractor
is still removing the poles of rooms No. 18 and 19.
3. Removal of cement layers has started in room no 21, the cement layers are well
bounded to the traditional stones which will take huge efforts and time to be removed
manually. It was suggested to the Contractor to use an electrical grinder to ease that
task, and to lessen the effect of the removal on the masonry of the walls.
4. Removal of cement layers has started in the southern external wall of the house, two
cracks on that wall were revealed which are starting from the foundation. The locations
of these cracks are going to be used as an opening way to access of equipments and
materials.
5. The cement block wall next to room no 20 have been demolished.
6. Opening in the wall behind space no 9 has started, in order to clean and conserve the
once inaccessible space, and consider using it as a temporary toilet for the workers
during the project duration. This space was once a well where the remains of the first
floor toilets were dumped.

The banner after it was installed. Defects have been identified and repairs are underway.
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Scaffolding with the internal supporting system (Designed by Dr. Alaa el-Habashi)

Rooms No. 8, 9, 15 after the removal of their danshal (such works were done prior to our supervision)
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Removal of Danchal in room no 8,9 and 15 ,Remains of Danchal and ceiling removal



The replacement of the defected danshal poles in the lintels of the doorways of room
No. 21. All newly inserted poles are specified to be painted with a mix of turpentine and
sesame oil with the addition of an adequate quantity of wood disinfectant. Contractor
did not yet propose the specifications of the disinfectant to be used.
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Removal of cement layers ( room no 21)



Contractor has submitted on Thursday the 23rd of December a formal request for that
opening. The contractor has removed the cement layers plastered over the cracks that
are exhibited in the section of the southern wall that he wants to dismantle temporarily
to make a room for an access to the exterior for the removal of the debris accumulated
in the courtyard. The removal of the cement plaster revealed that those cracks are
badly opening up at the top. They start to be a hair-cracks at the foundation level. This
could be an assurance that the foundations are not defected, but there are some sort of
differential movements happening way beyond the ground level that caused for those
cracks to develop. It assumed that the causes for such differential movement are one of
all of the following reasons: 1) the lack of vertical joints in such a long masonry wall, 2)
the negative effects of the cement plaster in trapping moisture within the wall and thus
internal expansion is probably taking place within the wall thickness, 3) the deffected
and eaten away danshal poles inserted into walls. It is believed that an opening between
the two existing cracks (90-100 cm width) would not harm the wall and would ease the
maneuvering of incoming and outgoing material a great deal. In fact, insistence of using
the main entrance doorway for such purpose might create greater problem in the main
gate. If this opening up would be allowed, it should be done under certain conditions
and precautions. The opening jambs shall be consolidated prior to any dismantling to
take place. The walls need to be shored up with Jacks and wooden boards prior the
opening up would be implemented. The shoring up equipment shall remain until the
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rebuilding of the opened up section. The newly provisioned opening shall be covered
with scaffolding and accessibility through that doorway shall be secured.

Opening planning in southern eastern corner of the building

Removal of cement layers in external southern wall
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Removal of block wall (behind room no 20)
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Opening in wall (space behind room no 9. Which used to be the collector of the remains falling from the tolets of the first floor)

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
The schedule is not prepared yet, suggestions are being prepared to be sent to the contractor,
who will then finalize it.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
Banner placed in main façade was not fixed according to standards, Dr. Alaa el-Habashi has
recommended a supporting system to improve the stability of the banner and stop the defecting
effect. This is currently underway.
The specifications of the wood preservatives and the wood disinfectants are not yet submitted
in order to endorse them for the use of the danshal poles of either the ceilings/roofs or the
doorway lintels.
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Working team
The contractor did not submit the working team names, expertise, and resumes of key staff
members yet.
Upon the removal of the old ceiling of room No. 16 against the recommendations of the
Conservation Report on the roofs, the Minister of Culture has decided to terminate the terms of
the consultant, Mr. Farry Kazerooni, and to replace him with Mr. Sidney Ponniah.
The contractor informed us that a total of 50 workers are currently on site.
The Ministry of Culture has supplied the project with 10 workers to further chip the cement
from the masonry joints, they started on Sunday 24th of April.
In addition the Ministry has dedicated its emergency team to support the cement chipping team
starting on Tuesday the 3rd of May. All equipments needed for the work of the Ministry's teams
are supplied by the Ministry.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. All roof layers including their Mirzams (water spouts) have been installed in rooms no 17
18 20 21 22). The roof layers consist of the following: bamboo stripes, bamboo mat,
polyethylene sheet, sloped screed (7-15cm), double layer of self adhesives water proof
membrane, heat insulation sheets (5cm), 5cm of loose gravel and precast of white
cement slabs (40cm x40cm).

Roof in construction process

Roof in construction process
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2. The deep cement chipping (by ministry's team) in the interior started on Sunday 24th of
April, it's made following a 1mx1m grid where only one square every 2 squares is
chipped.
The eastern walls of room 20 and 21 were completed. The northern wall and pillars of
space 20 and 21 will not be further chipped. Work also started in the eastern wall of
room 19 and 22, the contractor started deep filling the voids in room 20.

Deep cement chipping in room 20

3. The contractor has completed cement chipping in the following locations:
-The exterior southern façade.
-Space T8
-The interior of the upper parapets, above the eastern courtyard section of the house
-The exterior elevation of the northern recessed wall (exterior of room 20)
-The exterior elevation of the northern façade (exterior of room T8, 16, 17 and 18)

cement chipping on the exterior northern wall

cement chipping on the exterior southern wall

4. The shoring up system was installed in room 24 in preparation of the cement chipping of
its exterior façade. It's agreed with the contractor that all first floor rooms shall be
shored up prior to any cement chipping to take place.
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shoring up interior of room 24

shoring up exterior of room 24

5. It was agreed with the consultant to implement ventilation conduits around the
perimeter of the ground floor interior spaces. As shown in the drawings below.
However this sketch is not the final one, it was advised to project the cover to the
plaster level and maximize the number of holes in it. Consultant is to revise his design
and re-submit it.
It should be noted that a cement tile border will be a generic detail in all the ground
floor rooms along the parameter. And the floor area in between will vary according to
the rooms value. Three categories are proposed: the first is a lime screed the second is a
shell and the third will be cement tiles.

Ventilation conduit

6. While implementing the ventilation conduit in room number 22, unidentified objects
(thought to be landmines) were discovered, and work was suspended for two days (18
19 of april 2011) until Ministry of Interior confirmed the objects are not harmful.
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Unidentified object discovered in room 22

7. It was decided with consultant to set rooms no 19, 20, 21, 22, as mockups for all
conservation and finish work in order for those to be approved and/or modified by the
client it was set for the client to visit those rooms on Saturday 28th of may in the
afternoon. The mockup's plaster finish will be completed, flooring and ventilation
conduits as well as electrical extensions and lighting units. Samples of lighting units have
been selected from Al Ansari and contractor has placed an order accordingly.

Electrical layout samples for rooms 20 21 22 (note: lighting units in room 22 are relocated to the opposite wall)

8. A section of the exterior of the northern wall was found bulged and cracked, it was
agreed with the consultant to dismantle the masonry of the outer face and rebuild it
with plumb line inserting wooden ties as shown in the sketch below.
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9. The archeological team led by Mr Abdelkarim,, has completed archeology in the
courtyard of the building and revealed interesting structures and floorings, it was
decided to incorporated some of these elements in the landscape design of the
courtyard. The sketch below shows what was revealed. It should be note that in the
process of superimposing the archeology drawing in the architectural survey submitted
by the consultant, discrepancies have been detected. The ministry of culture asked the
consultant to revise his survey.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule
The new Consultant of the Project has submitted a work schedule that respects the official
duration of the project (ending in November 2011). This schedule was revised internally and
approved on the 4th of May 2011. The work schedule is divided in five sheets as following:

Work Schedule of the East Section of the House
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Work Schedule of the West Section of the House
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Work Schedule of the North Section of the House
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Work Schedule of the South Section of the House
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Work Schedule of the general items
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Working team
The work was carried out with Mr. Sidney Ponniah being the main consultant and Mr. Ronan
Dayot as the site engineer. Night shifts started in middle of October in order to recover the delays
of the implementation. Since that time, the work was going on in two shifts (from 6:00am to
1:00Pm and from1:00 pm to 8:00pm) to prepare the project for its soft opening which was
planned to be on 12th of November 2011 and to meet the initial deadline of the project, extended,
for no-cost, to be February 12th 2012, instead of the initial deadline that was 31 November 2011.
The contractor informed us that a total of 40 to 50 workers are working on site, in addition to the
carpenter's team working in a workshop not too far from the site.
Beside the contracting teams other side teams for the other sub-projects of the main-project was
there, such as the lighting contractor team, the interior design team, exhibition design team, and
the fine conservation team. The MoC site representatives were supervising the works,
coordinating between all the different contractors working at the same time in the building, and
attempting to synchronize the results. The MoC site representatives were also the conservation
consultant for the project, and assure that all works are conforming to the ethics and the
international charters of conservation.
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Works Achieved during the reporting period
Architectural Conservation works:
The work was going simultaneously on in the following rooms (1, 2, 1A, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 10A, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23) as well as on the exterior of all elevations and both of the
existing staircases. For the purpose of the soft opening, a special focus was devoted to work on
the rooms of the Majlis area (see below for more details), and those which were designating to
held the exhibition and the exterior elevations of rooms that overlooks courtyards.
The following explains the procedure and the work done by the elements of the building:
1. Walls:
Working on walls was going on following the procedures:
• Removal of cement layers by chipping the exterior layer of walls.
• Removal and replacement of damaged timber ties.
• Removal of additional block works and walls.
• Grouting, deep filling gaps with lime and mortar.
• Plastering the walls with new traditional plaster that consists of 2 coats, the first is
the substrate (1 lime: 1 gypsum: 1 double washed sand), and the finish is with the
same mix but with mainly a sponge application but using desert sand (called
locally as "lozy" sand).
• Wherever a froush stone (a slab of coral stone that is usually not more than 5-10
cm thick that are built in between the pillars) is found, the surface was not
plastered over, and the froush was left exposed. Only the joints between the slabs
were filled.

Left: Ground floor plan showing the rooms where interior and exterior wok on walls was done in Blue and red, orange
presents the removed block work walls. Right: chipping work in the southern external elevation where wall was divided
in to patches of intervals of deep chipping and regular chipping to quick the process of chipping to ventilate walls.

2. Floors:
The flooring of the interior of all ground floor rooms were designed as a simple lime based
concrete platform which are screed at the center of rooms surrounded by a ventilation
trench all around the perimeters of the walls. The ventilation system is consisting of a
trench that is covered with gravel connected to the wall via a vertical conduit tiled over
with a vent that is located in the lower sections of walls. Those vents are approximately 2
meters intervals. There are other places in the project were tiles was used (room 23)
which complements the functional use of that space as a toilet. The ventilation provided
here prevents the rising of ground water through capillarity, a deterioration manifestation
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that is common in all newly restored houses that didn't encounter such a problem in their
specifications.

Left and middle: The ventilation system of rooms, right: flooring system of the courtyard arcade during construction
where the sand is going to be replaced by aggregate

3. Roofs:
All roofs were inspected in terms of their conditions, layer by layer starting from danchal
poles, bamboo matt and palm matt, and there was three levels of interventions:
• Keep the good conditioned elements.
• Repair the medium conditioned elements.
• And replaced the bad conditioned elements by an approved supplied sample.
All upper screed were in bad condition and in need for application of water proof
membrane and heat insulation to insure the durability. They were all chipped and
removed carefully and a new screed with waterproofing and insulation were added and
covered with the final layer of roof tilling which insured the stability of the below
members and function as a secure surface for peoples circulation between rooms of the
first floor level. In some of the northern and western section of the house, the contractor
applied wrong direction of roof slopes. Those will be revised and corrected in the final
phase of the project.

The condition of one of the roofs before intervention

Protection and support to roof that is in a good condition
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Left: removal of all layers of that roof and replacement of original Danchal strips with newly added once that are treated
against termites, Right: placing the palm matt and the screed layer on top of the same roof in a later stage.

The final finish on roof in room 21

4. Parapet walls:
The following intervention strategy was followed in the house:
1. The cement plaster was chipped from all original parapet badgiers, which were
then re-plastered with traditional plaster mix described above.
2. The removal of the cement plaster revealed that some of the badgir parapets
were constructed with cement blocks. Those were also plastered with a
traditional lime and gypsum based plaster, but then received a final coat of paint
primer to coat it with a more whitish look, and thus making a clear differentiation
between the authentic badgir parapets and those which were are recently added.
The extend of the cement block badgir, as shown in the sketch plan below, hints
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that the eastern section of the building did not bear badgir parapet, and it was
possible a section that was added to the main house after its original construction.
3. There were definite evidence in only one location along the parapet that a carved
wooden screen were fixed to provide a visibility of the users of the roof a
possibility to watch onto the courtyard. The recovered wooden pieces were
enough to assure the design of the wooden screen. The decision was to
reconstruct the carved wooden screen and re-install it in place.
4. Adding newly designed wooden handrail in one location (room 27) replacing the
newly added block walls kitchen room a decorated cement blocks parapet, both
removed for their intrusive visual impact.

Original Badgiers
Block work added badgiers
Carved Wooden screen
New wooden handrail replacing incompatible items
First floor plan showing locations of different interventions

The different treatment between the original badgeirs and the block once

5. Carpentry works:
Inventory works was done to identify the conditions of all elements (doors, windows,
decorative Mashrabias).Preserving in place, repairing and restoring existing items,
replacing damaged items and integrating as many members of the original as possible,
and adding a newly designed item that was not originally existing, are the four
intervention levels determined for the all the carpentry work in the building. A report was
submitted by the contractor documenting the existing conditions. Later on a specialized
subcontractor (Jamal Saheen) was subcontracted to deal with all carpentry works in a
workshop located close to the project. The result of the work was acceptable. The work
still lacks the oiling, and the repair of some of the accessories which are not properly
working.
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A sample of the wood work of one of the rooms door

Fine conservation:
The fine conservation works started on 11th of October 2011 and still carried on, there focus for
the soft opening was mainly in rooms 16, 15, the founded octagonal column in room 6, and the
main entrance, all of which was completed for the targeted date. After that they completed rooms
5, 13 and part of room 25 in the first floor. The coming stages will involve the completion of
working in the first floor as well as the northern corner of the western elevation. Detailed reports
were issues monthly to document the process, the chemicals used, and methodology and the
dialogue that is taking place between the fine conservation and the Conservation Consultant of
the project.

Working on the octagonal column found

The final result of the main entrance
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Ground floor plan showing the progress of the fine conservation team in the project – in Red
work done for the soft opening – in Blue work done after the opening up to 19th Jan 2012

Landscaping:
Landscaping design proposal was done by the Ministry’s team. The main concept was to preserve
the original palm trees of the house, to reveal and integrate some of the archaeological findings,
to maintain the difference in levels of the house, and develop easy circulation among the various
components of the building. Materials used were as basic as possible mainly lime concrete for the
pathways and stone aggregate in centers of plantation area, replacing the shells traditionally used
in courtyards. Some of the edges received wooden nozes to prevent them to break easily.
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Landscaping after implementation
T

Landscaping design proposal designed by the Ministry of Culture

Interior design:
The interiors of some special rooms (indicated below in red) designed and implemented y Habib
Associates (local consultancy). Interior design works was implemented to some rooms ( 15-16-1819-23 and the space behind room 9), in rooms 15 and 16 sofas (fabricated in Bahrain, using
imported materials) inspired from the traditional ground setting was used with special colors and
fabrics that matches the interior of rooms. In addition, special rugs were inserted and unique side
lighting lamps. In general, the rooms were refurbished as a harmonious Majlas that will comfort
visitors, and remind them of the peacefulness of a traditional house atmosphere. Room 18 was
totally changed in to a guest restroom; modernity and simplicity were the main features that
fabricate the space. Room 19 houses a kitchenette and a serving cabinet to support any caterings
that the majlis area of the house might receive.

Room 16 after implementation

Locations of rooms for interior design
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Room 15 after implementation

Room 18 after implementation

The design submitted by consultant

Exhibition design:
As planned, the house hosts a permanent exhibition of historic photographs and videos relating to
the history of the House and the ruler family. The exhibition design was done and to be executed
by a French company called “La Meduse” which specializes in digital stenography, according to the
information provided by the Ministry of Culture and other recourses. The company submitted its
proposal which includes three different rooms ( 5-7-13) as the main exhibition area. The designs
are still in the stage of implementation, but a preliminary set up was put up for the sake of the
soft opening. The exhibitions are set as following:
•
•
•

Room 5: History of Sh. Salman including a video projection on glass panels.
Room 7: History of the house and its surrounding area including interactive video
installation.
Room 13:History of Sh. Isa and Sh. Hamad including video projection on glass panel.
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The design proposal was submitted and approved. The implementation is due at the middle of
February with the official inauguration of the house.

Location of the exhibition design

Room 13 after implementation of the exhibition

Lighting:
Lighting design was done by “Alain Guilhot Lumiere,” a French Company specialized in designing
lighting. The lighting consultant submitted the design which was reviewed internally, and
approved after some modifications that confirms that the basic architectural, historic and
traditional values of the buildings are all highlighted. The execution was done by a local
contracting company called “Al Ahlia Construction”. There was three main factors in the concept
of designing the lighting as following:
•
•
•

Outside elevations are lit by LED recessed guidance light.
Inside elevations are lit by LEDs guidance lighting and by LED floods, playing on color and
power contrast, without leaving backlit out.
Palms are lit, from ground, in a specific graphic composition lighting.

Upon the consultant's recommendation, three public lighting poles, which were generating
garbage lighting that would have negatively affected the lighting design, were removed.
The implementation stage was complicated; the excavation for wiring and locating of lighting
fittings was done in parallel to all other construction interior, and fine conservation works.
Difficulties was faced concentrating on the western external façade due to the existence of
exterior scaffolding along that holds the banner covering the house. Supporting the scaffolding on
bridging wooden planks did not really solve all the problems, since after commencing the
excavation of the trench, the contactor discover a pipe that conflicted with the location of some of
the floor lighting fittings. This mater was solved by consulting the EDD (Electrical Department) to
receive a recommendation that the revealed cables and pipes shall be concreted over.
All the electrical circuits were extended in that stage, and most of the lighting units designed,
specified, and imported to Bahrain were installed with the exception of those of the courtyard
lighting the palm trees, which were not yet delivered to Bahrain.
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Lighting after implementation

Surrounding Upgrading:
1. Designing the southern public area in to a car parking plot
The plot adjacent to the house from the south was converted to a public parking area, the
design was simple with placing the main goal as “upgrading the surrounding area with
minimum intervention and functioning of a public parking place”. Working on that was
done in collaboration with the Ministry of Works. The concept design was initiated by the
Ministry of Culture and submitted to the road directorate for revision, approval and
execution. During the execution we had to take the permission of removing one light
shading structure with the cooperation of the ministry of Municipality and the agreement
of owners. In addition, and since the area of the proposed parking is the same which was
used to locate the debris that is coming out of the project, which was removed
periodically, we had to notify the contractor to remove all accumulating waste there in
parallel to allow for the paving works to continue.
At this stage the work is still not completed a small portion at the southern east corner of
the house is still occupied by workers toilet and the southern area at the back is used for
waste and to store other materials. In addition to that it was decided to keep the added
door at southern-east corner in its location due to the house requirements for another
exit and entrance for services in future beside their use at the moment.
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Left: Indicating the location of structure to be removed for the Ministry of Minusablity - Right: the first parking proposal
submitted by the ministry of Culture

Southern plot: left: before starting the work, right: during the work

2. Designing the front main entrance
The level of existing street was found elevated around 30 cm above the original main
entrance level, therefore we had to lower a portion of the side walk right in front of the
main entrance and to add steps to the sides of it which gives the house the needed
significance, and to restore the level of the wooden threshold of the main gate.

Main entrance: left: before the project start, right during the soft opening showing the new side walk added and lighting
poles removal
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3. Road lighting poles removal:
As mentioned above in the lighting design section, it was necessary to remove some of the
public lighting poles which had disturbing effects on the proposed lighting design. For this,
we needed the assistance of other Ministries, such as the Ministry of Works, and the
Ministry of Municipalities. Mainly the street lighting poles which were affecting the view
of the house at day time and the lighting design at night, there were three of them to the
western elevation of the house and the southern one and we managed to remove them
all. On a later stage, after the lighting project implementation and trial we noticed that
there might be a future need to remove some additional lighting poles to the opposite
edge of the street. In addition to that there is a substation room that exists in the
southern-west corner of the project, which we are planning to remove to clear the visual
appearance of the house. For the time being, and for the sake of the soft opening day, this
substation was repainted.

Left:plan indacating additional lighting poles and elemants arround the house
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule
The Consultant of the Project has submitted a work schedule that respects the official duration of
the project (ending in November 2011). This schedule was revised internally and approved on the
4th of May 2011. The work schedule is divided in five sheets according to dividing the house in to
sections plus one general schedule. As scheduled the soft opening was held in the 12th of
November 2011 successfully with the attendance of very important people including the prime
minister himself. On the other hand contactor failed to complete the project on the agreed
deadline, therefore an extension of time was agreed to be for extra two months where the
opening of the house is scheduled to be on the 12th of February. In the condition where the
contractor exceeds that deadline a penalty will be charged against him starting form the end of
February.

The Prime minister visit to the house in the soft opening 12 th November 2011, after the soft opining crowds were visiting
the opened sections of the house despite the fact that the house is still considered as a construction site.
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Working team
Working team until the 29rd of Dec was consisting of Anand Bose (site engineer), Hussain Sayed
(forman), Gangadhar, and 18 other workers. It will be important for the Contractor to provide
us with a list of names, expertise, and personnel resumes of key staff members, such as the site
engineer, and the foreman.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. Contractor prepared a sample of the 50 cm extension for the external banner as
recommended by the company that fabricated it. The sample was approved and the
manufacturing of the required number of those items is still in place. This extension was
proposed and designed by Dr. el-Habashi. It will prevent the sagging of the banner and
this its future ripping.

The Upper extension for the banner

Opening planning in southern wall from interior

2. Upon the request of the Contractor to open up a doorway towards the exterior in the
south façade at the eastern section of the house, a committee was formed by the
Ministry of Culture formed by Abdulla Sulaiti, Salman al-Mahari, Noura al-Sayeh to study
this proposal. We have studied the location proposed and realized that it exhibits a
number of vertical cracks which need to be stitched. It is also confined to 100 cm which is
the distance between two existing pillars. In addition, we have realized the demand to
have an access to the exterior of the house in order to maneuver all the delivery of
construction materials, equipment, and the discharging of the great quantities debris
which started to accumulate in the courtyard. Such maneuvering might harm the narrow
bent main entrance gate of the house. Given all these facts, the committee has agreed on
the contractor’s request under the following conditions and restrictions:
- The opening should not exceed 100 cm in width,
- While the dismantling process would take place, the two extremities of the wall shall be
consolidated, and grouted with lime mortar,
-A scaffolding protected with a fabric shall cover the exterior of that opening,
- A locked door shall temporarily be installed and secured,
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-The Contractor shall insert a temporary lintel for the opening that would be easy to
dismantle without harming the wall.
- The Contractor is responsible to re-built this section of the wall with the same stone
blocks tying it with the side masonry with wooden logs,
-The Contractor shall use a drill with a long bit to undertake the opening up rather than
hammering through the wall, and shall prevent any development of the surrounding
cracks while the dismantling would take place,
-The Contractor is responsible to fix all the cracks that surrounds the opening and stitch
them with adequate and treated wooden logs,
-All preparatory and implementation works shall be financially covered by the
Contractor, and no change of order will be issue for such request.

The debris accumulated in the Eastern courtyard

Location of the proposed access point

3. A doorway opening was pierced into the eastern wall of the inaccessible room located
behind room No. 9. It was agreed that this room can potentially house a temporary toilet
for the workers during the project’s implementation. Future use of this room will be
determined during the course of the project. Two new steel beams were inserted into
the wall to act as temporary lintel. The palm trunks which were found inserted into the
wall were cut and will be exchanged in the restoration of the wall.

Opening the inaccessible room ( behind room no 9).
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4. An excavation team from the Ministry of Culture has started working in various locations
in the house to study the strata of the courtyard’s floors. 7 excavation pits were

opened up so far, and were excavated down to approximately 1.5 meters.
Recovered materials were saved and recorded, and a survey of the strata with
possible interpretations is currently being prepared.
5. The chipping of the cement plaster is still on-going in rooms No. 20, 21, and 23.
The process has revealed that all the wooden ties which are inserted within the
wall are defected and need replacement. This operation will commence right after
the chipping of the cement layer will be completed in those three rooms.
6. Chipping of cement plaster has revealed that the southern wall of room No. 20 is
built out of cement block. Moreover, the eastern wall of that room used to be an
open arcade similar to room No. 21. After the completion of all plaster chipping
decision on whether to remove those cement block separation or preserve them
will be studied.
7. The cement block that was once built around the well existing in the eastern
courtyard was removed during this phase of the project.

Two of the 7 excavation pits opened up by an excavation team from the Ministry of Culture

Revealed wooden tie beams are defected and need replacement

Room 20 was an open arcade similar to room 21
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Cement block wall between rooms 20 & 21

Removal of the cement block wall in eastern courtyard

Recommendations Work during the reporting period
1. Dr. Alaa recommended and demonstrated a specific procedure to open up the temporary
doorway in the southern wall. He explained that the opening up shall be made by a lowspeed drill with a long bit to drill a series of holes along the level of the opening’s temporary
lintel. A maximum of 15 cm shall be opened up with the drill before a wooden plank would
be inserted supported by jacks from both sides of the wall. This process shall continue 15cm
by 15 cm, until the entire length of the opening’s lintel (120 cm lintel for 100 cm opening)
would be made. The masonry above the wooden planks shall be deep filled with lime and
gypsum mortar to support the wall above. The masonry below the wooden planks shall be
then carefully dismantled along the lintel length and depth in order to insert a series of
wooden beams (12x12 cm) into it. This will then release the load of all the above masonry
on the one below and transfers them temporarily onto the wooden beams. Once this is
done and secured with lime and gypsum mortar, the opening up of the 100 cm width
opening shall proceed. The stone blocks recovered from the process shall be saved for the
reconstruction of the opening.
2. It was recommended to the Contractor to start slaking enough quantity of the lime for at
least 4-6 weeks, in order to have it ready when the reconstruction, deep-filling of walls, and
re-plastering would take place.
3. We have instructed the Contractor to start clearing all the wells down to the level of their
masonry walls. This process might require the consolidation of the wells’ masonry while the
clearing would take place. It was also instructed that all archaeological remains recovered
from each well shall be saved separately. The contractor thinks that this type of works is for
the Ministry’s archaeologist team to undertake. We shall soon reach to an agreement onto
how clear those wells and restore them.
4. Contractor was instructed to ban the use of any Portland cement in the building, and to
remove all sacs of such material from the site.

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
Contractor didn’t submit a work schedule yet. He is still preparing it along with a revision of the
Word Statement. Contractor was advised to follow the format of the Work Statement prepared
by the Ministry of Culture and followed in other projects such as in al-Qaysariya.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
The external banner installed along the main western façade of the building was not fixed
according to standards, and still needs some adjustments Dr. Alaa el-Habashi recommended a
supporting system to improve the stability of the banner and to reduce the wind effect on it.
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Working team

Working team until the 6th of Dec was consisting of Anand Bose (site engineer), Hussain Sayed
(foreman), Gangadhar (foreman), and 18 other workers. The contractor did not submit the
working team names, expertise, and resumes of key staff members yet.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The 50 cm extension of the height in the banner scaffolding have been done and the
banner was being uplifted on Thursday afternoon. On the other hand the banner was
not been cleaned as it was advised by Dr Alaa.

The 50 cm extension above the banner

2. The excavation work done by the ministry has revealed a wall remains with a thickness
of 70 cm in pit number 6 in the courtyard. It was advised that the excavation team to
extend the excavation pit towards the east to check up if the discovered wall go all
along to the perpendicular wall to it (room 20), and its connection with the well that
exists in between that room and the newly discovered wall. The excavation team has
also revealed many other interesting historic details which are being recorded. It was
advised to establish a “zero” level throughout the house that would be a fixed reference
for the identification of the latitude of all reveled items. This “zero” level will be crucial
to relate all the architectural elements together vertically.

Remains of the wall revealed in pit number 6
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3. According to the chipping work that is going on in the eastern wall of room no 20, it
have been discovered that the walls joining the two internal niches are made out of
cement block work instead of stone, which is an indication to the continuity of the
arcade that might have been formed out of 2 more openings plus the existing 3. The
decision onto whether the original arrangement of rooms 20-21 would be restored will
be discussed and determined in the following stage.

The preliminary chipping of the cement plaster in in room no 20 is almost completed

The chipping of the cement plaster along the western wall of room no 22
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4. The preliminary chipping of the cement plaster in room no 21 is completed. It was
advised to the Contractor to move the cement mortar that is still held in between the
stone masonry using an electrical drill with a sanding bit, or manually with small chisels.
It was also advised to start exchanging all the revealed wooden ties and danshal beams
which are all defected and beyond repair in this room.
5. The chipping of the cement plaster of room no 22 was 60 percent completed. The
chipping of the cement plaster has revealed traces of vertical separation between the
masonry of the eastern, which could possibly indicate an opening to the exterior in that
location. Further investigation will be conducted.
6. The contractor started to slake the lime by submerging it under water in barrels that are
currently stored in room no 23. Up to the time of this report, only 6 barrels were
brought, and not all of them were filled with lime and water. Dr. Alaa has requested to
have at least 10 barrels of slaked lime to cover the needs of that site.

Barrels for slaking the lime in water in room no 23

7. Dr Alaa reminded the representative of the Contractor on site to stop using the
bathroom that exists in room no 19. He also asked Hussaini (the site engineer, or
foremam?) to clear all the wells and consolidate the walls while going down.
8. The contractor have started preparing for the opening of the doorway towards the
exterior in the southern wall at the eastern extremity of the hose. He has installed an
external scaffolding covering the location of the prospective opening, and covered this
scaffolding with a green mesh as instructed by Dr Alaa. The Contractor has also
contracted a specialized drilling company who has brought a long 5 cm diameter coring
bit to be used to drill the wall above the linter level as instructed and demonstrated. The
Contractor has also prepared the wooden planks and the wooden beams which will act
as a lintel. The matter of the opening was postponed until the visit of the Her Excellency
the Minister of Culture to check on its validity and to give us a final approval.
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Covered external scaffolding around the requested temporary opening

internal preparation for temporary opening

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
The schedule is not prepared yet.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
Neither specifications nor detailed work statements were submitted by the Consultant. The
meeting which was scheduled this week on Tuesday the 4th to advise the Consultant with the
required work statements and MCI’s was canceled due to the travel of the Consultant. It was not
re-scheduled yet.
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Working team
Working team consistied of Hussain Sayed (who turned out to be a foreman and not a site
engineer as he was earlier introduced), Gangadhar (foreman), and 18 other workers. A site
engineer by the name of Jet started to come to the site. The contractor did not submit the working
team names, expertise, and resumes of key staff members yet.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The Minister of Culture, Shaikha Mai Bent Mohammed Al-Khalifa, inspected the
site on Saturday the 8th of January, and followed up with the conservation
implementated by Pure Flo the site contractor and the archaeological works that are
being done by the Department of Antiquities and Heritage. During her visit, the
Minister approved the following :





The removal of the cement brick wall separating rooms no 20 & 21, along with the
cement block infill in the arcade of room N. 20. Apparently rooms 20 and 21 were all
one space with an open western arcade giving to the courtyard of the house.
The removal of the cement block walls of the toilet in room 15a of the ground floor.
Remove the toilet cement block wall in room 15 b in the first floor.

Shaikha Mai Bent Mohammed Al-Khalifa during her visit to the project (photo from al-Watan paper 9th of Jan. 2011)

2. Contractor continued to clean the eastern well located at the western side of room No. 23.
The depth reached now is approximately 2.8 meters. The cylindrical walls are being cleaned
and deep filled with mortar while the work proceeds. The maximum distance cleared is 100
cm before a halt is required and the consolidation of the walls are made. This is to prevent
any sudden collapse of the masonry and to assure safety for the workers. The cleared debris
is being monitored for any possible recovery of archaeological findings.
3. Contractor continues to chip the cement plaster off the walls of rooms no 20,21&22. It was
instructed that all cement mortar that exists between the masonry shall be removed. It was
also repeated that all wooden ties which were found defected shall be exchanged
immediately so that the stability of the walls would not be affected by the continuous
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hammering required for the plaster chipping. It was also advised to use an electrical drill
with a sanding bit, or manually with small chisels. In addition a site instruction was issued to
start filling the gaps and voids between the masonry whenever they appear, and that the
chipping and filling shall proceed from bottom up.
4. Contractor has elevated the banner fixed on the exterior scaffolding 50 cm above the ground
level as it was explained in the earlier progress reports.
5. A committee formed by Dr. Abdullah Sulaiti, Mr. Salman al-Mahari, Engineer Majeed
Aman, Dr. Alaa el-Habashi, Eng. Noura al-Sayeh of the Ministry of Culture has written a
detailed report in Arabic about the evaluation of the request submitted by the Consultant to
open up a temporary doorway in the east southern corner of the building in order to ease
maneuvering of the building materials and remove accumulated debris from the courtyard.
The report concluded with an endorsement of the proposal under several conditions and
requirements that the contractor shall abide by. This report was submitted to the Minister of
Culture, Shaykha Mai Bent Mohammed Al-Khalifa, who then elevated the matter to

the client. During the Project’s Staff meeting of the Ministry of Culture, the Minister
has communicated back the Client’s decision to approve the opening under the stated
conditions and requirements.

1. It occurred to us that the contractor workers and employees are still using the bathroom that
exists in room no 19 despite the continuous request for not using it, and to provide either a
disposable one or to set a temporary bathroom in the room that is located to the southern
side of room No 9.

The eastern wing of the house as it appeared prior to any intervention. Note the enclosed arcade in room 20. The 3 openings arcade is
in room 21. Also note the cement plaster that covered all the exterior and the interior walls.
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The eastern wing of the house at it appeared during the reporting time. Note the chipping of major layers of cement plaster. Also note
the wooden tie beams which are all found defected. A site instructor was issued more than 3 weeks ago to urge the contractor to
exchnage those defected tie beams with new treated ones.

Left: The wall constructed out of cement block which will be subject of removal according to the approval of the Minister of Culture.
Right: the beginning of the clearance of the accumulated debris from the eastern well located west of room No. 23.

Work achieved according to project’s schedule
The schedule is not prepared yet. We have urged the consultant to prepare a schedule for the work
in order to follow up with the achievements expected during the project’s duration.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
Neither specifications nor detailed work statements were submitted by the Consultant. Dr. Alaa
met with the representative of the Consultant and the Consultant and explained the format that all
Method Statements should follow. A copy of generic Method Statements were also delivered to
those representative during that meeting in order to ease the process of writing them.
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Working team
The Contractor and the General Consultant did not submit the working team names, expertise,
and resumes of key staff members yet. The work force was reduced on the 17th, 18th, 19th and
20th of January due to a complaint the General Consultant raised for mistreating his crew, and
for delaying the payment. On this regard, there a meeting was conducted at the Ministry of
Culture with the General Consultant and the representatives of the Contractor. Some decisions
were taken during that meeting that could be summarized that the workforce will be reduced
until the end of January in order to give the Ministry a chance to issue the requested payment.
The work will be focused on completing the opening up of the southern eastern doorway, and
the removal of the accumulated debris in the courtyard to the official dump.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The cement brick wall that once separated rooms 20 and 21 have been removed.

Brick wall separating rooms 20 and 21 have been removed

Brick work removal and opening of the arcade room no 20

2. The cement brick infill walls in the western wall of room No. 20 found between the
stone piers were removed. The original configuration of a five openings-arcade that
overlooks the courtyard was restored.
3. The top layer of the cement plaster work is now chipped in rooms no 22 and 21 and 70
percent of it in the interior room no 20. It was advised to use a sanding machine to
remove the cement mortar that is still existing between the masonry blocks.

Chipping work in room no 22 showing that condition of the wooden ties. An urgent call was given to the Consultant and the
Contractor to exchange those wooden ties immediately with new identical treated ones.
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4. One of the well which exists on the western side of room no 23 have been cleaned up to
approximately 3 meters below existing grade of the courtyard. Only the top 2 meters of
masonry were consolidated by filling the gaps with mortar and stone blocks. It was
advised not to continue clearing the well except after the consolidation of the
lowermost meter that is still left as found. Once the contractor consolidates the
remaining section of the wall, further clearing of debris shall be resumed. It is advised to
restore the original floor of that well. During the clearing process many interesting items
were recovered and saved for future studies.

Cleaning the well

Findings recovered from the well

5. After the approval of clients the opening of a temporary doorway started according to
the agreed upon instructions and conditions. Each 20 cm opening is supported by a
wooden panel. The drill bit used in the operation is approximately 80 cm long. During
the last site visit in the 19th of Jan., all the drilling works were almost completed.

Opening of the temporary doorway

Connection to manhole

6. A drainage pipe has been extended at the exterior of the house to a nearby manhole.
This connection to the sewerage network will be used for a disposable toilet to be
inserted outside the building.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Work schedule along with method of statement has been submitted by the contractor and it is
under the process of review by the Ministry. The submitted schedule is for the works in the
“rear section of the building”, a matter that requires explanation. The above schedule is what
was submitted with the comments of Dr. Alaa which are basically focused on allowing realistic
durations for certain interventions, and for determining the exact scope of the submitted
schedule.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
One Method Statement was submitted by the contractor concerning the removal of
incompatible elements. The submitted document was revised and sent back to the Contractor to
be finalized.
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Working team
The contractor has not submitted the working team names, expertise, and resumes of key staff
members yet. The contractor’s complaint for the mistreating his crew was dealt with by
discussing the issues raised in the complaint during the project’s meeting. The minutes of this
meeting was submitted by the Contractor, and it is still under revision by the attendees from the
Ministry’s side. However, the Payment requested by the contractor was not yet paid by the
Ministry of Culture despite all internal pressure to have it released. The contractor has then
reduced the workforce on site during this week.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The opening of a temporary doorway was completed. The Ministry’s representative asked
the Contractor and the Consultant of the project to install the temporary door to protect the
site. Even though, the Consultant has delivered the door to the site, he preferred not to
install it before discharging all the debris outside the site from the newly opened doorway.
Meanwhile, the Consultant has informed the Ministry’s representatives a guard will be
assigned to stay in the building for 24 hours until the door would be fixed in place.

The new temporary doorway from the exterior

The new temporary doorway from the interior

2. The contractor has removed all the debris accumulated within the building during the
previous working period through the newly pierced temporary doorway. The debris was all
piled up at the exterior of the building waiting for its transfer to the official dump. The
courtyard is currently ready for the excavation team of the Ministry to continue its
excavation work in the courtyard area that was cleared.
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Debris transferred to the exterior of the building

Courtyard after the removal of the debris

3. The work of clearing and consolidating the wells which exist in the eastern side of room No
19 was halted because of the rain that fell during this week.

The Clearing and consolidation of the well was halted this week due to the continuous rainfall

4.

In respect to the Client’s request for preserving all palm trees that exist in the courtyards of
the building, the Ministry has suggested to appoint an agricultural specialist who has a good
knowledge in trimming, transplant and maintenance of palm trees to check on the
conditions of each of the existing tree and suggest means to remedy them.
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The palm trees in the eastern and the western courtyards

5. The contractor is preparing the danshal poles in order to insert them in replacement of the
defected wooden ties beams in the wall. The danshal pole which are found in good
conditions and dismantled from the roofs of the building are being cut in proper dimensions
and treated with disinfectant, sesame oil, and turpentine. Workers are waiting for a direct
instruction from the Consultant (FRK) to start the replacement process. We have pointed to
the Consultant and the Contractor on how crucial to start the replacement the soonest
convenivent in order to prevent damages to the masonry of the walls, and the development
of cracks due to the existence of exposed voids where the damaged wooden ties were
found all eaten and damaged by termites.

The preparation of the wooden tie beams, but the actual replacement within the walls did not start yet
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6.
Despite our instruction for not starting the removal of the cement mortar that is stuck
between the wall masonry in the upper levels of room 20, 21, and 22 before the replacement of
the tie beams, the contractor has started the work. We have pointed out to the Contractor
about the danger that this might cause, and urge him to start the insertion of the wooden tie
beams as pointed out in the above point.

7. The Contractor completed the external sewerage connection to the main exterior manhole
located outside the south eastern corner of the building. Contractor has started this week to
build a small temporary toilet right outside the temporary opening that was completed this
well as well (see point No. 1 above).

Building a new temporary toilet by the temporary doorway, and covering the new sewerage connection.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Work schedule for the “rear section of the building” was submitted by the contract and revised
by the Ministry. A revised version was submitted by the Contractor but with no serious attempt
to encounter all the points raised by the Ministry allowing realistic durations for certain
interventions, and for determining the exact scope of the submitted schedule. The Ministry also
urged to submit a complete work schedule for the entire house to have a complete picture on
how the work will progress.

Work achieved according to approved specifications
Only one Work Statement was submitted by the Contractor and was revised by the Ministry. No
revised version of that work statement was submitted. The Ministry urges the Contractor to
submit all other work statements prior to any implementation of relative works.
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Working team
The contractor have not submit the working team names, expertise, and resumes of key staff
members yet.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. Two traditional roofs of room no 20 and 22 were removed. The contractor claimed that
their danchal poles were in bad conditions, and they have to be replaced by new
traditional roofs. Despite this claim, 10 danchals poles in room no 22 were found in
good conditions and were kept in place.

Traditional roofs of rooms no 20 and 22 before and during removal

Traditional roofs of room no 22 after removal with the remaining 10 danchals poles found in good condition
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Removal of the roof of room no 20

Danchal poles of the 3rd arcade opening were also removed

2. Danchal poles in the third arch from the north in the western façade of room no 22
were removed. During the site visit on the 2nd of Feb 2011, workers were preparing the
new danchals by cutting them to the appropriate length and wrapping them with
traditional ropes. The wood is being treated by turpentine and sesame oil with 1:1.

Preparation of the new danchal poles to install in the 3rd arcade

3. Chipping the cement external layers has started in the western wall of room no 19.
Almost the whole wall was completed in the site visit on the 2nd of Feb.
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Chipping the cement layers in the western wall of room no 19( before and after)

4. The wells beside space no 32 and the one in the courtyard near room no 20 were fenced
by temporary cement brick walls around 70 cm high. These temporary fences were
made for the safety of workers and visitors, and will be removed in a later stage.

Fencing the wells with temporary cement brick walls

5. The contractor started to exchange the wooden tie beams by removing the old ones and
replacing them with new similar pieces. The gaps between the new tie beams and the
stones of the wall where filled with coral stones that where fixed with a mixture of 2
lime, 1 Gypsum and 3 sand. On the site visit of the 2nd of Feb there where two tie beams
being fixed in the western wall of room no 22 and another one on the upper northern
wall of room no 20.
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Exchanging the wooden tie beams in the external wall of room no 22

The mortar mixture (2 noura, 1 Gypsum and 3 sand)

work on tie beams in room no 20

6. The debris accumulated in the courtyard of the house is being removed from the newly
opened doorway to the exterior of the building. The debris is currently being pilled up at
the car park to the south. Until the 2nd of Feb around 10 garbage trucks where used.

The debris accumulated outside the house waiting for the next garbage truck and the fencing outside to prevent cars from parking
near the debris
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7. The temporary toilet set for the workers in the exterior of the southern wall was
completed an aluminum door have been installed.

The completed outside workers toilet

The aluminum dooe on the temporary doorway

8. The temporary opened doorway was provided with an aluminum door to protect the
site and enclose it.
9. Space no 23 is being used as a store and a site office an aluminum door was installed to
it and there was only 6 barrels for slacking the lime in the store on the 2nd of Feb.
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Work achieved according to project’s schedule

Work schedule along with method of statement has been submitted by the contractor and it
was revised by the Ministry, and submitted back to the contractor.
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Working team
The contractor has not submitted the working team names, expertise, and resumes of key staff
members yet.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The contractor has started to chip the external cement layer in the southern
western wall of room no 17 and they almost completed the chipping in room no 18.

Chipping room no 18

Chipping room no17

2. The danchal beams in the western facade of room no 21 are installed in their place
the color for the roofing material has to be approved to proceed.

The danchal beam

color sample
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color samples

3. The cement chipping was completed in the western wall of room no 19.

Chipping the cement layers in the western wall of room no 17( before and after)

4. The contractor has started treating the cracks in all of the wooden poles using wood
filler to prepare the danchal poles.

The worker filing the cracks in danchals

the used wood filler
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Working team
The contractor have not submit the working team names, expertise, and resumes of key staff
members yet.

Works Achieved during the reporting period
1. The discovery of block work parts between the stone pillars in the southern wall of
space no 17. The block work has been removed and therefore now space 17 is an open
arcade to the near courtyard, it consists of two arches.

The arcade opening before and after ( room 17)

2. Removal of the cracked block work of the parapet above the eastern side of space no
19.
3. The block work in the two niches in the western wall of room 19 is removed and the
previously existing windows are restituted.
4. In room no 18 the niche of the southern wall was plastered with a trial plaster.

The opening of niches in western wall ( room 19) before and after
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Removal of block work in eastern wall ( room 19)

Plaster test in southern wall ( room18)

The discovered block work in (room 16)
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The newly discovered brick wall ( room 16)

5. The discovery of block work in the south-western corner of room no 16 (as shown
above).
6. Contractor started to lay down the danchals to cover room no 20 and 21, Dr Alaa has
instructed to exchange the danchals that are less than 7 cm diameter, plus he instructed
to clean and paint bamboo strips and bamboo matt from above.

laying down danchals to cover room no 20 and 21

7. Chipping work is almost completed in spaces no 20,21,22,19,18,17 and its still ongoing
in some parts of the southern wall of room no 16 which consideration of leaving
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appropriate distance between chipping work and the original decorative plaster that
exists above the center of that room main entrance.

Chipping cement layers in room 16

8. The contractor completed a test for the removal of all accumulated cement layers on
1m by 1m area in the eastern wall of room 20, according to the contractor, this test took
4 workers 2days to complete and asked for a 20000 BHD variation cost to achieve the
work throughout the house. Dr Abdallah suggested to supplement the contractor with a
team paid by the Ministry to undertake the job.
9. Removal no 15a has started.

One square meter test on removal of cement layers before and after
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INVENTORY OF DECORATIVE ITEMS
Priority interventions at ground floor
October / November 2011 (deadline 24th of November)

To: Ministry of Culture, Kingdom of Bahrain
By: Fine Conservation Team
Date: October 2011

Main Entrance portal and room 15
1

Priority

Item identification

R1w ex

Description

Main entrance portal

1

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Clean, remove cement plaster, replaster

1

2

Item identification

R15s 1bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

3

Item identification

R15s 1top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

4

Item identification

R15s 2bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

2

5

Item identification

R15s 2top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

6

Item identification

R15s 3bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

7

Item identification

R15s 3top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

3

8

Item identification

R15w 1bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

9

Item identification

R15w 1top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

10

Item identification

R15w 2bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

4

2

Item identification

R15w 2top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

11

Item identification

R15w 3bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

12

Item identification

R15w 3top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

5

13

Item identification

R15w 4bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

14

Item identification

R15w 4top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

15

Item identification

R15w 5bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

6

16

Item identification

R15w 5top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

17

Item identification

R15n 1bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

18

Item identification

R15n 1top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Repair (reconstruct missing parts in slightly
different colour) – with Mr. Nagi

7

19

Item identification

R15n 2bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

20

Item identification

R15n 2top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

21

Item identification

R15n 3bottom

Description

panel

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

8

22

Item identification

R15n 3top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

23

Item identification

R15e 1bottom

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

24

Item identification

R15e 1top

Description

panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

9

25

Item identification

R15e 2bottom

Description

Panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

26

Item identification

R15e 2top

Description

Panel

2

State of
conservation

27

Proposed
intervention

Repair (reconstruct missing parts in slightly
different colour) – with Mr. Nagi

Item identification

R15e 3bottom

Description

Panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

10

28

Item identification

R15e 3top

Description

Panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

29

Item identification

R15e 4bottom

Description

Panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

30

Item identification

R15e 4top

Description

Panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

11

31

Item identification

R15e 5bottom

Description

Panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

32

Item identification

R15e 5top

Description

Panel

2

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

12

room 16
33

Priority

Item identification

R16s ex1

Description

portal

3

State of
conservation

34

Proposed
intervention

Partly missing panel: missing parts to be
reconstructed. Keep the panel deformed. Mr.
Nagi

Item identification

R16s 1

Description

panel

3

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

35

Item identification

R16s 2

Description

panel

3

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

13

36

Item identification

R16s 3

Description

panel

3

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

37

Item identification

R16w 1

Description

panel

3

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

38

Missing picture

Item identification

R16n 1

Description

panel

3

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

14

39

Missing picture

Item identification

R16n 2

Description

panel

3

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

40

Missing picture

Item identification

R16n 3

Description

panel

3

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

41

Item identification

R16e 1

Description

panel

3

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

15

room 6 and 7
42

Priority

Item identification

R6n ex1

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

43

Proposed
intervention

Restore and complete the arch’s borders

Item identification

R6n ex2

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

44

Proposed
intervention

Restore and complete the arch’s borders

Item identification

R6n ex3

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Restore and complete the arch’s borders

16

46

Item identification

R6n ex4

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

47

Proposed
intervention

Restore and complete the arch’s borders

Item identification

R6n ex4 back

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

48

Proposed
intervention

Restore and complete the arch’s borders

Item identification

R6n 1

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Restore and complete the arch’s borders

17

49

Item identification

R6n 2

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

50

Proposed
intervention

Restore and complete the arch’s borders

Item identification

R6n 3

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

51

Proposed
intervention

Restore and complete the arch’s borders

Item identification

R6w 1

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Clean, consolidate

18

52

Item identification

R6s 1

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

53

Item identification

R6s 2

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

54

Item identification

R6s 3

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

19

56

Item identification

R7n 1

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

57

Item identification

R7n 2

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

58

Item identification

R7n 3

Description

arch

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

20

59

Item identification

R7s 1

Description

panel

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

60

Item identification

R7s 1

Description

panel

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

61

Item identification

R7s 1

Description

panel

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

21

room 5
62

Priority

Item identification

R5s 1

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

63

Proposed
intervention

Reconstruct missing parts (in slightly different
colour) – Mr Nagi

Item identification

R5s 2

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

64

Item identification

R5s 3

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

22

65

Item identification

R5w 1

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

66

Item identification

R5w 2

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

67

Item identification

R5n 1

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

23

68

Item identification

R5n 2

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

69

Item identification

R5n 3

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

70

Item identification

R5n 4

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

24

71

Item identification

R5e 1

Description

panel

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

72

Item identification

R5 cren

Description

crenellation

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

73

Item identification

R5 cren8

Description

Rosetta 8 of crenellation

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Complete two damaged rosettas with steel pins
– with Mr Nagi

Conserve the crenellation – no new colours!

25

74

Item identification

R5 cren

Description

Back side of the crenellation

5

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

26

Portal to Family Courtyard (10A)
75

Priority

Item identification

R10As ex

Description

portal

6

State of
conservation

76

Proposed
intervention

Remove cement, draw pattern of the missing
parts

Item identification

R10As ex

Description

Missing central panel of portal

6

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Design and produce a panel indicating the
restoration of the building (client, year) – with
Mr. Nagi

27

room 13 with exterior to 10 and 10A (family courtyard)
77

Priority

Item identification

R13s 1

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

78

Item identification

R13s 2

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

79

Item identification

R13s 3

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Reestablish the opening, reconstruct in glass?

28

80

Item identification

R13s 4

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

81

Proposed
intervention

Reestablish the opening, reconstruct in
sandblasted glass?

Item identification

R13s 5

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

82

Item identification

R13w 1

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

29

83

Item identification

R13w 2

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

84

85

Item identification

R13n 1

Description

panel

State of
conservation

missing

Proposed
intervention

Reconstruct (in corresponding pattern and
slighty different colour) – Mr. Nagi

Item identification

R13n 2

Description

panel

7

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Restore (new parts in slightly different colour) –
with Mr. Nagi

30

86

Item identification

R13n 3

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

87

88

Item identification

R13n 4

Description

panel

State of
conservation

Missing except fragments

Proposed
intervention

Reconstruct (in corresponding pattern and
slightly different colour) – Mr. Nagi

Item identification

R13n 5

Description

panel

7

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

31

89

Item identification

R13e 1

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

90

Item identification

R13e 2

Description

panel

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

91

Item identification

R10An 1

Description

Panel opening

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

32

92

Item identification

R10An 2

Description

Panel opening closed

7

State of
conservation

93

Proposed
intervention

Reestablish the opening for transparency

Item identification

R10A 1

Description

Panel opening

7

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

NOTES
Item identification
R5s 2
panel

= Room 5, southern wall, panel 2

R1w ex
= Room 1, western wall, exterior main gate
main gate
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room 6 column
94

Priority

Item identification

R6n col

Description

Column with capitel

4

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention

Removal of coral stones by workers of the
contractor under supervision of the restorers,
replaster, inspect and treat capitel,
Possibly with Mr. Nagi
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The fine conservation team
The fine conservation team works under the supervision of Dr. Alaa el‐Habashi ‐ conservation consultant
to the Ministry of Culture and lead architect of the conservation and rehabilitation of Bayt al‐Shaykh
Salman.
The team consists of the following personnel:
Team director
Dipl.‐Ing. M.A. Eva Battis
Fine conservators
Mr Hassan Salah M.A.
Mr Ahmed Radwan
Fine conservation technician
Mr Wissam Wadfalah
Conservation assistants
Mr Mahesh Avunuri
Mr Suresh Kumar Joga
Mr Parsharamulu Bathula
Plastering works are carried out by the main contractor Pure Flo under the supervision of the fine
conservators.

Fine conservation works during the first project month (Oct 10th – Nov 9th)
Site work at Bayt al‐Shaykh Salman started on the 11th of October, upon initial inventory work and site
setup. The following works have been carried out during the first project month between October 11th
and November 9th 2011.
The work has been focused on priority interventions at ground floor. Work started on the main entrance
gate in the eastern street façade and the octagonal column in the northern wall of room nr 6. Upon
completion of the main conservation works and awaiting the termination of plastering works on the
main gate and the column, works have been started on the portal in the entrance of room nr 16 and on
the decorative wall panels in room nr 15.
During a minor amount of the reporting period the conservators have been engaged in recovering a
historic jar found during the planting of palm trees in the majlis courtyard. This has consumed materials
and two days of their working time up to date.
During the first month three assistants have successively joined the team and been introduced to the
fine conservation work.
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Indication of decorative elements at ground floor (site plan)

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine
conservation team.
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Main entrance gate in eastern street facade
Item identification

R1w ex

Description

Main entrance gate at the south‐western corner of
the building facing Shaikh Isa Bin Ali street.
The current side walk level does not match the
original threshold level of the doorway. Therefore,
one has to step down at least 2 steps to reach to
the ground level of the entrance corridor.
The gate is locally known as one of the most richly
decorated and distinguished gates of historic
houses.
The gate is enframed in a series of projected
bands of various width as shown in the photos.
The gate can be devided into two sections. The
lower section is the actual doorway of a carved
wooden two‐leaves door and frame.
The upper section is a recessed solid panel, which
includes a pointed arch including four inserted
carved gypsum plaques. The central plaque of
these is rectangular, topped by a triangular and
sided by two triangles which are curved towards
the arch. The arch profile is a band of 19cm width,
carved in place.
The two triangles above the arch include four
roundels each.
The webs between the decorative plaques and the
door jambs and lintels were found plastered with
a dense cement plaster. During the course of the
removal of such cement plaster, traces of earlier
carvings were discovered approximately ten
cementers below the existing plaques. This
indicates that the original decoration of the gate
has been concealed by a later version.

Photos before intervention 03.10.2011

The main electrical cable that supplies the building
with electricity pierces the lower southern
decorative plaque.
State of
conservation

During intervention: mechanical
cleaning

The overall state of the visible decorative panels
was found good, except some surface cracks, as
well as one structural crack fracturing the left half
of the central rectangular plaque from top to
bottom.
The salt of the cement webs has caused the
disintegration of the gypsum carvings of the arch
and roundels. Minor areas of the carvings were
missing, including where the electrical cable
pierces the plaque.
The entire gate showed accumulations of salt, dust
and dirt.
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The removal of the cement web of the decorative
plaques revealed the condition of the original
carvings below to be quite damaged and eroded.
Upon the removal of the cement layer of the
projected door jambs, no traces of earlier versions
were found.

During intervention: mechanical
cleaning

Intervention concept The intervention concept aimed at removing
incompatible cement plaster, and investigating
traces of earlier decorative versions of the gate,
which were to be exposed and restored if possible.
Should this prove impossible, the existing
decorative version was to be preserved with the
substitution of cement plaster with traditional
mortar and cleaned, consolidated and restored for
the sake of better presentation.
Intervention

During intervention: chemical cleaning

During intervention: welding cracks

During intervention: removing cement
Note

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

mechanical cleaning by air‐pump and soft
brushes

-

chemical cleaning using Mora poultice

-

consolidation of the disintegrated area of
original plaster

-

disinfection, reinforcement, filling of surface
and structural cracks

-

insertion of two stainless steel pins to stitch
the cracked plaque

-

reconstruction of missing areas with
traditional mortar, of the same composition
as the original one, except a slightly different
color for the sake of differentiation of
authentic and reconstructed plaster

-

total removal of all cement plaster applied
over jambs and lintels

-

partial removal of cement plaster along the
webs holding the plaques

-

replastering of the webs, jambs and lintels
according to the original profile using
traditional mortal with addition of grinded
coral stone powder

-

final isolation of the carved gypsum plaster
with Primal AC 33 (3% concentration) for
protection from weathering

-

removal of the electrical cable and
reconstruction of the pierce section

The plastering of gate remains to be completed by
the main contractor, whereupon the fine
conservation works of the gate can be finalized.
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Main entrance gate – elevation and sections
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Octagonal column in the northern wall of room nr 6
Column of room nr 6
Item identification

R6n col

Description

Octagonal column with capitel
A report has been already submitted to the
Ministry of Culture about the discovery of the
octagonal column supporting the arches of room
6, by the architectural team in spring 2011. The
column was entirely concealed under later added
oral coral stone and plaster. The architectural
contractor removed those additions and revealed
the traces of the base, shaft and capitel. The
column was shored up to protect the original
plaster layers from further damage.
The core, the base and the shaft of the column are
of coral stone masonry, on which minimal traces
of original plaster were still preserved –
particularly in the capitel. The existing capitel has
a layer of decoratively carved plaster below a
series of intersecting wooden beams. The
architectural intervention included the
replacement of the wooden beams which were
found entirely disintegrated.

Photo before intervention 03.10.2011

State of
conservation

During intervention: detachment of
broken parts

The overall state of column was found bad, the
capital was found damaged and broken into
approximately fifteen small fragile pieces.
Biological deterioration from active termite
infestation have caused the disintegration and
decomposition of plastered areas below the
damage capital. The original plaster was found
eroded and fragile, as well as partially lost. There
were both surface and structural cracks in the
original plaster of the capital and the shaft on all
sides.
The base was partially buried under a raised floor
level. A block of cement plaster and masonry,
which had not been removed by the architectural
intervention team, were above the capitel. Most
of spaces were found between original plaster and
column needed to inject.

During intervention: detachment of
broken parts

Most of original plaster on the shaft and squares
base was damaged and eroded.
The entire column showed accumulations of salt,
dust and dirt.
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Intervention
concept

Reconstruction of the octagonal shape of the
column with its base and capitel including the
decorations, and preserving the remaining historic
elements.
Restoring the ground floor level to provide the full
height of the column’s base.
Reveal as much as possible of the historical
plaster.
Restore the missing areas with compatible
traditional plaster.

During intervention: reinstallation of
broken parts

Major missing elements such as the upper part of
the capital to be restored as per the existing
elements. Otherwise minimal repair of decorative
elements.
Intervention

During intervention: reinstallation of
broken parts

During intervention: disinfecting cracks

Note

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

mechanical cleaning by air‐pump and soft hair
brushes

-

disinfection, reinforcement, filling of surface
and structural cracks

-

injection of capital and original plaster after
having welded the rims .

-

detachment of all broken pieces of capital

-

cleaning, adhesion, consolidation of the
fragile pieces and disintegrated area below
them

-

reinstallation of all broken pieces by using
araldite adhesive with stainless steel pins and
fiber glass

-

reconstruction of missing areas with
traditional mortar, of the same composition
as the original one except a slightly different
color for the sake of differentiation of
authentic and reconstructed plaster

-

total removal of all cement plaster applied
over column and capital

-

replastering of the missing areas of column
according to the original profile using
traditional mortal with addition of grinded
coral stone powder

-

final isolation of column with Primal AC 33
(3% concentration) for protection from
weathering

The plastering of column remains to be completed
by the main contractor, whereupon the fine
conservation works of the gate can be finalized.

During intervention: replastering
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Octagonal column room nr 6 – southern elevation, plans
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Portal in the entrance of room nr 16
Room 16
Item identification

R16s ex1

Description

Exterior portal in entrance to room number 16.
Decorative panels are set within the rectangular
area above the door opening.
The decorations in the lower part of consists of a
horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel with a
plain cross‐shaped panel carved into the plaster in
situ to both sides of it.
Above, there are remains of a smaller vertical
incised gypsum panel with two plain horizontal
rectangular panels with rounded arches carved
into the plaster in situ.

State of conservation

Photo before intervention 03.10.2011
Intervention concept

Intervention

-

removal of the added gypsum layer on the
plain plasters carved in situ

-

mechanical cleaning of all decorative
elements of the gate

-

consolidation of plain panels carved in situ
and the remaining part of the upper incised
gypsum panel

-

treatment of structural and surface cracks

-

chemical cleaning of the remaining parts of
the upper incised gypsum panel and the lower
incised gypsum panel

during intervention 10.11.2011

Note

Work on the portal has started towards the end of
the reporting period and is ongoing.
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Inventory of decorative plaster panels in room nr 15
Item identification R15s 1bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Item identification R15s 1top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Item identification R15s 2bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15s 2top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Item identification R15s 3bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention
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Item identification R15s 3top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15w 1bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15w 1top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15w 2bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15w 2top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15w 3bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
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Item identification R15w 3top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15w 4bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15w 4top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15w 5bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Item identification R15w 5top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15n 1bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention
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Item identification R15n 1top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Repair (reconstruct missing parts in slightly
different color)

Item identification R15n 2bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15n 2top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15n 3bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15n 3top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15e 1bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
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Item identification R15e 1top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15e 2bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15e 2top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Repair (reconstruct missing parts in slightly
different color)

Item identification R15e 3bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Item identification R15e 3top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation

Proposed
intervention
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Item identification R15e 4bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Item identification R15e 4top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention
Item identification R15e 5bottom
Description

horizontal rectangular incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Item identification R15e 5top
Description

trefoil arched incised gypsum panel

State of
conservation
Proposed
intervention

Photos before intervention 03.10.2011
Note

during intervention 09.11.2011

Work has started on the decorative elements of
all walls of room 15 towards the end of the
reporting period.
-

removal of wash‐lime layer (~3mm)

-

mechanical cleaning and consolidation of
disintegrating panels

-

disinfection of structural cracks in wall
plaster

-

replastering of lower wall sections of all
walls
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Room 15 – floor plan

Scale 1:50

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine
conservation team.
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Room 15 – dimensions of northern interior elevation (sketch)
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The fine conservation team
The fine conservation team works under the supervision of Dr. Alaa el‐Habashi ‐ conservation consultant
to the Ministry of Culture and lead architect of the conservation and rehabilitation of Bayt al‐Shaykh
Salman.
The team consists of the following personnel:
Team director
Dipl.‐Ing. M.A. Eva Battis
Fine conservators
Mr Hassan Salah M.A.
Mr Ahmed Radwan
Fine conservation technician
Mr Wissam Wadfalah
Conservation assistants
Mr Mahesh Avunuri
Mr Suresh Kumar Joga
Mr Parsharamulu Bathula
Plastering works are carried out by the main contractor Pure Flo under the supervision of the fine
conservators.

Fine conservation works during the second project month (Nov 10th – Dec 11th)
This second report on the fine conservation works at Bayt al‐Shaykh Salman describes the works carried
out since the 10th of November 2011 up to the 11th of December. The reporting period of this second
month has been extended by two days to cover all works, which were completed by the time of the ‘soft
opening’ of the site on the 12th of December. In the morning of the 12th of December H.R.H. the Prime
Minister Prince Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa inspected the site during an official visit.
With a view to the ‘soft opening’, the work during the second reporting month has been focused on
priority interventions at ground floor. All works on the main entrance gate in the eastern street façade,
on the octagonal column in the northern wall, and in room nr 15 have been completed. All works on the
entrance portal to room nr 16 and all works in room nr 16 have equally been finalized.
In order to speed up the works with a view to the ‘soft opening’ the assistants have worked some
additional hours during holidays, which was compensated. The fine conservators and the technician
have equally been compensated for extra‐working time dedicated to complete works which are outside
their contractual scope of tasks. These include the carving of gypsum plaster for reconstruction and the
coloring of wall plaster.
On the 19th of November, the site’s architect and conservation consultant to the Ministry of Culture, Dr.
Alaa el‐Habashi, held a fine conservation workshop with volunteers from the Ministry of Culture
(employees of MoC: Ghassan Chemali, Marwa Ahmad, Nizar Ahmadi, Noura al Sayeh/ consultant to the
MoC for Bab al‐Bahrain project: Leopold Banchini). The volunteers cleaned the decorative panels and
wall plaster in room nr 16 under the supervision of the fine conservators.
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Indication of decorative elements at ground floor (site plan)

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine conservation team.
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Main entrance gate in eastern street façade (R1w ex)
The fine conservation works on the main gate in the eastern street façade have been completed on the 11th of
November. Upon the finalization of plastering works by the main contractor, the remaining traces of cement
plaster were removed and all re‐plastering of the webs, jambs and lintels according to the original profile were
completed. The electrical cable that pierced the lower southern decorative plaque was removed and the missing
fraction of the panel reconstructed. Finally, all the carved gypsum plaster elements were isolated with Primal AC
33 (3% concentration) for protection from weathering.
Please refer to the Progress Report Nr 1 for details on the intervention on the main gate.

Decorative panel of the main gate
pierced by electrical cable (22.11.2011)

View onto the main gate from south‐
east (11.12.2011)

The main gate with evening lighting
(11.12.2011)

The main gate after completion of works
(11.12.2011)
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Drawing and photo of the decorative gypsum panels of the main gate after completion of works
(no scale)
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Octagonal column in the northern wall of room nr 6
The fine conservation works on the octagonal column to room nr 6 have been completed on the 11th of November.
Upon the finalization of plastering works by the main contractor the surfaces of the column were isolated with
Primal AC 33 (3% concentration) for protection from weathering.
Please refer to the Progress Report Nr 1 for details on the intervention on the octagonal column.

Detail of the northern side of the column
during plastering works (31.10.2011)

Plastering works by the main contractor
(09.11.2011)

Southern side of the column
after completion of works
(11.12.2011)

Detail of the northern side of the column
after completion of works (11.12.2011)

Western side of the column
after completion of works
(11.12.2011)

The column after completion of works
with evening lighting (11.12.2011)

Northern side of the column
after completion of works
(11.12.2011)
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after completion of works
(11.12.2011)
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Octagonal column room nr 6 – southern elevation, plans
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Portal in the entrance of room nr 16
The fine conservation works on the entrance portal to room nr 16 were completed during the second
reporting period.
Room 16
Item identification

R16s ex1

Description

Exterior portal in entrance to room number 16.
Decorative panels are set within the rectangular
area above the door opening.
The decorations in the lower part of the door
panel consists of a horizontal rectangular incised
gypsum panel, with a plain cross‐shaped panel
carved into the plaster in situ to both sides of it.
Above, there are remains of a smaller vertical
incised gypsum panel with two plain horizontal
rectangular panels with rounded arches carved
into the plaster in situ.

Photo before intervention 03.10.2011

State of conservation The overall state of the portal was found
disintegrated, eroded and very fragile, showing
structural and surface cracks. The entire gate had
salt, dust , soot and dirt accumulated on its
surfaces.
A hard gypsum layer was found on most areas of
the portal, cement was found on the two sides
surrounding the gate.
More than half of the upper incised gypsum panel
was found missing. The remaining upper parts
were fragile, eroded, severely buckled and only
loosely attached to the portal.

during intervention 10.11.2011

The lower incised gypsum panel was found with
accumulations of salt, dust and soot.
Intervention concept The intervention concept aimed at removing the
incompatible cement plaster, repairing all
structural deficiencies, cleaning and consolidating
the original decorative elements and plaster.
The missing plastered areas and the missing lower
part of the upper incised gypsum plastered were
to be reconstructed of a slightly different tone of
color for the sake of differentiation.

during intervention: consolidated and
reconstructed gypsum panel before
tinting 22.11.2011
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Intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

-

-

After completion of works 11.11.2011

-

-

-

-

After completion of works with evening
lighting 11.11.2011
-

removal of the added gypsum layer on the
plain plasters carved in situ
mechanical cleaning of all decorative
elements by air‐pump and soft hair brushes
and scalpels
disinfection and consolidation of the fragile
area of the portal by using nano technology.
consolidation of plain panels carved in situ
and the remaining part of the upper incised
gypsum panel
chemical cleaning of the remaining parts of
the upper incised gypsum panel and the lower
incised gypsum panel using Mora poultice for
the lower panel
reinforcement and fixing of the remaining
parts of the upper gypsum panel
reconstruction of major missing area using
gypsum of the same components of the
original panel , and linen fiber mesh as
reinforcement
fabrication and insertion of a stainless steel
seat for support of the reconstructed gypsum
panel
treatment of structural and surface cracks/
insertion of two stainless steel pins to stitch
cracks
reconstruction of missing areas with
traditional mortar, of the same composition
as the original one except a slightly different
color for the sake of differentiation of
authentic and reconstructed plaster.
total removal of all cement plaster applied
over jambs and lintels.
re‐plastering of the webs, jambs and lintels
according to the original profile using
traditional mortal with addition of lime stone
dust.
tinting of reconstructed area and new plaster
by a slightly different color for the sake of
differentiation from the original fabric
final isolation of the portal with nano
technology for protection from weathering
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Construction sketch and photos of the stainless steel seat supporting the reconstructed, upper
gypsum panel
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Room nr 16
The fine conservation works in room nr 16 were completed during the second reporting period.

Western elevation before intervention
(12.10.2011)

Item identification

Room 16

Description

There are eight incised gypsum panels in room nr
16. The panels of approximately 32 cm width and
42 cm height are all located in the upper most
section of the room elevations. Three panels are
located in the northern and the southern wall,
one in each to the west and east.
Most of the panels are at least partly pierced.
Each panel has a carving with its own individual
geometric pattern.
The wall surfaces were covered with historic
plaster.

State of conservation Few of the gypsum panels were found fragile,
disintegrated and cracked. The majority were in
an acceptable state of conservation, however
stained with accumulated dust and soot. All
panels were complete.
The original wall plaster in room nr 16 was found
in poor condition, showing structural cracks and
accumulations of salt, dust, soot and dirt, as well
as missing areas.
Intervention concept The intervention concept aimed at cleaning and
consolidating the gypsum panels and the historic
wall plaster.
The newly added plaster in areas of missing
plaster was to be of a slightly different tone of
color for the sake of differentiation.
Intervention

Western elevation after intervention
(11.11.2011)

Eastern elevation after intervention
(11.11.2011)

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
- mechanical cleaning of the original wall
plaster and gypsum panels by air‐pump and
soft hair brushes and scalpels
- chemical cleaning of the original plaster using
cotton poultice and chemical solutions
- chemical cleaning of gypsum panels using
mora poultice
- treatment of structural cracks using
traditional mortar and linen fiber
- consolidation of fragile panels
- re‐plastering of missing areas with traditional
mortar, of the same composition as the
original one except a slightly different color
for the sake of differentiation of authentic
and reconstructed plaster
- tinting of new plaster with a slightly different
color for the sake of differentiation
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Before intervention

After intervention

Item identification

R16s 1

Item identification

R16s 2

Item identification

R16s 3
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Item identification

R16w 1

Item identification

R16n 1

Item identification

R16n 2
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Item identification

R16n 3

Item identification

R16e 1
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Room 16 – floor plan

Scale 1:50

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine
conservation team.
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Fine conservation works in room nr 15
The fine conservation works in room 15 were completed on the 10th of November.
Please refer to the Progress Report Nr 1 for the inventory of gypsum panels in room 15.
Item identification

Room 15

Description

The wall elevations of room 15 are structured in
four horizontal rows. The bottom row consists of
vertical‐rectangular wall recesses, in which blue
color traces were found on the plaster in the lower
part. The horizontal‐rectangular wall recesses in the
row above have a colored frame. Two recessed,
blue horizontal strips run horizontally above and
below these recesses on all elevations. In the upper
wall sections there are two rows of incised gypsum
plaster panels. The lower row consists of horizontal‐
rectangular panels, surrounded by a colored frame.
The panels in the row above are horizontally
stretching trefoil arched panels, equally surrounded
by a colored frame.
There are six gypsum panels each in the northern
and southern elevations, and ten each in the
western and eastern elevations.
The geometric designs of the carvings are diverse,
yet repeated.
The ceiling cornice is highlighted by another
recessed horizontal strip of blue color.

State of conservation

Most of the gypsum panels were found very fragile,
disintegrated and cracked. In some minor areas
were missing. All were found stained with
accumulated dust and soot.

Eastern elevation after intervention
(11.12.2011)

The colors which were visible before the
intervention, were a strong yellow in the top row
and a turquoise‐blue for the other colored parts.
Although this latest version of colors seemed to be
rather recent, the paint had disintegrated in many
areas.
Intervention concept

The intervention concept aimed at cleaning,
consolidating and reconstructing, where needed,
the gypsum panels.
The newly added gypsum areas were to be slightly
differentiated in tone of color for the sake of
differentiation.

Northern elevation after
intervention (11.11.2011)

Initially the existing color concept of the room was
to be maintained and slightly restored (retouch).
Given the discovery of earlier and better preserved
versions, which can be considered more authentic,
parts of the latest colors were to be removed and
the earlier version restored.
Intervention

-

refer to the final report
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Room 15 – floor plan

Scale 1:50

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine
conservation team.
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The fine conservation team
The fine conservation team works under the supervision of Dr. Alaa el-Habashi - conservation consultant
to the Ministry of Culture and lead architect of the conservation and rehabilitation of Bayt al-Shaykh
Salman.
The team consists of the following personnel:
Team director
Dipl.-Ing. M.A. Eva Battis
Fine conservators
Mr Hassan Salah M.A.
Mr Ahmed Radwan
Fine conservation technician
Mr Wissam Wadfalah
Conservation assistants
Mr Mahesh Avunuri
Mr Suresh Kumar Joga
Mr Parsharamulu Bathula
Plastering works are carried out by the main contractor Pure Flo under the supervision of the fine
conservators.

Fine conservation works during the third project month (Dec 12th – Jan 09th)
This third report on the fine conservation works at Bayt al-Shaykh Salman describes the works carried
out between the 12th of December 2011 and the 09th of January 2012.
During the third reporting month, the fine conservation works in rooms 5 at ground floor were started
and completed, including all works on decorative wall panels and a decorative crenellation atop a room
separation wall.
All fine conservation works in room 13 at ground floor were equally started and completed, except the
reconstruction of three missing wall panels. No historic evidence has been found regarding the original
design of these three panels. A decision is therefore pending about the manner of their reconstruction.
Fine conservation works at the first floor commenced in parallel, starting with room 25. Furthermore,
consolidation works have started on decorative panels on the western street façade of room 25.
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Indication of decorative elements at ground floor (1:200)

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine
conservation team.
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Indication of decorative elements at first floor (1:200)

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine
conservation team.
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Fine Conservation Works in room nr 5
The fine conservation works in room nr 5 were started and completed during the third reporting period.
Three of the carved gypsum panels of room No. 5 were found disfigured, and partially covered by the
existing wall and plaster. Those panels are the following:. R5w1, R5w2. Others were found oddly
positioned in the wall recesses by leaving solid gaps between the edges of the carved panels and those
of the niches. Those panels are as following: R5s1, R5n3, R5e1. We assume that at some point in time a
new layer of masonry was added to the interior faces of the wall, while the carved gypsum panels were
left in place intact. This possible scenario that explains the deep position of the decorative panels in
relation of the exterior surface of the walls, the odd positioning of such panels in relation to the niches,
and the coverage of the wall masonry of relatively large sections of the panels (such as in the cases of
R5w1, R5w2).
A discussion on how to remedy such deficiencies took place taking into consideration various options as
following:
1. Opening up the sections of the wall that covered portions of the carved panels in order to
restore the traditional relation of the panels vis a vis the niches. This option would have
presented the panels in their correct arrangement with the exception of their depth into the
wall, which required a removal of a large face of the wall in order to restore it. This option was
not adopted as it would disrupt a whole phase of architectural modification that took place at
some point in its history. Moreover, the resulted niches will not be as fitting in their vertical and
horizontal positioning in the current room arrangement.
2. In the cases where there are large solid recessed surfaces around the existing gypsum panels, it
was suggested to repeat the pattern of the design by just adding a dark water color (for
reversibility) on the carved surfaces to integrate those surfaces in an overall design that would
fit the current position of the niches. This option would have remedied the aesthetic quality of
the panels, but would have added fake representation of their actual positions.
3. To tone the solid surfaces around the carved panels with a color that would match with the
original color of the gypsum and in the cases where those surface are quite large indenting
panels would then be considered to continue the representation of the panels in their current
position.
The decision was to adopt the third option as it respected all the historic layers this rooms when
through, and provided an acceptable aesthetic representation of the carved gypsum panels in their
current positions.
Room 5
Item identification

R5s 1

Description

incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of conservation The overall state of the panel was found bad and
fragile. Areas or the carved pattern were missing,
and parts of the panel were covered with an
added lime layer.
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before intervention 03.10.2011

Intervention concept Restoration, conservation, reconstruction

intervention
during intervention 21.12.2011

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Consolidation of fragile areas.
Total removal of lime layer.
Reconstruction of missing parts.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

after intervention 03.01.2012
Item identification

R5s 2

Description

incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of conservation The overall state of the panel was found good,
except covered with an added lime layer and
accumulation of dust.
Intervention concept Restoration, conservation

before intervention 21.12.2011

Intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of lime layer.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

during intervention 21.12.2011
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after intervention 31.12.2011

before intervention 03.10.2011

Item identification

R5s 3

Description

incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of conservation The overall state of the panel was found good
except covered with an added lime layer and
accumulation of dust.
Intervention concept Restoration, conservation

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of lime layer.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

during intervention 21.12.2011

after intervention 31.12.2011
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Item identification

R5w 1

Description

incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of conservation The overall state of the panel was found very bad,
with parts of it broken, fragile, and covered with
an added lime layer. The lower area was covered
with a cement layer.

before intervention 03.10.2011

Intervention concept Restoration, conservation

intervention
during intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of lime layer and cement
Adhesion of broken pieces and consolidation
of fragile area.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

after intervention 03.01.2012
Item identification

R5w 2

Description

incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of conservation The overall state of the panel was found very bad,
with parts of it broken or missing, fragile, and
covered with an added lime layer. The lower area
was covered with a cement layer.

before intervention 03.10.2011

Intervention concept Restoration, conservation, reconstruction
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intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of lime layer and cement
Adhesion of broken pieces and consolidation
of fragile areas.
Reconstruction of missing parts.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

during intervention 21.12.2011

after intervention 03.01.2012
Item identification

R5n 1

Description

incised gypsum panel

State of conservation The overall state of the panel was found good
except covered with an added lime layer and
accumulation of dust.
Intervention concept Restoration, conservation

before intervention 03.10.2011

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of lime layer.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

during intervention 21.12.2011
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after intervention 02.01.2012
Item identification

R5n 2

Description

incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of conservation The panel was found in a good state except
covered with a colored lime layer, added cement
and accumulation of dust.

before intervention 03.10.2011

Intervention concept Restoration, conservation

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of lime layer and cement.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

during intervention 21.12.2011

after intervention 27.12.2011
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Item identification

R5n 3

Description

incised gypsum panel

State of conservation The overall state of the panel was found bad,
fragile and covered with an added lime layer, as
well as with a cement layer on lower area and
frame.

before intervention 03.10.2011

Intervention concept Restoration, conservation

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of lime layer and cement.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

during intervention 21.12.2011

after intervention 03.01.2012
Item identification

R5n 4

Description

incised gypsum panel

State of conservation The panel was found in good state except covered
with a colored lime layer, cement and
accumulation of dust.

Intervention concept Restoration, conservation
before intervention 03.10.2011
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intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of lime layer and cement.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

during intervention 24.12.2011

after intervention 31.12.2012
Item identification

R5e 1

Description

incised gypsum panel

State of conservation The panel was found very fragile and covered with
an added lime layer, as well as with a cement layer
on lower area and frame.

before intervention 21.12.2011

Intervention concept Restoration, conservation

intervention
during intervention 21.12.2011

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of lime layer.
Final isolation of panel with B72.
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after intervention 02.01.2012

before intervention 03.10.2011

Item identification

R5 cren

Description

Gypsum crenellation atop the room separation
wall with seventeen pinnacles and sixteen incised
rosettes.

State of conservation The overall state of crenellation was found bad,
including three missing pinnacles, structural cracks
and covered with an added lime layer in addition
to cement layer on lower area below the rosettes.
All rosettes except nr 8 were complete, although
covered with accumulated dust.
Intervention concept Restoration, conservation, reconstruction

during intervention 28.12.2011
intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

during intervention 28.12.2011
-

-

Total removal of added lime layer.
Consolidation of fragile areas.
Treatment of structural crack with insertion of
two stainless pins.
Reconstruction of missing pinnacles by the
same components of authentic pinnacles with
slightly different color. Stainless steel pins and
glass fiber were used for reinforcement.
Final isolation of the crenellation with B72.

after intervention 02.01.2012

after intervention 02.01.2012
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Item identification

R5 cren8b

Description

rosette 8 of the crenellation

State of conservation The overall state of the rosette was found good
except for a missing part and accumulation of
dust.
Intervention concept Restoration, conservation, reconstruction
before intervention 03.10.2011

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

-

Mechanical cleaning by using very soft hair
brushes.
Reconstruction of the missing part with
plaster of the same components of the
authentic one.
Final isolation of the rosette with B72.

during intervention 27.12.2011

after intervention 31.12.2011
Item identification

R5 cren

Description

back side of the crenellation

State of conservation The back side of the crenellation was covered by a
cement layer.
before intervention 03.10.2011

Intervention concept Restoration, conservation

Intervention

The intervention was carried out in the following
sequence:
-

Total removal of cement.
Consolidation.
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Room 5 – floor plan

Scale 1:75

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine
conservation team.
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Fine conservation works in room nr 13
The fine conservation works in room 13 were started and completed during the third reporting period,
except the reconstruction of three missing panels. A decision is pending about how to reconstruct the
panels. There is no historic evidence of their former design pattern.
The conservation and the restoration of the gypsum carved panels that existed along the upper
northern and southern sections of the wall of room No. 13 was a subject of a discussion to identify the
level of intervention that would guarantee a minimum intervention from one side and would assure an
overall architectural unity of the interior space of the room.
For the northern five panels (R13n1- R13n2- R13n3- R13n4- R13n5 west to east), the decision on
determining the intervention levels for each was as following. After the analysis of the carved designs it
was confirmed that the central panel of this series (R13n3) carried a different design and the two flaking
ones from each side had similar, if not identical, carved patterns. This means that panel R13n1 is similar
to R13n5, and panel R13n2 is identical to R13n4. This notion was confirmed through a detailed
comparative analysis of the broken remains of panels No. 2 and 4, and those of panels No. 1, and 5. This
study led to determining the exact pattern and dimensions of the missing parts which exactly fitted with
the existing remains. It was decided then to restore the missing parts using a gypsum mix that is similar
in composition to the original mix with slight difference in color so that all new parts would be
distinguished. All authentic broken pieces were incorporated in the restored panels by fixing them with
stainless steel rods fixed by epoxy. All cleaning, consolidating, and protection means are described
below in sections describing the intervention in each of the decorative panels.
As for the southern five panels (R13s5- R13s4- R13s3- R13s2- R13s1 west to east); the decision is not yet
reached, as there were three options discussed and we are still evaluating them vis a vis the notion of
the minimum intervention, reversibility and the overall architectural representation of the space. Only
the two extremities panels (R13s1 and R13S5) exist in good condition, and all the other three middle
ones are missing with the exception of some remains of their frames. Unlike in the case of the panels of
the northern wall, the patterns of the two side ones are not identical and in fact quite different in
design. R13s1 located in the east side of the southern wall shows an intricate geometrical design based
on the repetition of squares and rectangles, whereas R13s5 located in the west side of the wall bears
also a geometrical design that is based on repetition intersecting circles. This arrangement has abolished
the possibility to have the 5 panels arranged in a pattern that is similar to the northern wall. In addition
the designs of the two existing side panels have nothing to do with those of the northern wall. This
overall condition hindered the possibility to restore any of those panels following the design of another
existing one. Leaving the openings without inserting designed panels would really affect the aesthetic
unity of the interior space especially that the room has been assigned to house an exhibition, so most
likely would be visited for that purpose and not to assess and archaeological representation of the
condition of the gypsum panels. The restoration options reached so far are as following:
1. Develop a generic design for a gypsum panel that would be based on a geometrical pattern
(since all the patterns of the house are) and that would be modern enough to express the time
(2012). The design would then be applied on clear glass, by sanding only the surfaces which are
supposed to be gypsum. This option would set a clear distinction between the authentic fabric
and the added ones, but would then block the possibility to have ventilation through those
panels especially that at least three of the wall opening where the gypsum panels existed are
pierced throughout the thickness of the wall.
2. Develop a generic 2012 design as explained above and make the panels out of carved gypsum
that is similar in composition to the original ones and slightly different in color.
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3. Develop a generic 2012 design as explained above, and making the panels of pierced and carved
wood (different material similar to the first option) maintaining the possibility for ventilation
through the panels. The wood can be painted with a color that is slightly different than the
original panels to make the distinction, and to respect the architectural unity of the space.
4. Replicate the design of the northern wall on the southern wall by using gypsum that is similar in
composition but slightly different in color.
There is a current tendency to adopt the 3rd option as it maintains the function of those pierced
carved panels and that it provide un-doubtful distinction between the authentic fabric and those
which will be added.
Room 13

before intervention 15.12.2011

Item identification

R13s 1

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

The overall state of the panel was found good
except being covered by an added lime layer
over frame and accumulation of dust and dirt.

Intervention
concept

Restoration, conservation

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:
Mechanical cleaning by using very soft hair
brushes and air pump.
- Removal of lime layer.
- Chemical cleaning using chemical solution
and tooth brush.
- Final isolation of panel with B72.
Note: awaiting final treatment of the panel’s
frame
-

during intervention 25.12.2011
Item identification

R13s 2

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

Missing.

Intervention
concept

Ongoing discussion among the team about how
to reconstruct.
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before intervention 03.10.2011

intervention

Note: awaiting reconstruction

Item identification

R13s 3

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

Missing.

Intervention
concept

Ongoing discussion among the team about how
to reconstruct

Intervention

Note: awaiting reconstruction

Item identification

R13s 4

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

Missing.

Intervention
concept

Ongoing discussion among the team about how
to reconstruct

intervention

Note: awaiting reconstruction

Item identification

R13s 5

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

The overall state of the panel was found good,
except an added lime layer covering the
internal frame, and a brown paint layer
covering the external frame, in addition to
accumulation of dust and dirt.

Intervention
concept

Restoration, conservation

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:

before intervention 03.10.2011

before intervention 03.10.2011

before intervention 14.12.2011

-

Mechanical cleaning by using very soft hair
brushes and air pump.
Total removal of lime layer and paint.
Chemical cleaning using chemical solution
and tooth brush.
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-

Final isolation of panel with B72.

during intervention 14.12.2011

after intervention 25.12.2011

before intervention 03.10.2011

Item identification

R13w 1

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

The panel was found in a good state except an
added lime layer covering the internal frame,
and a brown paint layer covering the external
frame, in addition to accumulation of dust and
dirt.

Intervention
concept

Restoration, conservation

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:
-

Mechanical cleaning by using very soft hair
brushes and air pump.
Total removal of lime layer and paint.
Chemical cleaning using chemical solution
and tooth brush.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

during intervention 14.12.2011
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after intervention 25.12.2011

before intervention 14.12.2011

During intervention 18.12.2012

Item identification

R13w 2

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

The panel was found in a good state except an
added lime layer covering the internal frame,
and a brown paint layer covering the external
frame, in addition to accumulation of dust and
dirt.

Intervention
concept

Restoration, conservation

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:
-

Mechanical cleaning by using very soft hair
brushes and air pump.
Total removal of lime layer and paint.
Chemical cleaning using chemical solution
and tooth brush.
Final isolation of panel with B72

after intervention 25.12.2012
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Item identification

R13n 1

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

Missing.

Intervention
concept

Reconstruction of the panel copying the design
pattern of the corresponding existing panel.

Intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:

before intervention 14.12.2011

after intervention 08.01.2012

before intervention 14.12.2011

Reconstruction of the panel (with plaster of
the same components as the authentic
panels, and with the corresponding pattern
and slightly different color)

Item identification

R13n 2

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

The overall state of the panel was found very
bad, very fragile, with broken parts and missing
parts, in addition to an added lime layer
covering the internal frame and a brown paint
layer covering the external frame.

Intervention
concept

Restoration, conservation, reconstruction

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:
-

during intervention 14.12.2011
-

Total removal of lime layer and cement
Adhesion of broken pieces and
consolidation of fragile area.
Reconstruction of missing parts with
plaster of the same components of
authentic part with slightly different color.
Final isolation of panel with B72.
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during intervention 14.12.2011

after intervention 25.12.2011

before intervention 15.12.2011

during intervention 19.12.2011

Item identification

R13n 3

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

The overall state of the panel was found very
bad, very fragile, with broken parts and missing
parts, in addition to an added lime layer
covering the internal frame and a brown paint
layer covering the external frame.

Intervention
concept

Restoration, conservation, reconstruction

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:
-

-

Total removal of lime layer and cement
Adhesion of broken pieces and
consolidation of fragile area.
Reconstruction of missing parts with
plaster of the same components of
authentic part with slightly different color.
Final isolation of panel with B72.
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after intervention 25.12.2011

before intervention 15.12.2011

Item identification

R13n 4

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

Missing except for few remaining fragments.

Intervention
concept

Reconstruction of the panel copying the design
pattern of the corresponding existing panel and
incorporating the remaining fragments.

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:
Reconstruction of the panel (with plaster of the
same components as the authentic panels, and
with the corresponding pattern and slightly
different color)

after intervention 08.01.2012

before intervention 15.12.2011

Item identification

R13n 5

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

The overall state of the panel was found very
bad, very fragile, with broken parts and missing
parts, in addition to an added lime layer
covering the internal frame and a brown paint
layer covering the external frame.
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Intervention
concept

Restoration, conservation, reconstruction

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:
-

during intervention 18.12.2011
-

Total removal of lime layer and cement
Adhesion of broken pieces and
consolidation of fragile area.
Reconstruction of missing parts with
plaster of the same components of
authentic part with slightly different color.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

after intervention 25.12.2011

before intervention 03.10.2011

Item identification

R13e 1

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

The overall state of the panel was found good,
except an added lime layer covering the frame,
and accumulation of dust and dirt.

Intervention
concept

Restoration, conservation

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:
-

Mechanical cleaning by using very soft hair
brushes and air pump.
Removal of lime layer.
Chemical cleaning using chemical solution
and tooth brush.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

after intervention 25.12.2011
Item identification

R13e 2
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before intervention 03.10.2011

during intervention 14.12.2011

Description

Framed incised gypsum panel (pierced)

State of
conservation

The overall state of the panel was found good,
except an added lime layer covering the frame,
and accumulation of dust and dirt.

Intervention
concept

Restoration, conservation

intervention

The intervention was carried out in the
following sequence:
-

Mechanical cleaning by using very soft hair
brushes and air pump.
Removal of lime layer.
Chemical cleaning using chemical solution
and tooth brush.
Final isolation of panel with B72.

after intervention 08.01.2012
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Room 13 – floor plan

Scale 1:75

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine
conservation team.
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Inventory of decorative panels in room 25
Fine conservation work on the decorative panels in room 25 commenced during the third reporting
period.
Room 25
Description

before intervention 29.09.2011

during intervention 08.01.2012

The wall elevations of room 25 are structured in
three horizontal sections of wall recesses and
decorative panels. Recesses and panels align along
vertical wall axes. The bottom row in approximately
the lower third of the elevations consists of verticalrectangular wall recesses with a rounded arch. Above
there are horizontal-rectangular wall recesses. Two
recessed, horizontal strips run horizontally above and
below these recesses on all elevations.
In the upper wall sections there are two rows of
incised gypsum plaster panels. The lower row consists
of horizontal-rectangular panels. The panels in the
row above are recumbent, almost semicircular
panels.
The ceiling cornice has a recessed horizontal strip.
All wall recesses and panels have a recessed frame of
approximately 4cm width.
There are three vertical axes in the northern and
southern elevations, seven in the western elevation,
and six in the eastern elevation.
The geometric designs of the panels’ carvings are
diverse with few repetitions.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention
Item identification

R25n 1

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
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Item identification

R25n 2

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
Item identification

R25n 3

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
Item identification

R25e 1

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
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Item identification

R25e 2

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
Item identification

R25e 3

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
Item identification

R25e 4

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation

before intervention 02.01.2012

Intervention concept
Intervention
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Item identification

R25e 5

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
before intervention 02.01.2012

Intervention

Item identification

R25e 6

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
Item identification

R25s 1

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation

Intervention concept
before intervention 02.01.2012

Intervention
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Item identification

R25s 2

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation

Intervention concept

before intervention 02.01.2012

Intervention

Item identification

R25s 3

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation

Intervention concept
Intervention
before intervention 02.01.2012

Item identification

R25w 1

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation

Intervention concept
before intervention 02.01.2012
Intervention
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Item identification

R25w 2

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012

Item identification

R25w 3

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention
before intervention 02.01.2012

Item identification

R25w 4

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
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Item identification

R25w 5

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
Item identification

R25w 6

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
Item identification

R25w 7

Description

Two incised, framed gypsum panels.
Lower panel rectangular.
Upper panel recumbent semicircular.

State of
conservation
Intervention concept
Intervention

before intervention 02.01.2012
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Room 25 – floor plan

Scale 1:50

Drawing provided by Farry Kazerooni Consultant Architect & Engineers, amended by the fine
conservation team.
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Inventory of decorative panels in the western street façade (exterior of rooms 25
and 25A)
Consolidation work on the decorative panels in the western street façade commenced during the third
reporting period.
Western street façade (western exterior walls of rooms 25 and 25A)
Description
State of
conservation

Intervention
concept
before intervention 10.12.2011

Intervention

before intervention 18.10.2011

Fragments of façade panels
before intervention 10.12.2011
Item identification

R25w ex1

Description
State of
conservation
Intervention
concept
Intervention
before intervention 10.12.2011
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Item identification

R25w ex2

Description
State of
conservation
Intervention
concept
Intervention

before intervention 10.12.2011
Item identification

R25w ex3

Description
State of
conservation
Intervention
concept
Intervention

before intervention 10.12.2011
Item identification

R25w ex4

Description
State of
conservation
Intervention
concept
intervention

before intervention 10.12.2011
Item identification

R25w ex5

Description
State of
conservation
Intervention
concept
Intervention

before intervention 10.12.2011
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Item identification

R25w ex6

Description
State of
conservation
Intervention
concept
Intervention

before intervention 03.10.2011
Item identification

R25w ex7

Description
State of
conservation
Intervention
concept
Intervention

before intervention 10.12.2011
Item identification

R25Aw ex

Description
State of
conservation
before intervention 10.12.2011

Intervention
concept
Intervention
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A committee was formed from the following Personnel of the Ministry of Culture:
1) Ghassan Chemali, Architectural and Urban Design Specialist
2) Alaa el-Habashi, Conservation Expert of the Ministry of Culture,
3) Marwa Nabeel, Architect
To visit the Building No. 1855, Road No. 1135, Complex 211 Muharaq, in order to check and
review the case described in the Muharraq Municipality memorandum No. 141238 dated to 23
th
February 2011, and received in the Ministry of Culture on the 27 of February 2011.
Executive Summary:
The Committee visited the building on Tuesday the 1 st of March 2011, and confirms that the
building in reference falls within the protection zone of the Pearling Testimony Project, and Is
actually ranked as one of the buildings that shall be preserved within the project. The
Committee realized that the building in question as highlighted in the sketch attached to the
Municipality Memorandum does not conform to the actual building divisions within a large
property that once existed in this area. This aspect is explained in this report. The Committee
has also confirmed the historic and urban importance of the building in question, and based on
some technical rational explained below recommends preserving the historic fabric that still
exists in the building, and advises to consider some physical or symbolic reconstruction of those
which were demolished.
Discrepancies in the building division lines:
It was brought to the Committee’s attention that the building sketch received in the
Municipality Memorandum has some discrepancies with the actual division lines between
existing buildings. Upon revision, we have realized that the building in question along to the
ones located towards its northeast (indicated by “A” in the sketch) and southeast (indicated by
“B” in the sketch), and empty lands towards the north and the south (indicated as “C” and “D” in
the sketch), all belong to one larger property indicated in the sketched below with a violet
line.This property was once the western neighbor of the once Bayt Shaykh Abdulla, whose only
remains left is the rectangle shown in the below sketches in light green.
The Committee has confined its investigation to the building that can be now existing and
accessed from the main building doorway located in the west giving to the side road. This is the
building that exhibited the deterioration manifestations mentioned in the Municipality
Memorandum.
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The building in question as highlighted by the Muharraq Municipality

C
A

B

D

The property line of the property (shown in violet line) next to Bayt al-Shaykh Abdulla (hatched in green)

Historic Development of the Building in question:
A close investigation of the existing building in question confirms that there is at least three
distinct phases of construction. The first, shown in orange color in the below sketch, is assumed
to be the oldest existing fabric. This portion of the building includes the entrance gate, and one
room located north to it, and a wall that runs southwards delineating the property line from the
western side. This section of the house is found to be two stories height, so as the freestanding
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western wall. The second section is the one shown in blue in the sketch. This seems to be a later
addition built sometime in the 1960’s or a little earlier. This building contains wind catchers in its
walls. The street façade of this section of the building has two clear horizontal division: the
lower ground floor portion is probably a continuation of the historic phase of the building as
shown in the sketch, and the upper section of the façade belong to that the 1960’s phase. The
thirds section of the house is the newest addition, and the most prevailing in terms of surface
area. It is all built out of cement blocks and either corrugated sheets as roofing of cheaply made
reinforced concrete slabs. A continuous separation is apparent between this third section and
the other two historic sections. Those separations are thought to be cracks, but they are simply
gaps left during the latest construction as shown in the photographs below.
It is also noticeable that the new phase of construction was built directly against one of the most
valuable rooms remaining from the next door house of Shaykh Abdulla (shown in light green in
the below sketch) as shown in the photographs below.
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C

D

B

A
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The building in question with the identified phases of construction. Note: the violet rectangles are
proposed pies upon which suggested tying shall take place to stabilize the historic sections.

Gaps left in during the construction separating the new construction and the historic ones

Gaps left in during the construction separating the new construction and the historic ones

The rooms remaining from Shaykh Abdulla House. Notice how the new phase of construction is
built against its northern and eastern walls.
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Brief report on the existing conditions:
The Committee noticed that the oldest sections of the building exhibit serious structural
problems. Vertical cracks are noticeable at the joints between this phase and all the two other
phases. We assume that the demolition of the other historic portions of that building has left
this section of the house freestanding and weak. It is for that reason that this section is
vulnerable for leaning towards the road (westwards). The existence of the 1960’s section
(shown in blue in the above sketch) is acting as a current middle support that prevents further
leaning to take place and perhaps a sudden collapse. It noticeable, however, the second phase
building is surviving in relatively good conditions. As for the new additions, they all seem to be
stable, but will soon face serious structural problem due to the weakness of its structure, and
lack of any proper supports.
Recommendations:
In light of all the above presentation and assessment of conditions we recommend the
following:
1) Despite the poor structural conditions of the oldest section of the building in question,
the Committee recommends to preserve it as it is the most valuable in the building, and
what makes it a potential to be recognized in the heritage of the city of Muharraq. The
Committee realizes that in order to achieve the preservation of that section of the
house, major structural reinforcement shall be undertaken. The Committee
recommends to construct solid columns or piers, indicated in the sketched above with 4
violet rectangles. Those piers would act as supports towards which the historic section
will be tied in order to restore the structural integrity that was lost due to the
demolition of the other historic sections of the house. This is simply the concept of the
required intervention, which then needs further detailing by a structural engineer.
2) The Committee recommends removing all the cement plaster applied in the exterior
façade of the building, and replace it with a traditional plaster.
3) The Committee recommends the demolition of all the new sections of the building,
especially those which are built against the very important room of Bayt al-Shaykh
Abdulla. A new architectural configuration of an infill can be conceived to restore the
architectural and structural integrity of the building.
4) The Committee recommends studying the potentials to either physically or symbolically
restoring the structure of which the building in question once belonged to. The most
important historic feature than needs to be expressed is the complete parameter of the
property line, even if the empty lands would be left without any infill but to be treated
as decently designed open spaces.
5) The Committee recommends conducting a social study with the current residents of the
house in an attempt to upgrade their living conditions from one hand, and to highlight
to them the importance of the historic fabric from the other. It is merely important that
the residents of that house to recognize the value of the place they live in.
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1.
In January, February and March 2010, Oxford Brookes Archaeology & Heritage (OBAH) carried out
archaeological excavations at the Fakhro ‘Amara al-Muharraq, Bahrain, as a follow up to the 2009 season.
The excavation was conducted on behalf of The Ministry of Culture and Information, at the request of HH.H
Sheikha Mai bint Mohammed al Khalifa, the Minister of Culture of Information.
1.2.
The excavations showed how Muharraq had expanded into the area inland of the ‘Amara in the late 19th
th
or early 20 century, prior to the development of the waterfront contemporary with the ‘Amara, and completed
our understanding of the subsequent development of the Fakhro ‘Amara site itself. Additionally, an ancient
town of the 7th/8th c. AD (Umayyad Period) was discovered beneath modern Muharraq, perhaps alMushaqqar of the early Islamic texts.
1.3.
The trenches at the Yusuf Abdurrahman Fakhro ’Amara revealed further walls of the Amara building,
and also earlier stone buildings underlying the ‘Amara at its eastern (landward) end. The material
th
associated with the earlier buildings indicates a date in the late 19th and early 20 century AD. Residual
th th
material of the 7 /8 century is present, but no in situ remains of that horizon were found in this area,
though these were found in another trench (Trench 14 - see below).
1.4.
New archaeological test trenches were opened nearby in the square to the east of Ebrahim Bin Yusuf
Mosque (Trench 13), and in the adjacent Mohammad bin Faris parking lot (Trench 14). These works were
requested in advance of building works to redevelop the area, and were intended to assess the occupation
sequence in the square adjacent to the mosque prior to the building of a new cultural centre, and explore the
evidence for a much earlier occupation horizon in the area (7th-8th c. AD), which had been suggested by
Amara Phase 1 excavations.
th

1.5.
The excavation adjacent to the Mosque (Trench 13) revealed a sequence starting in the late 19 or early
th
th th
20 century and running into the 1960s. Apart from residual material of the 7 /8 c. AD, the ceramics suggest
th
that this part of Muharraq was not occupied until the late 19 century, i.e. that it was a later expansion of the
town, the core of which was founded in 1801 AD. This is in line with the development of the town proposed by
Yarwood.
1.6.
Significant building remains of the late 7th/early 8th c. AD were identified at the bottom of the Mohammad
bin Faris parking lot trench (Trench 14). This date range is indicated both by radiocarbon and ceramic dating.
These finds indicate the presence of a significant settlement of the Umayyad period beneath modern
Muharraq. Examination of the early Islamic sources allow a tentative identification is made with the town of AlMushaqqar.
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3 INTRODUCTION
3.1

Location and scope of work

3.1.1. Between January and March 2009, Oxford Brookes Archaeology and Heritage (OBAH) carried out
archaeological works in three different areas in and around the Suq Qaiseriyyah, in the southwestern part
of Muharraq Town, on behalf of the Ministry of Culture and Information. This was in advance of ground and
building works. The development sites were located within the historic town centre of al-Muharraq on the
island of the same name, and to the north-east of the principal island of Bahrain (fig. 1).
3.1.2. These comprised a second season of archaeological excavation at the Fakhro Amara site (Trenches 1012); plus new works in the square to the east of Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque (Trench 13); and trenches in the
adjacent Mohammad bin Faris parking lot to the north of the mosque (Trenches 14-15). The archaeological
work was undertaken in accordance with a proposal written by Dr Robert Carter and Javier Naranjo-Santana.
The three sites lie at the edge of historic Muharraq, all close to the original shoreline, though all are now more
than 300m from the sea.
3.1.3. The Fakhro Amara site is bounded by Avenue 10 to the west, Tijar Avenue to the east, and road 1506 to
the south. It actually comprises three separate ‘amara buildings, being the Yusuf Abdurrahman Fakhro
'Amara, the Ali Rashed Fakhro 'Amara and the Ibrahim al-Doy 'Amara. The first season of excavation revealed
th
th
that the first elements of these were built in the late 19 or early 20 century, above older structures, which in
turn overlay reclaimed land. Further reclamation occurred and the Y.A. Fakhro ‘Amara was extended
westwards. The older structures beneath the ‘amara buildings at the eastern end were the focus of attention
during the second excavation season.
3.1.4. The Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque square is bounded to the west by Bu Maher Avenue (Boomaher
Avenue), to the east by the Mohammed Bin Faris House of Sout Music and by private properties to north and
south. The area designed for investigation was an open square used for parking, with benches and palm trees
around its edges. It lies ca. 70 to the east of the edge of the Fakhro Amara site. The mosque was at the edge
of the original shoreline.
3.1.5. The Mohammad bin Faris parking lot is bounded to the west by Bu Maher Avenue, to the north by Sheikh
Hamad Avenue and by private properties to south and east. The area selected for excavation was an open
area of rough ground. Aerial imagery indicates that this was largely occupied by buildings as late as 1980, but
these had been removed by the time of excavation. The main trench (Trench 14) lay ca. 50 north of the
Mosque excavation and 70m northeast of the Fakhro Amara. It would also have been on dry land prior to land
reclamation.
3.1.6. All three sites (Amara, Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque square and Mohammad bin Faris parking lot revealed
a complex sequence of archaeological deposits, features, structures and buildings.
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Figure 1: Location of Development Site

3.2

Geology and topography

3.2.1. For full information on the geology and geography of Bahrain and Muharraq please refer to the report on
the first season’s excavations (Amara Excavations 2009), Section 3.2.
3.2.2. The 2009 excavations revealed that the entirety of the Fakhro Amara site was built over land which
th
th
was progressively reclaimed from the late 19 or early 20 c. century onwards, formerly having been an
6

intertidal zone. This confirms Yarwood’s understanding of the development of the area (Yarwood 2005:
178-180; Yarwood 1988: 204).
3.2.3. The Mosque and Parking Lot sites (Trenches 13 and 14 respectively), however, were located at the
top of a slope leading up from the former shoreline, and any buildings located there would have been on
dry land. We hypothesise that the back of the Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque (i.e. the side facing west) stood at
the top of the shoreline, and the edge of the excavation trench, which was on the inland (eastern) side, would
therefore have been ca. 30m from the edge of the beach. Trench 14 may have been slightly closer to the
shoreline.

3.3

Archaeological and historical background

3.3.1. The origin of the modern town of Muharraq Town lies with the arrival of the Bani 'Utub, led by the Al
Khalifa, who moved their base from Jaww, on the east coast of the main island of Bahrain, to Muharraq in
1801 (Cook 1990: 158-9). The previous study by Yarwood, based on maps, photographs, aerial photography
and architectural data, suggested that Muharraq expanded outwards from a core, with the urban spread not
reaching this part of Muharraq (i.e. beyond the original shoreline in this area) until as late as 1925 (Yarwood
2005 fig. 1.6). On the other hand, Yarwood also states that occupation in the area was already present by
1890, by which time the shoreline had already been extended twice, though the buildings in the new strip were
still barasti and the extensive reclamation which underlay the coastal amarat had not yet occurred (Yarwood
1988: 204). Moreover, a photograph shown to the author by Abdullah al-Sulaiti, said to date to the 1870s,
shows a row of stone buildings along the original shorefront which includes a mosque identified by Dr Sulaiti
as the Ebrahim bin Yusuf mosque. If the location is correctly identified it indicates that there were stone
buildings in the area along the original shoreline prior to the extensions outlined by Yarwood. It was hoped that
excavation would shed further this matter.
3.3.2. Casual reconnaissance on Muharraq Island in the villages of Samahij and Dair indicates the presence of
Early Dilmun pottery, suggesting occupation during the Bronze Age elsewhere on the island. No remains of
this period have been excavated, and no such material was uncovered during any of the excavations
conducted by the OBAH team in Muharraq Town.
3.3.3. The documented history of Muharraq Island goes back to the Late pre-Islamic Period, when Christian
sources refer to it as Mashmahig (cf. the modern Arabic place name Samahij, a village on the north shore).
Documents of the Syriac Church of the East (the Nestorian Church) indicate that Mashmahig was a major
centre for Christianity between the fifth and the late seventh century AD, and imply a dense population for this
part of eastern Arabia. According to some authorities, Mashmahig may have referred to the entire island of
Muharraq, on the grounds that it was described as an island by Yaqut and others (Beaucamp 1983: 715: 1736). Note, however, that in subsequent centuries, Muharraq was considered to consists of separate islands
(Muharraq, Samahij and Arad), owing to the low-lying land between those three areas of higher ground, which
could be flooded at high tide (Bent,1890:1244; Cook 1990:1179: 160), so this argument is weak.
3.3.4. The 2009 excavations at the Fakhro ‘Amara revealed the presence of a settlement somewhere in the
th th
vicinity dating to the 7 /8 c. AD (Umayyad Period). This was recognisable in the form of ceramics found in
th
redeposited material brought down during the land reclamation process, mixed in with 19 century pottery.
th th
They indicated that a 7 /8 c. site was located nearby, presumably on the adjacent higher dry land which
had provided the reclamation material. This provided the rationale for the location of Trenches 13 and 14.
th

th

3.3.5. As noted above, this 7 /8 century settlement should not necessarily be equated with the Mashmahig of
the Christian sources. Rather, it may relate to a toponym mentioned in the early Islamic sources, AlMushaqqar, which was described as a trading port in Bahrain, and was the scene of key political and military
events during the Umayyad Period (see below, Section 10).
th

th

3.3.6. Excavations at Arad Fort had previously indicated the presence of remains dating to the late 7 and/or 8
century AD (erroneously dated to the Sasanian Period) (Kervran et al. 2005: 248, Pl. 75; Kennet 2007: 97, 117
n. 196).
3.3.7. Excavations in 2010 by an OBAH team at Bu Maher Fort, conducted simultaneously with the Amara
th th
excavations, revealed the same 7 /8 century horizon, implying an extensive occupation at that time.
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Aims

3.4

3.4.1. The general aim was to assess and record the archaeology of the research area, while reducing the
impact of the works on any surviving archaeological remains. Site specific aims included:
• Further investigation of the building remains below the Amara site, to attempt a definition of the earliest
th
19 century occupation and its relation to the natural and reclaimed shorelines.
• Identification and definition of archaeological remains below the square by Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque
and in the Mohammad bin Faris parking lot to the north.
• Exploration of the Umayyad or Early Abbasid horizon identified during the previous season.
• Mitigation of the impact of the new development, by exposing and recording archaeological remains and
standing architecture.

Fieldwork methods and recording

3.5

3.5.1. The overburden was excavated by workmen under close archaeological supervision. This stopped at the
top of the first archaeological deposit. Thereafter, the trenches were hand excavated by professional
archaeologists with the assistance of the workmen.
3.5.2. Hand excavation within the trenches proceeding stratigraphically using single context recording,
according to procedures detailed in the MoLAS Archaeological Fieldwork Manual (Museum of London
Archaeology Service MoLAS, 1994). All significant archaeological features were planned at a scale of 1:20,
excavated, and their sections drawn at scales of 1:10 or 1:20.
3.5.3. Excavated features were photographed using a digital camera. A general photographic record of the work
was made.
3.5.4. Finds were recovered by hand during the course of the excavation and bagged by context. Finds of
special interest were given a unique small find number. Finds included an assortment of metal items of varying
size, pottery, ceramic, glass and bone. Samples for radiocarbon dating were exported to the UK. Some
ceramics (Late Trade Wares) were also exported for specialist study. These will be returned.

General Results

3.6

3.6.1. All trenches showed a complex sequence of human occupation, consisting of stratified horizontal soil
th th
th
th
horizons, cuts and structural features of early medieval (7 -8 c.) and post-medieval (19 -20 c.) date. These
features were sealed below thick accumulations of post-medieval and modern soils as well as demolition
layers related to the destruction of 20th century structures and related deposits.
3.6.2. Except perhaps for the lower deposits in Trench 10, the bedrock or other natural deposits were not
reached in any of the different excavation areas, due to health and safety reasons in the deeper trenches to
the east and to the high water table to the west.
3.6.3.
•

•
•

The study area was divided in 3 zones, with some internal subdivisions (fig. 2):
At the Amara site, new works were undertaken in Area A (the Yusuf Abdurrahman Fakhro Amara) and E
(the Ibrahim al-Doy Amara), to further investigate the results from the previous season. Area A was
subdivided into three trenches (Trenches 11, 11b and 12). In Area E, another 3 trenches were also
excavated Trenches 10, 10B and 10C)
A large trench (Trench 13) was excavated in the square to the east of the Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque.
Two additional trenches (Trenches 14 and 15) were excavated in the Mohammad bin Faris parking lot, to
the north of the Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque. Of these, only Trench 14 was excavation to a significant
depth.
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Figure 2: Location of the excavation trenches

4 EXCAVATIONS AT THE Y.A.F. ‘AMARA (TRENCHES 11, 11B AND 12)
4.1

Introduction

4.1.1. Trenches 11, 11b and 12 were all located at the eastern (landward) end of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara, designated
Area A in 2009 (fig. 2, fig. 3). Their intention was to further explore the pre-‘Amara structures previously
encountered in the Windtower Trench (Trench 12), thereby exploring occupation along the shoreline at the time of
the area’s first stone buildings. The three trenches will be discussed together.
4.1.2. The excavation revealed the existence of a complex of stone buildings beneath the Y.A.F. ‘Amara, which
followed a different plan to the ‘amara, and which were built onto mixed intertidal and secondary deposits which
had been dumped onto the foreshore. A second phase of early buildings used some of the existing walls to build
modified or entirely new structures. Boulder reclamation then occurred at the western (seaward) end of the
excavation trench, followed by the construction of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara. Almost nothing was left of the windtower at
the eastern end of the ‘amara.

9

4.1.3. The cultural material underlying and associated with the pre-‘Amara buildings suggests a date in the first
th
three decades of the 20 century for these activities, with the Y.A.F. ‘Amara probably being built in the early or
th th
mid 1920s. As noted in the previous ‘Amara excavation report, a 7 /8 century occupation was also evident in the
cultural material, but there were no in situ structures, levels or finds of this date.

Figure 3: 'Amara sites, 2009
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4.1.4. The excavated levels from Trenches 11, 11 and 12 have been grouped into phases as follows, with the
“A” prefix indicating Area A:
• A.1 – Reclamation layers and (hypothetical) initial barasti occupation.
• A.2 – Early Buildings (divided into A.2a and A.2b).
• A.3 – immediately pre-‘Amara levelling activities and Area A boulder reclamation.
• A.4 – Y.A.F. ‘Amara.

Figure 4: Area A Trenches (11b, 11 and 12).

4.2

Phase A.1: reclamation layers

4.2.1. Trenches 11 and 11b were excavated to 1.4m and 1.2m depth respectively (just over 1m above datum,
at which point the water table was encountered). Trench 11 was dug into the alley of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara, and the
two trenches were separated by the northern alley wall of the ‘amara, which was later and above the structures
targeted in the 2010 season, and was not removed during excavation. Trench 12 was an expansion of the 2009
Windtower Trench and was dug to a depth of 1.3m.
4.2.2. The earliest deposits in all trenches consisted of grey silty intertidal sediments mixed with cultural
material, including a plain greyish-white porcelain cup or bowl base (not illustrated, but sherd described in Grey
th th
report, Appendix 1), as well as plain earthenwares (‘Ali Ware) and degraded glazed ware of probable 7 /8
century date. These deposits are influenced by tidal action, and still became saturated with water at high tide.
The presence of cultural material in intertidal sediments indicates the dumping of debris from elsewhere, either to
reclaim land in the samada reclamation process, or simply for disposal.

4.3

Phase A.2a: early buildings

4.3.1. A rectangular building was then constructed on the foreshore, visible in Trenches 11 and 11b, with the
longer sides parallel to the shore (fig. 4). The surviving portion measured 6.34 x 4.73m, but its southern limit could
not be defined as it lay beneath the rooms of the later Y.A. Fakhro ‘Amara. The walls of the early building
11

(804=811, 812=813=11116, 11108) were made of well cut limestone blocks bonded with a greenish-grey sandy
mortar. Wall 804 continued northwards beneath a later ‘amara wall.
4.3.2. Traces on the inside of Walls 804 and 11108 indicate that they were plastered, while a patch of plaster
capping a lower part of Wall 812 comprises the remains of a threshold within an entrance leading in from the
landward side (Context 803). The fragmented remains of a compact, sandy plaster floor survived inside the
building, to the south of Wall 11108 (context 11112). A series of two floors was also found in the southern part of
the early building, more clearly evident in southern section than during excavation. Unfortunately no pottery was
directly associated with any of the floors relating to the early building.

Figure 5: Overhead shot of early building in Trenches 11 and 11b, facing west
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4.3.3. Further walls were constructed slightly inland (Walls 280, 281), visible in Trench 12. Wall 280 ran beyond
the length of Trench 12 at each end (hidden below the later Y.A.F ‘Amara alley wall at the western end (fig. 4).
The Trench 12 sequence could not be tied stratigraphically to that of Trenches 11 and 11b, and it is not possible
to be sure whether the walls were part of the same building as that of Trenches 11 and 11b, or even that they
were built at exactly the same time. Their architecture, level and status as the first structures on that part of the
foreshore allows them to be assigned to Phase 1 with reasonable confidence, however.
4.3.4. Wall 281 was built subsequently as a division of the building, following the laying down of made-up
ground (levelling deposits) containing a broad range of early 20th c. pottery, including ‘Ali Ware, late Manganese
Purple, painted and sponge-printed Refined White Wares and a coffee cup, the latter illustrated (Sherd 65,
Context 287: fig. 47:8, fig. 49:7; see also Appendix 1). There was also 7th/8th century admixture. A series of two
crumbly plaster floors with occupation deposits were then laid down, devoid of finds.

4.4

Phase A.2b: modifications to early buildings

4.4.1. A second phase in Trenches 11 and 11b was defined by Walls 757, 758 and 825, the latter two probably
representing the same wall (fig. 4). This was characterised by a repair work or reinforcement to the existing
eastern wall in its eastern face, and by a subdivision of the initial large building with the addition of a new wall
(758/825). The walls were of lower quality than the earliest structure, with more roughly shaped stones, though
the northern surface of wall 758 (the northern face) was plastered. The seawards extension of Wall 758 (given the
separate number 825) stretched away from the building and into the intertidal zone. Its exact purpose remains
unclear. Probably contemporary with these features was the building of a wall on the inland side of the building,
parallel to it and the shore (11110).
4.4.2. A series of two compact surfaces were found on the eastern (inland) side of the long wall 757. These
were not plastered but are interpreted as floors. They were clean of finds.
4.4.3. In Trench 12 an L-shape construction was built, formed by Walls 282 and 279 (fig. 4). The walls were
mortared and plastered but less well made than the earlier ones, with more roughly shaped stones. Again, it
cannot be proven stratigraphically that this was contemporary with the Phase 2 buildings in Trenches 11 and 11b,
but this is suggested by their level and construction.

4.5

Phase A.3: demolition, boulder reclamation and levelling deposits

4.5.1. To the west, boulder reclamation took place, butting up to the edge of Wall 804 in Trench 11 and its
continuation in Trench 11b (where Wall 804 was hidden beneath an ‘amara partition wall). Within the reclamation
boulders was a T-shaped rubble construction (786=787) made of roughly hewn coral stone blocks and limestone,
with no mortar (fig. 4, fig. 5). It seems unlikely that this was part of a building, due to its rough and unfinished
nature. It may have been part of the land reclamation process. Pottery was found between the reclamation
th
th
th th
boulders, of mixed 19 /20 c. and 7 /8 c. date, suggesting that material had been brought from older areas of
settlement (probably levelling deposits dumped with or onto the boulders).
4.5.2. The sequence within the walls of the rectangular building at this stage reveals a collapse or demolition
th th
level topped by a series of layers with late 19th/early 20th century and probable 7 /8 c. earthenwares. These are
likely to be levelling dumps, i.e. part of the preparation of the ground prior to the building of the Y.A. Fakhro
‘Amara. A thick levelling dump was found to the east, at the top of the pre-‘Amara sequence between walls 757
and 11110, rich in bone, metal, glass and pottery. The latter comprised porcelains and semi-porcelains (Refined
th
White Wares) typical of the early 20 century including a white porcelain handle, a porcelain coffee cup painted
with Arabic script (Context 11104: fig. 48:20, fig. 49:22), and the usual local earthenwares, including waterpipe
burners and Ali Ware lids. This material would have been spread out from surrounding collapse, demolition and/or
midden dumps, as ground preparation immediately before the building of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara. Comparison with
material from Phases 2 and 3 in the Mosque excavation (Trench 13) implies a date for this event in the 1910s or
1920s, while Yarwood’s analysis suggests that the eastern end of the ‘Amara (i.e. Area A) was built by around
1925 (see below, Section 10.2).
4.5.3. In Trench 12, made-up ground was laid down (i.e. levelling material) as in Trench 11b, in preparation for
the construction of the Y.A.F.’Amara. Some of these dumps in Trenches 11b and 12 (particularly Contexts 11002,
11102, 11104) contain elements which only occur in Phase 3 or later of the well stratified Mosque Trench (Trench
13), namely white tiles and moulded porcelain (fig. 48:17-18, 20), indicating that recently used and discarded
material was being incorporated into the foundation fills of the new ‘Amara. By this time (probably the 1920s) such
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material could have come from rubbish dumps and demolished buildings on the reclaimed land at the east end of
th th
Area A itself, rather than from older deposits above the former shoreline, though the presence of 7 /8 c. AD
pottery indicates that at some point, during original land reclamation, material was brought from inland.
4.5.4. It is not certain whether the boulder reclamation occurred significantly or immediately before the
construction of the Y.A.F. Amara. It is likewise uncertain whether the rectangular building existed for a while with
reclaimed land in front of it, or whether it had already collapsed or been demolished when the boulder reclamation
was laid down. A working hypothesis is that these events all took place close together in time, as the old buildings
were superseded and pulled down, and preparations made for the extensive new warehouse.
4.5.5. Regarding absolute chronology, a tentative link can be made between the coffee cups with Arabic script,
which were found in made-up ground in Trench 11b and 12, immediately prior to the building of the Y.A.F.
‘Amara, and in one of the Mosque Trenches (12100, a Phase 13. 2b rubbish pit). The latter is likely to date to the
th
first decade of the 20 century or first years of the second decade, according to coin finds in the overlying phase.
One might infer, therefore, that the building of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara took place some time after the first decade of the
th
20 century.

4.6

Phase A.4: the Y.A.F. ‘Amara

4.6.1. The floors and walls of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara were found above the Phase A.3 levelling deposits. It
substantially reused older walls as foundations for the new ones. Thus, Wall 106 (the alley wall on the north side)
followed the path of the oldest wall (Wall 280) at its western end.
4.6.2. Significant features revealed in the 2010 season included confirmation of the configuration of the end of
the main ‘amara alley, and extension of the outline of the windtower foundations. The latter were largely robbed
out, but traces remained in the partially destroyed Wall 11015, along with 11004 and some buttresses to the east
(278) (fig. 4, fig. 6).

Figure 6: Corner of buildings in Trench 12, facing southeast. Wall 280 is the earliest, while Wall 281
was built soon after and abutts it. Wall 279 was built using 280 as foundations and truncating the top
of 281 in the process. Wall 282 joins 279 at a right angle but is invisible beneath the Amara windtower
wall.
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4.7

Discussion and dating of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara and underlying phases

4.7.1. Trenches 11, 11b and 12 established that at least two phases of earlier buildings lay beneath the Y.A.F.
‘Amara, on a stretch of foreshore which previously appears to have gone through a process of land reclamation at
the eastern end (the intentional dumping of rubbish, soil and rubble in the intertidal zone to raise the ground level).
Levelling events and boulder reclamation further west then took place before the building of the ‘amara. According
to Yarwood’s understanding, reclamation and the construction of stone buildings in this area (in front of Tijar
Avenue) would not have begun until some time after 1890 (1988: 204).
4.7.2. Strictly from the archaeological evidence one can say that Area A of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara was probably
th
built some time in the second or third decade of the 20 century (based on artefactual parallels with Trench 13)
but before 1932/3 (according to a date AH 1351 inscribed on the wall of the adjacent A.R.M. ‘Amara, which was
built subsequently). As noted in the previous report, the Y.A.F. ‘Amara was subsequently extended westwards
into Areas B and C. The artefactual parallels include the coffee cups with Arabic script in the levelling fills beneath
the Y.A.F.’Amara (paralleled in a Trench 13 Phase 2b rubbish dump); and, more strongly, white tiles and moulded
porcelains, associated both with the ‘amara levelling fills and Trench 13 Phase 3 levelling fills. We therefore
speculate that ground preparation for the Y.A.F.’Amara and for the Trench 13 Phase 3 building occurred at
approximately the same time. Coin finds associated with the building in Trench 13 Phase 3, and the dating of
Japanese porcelains, plus the presumed dating of Trench 13 Phase 4, imply a date in the 1920s for these events.
4.7.3. The date can be narrowed slightly by Yarwood’s observation that the first generation of coastal ‘amarat,
including Area A of the Y.A.F.’Amara, were built by 1925, according to a line drawn by matching “the western
doors of coeval property which stood of course, near to the waterline”, one of which bore that date (Yarwood
1988): 204, fig. 8.1, equals fig. 7a in Yarwood 2005, line marked “Former Waterfront”). By “the first generation of
coastal ‘amarat” he meant the surviving buildings that he could observe, as he had no direct knowledge of the
underlying structures.
4.7.4. An Admiralty map of 1901-2 (chart no. 3380) is impossible to match precisely to the surviving road plan of
old Muharraq (see below, Section 10.2), but it appears already to show that an extensive strip of land had already
been reclaimed in front of Tijar Avenue, and that buildings presumably already have existed there. This is
compatible with the archaeological evidence and Yarwood’s understanding, in that it indicates the likely presence
of reclaimed land and buildings between 1890 and 1925. It is not possible to say whether Area A of the
Y.A.F.’Amara is already present on this map, though it looks unlikely. The depiction of the area by the mappers in
outline, as opposed to black infilled blocks as elsewhere, may indicate that only barasti buildings were there at
that time.
4.7.5. It is possible that further evidence may be available from examination of aerial and terrestrial
photography, maps, municipal records and Fakhro family archives, which could obtain a closer dating.

5 RESULTS AT THE DOY AMARA SITE (AREA E, TRENCH 10)
5.1

Trench 10: Wall 3126 and deposits on its landward side

5.1.2. Trench 10 was located within Area E (the Doy Amara), to the south of the Y.A.F. Amara site. The
objective of this trench was to further investigate a wall found during the last days of excavation in the previous
season (Wall 3126). It was a north-south aligned trench measuring 15 m and was excavated to a depth of 1 m to
1.2 m (fig. 7). Natural deposits were found at a depth of 0.95 m, being just over 1m above datum, at which the
water table was encountered.
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Figure 7: Trench 10 (Area E)
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Figure 8: Trench 10, looking northwest, showing Wall 3126 and burning layer.

Figure 9: Elevation showing Wall 3126.
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5.1.3. In the 2010 report Wall 3126 was interpreted as a likely feature of samada reclamation, whereby a wall
was built in the intertidal zone close to and parallel to the shore, and material was dumped behind it to reclaim the
land. It was hoped that the Trench 10, which was on the landward side, would confirm or disprove this hypothesis.
The interpretation is still considered likely, as mixed material of sand, rubble and secondary occupation debris (i.e.
material moved from elsewhere) was found behind and against the wall.
5.1.4. Its relatively good construction and the fact that it was carefully plastered, allows a different interpretation,
however. It could instead have been the outer wall of the first stone building in the area, built directly in the
intertidal zone, with material dumped inside it during the construction process to make a dry foundation inside the
building. Aerial photographs show that was quite normal for buildings in Muharraq to protrude into the intertidal
zone, so that their outer walls were lapped by the sea at high tide. This interpretation is considered less likely,
however, as many of the lowest deposits against the wall on both sides appear to consist of waterborne deposits,
suggesting that the wall stood isolated in the intertidal zone for a while.
5.1.5. The earliest deposit predating the wall, on the landward side, consisted of intertidal sediments. These
th
th
contained cultural material, including a part of a small water-jar in ‘Ali Ware, typical of the 18 -20 centuries AD
(not illustrated). The north-south aligned wall (Wall 3126), was built above this. It was made of limestone blocks
that were fairly well hewn in some cases. The blocks measured roughly 0.20 x 0.20 x 0.20m and were bonded
and faced with a loose yellow mortar or plaster. It was cut in several places by modern foundations for columns.
5.1.6. A combination of intertidal sediments and dumps of redeposited material built up against the base of the
wall, either as samada reclamation commenced, or as material was rapidly dumped inside the building to make
the foundation for its first floors. The redeposited material consisted of sands with chunks of mortar and charcoal
th th
flecks, as well as pottery of the 7 /8 century AD. The latter does not indicate in situ occupation of that date, but
rather that material from an ancient settlement on the dry land nearby had been dumped behind the wall. A partial
collapse occurred central part of the trench, topped by a rebuild of the wall.
5.1.7. A burnt layer was then found in the northern and central parts of the trench, perhaps representing either
industrial activity or the destruction of the earliest barasti structures in the area; or some kind of activity within the
confines of the earliest building.
5.1.8. A series of plaster floors, or a repeatedly repaired and re-laid floor, was then laid on the eastern (inland)
side of the wall, with at least two in the northern part of the trench and four floors or repairs in the middle and
southern part. The wall was heightened at the time the first floor was laid. The old wall therefore appears to have
been reused as the foundations of the first stone building in Area E. Pottery was found associated with the lower
th
th
floors in the middle of the trench (including a large base, fig. 45:2) being mainly late 19 or early 20 century in
th th
date, but a significant admixture of 7 /8 material suggests that it had been brought down in secondary deposits
from the older parts of the settlement, presumably to level the ground during floor preparation.
5.1.9. There was then a thick burning layer with charcoal, ashes and mortar flecks, probably representing the
destruction of a building. This widespread layer covered the top of the old wall 3126, suggesting that it was
entirely buried by the time of the major burning event.
5.1.10. A second series of up to three floors was then laid, which are likely to relate to a traditional warehouse
seen in the 1958 photograph, which was replaced by the current concrete warehouse in the mid 1970s (see 2010
report). Associated pottery included porcelain coffee cups and painted and printed Refined White Wares typical of
th
the early 20 century (not illustrated). They may have been brought in with material used to level the ground
rather than being deposited in situ. The old wall and its rebuild were completely buried by this stage. Two
postholes were evident in the middle of the trench; these were too small to represent columns to hold up the roof
of the former warehouse. Also notable in the central area was a further episode of burning, though it is also
suspected that the ashes and charcoal were relocated and dumped from another area. Finally, a layer of medium
and large stones and mortar was found, probably representing a destruction horizon when the old warehouse was
largely demolished prior to the building of the current concrete one.
5.1.11. The concrete columns of the current warehouse cut through the deposits mentioned above, and a final
series of mortar/plaster floors was laid, being the floors of the Doy Amara when it was in use during the 1970s and
afterwards.

5.2

Trench 10: deposits on the seaward side of Wall 3126
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5.2.1. The trench extensions on the western (seaward) side of Wall 3126 showed a similar sequence. At the
southern end the earliest and most significant feature found was a rough north-south alignment of coral blocks
with no obvious mortar (not illustrated). Between the stones and in the overlying deposits was a significant
th
th
amount of pottery of late 19 /early 20 century date, including porcelain coffee cups with red spray decoration
and printed refined White Wares. This rough wall and surrounding deposits were most likely laid down as part the
th
land reclamation in this area, probably some time in the first two decades of the 20 century date, using material
brought down from an older settlement area located nearby on higher ground.
5.2.2. These levels were overlaid by hard packed material consisting of sand, silt, rocks and (secondary)
cultural material, and then by two plaster floors. These floors are likely to be associated with the warehouse visible
in the 1958 photograph. The building of the concrete 1970s warehouse then followed, with associated plaster
floors.
5.2.3. At the northern end of the trench, on the western (seaward) side of Wall 3126, the earliest deposits
consisted of tidal silts. These lat beneath debris dumps which were clearly part of the process of land reclamation,
where rubbish was used to raise the level in the newly reclaimed areas. A plaster floor was then found, followed
by a burning event, overlain by two more floors, the last of which was part of the floor of the 1970s warehouse.

5.3

Trench 10: interpretation

5.3.1. The simplified sequence in the trench ran as follows: firstly the long wall was built, with intertidal and
dump deposits laid down, followed by localised burning, then floors associated with the rebuilding of the wall, then
a thick and widespread burning level, followed by further floors, followed by a destruction level and then the 1970s
warehouse.
5.3.2. It seems likely that the traditional warehouse evident in the 1958 photograph and in Yarwood’s sketch
was associated with the second series of floors, which followed the major burning event. This would mean that an
earlier building of unknown plan had preceded it, which related to the first floors and the later phase of the long
wall.
5.3.3. The elements of material culture associated with the first deposits around the wall should be regarded as
secondary, having been included in spoil brought down from higher ground for reclamation and ground levelling.
th
th
They indicate that the reclamation events and early building activities date to the late 19 or early 20 century,
th
most likely the first two decades of the 20 century.

6 EXCAVATIONS AT THE EBRAHIM BIN YUSUF MOSQUE (TRENCH 13).
6.1

Introduction, location and summary

6.1.1. Trench 13 was located in the square to the east of Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque (fig. 2). The area was
investigated at the request of the Minister of Culture and Heritage, HH. Sheikha Mai bint Mohammed al-Khalifa, in
the light of the fact that it was due to be redeveloped as a cultural centre. Prior to excavations it consisted of an
open square with brick paving and benches round the edges.
6.1.2. A 15 x 10m trench was placed in the centre of the square, aligned east to west. Before archaeological
strata could be reached, the brick paving and its underlying foundations were removed, consisting of a compact
layer of gravel above modern rubble and sand.
6.1.3. The trench was excavated to a depth of 1.7m, the deepest layer reached being 3.02m above datum,
probably around 2m above the water table). It revealed a complex buried urban sequence running from the very
th
late 19th or early 20 century through to the 1970s (fig. 10, fig. 11), with a significant amount of residual pottery of
th th
the 7 /8 c. AD. The latter indicates the presence of an Umayyad settlement which had been heavily disturbed
th
during the 19 century occupation. Undisturbed layers of this early settlement were not definitely uncovered in
Trench 13, but were clearly identified in the nearby Trench 14 (see below).
6.1.4.
latest:
•
•

The complex stratified sequence of Trench 13 was divided into the following phases, from earliest to
Phase 13.1 – building with a madbasa.
Phase 13.2 – columned building (divided into 13.2a and 13.2b).
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•
•

Phase 13.3 – courtyard house.
Phase 13.4 – second courtyard house (divided into 13.4a and 13.4b).

Figure 10: The Mosque Trench (Trench 13) at the close of excavation

Figure 11: Multiphase plan of Trench 13

6.2

Phase 13.1: building with madbasa
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6.2.1. The earliest structures found within this trench were two contemporary walls (12064 and 12074) housing
a madbasa (fig. 11, fig. 12), all being part of a larger building which was partly destroyed, and would have
extended beyond the western and northern edges of the trench. The walls were made of roughly cut limestone
blocks, bonded with a sandy mortar. The madbasa was made of limestone and coral stone blocks, bonded and
plastered with lime mortar. Five channels with rectangular profiles were exposed. Its northeastern corner had
been destroyed by a robber pit.
th

6.2.2. The first deposits which built up against the walls of the madbasa building do not contain any definite 19
th th
century pottery but plenty of material identifiable to the 7 /8 centuries AD, raising the tantalising possibility that
th
this phase dates to the early horizon. On balance, it is safer to assign it to the late 19 century.
6.2.3. The overlying occupation deposits, located outside and to the south of the building, included
th
th
th th
earthenwares typical of the 19 and early 20 centuries AD, with the usual 7 /8 c. admixture.
6.2.4.

Upon its abandonment the madbasa was covered with a sandy deposit, devoid of finds.

6.2.5. Little pottery of this phase was recovered, due to the limited area of excavation. No Refined White Wares
th
or porcelains were observed, perhaps suggesting a date prior to the influx of such wares in the very late 19
century, but the sample was very small so this is not a reliable indication. The next phase, Phase 13.2, is more
th
reliably dated to the first decade or start of the second decade of the 20 century. There does not appear to have
th
been a period of abandonment between the two phases, and Phase 1 can probably be dated to the late 19
th
century AD or the first decade of the 20th. Note that levels relating to the earlier 19 century may lay below, as the
bottom of the sequence was not reached.

Figure 12: Trench 13, Phase 1 Structures
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Figure 13: Phase 1 madbasa, facing south.

6.3

Phase 13.2a: columned building

6.3.1. The next event was the building of a columned structure located directly to the west of Phase 1 building
(fig. 14). The columns, made of rough limestone blocks with a lime-based mortar, were joined at the base by a
plaster threshold at ground level (fig. 14, fig. 15). This appears to have given access to a courtyard to the north. A
similar band of plaster was located to the east, being an identical but poorly preserved feature on the other side of
the column. A wall was found at a right angle to the east, marking another side of the courtyard. It would have
been part of a larger building obscured by modern walls and the edge of the trench.
6.3.2. One of the two columns bore incised graffiti (fig. 16). The motif is unclear but it may represent the end of
a boat, with a mast and furled sail or pennant. Boats depictions are relatively commonly found incised or drawn
onto plaster in the region.
6.3.3. Following the building of the columned structure, the area within the courtyard was covered by a rubbly
deposit with mortar fragments, probably made-up ground to level the courtyard surface. Ceramics were relatively
th
abundant and included a Chinese bowl rim and sherds of Refined White Ware which date to the very late 19 or
th
early 20 century AD (Context 12097: fig. 46:14, 26). This material would have been derived from older
archaeological deposits nearby (e.g. midden areas and collapsed buildings).
th

6.3.4. To the southeast of the columns was a deposit with numerous dumps of material, including early 20
century pottery. These probably represent midden deposits in an open area outside the columned structure.
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Figure 14: Trench 13, Phase 2 structures.

Figure 15: Phase 2 columns and thresholds.
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Figure 16: incised column (western column, east-facing surface of column).

6.4

Phase 13.2b: collapse, pits and middens

6.4.1. Rubbly deposits then built up to the south and west of the columns, representing the destruction of the
columns and any associated walling. They were associated with abundant residual material of the 7th/8th c. AD,
th
and late 19 /20th century pottery (Context 12087: see examples of pottery on fig. 46:1, fig. 51).
6.4.2. A large pit was dug, cutting through the edge of the plaster feature 12097. Its fill contained sherds of
Chinese Blue and White and European semi-porcelains (Refined White Ware) (Context 12103: see fig. 48:10, fig.
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50:23, fig. 51:22 for pottery). As noted below (Section 9.3.11) this material is likely to date to the closing years of
th
th
the 19 century and first two decades of the 20 .
6.4.3. Another large pit was dug into the deposits to the south of the columned structure. This contained a
th
quantity of early 20 century ceramics, and was probably a pit created when material was removed to level
ground elsewhere which was then used as a rubbish dump. It contained abundant painted and sponge-printed
Refined White Wares, as well as an elaborately painted porcelain saucer of probable Chinese origin (see Grey
Report, Context 12100 sherd. 237, and fig. 48:16) and numerous coffee cups including one with Arabic script
(Context 12100: see fig. 50:7, 17-18, 20-22, 24, 28; fig. 49:1-6, 21).
6.4.4. Three pots were also found sunk through the demolition/collapse deposits to the southwest of the
columns. The location of two of them can be seen on fig. 14. One was filled with layers of ash and charcoal, and
comprised a cylinder of rough ceramic with no rim or base. It can probably be identified as a tanur (oven), though
an industrial function as some kind of kiln can not be ruled out. The others were jars with rounded bodies, missing
rims and bases, and were also filled with ash and charcoal. They may have been a small storage jars reused as
ovens or kilns.
6.4.5. A series of midden deposits and dumping episodes then built up, revealing intensive habitation in the
vicinity, with the area in question probably remaining an open space. Among the usual earthenwares, pottery
notably included a blue transfer-printed Refined White Ware dish showing the Willow Pattern (fig. 51:1).
6.4.6. The imported pottery from Phase 13.2 (both 13.2a and 13.2b) indicates a date some time in the first two
decades of the early century. Given that the construction of the Phase 3 building is unlikely to have happened
long after 1912 (see evidence from coins dating below), one can narrow the date of Phases 13.2 and 13.2b to
th
approximately the first decade of the 20 century AD. This is broadly supported by the dating of the imported
th
ceramics, which are assigned to within the first two decades of the early 20 century.

6.5

Phase 13.3: remains of courtyard house

6.5.1. Phase 13.3 was defined by a building with a large rectangular room (fig. 17). Later walling obscured the
building, but it certainly extended beyond the trench in all directions. The walls of the subsequent Phase 13.4
building (see below) followed the same plan as the Phase 13.3 building, using the older walls as foundations. The
better preserved Phase 13.4 structure therefore gives an indication of the likely layout of the Phase 13.3 building.
The Phase 13.4 building, which can be seen surviving in aerial photographs of the 1970s, had a central courtyard
containing a well. Assuming a similar plan, the rectangular room seen here in Phase 13.3 would have been the
eastern wing of the courtyard building.
6.5.2. The large rectangular room was aligned north to south and measured roughly 6.5 x 3.7 m (Walls 12056,
12057 and 12090). The walls were made of roughly hewn coral stone blocks, roughly coursed and bonded with a
sandy mortar. Lenses of occupation deposits were found within the room, but yielded no dateable finds.
6.5.3. To the north east of this building and only partially visible below modern structures, the corner of another
room was exposed in a sounding. The walls were almost certainly part of the same building, and can be identified
with walls more fully exposed in the main trench (12098=12090, 12099=12057).
6.5.4. To the west of the rectangular room was an open courtyard containing a well (12043). It was
subrectangular and measured 1.7 x 1.4m. It was made of roughly hewn sandstone and coral stone blocks,
bonded with clay. Clay lined the inside.
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Figure 17: Trench 13, Phase 3 structures
6.5.5. The courtyard sequence will be described first. An artefact-rich deposit was laid down after the
surrounding building was constructed but before the well was dug. This was described by the excavator as “an
accumulation of rubbish with some areas of dumping, and we interpret this as a levelling deposit, comprising
material from a building which had been destroyed in the vicinity and spread out to level the ground in the new
courtyard building. It contained new elements of material culture and new construction materials, including an iron
door knob and pieces of flat white ceramic tile, as well as the usual earthenwares, Chinese Blue and White
porcelain, coffee cups and painted and sponge-printed and transfer-printed Refined White Wares (Context 12040:
fig. 48:9, fig. 49:13, fig. 50:8-9, 29, fig. 51:18,24).
6.5.6. Also found in this context were 14 Indian silver rupees, the readable examples dating to between 1876
and 1908 (fig. 30). Their presence may relate to a much larger cache of rupees in an overlying deposit (12039,
see below). If so they may have been assigned to this deposit in error, or have been mixed in through later
disturbance.
6.5.7. Additionally an Indian coin dating to 1960 was found. This was described as “in well structure 12043” and
should not be taken as an indicator of the date of Phase 13.3. It should be assumed to have fallen into the well at
a later date, or incorporated into its structure during later (Phase 13.4) rebuilding of the well.
6.5.8. The deposit laid down immediately after the well was constructed contained mortar lenses, pottery and
also fragments of flat glass (window pane), indicating further deviation from traditional architectural material. The
same range of ceramics was found, with the addition of waterpipe fragments and burners, and a saucer marked
“Made in Japan” on the base, with a scalloped rim, and an orange chrysanthemum and green leaf decoration
inside (Context 12039, not illustrated). A large cache of more than 100 silver rupees was found in this fill, dating to
between 1852 and 1912 (fig. 29). These had clearly been stored in a group and were corroded together in stacks.
th

6.5.9. These deposits were cut by a pit containing further pottery of the early 20 century (Context 12076, see
figs. 41-42, 49-50), and a dumping or midden deposit lay above, suggesting burial and dumping of rubbish in the
courtyard, perhaps indicating a terminal phase of abandonment of the building.
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6.5.10. Inside the main excavated room the earliest deposit was a level of dumped material (yet another levelling
deposit, Context 12045) beneath two patchy plaster floors (Context 12044). A new variety of pottery was found in
the levelling deposit (a teapot spout decorated with maroon and gold, Context 12045, fig. 48:22) along with
previously occurring types in the levelling fill and overlying floors (earthenwares, waterpipe burners, coffee cups,
transfer-printed Refined White Wares – see fig. 49:14-15, fig. 51:6, 23).

Figure 18: wall of Phase 3 building (12056) beneath Phase 4 building (12013) looking east. Both were
subsequently removed to expose the Phase 2 column 12065, visible beneath. The Phase 3 well and a
buried oven are visible in the foreground.
6.5.11. The presence of the large rupee cache in the courtyard requires explanation. Its context (12039) was
interpreted as another levelling deposit or “made-up ground”, and it could therefore be explicable as an accidental
inclusion in redeposited material from an earlier phase, having been lost in a previous demolition or collapse
event. On the other hand, the coins were found stuck together in a stack, suggesting a relatively undisturbed
history. They are therefore better interpreted as having been deliberately hidden or buried in the courtyard some
time during Phase 13.3.
6.5.12. The dates of the readable silver rupees in the courtyard fills were 1852, 1876, 1893, 1900, 1901, 1902,
1903, 1904, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1910 and 1912. This indicates a date after 1912 for part of the occupation of the
Phase 3 courtyard building (assuming they were buried for safekeeping by one of the occupants). According to
the alternative interpretation (accidental inclusion during the construction process) the rupees suggest that the
building was constructed some time after that date.
6.5.13. Further dating evidence can be derived from the courtyard fill which contained the main rupee stash
(12039), in the form of a saucer with chrysanthemum decoration, marked on the underside with “Made in Japan”
(not illustrated). This indicates a date after 1921. Prior to September 1921 Japanese exports had been marked
“Made in Nippon” (Gaston 1983: 13).
6.5.14. Comparison with finds from the Y.A.F.’Amara sequence also provides some dating evidence. The
presence of flat white tiles and other new constructional elements in the courtyard levelling deposits of Phase 13.3
is mirrored in the final pre-Amara levelling deposits beneath the windtower in the Y.A.F. 'Amara trenches (Context
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11002, Phase A.3), which were probably laid down in the 1920s (being certainly older than 1931/2, and perhaps
deposited during or soon before 1925 according to Yarwood’s reconstructed shorelines). We suggest that these
new elements were introduced to Bahrain’s architectural repertoire during the 1910s or 1920s, in response to
wealth generated by the pearling boom and Bahrain’s increasing role as a trading port. We therefore make a
correlation between Phase A.3 at the ‘Amara and Phase 13.3 in the Mosque trench, both of which should be
understood as ground preparation layers incorporating slightly older settlement debris, and propose a date in the
1920s for the construction of the Phase 3 courtyard building.

6.6

Phases 13.4a and 13.4b: second courtyard building

6.6.1. The final building in the archaeological sequence consisted of a rectangular room, with an open courtyard
to its west containing a well, a series of other rooms running along the northern side, and another courtyard to its
east, with a smaller well. It is not certain whether the eastern courtyard should be considered part of the same
building or an adjoining one, but it is included as part of the same building here as it shares some of the same
walls. The building can be seen in the 1976 aerial photograph, where it appears as a courtyard building adjoining
the mosque (fig. 19). It is still visible in a 1980 aerial photograph, which is of lesser quality. The long rectangular
room can be seen to be the eastern wing of the building, and a dark dot possibly representing the well is visible
within the courtyard. The fact that the walls follow older alignments from Phase 13.3 suggests that the remains
uncovered in Phase 13.3 were a similar courtyard building adjoining the mosque.

Figure 19: 1976 aerial photograph showing courtyard building to right of Ebrahim b. Yusuf Mosque.
6.6.2. The building combined traditional construction with architectural innovations. The walls were made of
traditional construction, being largely of coral stone blocks, with occasional roughly shaped limestone blocks,
bonded with a lime and gypsum mortar and faced with a layer of plaster.
6.6.3. Significant new elements to the architectural and urban repertoire were added in a second phase of
building (Phase 13.4b), including the use of concrete for flooring and covering ablution and drainage features, and
the presence of metal drains which emptied into small subterranean cess pits. Conversations with residents
suggested that such drainage systems appeared in the 1960s, in conjunction with the introduction of piped water.
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6.6.4. A total of six rooms (Rooms 1-6) and two courtyards (Courtyards 1 and 2) were identified within the
trench, described below starting from the north-west corner of the trench and moving towards the east and south
of the trench.

Figure 20: courtyard building in Trench 13, Phase 4

Figure 21: Phase 4 building during excavation
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6.6.5. Room 1 was located in the north west corner of the trench and extended beyond the edge of excavation.
Levelling deposits were found inside beneath a flat concrete and stone floor. This was most likely a floor or a
structure similar to 12027 in Room 5.
6.6.6. Room 2 was located to the east of Room 1 and also extended beyond the edge of excavation. No clear
floor was found, merely levelling deposits. It had a threshold into the courtyard area, unlike the other rooms on the
north side.
6.6.7. Room 3 was the largest room to the north, and extended northwards beyond the trench edge. Its
southern wall had an inbuilt drain running through it consisting of an iron pipe plastered into the wall, leading
through to a small stone-lined cess-pit in the courtyard area. The drain was a later addition, i.e. the wall was
pierced and the drain introduced at a later date than the wall’s construction. The room contained a levelling
deposit beneath a thick (35cm) limestone and coral stone layer (12018), perhaps the foundations of a demolished
feature or the remains of a small platform. Above it was another levelling deposit topped by a sloping concrete
floor which tilted towards the drain inlet. The sequence demonstrates that significant modifications occurred to the
building at some stage after its construction (in Phase 13.4b), which included the installation of the drains.

Figure 22: Drain leading into Courtyard 1 from Room 3, looking north.
6.6.8. Room 4 was also truncated by the edge of the excavation, and contained either an occupation or
levelling deposit, beneath a compact, dark to light grey sandy mortar floor (12052).
6.6.9. Room 5 occupied most of the centre of the trench, and was a large, rectangular room measuring 6.52 x
3.67m. Some kind of raised square ablution feature was located in the south east corner, made of coral stone
blocks faced with concrete. The concrete blocks were roughly hewn, and the concrete was used to smooth the
surface. An iron pipe led from it through the wall to the south (Wall 12014), beyond the edge of the trench. No
clear floors survived inside the room, and it was hard to tell whether the deposits inside should be considered
reworked occupation deposits or levelling deposits, perhaps laid down beneath floors which no longer survive.
The latter is more likely. They consisted of sands mixed with stones, plaster or mortar fragments, shell, pottery,
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and glass marbles (children’s toys). Ceramics included a coffee cup stamped with Made in Japan and the handle
of a porcelain teapot with maroon decoration (Context 12024, fig. 49:24, fig. 48:23), indicating similarities with the
assemblage of the Phase 3 levelling fills.
6.6.10. Room 6 was located in the south west corner of the trench, and only a small portion was exposed. It is
the protruding section of a room located along the southern wing of the courtyard building, which is not otherwise
exposed in the trench.
6.6.11. Courtyard 1 contained several installations, some of which underwent a series of modifications.
Following the laying down of a fresh levelling deposit in the courtyard at the start of Phase 4, the old well from
Phase 3 was raised to a new level, to match the rising ground level. The rebuild was different to the previous
phase, and made of roughly hewn limestone blocks bonded with a sand based mortar. Two concrete drain
structures were also installed in the courtyard, and then there was a further levelling deposit in the courtyard,
containing another saucer stamped with Made in Japan and decorated with a girl with a hairstyle of the 1920s
(Context 12020, fig. 48:21).
6.6.12. The well later underwent a significant change of function and was transformed into a cess pit (probably
simultaneously with the installation of drainage elsewhere, as part of Phase 13.4b). A large rectangular concrete
tank was built on top of it, presumably a settling tank for waste water which drained into the old well. It can safely
be assumed that this change coincided with the introduction of piped water and drainage facilities elsewhere in
the trench.
6.6.13. A narrow vertical shaft lined with coral stones was built to the north, the top of which was encased in
mortar, with a channel leading to the iron drain which emptied out of Room 3. This feature was another cess pit,
and likewise marked a modernisation of the existing building in Phase 13.4b.
6.6.14. Other modifications and additions included the blocking or raising of the threshold into Room 2 with a line
of concrete, the building of a small plinth of concrete blocks, probably to support a column for a roof or awning in
the courtyard, and the construction of a square concrete platform of unknown purpose in the south of the
courtyard.
6.6.15. Finally a concrete floor was laid over most of the courtyard, above which was a modern levelling deposit,
and then the yellow sand and crushed stones of the hardcore bed of the modern paving of the square.
6.6.16. Courtyard 2 contained a poorly preserved plaster floor at the base of its sequence which survived better
in the southern part than in the north. Above this was a levelling dump or disturbed occupation deposit.
6.6.17. Cutting through these layers was a circular vertical shaft lined with coral stone. This was either a small
well or drainage feature, and is possibly visible in the 1976 aerial photograph. A post-independence Bahraini coin
was found in the upper layer of drain fill, indicating that the drain had ceased to be used some time after the early
1970s.
6.6.18. The dating of Phase 13.4a is tentative. Most or all of the associated pottery, being levelling fills derived
from older horizons, should be assumed to relate to earlier periods. One possibility is that it was constructed in the
1930s, before the Second World War. During the war itself few people would have had the money to build such a
courtyard house. The pre-war depression would also have limited building activities, so it is perhaps more likely
that. its construction took place around the start of the 1950s. At the close of the war the British Agent had
predicted a building boom (Yarwood 1988: 80).
6.6.19. Phase 13.4b, featuring the introduction of metal drains and the abandonment of the traditional well and
conversion to cess pit, should be placed in the 1960s according to local informants. The building went through a
period of usage prior to this, however, before the drains and cess pit were installed. Aerial photography indicates
that the building was still extant in 1980.

6.7

Discussion of the Ebrahim Bin Yusuf Mosque excavation

6.7.1. The excavation revealed a complex urban sequence within a fairly short time span, between the late 19th
and the mid 20th century. Additionally present was a significant quantity of ceramics dating to between the mid
7th and mid 8th century, amounting to around 20% of the identifiable assemblage. Structures belonging to the
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early horizon were not identified with certainty in the trench. It is moreover possible that earlier 19th century layers
exist beneath the excavated levels.
6.7.2. The 19th-20th century remains consisted firstly of the Phase 1 building with the madbasa, most likely to
th
date to the late 19th or very early 20 century.
6.7.3. There followed in Phase 13.2 a poorly preserved structure with columns, probably used in the first
decade of the twentieth century and/or first years of the second decade.
6.7.4. A courtyard building was then constructed in Phase 13.3, probably built in the 1920s. On might surmise
from its size and the presence of the rupee stash that it was the family home of a relatively wealthy individual,
probably a pearl merchant or general merchant. The construction of this large private house in Phase 13.3 may
reflect the influx of wealth into Muharraq during the pearling boom, which ended after the Wall Street Crash of
1929.
6.7.5. The foundations of the Phase 3 house were used for a second large courtyard building in Phase 13.4a,
which followed the same plan as the previous building. The Phase 13.4a building was perhaps built around 1950,
but an earlier construction in the 1930s can not be ruled out. It was modified with the introduction of drains and
piped water in the 1960s (Phase 13.4b), and demolished after 1980.

7 RESULTS OF EXCAVATIONS
(TRENCHES 14 AND 15)
7.1

AT THE

MOHAMMAD

BIN

FARIS

PARKING LOT

Introduction, location and summary

7.1.1. Two trenches (14 and 15) were located in an area of open ground to the north of the mosque site which
was in use as an informal car park. The landowner was identified as Mohammed bin Faris. Trench 15 was not
excavated to significant depth and showed no noteworthy remains, so will not be further discussed. The 1980 and
1976 aerial photographs indicate that Trench 14 was located in a former open courtyard at the foot of a square
building which has since been replaced by a modern block (see fig. 19).
th

th

7.1.2. Trench 14 revealed two superimposed buildings of the late 7 to mid 8 century AD at the bottom of its
th
th
sequence, the later one preserved to a height of 1.7m, beneath 19 and 20 century remains. Other excavations
(at the Fakhro Amara and in the Mosque trench) had indicated occupation of this date in the general area, but the
th
th
relevant material was redeposited in later (19 /20 century) levels. The discovery of intact structures of this date
beneath the modern city is of considerable significance to the history of Bahrain and Muharraq.
7.1.3. The excavated contexts were grouped into the following stratigraphic phases, of which Phases 14.1 to
th th
th
th
14.3b belong to the 7 /8 century horizon, while the others relate to the 19 /20 centuries AD:
• Phase 14.1 – lowest levels, earlier than the excavated structures.
• Phase 14.2 – lowest partially-excavated structure.
• Phase 14.3a – part of building preserved to window level.
• Phase 14.3b – modifications to building.
th
th
• Phase 14.4 – stone-robbing, probably in 19 /20 c.
th
th
• Phase 14.5 – 19 /20 c. occupation debris and well.

7.2

7th-8th century remains in Trench 14 (Phases 14.1, 14.2, 14.3a, 14.3b)

7.2.1. Trench 14 measured 5.95 x 9.42m and it was excavated to a depth of 3.6m. The lowest level reached
was just 1.41m above datum. Natural deposits were not reached due to the depth of the trench and the need to
step the sides. A full open-area excavation with a wider trench would allow deeper levels to be reached.
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Figure 23: Trench 14 structures. Note that Walls 14020 and 14021 continues underneath Phase 14.3b
rebuilds but are largely obscured. There are no structures associated with Phase 14.4.
th

th

7.2.2. Over 2m depth of 7 /8 century deposits survived at the bottom of the trench. The lowest and earliest
deposits (Phase 14.1) were recovered from a small slot trench measuring ca. 1.2 x 1.65m, and consisted of
th
th
relatively uninformative sandy deposits with gravel, small stones and pottery of late 7 to mid 8 century date,
including Honeycomb Ware (Context 14040: see fig. 36.4, fig. 37:1, fig. 39:2).
7.2.3. The earliest excavated structures (Phase 14.2) consisted of the foundations of two opposing walls which
formed an entrance (fig. 23, fig. 24, fig. 25). These were built on a ground level of ca. 2.00m above datum. They
were made of roughly shaped limestone blocks bonded and faced with a yellowish brown mortar. Tumbled stones
found in the entrance included a socketed stone which was probably the pivot-stone of a hinged door, probably
moved when the upper courses of the walls were robbed out.
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Figure 24: Wall Trench 14, facing northeast. Window-blocking in Wall 14020 is visible top left.

Figure 25: Trench 14, facing southeast. Wall 14021 shows door blocking on left, and a robber trench
filled with rubble top right. The earlier Walls 14032 and 14065 are in the foreground, some tumble in
between including possible door socket.
7.2.4. Another structure was built directly above (Phase 14.3a), consisting of a long wall running southwestnortheast (14021), with another running off at a right angle creating a T-shape (14020). 14021 is partially
obscured on fig. 23 by Phase 14.3b rebuilds (see below). Both had plinths at their bases, representing
foundations, and were made of limestone and mortar, and both originally had spaces representing a window (in
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14020) and a doorway (in 14021). They were plastered except at foundation level. A short section of another wall
(14022) was exposed at the southernwestern end of 14021; it was truncated by a later robber pit, and may have
originally marked a turn towards the northwest.
7.2.5. Associated with this building was a hard packed mortar floor surface, with a charcoal flecked deposit
above it. The layer above (14034) contained numerous pearl oyster shells which yielded two radiocarbon dates
th
th
calibrated to the mid 7 -mid 8 century AD. AD (see below, Table 1). This layer also held a partially worked
cylindrical ivory object (fig. 27).
7.2.6. Several modifications then occurred to the building, perhaps simultaneously (Phase 14.3b). Wall 14020
originally contained a low window, later blocked, around which time the adjacent top of the wall was rebuilt (see
fig. 24). A further rebuild was added to the top of the adjoining wall 14021, which also blocked up a space,
probably a doorway in this case (visible on fig. 25). Coral blocks were used for the blocking.
7.2.7. The pottery of this horizon is more fully discussed below, but the Honeycomb Ware and the forms of the
th
th
Turquoise Glazed Ware indicate a date in the 7 or 8 century AD, according to parallels with Sir Bani Yas, Kush,
Hulayla and elsewhere (see below, Section 9.1). This is wholly compatible with the radiocarbon data. Note also
th
th
that Honeycomb ware was found nearby at Arad Fort, with other pottery of 7 or 8 century date (Kervran et al.
2005 Pl. 75a).

7.3

Radiocarbon dates from the 7th/8th c. horizon

7.3.1. The radiocarbon dates, associated with the second building in Trench 14 (Phase 14.3a), were from two
th
th
pearl oyster shells. The calibrated ranges are long but centre around the turn of the 7 and 8 centuries.
7.3.2. Note that this calibration should be considered especially accurate, as regional marine reservoir
correction was originally calculated using shells of the species in nearby Qatar.
Age Cal AD (1 σ)

Age Cal AD (2 σ)

Pinctada

C age
(BP)
1860 ± 30

661-777

600-859

Pinctada

1885 ± 30

636-760

570-823

Sample number

Lab code

Dated material

BAH14034-1

POZ35862

BAH14034-3

POZ35863

14

Table 1: Radiocarbon dates from Trench 14 Phase 1, calibrated using the marine dataset with the regional
marine reservoir correction of ΔR=180 ± 53 (Southon 2002).

7.4

Phase 14.4 and 14.5 (19th/20th centuries AD)

7.4.1. A phase of wall robbing took place which targeted walls or rubble in the northern and western parts of
the trench. This removed most of 14022 and cut down as deep as the layers which preceded the first excavated
walls. The fill of the earliest robber trench contained no pottery, perhaps implying it was dug very early on in the
th
th
19 century occupation of Muharraq, before there had been any build-up of 19 century cultural debris.
7.4.2. A second phase of stone removal then took place, with another robber trench removing the southwest
th th
th
end of Wall 14021. Its first fills included mixed 7 /8 and 19 century pottery. Both phases of wall robbing are
included in Phase 14.4.
7.4.3. The levels above the robber trenches consisted of a series of midden dumps and settlement debris
th th
th
th
associated with mixed 7 /8 c. and 19 /early 20 pottery (Phase 14.5). It was not possible to distinguish clearly
the levels associated with the courtyard visible in the aerial photographs of 1976 and 1980. A drain or well in the
northeast corner of the trench (Phase 4), sunk to 2m below ground level and lined with coral stone, may be
associated with the building surrounding this courtyard, or an unknown predecessor. This was the only structure
th
th
which could be associated with the 19 or 20 century occupation of the area.
7.4.4. A hard-packed level was then found, perhaps an car-park surface which followed the demolition of the
surrounding buildings some time after 1980, while the southern part of the trench was covered by a large concrete
slab. Layers of rubbly sand covered the whole area, the highest one being the modern car-park surface.

7.5

Discussion of Trench 14
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7.5.1. It was fortunate that exploration of the deeper levels was permitted by the lack of complex archaeology in
th
th
the higher levels of the trench. This was due to the location of Trench 14 entirely within the courtyard of a 19 /20
th
th
century building, with no significant 19 /20 century remains beneath it.
7.5.2. The buildings found at the lower levels (Phases 14.1 to 14.3b) can be dated by their ceramics and
th
th
radiocarbon evaluation to between the mid 7 and mid 8 century AD. They indicate that well-made buildings of
significant size existed in this part of Muharraq at this time. They showed several stages of development,
indicating a relatively prolonged occupation. Moreover, earlier occupation levels exist beneath the excavated
structures.

8
8.1

FINDS FROM THE 2010 EXCAVATIONS

Miscellaneous 7th/8th c. Finds

Figure 26: Softstone vessel fragment (Find No. 10068:2, Trench 10, Area E, intertidal or samada
deposit).
8.1.1. A lower reclamation level in Trench 10 (Doy Amara) yielded a simple softstone vessel rim (fig. 26),
roughly finished and showing chisel marks, with signs of burning. Although softstone vessels are made and
used in southwestern Arabia today they do not appear to have been used in the Gulf in recent centuries, and
th th
this is therefore likely to be a cooking pot of the 7 /8 century horizon, brought down from higher ground
during the land reclamation process.

Figure 27: Partially worked ivory rod (Find no. 14034:2, Trench 14, Phase 14.3a).
th

th

8.1.2. An ivory rod (fig. 27), 10.5 cm long and with a maximum diameter of 1.6 cm, was found in 7 /8
century levels in Trench 14 (Context 14034, contemporary with the first phase of the second building, prior to
the wall and door blockings). It is considered more likely to be a partially worked object rather than a finished
item. This merits further study to confirm its identity as elephant ivory, and indicates trading contacts with
Africa or the Indian subcontinent.

8.2

Glass finds
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Figure 28: Glass perfume-bottle stopper (Find no. 11104:2, Trench 11b, Phase A.3).
8.2.1. Various glass finds were made at the ‘Amara and Mosque trenches, in levels which are considered to
th
date to the first three decades of the 20 century. These include a small perfume bottle stopper from a
levelling dump immediately below the Y.A.F. ‘Amara (fig. 28), probably laid down in the 1920s but potentially
containing earlier material, as well as a small decorated perfume bottle from a Phase 13.2 rubbish pit in the
th
Mosque trench (probably within the first two decades of the 20 century) (fig. 29). Also from this phase was a
green glass bangle which once held some kind of inlay (fig. 30), and a bottle neck with spiral appliqué
decoration (fig. 31).The shape of this is reminiscent of the tapering necks of Late Islamic rosewater sprinklers,
th th
but the patina on these pieces may indicate an origin in the earlier horizon of the 7 /8 century AD.

Figure 29: Glass perfume bottle (Find no. 12100:3, Trench 13, Phase 13.2b, rubbish pit).

Figure 30: Glass bangle, formerly inlaid (Find no. 12070:1, Trench 13, Phase 13.2a, dumps to south of
columned building).
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Figure 31: Glass bottle neck (from rosewater bottle?) (Find no. 12087:1, Trench 13, Phase 13.2b,
collapse deposits from columned building).

8.3

Coins

8.3.1. Among the most remarkable finds was the stash of 103 silver rupees from the Phase 13.3 courtyard
building in the Mosque trench (fig. 32), with identifiable coins dating to between 1852 and 1912. It is clear that
these were cached. 14 rupees from the underlying courtyard fill probably originated from the same cache (fig.
th
33). This represents a significant amount of money during the first decades of the 20 century. If conserved
and cleaned these coins would make an attractive museum display, illustrative of the wealth associated with
pearling boom, and further dating evidence may also emerge.

Figure 32: Cache of Indian Silver Rupees (Find no. 12039:5, Trench 13, Phase 13.3, courtyard levelling
fill).
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Figure 33: Indian silver Rupees (Find no. 12040:7, Trench 13, Phase 13.3, courtyard levelling fill).

9 CERAMICS FROM THE 2010 EXCAVATIONS
9.1

7th/8th century pottery
th

th

th

th

9.1.1. For the most part, pottery of the 7 /8 century was recovered from late 19 /early 20 century
deposits, having been mixed in and redeposited during stone-robbing, building and levelling works at that
th
th
time. 19% of identifiable ceramics in the 19 /20 c. layers consisted of such redeposited material. However,
th th
the bottom of the sequence in Trench 14 contained only 7 /8 century material.
9.1.2. Among the most characteristic variety is Turquoise Glaze Ware, sometimes referred to as Alkaline
Glaze (fig. 34). The colour of the glaze ranges from turquoise to greenish olive, but frequently degrades to a
whitish or yellowish powdery residue. The forms consist of bowls and medium-sized storage jars. Several rim
forms are evident on the bowls, and the small carinated bowl (fig. 34:4) has particular chronological
th
th
significance, being associated with the late 7 and 8 centuries at Kush Period III (where it was known as
Type 72), Hulayla, al-Qusur and Sir Bani Yas (Carter 2008: 82, fig. 10:1-6; Kennet 2007:97; Kennet 2004: fig.
5, and p. 30, Table 16).
9.1.3. Also significant is the jar rim (fig. 34:7, of which 34:8 is probably another example), which has an
exact parallel with Kush Type 64 (Kennet 2004 fig. 5), and is found only in Periods I and II at Kush
th th
th th
(respectively 5 /6 c. and 7 /8 c., with Kush II having a radiocarbon date of cal. 645-710 AD)(Kennet 2004:
14, Table 2). The bowl with the club-shaped rim (fig. 34:2) probably equates to Kush Type 94 (Kennet 2004
fig. 5), also found only in Kush Periods II and III. Other parallels include the bowl with the pointed rim (fig.
34:1), which is found at Sir Bani Yas (Carter 2008 fig. 10:8). These parallels indicate broad contemporaneity
th
th
with Sir Bani Yas, and a position between Kush Periods II and III, thus the late 7 /early 8 century AD.
9.1.4. A handle in Turquoise Glaze was found (fig. 34:9), but notably absent is so-called barbotine
decoration on the jars, which features complex arrangements of appliqué pellets, ribbons and decorative
th
handles beneath the glaze. This was common by the 9 century AD and was probably introduced to the Gulf
th
some time during the mid or late 8 . Priestman classifies glazed barbotine jars as within his class ALK:3,
th
which he dates to the 8 century (Priestman 2005b: 107, 238). It was found in Period 1 at Bilad al-Qadim, on
th
th
the main island of Bahrain, dated to the 8 or very early 9 century (Carter 2005: 117-118).
9.1.5. A range of earthenwares with a fine or medium-fine cream-coloured fabric was recorded under the
category White Ware (fig. 35). It probably includes material from more than one tradition or point of origin, but
it is difficult to subdivide consistently. It is also sometimes hard to distinguish from ‘Ali Ware, which is very
much later in date (see below). Rims were usually simple (e.g. fig. 1-4), with parallels available at Sir Bani Yas
and Kush (Carter 2008 fig. 78. 10; Kennet 2004 fig. 28, Type 109). Similar large handles are found at Sir Bani
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Yas, as well as rouletted decoration (Carter 2008 fig. 12:6, 15). Of particular interest is a sherd with a stamp
(fig. 35:9). Not enough survives to discern the motif, but it is a variety of decoration which is also found at Arad
th
th
Fort, as well as numerous other sites in the Gulf, Iraq and Iran, and is characteristic of the 9 and 10
centuries AD (Kervran et al. 2005 Pl. 75; Carter 2008: 83; Simpson forthcoming).
9.1.6. Eggshell (a very fine thin variety of White Ware) was very rare (one sherd), and no examples of highly
decorated White Wares were found. As at Sir Bani Yas (Carter 2008: 84), the absence of these types suggest
th
a date prior to the mid 8 century.
9.1.7. Fragments of Torpedo Jar were found in all the trenches, as well as the excavation at Bu Maher Fort.
This common type of amphora with a brown sandy fabric was invariably lined with bitumen, and probably
originally contained wine. Characteristic forms include simple thickened rims, often above rippled shoulders, (fig.
36:1) and pointed bases (fig. 36:2). Parallels with other sites are numerous. Of particular interest is the symbol
painted onto the outer surface of a Torpedo Jar body sherd (fig. 36:3), which is very similar (though not
identical) to one seen on an unpublished Torpedo Jar recovered by divers during underwater survey off
Bandar-e Rig, Iran (Tofighian nd.). Such symbols probably denoted the contents or origin. The broad base of
the Bandar-e Rig example is also very similar to that seen on fig. 36:2.
9.1.8. Gritty earthenwares were also common, in a range of colours ranging from pale brown, greenish, pinkish
and orange through to dark purplish brown and very dark grey. The pale brown variety was sometimes very
difficult to distinguish from a Late Islamic earthenware, known on this project as Pale Gritty Ware (see below),
though the earlier variety is usually denser and more highly fired. The vessels shown in fig. 36:6 and 37:1 have
th th
th
th
been assigned to the 7 /8 century here but may actually belong to the 19 /20 century AD. Incised and
punctuate decoration is common on the gritty earthenwares, and in those cases they equate to Kennet’s category
th
of LISV (Large Incised Vessels), which became common some time after the 4 c. AD and was used into well the
Abbasid Period (Kennet 2004: 79, and fig. 31).
9.1.9. A particularly distinctive variety of earthenware was found in the form of Honeycomb Ware. This type of
th
th
finger- or thumb-impressed storage jar is now considered to be a marker of the 8 and 9 centuries AD, and
comparable examples are found at Arad Fort, as well as Sir Bani Yas, Hulayla Area D, Kush Period III, al-Qusur
and Tulul al-Ukhaidir (Kervran et al. 2005 Pl. 75; Carter 2008: 88; Simpson forthcoming; Kennet 2004: 59).
9.1.10. Among the other varieties was a type with a grey fabric equating to Kennet’s category SMAG (Small Grey
Vessels). Kennet’s SMAG includes only jars, but one of the examples at Muharraq was a bowl (fig. 38:2), which
had an identical fabric to a small jar which has good parallels at Kush (fig. 38:3, cf. Kennet 2004 fig. 37, Type 58,
K1723).
th

th

9.1.11. Indian pottery of the 7 /8 century was present, and included slipped earthenwares with black paint (fig.
38:6-7).
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Figure 34: Turquoise Glaze Pottery
Pot fig. no. Sherd no. Context

Trench and Phase

Ware

Turquoise
Glaze
Tr. 14, Ph. 14.4
Turquoise
Glaze
Tr. 14, Ph. 14.4
Turquoise
Glaze
Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5
Turquoise
Glaze
Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
Turquoise
Glaze
Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
Turquoise
Glaze
Tr. 11b, Tr. 12, Ph. Turquoise
A.3
Glaze
Tr. 11, Tr. 12, Ph. A.3 Turquoise
Glaze
Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5
Turquoise
Glaze
Tr. 12, Ph. A.2
Turquoise
Glaze

Surface treatment

1

85

14017 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.4

Degraded turquoise glaze int. & ext.

2

79

14019

Degraded turquoise glaze int. & ext.

3

78

14019

4

81

14026

5

55

276

6

14

274

7

167

11101

8

107

799

9

185

14000

10

49

277

Degraded turquoise glaze int. & ext.

Other features
and comments

Ribbing on top.

Degraded turquoise glaze int. & ext.
Degraded greenish glaze int. & ext.
Degraded turquoise glaze int. & ext.
slightly speckled
Degraded greenish glaze int. & ext.
Degraded greenish glaze int. & ext.
Degraded greenish glaze int. & ext.
Degraded greenish glaze int. & ext.

Kiln scar on top of
rim.
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Figure 35: Umayyad White Wares
pot fig
no
1
2
3
4

Sherd
Trench or
Context
no.
Phase
132
12087 Tr. 13, Ph.
13.2
82
14018 Tr. 14, Ph.
14.4
119
12076 Tr. 13, Ph.
13.3
105
804 Tr. 11, Ph. A.2

5

134

6

86

7

84

8

83

9

133

10

38

11

135

Ware

White
Ware
White
Ware
White
Ware
White
Ware
12087 Tr. 13, Ph.
White
13.2
Ware
14017 Tr. 14, Ph.
White
14.4
Ware
14018 Tr. 14, Ph.
White
14.4
Ware
14018 Tr. 14, Ph.
White
14.4
Ware
12087 Tr. 13, Ph.
White
13.2
Ware
273 Tr. 12, Ph. A.2 White
Ware
12087 Tr. 13, Ph.
White
13.2
Ware

Surface treatment

Other features and comments

Feasibly a 19th/20th c. shisha burner in Ali Ware - but
no sign of burning

Punctuate decoration
Stamped decoration below
cordon
Rouletted
and
incised
decoration
Rouletted
and
incised Handle stump
decoration
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Figure 36: Torpedo Jars and early gritty wares.
pot Sherd
Trench or
Context
fig no no.
Phase
1
88 14015 Tr. 14, Ph.
14.4
2
80 14019 Tr. 14, Ph.
14.4
3
170 14000 Tr. 14, Ph.
14.5
4
173 14040 Tr. 14, Ph.
14.1
5

172

14000

6

116

12076

7

12

274

8

171

14034

Ware

Other features

Torpedo Jar

Ribbed. Traces of bitumen int.

Torpedo Jar

Thick bitumen int.

Comments

Torpedo Jar

Bitumen int. Black-painted symbol Symbol probably marks contents or producer
ext.
Dense Red-brown fabric
large

Dark
Gritted
vessels
Tr. 14, Ph. Pale gritted Early Pale gritty fabric. Incised decoration Would be LISV in Kennet typology
14.5
vessels
Tr. 13, Ph. Pale gritted Early Pale grey gritty fabric. Grey slip int? Would be LISV in Kennet typology. Closely
13.3
vessels
Slashed/impressed cordon.
resembles Late Islamic Pale Gritty Ware, so this date
can not be ruled out.
Tr. 12, Ph. Dark
Dense Dark grey fabric, black slip ext. Would be LISV in Kennet typology
A.3
Gritted
large Incised and punctuate decoration
vessels
Tr. 14, Ph. Dark
Dense Red-brown fabric, grey slip ext. Would be LISV in Kennet typology
14.3a
Gritted
large Incised decoration
vessels
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Figure 37: Large vessels
pot fig
no
1
2
3

Sherd
Trench or
Context
Ware
number
Phase
115b 12076 Tr. 13, Ph. Pale
gritted
Early
13.3
vessels
56
276 Tr. 12, Ph. Dark Dense Gritted
A.3
large vessels
102 14040 Tr. 14, Ph. Honeycomb Ware
A.1

Other features

Comments

greenish grey fabric, grey and red-brown Feasibly could be late Islamic
slip. Slashed ridges on rim
Pale Gritty ware
Red-brown fabric
Thumb-print decoration
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Figure 38: Miscellaneous 7th/8th c. vessels
pot fig no Sherd no. Context
1

33

180

2

3

181

3

182

12104

4

108

15016

5

67

6

174

7

137

Trench or
Phase
Tr. 11, Ph.
A.1
Tr. 11, Ph.
A.1
Tr. 13, Ph.
13.1
Tr. 15

275 Tr. 12,
A.3
14031 Tr. 14,
14.3a
12087 Tr. 13,
13.2

Common name

Surface Treatment

Comments

Abrasive
grey
quartz
sandy
SMAG
(Small
Grey Possible slip. Incised round rim ext. Maybe Black Burnished
Vessels)
Burnish int?
not SMAG?
SMAG
(Small
Grey
Vessels)
Sandy White Ware
Sandy variant of White
Ware?
Ph. Buff NVT
Incised decoration
Variant of White Ware?
Ph. Painted Red Ware

Ph. Painted Red Ware

Red-brown fabric, black paint int. and Indian
on rim
Red-brown fabric, red slip and black Indian
paint ext.
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Figure 39: Torpedo Jar sherd with symbol and Honeycomb sherd.
pot fig
no
1
2

9.2

Sherd
Trench or
Context
Ware
no.
Phase
170 14000 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5 Torpedo Jar
102

14040 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.1 Honeycomb
Ware

Surface treatment

Other features and comments

Bitumen
int.
Black-painted Symbol probably marks contents or
symbol ext.
producer
Thumb-print decoration

Discussion of the 7th/8th century pottery

9.2.1. The assemblage is comparable to those found at Sir Bani Yas (Abu Dhabi), Hulayla Area D (Ras alKhaimah), Kush Periods II and III (Ras al-Khaimah) and al-Qusur (Kuwait). The same assemblage is found
very nearby, at Arad Fort and Bu Maher Fort. It is also similar but slightly earlier than that of Period 1 at Bilad
al-Qadim, on the main island of Bahrain.
th

th

9.2.2. The excavated ceramics suggest a relatively short time frame from the mid 7 to the mid 8 century
AD, which is wholly compatible with the radiocarbon data. The textual evidence implies a much earlier
th
th
occupation on the island of Muharraq as a whole, for example during the 5 and 6 centuries at Samahij
(which equates to Meshmahig, on the north side of Muharraq Island) (Carter 2008: 101). It is therefore likely
that earlier archaeological remains exist in the north of the island. Given the size of the town, it is also
possible that earlier remains also exist elsewhere in Muharraq Town, though only further test excavations
across the urban landscape could establish this.
9.2.3. The ceramic comparisons allow us to suggest that the ancient town at Muharraq was abandoned at
roughly the same time or not long before the foundation of Bilad al-Qadim, and that the two should be
regarded as sequential parts of the same process.

9.3
9.3.1

19th-20th century pottery
General Comments on the 19th/20th c. pottery

9.3.1.1. All pottery from the excavations was examined, but only a sample was subjected to full recording, in
which every sherd was classified and counted. The contexts chosen for sampling were selected according to
their stratigraphic position, i.e. they were considered to be representative of a particular phase. Remarkable
sherds from other contexts were recorded and drawn as appropriate, but excluded from the frequency
calculations given below. The total assemblage from fully sampled contexts amounted to 867 sherds. Of
th th
these, 101 sherds were from purely 7 /8 century levels in Trench 14, leaving 766 sherds from fully sampled
th
th
th th
19 /20 century contexts. Of these 56 were not identifiable and could belong to either the 7 /8 century or
th
th
th th
19 /20 century horizon, with a further 143 identified as originating from the 7 /8 century, leaving a total of
th
th
567 19 /20 c. sherds, which used to calculate the frequencies given below.
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th

th

9.3.1.2. The majority of the 19 /20 century pottery consisted of unglazed local earthenwares (79% of the
th
th
classifiable 19 /20 c. sherds by sherd count) (see Discussion, Section 9.3.11). “Local” here refers to wares
found widely in the region which are presumed to have been made in the Gulf, rather than exclusively
Bahrain. Some were certainly made in Bahrain (e.g. ‘Ali Ware), while some were definitely made elsewhere
(e.g. Julfar Ware, manufactured in Ras al-Khaimah), but others are of more uncertain origin (e.g. Pale Gritty
Ware, probably Iranian but feasibly from Bahrain, or Saudi Arabia, or elsewhere in the region). Only laboratory
work on the elemental composition and petrography of the material would be able to clarify the questions of
origin.
9.3.1.3. Other significant components of the assemblage consisted of Local Glazed Wares (3%, in this case
all Manganese Purple Underglaze Painted Ware, probably made in Iran or Iraq); imported semi-porcelains,
known as Refined White Wares, probably mainly European but perhaps with some Japanese elements (8%);
Chinese Blue and White Porcelain (7%), and other plain and painted or enamelled porcelains in the form of
coffee cups and saucers, probably mainly European but also with some Chinese and Japanese examples
(4%). The different types are discussed and illustrated separately below.

9.3.2

‘Ali Ware

Figure 40: Ali Ware.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context
1
2
3

136
7
69

Trench/Phase

12087 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
181 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
3078 Area E, samada

Common
name
Ali Ware
Ali Ware
Ali Ware

Surface Treatment

Comments

3 handles
handle stump
handle
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pot fig no Sherd no. Context

14003
181
181
180
180
181
14014

Trench/Phase
reclamation
Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5
Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
Tr. 14, Ph. 14.4

Common
name

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

92
6
5
27
28
4
101

Ali Ware
Ali Ware
Ali Ware
Ali Ware
Ali Ware
Ali Ware
Ali Ware

11
12

9
29

181 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1

Ali Ware
Ali Ware

13
14

30
8

180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
181 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1

Ali Ware
Ali Ware

15
16

99
77

17
18
19

42
10
32

20
21

131
70

22
23

112
178

Surface Treatment

Comments

handle stump

4-pronged combed decoration;
handle stump
handle
4-pronged comb decoration;
handle stump
4-pronged comb decoration
4-pronged comb decoration;
handle stump

14014 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.1
3000 Area E
overburden
273 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
181 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1

Ali Ware
Ali Ware

Could be waterpipe jar?

12044 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
3078 Area E, samada
reclamation
12040 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
12046 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.4

Ali Ware
Ali Ware

Coarse – lime particles, uneven
surfaces
Lid, burnt at rim
Lid

Ali Ware
Ali Ware

Lid
Waterpipe burner lid?

4-pronged comb decoration; pink
staining

Ali Ware
Ali Ware
Ali Ware

Lumpy and cracked ext surface

9.3.2.1. This kind of cream-coloured fine pottery is sometimes referred to as ‘Ali Ware (aka Aali Ware),
according to a tentative identification of sherds from Huwaylah, Qatar, by Andrew Williamson, who considered
them to have been manufactured at the village of ‘Ali, Bahrain (Garlake 1978b: 174, type 12, fig. 2:1-5, 18-21).
th

th

9.3.2.2. It was by far the commonest variety of pottery in the identifiable 19 /20 century assemblage (44%),
which supports an origin in Bahrain.
9.3.2.3. As well as Huwayla, it is also found at Ras Abaruk 5 (Garlake 1978a fig. 2: 29-30, 32-35), and is
extremely common at sites in Qatar and the Abu Dhabi coastal area (Carter 2003: 57; Petersen & Grey 2010
Pl. 10:11, Cream Sandy Ware; Carter & Killick 2010 fig. 22:6). Forms are limited and include small and
medium-sized water-jars with three handles, combed decoration and ring bases (fig. 40: 1-8, 10-19), and lids
of various sizes (fig. 40: 20-23, cf. Petersen & Grey 2010 fig. 10:2-3). The edges of the lids are often mistaken
for bowl rims (Garlake 1978b fig. 2:1-4), but often show burning, which indicates they were placed over
hearths or cooking pots. Carinated bowls are also found (fig. 40: 9, cf. Garlake 1978b fig. 2: 24-27).
th

9.3.2.4. ‘Ali Ware is often assumed to be of 18 century manufacture, because of the attribution made in
Garlake 1978a and 1978b. This is not denied, but the Muharraq excavations show conclusively that it
continued to be made up to at least the 1920s or 1930s, and perhaps later.

9.3.3

Waterpipes
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Figure 41: Waterpipe fragments and accessories.
1

176

12046 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.4

Common
name
Ali Ware

2

98

14014 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.4

Ali Ware

3

43

277 Tr. 12, Ph. A.2

Unique

4

53

276 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3

5
6
7

40
39
94

273 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
273 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
14003 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5

Pale Gritty
Ware
Ali Ware
Ali Ware
Unique

Red-brown slip ext; burnt

8

117

12076 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3

Unique

Charcoal adhering int.

pot fig no Sherd no. Context

Trench/Phase

Surface Treatment
6-pronged comb decoration;
pierced for tube
4-pronged comb decoration;
pierced for tube

Comments
Possibly water-pipe jar.

Bottom of burner. Fine red-brown
fabric, red-brown slip.
Probably a burner, though no signs
of burning
Neck of waterpipe
Neck of waterpipe
Bottom of burner? Pale grey fabric
with lime and fine grit inclusions
Bottom of burner. Fabric cf. reddish
Ali Ware

9.3.3.1. Fragments of water-pipes were relatively common, consisting of jar bodies (fig. 41: 1-2), necks (fig.
41:5-6) and burners (fig. 41: 3-4, 7-8). Some appeared to be in Ali Ware, but others were a little harder and
browner, either being a variant of Ali or a different ware of similar aspect. The burners were of various fabrics.

9.3.4

Pale Gritty Ware
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Figure 42: Pale Gritty Ware, bowls and small jars.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context

Trench/Phase

1

89

14003 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5

2

103

14014 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.4

3

61

196 Tr. 11, Ph. A.3

4

50

277 Tr. 12, Ph. A.2

5

118

6

52

276 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3

7

13

274 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3

8

74

275 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3

9

54

276 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3

12076 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3

Common
name
Pale Gritty
Ware
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Pale
Gritty
Ware

Surface Treatment

Comments

Grey slip int., ext.
Grey slip ext.
Dark grey slip ext.
Red-brown slip int., ext.
Red-brown slip int.; 4-pronged
combed dec.

Dark grey slip int., ext.

Small water-jar rim

Black slip int., ext.

Small water-jar rim

Grey-brown slip

Handle stump of small water-jar
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Figure 43: Pale Gritty Ware, large storage jars.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context
1

71

1061

2

47

277

3

73

7

4

72

75

5

100

14014

6

11

274

Common
name
Y.A.F. ‘Amara,
Pale Gritty
Area B cf. Ph. A.4 Ware
Tr. 12, Ph. A.2
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Y.A.F. ‘Amara,
Pale
Gritty
Ph. A.4
Ware
Y.A.F. ‘Amara,
Pale
Gritty
Ph. A.4
Ware
Tr. 14, Ph. 14.4
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
Pale
Gritty
Ware
Trench/Phase

Surface Treatment

Comments

Dark grey slip ext.; plaster
adhering
Dark grey slip ext.; parallel incised
lines below rim
Grey-brown slip ext.; plaster
adhering
Red-brown slip ext.; plaster
adhering
Grey slip ext.

Once part of a syrup collection jar in
a madbasa

Syrup collection jar from Y.A.F.
‘Amara Room 2 madbasa
Syrup collection jar from Y.A.F.
‘Amara Room 10 madbasa

Dark grey-brown slip ext.; parallel
incised lines

9.3.4.1. Pale Gritty Ware was usually pale brown, grey or pinkish, and had moderately abundant dark platelet
grits. It was wheelmade and bore a grey or redbrown slip. It is likely to be of Iranian manufacture, judging from
British administration records which list the import of Iranian earthenwares, though this can not be proven. It was
the second most common variety of earthenware (26%).
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9.3.4.2. Forms consisted of large straight sided bowls (fig. 43: 1-5), sometimes with incised decoration on the rim;
small water-jars with straight necks and handles (fig. 43: 6-9); and large storage jars, often with incised decoration
on the body (fig. 43:1-6). The latter were used to collect dibs in the date presses of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara, but were
also found in other contexts. Parallels for all three forms are rare, owing to the lack of publication of material of this
th
date, but a similar bowl was found at Ruwaydah, suggesting that the type goes back at least to the 18 century,
though the ware of the Ruwaydah example was described as being sandy (Petersen & Grey 2010 Pl. 10:4, p. 49).
A large incised jar from Ras Abaruk 5 may also be of this type, though the ware description is not identical (“grog
backed red ware, with orange red slip internally” (Garlake 1978a).

9.3.5

Julfar Ware

Figure 44: Julfar Ware.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context
1
2
3
4
5

87
96
37
180
76

6
7
8

90
97
175

14015
14000
273
12020
3000

Trench/Phase

Tr. 14, Ph. 14.4
Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5
Tr. 12,Ph. A.3
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.4
Area E
overburden
14003 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5
14000 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5
12046 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.4

Common
name
Julfar Ware
Julfar Ware
Julfar Ware
Julfar Ware
Julfar Ware

Bitumen adhering int.
Grey slip ext.?
Red-brown paint
Cream slip ext.? Red paint
Red-brown slip ext.?

Julfar Ware
Julfar Ware
Julfar Ware

Grey slip ext.? Handle
Grey slip ext.? Handle
Cream slip int., ext. Red paint

Surface Treatment

Comments

9.3.5.1. Julfar Ware was made in Ras al-Khaimah, UAE, and was first manufactured in the Medieval period, and
th
continued to made into the mid 20 century (Kennet 2004: 53-56). It was a coarse handmade earthenware, often
th
with a cream slip in earlier centuries, more commonly red-brown or grey after the 18 century, and with paint
ranging from black to reddish in colour. It was widely exported in the Gulf, and the rim forms of its cooking pots
th
th
changed through time, providing useful dating evidence. It made up 5% of the identifiable 19 /20 century
assemblage.
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th

9.3.5.2. The rim form seen on fig. 44: 2-3, which sometimes takes a more triangular form, is typical of the 19 and
th
th
th
20 centuries, and was classified by Kennet as CP4.1 and identified as 17 /18 c. and later (Kennet 2004 fig. 23).
th
The Muharraq assemblage confirms that it extends to the 20 century, as do museum collections of whole
th
vessels acquired in the 20 century (for example the Qatar National Museum collection). Significant in its absence
is an earlier variety of Julfar Ware cooking pot, Kennet’s CP5.1, which has an S-shaped rim and four small lugs,
th
and appears to have fallen out of use some time in the 19 century. The large decorated bowl (fig. 44: 8)
th
compares to Kennet’s B6.1, which he notes is not found at al-Mataf and therefore post-dates the 16 century
(Kennet 2004: 56, fig. 25). The water jars (fig. 44:6-7) are a late manifestation of Julfar Ware pouring jars which go
th
th
back to the 14 century or earlier and extend to the 20 century AD.

9.3.6

Miscellaneous Unglazed Earthenwares

Figure 45: Miscellaneous unglazed earthenwares.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context

Trench/Phase

1

179

12020 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.4

2

181

3

104

10026 Area E, lower
floors
801 Tr. 11, Ph. A.3

4
5

177
41

12046 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.4
273 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3

Common
Surface Treatment
name
Green Sandy
Ware
Green Sandy
Ware
Unique
Red paint or slip int., ext.?
Unique
Coarse
Storage

Comments
Eroded version of sherd no. 181?

Fine micaceous red-brown fabric.
Perhaps 7th/8th c. horizon?
Cream fabric, possibly Ali Ware

Gritty Grey-brown slip ext., 4 or 5pronged combed dec.

9.3.6.1. Two large pointed bases were found in a very sandy greenish ware (fig. 45: 1-2). Examination of
complete vessels belonging to the Qatar National Museum suggests these belong to medium-sized incised water
th th
th
jars with three handles. The small jar rim (fig. 45:3) could be of the earlier 7 /8 horizon rather than the 20
century, while the large body sherd in an incised gritty ware is probably from a storage jar originating in the
northern Emirates (e.g. Ras al-Khaimah) or southern Iran.

9.3.7

Glazed Earthenwares
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Figure 46: Manganese Purple Underglaze Painted Ware.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context

Trench/Phase

1

138

12087 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2

2

2

181 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1

3

23

180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1

4

110

12040 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3

5

109

12040 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3

6

24

7

111

8

25

180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
12040 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1

Common
name
Manganese
Purple
Manganese
Purple
Manganese
Purple
Manganese
Purple
Manganese
Purple
Manganese
Purple
Unidentified
glazed
Manganese
Purple
th

Surface Treatment
Flaky turquoise glaze, black
underglaze paint
Greenish glaze, purple-black
underglaze paint
Glaze eroded off, underglaze paint
staining still visible
Degraded turquoise glaze, black
underglaze paint
Degraded turquoise glaze,
purplish underglaze paint
Degraded glaze, purplish
underglaze paint
Degraded bluish-white speckled
glaze
Degraded glaze, purplish
underglaze paint

Comments

Diameter uncertain

No sign of paint but same glaze as
Manganese Purple
An earlier decoration motif

th

9.3.7.1. Almost all the “local” glazed ware of the 19 /20 c. horizon consisted of Manganese Purple Underglaze
Painted Ware, and the few exceptions were almost certainly manufactured by the same kilns, but lacked the
paint. These were classified in the same group, and together they made up 3% of the assemblage.
9.3.7.2. The term “Manganese Purple” is used by Kennet and Priestman to describe several varieties of
th
underglaze painted pottery which was introduced as early as the 11 century AD (Kennet 2004: 51-52; Priestman
2005a: 260-262, Pl. 130-132). Their category MGP.2 is closest to the examples found here, and was thought to
th
extend to the 19 century. The finds from Muharraq indicate that the tradition extended to the first decades of the
th
20 century. The decoration of its final manifestation, as seen at Muharraq, takes the form of a crude central
spoked wheel pattern (fig. 46: 4-5), or central grid (fig. 46: 6), with horizontal bands and wavy lines higher up the
inside walls of the bowls, similar to earlier designs but more crudely executed and with thicker lines. Earlier
Manganese Purple was characterised by a flower or rosette motif in the centre of the interior, or a more carefully
painted grid pattern with variable shades of glaze. The rosette pattern appears just once (at the earliest level of
the Y.A.F. ‘Amara sequence, fig. 46:8), and its rarity indicates either that the type was at the end of its life span, or
th
that the sherd was residual and originated from earlier 19 century layers.
9.3.7.3. An apparently undecorated saucer (fig. 46: 7) has been placed in the same category because of its fabric
and speckled greenish glaze; it may be a late manifestation of the ware, perhaps an imitation of porcelain saucers
th
which began to penetrate the market in the early 20 century. Of special interest, not shown by Kennet or
Priestman, is a third design consisting of a looped floral motif in the centre (fig. 46: 8). This is particularly common
at sites in the UAE, Qatar and Bahrain (Hellyer 1998: 163; Petersen & Grey 2010: 46-7) and is likely to date
th
th
largely to the 18 and 19 centuries.
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9.3.7.4. The comparative rarity of “local” glazed wares at Muharraq, and limited range of varieties, suggests that
th
they were at the end of their life span by the end of the 19 century, perhaps supplanted by imports of semiporcelains and porcelains from Europe and the Far East.

9.3.8

Porcelains

Figure 47: Selected Porcelains and Refined White Wares
pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
1
21
180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
2

59

276 c

3

44

277 Tr. 12, Ph. A.2

Common name
Blue
and White
Porcelain
Blue
and White
Porcelain
Blue
and White
Porcelain

Features/Comments
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pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
4
20
180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
5

62

196 Tr. 11, Ph. A.3

6

19

274 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3

7

18

274 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3

8

65

287 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3

9
10
11
12
13

64
63
17
57
60

275
275
274
276
196

Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
Tr. 11, Ph. A.3

Common name
Features/Comments
Blue
and White
Porcelain
Blue
and White “Double Happiness” bowl. See Grey report
Porcelain
(Appendix 1).
Blue
and White “Sauce pot”. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Porcelain
Blue
and White “Sauce pot”. See Grey report.
Porcelain
Porcelain
Gold star inside bottom; each flute has
vertical gold line.
Porcelain
Indented spray shapes, no visible paint.
Porcelain
Red-painted crook motif in each flute
Porcelain
Green sprays in shallow flutes
Refined White Ware Crude purplish paint int.
Refined White Ware Red, blue, green painted leaf motifs;
pierced at base for mending
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Figure 48: Porcelains.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
1
19
274 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
2
18
274 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
3
62
196 Tr. 11, Ph. A.3
4
20
180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
5
44
277 Tr. 12, Ph. A.2
6
21
180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
7
59
276 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
8
113
12097 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
9
235
12040 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
10
157
12103 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
11
91
14003 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5
12
236
11102 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
13
237
11102 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3

Features/Comments
Lumpy surfaces. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Lumpy surfaces. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
“Double Happiness” bowl. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
“Birthday bowl”. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
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pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
14
160
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
15
161
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
16
147
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
17
238
11102 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
18
239
11102 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
19
163
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
20
240
11104 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
21
241
12020 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.4
22
242
12045 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
23
243
12024 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.4

Features/Comments
“Birthday bowl”. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
“Kamcheng” jar lid. See Grey report (Appendix 1).

See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Marked with Made in Japan

Figure 49: Porcelain Coffee Cups.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
1
219
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
2
220
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
3
221
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2

Features/Comments
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pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
4
222
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
5
223
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
6
146
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
7
65
287 Tr. 12, Ph. A.2
8
9
10

64
17
129

275 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
274 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
12076 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

225
226
227
228
229
63
230
231
232
183

15010
11101
12040
12045
12044
275
11102
11102
11102
11003

Tr. 15 overburden
Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3

21
22
23
24

153
184
233
234

12100
11104
12035
12024

Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.4

Features/Comments

See Tony Grey report (Appendix 1)
Gold star inside bottom; each flute has vertical gold line. See Grey report
(Appendix 1).
Indented spray shapes, no visible paint. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Green sprays in shallow flutes. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Underglaze green leaves, pink and blue petals, but overglaze red petals
and gold stars. See Grey report (Appendix 1).

Red-painted crook motif in each flute. See Grey report (Appendix 1).

Arabic script in gold inside rim. Green and gold sprays ext. (not shown
on plate).
Arabic script in gold inside rim. Green and gold sprays ext.
Arabic script in gold inside rim. Green and gold sprays ext.
Gold palm tree motifs. Probably Japanese.
Fine gold frond motifs. Marked Made in Japan with bird and key.

9.3.8.1. Many of the porcelain pieces are discussed in the specialist report by Tony Grey (Appendix 1), but an
overview will be given here.
9.3.8.2. The majority of clearly identifiable porcelains consisted of Chinese Blue and White (fig. 47: 1-7, fig. 48: 114). Also found were a polychrome kamcheng bowl (fig. 48:15), and an elaborately painted saucer (fig. 48: 16).
th
th
Together, porcelain of clear Chinese manufacture made up 7% of the identifiable 19 /20 century assemblage.
9.3.8.3. Several open bowls or dishes in Chinese Blue and White Porcelain were found, as well as deeper bowls,
the latter including a Double Happiness bowl, though the characters are not visible (fig. 47: 5, fig. 48: 3). The small
Chinese bottles (fig. 47: 6-7, fig. 48: 1-2), described in Grey’s report as “sauce pots”, may have been a relatively
common import to the region, judging from the presence of two at the Y.A.F. ‘Amara, and an identical complete
example in the Qatar National Museum collections (Carter forthcoming). The Qatari example had been used as a
container for some kind of scented unguent.
9.3.8.4. Other porcelains, some of which may also be Chinese, but which were not clearly identifiable as such,
made up 4% of the assemblage. They included moulded white porcelains (fig. 48: 17-20), as well as Japanese
saucers (fig. 48:21) and Japanese coffee cups (fig. 49: 24, and probably fig. 49: 23). The Japanese material
appears to be a late addition to the assemblage, as do porcelain tea-pots with maroon and gold paint decoration
(fig. 48: 22-23), both elements appearing first in Phase 3 of the Mosque sequence, and likely dating to the 1920s
and later.
9.3.8.5. The commonest variety of porcelain after Chinese Blue and White consisted of a range of fluted coffee
cups, usually painted with sprays in red, green, silver or gold, or combinations thereof (fig. 49:1-22). According to
Grey’s report (Appendix 1), these are likely to be of European manufacture. Three of them bore lines of Arabic
script below the rim, with green and gold spray decoration externally (fig. 49: 20-22). They were from Phase 2 in
the Mosque trench, and levelling fills beneath the Y.A.F. ‘Amara, which probably indicates a date in the second
th
decade of the 20 century. These had clearly been manufactured for the export market to the Arab world.
9.3.8.6. One coffee cup (fig. 49: 24, from Phase 4 in the Mosque sequence) was not fluted and bore a stamp with
Made in Japan, and a bird and key motif. A cup of similar shape, with no flutes and gold palm tree decoration, is
also likely to be Japanese (fig. 49: 23, Phase 3 in the Mosque Trench). As noted below, the stamp “Made in
Japan” was only used after 1921.
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9.3.9

Refined White Wares with Painted and Sponge-printed Decoration

Figure 50: Painted and sponge-printed Refined White Wares.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
1
60
196 Tr. 11, Ph. A.3

Features/Comments
See Grey report (Appendix 1).Pierced at base for mending
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pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
2
46
277 Tr. 12, Ph. A.2
3
22
180 Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
4
15
274 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
5
16
274 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
6
122
12076 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
7
144
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
8
186
12040 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
9
187
12040 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
10
188
12035 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
11
189
802 Tr. 11, Ph. A.3
12
121
12076 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
13
120
12076 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
14
115a
12097 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
15
190
802 Tr. 11, Ph. A.3
16
57
276 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
17
191
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
18
139
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
19
192
12035 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
20
193
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
21
141
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
22
140
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

159
145
162
114
164
143
195

12103
12100
11101
12097
802
12100
12040

Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
Tr. 11, Ph. A.3
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3

Features/Comments
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1). See also fig. 47:12
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).

See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1). See also fig. 47:13
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).

See Grey report (Appendix 1). Same vessel as no. 22
See Grey report (Appendix 1).Stamp on bottom reads “Societe
Ceramique Maestricht. Made in Holland”, with lion motif. Same as no. 21
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1). Unusual marbled decoration.
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Stenciled decoration?
th

9.3.9.1. European semi-porcelains became common in the Gulf towards the end of the 19 century. They are
known as refined White Wares according to the Museum of London terminology, and seem to have been
referred to as Chinaware in the Trade Reports of the British Agency in Bahrain.
9.3.9.2. Painted and sponge-printed cups and bowls with leaf and flower motifs of various colours (fig. 50:114) are frequent, with complete examples occurring frequently in the museum collections of the region.
Examples in the Qatar National Museum collection, in the style typified by fig. 50:1-12 were mainly identified
by experts as Dutch (Petrus Regout & Co., and Société Céramique), with a minority of British manufacture
(Sundblad 2011). The Qatari examples potentially dated to between 1875 and 1925, but the economic data
indicates that the vast majority of “Chinaware” was imported after 1898, and a date between 1900 and 1925 is
proposed for both them and the pieces found in the Muharraq excavations.
9.3.9.3. Particular attention should be drawn to fig. 50:21-22, two sherds of the same dish with the stamp of
the Société Céramique, decorated with blue and red-brown painted floral motifs and sponge-printed flowers in
black and white relief inside the rim. An identical vessel is held by the QNM, albeit by the rival Maastricht
manufacturer (Petrus Regout & Co.). This was dated by the Centre Céramique to the turn of the century, i.e.
around 1900 AD.
9.3.9.4. Also of interest is the dish with moon and stars in green relief decoration, probably stencilled. This
compares to almost identical dishes in the QNM collections which were dated to 1896 and 1920, and which
originated from the Petrus Regout and Société Céramique factories in Maastricht, Holland.
9.3.9.5. A few of the vessels showed rarer styles of decoration, including painted geometric motifs (fig. 50:1516, 28), blue sprigs (fig. 50:25), a marbled pattern (fig. 50:24) and seagulls (fig. 50:27). All are likely to date to
th
the early 20 century.
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Figure 51: Transfer-printed Refined White Wares.
pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
1
211
12079 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
2
3
4
5
6

1
210
45
209
208

181
802
181
12035
12045

Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
Tr. 11, Ph. A.3
Tr. 11, Ph. A.1
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3

Features/Comments
Willow Pattern. Marked on base with “S...”, WAR...” and “STONE...”, in
crown and ribbon pattern.
Willow Pattern border. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Probably Willow Pattern.
Probably Willow Pattern. See Tony Grey report (Appendix 1).
Tancrede pattern
Tancrede pattern
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pot fig no Sherd no. Context
Trench/Phase
7
207
12035 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
8
142
12100 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
9
205
12087 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
10
206
12087 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
11
196
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
12
197
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
13
198
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
14
199
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
15
200
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
16
201
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
17
202
11101 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
18
203
12040 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
19
212
11102 Tr. 11b, Ph. A.3
20
58
276 Tr. 12, Ph. A.3
21
93
14003 Tr. 14, Ph. 14.5
22
158
12103 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
23
213
12044 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
24
214
12040 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.3
25
215
12087 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
26
216
12087 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
27
217
12087 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2
28
218
12087 Tr. 13, Ph. 13.2

Features/Comments
Tancrede pattern
Toko pattern. See Tony Grey report (Appendix 1)
Toko pattern
Toko pattern
Toko pattern. Nos. 1-7 are from same vessel
Toko pattern
Toko pattern
Toko pattern
Tancrede pattern
Tancrede pattern
Tancrede pattern
Toko pattern
Goudkust pattern
See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Unknown pattern. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Unknown pattern. See Grey report (Appendix 1).
Unknown pattern
Unknown pattern
Tancrede pattern
Tancrede pattern
Unknown pattern
Unknown pattern

9.3.10 Refined White Wares with Transfer-printed Decoration
9.3.10.1.
Another variety of Refined White Ware features bowls and dishes with transfer-printed
decoration, usually in brown, sometimes in blue, green or red, and sometimes with additional decoration
added in paint. Several of the examples showed patterns which can be named. Such vessels were common in
the Qatar National Museum collection, where complete examples allowed a reasonably close dating.
9.3.10.2.
Blue Willow Pattern pottery, ubiquitous in Europe and North America, was not especially
common, perhaps because its figurative scenes did not appeal to the local market, but several fragments were
identified (fig. 51:1-4). The larger example (fig. 51:1) bears and crown and ribbon stamp with the partial words
“S...”, WAR...” and “STONE...”. This mark was not found in Gaston’s Blue Willow Pattern handbook (Gaston
1983), nor in Godden’s Encyclopaedia of British pottery and porcelain marks (Godden 1988).
9.3.10.3.
A very common pattern seen in the assemblage can be identified as Tancrede (fig. 51: 5-7, 1517, 25-26), which was made by both of the two major Dutch potteries in Maastricht, Petrus Regout & Co. and
Société Céramique, and probably also other companies. Comparable examples from the QNM collections date to
1871-1932 (Petrus Regout & Co.) and 1880-1910 (Société Céramique) (Sundblad 2011). Figs. 51:12-14 more
closely resemble the output of the Société Céramique. The greenish variety seen in fig. 51: 25-26 is also closer to
the Société Céramique version, though in terms of colour and execution it most closely resembles a dish in the
QNM collections which bore no maker’s stamp.
9.3.10.4.
Fig. 51:8-14, 18 shows another common pattern known as Toko, typically the product of Petrus
Regout & Co., one of the two major Dutch potteries in Maastricht. It appears to be the most popular transferprinted design in the Gulf, judging by these excavations and regional museum collections. According to Wim
Dijkman of the Centre Céramique, Maastricht, it is seen on bowls and dishes manufactured by this company
between 1885 and 1932 (Sundblad 2011). A similar design, bearing the same name Toko, was also made by a
Belgian firm, Imperiale et Royale, within a similar time scale but of low quality. Slightly better imitations were
also made in Japan, and are presumably roughly contemporary. The examples seen in the Muharraq
excavations match the output of Petrus Regout & Co. in terms of colour, technique and quality.
9.3.10.5.
The pattern on the dish shown on fig. 51.19 was named Goudkust by the two Maastricht
potteries. Such dishes and bowls were manufactured by Petrus Regout & Co. between 1869 and 1915, and
Société Céramique between 1900 and 1920 (Sundblad 2011). The known parallels therefore suggest a date
before 1920 for the dish’s original purchase, though the manufacturer can not be identified here, and it cannot be
ruled out that other companies in Europe or even imitated this design.
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9.3.10.6.
The other patterns present in the assemblage have not yet been identified, but all the sherds
th
th
indicate a date in the late 19 or early 20 century AD.

9.3.11 Discussion of the 19th/20th c. assemblage
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Chart 1: Breakdown of the 19 /20 c. assemblage
9.3.11.1.
The value of this collection of pottery is that it contains the final expression of the traditional
assemblage of Bahrain, and to an extent the Gulf as a whole, along with a suite of highly recognisable imported
th
material dating largely or entirely to the early 20 century. This material has been recorded and quantified for the
first time and can now be published. Together with the slightly different and earlier assemblage from Bu Maher
Fort, it will be of considerable importance in future studies, as it will allow the differentiation and close dating of the
latest archaeological assemblages in the Gulf. As survey and excavation of historic sites progresses in the region,
more and more material of this date will come to light, and these Muharraq excavations will provide the core
assemblage by which comparisons will be made. The following discussion will largely focus on the stratified
sequence in the Mosque trench.
9.3.11.2.
Regarding the dating of this assemblage, we know that all the pottery from levels underlying the
Y.A.F. ‘Amara has to be earlier than 1932/3 AD, thanks to the date inscribed on the plaster of the A.R.F. ‘Amara,
which was built subsequently. Yarwood’s analysis suggests that it is in fact likely to be earlier than 1925, as Area
A of the Y.A.F.’Amara was probably built by then. This is supported by comparisons with the pottery from stratified
layers in the other trenches (with material from Phases 2 and 3 in the Mosque Trench being comparable to the
material directly underlying the ‘Amara). The assemblage may therefore be regarded as typical of the last decade
th
th
th
of the 19 and the first three decades of the 20 century, and perhaps more narrowly the first quarter of the 20
century.
th

th

9.3.11.3.
Once material from the 7 /8 century is excluded the assemblage is a simple one, with relatively
few “local” wares and forms represented. The imported pottery is more varied and complex, and future work on
the porcelains may be revealing, particularly the coffee cups, and on the Refined White Wares. The local
earthenware and glazed assemblage is conservative, with some of the key types (namely Ali Ware, Julfar Ware
th
and Manganese Purple) known from excavations and surface pick-ups at 18 century sites in Qatar and the UAE
(e.g. Huwaylah, Ras Abaruk 5, Jebel Dhanna). The Ali Ware jars with three handles are identical to those seen at
th
Huwaylah, Qatar, though the Julfar Ware rims differ from those on 18 century sites, as does the decoration and
quality of the Manganese Purple bowls, which had devolved down to a crudely painted interior wheel pattern and
grid.
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9.3.11.4.
The rather small and plain assemblage at the start of the sequence in the Mosque trench
(Trench 13, Phase 1) makes it difficult to pin a precise date to the start of the late historic sequence. A date in the
th
th
late 19 century nonetheless seems probable for the remains of the building with a madbasa. Earlier 19 century
remains may well lie below it, as the bottom of the archaeological sequence was not reached, but they are
th
unlikely to be particularly notable. If there was an intensive occupation significantly earlier in the 19 century, one
would expect there to be an obvious early component appearing residually in the pottery assemblages of the
excavated levels.
th

th

9.3.11.5.
Crucial absences, which mark differences from the 18 c. and earlier 19 c. assemblage, include
the lack of Khunj Ware (a brown-glazed ware probably originating from several production sites in Iran), and the
absence of Mustard Glaze (which had a speckled yellowish glaze, sometimes backed with a red slip). Also
missing are Chinese porcelains with red and/or green enamelled decoration, which were highly characteristic of
th
the 18th century assemblages of the Gulf, and probably also the earlier 19 century. Significantly, these three
types (Khunj, Mustard Glaze and red-enamelled Chinese porcelain) are found at Bu Maher fort, which is
th
understood to have its foundation in the early 19 century.
9.3.11.6.
A very small number of sherds (particularly the Manganese Purple sherd with rosette decoration,
fig. 46:8, and perhaps the coffee cup with red crook decoration, fig. 49:15) allow the possibility that a slightly
th
earlier 19 century horizon is present in the area (as indicated by a photograph shown to the author by Abdullah
al-Sulaiti, which appears to show buildings in this area in the 1870s). Even if this is so, the current evidence
th
suggests that Muharraq Town extended to this area late on in the 19 century, and was not initially settled when
the town was founded at the start of the century.
th

9.3.11.7.
The ceramics from the levels relating to the first decades of the 20 century, Phases 2 and 3 in
the Mosque Trench, and the levelling fills laid down prior to the building of the Y.A.F.’Amara, testify to the influx of
wealth that occurred at the peak of the pearling boom, between ca. 1900 and 1929. This is demonstrated by the
abundance of Refined White Wares (semi-porcelains of mainly European manufacture), as well as decorated
coffee cups. Together these decorated imports appear to have supplanted the Chinese enamelled porcelains
which had previously comprised a significant portion of the fancy wares imported from outside the Gulf. Trade
reports record that imports of porcelain and “Chinaware” (equating to the Refined White Wares) increased rapidly
after 1897. By 1903 annual imports had more than doubled, and they were more than triple the 1897 value in
1907. Following a crash in ceramic imports in 1910 (probably a delayed response to a short-lived slump in the
pearl market between 1907 and 1909), the amount peaked in 1912 at four times the 1897 value. Records are
absent for subsequent years, but it can safely be assumed that the dramatic collapse of pearling revenues that
began in 1913 as a consequence of the First World War had a direct effect on ceramic imports – only the richest
people would have been able to afford such luxuries thereafter. Despite recovery of the pearl market towards the
end of the war, the Great Depression and Wall Street Crash at the end of the 1920s meant that by 1930 even the
wealthiest merchants in the Gulf were in severe financial difficulties, so it is probable that the market for such
ceramics disappeared before the end of the 1920s.
9.3.11.8.
With the exception of the introduction of certain wares in the later levels of the Mosque Trench
(Trench 13), no clear development was evident in the Late Islamic ceramic sequence, largely because of the
relatively narrow time frame. The exceptions included Japanese porcelain, which occurred from Phase 3 in
Trench 13 (suggesting that it began to appear in the 1920s), and gold-decorated teapots, also appearing from
Phase 3. Japanese porcelain (saucers and gold-painted coffee cups) appeared in Contexts 12024 (Phase 4),
12020 (Phase 4) and 12039 (Phase 3), and probably also 12035 (Phase 3). The designation “Made in Japan” on
three of these examples indicates a date after 1921 for Phase 3, as before this time the phrase “Made in Nippon”
was used on Japanese export wares (Gaston 1983: 13).

10 INTERPRETATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 2010 EXCAVATIONS
10.1

Significance of the discovery of the Umayyad Town
th

th

10.1.1. The limitations of test excavation mean that it is not possible to prove that the 7 /8 century settlement
was a large urban settlement, but this seems certain. The buildings revealed in Trench 14 were of large, solid
stone and plaster construction, such as would not be expected of a small coastal village (unless by chance the
excavation had hit a village mosque, church, fort or sheikhly residence). Moreover, the high abundance of residual
th
th
Umayyad archaeological material in the 19 and 20 century levels of the ‘Amara and Mosque excavations (20%
of the ceramics) indicates an intensive occupation in the general vicinity. The same horizon, or one very close in
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date, is now also known from both Bu Maher Fort and Arad Fort, respectively 1.1km and 1.7km from the remains
in Trench 14. This implies a very large settlement spread in those directions, though in neither case could it have
been contiguous, as Arad Fort was located on the other side of a bay, and Bu Maher Fort was on an island.
10.1.2. The history of the newly discovered Umayyad town in Muharraq is likely to be closely linked to that of
Bilad al-Qadim, the only other settlement of similar date known in Bahrain. In fact, the occupations of the two do
not appear to overlap, and the foundation of Bilad al-Qadim followed on immediately or shortly after the
abandonment of the Muharraq town. Phase 1 of the al-Khamis Mosque in Bilad Qadim is considered to be
Umayyad, on the grounds that there was an oral tradition in Bahrain that the Caliph ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Aziz (r.
717-720 AD) ordered a mosque to be built in Bahrain (Uwal) (Kervran & Kalus 1990: 36). Supporting evidence
for an Umayyad foundation for Bilad al-Qadim is provided by excavations conducted in 2001, which indicated that
th
occupation began there some time in the 8 century, though the assemblage of Period 1 was too small to ascribe
th
a more precise date. An early Abbasid foundation (i.e. in the second part of the 8 century) therefore remains
possible for Bilad al-Qadim.
10.1.3. Political upheavals in Bahrain which occurred prior to the reign of ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Aziz may have
relevance to the abandonment of the Muharraq town and foundation of Bilad al-Qadim. A major revolt led by
the Kharijite Abu Fudayk had occurred in 691 AD, which was eventually suppressed by an Umayyad army of
10,000 men. This was accompanied by the destruction of many wells, and an appalling death toll of 6000 of
Abu Fudayk’s followers (Kervran & Kalus 1990: 35). If one accepts the hypothesises that the Muharraq
settlement was the main population centre of the archipelago (in the absence of archaeological evidence of
occupation anywhere else in Bahrain at the time), perhaps along with other settlements on Muharraq island
(e.g. Samahij), then this revolt and the ensuing destruction would have focused on Muharraq. These events
may well have marked the end of the Muharraq town, and triggered the foundation of Bilad al-Qadim as part
of a deliberate Umayyad policy to make a fresh start in Bahrain, in which ‘Umar’s subsequent sponsorship of
the al-Khamis mosque played a part.
10.1.4. Moreover, the story of Abu Fudayk allows a tentative identification of the ancient Muharraq settlement
with the town of Al-Mushaqqar, where Abu Fudayk was besieged before his defeat in 692-3 AD. Al-Mushaqqar
was a prominent port in eastern Arabia that featured in the early Islamic sources. It was founded in pre-Islamic
times, and was situated somewhere in the region of al-Bahrain, which then included both the archipelago that
bears the name today and the adjacent portion of the Arabian mainland and islands. It had an important suq, to
which Persian traders came, and was probably fortified, as it fulfilled a defensive role during the ridda wars (when
the defeated leader of the apostasy in Bahrain, al-Mundhir b. al-N’uman retreated to it) as well as during Abu
Fudayk’s revolt. After the latter events it appeared to decline, though the Friday Mosque of Bahrain was still said
th
to be located there in the early 9 century, indicating that it had been a place of some prominence (Bosworth et al.
1993: 671). The newly discovered Muharraq town is a leading contender for the identification of Al-Mushaqqar.
10.1.5. According to the Encyclopaedia of Islam entry, the exact location of Al-Mushaqqar is “unknown and
would appear to be only discoverable by future archaeological investigations”. These investigations may have
begun the process of discovery.

10.2

The development of historic Muharraq

10.2.1. The excavations at the Y.A.F.’Amara, adjacent warehouses and the Mosque test trench (Trench 13) give
th
th
an archaeological demonstration of the expansion of Muharraq in the late 19 and 20 century AD. They reveal
how the town and its inhabitants responded to the influx of wealth at the height of the pearling boom, how life
continued after the collapse of the industry, and how modern urban living came to the town in the 1960s.
10.2.2. In the first place, the excavations show how the town spread outwards through land reclamation. The
initial process of land reclamation appears to have involved the building of retaining walls and the dumping of
debris from higher ground on the foreshore (so-called samada reclamation). Such deposits and structures were
seen at the bottom of the sequences in Area A of the Y.A.F. ’Amara and the Doy ‘Amara (Area E). Yarwood’s
study (see below) indicated that barasti structures stood initially on this stretch of reclaimed land (at around 1890),
but these were not visible in the archaeological record, probably because of the waterlogged nature of the lower
excavated deposits.
10.2.3. Stone buildings were then built on the reclaimed land underlying the eastern end of Area A in the
Y.A.F.’Amara, some time after 1890 according to Yarwood’s framework. A British Admiralty may of 1901-2 (fig.
52) shows a long road running parallel to the shore on the west side of Muharraq, which can only represent the
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original shoreline. This indicates that a significant amount of land had already been reclaimed and built upon at
this stage, which may have included the pre-‘Amara buildings found in Trenches 11, 11b and 12. The Admiralty
map does not infill the blocks in this area, however, perhaps indicating that only barasti structures still stood there.

Figure 52: British Admiralty map of Muharraq, 1901-2
10.2.4. After a time (probably around two decades) these buildings were demolished and the ground levelled so
that a larger building could be constructed. Boulder reclamation also took place in preparation for the new
building, presumably extending the land another 25m or so westwards. The new building was the first stage of the
Y.A.F.’Amara (Area A), which was standing by 1925 according to Yarwood’s analysis (see below). Note that both
the Y.A.F.’Amara (Area A) and the earlier underlying buildings (which may have been ‘amarat themselves) would
have been included by Yarwood in the same phase of expansion (see below).
10.2.5. Soon after (ca. 1930) the Y.A.F. ‘Amara was extended considerably further out to sea, with the addition of
Areas B, C and the pier. This was its final form, and its plan can be seen in title deeds dated to 1930/1931 (fig.
53).
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Figure 53: Y.A.F. 'Amara deeds of 1930/31, as reproduced in Yarwood 1988.
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10.2.6. These title deeds have the number 1349 written to the right of Belgrave’s signature, and also possibly in
the stamp on the top left, which almost certainly refers to the date of signing, and would equate to 1930/31 AD.
Several further points can be made with regard to these deeds:
• The date of 1349 (1930/31) for the building or rebuilding of the ‘amara is entirely appropriate with regard
to the date of 1351 (1932/33) inscribed on the wall of the adjacent A.R.M. ’Amara
• The 1930/31 deeds give a plan of the ‘amara which corresponds almost exactly to that uncovered by
excavation, notwithstanding differences in the distribution of pillars and stalls.
• All the ‘amara areas are shown. The archaeology and the architecture had suggested that the ‘amara had
been built in stages, with Area A being built first, and Areas B, C and the pier added later (see the Amara
1 report). Moreover, Yarwood’s analysis of the western doors of the coastal ‘amarat gives a mid1920s
shoreline that cuts across just in front of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara Area A (Yarwood 1988: 204, fig. 8.1). Thus,
although at first glance the deeds imply construction in one event around 1930/31, they are more likely to
represent ratification of a pre-existing property in its final form, following extension work.
10.2.7. With regard to the development of the Suq Qaiseriyyah area, it is appropriate to revisit Yarwood’s
identification of a 4-phase expansion in his original thesis (the 2005 publication omits crucial parts of the original
quotation) (Yarwood 1988: 204). The current author has numbered Yarwood’s phases and flagged them up in
square brackets below:
"The lateral growth occurred in four phases. Originally the dwellings had approached the shore:
barasti or small stone shelters were built in a line along the shore and a street formed in front of
them. The more successful men would extend by increasing the height of the land by the metre
necessary to keep dry. Thus Bu Maher Road/Road 1123 was established [Phase 1]. Cross routes
would link to the shore where boats beached. This process was then repeated along the new
shoreline, and thus Tijjar Road/Road 1125 emerged [Phase 2]. All the buildings were still Barastis or
temporary structures by 1890. The construction of the coastal amarats began then also by
reclamation. The coastline moved out about 70 metres West of Road 1125 as the first generation of
coastal amarat were built from 1890 to 1925 [Phase 3]. This line can be reconstructed by joining
together the western doors of coeval property which stood of course, near to the waterline. This
period was the start of the prosperity, which – particularly after 1920 - allowed the conversion of
barastis into stone buildings of quality. Although the first two phases laid down plan form the actual
fabric was actually created in the third phase. The fourth phase from the late twenties until 1940 saw the further extension of the coastal 'amarat westwards [Phase 4]."
10.2.8. Four stages of lateral growth means that 5 shorelines should be identified up to 1940 once the original
one is included. Yarwood is clear about the locations of some of them (the original shoreline became Bu Maher
Road, a later one became Tijar Avenue, another of ca. 1925 AD is identified on his map as a “former waterfront”,
while a further one corresponds to the 1940 configuration. There has to be one more, and his text implies that it
should fall somewhere between Bu Maher Road and Tijar Avenue. The resulting shorelines would therefore be
distributed as follows (fig. 54).
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Figure 54: Reconstructions of shorelines according to Yarwood.
10.2.9. Note that the archaeological evidence suggests that there was an additional phase of reclamation during
Yarwood’s Phase 3, at least in the immediate area of the Y.A.F. ‘Amara. This consisted of the extension by
boulder reclamation of the shoreline about 25m westwards, when the new Y.A.F. ‘Amara (Area A) was built above
and beyond the levelled remains of the pre-‘Amara stone buildings.
10.2.10. Note also that Yarwood’s plan of growth rings (Yarwood 1988 fig. 3.5, fig. 1.6 in the 2005 publication)
contradicts his statement above, as it shows the entire area of the suq and coastal ‘amarat only being occupied
after 1925, and ignores the first three phases of growth from the original shoreline.
10.2.11. To this information can be added the photograph shown to the author by Dr Abdullah al-Sulaiti, which
shows a row of stone buildings along the original shoreline some time in the 1870s, with only a short sloping
beach in front of them. If correctly identified this indicates that Yarwood’s first two stages of growth took place
some time between 1870 and 1890.

10.3

Muharraq and the pearling boom
th

th

10.3.1. As indicated above in the discussion of the 19 /20 century ceramics, the excavations suggest that urban
th
occupation came to the area quite late, probably after the middle of the 19 century. Although the bottom of the
sequence was not reached in the Mosque trench (Trench 13), it is likely that significantly earlier occupation
th
horizons (e.g. first half of the 19 century) would have been detected, given the high degree of disturbance and
th
residuality in the sequence. There are only faint indications of light occupation prior to the last years of the 19
century, consisting only of one Manganese Purple sherd with the rosette motif, and two coffee-cups with red
painted crook decoration. One therefore concludes that urban occupation spread to this area relatively late,
probably not long before the date of Dr al-Sulaiti’s photograph in the 1870s.
th

th

10.3.2. The remains uncovered in the Mosque trench indicate an flurry of activity in the late 19 /early 20
century, during which time a series of stone buildings were constructed in a relatively short period of time,
comprising probably not less than 4 building phases (Phases 13.1,13.2a, 13.3, 13.4a) in a period of less than half
a century. By Phase 13.3, these remains consisted of a courtyard house, indicating the presence of a relatively
high-status domestic building. This intensive series of building activities suggests a period of rapid economic
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growth. The presence of the large stash of rupees reinforces the impression of wealth and economic expansion,
as does the abundance of imported decorated ceramics.
10.3.3. The same picture of economic expansion is seen down on the shoreline, at the Y.A.F. ‘Amara site, amply
demonstrated by the progressive reclamation of land and construction of larger warehouses.
10.3.4. The period of expansion coincides largely with the peak of the pearling boom, which ran from ca. 1890 to
ca. 1923 (notwithstanding shortlived crashes in 1908, 1914 and 1921), with a severe and ultimately terminal
contraction in 1929 . Muharraq, as a pearling town, inevitably felt the consequences of the collapse of the pearling
industry very seriously. Thus, despite the relatively early appearance of some aspects of modern architecture and
urban living (e.g. glass window panes and tiled rooms appearing by Phase 13.3, probably in the 1920s), it was not
until the 1960s that piped water and drainage was installed.
10.3.5. Note, however, that Bahrain was able to ride out the economic difficulties caused by the collapse of the
pearling industry, thanks not only to the commencement of oil exports in the early 1930s, but also to its continuing
development as a trading entrepot and communications hub. Yarwood refers to its “steamship links, banking,
transhipment and other international roles”, and considers the main boom period to have occurred between
1920 and 1930, with the pearling boom relegated to a secondary role between 1900 and 1920 (Yarwood
1988: 41). Both the expansion of the coastal ‘amarat and the appearance of the courtyard house in Phase
13.3 can therefore also be linked to economic factors which are independent of the pearling industry.

10.4

Scope for future work

10.4.1. There is considerable scope to for further investigation of the newly discovered Umayyad town,
particularly further test trenching across Muharraq to identify the extent of the Umayyad settlement, and establish
whether and where earlier remains are found (e.g. dating to the Sasanian era or the first decades of Islam), or
later remains (e.g. Abbasid).
th

th

10.4.2. Such fieldwork could also take place to clarify the expansion of Muharraq in the 19 century: only late 19
th
and 20 century remains were found in the excavations around the Suq, and further investigations in the centre of
Muharraq and the centre of the Bu Maher district would certainly reveal the remains of Muharraq Town at the time
of its foundation by the Al Khalifa and their allies.

10.4.3. If building has not yet commenced on the site, then deeper investigation of the Mosque trench (Trench
th
13) would likely reveal further information on both the development of 19 century Muharraq, and the Umayyad
town.
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11 APPENDIX 1: SPECIALIST REPORT
IMPORTS, BY ANTHONY GREY
11.1

ON SELECTED FAR EASTERN AND EUROPEAN

Editor’s Note

11.1.1. Not all the porcelains and European imports could be exported for specialist study, and a
representative selection was made at the end of the 2009 and 2010 seasons, which was studied by Tony
Grey over the summer of 2010. Very few Transfer-Printed Refined White Wares were selected for export, but
valuable comparative data is available from a new independent study of whole vessels in the same wares,
and with same patterns, held by the Qatar National Museum (Sundblad 2011). Identical Painted and SpongePrinted Refined White Wares and porcelains are also present in the Qatari collection. The editor has
accordingly added few comments Tony Grey’s report, in italics.
11.1.2. The sherd descriptions and identifications are given below in order of trench, then context and then sherd
number. Cross-references are given to the relevant figure numbers.

11.2

Sherd descriptions and identifications

Context: 181
Phase: A.1

th

Maker: English, e.g. Spode or Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
Copeland; or one of the 20 century.
Maastricht firms.
Description: Blue transfer printed Willow Pattern plate body sherd in refined white earthen ware with
Fitzhugh pattern on the cavetto. The Fitzhugh pattern is a partly geometric motif on the outer part of the
vessel bordering the central design and named after the Fitzhugh family from whose ranks three sea
captains imported Chinese willow pattern plates to Europe in the eighteenth century.
Comparison: One Willow Pattern rim sherd with Fitzhugh pattern has been recorded at Zubara, Qatar
(Grey, unpublished research from QIAH seasons 1 and 2).
Sherd no.
1

72

Sherd no.
Context: 180
Maker: Jingdezhen or Dehua Date: 19th century to earlier 20th
20
Phase: A.1
kilns
century
Description: Chinese blue and white ‘birthday bowl’ with repeating peach and fungus motifs on the exterior
and with a plain interior.
Comparison: Willets 1981, 12, fig. 21, 68, fig. 46; MJ al-Khalifi 1987, 114, upper plate, 120.

Sherd no.
Context: 180
Maker: Jingdezhen or Dehua Date: Later 19th to earlier 20th
21
Phase: A.1
kilns
century.
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain bowl with possible devolved conch shell motif on interior.

73

Sherd no.
Context: 196
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20th century.
60
Phase: A.3
Maastricht firms.
Description: Polychrome painted cup or small bowl profile in refined white earthenware (rim diameter 10cm,
base diameter 4cm.) with a red slip band on the interior and painted green leaves and blue flowers. The
vessel has a rivet repair hole in the base.

th

Sherd no.
Context: 196
Maker: Chinese.
Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
62
Phase: A.3
20 century.
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain ‘double happiness’ bowl with an everted rim (rim diameter
17.5cm.) and blue-grey bands below the rim and swirls on the exterior. The double happiness characters
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are not extant on this fragment.
Comparison: Yeo 1985, 134, fig. 321.

th

Sherd no.
Context: 274
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20 century.
15
Phase: A.3
Maastricht firms.
Description: Polychrome painted bowl or plate body sherd in refined white earthenware with a painted
green leaf.

th

Sherd no.
Context: 274
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20 century.
16
Phase: A.3
Maastricht firms.
Description: Sponge decorated plate or bowl body sherd in refined white earthenware with sponged
decoration in red, pale brown and mid brown.

75

th

Sherd no.
Context: 274
Maker: Probably European.
Date: Earlier 20 century
17
Phase: A.3
Description: Porcelain cup base(base diameter 4cm.) with a motif of repeating green leaves on the exterior.
A small cup.

th

Sherd no.
Context: 274
Maker: Possibly Dehua kilns.
Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
19
Phase: A.3
20 century.
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain sauce pot base (base diameter 4.4cm.) decorated with pale
blue foliage on the exterior. The pot is of poor quality, thinly potted with a brown footring, firing blisters on
the underside and blemishes on the floor.
Comparison: Yeo and Martin 1978, 286, Plate 191, sauce pots with formal flowers and angular leaves and
twigs.

76

Sherd no.
Context: 274
18
Phase: A.3
Description: See sherd 19.

Maker: Possibly Dehua kilns.

th

Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
20 century.

th

Sherd no.
Context: 275
Maker: European
Date: Earlier 20 century, possibly
63
Phase: A.3
earlier
Description: Porcelain cup rim (rim diameter 7.5cm.) with a fluted body, red slip band on the interior and
repeating red swirl motif on exterior.

77

th

Sherd no.
Context: 275
Maker: European or Chinese
Date: Earlier 20 century
64
Phase: A.3
Description: Porcelain cup rim (rim diameter 7cm.) in plain white ware with faint indented sprays, a flared
th
rim and fluted body. Date: earlier 20 century.

th

Sherd no.
Context: 276
Maker: Probably one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20 century.
57
Phase: A.3
Maastricht firms.
Description: Sponge decorated plate rim in Refined White Ware (rim diameter 31cm.) with a wide band of
red sponged flowers between two red slip bands on the flanged rim.
Comparison: Sponge decorated plate, possibly Scottish, found in Malaysia, Kwan and Martin 1985, 137,
fig. 343.
78

th

Sherd no.
Context: 276
Maker: European
Date: Late 19 century to earlier
th
58
Phase: A.3
20 century
Description: Transfer-printed bowl base in Refined White Ware with band of red-printed flowers interior and
indecipherable trace of a maker’s mark on the underside.
Comparison: Plate with red transfer printed decoration from Tunstall, Stoke-on-Trent probably made by
Wedgwood and Co.

th

Sherd no.
Context: 276
Maker: Jingdezhen or Dehua Date: Late 19 century to earlier
th
59
Phase: A.3
kilns.
20 century
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain bowl or dish rim. The rim is rounded and slightly thickened
(rim diameter 21cm.). The vessel has double blue bands on the exterior and interior and a chrysanthemum
on the interior. The pattern was very popular in Asian countries importing Chinese trade ceramics (Beecher
pers. comm.).
Comparison: For a chrysanthemum dish from Tioman Island, Malaysia, see Lam et al 1985, photo no.
th
th
329, date: late 19 century to earlier 20 century; Willets et al 1985,34, plate C4, 50-53, plates 1-10 for
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bowls and plates found in Malaysia and Singapore. This type of vessel occurs frequently at al Zubara,
Qatar, where the decoration includes rows of wiggly lines representing devolved conch shells (Grey,
unpublished research on ceramics from seasons 1 and 2, QIAH; Guerin and al-Naimi 2008, Fig. 2 from
Zekrit, Qatar).

th

Sherd no.
Context: 277
Maker: Chinese
Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
44
Phase: A.2
20 century
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain bowl rim with two bands and swirls on the exterior and
wiggly lines on the interior which denote a chrysanthemum decorated vessel. The rim is rounded and slightly
thickened.
Comparison:

Context: 277
Phase: A.2

th

Maker: Possibly English e.g. Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
Spode or Copeland; or one of the 20 century
Maastricht firms
Description: Blue transfer printed willow pattern plate rim in refined white earthenware with Fitzhugh pattern
Sherd no.
45

80

th

Sherd no.
Context: 277
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20 century.
46
Phase: A.2
Maastricht firms.
Description: Polychrome painted and sponge decorated plate or bowl body sherd in refined white
earthenware with painted green leaf, dark green slip band and sponge printed blue flower.

th

Sherd no.
Context: 282
Maker: Possibly Dehua kilns
Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
66
Phase: A.2
20 century
Description: Chinese blue and white bowl base (base diameter 16cm.). The bowl is thickly potted and
heavy duty with an unglazed band on the floor and with a biscuited (unglazed) foot ring underside.
Decoration consists of pale blue bands on the interior and exterior. The glaze is crazed

81

th

Sherd no.
Context: 287
Maker: Probably European
Date: Earlier 20 century
65
Phase: A.2
Description: Porcelain cup (complete), white with traces of gold paint, fluted body (rim diameter 6cm, base
diameter 2.5cm.)

th

Sherd no.
Context: 802
Maker: Probably European
Date: 20 century
164
Phase: A.3
Description: Polychrome painted cup or small bowl rim (rim diameter 8cm) in refined white earthenware
with a blue-grey slip band below the rim and painted blue-grey foliage, stylised black birds and yellow suns
on the exterior.

82

th

Sherd no.
Context: 824
Maker: Chinese
Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
106
Phase: A.1
20 century
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain bowl base (base diameter 5cm.) with a square cut base ring
that is biscuited (unglazed) on the underside. Part of the exterior above the base is unglazed. The quality is
poor with kiln dirt adhering to the base underside

th

Context:
Maker: Dehua or Jingdezhen Date: 19 century
11101
kilns
Phase: A.3
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain bowl profile (rim diameter 14cm., base diameter 7cm.). The
rim is rounded and everted and this small deep ‘birthday bowl’ has a fairly high footstand that is unglazed on
its underside. Decoration includes a blue-grey rim and bands and alternating peaches and fungus on the
exterior and interior with multiple concentric bands on the floor.
Comparison: Willets 1981, 12, fig. 21, 68, fig. 46; al-Khalifi 1987, 114, upper plate, 120)
Sherd no.
160

83

th

th

Context:
Maker: Jingdezhen kilns
Date: 19 to 20 century
11101
Phase: A.3
Description: Chinese porcelain overglaze enamelled kamcheng covered jar lid (lid diameter 20cm.) with a
flange that is brown on the edge and plain off-white glaze on the interior and iron-red bands, pink, red fruit
and scalloped panels with and pink flowers, dark green and pink leaves and flowers on white panels on the
exterior. The kamcheng was part of a dinner service made for wealthy Straits Chinese families (Lim Suan
Poh 1981, 17-30).
Comparison: Willets et al 1981, 39-42, plates C15-C21, Nonya Ware kamcheng from Malaysia. It is a rare
piece for Late Trade Wares and not present in the large assemblage at al Zubara, Qatar (Grey, unpublished
research QIAH project).
Sherd no.
161

th

Context:
Maker: Probably European
Date: Late 19 century to earlier
th
11101
20 century
Phase: A.3
Description: Painted plate rim in refined white earthenware (rim diameter 20cm.) with fine foliage in dark
blue on white ground
Sherd no.
162

84

th

Context:
Maker: Chinese?
Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
11101
20 century
Phase: A.3
Description: Porcelain jar stand in plain white ware with scalloped feet (base fragment, possibly for use with
the enamelled kamcheng jar, no. 161)
Sherd no.
163

th

Context:
Maker: Possibly from Maastricht
Date: Possibly earlier 20 century
12076
Phase: 13.3
Description: Polychrome painted bowl with a flared rim (rim diameter estimated at 30cm.) in refined white
earthenware painted with green leaves and purple and red petals on a black stalk and a dark green slip
band below the rim. The sherd has an iron-plugged rivet hole near the rim.
Sherd no.
121

85

th

Context:
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20 century
12076
Maastricht firms
Phase: 13.3
Description: Polychrome painted bowl body sherd in refined white earthenware painted with green leaves
on the interior and green leaves and a red petal on the exterior
Sherd no.
122

th

Context:
Maker: European or Chinese
Date: Earlier 20 century
12076
Phase: 13.3
Description: Porcelain cup with an everted rim 9rim diameter 7cm.) and fluted body with underglaze
painted green leaves, pink and blue petals and overglaze painted red petals and gold stars.
Sherd no.
129

86

th

Context:
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20 century
12076
Maastricht firms
Phase: 13.3
Description: Polychrome painted bowl base (base diameter 13cm.) in refined white earthenware. A thickly
potted heavy duty bowl with footstand painted with green leaves on a dark blue stalk on the interior. There is
no maker’s mark on the underside.
Sherd no.
120

th

Context:
Maker: Dehua kilns, China
Date: 19 century
12097
Phase: 13.2
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain bowl rim (rim diameter 26cm.). A deep and sturdy bowl with
brown glaze on edge of rim, diaper pattern and dabs on flange, pale blue brush strokes on the interior and a
flower on the exterior.
Sherd no.
113

87

th

Context:
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20 century
12097
Maastricht firms
Phase: 13.2
Description: Polychrome painted plate rim in refined white earthenware with black, red and dark green slip
bands on the interior.
Comparison: Plate rim with banded slip and line painted decoration, Goodwin and Barker 2009, 53, 54 for
bowls in various colours from Tunstall.
Sherd no.
114

th

Context:
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20 century
12097
Maastricht firms
Phase: 13.2
Description: Polychrome painted and sponge decorated bowl rim (rim diameter 12cm.) in refined white
earthenware with red sponge decoration between two purple slip bands and sponge decorated blue and
yellow flowers and painted petals on the exterior plus a purple slip band on the interior.
Sherd no.
115a
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Comparison: Kwan and Martin 1985, Dutch plate found in Malaysia, 137, fig. 342

th

Context:
Maker:
Possibly
from Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
12100
Staffordshire
20 century
Phase: 13.2
Description: Polychrome painted and sponge decorated basin profile in refined white earthenware. The
everted rim has a diameter of 20cm with moulded pellets on top (base diameter 10cm.). The interior
decoration includes a band of sponge printed red flowers and leaves bordered by two red slip bands with
painted green leaves, blue and red flowers.
Comparison: Identical basin from Tunstall, Goodwin and Barker 2009, 52, fig. 169
Sherd no.
139

th

Context:
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Earlier 20 century
12100
Maastricht firms.
Phase: 13.2
Description: Polychrome painted bowl/platter base (base diameter 16cm) in refined white earthenware with
a red slip band and flowers and leaves in dark blue, brown and red. The trade mark of a rampant lion and
Société Céramique Maestricht on the underside.
Comparison: The same maker’s trade mark appears on a transfer printed bowl from al Zubara (Richter
2010, 40). Identical bowl in Qatar National Museum dated to ca. 1900 AD
Sherd no.
140

89

th

Context:
Maker: Probably one of the Date: Earlier 20 century
12100
Maastricht firms.
Phase: 13.2
Description: Polychrome painted and sponge decorated bowl rim in refined white earthenware. Rim
diameter 21cm. A printed repeating series of white flowers on a black ground runs between two red slip
bands below the rim with a blue-painted flower below. Probably same vessel as no. 140
Comparison: Identical bowl in Qatar National Museum dated to ca. 1900 AD
Sherd no.
141

th

Context:
Maker: Probably one of the Date: Earlier 20 century
12100
Maastricht firms.
Phase: 13.2
Description: Transfer printed bowl rim (rim diameter 25cm.) in refined white earthenware with gold lustre,
red flowers, brown leaves and repeating flower petals in black outline on an orange ground. Toko pattern.
Sherd no.
142

Sherd no.

Context:

Maker:

Possibly

one

of

the

th

Date: Earlier 20 century
90

143

12100
Maastricht firms
Phase: 13.2
Description: Sponge decorated platter or bowl with a flange rim (rim diameter 22cm.) in refined white
earthenware with two blue slip bands on the rim and repeating sponge printed geometric motifs below.

th

Context:
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Earlier 20 century
12100
Maastricht firms.
Phase: 13.2
Description: Polychrome painted and sponge decorated bowl base (base diameter 12cm.) in refined white
earthenware with painted pale green leaves and red fruit and sponge printed dark green leaves.
Comparison: Painted and sponge decorated plate from Tunstall, Goodwin and Barker 2009, 52, fig. 170.
Sherd no.
144

91

th

Context:
Maker: Possibly one of the Date: Possibly earlier 20 century
12100
Maastricht firms
Phase: 13.2
Description: Polychrome painted saucer rim (rim diameter 14cm.) in refined white earthenware painted in
pink, yellow, grey-blue and green on the interior. The vessel has a rivet hole.
Sherd no.
145

th

Context:
Maker: European
Date: Earlier 20 century
12100
Phase: 13.2
Description: Porcelain cup profile with fluted body and a thin gold band below the rim on the interior and
exterior and repeating underglaze painted blue and grey sprays on the exterior. Rim diameter 7cm.(base
diameter 3cm.). Part of a trade mark reads 94... with two circles below
Sherd no.
146

92

th

Context:
Maker: Chinese
Date: Earlier 20 century
12100
Phase: 13.2
Description: Porcelain overglaze painted saucer profile. Rim diameter 14cm (base diameter 7cm.). The
elaborate polychrome painted scene on the interior depicts a mountain, huts, lake, duck, pink flower
blossom, leaves and other flowers.
Sherd no.
147

93

th

Context:
Maker: Jingdezhen or Dehua Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
12103
kilns
20 century
Phase: 13.2
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain bowl body sherd, thickly potted
Sherd no.
157

th

Context:
Maker: Comparison: European
Date: Late 19 century to earlier
th
12103
20 century
Phase: 13.2
Description: Transfer printed bowl rim (rim diameter 15cm.) in refined white earthenware in polychrome on
the exterior and a dark green geometric motif on the interior
Sherd no.
158

94

th

Context:
Maker: European.
Date: Late 19 century to earlier
th
12103
20 century
Phase: 13.2
Description: Polychrome painted bowl rim (rim diameter 18cm.) in refined white earthenware with an
orange slip band and orange flower on the interior.
Sherd no.
159

th

Context:
Maker: Possibly Dehua kilns
Date: Later 19 century to earlier
th
14003
20 century
Phase: 14.5
Description: Chinese blue and white porcelain bowl rim (rim diameter 28cm.). The bowl has a rounded rim
and is thickly potted and heavy duty with crazed and blotchy glaze on the exterior. There is a pale blue band
below the rim on the interior and exterior and pale grey-blue swirls of disintegrated vegetal forms on the
cavetto. The surface glaze is pitted with black spots.
th
Comparison: Willets 1981, 82, fig. 86, 19 century bowl found in Malaysia.
Sherd no.
91

95

th

Context:
Maker: Staffordshire, England or Date: Late 19 century to earlier
th
14003
Bell and Co. of Glasgow or one of 20 century
Phase: 14.5
the Maastricht firms.
Description: Blue transfer printed dish rim (rim diameter 22cm.) in refined white earthenware with
diaper/lattice between blue bands on the flange and closely spaced vertical ‘chains’ on the cavetto.
Sherd no.
93

11.3

Summary

11.3.1. Sherds submitted from Muharraq, Bahrain, fall into the category of Late Trade wares. They include
th
th
late Chinese porcelain of the 19 and earlier 20 centuries , European refined white earthen ware (semiporcelain) decorated in bright polychrome colours or transfer printed.
11.3.2. Everyday blue and white porcelain including bowls, dishes, sauce pots and cups mostly decorated in
blue and white underglaze painting (or, occasionally, printing) in cobalt blue, has been recovered in quantity
from Malaysia and elsewhere in Southeast Asia, been termed ‘Kitchen Ch’ing’ (Willets 1981, 2,3). This ware
is reported from Zekrit, Ras Abaruk Peninsula, Qatar (Guerin and al-Naimi, 2008, Fig. 2) and Zubara (alKhalifi ed. 1987; Grey 2010 unpublished research from QIAH seasons 1,2). The quality of production varies
considerably with some items showing faults like pitting and adhering kiln debris. These wares were produced
from complexes of kilns at Jingdezhen, Jiangsi Province and Dehua, Fujien Province. The painted designs are
devolved (debased) versions of motifs dating back to the later Ming Dynasty. They include the om character
bowl in a devolved form, the peach and fungus motif representing longevity on ‘birthday bowls’, the double
happiness bowl , the chrysanthemum and conch shell bowl or dish where the conch has devolved to squiggly
lines and flower decorated bowls. Overglaze painted flowers and leaves on a white ground are also present.
The Chinese repertoire includes one high status covered jar (kamcheng) lid sherd with polychrome overglaze
enamelling and referred to as Nonya Ware being made for the prosperous Straits Chinese market (Poh 1981,
26-7, fig. 16)
11.3.3. The European semi-porcelain includes polychrome painted cups, bowls and dishes, the same forms
in sponge decorated ware(colour printed using sponges cut into flower shapes) and vessels combining both
decorative techniques along with slip band and line painting. This class of ceramics was traded widely across
Asia from the Near East (sponged ware is cited from Jordan in Walker 2009, 57 and polychrome painted ware
seen by Grey at Tell Jezreel Project, Palestine) to Southeast Asia. Mass produced and cheap, these wares
nevertheless were valued as attested by the presence of rivet holes to repair broken items by a staple in
several pieces. The presence of rivet holes is common in similar wares from Zubara, Qatar (Grey,
unpublished research, QIAH project seasons 1 and 2).
11.3.4. Also present are transfer printed wares in semi-porcelain including blue willow pattern plate
fragments. This type of material was made in Staffordshire (at Burslem and Tunstall for example) by various
firms, in Glasgow by J and M P Bell and Co. from c1830 to c1900. Identical wares were copied and made in
Maastricht, Netherlands, by the Sphinx Company (of Petrus Regout) with a sphinx logo and by Société
Céramique with a rampant lion logo from c1880 into the 1930s or later. This assemblage includes a
polychrome painted plate with the backstamp (maker’s mark and logo) of Société Céramique from the
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Warehouse site (Sherd 140, Context 12100). These may be compared with sherds from Zubara, Qatar, where
a transfer printed bowl in gold lustre and brown has a Société Céramique stamp and another small sherd has
a clear Sphinx Co. mark (Grey, unpublished research, QIAH project seasons 1 and 2). This might suggest that
most (or even all) of the semi-porcelain was traded from the Maastricht firms as their repertoire was identical
to (and copied from) the products from England and Scotland even down to Willow Pattern plates.
11.3.5. Several small porcelain fluted cups are present. These are without handles and were probably used
for coffee just as such cups are used in Arab society today. ‘White granite’ fluted cups’ (derived from French
th
porcelain) were made at Tunstall, Staffs in the 19 century (Goodwin and Barker 2009, 65, Fig. 214). Some
are plain while others have fairly minimal overglaze painted decoration. They could be Chinese or European.
The Zubara assemblage includes makers’ marks that indicate manufacture in China, Japan and France (Grey,
research on ceramics from QIAH project seasons 1 and 2).
th

11.3.6. It is possible that the entire assemblage from both sites dates to the earlier 20 century with some of
th
th
the Chinese material present as later 19 century residuals. There is a clear absence of 18 century material
such as Iranian blue and white glazed stonepaste (Persian fritware) or high quality Chinese wares such as
Chinese Imari or Batavian ware.
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1. Introduction and definitions:
The town of Muharraq has a long history and a strong memory which remains noticeable today
through two main aspects:
a. Remaining elements of Heritage Value (see definitions), whether they are buildings, parts of
buildings, ruins, archaeology, isolated architectural elements or any other physical evidence.
b. A specific urban fabric with a remaining cohesion and value, which we will refer to as
“Historic Urban Character” (see definitions).
In order to preserve these, the responsible governmental body defined Protected Areas of two
types, those around highly significant elements, which define clusters that need close attention,
and those that cover the whole of "old Muharraq". (see definitions below for details)
In both these areas, specific regulations are to be applied to all sorts of interventions, including
new constructions, renovation and conservation works, additions and alterations. These
regulations determine specific requirements for buildings in the immediate vicinity of buildings of
Heritage Value, while maintaining the harmony of the Historic Urban Character. These
regulations are complementary to the bylaw concerning regulatory stipulations for construction in
these areas, which is referred to as the “Regulatory Stipulations for Areas Adjacent to Buildings of
Heritage Value in the Historical Area of Muharraq”.
In parallel, all requests for alteration, addition, partial demolition and demolition of elements of
Heritage Value which are not listed as National Monuments, is subject to the approval of the
responsible governmental body, which has to ensure that the significance of these elements is
preserved and not disturbed by the intended interventions. The evaluation criteria and type of
permitted interventions are to be defined by the responsible body.
The responsible governmental body has to monitor all operations occurring in the Protected Areas,
to ensure the Regulations and the National Monument Law are applied properly, and that the
Heritage Value of the place is preserved.

Definitions:
1. Old Muharraq:
Defines the urban area covered by Muharraq Town by the end of the Pearling Era, before land
reclamation took place in a significant way.
An aerial view of 1951 is taken as a base to define the limits of this area.
2. Traditional architectural language (or style):
It’s the architectural language that characterizes buildings shaped by their natural and human
context, which mainly consist of three factors: firstly, the available materials and their
physical attributes such as coral stones (hajar al bahr) and mangrove poles (danchal) etc in
the case of Bahrain; secondly, climate conditions which led, for example, to adopt courtyards,
ventilation elements and wind-towers; thirdly, societal traditions which emphasized, for
example, the high importance of house inviolability and privacy.
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These factors led to the adoption of a specific architectural language in Muharraq, adapted to
its context but also influenced by designs and construction methods used in the wider region.
This architecture was complemented, in certain cases, by decorative features that defined a
certain “style”. Today, however, only few of these factors remain. The need for privacy may
be still there, but climate conditions and construction methods have been dealt with differently
with the introduction of modern technologies. The use of the traditional language is therefore
in most of the cases unjustifiable.
Building in a traditional language and using historic decorative styles can lead today to a false
sense of what is traditional and what is not, and disfigure the identity. Therefore it has to be
done very carefully and with justified specific purposes. A modern sober style is appreciated
and encouraged in the Protected Areas.
This is in line with international charters for the protection of cultural heritage:
“(…) urban planning, contemporary architecture and preservation of the historic urban landscape should avoid
all forms of pseudo-historical design, as they constitute a denial of both the historical and the contemporary
alike. One historical view should not supplant others, as history must remain readable, (…)”
(Vienna Memorandum on World Heritage and Contemporary Architecture – Managing the Historic Urban
Landscape, article 21)

3. Historic Urban Character:
Articles 7 and 8 of the Vienna Memorandum define “Historic Urban Landscape” as follows:
“(...) ensembles of any group of buildings, structures and open spaces, (…) constituting human settlements in an
urban environment over a relevant period of time, the cohesion and value of which are recognized from the
archaeological, architectural, prehistoric, historic, scientific, aesthetic, socio-cultural or ecological point of
view.”
(Vienna Memorandum on World Heritage and Contemporary Architecture – Managing the Historic Urban Landscape, article 7)

“The historic urban landscape is embedded with current and past social expressions and developments that are
place-based. It is composed of character-defining elements that include land uses and patterns, spatial
organization, visual relationships, topography and soils, vegetation, and all elements of the technical
infrastructure, including small scale objects and details of construction (curbs, paving, drain gutters, lights, etc.).”
(Vienna Memorandum on World Heritage and Contemporary Architecture – Managing the Historic Urban Landscape, article 8)

The Historic Urban Landscape of Muharraq went through several phases of modification, the
most apparent of which started in the 1970’s onwards, a period that witnessed many
demolitions, incompatible contemporary introductions, and reorganization of some spatial
characteristics. Nevertheless, some “character defining elements” are still remaining such as
land uses and patterns, visual relationships, topography, and to a lesser degree the historic
spatial organization, which define the "Historic Urban Character" of Muharraq.
Below is a brief description of the traditional urban fabric of Muharraq which, in its
principles, is typical of the oriental traditional fabric with some local specificity that reflects
local building materials and traditions. This is followed by a summary of the constituents of
the elements which have to be delicately respected and taken into consideration in any type of
provisioned architectural and urban intervention.
The introvert nature of the building design defined the basis of the traditional urban fabric of
Muharraq, a cell based pattern where residential and public units with inner courtyards border
each other leaving the minimum public space necessary for circulation. The town therefore
grew through a spontaneous incremental process rather than a planned one. This led to the
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formation of a network of naturally winding streets, and a fabric that respects the human scale.
From the street perspective, similar building materials and architectural language, and non
differentiation of separate properties, create a feeling of unity and continuity, meaning that
the town looks like a whole and unique structure penetrated by narrow streets. Also, the need
for a high degree of privacy influenced the shape and dimensions of the elements used, and
contributed to creating unique urban features like privately owned structures that bridge the
public domain (known as Sabat)
Despite the fact that many of the authentic buildings that made the fabric have been
demolished, the street pattern remains, which can be preserved through maintaining the
original street lines and skylines. The feeling of unity and continuity can also be restored
through the adoption of an adapted architectural language, which is harmonious with the
neighbouring buildings in scale, colours and choice of building materials, characterized by
simplicity and as much as possible respectful of privacy and the principles of introvert
architecture.
4. Heritage Value:
Through architectural, historical, anthropological and archaeological research, the responsible
governmental body identifies the Heritage Value of elements, ensembles of elements or urban
landscapes of any sort. The relation with the Pearling Era (before 1940) is a main criterion but
other criteria can be taken into consideration depending on the information uncovered.
5. Protected Area:
It is an identified area where the specific regulations apply. It is determined by the responsible
governmental body, through a careful study of the fabric, the significance of existing elements
and the identification of the boundaries of what used to be a Historic Urban Landscape.
There are two types of Protected Areas:
Primary Protected Areas: These are defined by the buildings in the immediate vicinity of
elements of high Heritage Value. They comprise other elements of Heritage Value which
are included on the National Monuments List (Primary Protected Elements). They are
highlighted in orange on the attached maps.
Secondary Protected Areas: These are areas in which the Historic Urban Character is to be
preserved. They also comprise elements of Heritage Value which are not included on the
National Monuments List (Secondary Protected Elements). They are highlighted in blue
on the attached maps.
6. Elements of Heritage Value, or Protected Elements:
Defines buildings, parts of buildings, ruins, isolated architectural elements or any physical
evidence, within or outside the Protected Area that proves to have Heritage Value. These are
of three categories:
Elements of High Heritage Value, around which clusters or Primary Protected Areas are
defined; they are included on the National Monuments List.
Primary Protected Elements, which are included on the National Monuments List.
Secondary Protected Elements, which are elements not included on the National Monuments
List, but of Heritage Value.
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7. Residential urban fabric:
Defines a type of traditional urban fabric where the use is only residential, characterised
sometimes by semi private blocked alleyways, a high privacy factor to be taken in
consideration and a public space adapted to the human scale.
8. Commercial urban fabric:
The commercial urban fabric developed alongside the western coast of Muharraq. It was
different from the residential fabric since it mainly involved commercial activities. Privacy
was therefore less important. It was organised in such a manner as to facilitate interconnection
with the coast and storing of commodities, while, providing residents with the opportunity to
shop. The commercial fabric consisted of two types of commercial buildings: small shops
which formed the open market parallel to the coastline, and bigger buildings which
represented closed markets and stores and which developed perpendicularly to the shore line.
While the same concepts of "continuity" and "unity" apply to commercial fabric, the
architectural language and its ratios differ. Likewise, standards related to "privacy" needed to
be dealt with differently.
9. Commercial streets:
Some of the existing streets in Muharraq were cut and/or widened to make room for vehicle
traffic, replacing the old market to a considerable degree. From a regulatory point of view,
these streets are considered as “commercial streets”. With time, these streets were surrounded
by a new fabric that is not compatible with what is beyond it. .
Commercial streets – Category (A):
Streets with average width exceeding ten metres, with little tortuosity and having
commercial activities which attract shoppers from within and/or outside Muharraq.
Here, the human scale is less taken into account and not restrictions to avoid
setbacks and projections. In addition, privacy is not a parameter that guides
building design.
Commercial streets – Category (B):
Streets of ten or less than ten metres wide, having a higher degree of privacy
requirement since they are generally used by neighbouring residential areas. In this
category, it is necessary to maintain human scale, architectural language, unity,
building street lines and skylines.
10. Building mass:
Defines the shape, dimensions and scale of a building, and its relation with the street line and
neighbouring buildings and structures.
11. Structural elements:
These are load bearing elements defined by the traditional methods of construction which are a
reflection of local building materials and mainly consist of coral stone pillars/walls and
mangrove pole/beams roofs.
12. Architectural elements:
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These are the basic components of buildings such as openings, balconies, wall infill between
structural elements (feroush), etc, which are not essentially structural.
13. Decorative elements:
These are elements which are complementary to the architectural and structural elements, and
which create a distinct and attractive character. Prevailing decorative elements are made out of
carved and/or cast gypsum, and carved wood. The profusion of these elements generally
indicates the owner's affluence and his high status in the society.
14. Wood-works:
In the traditional architecture wood was used as a structural element for beams and roof
structures (mangrove poles or palm trunks), in the walls as tie beams, and sometimes as
bearing pillars. It is also the main constituent of architectonic elements like windows, doors,
screens, hand rails, parapets and balconies. These elements were sometimes carved with
intricate decorations.
Wood is also the main constituent of the light habitat modules called “barasti” but also of the
light structures that were sometimes added on top of roofs for temporary use.
15. Metallic-works:
These are decorative elements which also have a safety function. They are used over openings
such as windows and above doors in main entrances. They have various geometric or
constructional shapes which were used as frames for the openings of fan-shaped and coloured
windows.
16. Gypsum and feroush (coral stone slabs) panels:
Mostly used as infill elements between coral stone pillars, creating recessed niches from both
sides of the wall, these architectural elements play a climatic role since they create an isolative
void between the exterior and the interior of the building.
The gypsum panels may be decorated with specific patterns or arches, or be perforated when
used as elevated ventilation openings.
The feroush panels were also used as parapets, and to create ventilation elements described
below.
17. Merlons and brackets:
These are decorative elements which are used in upper and main walls in the facades for the
purpose of overcoming monotonousness. They are used in horizontal lines and right angles.
They also add a visual dynamic to the buildings.
18. Ventilation elements (wind catchers):
These are architectural elements aimed at dealing with climatic conditions, and they are
divided into two types:
1. Elements built from infill recesses placed between constructional elements. They are
used for the purpose of ventilating rooms or terraces.
2. Tower shaped elements built on the roof for the purpose of ventilating master rooms.
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2. Urban and architectural regulations:
1. The use of the traditional architectural language is discouraged if not clearly justified.
Traditional architectural elements could be used if the design respects their functional and
social context, and doesn’t create a pseudo-historical effect (a false a traditional building).
The design can borrow from the traditional language and be inspired by it but remain in
respect of its functional qualities.
2. Do not use an architectural language which is proper to a non-local traditional or traditionally
used style.
3. Do not use the local traditional architectural language in the Primary Protected Areas to
achieve differentiation from heritage buildings of high significance, and adhere to a simple
and sober design, free of over decorations, in order not to distract the attention from the
heritage building.
4. Ensure that the new design is in harmony with the historical surrounding of the location. To
assure such harmony the Responsible Body could ask for a research on the history of the
location and its original position (photos and official documents, etc.) in order to consider
approving the requested provisioned development.
5. The Responsible Body reserves the right to apply some additional related regulations if the
building is intended to be executed in the Primary Protected Areas. This will be done for
the purpose of preserving the context of buildings of high Heritage Value located in these
areas. The Responsible Body will grant suitable compensation agreed by both parties in
consideration for applying these regulations. These regulations may stipulate the lowering of
heights, the use of courtyards, the inclusion, in the design, of heritage and historical elements
existing in the premises, and changes to building entrances and car parking lots. These
possible requirements are in accordance to the detailed plans prepared by the Responsible
Body for heritage areas.
6. Confine to the following uses:
i.
ii.
iii.

Houses and villas in residential areas.
Houses and shops in the commercial areas.
Houses and flats and shops on commercial streets.

7. In addition to the above mentioned uses, mosques, service and public buildings, buildings
used for cultural and social purposes (meeting places – majalis), and buildings concerning the
promotion of heritage are also tolerated in all areas.
8. Adhere to proportions and dimensions for building mass as follows:
i.

Build-to-line: Setback from the property street line is not permitted. In case of a
courtyard or open area sharing a side with the street, a separating fence should be
constructed on the plot line, so as to maintain the continuity of the streetscape.
Commercial streets – Category (A) are exempted from these regulations, setback
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from the commercial street is permitted only in accordance with distances shown on
the Urban Conservation Plan.
ii.

Skyline: Setback from neighbouring buildings property lines is not permitted, except
where there is a courtyard or a roof terrace. The height of the building should be
harmonious with the heights of neighbouring buildings to maintain the continuity of
the skyline of the area.

iii.

Protrusions: Protrusions from the property street line is not permitted at any level,
except where a balcony is constructed. In this case, regulations stated in Paragraph
8.iii apply. Exempted from these regulations are elements made of light materials
such as entrance canopies, doorsteps, shop signboards, and air-conditioning units, to
which articles 8.vi and 8.vii apply.

iv.

Courtyards: a courtyard area should not be less than 15 square metres, and the length
of any of its sides should not be less than 3 metres. In the case where the courtyard
shares a side with the street, a separating fence, with a minimum height of 3 metres
should be constructed to maintain the privacy of the courtyard space.

v.

Terraces and roofs: The shape of all roofs and terraces should be levelled.
Additionally, a parapet should be added to accessible terraces to adhere with privacy
and safety requirements, or to comply with skyline requirements as explained in
article 8.ii. The parapet should not set back from the building’s facade and its height
should not be less than 1.5 metres.

vi.

Staircase wells and terrace rooms: All elements constructed on the roof (staircase
wells and rooms) should be set back from the property street line, so as they are not
visible to the passers-by.

9. Adhere to design regulations of architectural elements as follows:
i.

Facade Composition:
Facade composition can be inspired from the facades of heritage buildings, by using
the same character defining concepts with no direct imitation as specified in article 1.
Character defining concepts are mainly:
- rhythmic verticality, through the repetition of some element in a suitable ratios,
- progressive gradual void, whereas the ground floor has less openings than the upper
floors. These characteristics also emphasize the vertical rhythm of construction and
the progressive gradual void in residential areas.

ii.

Openings: Openings size, position and proportions should express the function of
the spaces of the building and provide necessary privacy for the nature of its use.
They are of two types:
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a. Entrance openings: Their dimensions and scales should be in line with their
importance and function. For example, the width and height of the main
entrance is expected to be different from those of the side entrance. Likewise,
the house entrance would be different from the shop or sitting room (majlis)
entrances, and so forth. It is also preferred that entrance level is raised above the
street level. The protrusion of a door steps or a number of steps from the facade
border line is permitted provided that the depth of such protrusion does not cause
inconvenience for pedestrians. In residential areas, house entrance should not
directly face the entrance of a neighbouring house. Sunshade, made of light
materials may be installed over the main entrance. The sunshade depth should
not exceed 80 cm.
b. Window openings: Types and sizes of windows should express the interior
function of the building. Privacy of the ground floor in residential areas should
be ensured through raising the opening above pedestrian eye level or by
installing window screens. Window frames and their screens should be recessed
from the facade level.
Materials used for doors and windows are preferably wood but can also be of any
approved material provided that their colours are harmonious with the heritage
character, as specified in article 12.
iii.

Balconies: The construction of one balcony only is permitted on each facade. The
balcony could be of any length, but, with a depth not exceeding one metre. The
balcony should be made of light materials, preferably wood, and should have a
parapet that blocks the view to its interior.

iv.

Parapets: They should be constructed, at the top of building terraces and balconies,
and should be of a height and a degree of transparency that can block sight. The
parapet could be made perforated so that it may allow the sight only from inside to
outside, and not vice versa.

v.

Air-conditioning units: The use of split air-conditioning unit, with compressors
positioned on the roof, is preferred. Where air-conditioning units are protruding
from the facade level, covers consistent with the architectural character of the
building, and the surrounding buildings, should be placed over the units. Pipes for
the purpose of draining air-conditioning condensation water should be installed, but,
without appearing on the facades or disturbing public spaces.

vi.

Commercial advertisements and signboards: The installation of non-governmental or
directional signboards and advertisements in residential areas is prohibited.
However, in other areas, signboards can be put on shops, provided that they are
parallel to the facade level and do not protrude from such level by more than 20 cm.
Furthermore, advertisements or signboards should be of appropriate colours, as
detailed in article 12.
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vii.

Shading elements: Light shading elements of suitable colours could be applied as
detailed in article 12, provided these elements do not predominate the surrounding
heritage buildings.

viii.

Decorative elements: Purely decorative elements like merlons and brackets, and
decorative gypsum panels, should not be used in the Primary Protected Areas. All
decorative elements shouldn’t in any case be mere copies of traditional decorative
elements, as they should remain distinguishable as new elements.

10. Utilities including water and electricity meters, supply pipes, air-conditioning water drains,
wireless communications unit, and which are visible on facades and terraces, should receive
the appropriate architectural treatment such as covering or visual concealment, and should not
protrude into the public space.
11. It is prohibited to use the public space to install any private services such as water tanks, gas
container, private garbage bins, and the like.
12. Harmonious building materials as well as colours that do not conflict with the properties of
the heritage area character should be used. A colour code for every material type is
provided to guide the colour selections.
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Bylaw concerning Urban and Architectural Regulations
related to the Protected Areas in the Town of Muharraq
1. Summary of main stipulations:
The bylaw defines three types of areas, with special stipulations for each:

1.1 Residential Areas (buildings not overlooking commercial
streets)







Use: single residential unit only
Floor Area Ratio: 300%, including all services.
Setbacks:
o Setback from the street line is permitted if it follows the defined built
to line in the Master Plan.
o Setback from neighbouring plots is permitted if the minimum surface
of the void is 15m2, and the minimum length of any of its sides is of
3m.
Heights: up to 13m including all services and additional spaces on roof, and up
to two floors only for plots which surfaces are below 60m2
Special stipulations:
o Special urban regulations have to be applied in the protected area, refer
to Urban and Architectural Regulations related to Protected Areas in
Muharraq.

1.2 Commercial Streets (buildings overlooking commercial
streets)





Use: single or multi residential unit or/and commerce only
Floor Area Ratio: 300%, including all services.
o An additional 30% of the roof area can be added to the roof.
o If parking is provided in the ground floor, an additional floor is
permitted, which surface is equal to the surface of the parking.
Setbacks:
o Setback from the street line is permitted if it follows the defined built
to line in the Master Plan.
o Setback from neighbouring plots is permitted if the minimum surface
of the void is 15m2, and the minimum length of any of its sides is of
3m.
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Heights: up to 13m not including all services and additional spaces on roof.
Special stipulations:
o Special urban regulations have to be applied in the protected area, refer
to Urban and Architectural Regulations related to Protected Areas in
Muharraq.
o A mezzanine floor can be added to each, taking up to 70% of its
surface.

1.3 Commercial Areas (RHBc on the map below)







Use: single residential unit or/and commerce only
Floor Area Ratio: 300%, including all services.
Setbacks:
o Setback from the street line is permitted if it follows the defined built
to line in the Master Plan.
o Setback from neighbouring plots is permitted if the minimum surface
of the void is 15m2, and the minimum length of any of its sides is of
3m.
Heights: up to 13m including all services and additional spaces on roof.
Special stipulations:
o Special urban regulations have to be applied in the protected area, refer
to Urban and Architectural Regulations related to Protected Areas in
Muharraq.
o A mezzanine floor can be added to each, taking up to 70% of its
surface.
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2. Map of the Muharraq Protected Area
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)3. Bylaw original version (in Arabic

مسودج لرار رلم ( ) لسنح 0202
تشأن االشتراطاخ التنظيميح للتعمير في المناطك المحاريح للمعالم والمثاني المميسج
راخ الطاتع التراثي في منطمح المحرق المذيمح
رئيس مجلس الوزراء8
ثؼذ اإلغالع ػًٍ لبٔىْ رٕظُُ اٌّجبٍٔ اٌصبدس ثبٌّشسىَ ثمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )35سٕخ
، 3;99
اٌّؼذي ثبٌّشسىَ ثمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )37سٕخ  ، 3;;5وػًٍ األخص اٌّبدح (، ِٕٗ )42
و ػًٍ اٌّشسىَ ثمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )4سٕخ  3;;6ثشأْ اٌزخطُػ اٌؼّشأٍ ،
و ػًٍ اٌّشسىَ ثمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )5سٕخ  3;;6ثشأْ رمسُُ األساظٍ اٌّؼذح ٌٍزؼُّش و
اٌزطىَش ،
و ػًٍ اٌّشسىَ ثمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )3سٕخ  3;;8فٍ شأْ اٌىهشثبء واٌّبء .
و ػًٍ اٌّشسىَ ثمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )4سٕخ  3;;8ثشأْ إشغبي اٌطشق اٌؼبِخ .
و ػًٍ اٌّشسىَ ثمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )4:سٕخ ;;; 3ثشأْ إٔشبء ورٕظُُ إٌّبغك
اٌصٕبػُخ ،
وػًٍ لبٔىْ اٌجٍذَبد اٌصبدس ثبٌّشسىَ ثمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )57سٕخ  ، 4223اٌّؼذي
ثبٌمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )5:سٕخ ، 4228
و ػًٍ اٌمبٔىْ سلُ (ٌ )8سٕخ  4227ثزؼذًَ ثؼط أدىبَ اٌّشاسُُ ثمىأُٓ ثشأْ
رٕظُُ اٌّجبٍٔ و اٌزخطُػ اٌؼّشأٍ ورمسُُ األساظٍ اٌّؼذح ٌٍزؼُّش و اٌزطىَش
وإشغبي اٌطشق اٌؼبِخ ،
وػًٍ لشاس سئُس ِجٍس اٌىصساء سلُ (ٌ )49سٕٗ  4227ثشأْ رذذَذ اإلشزشاغبد
اٌزٕظُُّخ ٌٍزؼُّش ثّخزٍف إٌّبغك فٍ اٌٍّّىخ  ،اٌّؼذي ثبٌمشاس سلُ (ٌ )93سٕخ
 ، 4228و اٌّؼذي ثبٌمشاس سلُ (ٌ )4:سٕخ ;.422
و ثٕب ًء ػًٍ ػشض وصَش شئىْ اٌجٍذَبد و اٌزخطُػ اٌؼّشأٍ ،
و ثؼذ ِىافمخ ِجٍس اٌىصساء ،
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لرر اآلتي-8
الثاب التاسع
المناطك المحاريح للمعالم و المثاني المميسج راخ الطاتع التراثي في منطمح المحرق
المذيمح.
الفصل األول
اٌّجبٍٔ اٌسىُٕخ اٌغُش ِطٍخ ػًٍ شىاسع رجبسَخ
المادج ( 8)002االستعماالخ
َسّخ فُهب ثبالسزؼّبالد اٌسىُٕخ (ثُىد و فُالد فمػ) و رٌه دسجّب رجُٕٗ خشائػ
رذذَذ ِٕبغك اٌزؼُّش اٌّؼزّذح فٍ اٌٍّّىخ.
المادج ( 8)003نسة الثناء
ال رضَذ ٔسجخ اٌجٕبء ػًٍ  ( %522ثالثّبئخ ثبٌّبئخ) ِٓ ِسبدخ األسض.
رىىْ ٔست اٌجٕبء اٌّزوىسح شبٍِخ جُّغ اٌّجبٍٔ ثّب فُهب اٌٍُىاْ و اٌخذِبد و آثبس
اٌسالٌُ و اٌّصبػذ.
المادج ( 8)004اإلرتذاداخ<
االسرذاد األِبٍِ< َسّخ ثجٕبء اٌذوس االسظٍ ػًٍ دذ األسض األِبٍِ ٌٍىاجهخ
األِبُِخ ٌألسض .وّب َجت ارجبع خػ اٌجٕبء اٌّجُٓ فٍ اٌخشائػ اٌزٕفُزَخ اْ وجذ.
االسرذاد اٌجبٔجٍ و اٌخٍفٍ<
َسّخ ثبٌجٕبء ػًٍ دذ األسض اٌجبٔجٍ و اٌخٍفٍ و فٍ دبٌخ ػًّ فزذبد ِطٍخ ػًٍ
اٌجبس اٌجبٔجٍ أو اٌخٍفٍ ٍَضَ رشن ِٕبوس ( أفُٕٗ داخٍُٗ أو خبسجُخ ) ثذُث ال َمً
غىي أٌ ظٍغ فُهب ػٓ ِ 5زش (ثالثخ أِزبس) ثششغ أْ ال رمً اٌّسبدخ ػٓ ِ 37زش (
خّسخ ػشش ِزشاً ) و ال َذخً ظّٕهب اٌٍُىاْ إْ وجذ  ،و َجت أْ َسىس إرا وبْ
ػًٍ دذ اٌطشَك ثسىس ال َمً إسرفبػٗ ػٓ ِ 5زش (ثالثخ أِزبس)
المادج ( 8)005االرتفاعاخ
ال َضَذ اإلسرفبع اإلجّبٌٍ ٌٍجٕبء ػًٍ  5غىاثك ( ثالثخ غىاثك ) و ثذذ ألصً لذسٖ
ِ 35زشاً ( ثالثخ ػشش ِزشاً ) و َشًّ اٌّشافك و آثبس اٌسالٌُ و اٌخذِبد ػًٍ غبثك
اٌسطخ .
ال َضَذ إسرفبع اٌجٕبء ػًٍ  4غبثك ( غبثمُٓ ) فٍ األساظٍ اٌزٍ ِسبدزهب ِ 82زش
ِشثغ (سزىْ ِزشاً ِسطذب ً) وألً ثذُث الَضَذ اإلسرفبع ػٓ (ِ )9زش (سجؼخ أِزبس) .
المادج ( 8)006االشتراطاخ الخاصح8
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َجت االٌزضاَ ثبٌّؼبَُش اٌذعشَخ واٌّؼّبسَخ ٌٍّجبٍٔ فٍ ِٕبغك اٌذّبَخ األسبسُخ
واٌثبٔىَخ (اٌذًٌُ اإلشبسدٌ ٌٍؼٕبصش اٌّؼّبسَخ اٌذعشَخ ٌٍىاجهبد اٌّشفك ِغ
اٌالئذخ اٌزٕفُزَخ ).
الفصل الثاني
اٌّجبٍٔ اٌسىُٕخ اٌّطٍخ ػًٍ شىاسع رجبسَخ
المادج ( 8)007االستعماالخ<
َسّخ فُهب ثبالسزؼّبالد اٌسىُٕخ ( ثُىد و فُالد و شمك سىُٕخ ) و َىىْ اإلسزؼّبي
اٌزجبسٌ ثبٌطبثك األسظٍ و اٌُّضأُٓ فمػ و رٌه دسجّب رجُٕٗ خشائػ رذذَذ ِٕبغك
اٌزؼُّش اٌّؼزّذح فٍ اٌٍّّىخ .
المادج ( 8)002نسة الثناء
ال رضَذ ٔسجخ اٌجٕبء ػًٍ  ( %522ثالثّبئخ ثبٌّبئخ ) ِٓ ِسبدخ األسض.
رىىْ ٔست اٌجٕبء اٌّزوىسح شبٍِخ جُّغ اٌّجبٍٔ ثّب فُهب اٌٍُىاْ و اٌخذِبد و آثبس
اٌسالٌُ و اٌّصبػذ.
َسّخ ثجٕبء ِشافك ٌٍسىٓ فىق سطخ اٌّجًٕ ثٕسجخ اظبفُخ ال رضَذ ػٓ ( %52ثالثُٓ
ثبٌّئخ) ِٓ ِسبدخ اٌسطخ و ارا وبٔذ ِسبدخ اٌسطخ رمً ػٓ ِ 322زش ِشثغ (ِبئخ
ِزش ِشثغ) َسّخ ثجٕبء ِ 52زشاً (ثالثُٓ ِزشاً ِشثؼب ً) و رىىْ ثبسرفبع ِسزىي غشفخ
اٌسٍُ ثبٌسطخ.
ػٕذ أشبء شمك سىُٕخ او ثُىدَ ،جت رىفُش ِىالف ٌٍسُبساد داخً لطؼخ األسض ثّؼذي ِىلف ٌىً شمخ أو
ودذح سىُٕخ (ثُذ)  ،و َؼىض ػٕهب ثبٌسّبح ثبٌجٕبء فٍ اٌذوس اٌشاثغ ٌّسبدخ رسبوٌ اٌّسبدخ اٌّخصصخ ٌّىالف
اٌسُبساد ,ػًٍ اْ رزذمك اٌششوغ اٌزبٌُخ<

اْ ال َمً ػشض ادذ اٌشىاسع اٌىالغ ػٍُهب األسض ػٓ  8اِزبس (سزخ اِزبس) ِمبسب ً
ِٓ خػ رٕظُُ اٌشبسع اْ وجذ او اٌّسبفخ ثُٓ دذ األسض اٌّطً ػًٍ اٌشبسع و
اٌٍّىُخ اٌّمبثٍخ ٌٗ.
اْ ال رمً ِسبدخ األسض ػٓ ِ 472زشاً ِشثؼب ً (ِبئزُٓ و خّسُٓ ِزشاً ِشثؼب ً)
أْ ال َمً غىي واجهخ األسض ػًٍ اٌشبسع اٌّزصً ثشجىخ اٌطشق اٌّؼزّذح ػٓ :
اِزبس (ثّبُٔخ اِزبس).
َسّخ ثجٕبء سشداة ال رذست ِسبدزٗ ظّٓ ٔسجخ اٌجٕبء اٌّزوىسح ػًٍ أْ َسزؼًّ
جضء ال رمً ِسبدزٗ ػٓ  ( %92سجؼُٓ ثبٌّبئخ ) وّىالف ٌٍسُبساد ثششغ اخز
ِىافمخ رخطُطُخ ػٍُٗ ِشاػبح ٌٍطشق و اٌخذِبد اٌمبئّخ.
المادج ( 8)000اإلرتذاداخ<
االسرذاد األِبٍِ<
َسّخ ثجٕبء اٌذوس األسظٍ ػًٍ دذ األسض األِبٍِ ٌٍىاجهخ األِبُِخ ٌألسض .وّب
َجت ارجبع خػ اٌجٕبء اٌّجُٓ فٍ اٌخشائػ اٌزٕفُزَخ اْ وجذ.
االسرذاد اٌجبٔجٍ و اٌخٍفٍ<
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َسّخ ثبٌجٕبء ػًٍ دذ األسض اٌجبٔجٍ و اٌخٍفٍ و فٍ دبٌخ ػًّ فزذبد ِطٍخ ػًٍ
اٌجبس اٌجبٔجٍ أو اٌخٍفٍ ٍَضَ رشن ِٕبوس ( أفُٕٗ داخٍُٗ أو خبسجُخ ) ثذُث ال َمً
غىي أٌ ظٍغ فُهب ػٓ ِ 5زش (ثالثخ أِزبس) ثششغ أْ ال رمً اٌّسبدخ ػٓ ِ 37زش
(خّسخ ػشش ِزشاً) و ال َذخً ظّٕهب اٌٍُىاْ إْ وجذ  ،و َجت أْ َسىس إرا وبْ
ػًٍ دذ اٌطشَك ثسىس ال َمً إسرفبػٗ ػٓ ِ 5زش (ثالثخ أِزبس)
المادج ( 8)000االرتفاعاخ
ً
ال َضَذ إسرفبع اٌجٕبء ػًٍ  5غىاثك (ثالثخ غىاثك) و ثذذ ألصً لذسٖ (ِ )35زشا (
ثالثخ ػشش ِزشاً و فٍ دبٌخ ثٕبء سشداة َىىْ اٌذذ األلصً ٌإلسرفبع ِ 36,72زشاً (
أسثؼخ ػشش ِزشاً و خّسىْ سٕزُّزشاً ) .
فٍ دبٌخ ثٕبء سشداة َجت أْ ال َضَذ إسرفبع أسظُخ اٌذوس األسظٍ ػًٍ ِ 3,72زش
(ِزش و خّسُٓ سٕزُّزشاً) ِٓ ِٕسىة سطخ اٌشصُف
المادج ( 8)001االشتراطاخ الخاصح
َجت االٌزضاَ ثبٌّؼبَُش اٌذعشَخ ٌٍّجبٍٔ فٍ ِٕبغك اٌذّبَخ األسبسُخ واٌثبٔىَخ
(اٌالئذخ اٌزٕفُزَخ).
َسّخ ثإظبفخ (غبثك ُِضأُٓ) ال َذست ظّٓ ٔسجخ اٌجٕبء وال رضَذ ِسبدزٗ ػًٍ
( %92سجؼىْ فٍ اٌّبئخ) ِٓ ِسبدخ اٌطبثك األسظٍ.
الفصل الثالث
اٌّجبٍٔ فٍ إٌّبغك اٌزجبسَخ
المادج ( 8)002اإلستعماالخ8
َسّخ فُهب ثبإلسزؼّبالد اٌزجبسَخ أو اإلداسَخ أو اٌسىُٕخ (ثُىد و فُالد و شمك
سىُٕخ) أو جُّؼهب ورٌه دسجّب رجُٕٗ خشائػ رذذَذ ِٕبغك اٌزؼُّش اٌّؼزّذح  .وَىىْ
اإلسزؼّبي اٌزجبسٌ فٍ اٌطبثك األسظٍ و غبثك اٌُّضأُٓ .
المادج (: )003نسة الثناء
ال رضَذ ٔسجخ اٌجٕبء ػًٍ  ( %522ثالثّبئخ ثبٌّبئخ ) ِٓ ِسبدخ األسض .
رىىْ ٔست اٌجٕبء اٌّزوىسح شبٍِخ جُّغ اٌّجبٍٔ ثّب فُهب اٌٍُىاْ و اٌخذِبد و آثبس
اٌسالٌُ و اٌّصبػذ.
ػٕذ أشبء ثُىدَ ،جت رىفُش ِىالف ٌٍسُبساد داخً لطؼخ األسض ثّؼذي ِىلف ٌىً شمخ او ودذح سىُٕخ
(ثُذ) ،ػًٍ اْ رزذمك اٌششوغ اٌزبٌُخ<

اْ ال َمً ػشض ادذ اٌشىاسع اٌىالغ ػٍُهب األسض ػٓ  8اِزبس (سزخ اِزبس) ِمبسب ً
ِٓ خػ رٕظُُ اٌشبسع اْ وجذ او اٌّسبفخ ثُٓ دذ األسض اٌّطً ػًٍ اٌشبسع و
اٌٍّىُخ اٌّمبثٍخ ٌٗ.
اْ ال رمً ِسبدخ األسض ػٓ ِ 472زشاً ِشثؼب ً (ِبئزُٓ و خّسُٓ ِزشاً ِشثؼب)ً
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أْ ال َمً غىي واجهخ األسض ػًٍ اٌشبسع اٌّزصً ثشجىخ اٌطشق اٌّؼزّذح ػٓ :
اِزبس (ثّبُٔخ اِزبس).
المادج (: )004اإلرتذاداخ
االسرذاد األِبٍِ< َسّخ ثجٕبء اٌذوس االسظٍ ػًٍ دذ األسض األِبٍِ ٌٍىاجهخ
األِبُِخ ٌألسض .وّب َجت ارجبع خػ اٌجٕبء اٌّجُٓ فٍ اٌخشائػ اٌزٕفُزَخ اْ وجذ.
االسرذاد اٌجبٔجٍ و اٌخٍفٍ<
َسّخ ثبٌجٕبء ػًٍ دذ األسض اٌجبٔجٍ و اٌخٍفٍ و فٍ دبٌخ ػًّ فزذبد ِطٍخ ػًٍ
اٌجبس اٌجبٔجٍ أو اٌخٍفٍ ٍَضَ رشن ِٕبوس ( أفُٕٗ داخٍُٗ أو خبسجُخ ) ثذُث ال َمً
غىي أٌ ظٍغ فُهب ػٓ ِ 5زش (ثالثخ أِزبس) ثششغ أْ ال رمً اٌّسبدخ ػٓ ِ 37زش
( خّسخ ػشش ِزشاً ) و ال َذخً ظّٕهب اٌٍُىاْ إْ وجذ  ،و َجت أْ َسىس إرا وبْ
ػًٍ دذ اٌطشَك ثسىس ال َمً إسرفبػٗ ػٓ ِ 5زش (ثالثخ أِزبس)
المادج ( : )005االرتفاعاخ
ال َضَذ اإلسرفبع اإلجّبٌٍ ٌٍجٕبء ػًٍ  5غىاثك ( ثالثخ غىاثك ) و ثذذ ألصً لذسٖ
ِ 35زشاً ( ثالثخ ػشش ِزشاً ) و َشًّ اٌّشافك و آثبس اٌسالٌُ و اٌخذِبد ػًٍ غبثك
اٌسطخ .
ال َضَذ إسرفبع اٌجٕبء ػًٍ  4غبثك ( غبثمُٓ ) فٍ األساظٍ اٌزٍ ِسبدزهب 82
ِزشِشثغ وألً ثذُث الَضَذ اإلسرفبع ػٓ (ِ )9زش (سجؼخ أِزبس) .
المادج ( 8)006االشتراطاخ الخاصح
َجت االٌزضاَ ثبٌّؼبَُش اٌذعشَخ ٌٍّجبٍٔ فٍ ِٕبغك اٌذّبَخ األسبسُخ واٌثبٔىَخ (اٌالئذخ اٌزٕفُزَخ).

َسّخ ثؼًّ غبثك ُِضأُٓ ال رضَذ ِسبدزٗ ػًٍ  ( %92سجؼىْ ثبٌّبئخ ) ِٓ ِسبدخ
اٌذوس األسظٍ و الَذست ظّٓ ٔست اٌجٕبء اٌّسّىح ثهب .
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Executive summary
The vision of the Ministry of Culture for the development of old areas in Muharraq, while preserving
their heritage character, is divided into three key perspectives.
The first one is the Legal
Perspective whereby the Ministry, in coordination with parties concerned, undertakes to work on
expanding and developing the framework of protecting monumental and heritage landmarks in the
town of Muharraq, and in general, in the Kingdom of Bahrain. This is intended to be carried out
through two courses of action. The first is to develop new regulatory stipulations for old area in
Muharraq, complementing the regulations currently applied, aiming at limiting the increase in either
unplanned construction or population, as well as preventing the deterioration of the special character
of urban fabric. It also aims at encouraging the return of the local inhabitants to these areas. It is
expected that these regulations are approved and ratified by the end of 2012, in cooperation with the
Ministry of Municipalities Affairs and Urban Planning and Muharraq Governorate. The second course
of action of the legal perspective aims at activating a mechanism for the urban conservation
through devising a new legal mechanism, i.e. a new law enabling the protection of heritage sites,
historic urban settlements, as well as, antiquities (attached is an annex of draft bases for this law). We
expect to complete the final draft of this law by the end of 2012, and then, presenting it to the
participating parties and the Council of Representatives.
The second perspective is the societal perspective which aims at achieving one of its priorities, being
the documentation and reviving of intangible societal heritage. The most notable initiative of the
Ministry within this course of action is the project for the restoration and development of old music
houses (Dour) in Muharraq. The study phase of this project commenced in January 2011, with the
re-use and restoration of the first of these houses to be completed by the end of 2012. The Ministry
also focuses on raising awareness and community involvement as a way to promote the importance of
preserving heritage sites through offering incentives for restoration, which in turn, to be achieved
through repairing dilapidating historical houses by the Ministry’s Emergency Intervention Team and
in cooperation with the house owners.
Urban Planning and architectural projects perspective, is considered one of the most significant
and paramount perspectives which the Ministry is currently working on, including the Pearling
Testimony Project, which is nominated for the inclusion on the Unesco World Heritage List. This is
expected to have profound impact on Muharraq with regards to asserting its identity, preserving the
memory of the place, and upgrading living standard. Also included in this huge project, a number of
projects, some of which the Ministry has started executing. Examples of these projects are: the
project of upgrading and reviving the Qaysareya Souq, of which the first phase is expected to be
completed by the end of December, 2011, the project of supervising the preservation and restoration
of Nukhidhah House; a project executed by Shaikh Ebrahim Centre, and which was, in fact,
inaugurated on 12th November, 2011, and the project of urban development for the protection area
of the antiquities on the Pearling Testimony, the first stage of which, started around Nukhidha
House in August 2011. This phase involves the approval of the project and signing off the general
approach of its development or modifying it as necessary for the application to all areas located along
the Pearling Testimony, and then extending the application so as to cover the whole of old Muharraq.
This perspective also covers projects related to the restoration and upgrading of some antiquities and
other landmarks in the old area of Muharraq. For example, the conservation project of Shaikh
Salman bin Hamad Al-Khalifa House, which is expected to be opened in February 2012, and the
conservation and lighting of the exterior facades of Shaikh Isa bin Ali House, which started last
October 2011 and is expected to be completed in March 2012 in coordination with the Directorate of
Traffic and the Ministry of Works. Another example is the project of reconstructing Shaikh Hamad
bin Isa Al-Khalifa House, of which the study phase started last October, and is expected to be
completed in March, 2012. Execution phase of the project will then start based on the study findings
and designs. The construction of Al-Khalifia Library is also another example of these projects. It
will be started in March 2012 and expected to be completed and opened in December 2012.
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The Ministry of Culture is also reviewing applications for construction and demolition pertaining to
the protection areas of the Pearling Testimony, in cooperation with Muharraq Municipality with view
to ensuring that established procedures are not violated and that buildings of heritage value are not
vandalised or demolished. The Ministry recommends that, after the adoption of the new
regulations, the application of this procedure is continued and should be made to include every
old area in Muharraq,
Last but not least, the Ministry is closely coordinating with other developmental project in Muharraq;
specifically with the Ministry of Municipalities Affairs and Urban Planning with regard to
implementing the Programme for the Reconstruction Dilapidated Houses. Coordination is also being
made with the Ministry of Housing to rebuild a group of houses which are of dilapidating structural
status. Likewise, coordination is made with residents for the purpose of producing designs that satisfy
all parties. The Ministry is also coordinating and reviewing infrastructure projects, especially, the
ambitious project of sanitation network which will be carried out around the old area of Muharraq,
and studying the subsequent impact of such project on the area.
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Introduction
The Ministry of Culture has ascertained the current derelict technical state of the heritage areas in the
towns of the Kingdom of Bahrain, especially in old Muharraq. This is evident either by virtue of the
heritage building themselves or due to the poor underlying infrastructure which is inconsistent with
the importance and history of the area, or the non-compatibility of various residential or societal
activities with its heritage fabric and identity. Accordingly, the Ministry of Culture is calling for the
cooperation of all other ministries and authorities concerned to activate a scheme which enables the
Kingdom to preserve urban heritage and to identity historical towns. The reason for this is to prevent
the demolition of old heritage buildings, to work on reviving them within a proper societal system, to
provide them with modern services, and to develop and restore them to modern standards. Such
scheme should also emphasize the improvement of the local community and the continuity of
preservation operations for the benefit of future generations.
The Ministry of Culture is convinced that the aspired urban improvement can only be accomplished
through the prosperity of societal, health and environmental conditions as well as, through
invigorating tourism activities. This leads to the revitalization of market and trade and to improved
economic condition of the community members. In this regard, the Ministry adopts most up-to-date
techniques of the architectural and urban conservation sciences in the world, in order to ensure its
effectiveness, success and continuity. The Ministry of Culture has indeed started an application of an
urban conservation pilote in a heritage sector in historical Muharraq, namely, the pearl industry on
which urbanization depended from late nineteenth century to the thirties of last century. The Ministry
is also seeking to enlist this experiment on the Unesco Word Heritage List, since such inclusion will
have reverberation and precedence in the Arabian Gulf region and the Arab World. This will, In
Sha’a Allah, be followed by other historical areas in other towns in the Kingdom.
What follows is a list outlining the perspectives on which the Ministry of Culture operates to develop
old areas in Muharraq Governorate, while preserving their cultural heritage character:
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Legal Perspective
The current law for the protection of antiquities ( Law No. 11 1975) only applies to issues pertaining
to archaeological or heritage sites, and does not take into consideration the urban heritage of old
towns which encompasses the overall urban fabric, including public spaces, road network and the
unique urban character.

New law for urban conservation
The Ministry of Culture, therefore, proposes the activation of urban conservation through
devising a new legal mechanism which facilitates the protection of heritage sites and heritage
urban communities in addition to monuments. In so doing, spots such as water springs and
archaeological sites may be listed as heritage areas. Likewise, urban surroundings such as the
Pearling Testimony and old Muharraq as a whole can be listed as one of the Historic Urban
Settlements.
Enclosed with this report is a draft of bases upon which a new law may be devised. One of the
most important bases is the approval of a “plan for the protection and management of Historic
Urban Settlements”, to be binding and to supersede any other developmental plan for the area.
One of the components of this plan is to conduct statistical demographic studies to determine the
capacity of the area and the magnitude of the required structure masses, while conserving the
road network and its size – being an integral part of the area’s identity and a testimony to its
history.

Expected commencement and completion
dates

April, 2011 – expected end 2013

Participating entities:

Ministry of Municipalities Affairs and
Urban Planning (the General
Directorate of Urban Planning),
Muharraq Governorate and the
Representatives Council.

Current status:

A draft of the bases for a new law has
been prepared and dispatched to the
Temporary Committee for Studying
Old Districts and Areas in the
Kingdom of Bahrain for urbanite and
developmental perspectives.

Next steps:

To form a joint committee, consisting
of the Temporary Committee for the
Studying Old Districts and Areas,
Ministry of Municipalities Affairs and
Urban Planning and Ministry of
Culture, to draft a new legal text
pertaining to urban heritage. The
aspired law should set forth the
administrative mechanism necessary
for the management and preservation
of this heritage.
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Building regulations related to old Muharraq:
Furthermore, the Ministry is currently working, in cooperation with other relevant ministries, on
developing new building regulations related to the heritage area in Muharraq. This is to be
done by adding the current regulations under a chapter pertaining to the areas adjacent to
landmarks and special structures having heritage character. These new regulations will
contribute to tackling various problems facing heritage areas by providing solutions such as
reducing the number of foreign workers, mitigating population increase and stopping the decline
in the urban character specific to heritage areas.
Expected commencement and
completion dates:

Summer, 2010 – expected end
2012

Participating entities:

Ministry of Municipalities
Affairs and Urban Planning
(the General Directorate of
Urban Planning) and
Muharraq Governorate.

Current status:

Coordination has been made
with the General Directorate
of Urban Planning through
workshops and coordination
meetings. As a result, a final
draft has been agreed.

Next steps:

To get the new regulations,
for old Muharraq, approved.

Societal Perspective
This constitutes the following aspects:
Documenting and reviving intangible societal heritage
One of the most significant factors for preserving the heritage areas in towns is to activate an
economic system capable of sustaining local community members. Accordingly, it is
necessary to emphasize the heritage and handicraft activities which are still being carried out in
the Kingdom. This can be done through activating a number of restoration and rehabilitation
projects which aim at the preservation of the memory and identity of the place, and through
activating heritage activities which are still alive within the urban context of heritage towns.

Existing projects within this framework
Restoring and revival of heritage music houses in Muharraq:
Expected commencement and
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January, 2010 – expected end

completion date:

2012

Participating entities:

Ministry of Culture

Current status:

A number of properties on
which music houses will be
expanded are being
expropriated.

Next steps:

To prepare the preliminary
design and restoration reports
necessary for executing the
project.

Societal awareness and participation
The Ministry of Culture firmly believes that all efforts towards urban reservation rest within
the local community, whose members must be prepared to accept such efforts and positively
interact with them. The local community plays a vital and primary role in preserving urban and
architectural heritage.
Existing activities within this framework
Offering incentives for restoration:
The Ministry of Culture currently provides technical support and some other incentives
that seek to encourage owners into restoring their buildings or the heritage part of them.
It also explains to parties concerned the numerous benefits that they, their families and
their descendants are set to reap upon the activation of a heritage preservation system.
The Ministry currently keeps a list of houses needing fortification to prevent their
collapse. An emergency restoration team has been equipped to intervene in urgent cases
in cooperation with house owners.
Expected commencement and
completion dates:

Work programme started
beginning 2011 and is
continuing.

Participating entities:

Ministry of Culture

Current status:

A house in Al-bin-Khatir
district has been restored, and
the building of Yousif Fakhro
has been fortified.

Next steps:

To continue setting up
restoration programmes in
participation with house
owners.
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Urban Planning and architectural projects perspective
This contains the following aspects:
Pearling Testimony project:
One of the most important initiatives that the Ministry has recently taken involves the Pearling
Testimony project which has been nominated to the UNESCO World Heritage List. The
Pearling Testimony revives the memory of the pearling economy and is expected to make a
strong impact on Muharraq in so far as affirming the identity of and preserving the memory of
the place, as well as, improving the living standards.
The project involves restoring and rehabilitating 16 historical buildings in old Muharraq, which
are connected by means of a visitors’ pathway, and the urban development of its buffer zone.

Existing activities within this framework:
1. Al-Qaysareya Souq (Siyadi shops B in the Nomination file):
The first part of Al-Qaysareya Suq is being restored, and work is nearing completion.
Expected commencement and
completion dates:

Started in November, 2010
and will be completed in
February, 2012.

Participating entities:

Ministry of Culture and
Ministry of Works

Current status:

Nearing completion

Next steps:

To consider renting of the
shops and the coffee shop.

2. Nukhidha House:
The Ministry has supervised the restoration of this house which is among the first
houses on the Pearling Testimony that was inaugurated on Saturday 12 th November,
2011. The project was designed and executed through the Shaikh Ebrahim Centre.
3. Urban development for the protection area
The Ministry of Culture is currently preparing an Urban Master Plan for the
protection area of the Pearling Testimony, which aims to the organization of public
spaces and improvement of the living conditions. This involves addressing certain
issues such as the lack of parking lots, the poor management of road networks, public
services and utilities like telephone cables and electric lines. This scheme will also take
into consideration the findings of the first and second aforementioned perspectives, i.e.
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will fall within the scope of the new laws and will include plans through which the
strategies arising from social researches will be activated.
The Ministry calls for the expansion of the scope of this scheme at the subsequent
phase to include all Muharraq’s old districts, thereby acknowledging all
development requirements, while preserving the urban heritage.

Expected commencement and
completion dates:

(Phase one): from August,
2011 to February, 2013.

Participating entities:

Ministry of Culture, Ministry
of Municipalities Affairs and
Urban Planning, and Ministry
of Works

Current status:

Phase one is under study.

Next steps:

To complete the study to
include all areas located along
the Pearling Testimony, and
to expand its scope to
encompass all of old
Muharraq.

Restoration and upgrading projects:
1. Conservation of Shaikh Salman bin Hamad Al-Khalifa House:
Expected commencement and
completion dates:

December, 2010 to February
2012.

Participating entities:

Ministry of Culture, Ministry
of Works, and Electricity and
Water Authority.

Current status:

Nearing completion

Next steps:

To complete the restoration
and fine restoration of
gypsum works.

2. Reconstruction of Shaikh Hamad bin Isa Al-Khalifa House:
Expected Commencement and
Completion dates:

(Study phase) October, 2011
to March, 2012. Execution
phase has not been decided
yet.

Participating entities:

Ministry of Culture

Current status:

Under study.
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Next steps:

To carry out excavation work
to expose the original walls
and to precisely figure out the
shape of the house. Also, to
gather available information
about the house based on
which new design can be
prepared.

3. Al-Khalifiya Library Project:
Expected Commencement and
Completion dates:

March, 2012 – December,
2012.

Participating entities:

Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait,
as financiers, and AlKhalifiya Library Board of
Trustees.

Current status:

The project is in architectural
design phase. Plots on which
the library is to be
constructed, have been
expropriated.

Next steps:

To issue permits and execute
the project.

4. Conservation of the external facades of Shaikh Isa bin Ali House:
Expected Commencement and
Completion dates:
Participating entities:

st
1 October, 2011 – end of
March 2012.

Ministry of Culture, Ministry
of Works, and Muharraq
Governorate.

Current status:

Sample testing and selection
of appropriate materials.

Next steps:

To complete the execution of
works, and to coordinate with
the Traffic Directorate and the
Ministry of Works for the
purpose of changing traffic in
a manner that would reveal
the outer façade of the
antiquity in a seemly way.

Review of construction and demolition permit requests:
The Ministry is currently, in cooperation with Muharraq Municipality, reviewing all
construction and demolition permit requests within the protection area of the Pearling
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Testimony. This is done in order to ensure that the approaches adopted are not in any way
violated and that valuable buildings are not vandalized or demolished. Thus, a specialized
committee is assigned to review all applications received from the Muharraq Municipality.
These applications are of two types:
After they are reviewed, specific
Permits for construction, modification and restoration:
recommendations, which are compatible with the historical character of the place, are made.
The recommendations are based on the new regulations and established codes.
Permits for demolition in old Muharraq areas: The building first gets evaluated. If its
heritage value is confirmed, established procdures are followed to get owners to participate in
the conservation of his property or else, resort to other solutions. The Ministry, in some
cases, resorts to the purchase of these properties, when all efforts fail to convince or motivate
the owners. However, the Ministry only consider such action as a last resort, since it believes
that local community members should not be excluded from the town.

The Ministry recommends that, after the approval of the new regulations, the
application of related procedures continues and that their scope is extended to include
all areas in old Muharraq.
Cooperation with other development projects
The Ministry is closely coordinating with the Ministry of Municipalities Affairs and Urban
Planning (MMAUP) with regard to the HRRP (Housing Renovation and Reconstruction
Program) of reconstruction of dilapidated houses, and with the Ministry of Housing in order to
reconstruct a group of structurally deficient houses. Coordination is also being made with
residents to agree on designs that are satisfactory to all parties. The Ministry is also coordinating
with the MMAUP with respect to development plans and other projects which may affect old
areas and their character.

The Ministry recommends that this cooperation continues officially and under an
appropriate programme to be agreed up on, and in collaboration with the Urban Planning
Directorate, Ministry of Housing and people residing in the area.

Summary of recommendations
Forming a joint committee comprising the "Temporary Committee for Studying Old
Districts and Areas", the Ministry of Municipalities Affairs and Urban Planning, and
the Ministry of Culture, in order to prepare a new legal text for the urban heritage.
The aspired law should define the administrative mechanism required for urban
management and conservation.
Adopting new building regulations, under the current regulations pertaining to old
Muharraq.
Gathering demographic, economic and cultural statistics on old Muharraq to
determine its social identity and figure out necessary remedies and interventions to
enable the local community to preserve its urban heritage and the local identity.
Activating programmes for social awareness to highlight the advantages of urban and
architectural conservation and its benefits for the members of the society, both in the
short as well as long term, establishing effective strategies to make owners partners in
the architectural and heritage development and conservation programmes, and
communicating with university students through their study programmes for the
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purpose of educating them on the specific importance of local architecture and urban
areas and the necessity of preserving their identity.
Establishing joint working teams among ministries concerned to review and
coordinate the operations of construction and demolition, as well as development
projects, in old Muharraq areas. The role of these teams is also to ensure that these
projects, whether for housing, building public parks and recreation facilities, car
parks, or infrastructural development, etc. should not be incompatible with the
heritage, archaeological, or historical importance of the place.
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Annex:
Bases for promulgating a law for the protection of antiquities and
national heritage

Bases for promulgating a Law for the protection of antiquities and national heritage as
an amendment to the Antiquities Law No. 11 of 1995
________________________________________________________________________
1) The Law should be referred to as: "Law for the Protection of Antiquities and National
Heritage"
2) The Preamble should refer to the followings:
The Constitution
Amiri Order No. 4 of 1975
The Law of Antiquities of Bahrain of 1970 amended by Decree Law No. 17 of 1985
Antiquities Law No. 11 of 1995
And all other decrees and laws attaching to the jurisprudence.
The international conventions for preservation including the 1964 Venice Charter and
the 1972 World Heritage Convention.
3) To repeal the Protection of Antiquities Law No. 11 of 1995, but keep the clauses concerning
movable antiquities, disposing of and trading in antiquities, penalties and digging for
antiquities.
4) In addition to antiquities, heritage sites and Historic Urban Settlements, will be protected by
the new Law, thus, more sites like water springs and archaeological sites can be listed as
heritage areas.
5) The law is to be applicable to:
Antiquities: which include movable and fixed assets of private or public property,
which have either national or international cultural value in terms
of historical, aesthetic, artistic or heritage significance and must be protected
and preserved.
Heritage Sites: sites that stand as witness to human activity, and have national or
international heritage value in terms of historical, aesthetic, artistic or heritage
significance and must be protected and preserved.
Historic Urban Settlements: these are urban sites either continuous or discontinuous
which express unique architectural features, or a distinct urban harmony or a unique
interaction with the surrounding environment. They also have national or international
heritage value in terms of historical, aesthetic, artistic or heritage significance and must
be protected and preserved.
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6) Methods of Protection:
Antiquities:
Panels that state the name and number of the antiquity have to be fixed on all
Antiquities;
Never authorize any restoration, modification, addition or re-construction works
without obtaining the permission of the Ministry of Culture;
Partial or complete demolition of the antiquity or the removal of any part of it must be
prohibited.
In case of antiquities that become dilapidated, the local authorities have to notify the
Ministry of Culture in order to take the necessary measures, and the owner must be
ordered to refrain from attempting to fortify the antiquity or repair or amend any
part of it until the competent authority steps in.
Fixing advertisements or any other attachment to the antiquity is to be prohibited.
An approval from the respective competent authority has to be obtained to authorize
the execution of any infrastructure works within the range of the antiquity. This
include electricity and telephone lines, natural gas, drinking water and sanitation
pipes as well as street pavement works and any other works that may otherwise
affect the shape of the antiquity.
The integrity of the antiquity ownership limits have to be maintained so that
antiquities cannot be divided except with the permission of the concerned authority.
A range of protection, to be determined by the competent ministry, has to be imposed
around each antiquity; all previous provisions applicable to the antiquity are to be
applicable to such range.
Any construction works in the antiquity or within its range must be subject to
obtaining a permission from the competent ministry;
The competent ministry may, at its discretion, extend the range of protection set for
the antiquity;
All local authorities have to consult the competent authority in case the antiquity or its
range happens to fall within the area of any development project or any
development plan.
The competent ministry shall contribute, with the owner of the antiquity, to the
maintenance and restoration costs as per their agreement. Where the owner cannot
afford to participate with the competent entities in covering such costs, the state will
be authorized to expropriate such antiquity and adequately compensate the owner.
The competent ministry is entitled to instruct the owner regarding the possible uses of
the antiquity in order to ensure that the antiquity will not suffer any damages; the
owner shall abide by such uses.
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Heritage Sites:
Never authorize any restoration, modification, addition or re-construction works
without obtaining the permission of the Ministry of Culture;
The following works are not to be executed within the limits of the heritage site:
Partial or complete demolition of any building inside the area, placing any
advertisements or fixing any attachments, performing any infrastructure works within
the range of the antiquity, such as electricity and telephone lines, natural gas, drinking
water and sanitation pipes as well as the pavement of surrounding streets;
In case of the heritage sites that become dilapidated, the local authorities have to
notify the Ministry of Culture in order to take the necessary measures, and the
owner(s) of the heritage site must be ordered to refrain from attempting to fortify the
antiquity or repair or amend any part of it until the competent authority steps in.
The integrity of the heritage sites ownership limits have to be maintained and may not
be divided except with the permission of the competent ministry.
The building law and regulations may be applied upon the approval of the
Responsible Body ;
The Responsible Body shall approve a scheme for the protection and management of
the heritage sites. Such scheme will be binding and obligatory and will supersede any
other development plan of the area. The Ministry shall approve such scheme within a
maximum of five years from the date of the registration of the heritage site;
A range of protection, to be determined by the competent ministry, has to be imposed
around each heritage site; no construction works inside such range may be performed
without the approval of the competent ministry;
All local authorities have to consult the competent authority in case the heritage site
or its range happens to fall within the area of any development project or any
development plan.
The competent ministry shall contribute, with the owner(s) of the heritage sites, to the
maintenance and restoration costs as per their agreement. Where the owner cannot
afford to participate with the competent entities in covering such costs, the state will
be authorized to expropriate such heritage site and adequately compensate the owner.
The competent ministry is entitled to instruct the owner(s) regarding the possible uses
of the heritage site in order to ensure that the heritage site will not suffer any
damages; the owner shall abide by such uses.
Historic Urban Settlements:
Never authorize any restoration, modification, addition or re-construction works
within the limits of Historic Urban Settlements without obtaining the permission of
the Ministry of Culture;
The following works are not to be executed within the limits of the Historic Urban
Settlements: Partial or complete demolition of any building inside the area, placing
any advertisements or fixing any attachments, performing any infrastructure works
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within the range of the site, such as electricity and telephone lines, natural gas,
drinking water, and sanitation pipes as well as the pavement of surrounding streets;
Archaeological digs may be requested by the Responsible Body, in some areas prior
to construction of any new building. The plot owner is also responsible of declaring
any archaeological find on his land during excavation works.
The street pattern within the ranges of Historic Urban Settlements has to be
maintained.
The integrity of the ownership limits within the ranges of Historic Urban Settlements
has to be maintained and may not be divided except with the permission of the
competent ministry.
In case a building inside the range of Historic Urban Settlements becomes dilapidated,
the local authorities have to notify the Ministry of Culture in order to take the
necessary measures, and the owner(s) must be ordered to refrain from attempting to
fortify, repair or modify any part of the antiquity until the competent authority steps
in.
The building law and regulations may be applied upon the approval of the
Responsible Body;
The Responsible Body shall approve a scheme for the protection and management of
the Historic Urban Settlements. Such scheme will be binding and obligatory and will
supersede any other development plan for the area. The Ministry shall approve such
scheme within a maximum of five years from the date of the registration of the
heritage site. The scheme must include the intervention categories allowed for each
property (buildings that need protection, buildings that need restoration, buildings that
need to be demolished, and properties that need to be built, in accordance with the
building regulations applicable in the area).
A range of protection, to be determined by the competent ministry, has to be imposed
around each Historic Urban Settlements; no construction works inside such range may
be performed without the approval of the competent ministry;
All local authorities have to consult the competent authority in case the Historic
Urban Settlements or its range happens to fall within the area of any development
project or any development plan.
The competent ministry shall contribute with the owner(s) of the properties situated in
Historic Urban Settlements or their protection ranges, to the maintenance and
restoration costs as per their agreement. Where the owner(s) cannot afford to
participate with the competent entities in covering such costs, the state will be
authorized to expropriate the property and adequately compensate the owner.
The competent ministry is entitled to instruct the owner(s) regarding the possible uses
in the Historic Urban Settlements in order to ensure that the heritage site will not
suffer any damages; the owner shall abide by such uses.
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Urban Conservation
study on Block 209
Muharraq
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The progressive desintegration of the urban fabric:
About 100 houses have been demolished
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58%

20,7%

21,3%
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The existence of the vegetation is
issued of the courtyards typology
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ALBEDO coefficient indicates the capacity of a
material to reflect the sun: the use of natural stone
could reduce the temperature about 4/5° celsius
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A SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
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The revitalization of the
original urban fabric

. Restoration of old buildings
. Design of streets and public
squares . Pearling path
. New constructions on the
traces of the original buildings
(habitations, cultural
equipments…)
. Parking areas
. Plantation of trees, canopies
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2 j. PROTECTION DEGREES

A NEW FONCTION FOR EMPTY PLOTS

ORIGINAL FONCTION

PROPOSED FONCTION

1
2
3

ACTUAL
FONCTION
PARKING
PARKING
PARKING

HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE

4

PARKING

HOUSE

5

PARKING

HOUSE

6
7
8
9

EMPTY
PARKING
PARKING
PARKING/
PUBLIC SPACE

HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE+PATHWAY
HOUSE + PATHWAY

HOUSE+3 / SHOP
PARKING
HOUSE +3
PARKING
HOUSE+2/
PUBLIC SPACE
HOUSE +2
+ LATERAL PATHWAY
HOUSE + 3
PARKING/HOUSE +2
PARKING + HOUSE +2
PUBLIC SPACE +
HOUSE +2

10
12

PUBLIC SPACE
PARKING

HOUSE + PATHWAY

PUBLIC SPACE + HOUSE +2

11

EMPTY SPACE

HOUSE

PUBLIC SPACE/
HOUSE +2

13

PUBLIC SPACE

HOUSE

PUBLIC SPACE

N°

14

HOUSE

15

EMPTY SPACE
PARKING

HOUSE

HOUSE +2

16

PUBLIC SPACE
PARKING

HOUSE

PUBLIC SPACE
+ HOUSE +2

17

PARKING

HOUSE

PUBLIC PATHWAY
+ HOUSE +2

18

PARKING

HOUSE

PUBLIC SPACE
+ HOUSE +2

N°

ACTUAL
FONCTION

ORIGINAL FONCTION

PROPOSED FONCTION

19
20
21
22
23

EMPTY
PARKING
EMPTY
PARKING
EMPTY

HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE

HOUSE+2
PUBLIC SPACE
HOUSE +2
HOUSE +2
HOUSE +2

24
25

EMPTY
PUBLIC SPACE +
PARKING
PARKING
EMPTY +
PATHWAY
PARKING
PUBLIC SPACE
PARKING
PARKING
PUBLIC SPACE
PARKING
EMPTY SPACE
PARKING
PARKING

HOUSE
HOUSE

HOUSE +2
PUBLIC SPACE
HOUSE +2
PARKING / HOUSE +2
PATHWAY +
HOUSE +2
HOUSE/SHOP +3
PUBLIC SPACE/
HOUSE +2
HOUSE +2
PUBLIC SPACE
HOUSE +2/PARKING
HOUSE +2/
MOSQUE GARDEN
PARKING + PATHWAY
HOUSE +2
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31A
31B
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HOUSE+PATHWAY
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE + PATHWAY
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NEXT STEP:

5 PILOT PUBLIC SPACES

1. Pearling path

2. Blind alley

3. Large public space

4. Small public space

5. Commercial street with controlled traffic
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UNIQUE MODULES
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MIXED MODULES:
CENTRAL CARPET + LATERAL MODULES
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THE END
THANK YOU !
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Introduction
Her Excellency Shaykha Mai, the Minister of Culture, has advised the Ministry's technical team
to propose an urban upgrading scheme for the open spaces of the immediate surroundings of
the Nukhadha House. This is in the occasion of the coming soon inauguration of the
conservation project of the Nukhadha house, one of the properties nominated for the World
Heritage Sites. The technical team of the Ministry of Culture proposes the measures described
in this report in respect of the following principles:
1) Respect the residences needs and stylistic expressions,
2) Harmonizing the public spaces surrounding the Nukhadha House with the nearby
public spaces surrounding the Center of Shaykh Ibrahim,
3) Minimize the car accessibility into the narrow streets through controllable bollards
that permits the car of the residences who have a garage built within the limits of their
properties,
4) To highlight the existence of the existing palm trees which were in the courtyard of the
House of Shaykh Ibrahim, no longer existing.
5) Respect the historic values of the monument, and whenever possible represent its
relation with the public space and/or the neighboring buildings.
6) Maintain the overall theme of the pearling industry, more specifically the Nukhadha
role in it.
The buildings surrounding the Nukhadha house are numbered as shown in the map in the
following page. Measures are detailed for each building separately. In addition to the building
specific intervention, general ones are proposed for the public spaces.
It should be highlighted that the following measures are schematic, and they need to be
detailed before implementation.
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General Works in Public Spaces
1. Pavement area: 430 m2
2. Add tree in the open space North of the Nukhadha house (after investigating the
ownership of the property).
3. Removal of hanging cables specially those which are extended along and across the
alley west of al-Nukhadha.
4. Install a new wooden screen to close the dead-end alley where the emergency
staircase of Shaykh Ibrahim center exists. This alley is not longer connected to the
public street network, thus, there is no harm to install such a free standing screen.
5. Add street floor type lighting with a pattern similar to the one surrounding the Center
of Shaykh Ibrahim.
6. Install street bollards that would block the car access to the area except for those
residents who have garage integrated into their properties.

Controllable bollards
to limit car access

Plan layout with the numbering used for each building surrounding the Nukhadha house
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Before

After

Wooden screen to be added to cover the corridor beyond the wall of historic building
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Building 1
1. Northern façade remove of balustrade and install a wooden screen instead similar to
the one in the eastern side.
2. Covering 2 AC window types units with wooden cover.

Before

After
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Building 2
1. Install wooden screening on projection in the eastern and southern facades as
illustrated below,
2. 4 AC covers
3. Cover for the water meter

Before

After
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Possible wooden treatments to be used

Elevation of façade after development
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Building 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Main door to be replaced with a wooden door
3 AC covers
Cover meter with wooden box
Change the triangular shape projection above the windows with straight shape
Replace the finishing of the entrance steps with stone slabs that will be used to cover
street
6. New wooden cover to cover the existing water tank

Change the triangular shape above the windows with straight shape

Replaced with
new cover

Replaced
with stone
slabs
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Building 4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cover 2 water meters with wooden cover
Cover Gas box and water heater with wooden box
4 AC covers
Repaint both facades north and east, considering off white color for the façade surface
and a light brownish color for the projected reinforced concrete elements.
5. Replace the tiles of entrance steps with stone slabs that will be used to cover street
6. Redesign the deck in the eastern facade to be suitable for setting and flower boxes
remove the balustrade of the entrance

Repaint facades

Added as a sitting bench

To be covered with
wooden elements
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Building 5
1.
2.
3.
4.

5 AC covers
Cover the water meter
Repaint the façade highlighting the external south features
Recommendation of wall painting on the Eastern façade, possibly based on script The
art work can extend to cover the southern façade of building No. 6 as explained below.
5. Wooden cover of all 8 windows of the façade.

Features To be highlighted
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Building 6
1. Design a light screen to cover service court, possibly including it in an art work on the
surrounding solid walls as stated above.

Before

After

To be removed
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Building 7
1. Replace the existing main door with wooden new door
2. Cover for the electrical box
3. Add wooden screed above the main entrance, and possibly grow crawling plants on it.

Before

After

Add wooden screed above the main entrance

Possible wooden elements
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Building 8
1. Paint western façade with a similar paint as in the southern façade.
2. Remove existing fabric shelter

Repainted
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Building 9
1. This building is already designed by the Ministry of Culture. Final schematic design
drawings under name of "House B" were submitted to the Ministry of Housing (Mrs.
Dina Siyyadi) on the 26th of May 2011.
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Before

After
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Building 10
1. Cement removal and plaster facade with traditional plaster similar to the one applied
on the historic section of al-Nukhadha Majlis.
2. 2 AC cover
3. Wooden screen for window in western facade
4. Wooden door to replace the existing door
5. Cover the electricity box with wooden box
6. Replace the tiles of entrance steps with stone slabs that will be used to cover street
7. Fix the broken glass of 2 windows in the southern and the western façades.
8. Raise the southwestern wall with plastered block work
9. Raise the southern section of the western wall as shown in the photograph below,
note that the lowered portion mimics the existence of the bridge that once connected
that property to the Nukhadha Majlis. This lowered portion of the parapet should then
be aligned with the traces of that bridge preserved in al-Nukhadha.

to be
added

Wooden
elements to be
used

Raise the
block work
Replace
broken glass
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